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CHRIST'S LABORERS.
BY MRS. MERRILL E. GATES.

Ye faithful ones ! O not alone

Ye toil in far, unfriendly lands,

But 'companied bj valiant bands

Of shining spirits from God's throne.

A great, a glorious company

—

Hosts of the Spirit-led on earth,

Heirs of the new immortal birth

—

Are fellow-workers where ye be !

All praying souls, whose ardent view

Sees Christ's fair fabric rise secure,

'Mid fierce time-tumults, heavenly pure.

Upbuild those wondrous walls with you.

Angels, who downward bending hear

The sin-bruised soul's repentant voice.

And in the blessed sound rejoice,

How closely do they gather near!

And Christ the Lord, the crucified.

For whose dear sake alone ye go.

Who loves us as we cannot know.

How is he at your very side !

God, saints and angels! Surely ye.

Since all to God ye freely give,

Befriended are as none that live.

And heartened by high ministry I

Washington, D. C.

Contributions With much regret we must report a falling off in our

FOR THE Month, contributions of $434.74 in the first month of our new-

financial year as compared with the same month in 1900. We recognize

the fact that the ingathering at the close of the year is apt to react in the

first month of the new year ; but the same conditions existed a year ago, and

it is a disappointment to be obliged to begin the year in the minor key. We
realize, liowever, that contributions must fluctuate from month to montli,

and since eleven months remain to redeem the loss, we will not lose heart

over it. Ma)' it the rather spur us on to more " determined effort" in the

new year.

Missionary Three new missionaries have started for their respective

Personals, fields of labor the past month,—Miss Harriet L. Osborne and

Miss Evelyn M. Worthley for Foochow, China, and Miss Alice Gleason for
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Guadalajara, Mexico. It is pleasant to think of the warm welcome they

will receive in the places to which they go, and the fresh life and courage

they will carry to the overworked missionaries. Of the young ladies in

this country. Miss Phelps, of Inanda, has gone to friends in the West • Miss
Pohl, of Smyrna, plans to take up some studies in Hartford Theological

Seminary ; Miss Bruce, of Satara, India, is to remain in the East ; and Miss
Mary Noyes, of Madura, is with friends in Cincinnati. Letters have been
received from Miss Clara L. Brown at Honolulu, on her way home for a well-

earned furlough. Miss Talcott has proved herself so indispensable to the work
in the Sandwich Islands that she has been persuaded to remain there till the

arrival of Dr. and Mrs. Doremus Scudder, who are soon to take up the

work. Miss Cull, of Marsovan, who has a furlough this year, is established

in Cambridge, England, where she is to take up special studies.

Via Christi. This little text-book for our united study for 1902 is rapidly

making its way among many of the women's societies in the United States

and Canada. The first two editions were soon exhausted, and it has been

received with universal favor. The publishers are to issue a holiday illus-

trated edition, which many of our readers will wish to purchase. To be

obtained from Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Price, 60 cents.

Miss Stone. It is with great regret that we are again compelled to say that

there is no word as yet of Miss Stone's release. The fact that both Turkey

and Bulgaria are eager to disclaim all responsibility greatly hampers negotia-

tions. In justice to Miss Stone and to the missionary force, it should be said

that there was no " recklessness," as has been implied in some statements, on

Miss Stone's part, in being found in the place where she was captured. The
road was considered safe, and she was traveling with a party of teachers and

pastors. The good news of her release may come at any moment. Efforts

to this end have not been in the least relaxed.

Union Meeting. An interdenominational meeting was held Tuesday after-

noon, December loth, in the chapel of the Old South Church, Boston. Presi-

dent Caroline Hazard, of Wellesley College, presided, and there was a good

representation of ladies from the Baptist, Methodist, Episcopal and other

Boards, as well as from our own Board. After a brief devotional service.

Miss Susie Sorabji, of Poona, India, the daughter of a prominent Parsee

family, to whom many of our own constituency listened with great interest

at our annual meeting, gave an address, which was a wonderful presentation

of facts from various reports and authoritative statements from prominent
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men, in regard to the condition of India's women. At the close a generous

offering was made for the school in Poona, which is the special work which

Miss Sorabji represents.

A New Magazine. A new visitor has appeared among our exchanges,

called The Indian Ladles' ISIagazine. It is published in Madras, and

edited by a native lady, Mrs. S. Satthianadhan. It is printed in English, and

its appearance is all that can be desired in a modern magazine. It is in-

tended for circulation among two classes of women in India—the growing

number of native ladies who have received a liberal English education, and

with whom the future of Indian womanhood largely rests ; and the many
European ladies who are spending their lives for the emancipation of their

Indian sisters. It is hoped that it will serve as a bond of union for the edu-

cated Indian ladies with each other and with the Europeans, and the manifold

activities by which the cause of Indian women is being furthered. The
number before us contains articles on " Social Intercourse between Euro-

pean and Indian Ladies," "The Vedic Wife," giving some of the Indian

ideals of womanhood in the ancient literature of the country, and some pretty

Hindu stories. Social reforms are made prominent in an article on Pun-

dita Ramabai and her work ; and practical help for Indian wives and

mothers is given in the cookery column, where there are recipes for such

dishes as " cocoanut chutney" and " brinjal curry." We think the peri-

odical promises mucli of interest to the friends of India in this country, and

we wish it might have a large circulation here. The subscription price is

$1.50 a year, which should be sent to Indian Ladies^ Magazine^ Roya-

pettah, Madras.

Among Our "The touch of nature which makes the whole world
Methodist Friends, kin" is shown in the following recently received com-
munication :

—

" The following resolution was adopted by the General Executive Com-
mittee of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal

Church, at its recent session in Philadelphia, October 30th to November 6th,

1901. Mrs. J. T. Gracey, Secretary.

'''Resolved., That our sincere sympathy is hereby extended to the perplexed

and afflicted great American Board on account of the cruel capture and

detention of their devoted missionary. Miss Ellen M, Stone, by the brigands

of Bulgaria, and will devoutly and constantly pray for her speedy release."

Many thanks to our Methodist friends. We most heartily appreciate their

sympathy. May their prayers and ours soon be answered in the release of

our beloved captives

!
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TURKEY.

OLD CONSTANTINOPLE.

BY REV. HENRY O. DWIGHT, LL.D.

One of the striking qualities of Constantinople is its great age. In year

B. C. 65S, when graceless Manasseh sat on the throne of Judah, Byzantium

began to rear its walls upon the crest and northward slopes of the hill at the

mouth to the Golden Horn. Our ancient histories are largely occupied with

the tale of the grinding to pieces of the great empires of the East. Babylon

breaks the power of Egypt ; Persia destroys Babylon ; Greece cripples and

Macedon overthrows Persia, and Rome gathers up the fragments for a

purpose which it hardly recognized as we can. A measure of the age of the

first city at Constantinople is the fact that the chief phases of all these strug-

gles and upheavals and falls among the empires were contemporary market

gossip in Byzantium. Even then it was cosmopolitan in population, and

lived for gain from the needs of the nations. Changing its allegiance from

time to time, through shrewd prevision or unwelcome force, it became a

strategic point of value, now to Persian, now to Greek or Macedonian,,

now to Roman. Through all these changes, with some mishaps, it managed

to guard well its existence, and to thrive and grow.

At length there came a time when the Roman empire was divided against

itself. By this time believers in Jesus Christ had filled the Roman world

with his message of a new way of life. There is inspiration in the history

of this early spread of the gospel under the protection of the "peace of

Rome." There was no organization to carry on missions. But up to the

seventh century, when the rise of the sword of Islam ended missions in the

Eastern church, we everywhere find individuals doing great things on their

own responsibility. In the conquest of the Roman world by Christianity we

have example of the tremendous power of the individual Christian when

moved by a simple, loving heart.

Constantine learned of Christianity in what is now France, from the

spiritual descendants of the church at Smyrna. What he learned made him

deem it wise, perhaps from reasons of state alone, to champion the new

"way" when he moved against Licinius at Byzantium. With the cross for

his standard, he whirled across Europe, drove Licinius back on Byzantium,

and, after a pause to catch breath, he moved on the city and defeated him in

a last terrible battle on the other side of the Bosphorus, not five miles from

the point now occupied at Scutari by the American College for Girls. After

once seeing the place on which Licinius had relied to be his stronghold, he

quicklv resolved to make it his capital.
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Constantine changed the name of Byzantium to New Rome. He repaired

its finest buildings, and embellished its streets and its public places. Then
he added to the ancient city a space of open country five times as large as its

1
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Paul's time, up the Italian coast to Puteoli, but made their way to a little

harbor on the Marmora shore of Constantinople, where they discharged their

cargoes near the foot of the hill on which now stands the Gedik Pasha Mis-

sion House. But it was not long needful to use inducements to draw people

to that magnificent site. Before a century had passed by, the city was so

packed with people that a further ti'act of open land, about as large as Con-

stantine's addition, had to be added to Constantinople, and inclosed by a new

set of walls. These walls of the fifth century form the city limits on the

west to this day. After a thousand years of existence, Byzantium had ceased

to be an outpost and had become the seat of power. The astonishing way
in which the growth of the city justified the estimate placed upon the im-

portance of its position by Constantine, emphasizes the rare powers of the

founder of the first Christian empire.

This change in rank came to the city almost i,600 years ago. One natu-

rally looks eagerly for traces of the work of the great emperor. Within the

limits of old Byzantium, on the site of the Hippodrome, stands an Egyptian

obelisk, which Constantine probably caused to be brought to Constantinople,

although it was not set up in its place until a century or more after his death.

It is one of those "pillars of the House of the Sun" mentioned by Jeremiah

when he was trying to convince the Jews that Egypt could not save them

from Babylon. Upon its rosy, sculptured sides Joseph must often have

looked when, as prime minister of Egypt, he married the daughter of the

priest of that " House of the Sun " at On.

Near the obelisk still stands the pillar of the Twining Serpents, which Con-

stantine brought to the Hippodrome from Greece. Aloulded from the armor

of the Persian soldiers, who had crossed half a continent to meet their fruit-

less doom at Platea, during eight hundred years the pillar of the Twining

Serpents served the temple of Apollo at Delphi. For more than fifteen

hundred years it has stood where Constantine put it, upon the Hippodrome

of Byzantium. As Professor Van Millingen has remarked,* that pillar

stands for the triumph of civilization over barbarism. It is made of the

very substance of the instrument hurled by Persia to destroy the awakened

soul of Greece. Constantine moved it to its new place as a token of a further

triumphant advance of civilization. It is therefore worthy of note that the

first act of the conquering Turk on taking the city, in 1453, was to smite

and break that column, in wanton contempt of whatever it stood for. He
would have assailed it only the more eagerly had he understood its historj'

and its portent.

In laying out the new city, Constantine fixed a point on the top of the

second hill, just outside of the great western gate of the old city, to be in a

*Byzantine Constantinople., p. 267.
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special sense the center of public municipal life for Constantinople—the oval

Forum called by his name. In the center of the Forum he set up a lofty

column, made of the superb porphyry chosen by the emperors of the East as

the stone peculiar to royal abodes and royal tombs. When he set up the

column, it is said that the emperor solemnly dedicated to Christ the city

which it overlooks, and, while the empire lasted, each New Year's Day a

solemn ceremony of dedicating the city anew to Jesus Christ was held at the

foot of this column, with imperial pomp and pageantry. Tradition says

that in the foundations of the column lie buried the Palladium of Rome, a

portion of the cross of Calvary, and a magnificent copy of the New Testa-

ment. All traces of the inclosure of the Forum have disappeared. But the

great column stands there yet, its base buried in the accumulated dust of the

centuries, and its surface cracked and seamed and blackened by the flames

of countless conflagrations, and its substance held together by many metal

hoops. Its broken head towers some seventy feet above the careless throngs

in the great street, who have forgotten how often, at the foot of "the burnt

column," this city has been reconsecrated to Jesus Christ, the King of kings.

Constantinople rapidly became a city of churches after Constantino set an

example in church building. Out of a hundred or more which are known
to have existed before the Turkish conquest, one or two only are still in the

hands of the Greek church. Some twenty-five others of these ancient

churches are still to be seen by him who looks for them. They are Turkish

mosques. St. Sophia, the cathedral founded by Constantine, St. Irene, also

founded by Constantine, and used as an armory by the Turks for four hun-

dred and fifty years, and the monastery of the meadows, or the so-called

" Mosaic Mosque," which dates from the fifth century, are examples of these

churches known to all travelers. Fragments and ruins of others of the old

churches have been built into walls by those who care for none of these things,

or spring to light when excavations are made for new buildings. Some of

these old relics speak to-day with words that thrill when encountered in

unexpected places. Over the main door of the mosque of St. Sophia is a

brass tablet, which the Turks have seen no reason to remove. Carved on it

is a dove, hovering in the midst of rays over an open book. On the page

are Greek words that read :
" I am the door. By me if any man enter in, he

shall be saved, and shall go in and out and find pasture." East of the ter-

races which supported the Acropolis of old Byzantium, the Turks have built

into the sea wall of the city two long marble slabs bearing a Greek inscrip-

tion. One of these pure white stones is upside down, and the two are

separated by tvv^enty or thirty feet. But, taken together, they still speak, for

a cliurch of the misty past: "Open to me the gates of righteousness; I

will enter into them, and I will give thanks unto the Lord."
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Such mute appeals to the Christian heart are the words of the kingdom of

Jesus Christ, and they give all children of the kingdom a part in the interests

of the place where they once ruled. Let us hope and pray—and work—that

as a result of our missions in that storied city the old churches may awake

anew to that glorious service for Jesus, the honor of which is their birth-

right, and to the pains of which they are called by the very stones of the

walls.

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE FOR GIRLS IN
CONSTANTINOPLE.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR.

The number of students enrolled was one hundred and fiftj'-six. The
number of resident students was seventy-five. The class that was graduated

at the end of the year consisted of seven members : two Bulgarians, two

Armenians, one Turk, one Hungarian and one English girl. Of these, one

will enter the University of Berne to study medicine, two will return to the

college for graduate work, two will study further in England and America,

and one has gone to a school in the interior as a teacher.

The following table will indicate the enrollment of the students by nation-

ality :—
Armenians, 83 ; Bulgarians, 20; Greeks, 31; English, 10; Israelites, 9 ;

Turks, 12 ; Germans, 3 ; Italians, i ; Hungarians, 4 ; American, i ; Austrian,

I ; French, i ; Persian, i.

The following shows the distribution of the students by residence :

—

Turkey : Aleppo, i ; Aidin, i ; Nicomedia, 3 ; Trebizond, 5 ; Constan-

tinople, 118; Mecca, 3; Salonica, i; Adrianople, i; Sivas, i. Bulgaria,

15 ; Persia, i ; Russia, 6; England, i ; Greece, i.

The work in the several academic departments of the college has been

carried on successfully during the year. The absence of the dean. Miss

Fensham, was greatly felt in the teaching force ; but with that exception all

the required work outlined in the Calendar was given, the departments were

well conducted, and the advance in scholarship was satisfactory. The higher

elective work—history of philosopliy, biology, French and English history,

history of art, chemistry and English literature—was especially prominent

during the year. There will be classes prepared to do advanced work in

some of these subjects another year.

At the end of the year a further separation was planned of the collegiate

and preparatory departments. The reorganization tends toward the estab-

lishment of a fully equipped high school, and has already extended to a
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practical separation of the preparatory school in its teaching force and class

arrangements. Boys are also taught there, especially in the lower classes,

and quite a number of children from the ruling nation of the land take

advantage of the opportunities thus offered. Miss Dunn, who is in charge

of this school, is especially fitted to draw in such students, through her inti-

mate knowledge of the country and its needs.

The two literary societies of the college carried on their work as usual

;

Miss Seager was the president of the P. B. T. U. and Miss Edib was pres-

ident of the Theta Alpha. Both these societies are developing as perma-

nent, independent elements of our college life. A Century Club was formed

in the autumn, which meets on Friday evenings throughout the year, to

read and discuss current events. Such subjects as the Transvaal war,

China and the Powers, and the United States in Cuba and in the Philippines

were brought up to date, current news was discussed, and the forms of

government of the leading countries in Europe and of the United States

were studied. Two of the teachers kindly gave talks on the Spanish-

American war and Egypt under the Khedives. In the spring a formal

debate was held on the Transvaal war, to which the teachers and college

students were invited.

Religious services have been maintained as usual in the college through-

out the year. The Bible classes met with enthusiasm, and the Christian

Association made good progress in its work, under the efficient presidency

of Miss Dayan. The Sunday evening services were carried on by the

Christian Association throughout the year, and were often conducted by

one of its members. The students' voluntary prayer meeting, held on Sat-

urday afternoon, was usually well attended. It was through personal effort,

however, that the most notable results of influence on the character of the

students were attained. There was great improvement during the year in

habits of self-control and standards of uprightness, and, in general, in those

qualities which it is the purpose of the college to develop. The money

raised for benevolent purposes amounted to $79.30. Divine service was

conducted in the chapel every Sunday morning, usually by members of the

Advisory Board or other friends of the college.

The prizes which have been given for several years past for the best work

done in essay writing in English, by Miss Mary Augusta Mason, were

offered again this year. The first prize, consisting of a handsome edition

of Shakespeare, was gained by Winifred Baker, the second by Coralie Dim-

itoft^, the third by Martha Zieda. The subjects written on were Edgar Poe,

Abraham Lincoln and Longfellow.

The baccalaureate service was held on Sunday, June i6th. The gradu-
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ating class invited Dr. Washburn, the President of Robert College, to

preach the sermon. On Wednesday, June 19th, the exercises of com-

mencement day took place. The commencement address was given by Dr.

Jerome H. Raymond, Associate Professor of Sociology in the University of

Chicago, on the subject " William Morris as an Idealist." The Hon. John

G. Leishman, Minister Plenipotentiary U. S. A., was present on the occa-

sion, and other official, diplomatic and religious representatives. The

occasion was especially marked by the fact that one member of the gradu-

ating class was a Mohammedan girl, the first in the empire to receive the

degree of Bachelor of Arts. Halide Edib is already recognized by her

nation as a writer, as she has for some time written constantly for the

Turkish press of the city.

THE ALUMNA ASSOCIATION OF THE AMERICAN
COLLEGE AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

BY MISS FLORENCE A. FENSHAM.

The test of an educational institution is found in the men or women it fits

for the practical duties of life. The spirit of the day demands that the in-

telligence, judgment and discrimination which a thorough college education

is assumed to develop be directed toward some practical need of society.

This is true evervwhere, but especially is it so in and about Constantinople,

where society is passing through a period of rapid transformation, and a

mingling of Eastern and Western culture nmst for a time produce something

like chaos. European ideas are apparent everywhere in the Levant,—wine

drinking among the Turks, the more innocent English afternoon tea, Euro-

pean dances for social gatherings. The picturesque costumes of the Orient

are fast disappearing, until, among tlie upper classes of the present genera-

tion, the Turkish fez is the only survival of Eastern dress. Houses are fur-

nished in European fashion, even where the use of each article of furnishing

is not clearly seen. As is always the case in such clianges, the East is ab-

sorbing that which is pernicious first, and in many cases is exchanging the

bread of a good old social custom for the stone,of a European vice.

In such a state of society tlie kind of young women which the American
College is sending into the homes of Turkey is of great importance, for

these women are to be reformers, in the noblest sense. Thev must under-

stand their respective circles of society, and carefully discriminate between

the foreign influence which makes for the good of societv, and that which

will do it harm. A controlled, intelligent judgment is of prime importance

in this work. But more than this, a deep religious devotion, the simple
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love of Christ, appreciation of his teaching and devotion to his cause, will

give unerring directions to a purpose which might be lost among the prob-

lems of a society just emerging from mediceval mists.

To learn, then, what the American College is doing for the women of

the East, we must take a glance at the Alumnse Association, which was
formed in 1891 by Miss Caroline Borden, while visiting the college in

Constantinople. The society numbers at present one hundred and fifty

members, embracing some fifteen nationalities, and its representatives ai'e

to be found in almost every country of Europe and in many States of

America. As a society the association has been full of energy. Not a year

has passed that it has not raised money for some need of the college. Its

resources are limited, but its devotion to the college sincere. In the college

Hbraiy are works, the gift of the association ; the walls of one of the corridors

are lined with photographs of classic works of art, put in permanent form

under glass by the alumnas ; the chemical laboratory has here and there an

added bit of equipment. Five years ago the members of the societ}' gave a

concert in the Pera, and raised $700 as a nest egg for a college endowment.

Two months ago they purchased two houses in Scutari, adjoining the college

property, by funds which they had collected, and furnished and equipped

these for the use of the college. Thev are now at work trj'ing to raise

money for a third, which is seriously needed.

A chapter of the Alumuce Association has been recently formed in New
York, with a membership of nearly twenty, most of whom live in and near

New York. The president is Mrs. M. Chamalian ; the vice president. Miss

Rosa Constantian ; and the secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Bedros Kazanjian.

This chapter aims to strengthen the association in Turkey by arousing in-

terest in the college in this country, also to keep up warm interest in the

college by occasional social gatherings. There is also an associate mem-

bership in this country ofbetw^een twenty-five and thirty, composed of those

who have been students in the college, but who did not complete the course.

Money has also been raised to provide a scholarship in the college.

So much for tlie society as an organized whole. A glance at its indi-

vidual members is no less suggestive. One half of the members have been,

or are at present, teachers in the schools of Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece. One

is in Oorfa, a strong and efficient assistant to Miss Shattuck in her work.

They may be met in Marash, Aintab, Marsovan, Erzroom, Mardin, Adaba-

zar, in Philippopolis, in Athens, in Russia, in Egypt, in Italy, England,

France, Switzerland, Denmark. One brilliant Armenian girl took a nurse's

training in a London hospital, came back to her own country to work, and

has achieved unusual success as a trained nurse in the harems of the nobility
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in Constantinople and Cairo. An Albanian, the only one of that nation-

ality who has ever been in the college, started the first girls' school ever

formed among her people, and has been very successful as a pioneer. In

Batoum, Russia, another has .made a large place for herself in her work as

private teacher. A fine Greek girl started her work in Athens with a

determination to use her opportunities as teacher of the young for Christ.

Within a few months her sei"vices were in such demand that she could not

meet the calls, and this in view of the fact that it was recognized that she

had a carefully defined motive of training her pupils from the standpoint of

Christian teaching. These people may struggle over the introduction of a

modern version of their Bible, but there are not many parents anywhere

who will not rejoice to have their children taught to be unselfish and loving

and self-controlled.

One graduate student is at present studying medicine in Chicago in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. When her course is finished she does

not intend to remain in America, but is full of earnest purpose to go back to

Turkey and work among the women of her people in the relief of suffering.

In Adrianople a delicately reared Armenian girl after leaving college

assumed control of her father's silk factory, interesting herself especially in

the women employees, and making a study of their respective conditions,

the wage question, etc. Another has done fine executive work as head of

the Armenian Relief Fund in Varna, which is under a committee in Great

Britain. Some have learned typewriting and have done good work in this

line, but the demand for such work is confined mostly to the American

institutions. One Armenian graduate was a valued assistant in an industrial

work in Scutari, and is at present studying nursing in a hospital in America.

Another is making her preparation for work of the same kind. One can-

not forget the noble woman, one of the earliest graduates of the Constanti-

nople Home, who is matron of an Orphanage in Brousa, with a yearly

stipend of ninety dollars. All these years she has cherished a warm love

for her Alma Mater. At the first sound of the call for help for the college

came a gift of five dollars from her. One can almost hear the Saviour's rich

benediction on this spirit, " She hatli cast in more than the}' all." The
only Danish graduate has made an honored record for herself in Copen-

hagen, where she has passed her examinations as a professional translator

in English, French, German, Danish and Italian. Oriental people have

unusual talent in writing and speaking, and one of the most useful fields

open to these young women is in literary work. As we glance over the.

last report of the President there are the names of ten graduates who have

done creditable work in this direction. A Moliammedan graduate has
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translated a book on " Home Influence" into Turkish. One can read her

motive clearly from the preface, in which she addresses herself to the

mothers of Turkey, appealing to their sense of responsibility as mothers for

the character of the home life and the training of their children. A thousand

copies of this work were sent into the interior of the country, and the young
woman received a special decoration from his Majesty Sultan Hamid, in

recognition of her work.* The most recent recognition of the college has

been tendei-ed a German graduate, who was received in the University of

Berne without examination and with warm commendation of her graduating

thesis.

In this record of the difl"erent lines of service which have been pursued

by the graduates of the college nothing has as yet been said of those who
marry and, in the quiet of a home life or in some social group, are forces

for uplifting society. In the present day, when so many women are enter-

ing upon- callings hitherto restricted to men, there is a tendency to overlook

the importance of a w^oman's influence in the home. Yet this tendency is

rapidly being counteracted by the increasing attention given to sociological

study, and to this science the home will always be the unit of society. The
alumna, therefore, who are living out their lives in quiet and seclusion

under the influence of a new consciousness of Christian motherhood are

doing no less, perhaps more, for the land than can be done in any other

way. High ideals of the woman as home-maker, as wife, as mother, as

neighbor, as a member of society, cannot fail to be a regenerating force.

The children who come up under that mother's hand have a far better

chance of growing into strong manhood and womanhood than those of their

Jess fortunate neighbors. Perhaps nowdiere is the difliculty of sustaining life

on a high plane greater than in the home, where, in the narrow circle,

tradition lays its heaviest burdens on unwilling shoulders. Yet in inverse

proportion to the difficulties is the power which this influence exerts. Just

here the most careful discrimination and judgment are called for. Many of

the customs of the Orient, a natural outgrowth of the national life, are good.

Many a lesson has the West to learn from the East in the importance of

sound health, of attention to hospitality and gracious manner. No college

graduate honors her education who does not discern the good and hold to

it, while she is all the time quietly and steadily aiming to make better that

which is injurious. But time would fail to tell of all those who are using

their native power of mind and heart for some practical benefit to society.

This is, to the graduates of the college, the highest expression of devotion

to Christ.
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THE YEAR IN GEDIK PASHA, CONSTANTINOPLE.
BY MRS. ETTA D. MARDEN.

The work in Gedik Pasha for 1900 closed June 39th. From the school

four pupils, having completed the course of stud}-, were given certificates.

One of these pupils entered the sub-freshman class of Robert College, one

entered the same class in the Girls' College, and one remains with us as

pupil teacher.

Tlie opening of the work in the autumn was delayed a week. The cele-

bration of the Accession Day of His Majesty prohibited traveling, and thus

the teachers were hindered from returning to the city.

The first Sunday there was a good attendance at the Sunday school, both

of children and adults. The numbers increased throughout the year, and,

although the attendance is less than in some previous years,- the work done

is more satisfactory and the pupils of a better class. The study in the Life

of Christ has been peculiarly rich, and both pupils and teachers enjoyed the

lessons to an unusual degree. Both the general prayer meeting and the

women's meeting are well attended. Toward the latter part of the year

an unusual number of young men came into meeting, and this led us to

continue the service beyond the usual date of closing. In the women's

meetings a growth is observed in the readiness of the women to lead the

meeting, and to take part in prayer. These two meetings are conducted in

Turkish and Armenian, the two languages always being used in the same

meeting. The Greek meetings are held in other places.

From the women's class several women have become sufficiently pro-

ficient to read the Bible by themselves. Others are still struggling with the

mysteries of A, B, C in their ever-changing and never-ending combinations.

A limited number of women from the city and from Hasskeuy have been

given work as a means to earn daily bread, and about a thousand dollars'

worth of work has been disposed of" for them.

The coflee house still holds its place in Koum-Kapou. During the day

from fifty to eighty men come in to talk, read and study. It is a quiet place,

where students may sit, undisturbed by noise and brawls. The Greek

evangelist, Mr. Demetrakopoulos, is present nearly every evening, reading

and talking with the men. He also conducts a prayer meeting there

Tuesday evening.

In the day school nearly two hundred pupils have been enrolled, the

average attendance being one hundred and fifty-one. The work done can be

commended for the earnest and faithful service on the part of the teachers.

The course of study is continually improving, and the better facilities for
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learning English attract many pupils. The Christian Endeavor Societies,

Greek and Armenian, hold weekly meetings. They have frequent mission-

ary meetings, and the earnestness of the members of the societies is practi-

cally evinced in the support of a baty girl in a Rescue Home in Foochow,
China. From the Sunday school, contributions have been sent to China,

and to the Armenian and Greek hospitals in this city. From the women's

meetings have come gifts for the poor.

A report can only give a hint of work, especially when space is limited,

but such is an outline of the year's history. We can only trust that He
whose wisdom excels ours, and whose is the work, will fill in the blanks,

correct the mistakes, and reward the honest efforts.

INDIA.

CELEBRATION OF MRS. BISSELL'S JUBILEE.

(Translated from a Marathi paper by Mrs. H. J. Bruce.)

THE JUBILEE WEEK.

At Ahmednagar last month, from the thirteenth day throughout the week
following, there were very joyful and profitable times. Joy was written on

the faces of all the Christians, both young and old. They were all occu-

pied witli one subject. Inasmuch as the Lord has allowed our respected

Mrs. Bissell to complete fifty years of service, how shall we express our joy.?

How show our gratitude to God, and what lessons shall we learn from this

occasion ? It was in solving these questions that the people were occupied
;

and truly, by the Lord's favor, the opportunities granted in connection with

this jubilee have resulted in profit. Those who witnessed these events, on

reading this account will be obliged to say what the Qiieen of Sheba said

when she saw the glory of Solomon. Nevertheless, it is desirable that those

who did not have the opportunity to witness these demonstrations should

have some little idea of them.

The celebration of Mrs. Bissell's jubilee commenced on the evening of the

twenty-third of August. Here and there were those who were very busy in

writing addresses in her honor and in getting them printed. Others were

occupied in consideration of how the arrangements for this celebration should

'be carried out. Some were making preparation for concerts and some for

speeches. On Friday evening, in the large church, there was a meeting for

prayer and thanksgiving that the Lord had kept Mrs. Bissell so long in Hin-

dustan. The lessons to be learned from her life were also considered. The
occasion was a solemn one, but for want of space we cannot give an abstract

of all the addresses.
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On Saturday evening the theological students held another meeting for

prayer. After rendering thanksgiving in reference to Mrs. Bissell, the prin-

cipal object was to learn what lessons we may from her life. On account of

differences in circumstances, experience and temperament, we cannot in all

respects copy another Christian disciple, and it would not be best if we could
;

but we may profitably consider what the Lord has done for such an one
;

what, on certain occasions, that disciple has done, and how he has become

increasingly useful. By so doing we may learn better what is our duty.

There is one thing we may learn from Mrs. Bissell's life. It is, that al-

though it belongs to the Lord to determine the length of our service, yet we

often, by some mistake, cut short this term of service. By not attending

properly to the wants of the body we waste our strength, and the health

becomes impaired. Then, of course, our term of service is shortened.

Our allotted time is lessened by excessive care, by eating and drinking or by

working irregularly, and in other such ways.

Whatever effort for God is undertaken should be continued constantly,

without interruption, as long as the Lord supplies the strength, and thus

more good will be accomplished.

It is very important that in all our works we estimate the value of every-

thing in the scales of eternity. Unless we weigh all our actions in this man-

ner, we shall not understand how much importance to attach to each, or

whether we should spend more or less time on this or that. Such was the

rule of Paul. This is very important to mission agents in regard to their

time. How can the theological students store up these instructions for the

time to come when they shall have entered upon their pastoral duties? Such

questions were considered at that time.

Then, on Sunday evening, Rev. Dr. Hume conducted the meeting in the

large chapel, and referred to Mrs. Bissell. His object was to show that all

those virtues and works which we admire are of the Lord, and, therefore,

his name should be praised. Then, in the evening, in the Church of the

Lamb, there was a kirttan, setting forth the acts of Madam Sahib's life.

On Monday, with the first appearance of the glorious face of the sun,

some tongas (conveyances) set out from Nagar in a northerly direction, and

after reaching the town of Jeur they came to a halt, because there was to be

in that place something worth seeing. In the Jeur district. Madam Sahib

has labored many years. After Dr. Bissell's death, Mrs. Bissell worked

that district with much pains, and the Lord has given to her labors a good

degree of fruit. In and about Jeur there is a good-sized Christian commu-
nity, and it was Madam Sahib's great wish that a house of worship should be

built for them ; but, on account of the want of means, that work had been
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delayed. In some way or other (who knows how?) Mrs. Bissell's wish

became known to some of the people, and they arranged that at the time of

her jubilee something should be done toward this building. Subscription

papers were passed all around, when some of the people gave cash, some

promised to pay, and some divided up the house into parts. One said, "I
will give the cost of the large door." Another promised to give the price of

a certain window. Others promised to supply certain articles of furniture.

Thus about three hundred rupees were raised, and one man became re-

sponsible for designing and superintending the building. Therefore, on

Monday, the 26th, Madam Sahib went to Jeur to dig the foundation of the

building.

A good many people from the neighboring villages had gathered together.

After devotional exercises, consisting of prayer and addresses. Madam Sahib

took the spade in her hands. Those hands, which had done the Lord's serv-

ice for three quarters of a century, were trembling,—perhaps because they

were tired after doing so much work, or because of the emotion aroused on

the completion of her wish in regard to this building. She struck with the

spade, and thus made a beginning of the house of the Lord. Truly this was

an occasion worth seeing.

Tuesday was the principal day of the jubilee. On that day there was a

great display of flags, etc., in front of the chapel. While going along the

street one might think he was walking in a garden. At half past nine o'clock

Mrs. Bissell was conducted into the chapel. As soon as Mrs. Bissell's feet

touched the doorway all the people stood up to do her honor, and they

began to sing, "We are very joyful," a hymn composed by Mrs. Deborah

Keskar. After Mrs. Bissell and her children were seated, Rev. Lawalyaram

Salvi conducted devotions, and in behalf of the Nagar church a written

address was presented, which was printed in gilt letters. Then another

address was given in behalf of the Kolgaw chiu'ch. A third address was

given by the Christian women whom Mrs. Bissell had taught and prepared

to be Bible women. Another was read in behalf of the churches in the Jeur

district. Still another was read in behalf of the Union, and these all were

well written. Afterwards garlands of flowers were received from different

places, and hung about Mrs. Bissell's neck. They were designed in

number to correspond nearly to the years of her service. Mrs. Bissell

returned from Jeur to Nagar, where she was drawn to the dispensary. A
great many people in Nagar know about Mrs. Bissell's medicated globules.

Her daughter has increased the work begun in the line of medicine, and has

built a dispensary. The people at this place had taken advantage of this

opportunity, and a good many native ladies, Hindu, Parsee and Christians,
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had come together. Then one of these ladies read an address, and there

were some speeches. One said that there were more patients every day in

the dispensary than there were gathered together on that occasion. Tliis

indicates that the people are making good use of this hospital. Besides,

there is also a collection of people around Mrs. Bissell's door.

Madam Sahib was covered with garlands. It was as when the sun is

covered with its own glory ; so in whatever place there wei'e those who had

received help from Mrs. Bissell, they covered her with their grateful gar-

lands. Then Dr. Ballantine made a spicy address, which it is not necessary

to write, and could not be written.

In the afternoon the Christian Endeavor Society had a social gathering,

near Mr. Haig's scliool, in the spacious grounds. At that time a great

many young people made a display of different kinds of gymnastic exercises.

These games were continued till sunset. The Mission High School students

also showed great skill in these matters. After seeing tliese exercises the

people went out, and within one hour again assembled in the large church,

where a sacred concert was conducted with musical instruments. The sub-

ject was Christian Service. It is useless to remark what a crowd there is at

a kirttan. In this way Tuesday was filled with the joy of jubilee.

On the second day the missionaries held a banquet in Mrs. Bissell's

honor. On Friday the members of the theological class gave a pansupari

—distribution of the betel nut, folded in an aromatic leaf—equivalent to

afternoon tea—for Madam Sahib.

On Saturday evening Mr. Anandrow Savgli gave a tea, when tjiere was

a gathering of Hindus, Parsees, Mussulmans and Christians. A description

of that occasion will come naturally in a description of tlie rug which was

presented to Mrs. Bissell at that time. This rug was very beautifully woven,

and in the center was an embroidered bulbul's nest. Near to this nest, on

a dry branch, a bird was sitting, singing. This picture was suggestive of the

noted singing book of Mrs. Bissell's, called Bulbul in the dry country of

Hindustan. On the under side of the rug were the words, " Presented by

the children of Salubai." Salubai has died, but her children remain, and

help to keep up the relationship between her and Mrs. Bissell.

This was the last event in the celebration of the jubilee week, but there

will not be an end of the jubilee. The Lord's servants who do God service

shall shine like the diamond more and more. The more the diamond is

polished, the more lustrous it becomes. The more worn is the Lord's serv-

ant in his work, the more is his value increased. Whoever can estimate

the advanced worth of this the Lord's diamond, by the friction of fifty

years, will acquire much benefit from this jubilee celebration.

Dnanodaga.
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PAGODA BELLS. OR MEDICAL WORK IN FOOGHOW.
BY DR. KATE C. WOODHULL.

Pkace Street Hospital for Women and Ghildren is near the White
Pagoda, which looks down on us like a giant sentinel. This pagoda is said

to be over 900 years old, has seven stories and is over 300 feet high. For

many years it had been in a dilapidated condition, the plaster on the outside

crumbling, the idols much defaced, and the stairs inside all broken, so there

was no safe way to ascend, to get the fine view.

A few years ago some zealous Buddhist priests collected money to repair

it. Among other repairs, the bells on the corners of the turrets, absent for

many years, were replaced. When the wind blows hard these bells all join

their voices in a melodious chime. In the fierce gusts of a typhoon they have

a shrill, weii'd sound. Sometimes a breeze strikes only one side of the pagoda,

and the bells tinkle softly, making a very sweet chime.

Oh, Christian churches ! Where are your heralds to proclaim on the

mountain tops of Ghina that Ghrist is " The Way, the Truth, and the Life"?

Where are your messengers to go through these villages and hamlets and

tell of Him who said, "I am the Light of the world," " He that followeth

me shall not walk in darkness " ?

(21)
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Sometimes when we listen to the pagoda bells they seem to us like voices

bringing messages from far away. One day the voice sounded like a familiar

anthem and it ran thus, "How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of

him that bringeth glad tidings, that publisheth peace, that bringeth good tid-

ings of good, that publisheth salvation." "How shall they believe in him of

whom they have not heard? And how shall they hear without a preacher?

And how shall they preach except they be sent?" And the sweet chime

added, " And how shall they send except they hear?"

And so, dear friends, we send out this record of two years' work for

women and children, that you may know a little of what we are doing, and

so be stimulated in your work and prayers for this dark land of China.

GRADUATION OF MEDICAL CLASS.

One of the important events of 1899 was the graduation of our class of four

medical students, after six years of training.

One of the graduates remained in the Hospital as assistant. Two are

engaged in private practice in the villages where they live with their hus-

bands. One has charge of the dispensary in Ing Hok. All four are making

good use of their medical knowledge and bid fair to be increasingly useful.

We have a new class of four students. These, with the assistant, the

hospital evangelist and hospital nurse, make a good native working force

for the medical work.
INCREDULOUS PATIENTS.

The physicians' joy when able to give relief and cure their patients is as

great on mission fields as in the home lands. We often think of what John
Brown, a famous Scotch physician, said in a popular lecture : " When you

are better don't forget to tell your doctor so. It is the mantle that he wraps

about him, to comfort himself withal." But we here often have the sorrow

of having to say, " It is too late, we cannot heal you." The Chinese are so

unwilling to believe this, it makes it harder still. A woman came one day

who was blind in one eye and the other inflamed. She was much excited

and very eager to know if we could heal her. We said, " It is a great pity

;

you have waited too long before coming and the blind eye cannot be healed,

but you can come into the Hospital and we will heal the other eye." In a

loud voice she said, " They told me you were very skillful and could heal

blind eyes." We explained to her that some blind eyes could be healed, but

hers was not the kind that could be healed. She turned to another patient

and said, "They told me she could heal blind eyes," in a tone that said very

plainly, "She could if she would." People here believe quite generally that

we save our best skill for a few of our favorites.
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AN INTERESTING LITTLE PATIENT.

Early one beautiful June morning, men came bringing into the Hospital

court a little crib covered with green mosquito netting, and looking very

neat and attractive. Everything about it showed that it belonged to a well-

to-do family. The occupant was a feeble child very sick witli pneumonia,

and they had brought it through the street in this way that it might come as

comfortably as possible. The uncle of the child came v^^ith it. He said iiis

sister had come from a long distance that she might bring the child to the

Hospital to be healed. Soon the grandmother and an older sister of the

baby came to take care of it. The sister was a very pleasant little lady, and

it was very interesting to see how tenderly she cared for the little one. Tiie

mother was in delicate health, but she spent a part of each day at the

Hospital, going to her brother's at night.

Different members of the family came from time to time, and one day the

little child's uncle came into the ward bringing his feeble old mother on his

back and laid her on the bed. She said she wanted to come once aud see

their baby in the foreign Hospital. She rode in her sedan chair to the Hos;

pital door, but was not strong enough to walk up the steps on her little feet.

Every day they would bring something new, hoping to add to the comfort

of the little sufferer, as the weather was very warm. So eagerly did they

co-operate with us in our fight with disease, that it was quite an inspiration.

We had the satisfaction of seeing the child relieved of the acute disease

from which it was suffering, but the chronic disease with which it had

struggled from birth proved a more formidable foe.

They remained in the Hospital until we had to leave for the mountain.

They seemed very grateful for what we were able to do for them and listened

attentively to the gospel teaching.

One day a patient from the country was brought in on a litter. Several

members of the family came with her. They were all very mucli excited,

and tried to explain to us how very ill she was; tiiat only cold medicine

agreed with her ; that if she ate hot medicine it made her much worse.

Would the doctor teacher be very careful to give her cold medicine ; if she

should eat hot medicine they feared she could not get well. We assured

them they need have no fear, for Western medicine was not divided into hot

and cold, and we would be very careful to give just the right medicine that

her disease required. They all looked very incredulous and anxious as we
proceeded to examine the patient.
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OBSTETRICAL WORK.

During the years 1S99 and 1900, of which this report is a record, the

obstetrical work has been much the same as in former years. With a few

exceptions we have been called only to cases requiring surgical interference.

One of these exceptions was in an officer's family. They called us in time,

and the labor proved a natural one. Afterwards they called us several

times for slight ailments of the little one, which were promptly relieved.

This family showed their gratitude by the presentation of a tablet. It was

a case where kind Nature did the work, and the physician got the praise.

(To be continued.)

HELPS FOR LEADERS.

HOW TO USE "VIA CHRISTI."

BY MRS. C. M. LAMSON.

Lesson I.

First, go over our text-book, V^ia Christie, especially the topics and lists

at the end of the chapters, till you are overwhelmed with a sense of the

riches brought to your hand. Perhaps, also, there will be a feeling that

you are inadequate to so great a task. Doubtless you are an intelligent,

well-informed woman ;
yet few, even of such, would care to take an exam-

ination off-hand on all these subjects. Then, your own mind being in a

proper frame of humility and hunger, persuade every one of your society

that you possibly can to buy the book and to go througli the same process.

Outside the Bible Society's publication, I know no book so meaty, so good

to have at hand, for thirty cents.

If you are within reach of a large library, have a consultation with the

librarian, showing her the course of study you hope to follow. She will be

eager to help, and, doubtless, will reserve for the use of your club what

volumes she may have of the rich bibliography given at the end of Via

Christi. Very likely she will put them on some table where they are

instantly accessible for reference. If you have no public library, consult

your pastor,—consult him, anyway,—and he may have books that he can

spare for a little while, glad to know that they are of use. And borrow of

every one that you can. Many a useful book is standing idle on library

shelves that would gladly be loaned to help any good work.

In planning your programme, though you will feel crowded, be sure to

give time for the Word and for prayer. The portion of Scripture may be

brief if you choose, just a few verses, showing, perhaps, that we, too, have
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been brought out of darkness into His marvelous light, as the heathen must

be, but never hurried. We might well join in singing the hymn given on

page 26, the earliest known Christian hymn, which fits the tune, " My
Faith Looks Up to Thee." Join, also, in reading together, truly praying,

one or more of those devout prayers. Five minutes would be well spent in

swift question and answer on the text-book matter,—a sort of quiz class.

This should leave half an hour or more for specially prepared topics. You
cannot take all the twelve, but you must consider the first,—that awful

picture of the state of the world when our Saviour came ; and you cannot

pass over the story of those women martyrs, and the pathos of the Cata-

combs ; nor can you spare the thrill of courage and resolve that the story

of the persecutions always brings. Some musical girl will be glad to tell

how music has been the handmaid of the gospel, being itself transformed

and ennobled thereby. Some one, too, who revels in language study will

like to investigate for you the early translations of the Scriptures, and so on.

Discourage written papers. We all like better to be talked to than to be

read to. Still, each must work in her own way. Probably you will feel, as

does our little club, that we need a whole afternoon each week in the month.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
FROM MISS ADELAIDE DAUGHADAY, SAPPORO, HOKKAIDO, JAPAN.

No doubt you have already read of the great revival there has been in

Japan, and to a certain extent still in progress. It is indeed a time of refresh-

ment from the presence of the Lord. That which has long been prayed

and worked for has come, and sower and reaper are rejoicing together over

the bountiful harvest. During the dark days of nearly a decade ago, when
the faith of many waxed cold, and some of the most gifted, trusted leaders

went astray, earnest souls began to pray, " O Lord, strengthen the things

that remain and are ready to die ;

" and now a flood of spiritual life is sweep-

ing over the parched ground, and the barren places are blossoming into

new life and beauty.

The close of the nineteenth century was a time of earnest waiting upon
God, and the churches seemed to enter upon the new century with a more
prayerful spirit and a deeper sense of responsibility than thev had ever

shown before. A Japanese pastor recently said in his sermon : " Do you ask

the cause of this revival ? I answer, ' Prayer, prayer.' " There seems to have

been almost entire freedom from excitement and sensational methods, if we
except the long procession of Christians that walked the streets for an hour
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before the evening meetings, singing hymns and distributing printed notices

of the dail}' services. But even this w^as done so seriously and reverently

that the word " sensational" can scarcely apply to it. In a country where

noisy Buddhist processions are so common it seems quite appropriate that

Christians of all ranks should bear testimony in this public but orderly way.

One day in Tokyo in July last I unexpectedly got into one of the former.

It was at the time of a heathen festival, and throngs of half-intoxicated men,

and here and there women, also, were drawing idol cars through the streets,

all yelling wildly. Even little children, in imitation of their elders, were

pulling empty sake tubs by ropes, and bringing up the rear of the noisy

crowd. I was riding, and my jinrikisha man wheeled aside well out of

the throng to let it go by. When all had passed it seemed as if a sweet

silence settled down upon the streets that had been the scene of tumultuous

excitement. A few minutes later from another side came a long procession

of men and boys, headed by a missionary gentleman, walking two by two,

singing in a quiet, reverent manner a gospel hymn. Their gentlemanly

bearing was in such sharp contrast to that of the Buddhist believers that it

seemed to me all the people along that great thoroughfare must have been

impressed by it as well as myself.

There are now in our churches many hundreds of new Christians and

thousands of inquirers. Of course a great amount of personal instruction is

needed for these "babes in Christ." It is with feelings of solemn thankfulness

that we take up this additional work.

FROM MRS. CHARLOTTE E. HUME, BOMBAY.

Our school was increased last year by the addition of another three

hundred and more famine children. One dark day as many as fifty-five

boys and about twenty girls were brought to me at once from two of the

famine camps. You have heard how a wealthy Parsee gentleman has

loaned us free of rent a very large house, where over three hundred boys and

young men have their home. Nearly forty of these boys now go regularly

to the "Reay" Art Work shops, where they are being taught stone-cutting

as masons, stone carving, wood carving, mural decorations, designing and

cutting of stencils, and pottery. All are taught to draw, as an essential to

these trades. In the evening one of our older boys holds a night school for

them, that tliey may have Bible study and continue to learn to read and to

write. On their own premises the boys clean cocoanut fiber, are taught

gardening (vegetable), poultry raising and carpentry out of school hours.

The carpenters work and study one half day each. All these must be sup-

ported. Last year, through the Congregationalist Famine Fund and the
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American Indian Relief Committee, we were enabled to feed and clothe

these boys and the over two hundred famine girls. Our school now num-
bers quite six hundred and twenty-six boarders. But those funds have all

ceased. Until the children have learned their trades they must be supported.

Even now there are in Western India alone six hundred thousand on famine

relief works. Prices continue very high, and in Gujerab another famine is

impending. In Northern India and the Central Provinces, where the crops

seemed to promise fair, locusts have laid them nearly bare. We are having

good rains. To-day there is a fearful storm.

The religious condition of our school was never more earnest. Over fifty

were received into the church last year. Some of my new famine girls have

developed lovely consecrated characters. Our gold and silver industry,

added to all kinds of needlework, prospers.

FROM MISS HELEN I. ROOT, OODOOVILLE, CEYLON.

We have had a most enjoyable time during the visit of Mr. Hatch, the

Christian Endeavor Secretary. Mrs. Brown arranged a fine rally—the very

first Christian Endeavor Convention in North Ceylon. It was held at

Atchuvaly, and about thii'ty of the Udupitty girls, with fifty from Udu-
ville, and some from Manepy and Nunavil, made an enthusiastic company.

The occasion was the organization of a new society of eight Christian girls

in Atchuvaly, and the whole event was most cheering. It was specially

pleasant to see the girls themselves take such an active part in the exercises,

leading the meetings and taking part with great enjoyment. On the last

morning of Mr. Hatch's stay we had at Oodooville what we called a local

convention. All the young people's Christian organizations were invited,

and all together their delegations, with our girls and the few older Christians

who came, made an inspiring audience of more than five hundred. Secre-

tary Hatch gave one of the best of his finely simple addresses, and it seemed

as if everybody must have been greatly helped.

#ttr Wioxh at Mome.

FROM OUR BRANCHES.

The home work of the Board and the work of the Branches are identical,

and we are glad to lay before our readers very briefly the condition and
special features of these organizations, and suggestive hints taken from the

•reports given at the annual meeting of the Board in Pittsfield.
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The Philadelphia Branch has continued with success the plan inaugu-
rated last year of sending to each auilixary printed cards containing the list of

the pledged work of the Branch. With these was the statement, Your con-
tribution last year amounted to so much ; and the question, For the coming
year can you not make it so much ? naming a reasonable advance. In most
instances great effort was made to reach the sum mentioned. One new aux-
iliary has been formed, a missionary loan library has been started, and the

auxiliaries are taking up the topics recommended for the united study of
missions. A loan exhibition of missionary curiosities was a feature of a

Branch meeting.

In New Haven Branch the " determined effort" to establish an organization
in every church in its territory has resulted in the formation of eleven new
auxiliaries and fifteen mission circles. An important item has been the
preparation by Miss E. M. Prichard, vice president, of an index of all the

numbers of Life and Light from the beginning. The articles are so classi-

fied and arranged that any item of information desired may be found at a
glance.

The officers of Vermont Branch have made a vigorous and successful

effort to reach every auxiliary in the State, and to learn its condition. Many
interesting items have come to their notice. For instance, the case of a little

village fourteen miles from the railroad, in which there are two women
especially interested in foreign missions. One lives six miles from church,
and the other two miles in the opposite direction. The latter, though an
invalid, manages to hold an occasional meeting, and always reads the mis-
sionary letters and prays for the work. Many tributes of gratitude and love

have been paid to their beloved honorarv president. In her own words in

memoi'y of the founder of the Branch : " We are richer and stronger to-day
because we had her ; we are poorer to-day because we have her not ; we
walk in the light of sainted souls, and it were well for us to keep Founder's
Day as one by one these godly pioneers go out from us to higher service."

Rhode Island Branch reports " quickened interest and greater zeal." The
secretary for literature has established a small circulating library of new
books, which she sends to auxiliaries in rotation. Several auxiliaries are ac-

cumulating libraries of their own, and the Branch has placed a complete file

of the Missionary Herald and Life and Light in the Providence Public
Library. Four new junior auxiliaries, one mission circle and five cradle

rolls have been organized the past year. A few months ago an appeal
was sent to all Sunday schools which offered definite work to the primary
and intermediate departments, promising information concerning it. Sev-
enteen schools, nearly half the number in the State, have pledged contribu-

tions.

Western Maine Branch has a hopeful outlook, and is steadfastly holding
to the things that are, reporting no new organizations the past year. The
adoption of a new missionary. Miss Florence Hartt, now laboring in the

heart of the famine district in Ahmednagar, India, has brought much interest

to the Branch.
Four senior auxiliaries and three junior societies have been added to

Eastern Maine Branch the past yeai*, and the officers are hopeful for the
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coming year. The division of the State into two Branches is having benefi-

cial i-esults.

The number of organizations in JVeiv Hampshire Branch remains the
same as last year, but some of the auxiliaries have materially increased in

membership. A large legacy from one of its members has proved a very
great blessing to the Board.

Springfield Branch has suffered loss the last year in the death of seven-
teen of its prominent members, including its first president and first vice
president. The death of one of its most active vice presidents, Mrs. L. R,
Norton, has brought great grief to the other officers. One nevi^ auxiliary

and one new mission circle have been added, and the number of contributing
Christian Endeavor Societies has more than doubled. A new plan has been
tried,—that of dividing all the churches in the territory of the Branch,
whether they have auxiliaries or not, into groups of three or four, who should
hold one meeting together during the year. Of thirteen such groups, eleven
have held meetings, and the other two hope to do so. The attendance
varied ; but rain or shine, many or few, the goodly fellowship of the work
was apparent, and the solidarity of the Branch was strengthened.

Hartford Branch reports inci'easing interest in missions in young
people's societies,—one new junior auxiliaiy and two cradle rolls having been
organized. Strong impulse and stimulus were received from the meeting of
the American Board in Hartford in October. The Branch mourns the
loss of a beloved missionary. Miss Catherine H. Barbour, who in Septem-
ber "entered through the gates into the city, where 'His servants do him
service.'

"

Although no new auxiliaries are reported in Eastern Connecticut
Branchy there has been an increase in missionary interest, shown in the
formation of study classes, and in special efforts among children. In ad-
dition to the circulation of missionary letters, a Branch bulletin, containing
short items of general interest, has been sent frequently to each auxiliary.
New York State Branch has passed its twenty-fifth milestone during the

year, and the event was celebrated by a most interesting programme at the
annual meeting, and an offering of $905.87. An effort is to be made to

secure the co-operation of the pastors of a large number of the churches in

which there is no Branch organization. Seven hundred and thirty copies of
Life and Light are taken, and the home secretary has written a personal
letter, accompanied by a sample copy, to all auxiliaries where none were
taken.

"Chips" from Worcester County Branch gave interesting items from
auxiliary reports. "An effort of years" has at last resulted in the formation
of a new auxiliary. "All newcomers in. our church are called upon, and
invited to become members of our missionary society." " In a manufacturing
village a lady invites personally every Protestant to two meetings in the
year held at her house." "In one small church thirty-eight women of vary-
ing ages have agreed to give talks or papers at the missionary meetings."
"A minister's wife has the school-children come to her house every Tues-
day at noon for a short missionary meeting between the school sessions."

Franklin County Branch has completed twenty-five years of work, and
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celebrated the event by a most interesting programme and a silver offering.

The total amount sent to the Board for the year is the largest ever raised by
the Branch. "Last year we reported that we had ' done what we could,'

but evidently we were mistaken. We have found that we could do better,

even though our constituency is in no wise changed, and we are unable to

report any new organizations."

Hampshire County Branch reports no new auxiliaries, because already

there is some foreign work in every village. Even in the struggling home
missionary churches there is a pathetic effort to send a few dollars every

year,—pathetic because of the sacrifice it means. Some of these societies

are among those most eager to take up the united mission study. Work
among young people is most encouraging in this Branch.

In Norfolk and Pilgrim Branch the year has been most successful. The
contributions have been larger than for the seven years past, and the largest

in any year except two in the history of the Branch. There has also-been a

gain of one auxiliary and two mission circles. " We cannot but feel that our

life as a Branch is very interesting ; that we are doing good work, and
expect to do better, and that the future has golden possibilities for us.

Andover a7idWobiirn Branch has gained one new auxiliary, two cradle

rolls, and one hundred dollars in receipts, and has doubled the number of

contributing Christian Endeavor Societies and tlie number of auxiliaries

taking Life and Light.
Berkshire Branch has met all its pledges, given its quota to the general

fund of the Board, and is the richer b}' one cradle roll. Through the genei"-

osity of one of its former officers, the support of a new missionary has been
assumed. This Branch mourns the loss of its honorary president, Mrs. E.

J. Giddings. "To have had Mrs. Giddings as active president for eleven

years, and as devoted friend and counselor for six years more ; to have felt

her religious fervor, her unflagging zeal and personal charm ; and now to

have ownership in her as one of our heavenly treasures,—what greater

honor, what greater loss, has ever come to the Berkshire Branch."
The special features in jSliddlesex Braitch are a greater desire for informa-

tion, interesting study classes, and a large circulation of Life and Light.
"There has been an ever-deepening interest, and a conviction that every

Christian must love and work for missions if she believes God's promises."

The junior work in Essex Sotith Branch has never been more promising
than now. A new junior auxiliary, a mission circle and two cradle rolls

have been formed the past year. The friendly relations between neighbor-

ing auxiliaries, the strong helping the weak ones, and the intelligent and
careful prepai'ation for monthly meetings, and increased study, are the

noticeable features of the year.

Suffolk Branch reports a successful year in its auxiliaries, with increased
membership and contributions.

In Essex North Branch the special advance has been in junior work,

—

a larger increase in membership and contributions in junior auxiliaries and
mission circles.

In Old Colony Branch there has been a "decided revival of interest"
among young people, with two new mission circles formed. This Branch
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rejoices in the presence in its meetings of its own missionary, Miss Harriet

L. Cole, of Monastir, now at liome on furlough.

North Middlesex Branch is alive and holding its own, in spite of fluctu-

ations occasioned by death, illness, loss of pastors, and change of residence

among prominent workers. The growing interest and warmth of feeling

in auxiliaries is made evident in the many ways in which they enlarge and
brighten their work.

»-•-« .

OUR BOOK TABLE.

A Memoir of Edward Steere^ D.D., LL.D.^ Third Missionary
Bishop in Central Africa. By Rev. R. M. Heanley, M.A. Published
by George Bell & Sons, London. Pp. 446.

Bishop Steere was the third representative of the Universities' Mission to

Central Africa. Cambridge sent the first, Oxford the second, and the

University of London the subject of this memoir. There is a passage in a

sermon of Bishop Steere's which his associates testify as the rule of his own
life : " For the body, seek health and strength, rather than ease or pleasure.

For the mind, try after sound knowledge ; cultivate the memory ; keep open
the eyes and ears for better information ; be patient and persevering in all

your pursuits. Guard your character in your own eyes rather than in other

men's. Be sincerely good, and never try to seem better than you are, or

seem to consent to what you cannot really approve."
In the appendix are letters of Bishop Steere's on such subjects as " Mar-

riages among Natives in the Mission," "Marriages of Native Christians

with Heathen Women," " A Pastoral on Polygamy," and other vexed ques-
tions, which reveal so much practical and sanctified common sense that

they might well be studied by young missionaries who are perplexed by
these problems.

Missionary Readings for Missionary Program7nes. Compiled and
arranged by Belle M. Brain. Published by Fleming H. Revell Co. Price,

60 cents.

The compiler's " Foi^eword " gives the raison d'etre of this little volume :

" The twenty-five readings herewith given cover a wide range of topics, in-

cluding tragedy and comedy, pathos and humor. Not all of them are suitable

for use on the Lord's day ; some are only appropriate for the social mission-

ary hour. All, however, have their mission, being profitable for inspiration,

instruction, or entertainment."

The Redemption of Africa : A Story of Civilization. By Frederic

Perry Noble, Secretary of the Chicago Congress on Africa, 1893. In two
volumes. Published by Fleming H. Revell Co. Pp. 856.

The author of this stately and scholarly work is the son of Rev. F. A.
Noble, D.D., of Chicago, and Lucy Perry Noble, both of them profoundly

interested in missions. The book is dedicated, " To my father, in thankful-

ness for a friendship enriching life beyond measure, and in reverence for the

fatherhood that has been a human interpreter of Divine Fatherhood." This

book will be the authoritative classic on Africa for many years. It is en-

riched with bibliography, illustrations, maps, statistical tables and a copious
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index. The gifted author has the painstaking spirit of an investigator, and
also the literary skill of one who has read widely in many fields. His apt

mottoes show this. Even the prefatory note begins with Emerson's criticism,

" Our books are false by being fragmentary; " and Milton's "Mouse-hunt
and Ferret of an Index " prefixes that part of the book. The beginning

of each chapter is thus illumined, and one also feels grateful for the prefac-

ing of the chapters with the strategic points to be found therein. By way
of apology for the size of this work, the author says : " Cyclopedic informa-

tion about African Missions is only less indispensable than a statesman's

year-book. Africa is the most interesting of continents. It is equivalent

to six continents. It is a world in itself." Mr. Noble skips nothing. He
treats of Roman Catholic Missions as well as those of the various evan-

gelical denominations. And he begins with Abraham, the first book
stretching from B. C. 20S0 to A. D. 1520.

An entire chapter is given to " Women's Work for African Women,"
and Mr. Noble writes like one who has been familiar with this form of

work from his childhood. He utters this daring prophecy :
" Female agency

is now so independent, so large, so vital a factor in Christianizing and civil-

izing African peoples, that were women's work to cease to-day, missions

would end to-morrow." g. h. c.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.
The study of the Island World has taken on new interest and importance

of late. In the December Forum Joseph Sohn gives a valuable sketch of

the history of Islands as they have come into prominence at different epochs;

title, " The Empire of Islands."

In the same, Gilbert Reid discusses " The Ethics of the Last China War,"
following a former expression of his thought upon looting in China.

^\\&^Revieiv of Reviews^ December, gives a character sketch of Li Hung
Chang by Courtenay H. Fenn ; and Alfred Stead describes Railroad Build-

ing in Asia.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR FEBRUARY.

The Work of the Board in Constantinople. The Historic City; Evangelistic Work
at Gedik Pasha; The American College for Girls.

A leaflet prepared bj Rev. Judson Smith, D.D., on "The Place of Constantinople
in Religious History," can be obtained of Miss Hartshorn.
The Historic City is well described in " Lamedi History for Ready Reference,"

Vol. I, in Johnson's Encyclopedia, and in the article by Rev. H. O. Dwight on another
page.

Professor Grosvenor's book on "Constantinople" is finely illustrated, and gives a

graphic description of the antiquities and the present condition. We would also recom-
mend " Byzantine Constantinople," by Prof. A. Van Milligan, of Robert College,
and " Constantinople, the City of the Sultans," by Clara Erskine Clement.
Dr. Dwight's new book on "Constantinople" can be obtained from the Woman's

Board Missionary Library.

The work at Gedik Pasha is given in the December number of 1898 of Life and
Light; also the Life and Light of November, 1884; October, 1887; May, 1889, and
December, 1897.
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The last Report of the "Woman's Board contains the latest account of the work of the
American College for Girls.

Illustrated articles will be found in the July (1901) number of Life and Light, by
the dean of the college, Miss Fensham, on " Self-Government" and on "The Relig-
ious Work of the American College."
Ladies who are fortunate enough to own files of the Life and Light will find

articles on the college in the following numbers: that of October, 1876; October,
1887; May, June and December, 1890; October, 1893; November, 1894; January, iSgS!
An illustrated article will be found on "The American College for Girls " in the

JVew England Magazine for March, 1898.
North American Revie-w for September, 1896, has an article by Dr. Hamlin.
" Christian Forces in the Turkish Empire," in Missio7iary Reviexv of the World for

November, 1901, contains helpful paragraphs on pages 840-844.
An illustrated article of great interest on Constantinople, by Peter MacQueen, will

be found in the Cosmopolitan for June, 1897.
The Monthly Leaflet, prepared especially to supplement the studies, can always be

relied upon to furnish real assistance. When sending to the rooms for leaflets the
thoughtful inclosure of stamps for postage will be appreciated. m. j. b.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Meceiptsfrom. October 18, 1901, to November 18, 1901.

Miss Sabah Louise Day, Treasurer.

35 00
MAINE.

Castine.—DesBvt Palm Society,
Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Augusta, Aux., 50; Hethel,
Aux., 10; Biddeford, Second Cong. Ch.,
Aux., 11; Hallowell, Aux., 25; Portland,
Seamen's Bethel Ch., S. S. and friends,
23, State St. Ch., Aux., 12.06, Williston
Ch., Aux., Th. Off., 19.85. Less ex-
penses, 5.12, 145 79

Total, 180 79
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Bedford.— Freshyterian Ch., Friends, 3 00
New Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French, Treas. Claremont, C. E. Soc,
10; Exeter, Aux., 41; Hampstead, Aux.,
12; Henniker, C. E. Soc, 25; Ports-
mouth, Aux., 17; Rindge, Aux., 3;
Stewartstown, Miss Sarah Converse, 8, 116 00

Total, 119 00
VERMONT.

Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Burlington, First Ch., Aux., 15;
Newport, Cradle Roll, 11.75 ; South Hero,
9; St. Albans, 26; St. Johnsbury, North
Ch., 45 38, S. S., 6.61, South Ch., 80.25,
Search Light Club. 1.25; Stowe,5; Wells,
River, C. E. Soc, 25.10, 225 34

Total, 225 34
MASSACHUSETTS.

Offerings at Annual Meeting at Pittsfield, 146 23
Miss Fidelia Phelps, 10 00
u4wd!over.—Seminary Ch., Aux., 10 00
Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsraore, Treas. Andover, Free
Ch., Aux., 25.57, Sunbeam M. C, 5; Low-
ell, First Cong. Ch., C. E. Soc, 10; Med-
ford, Mystic Ch., Aux., Th. Off. at 25th
Anniv., 50; Melrose, Aux., 53; Stone-
ham, Aux. (with prev. contri. const. L.
M's Mrs. Nell J. Dumm, Mrs. Yaqnohi
Adzigian); Wakefield, Aux., 50; Win-
chester, Mission Union, 70, 263 57

Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Dalton, Home Dept., S. S., 20;
Hinsdale, Aux., 22.50; Housatonic, Cra-
dle Roll, 25 cts.; Lebanon, A Friend, 50
cts.; Stockbridge, Aux., 5.05; Pittslield,
South Ch., Aux., 31.26; Williamstown,
Aux., 184; Windsor, Mrs. Frank Leslie,
] ; Two Friends in Berkshire, 250, 514 56

Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverlv, Washington St.
Ch., Aux., 58, Y. L., 28; Danvers, First
Ch., Aux., 1, Maple St. Ch., Aux., 80;
Gloucester, Aux., 51 ; Ipswich, South
Ch., Members and Friends, 21.50; Lynn,
Central Ch., Aux., 24, Chestnut St. Ch.,
Mrs. C. H. Welch, 2, First Ch., Aux., 25,
North Ch., Aux., 25; Marblehead, Aux.,
14; Middleton, Aux., 13; North Beverly,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Peabody, South Ch.,
Aux., 8, Prim. Dept., S. S., 2.50; Salem,
Crombie St. Ch., Aux., 45.61, Tabernacle
Ch., Aux., 126.90, South Ch., Aux., 374;
Swampscott, Aux. (with prev. contri.
const. L. M's Mrs. Mary Harris, Mrs. M.
E. Newhall), 7; St. Bernard, Soc. of C.
E., 3; Topsfield, Aux., 30, 944 41

Franklin Co. Branch.—Miss Lucy A. Spar-
hawk, Treas. Conway, Aux., 5.25;

Greenfield, Aux., 7.38; South Deerfield,
Aux., 9; Shelburne Falls, Prim. Dept.,
S. S.,3,

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Belchertown, Aux.,
38.10; Easthampton, Aux. (with prev.
contri. const. L. M's Mrs. R. F. Russell,
Mrs. C. H. Hamlin), Emily M. C, 10;
Northampton. Edwards Ch., Aux., Miss
Winchell, 4; Southampton, Aux., Mrs.
Rachel Parsons, 5; Worthington, Aux.,
5.50,

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Ashland, C. E. Soc, 10; Hollis-
ton, Aux., 14.51 ; Natick, Aux., 8; South-
boro, Aux., 14,

Norfolkand Pilgrim firaMcA.—Miss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Brockton, Porter Ch.,

24 63

62 60

46 51
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Y. L. Aux., 18; Randolph, Aux., 25.50;
Soutli Weymouth, Aux., 117, 160 50

tio. Middlesex Branch.—Mis. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. South Acton, Aux., 10 00

Old Colony Branch.—Miss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Attleboro, Aux. (with
prev. coutri. const. L. M's Mrs. E. A.
Cummings, Miss Sarah F. Drown, Mrs.
Harriet S. Rowe, Mrs. Mary H. Ester-
brooks, Miss Leonora P. Beers, Miss
Calista C. Thacher, Miss Lucy Carpen-
ter Sweet, Mrs. Sarah J. Remington,
Miss Elizabeth C. Blanding, Mrs. Charles
A. Bushee, Mrs. M. A. Messerlian, Mrs.
Wilson S. Fritch, Mrs. Harriet J.
Thacher, Mrs. Bertha S. Richardson,
Mrs. Mary E. Lawrence, Miss Lydia B.
Babcock, Miss Elizabeth C. Bushee,
Mrs. Lydia S. Tiffany, Miss Susan B.
Thacher),

SpriTUffield Branch.—Mia. Mary H. Mit-
chell, Treas. Agawam, Aux., 1.13;
Chicopee, First Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 2.63;
Palmer, Second Ch., Aux., 50; Spring-
field, Memorial Ch., Aux. (with prev.
contri. const. L. M's Miss Isabel B. Eus-
tis, Miss Florence Eustis, Miss Carrie E.
Spencer, Miss Eugenie Dawes, Mrs.
Ellen E Cole, Mrs. Frederic P. Trask), 53 76

Suffolk Branch.-Miss Myra B. Child,
Treas. In memoriam M. T. L.,50; Au-
burndale. Prim. Dept., S. S.,3; Boston,
Park St. Ch., Aux., 21; Brookline, Har-
vard Ch., Abby M. Colby M. B., 7; Cam-
bridge, Marion Gray, 1.81, Wood Mem.
Ch., Cradle Roll, 5.21, Prim. Dept., S. S.,

1.53, Clarendon Hills Cong. Ch., L. A.
Soc, 4; Dedham, Aux., 15175; Dor-
chester, Central Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5,
Second Ch., Aux.. 46.35; Mansfield,
Aux., 10; Newton Centre, First Ch., L.
Ben. Soc, 65.46, Maria B. Furber Miss.
Soc, 10; Newton Highlands, Aux., 20.38;
Roxbury, Walnut Ave. Ch., Aux., 35, Y.
L. F. M. Soc, Thanksgiving Off., 85 cts.

;

Somerville, Broadway Cong. Ch., Y. L.
M. Soc. (to const. L. 1\T. Edith Dorothea
Hill), 25, Winter Hill Cong. Ch., Y. L.
M. Soc. 5; Walpole, Aux., 37; Water-
town, Phillips Ch.. Aux., 26.38. 531 72

Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Martha D.
Tucker, Treas. Lancaster, Y. L. Aux.,
5; Westminster, Anx.,50; Whitinsville,
E. C. D. Band, n.O.'i; Worcester, Pied-
mont Ch., Aux. (with prev. contri. const.
L. M's Mrs. Willavd Scott, Mrs. Thomas
Hamilton, Mrs. Edward Hall, Mrs. Sam-
uel Thayer, Mrs. John W. Gould, Mrs.
H. C. BVtice, Mrs. Charles T. Haynes,
Mrs. Grosvenor, Mrs. William Wood-
ward, Miss Cora L. Greene, Mrs. C. F.
Carroll, Mrs. Justin A. Ware, Mrs.
George D. Boyden, Miss Caroline Cald-
well, Miss Florence M. Merritt), 72 05

Total, 2,850 54

CONNECTICUT.

Hartford.—A Friend, 20
Hartford.— A. Friend, 10 00
Hartford Branch.—Mrs. M. Bradford

Scott, Treas. Hartford, Miss Alice F.
Stillson, A Th. Off., 5, Farmington Ave.
Ch., C. E. Soc, 9.50, Fourth Ch., Aux.,
1.79; Glenwood, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1; Kens-
ington, Aux., 24.88; Rockville, Aux.

(with prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. H.
K. Maxwell), C. E. Soc, 10; Simsbury,
Open Hearts M. B.,20; South Glaston-
bury, Aux., 10; West Hartford, Aux.,
57.92, 140 09

New Haven Bi-anch.-Miss Julia Twining,
Treas. Beacon Falls, United Ch., C. E.
Soc, 5; Bethany, Aux., 5; Bethlehem,
Aux., 16.25; Bridgeport, First Ch., Aux.,
36.75; Colebrook, Aux., 30; Darien, Aux.,
60; Deep River, Aux., 10; Greenwich,
Aux., 20.19; Kent, S. S., 10; Middlefield,
C, E. Soc, 5.29; Middletown, First Ch.,
Aux., 48.91; Milford, Plymouth Ch.,
Aux., 25; New ]Milford, Aux., 97; North-
ford, Aux., 30.78 ; Saybrook, Aux., 42.21

;

West Cornwall, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1 ; Wash-
ington, Cradle Roll (with prev. contri.
const. L. M's Alice Pratt Carter, Eric
Winthrop Rossiter, Marie Church,
Franklin Fenn, Helen J. Carter), 443 38

Total

,

593 67

NEW YOEK.
Neiv York City.—Friends, 75 CO
£ast Bloomfteld.—Mrs. E. S. Goodwin, 3 00
New York State Branch.—Mrs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Binghamton, Anx., 10;
Brooklyn, Flatbush, Cradle Roll, 4.08,
Park Ch., Aux., 5. Jr. C. E. Soc, 2, Lewis
Ave. Ch., Earnest Workers, 35, Tomp-
kins Ave. Ch., Aux., 200, Mrs. T. R. D.,
250; Buffalo, First Ch., Aux., 40; Canan-
daigua, Aux., 100; Java, C. E. Soc, 1.54;

Oswego, Aux., 35; Poughkeepsie, C. E.
Soc., 25; Saratoga Springs, Aux., 10;
Wellsville, Aux., 1 05. Less expenses,
128.02, 590 65

Total,

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.
Philadelphia Braiich.—Miss Emma Fla

668 65

veil, Treas. D. C, Washington, First
Ch., Prim. Dept. and Cradle Roll, 6.48,

Jr. C. E. Soc, 4; JV. J., East Orange,
First Ch., Cradle Roll, 32.33, Trinity Ch.,
Aux., 15; Glen Ridge, Aux., 185; Mont-
clair, Aux., 235.90, Y. W. M. Soc, 3;
Newark, Belleville Ave. Ch., Aux., 55;
Orange Valley, Aux., 7.30, Y. L. M. B.,

7.30, Jr. C. E. "Soc and Cradle Roll, 10;
Paterson, Prim. Dept., S. S.. 1.16; Plain-
field, Aux., 10; Westfield, Aux., 126.50;

Pa., Germantown, Jr. Neesima Guild,
10; Philadelphia, Aux., 15; Va., Hern-
don, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.12. Less expenses,
49, 676 09

Total, 676 09

MARYLAND.
Baltimore.—A Friend, 40

Total, 40

TURKEY.
.4into6.—Pupils in Girls'School and Others, 8 80

80

rJeneral Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacies,

Total,

Total, $6,133 83

4,864 18
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Oakland, Cal.
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HOME SECRETARY'S REPORT W. B. M. P.—1900-1901.

(Read at the Annual Meeting.)

In response to the sixty-eight letters sent out last month to the auxiliaries

asking for items of interest for this report, forty answers have been received,

sixty per cent nearly complying with the request.

Berkeley, First.—Regular meetings, most of them in the homes of mem-
bers, with an increase of attendance and interest in the cause of missions.

Berkeley, Second.—A new auxiliary organized May 17, 1901, with

twenty members. Meetings held on alternate months Wednesday evenings.

Black Diamond.—We regret very much that we shall not be able to have

a delegate at the annual meeting. We do have some good missionary

meetings occasionally. Our work is all carried on by the church proper

and the Christian Endeavor Society. When the missionaiy topic in the

Endeavor Society comes we try to make the most of it, and generally have

an interesting time and an offering, too. We have secured some suitable

boxes for gathering in the Lord's money, and hope to increase the interest

along these lines next year.

Campbell.—Our meetings have been sustained during the year with a

good degree of interest ; and in spite of hard times, caused by failure to see

our fruit, we have met our pledge to the Board.

Fruitvale.—A new plan has been adopted, by which every member of the

church is supposed to give a certain amount monthly toward missionary

work.

(37)
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Grass Valley.—This is certainly an off year for our town in missionary

matters. Reasons given for the same: (i) Mining season has never been

so dull as at present, and many are out of work. (2) New theater attracts

some, even church members. We hope next year to regain our usual

standard of giving to the W. B. M. P.

Lincoln.—The pastor, F. M. Washburn, writes : " We have no auxiliary.

I do not know whether we ever had one. We are trying to educate the

people here missionarywise. We hope you will have a good meeting, and

that the next year will be full of much larger things than the past one."

Little Shasta.—Inclosing a check for $13.50, says : " I am sorry to have

so little to send. I send love and greetings to the Board, and wish I could

meet with you."

Mill Valley.—We wish very much our offering were more, and hope as

time goes on to increase the amount. This little society is the outcome of

a visit from Mrs. Peck. On a terribly rainy day last winter she kept her

appointment to visit this church and speak to the ladies on missions. It

was so stormy that it was thought impossible to hold the meeting. So

brave little Mrs. Peck came home again ; but not disheartened. Another

day was set, and bright skies favored the missionary enterprise ; so this new
auxiliary sprang into existence.

Mills College.—Ours is the first missionary band formed on the coast. It

was connected with the Union Board of New York. Our Tolman Band

last year contributed $400 to home and foreign missions. We aid a mission

church near us, support a Bible reader in Ceylon, educate a young man in

Batticotta College, contribute regularly to Ramabai, of India, the Occidental

and Pacific Boards, besides many voluntary contributions that appeal to us.

May there be a spirit of prayer and consecration in the meeting, and may
the year be one of spiritual and temporal prosperity

!

Oroville.—We have no auxiliary, and I miss it so much, as I have belonged

to one for many years. The time does not seem ripe yet to organize one.

However, the church is intei^ested in missions to some extent. We are

trying to more and more cultivate the missionary spirit. Pray for us.

Oakland, First.—Meetings have been held regularly, with increased

average attendance, the average this year being thirty-eight. The interest

has been well maintained throughout the year.

Oakland, Second.—Our society is growing in numbers and interest. The
first six months we work for the Missionary Union ; the second half of the

year we work for the W. B. M. P.

Plymouth Avenue.—It is only fair to say we are very few in numbers,

but some of us were members of the first auxiliary organized in the First
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Church, Oakland, and of the Plymouth Avenue. We look forward to the

annual meeting as to a feast of good things.

Oakland, Fourth.—Officers are the same as for the Ladies' Aid. We
hold our missionary meetings quarterly, in connection with a missionary tea.

We also have our Board openings each year.

Market Street.—We hold our meetings the sec®nd Wednesday evening of

each month, alternately home and foreign. Being without a pastor for so

long has made a difference in all the church activities.

Pilgrim.—We have held regular meetings the last Tuesday of each month,

vacation excepted. We have gained some new members, for which we are

thankful. We enjoy our meetings, but long to share them with more of our

people. We are doing something to arouse interest by twice a year having

an interesting programme at our Board openings, and so draw in many who
would not think of attending a regular missionary meeting.

Pacific Grove.—Regular meetings, but no delegate.

Redwood.—Sends greetings and a delegate.

Rio Vista.—We think we will be able to raise the amount asked of us.

Stockton.—Number of members, 23 ; average attendance, 15 ; number of

meetings, 10. Subject for study taken monthly from Life and Light.

Prayer meetings for foreign missions every month.

Sonoma.—A big star after this name—the home of Miss Wilson, of

Micronesia. This society has held its regular meetings every month during

the year. Attendance has been good, and a warm and helpful interest has

been manifested. Pleasant, instructive papers have been prepared and read

by the members. The membership consists of nineteen ladies and five

gentlemen. The sum contributed this year by our society is nearly double

the amount sent to the Board last year, which fact gives a feeling of new
courage to our little company.

Saratoga.—Our society has held its regular meetings through the year;

they have been well attended. There is always an interest and enthusiasm

in the subject of missions here in our church, which is pleasant.

Sunol.—Sends greetings in the form of a gold piece.

San Juan.—We send a small offering, but the church is small. .

San Francisco, First.—We have had a quiet year. Have held our regular

meetings, with rather better attendance than usual.

Plymouth.—We are now trying to get the younger ladies of the church

interested in our missionary work, and we think we have made a beginning

in that direction.

Park Church.—We have no auxiliary to the Woman's Board, but hope

we may have in the near future.
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San Rafael.—The offering is even less than usual. That we are later in

sending it in is due to the fact that those who usually see to it have been so

occupied at home. You will not think our interest in missions lessened by

all this. It has been quickened ; and though financially we help but little,

I think we may hope much from the increased interest all through the church

in missions. The young people have a stated time for missionary topics.

San Jose.—We have enjoyed our studies of foreign fields very much.

We have introduced a " current news department," to be given in three-

minute reports at each of our meetings. Beside this we spend one evening

with each foreign field. We have found it desirable (on account of the

exodus from town in the summer) to change the time of our annual collec-

tion for foreign missions, which will drop us out of this year's report ; but

we hope our delegates will bring us the enthusiasm and inspiration which

they receive.

Thus endeth the reading of the quotations from letters received. They
are in the most part gratifying. The reports have been so interesting that

it has been hard to cull from them. Never have the secretaries responded

so promptly, and the Home Secretary thanks them one and all. But we
cannot measure what has been accomplished by this report. Much sowing

has been going on that will never appear in black and white. One case

illustrative of this came to my knowledge the other day. In a little country

church, which makes no public offering to us to-day, a lady and her son

have been quietly supporting a young Japanese Bible reader. This seed-

sowing has been going on for years. Who can estimate the good that is

being accomplished by this faithful worker in Japan, and the equally faithful

mother and son in California who stand back of him?

We report three new auxiliaries,—Mill Valley, Park Church, Berkeley,

and Second Church, Oakland.

Mrs. W. J. Wilcox, Home Secy.
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THE OLD YEAR'S BLESSING.

I am fading from you, but one draweth near,

Called the Angel Guardian of the coming year.

If mj gifts and graces coldly you forget,

Let the New Year's angel bless and crown them yet.

For we work together; he and I are one

;

Let him end and perfect all I leave undone.

I brought good desires, though as yet but seeds;

Let the New Year make them blossom into deeds.

C41)
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I brought joy to brighten many happy days

;

Let the New Year's angel turn it into praise.

If I gave you sickness, if I brought you care,

Let him make one patience and the other prayer.

"Where I brought you sorrow, through his care at length,

It may rise triumphant into future strength.

If I brought you plenty, all wealth's bounteous charms,

Shall not the new angel turn them into alms?

I gave health and leisure, skill to dream and plan;

Let him make them nobler—work for God and man.

If I broke your idols, showed you they were dust,

Let him turn the knowledge into heavenly trust.

If I brought temptation, let sin die away

Into boundless pity for all hearts that stray.

May you hold this angel dearer than the last,

—

So I bless his future, while he crowns my past.

—Adelaide A. Procter.

THE LUCY PERRY NOBLE TRAINING SCHOOL.

The Lucy Perry Noble Training School for Bible-women in Madura is one of the

great forces for good in the missionary work of that city. As these native women
reach the very centers of such home life as India knows, these reports, written by

themselves, will be read with great interest. They are from but a few of those trained

in the school.

I AM teaching forty-four women, and of these nine are reading the Bible.

Manamal was one day reading in the book called " Angel's Message,"

about the death of Christ. Her mother said : "What do you want to read

that for.? There are plenty of our books that tell about the gods; can't

you read those instead.'"' "But, mother, does it say in those that there is

but one God, who died for sin and rose again.?" "Well, do your own
liking," said her mother. The girl's courage in replying was encouraging

to me. Whenever I go she asks me to read something from the Bible, and

she is interested in her Scripture verses. But yet she is studying in the fear

of her mother-in-law, and sometimes asking me to go, she also will rise and

go away. Pethi is reading the Bible. I went there ; some one said, "What
book is that you are reading.?" " Not I ; some one else was reading it," she

said, telling a lie. Then her husband came and said, " She doesn't like tQ
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read your books, but reads these stones. Her good sense will be spoiled by

reading the "Fine Pandiyans," but in your book she may get some good
sense." Thus saying, he gave her a scolding.

Another writes :

—

I have been working among the silk-weaver women of Madura for five

years. Wherever they may be living, I go in search of them and teach

them. Besides those on my list who have dropped off, or removed to other

places, or have died, there still remained at the beginning of the year fifty-

two. Of these, eleven only are reading the Bible. At the beginning these

women didn't know what sin was and what its punishment and its expiation.

Krishnamal for three days before her death uttered no words save "The
teacher has come; bring the book and let me read! I shall not get well,

but I shall go away to God." The relatives who knew her state and came
to her death-bed, heard the words that came forth out of her mouth and

acknowledged that she was God's child, and that her knowledge was the

result of her studies, and allowed her to die in peace. There are many
such incidents as this. When I see the change that takes place in them, I

believe there is fruit in our work, and I continue to labor and endeavor

with hope in the Lord. I have no hindrances in teaching these women,
and I have much comfort and joy myself in doing it.

When Veeralet-chumi began to study with me she could read the Testa-

ment. When I went, she would come and read a chapter quickly, and

before I could explain it, would get up and go away. I waited for some
days considering her case. One day it came about that I spoke to her con-

cerning Christ's second coming. As she was listening with great attention,

much moved, a woman who was sitting by said, "Amma, when you are

speaking our mind is upon him, but when you are gone it is all changed.

Can't he make us think of him all the time?" Veeralet-chumi suddenly

burst ovit : "That's the devil that you worship that changes your mind for

your destruction. You are all going to hell!" From that day she begged

me to pray for her, and she, too, every day read the Bible and prayed in pri-

vate. As I observed her I saw her Christian life was growing. At night

her father had a Brahmin come ar)d read Hindu books a long time, and
she would wait until he was asleep, and then pray. Her mother, observing

this, beat her and forbade her to worship the Christian God. One day she

was alone praying, but for fear her mother would come in, she prayed

with her eyes open. She felt conscience stricken about this, and asked

forgiveness. She continued to pray for herself, her parents, and for the

man she was to marry, that they might be converted, and that hindrances
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might be removed. When she wished to procure a Bible her mother and

father forbade her to read either that or the Testament. She asked me to

pray that her father might consent to her reading the Bible, and she also

prayed. Soon after her father gave her the money to buy a Bible. Her

parents often call her " Christian donkey." She grieves much that she is

not baptized, and v^henever she falls ill she says to me : " I am not baptized.

If I should die, how will it be with me?"
On the 6th of this June she was married to a man living in Dindigal.

When I last saw her she said :
" I shall not forget my Saviour. I am taking

my Bible with me, and you must not forget to pray for me."

Still another says :

—

I have been appointed to take care of the sick in the Lucy Perry Noble

Bible School. A sick ward has been built. I get medicines for immediate

use from our two physicians (Dr. Parker and Dr. Van Allen), and keep

them on hand. If any one falls ill, I take them to the sick ward and give

them such medicines as I have. If they do not improve I let the doctor

know, and I will take the medicines she gives and bring and give it. If

there is serious illness I stay near them at night to help. When there is no

sickness I go out among heathen women to do the Lord's work.

Another :

—

In various places fifty-seven women are studying with me. In contrast

to their former devotion to idols, many people now listen without fear and

with interest when we speak of our dear Saviour. Whenever I go they

receive me very lovingly. Most will acknowledge that they do as their

fathers did under constraint ; but if they become Christians their people

will cast them out from all family and caste relationships. This they think

of as exceeding disgrace in the eyes of all, and fear the bonds of caste.

When I earnestly tell them our dear Saviour took upon himself human
nature, and died and suffered and rose again, it was for them, there are

some who reply : "Alas ! Was it for me? This suffering for me? " and so

saying will shed tears. In every place I go I tell of his sufferings, and the

people of Madura are listening.

Another :

—

Fifty women are studying with me, of whom fourteen are silk-weavers.

Sixteen years ago work among this class was very difficult. They looked

with disgust upon our faces. The spot where we stood was defiled, and

they would purify it with cowdung. The very people who used to say to
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the missionai-y and the Bible women, " Go, donkey," now have a desire to

study, and are buying the book written by our missionary, and are studying

with intelligence. Some poor women, whose work is to tread mordant for

fixing colors, will leave their work in their anxiety to study. In general

many show this desire, and also a desire to know the way to God. A
woman named Lut Chimi said: "When you come and tell us of the

excellencies of Christ and of forgiveness thi'ough him, our old-time darkness

flees away, but again the world and customs of our caste take hold of us

and draw us back. When I think of our vain and useless customs they are

disgusting to me. This world is as nothing, and I will think of the Lord,

and praise him."

Another :

—

Forty women are under my instruction, with fourteen Bible readers.

The others are learning to read. They receive me kindly and study with

interest. Though they have their housework and other occupations, they

realize the importance of this, and continue their study. Some, as they

have opportunity, converse with others about the Scripture verses and
stories they have learned. Among these Murugai will speak to others who
are not studying, and say :

" If you, too, were studying these things, it were
well. What is taught js good and true." She does not forget, but tells

what she has learned to others. Soine of the women, afraid of the abuse

and threats of others, will hide what they know. When people say. What
is the use of knowledge to a woman? some will make excuses. And some
are swallowed up with desires of this world, though they may possess some
good intentions.

The Christian worker holds on to the promise of God in Isaiah, "Though
your sins be as scarlet they shall be as white as wool." There is no man so

low that the gospel of Christ cannot reach him ; there is no people gone so

far astray, no slum in the great city, which the grace of God cannot redeem
;

there is no field so dry and barren and desolate that when God works with
us it may not become the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
— IV. H. P. Faunce.

Tell me to love an unlovely person, or one I have never seen,—some
heathen in Africa or China,—and I cannot do it unless God puts the love for

them in my heart. But when the Holy Ghost sheds abroad the love of God
in our hearts, we shall have the same kind of love that Jesus Christ had.

What we want is to be baptized with the spirit of Calvary.

—

D. L. Moody.
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FROM REPORT OF AMANZIMTOTE SEMINARY.
BY G. B. COWLES.

(Our missionary, Miss Hattie Clark, is associated with Mr. Cowles.)

FARMING,

The farming operations have been more extensive than usual. Special

attention has been given to fruit and shade trees. About three hundred

grafted trees, including oranges, citrons and limes, w^ere purchased from the

Botanic Gardens. We have now under cultivation 1,500 fruit trees, cover-

ing about sixteen acres of ground. Gum and wattle trees have been planted

for future fuel needs. In addition, bananas, pineapples, pumpkins, mealies,

and sweet potatoes have been produced. Abundance of rain and scarcity

of locusts have made the year an exceptionally favorable one. The boys

feasted on green mealies for a number of weeks, consuming three hundred

ears at a meal, four ears being the allowance for one boy at one meal.

RELIGION.

The two terms of the year have been in marked contrast religiously.

During the first term there was little response to the presentation of the

truth. There was hardness and deadness. The second was quite the

opposite, and was spiritually, as w^ell as in every other way, one of the most

satisfactory terms we have had. The boys were earnest in prayer and in

the study of the Word. About sixty expressed a desire to choose Christ.

In all of these meetings, Robert, the native teacher, was a leading spirit.

To his consistent life, his anxiety for souls, his steady zeal, must be attributed

in large measure the more than usual earnestness among the boys. Friday,

May 3d, was especially observed for prayer by the school. The regular

session was shortened and the industrial work suspended, the time being

given to all for prayer. During the afternoon the boys scattered to the hill-

top and elsewhere with their Bibles. At four o'clock, at a given signal, they

arranged to meet in the open and have a prayer meeting. This was followed

by a meeting at night, led by Mr. Cowles. The day seemed to have been
one of much blessing to teachers and pupils.

ALUMNI.

In July, 1900, we had, as far as I know, the first gathering of the Aman-
zimtote Seminary Alumni. The native annual meeting, held at Adams,
afforded exceptional opportunities for such an occasion. Many expressions

of appreciation from the boys have been received for this occasion. No
formal organization has been attempted, but we have the matter under con-

sideration, and will take such steps toward it as seem to us wise.
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teachers' INSTITUTE.

For some time I have had in mind the desirability of a vacation school

for teachers, and perhaps others. This might be for both sexes, and be held

for a few days for Bible study and spiritual uplift, the study of school methods

and school pi-oblems. We might combine the Northfield idea with the

teachers' institute or summer school. There are no insurmountable diffi-

culties, I think, unless it be the lack of time and strength to plan and carry

out such a scheme with all that it involves.

LETTER FROM MRS. WEBSTER.

Kamundongo, Bihe, W. C. A., August 6, 1901.

My last letter was written, I believe, at Sakanjimba, where I stayed over

Sunday. One day's journey from there took me to Ocilonda, the station of

the English Mission. I stayed there two days and then went to Chisamba.
I had a very pleasant visit with the friends at Ocilonda. There are three

families and two young ladies there at present. They have a good location,

and there, as elsewhere, the work is going forward hopefully. The same
day I left Ocilonda I reached Chisamba late in the afternoon. It was just at

the hour for their weekly prayer meeting, and as I had not been able to send

definite word as to the day I would arrive, I found the houses all deserted. I

found my way into Mrs. Currie's house by a bdck door, and made myself

comfortable until prayer meeting was out. They were somewhat surprised

to see me, for though they had been expecting me, they had about given me
up ; for through a misunderstanding, some one had written them that I had
changed my plans and was not going to Chisamba. On the strength of that,

Miss Melville, who had been planning to visit us in Bailundu after my visit

with them, had called her carriers and was ready to start the day after I

reached there. I spent a week at Chisamba, and had such a nice visit. I was
pleased to meet Mrs. Bell again. They formerly belonged to the Phil-

African League, and came to Benguella on the same steamer with Mr.
Stover and me four years ago. I enjoyed seeing and talking with the young
people of Chisamba. It is helpful in many ways to visit the other stations

and see the work. While there I visited with Mrs. Currie and Mrs. Bell,

the out-station at Ciyuka. The chief is a Christian, and quite a number of

his young people, both men and women, are following his example. He is

a man of about fifty years, I should judge, and a man of some standing. He
had ten wives, and has put them all away but one. He has built a good
schoolhouse, and they have morning and evening prayers and services regu-

larly every Sunday, and week-day school during the school term. The
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whole village attend all religious services. If a few more such men would

take a similar stand, it would be a great blessing to the work everywhere.

I am now at Kamundongo spending a week with the friends here. It

goes without saying that I am having a pleasant visit. All here seem very

well. The work here is certainly making rapid strides. Last Sunday

morning the church was full. Thei-e must have been four hundred and fifty

present, and aside from those, about fifty others met in the schoolhouse at

the same time. Small-pox is quite bad around here now, and they think it is

wise to have the children of the station, with their mothers and all who have

not had small-pox, meet by themselves. At seven diflfei-ent points schools

have been stai'ted at the request of the head men of the village, and at all of

these places many are professing Christ and burning their fetiches. Two
days ago we visited the nearest school, and to-mon-ow we are going to one

of the farthest, about an hour and a half distant. It is good to see this gen-

eral awakening, and we pray that it may continue, and many may be brought

to the light.

This week Friday I expect to start for Sakanjimba. It is two days' jour-

ney from here. I shall stay there ten days, and be at home again before the

mail leaves the last of the month, if all goes well. Mrs. Stover writes that

they are all well, though Mr. Stover is somewhat under the weather. She

says Katito gets around on crutches now, and is much better. She writes

also of the death of one of our little kindergarten girls from small-pox. Slie

was a bright, sweet little girl, about four years old. Miss Stimpson and

Miss Redick are coming to tea and spend the evening at Mrs. Sanders, and

to-morrow I am to spend the evening and night with the young ladies.

Colorado .

Illinois .
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Iowa
Kansas .
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Minnesota
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North Dakota
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Our Contributions. For the month ending December 18, our contribu-

tions were $3,058.39 less than for the corresponding month last year, while

there was also a slight decrease in special gifts. As there was no individual

gift of great amount in the same month last year, we must attribute this large

falling off to a slight decrease in the contributions of many of our Branches.

It is earnestly hoped that with the best months of the year for work so

rapidly hastening, a faithful effort will be made by every auxiliary to help in

bringing up the receipts to the sum so greatly needed for the work.

Our Appropriations The Executive Committee of the Woman's Board,
FOR 1902, after very serious consideration, have decided to assume

work for 1902 in the different missions to the amount of $115,639.68. As
the sum voted at this time last year for 1901 was $113,162.40, it will be seen

there is about $3,500 increase here, but this increase is accounted for by
the fact that during the year we have sent out five new missionaries.

While we have not, in making this amount the limit of our appropri-

ations, actually cut the existing work for which we have become responsi-

ble, it needs to be emphatically emphasized that we have been unable to

make any provision for the natural growth of the work. In the Marathi
Mission, for instance, where about $4,000 more than last year was asked, in

order to provide for the actual necessities of the work opening before our
missionaries, we were unable to grant any advance upon last year's appro-
priation

; while in Japan, where the great forward movement of the twentieth
century has so rejoiced the hearts of our workers, the increase asked for

evangelistic work was reluctantly refused, as it was felt that only the sum
granted last year could be allowed. Other missions have suffered in the
same way, as it was felt by the Executive Committee that with the great
effort which has been made during the past year to bring the Board back to

its former basis of appropriating only what we have on hand at the begin-
ning of the financial year, no increased responsibilities could be assumed
until the Adjustment Fund, which still lacks $15,000 of the $50,000 asked.
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should be completed. Will not every Branch, in the light of these facts,

make an earnest effort in the coming months that such a condition may

exist at the close of this year as shall warrant an appropriation sufficient to

allow the work to extend in all its beauty and fullness, thus making glad the

hearts of all who love the coming of the Kingdom?

Maps and Pictures for the Inquiries have come concerning the maps

United Study Topics. for our course of study, ^ia ChristL After

much correspondence, a comparatively low estimate v^'as received. The

various Boards were asked to send on orders, with the expectation that

enough would be received to guarantee the committee in ordering an edition

of these maps. The returns were so very small—only one Board ordering

any quantity—that it was impossible for the committee to venture. There

is no fund to draw upon, and they can only depend upon tlie orders from the

various Boards. The set of maps in Fisher's History of the Christian

Church will furnish suggestions for those who wisli to make maps for their

own circles. An eflbrt was made to secure these maps, but the publishers

were unwilling to grant the privilege. The set of pictures published by

the Perry Pictures Company is now in readiness. Price, 35 cents for every

set of twenty. They may be ordered from the Perry Pictures Company,

Maiden, Mass.

Our Plan for Life and Light As stated in our November number, it is

FOR THE Coming Months. our purpose to give one article each month

—

previous to the one when they are used—on the topics adopted by the Central

Committee on the United Study of Missions. The " Early Women Martyrs,"

by Miss F. J. Dyer, in our December number, and "The Conversion of Our

Anglo-Saxon Ancestors" are specimens of what we hope for in the remain-

ing four topics. With these we expect to associate records of our own work

among the people mentioned in the series,—such as a number largely on work

in Constantinople, following the study of the period from Paul to Constantine
;

in Bulgaria, following the third lesson, which includes the first entrance of the

gospel into that country ; in Papal lands, following the period just before the

Reformation. Aside from these we hope to present our current work m its

varied departments,—educational, evangelistic, touring and medical. In

this number we give descriptions of three of our boarding schools in Africa,

India, and Turkey as specimens of all. In March we expect to take up day

schools and kindergartens. We are sure that our readers will enjoy the in-

formation of these different departments, even if our limited space makes it

necessary to crowd out other interesting matter.
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Interdenominational Conference of The Fifth Interdenominational
Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions. Conference of Woman's Boards of

Foreign Missions in the United States and Canada will be held in To-
ronto, Canada, at the Metropolitan Church, corner Chuixh and Queen
Street East, on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 35 and 26, 1902, the

Conference opening at 2 p. m. on Tuesday, and closing at 5 p. m. on Wed-
nesday. The executive officers and two delegates from each Board are

invited to take part in the deliberations of the Conference. The main themes
will be Interdenominational Policy, Educational Work, Hov/ to Develop the

Mission Spirit in the Home Church, and Work among the Lepers and Blind
in its Relation to General Mission Work. The Committee of Arrangements
are making every effort that this Conference will be of practical value to

the Boards represented.

Arrival of the Dr. James L. Barton and Rev. J. F. Loba, of the Depu-
Deputation, tation to India, arrived in New York December 17th, Mr.

Whittemore remaining abroad for further travel. Dr. Barton brino-s most
encouraging accounts of the woman's work in both the Marathi and the

Madura missions. He says it would be hard to overestimate the good done
by the girls' schools. In Wai, where Dr. Harding is about to be stationed,

the opening for the work of a Christian physician has come largely throuo-h

our schools, under the faithful care of our own Mrs. Sibley and Miss Gordon,
and now Miss Moulton, of the W. B. M. I. In the Madura mission, wdiere

much service is lovingly rendered by the married ladies, Mrs. Hazen, at

Arrupukottai, has a school where eighteen castes meet on a common foot-

ing. Openings for work are almost boundless. How are we at home
meeting the great opportunity in India?

Lenten Offerings. In yiew of the falling off in our regular contributions,

and the increasing needs of our work, it has been thought desirable that our
societies should be asked to use the Lenten Envelopes again this year. It

is hoped that by this means some who do not contribute regularly to our
work may be moved to some slight self-denial daring these days which com-
memorate our Lord's suffering on behalf of the world. The envelopes will

be furnished free, in any numbers which can be made useful, upon appli-

cation to Miss A. R. Hartshorn, 704 Congregational House.

Missionary Miss Clara L. Brown, of Niigata, who had the misfortune
Personals, to sprain her ankle upon her arrival at San Francisco, was
most hospitably received by Mr. and Mrs. Cozad, who are spending the

winter at Oakland, and recovered in time to spend Christmas with relatives

in the East. Miss Annie L. Gordon has been warmly welcomed at Marash,
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and is entering into her many duties there ; we have also heard of the

arrival of Miss Halsey, of the W. B. M. I., at Smyrna, where she is to take

up the kindergarten work.

Another Sad Occasion After all these months the friends of Miss Par-

iN China. tridge, of the Shansi mission, have received from

China a white silk banner, lettered in gold, which was carried with thirty-

one others in the procession at the reburial of the Shansi martyrs. The

banner is seven feet long, and was carried on a staff twenty-four feet high.

The funeral service was most imposing. The dear dead were taken up, and

recoffined in good caskets, and a vast multitude marched to the new mission-

ary cemetery. The missionaries report it a most solemn occasion when

they passed over the places where the precious martyrs had fallen.

THE CONVERSION OF OUR ANGLO-SAXON ANCESTORS.

BY MISS MARY BREESE FULLER, OF SMITH COLLEGE.

The story of the evangelization of the English rock-race—our Anglo-

Saxon ancestors—forms one of the most interesting periods in missionary

history. Its appeal comes straight from the fervent heart and wise brain of

Bede,—Venerable Bede,—who loved and prayed and worked to his dying

breath for the church of which he wrote. His account is no mere dry

chronicle, but the warm, vivid narrative, close in time and spirit to his

events, yet judicial and fair in his treatment of' them. Caught to our imag-

inations by Bede's quaint phraseology, the principal characters of the period

live before us as very real people,—Augustine before King Ethelbert in

Kent, Paulinus and Edwin in Northumbria, the intense Columba and the

gentle Cuthbert traveling over the coasts and moors, while in the forefront

stands Queen Bertha, the woman whose influence opened the way for it all.

The religion of the Teutonic peoples was the wild Northern mythology

famous in song and story, but characterized by fear, not love, toward God,

and savagery toward man. And closely bound with the higher elements of

nature worship were a multitude of degrading superstitions, which lingered

long after faith in Thor or Odin was lost. These were the beliefs of the

"hordes of heathen" who poured into Britain in the fifth century.

An historian has said of the conversion of the Angles and Saxons, " The

Romans planted, the Scots watered, the Britons did nothing." Contrary

to a general impression, the Christianity of Roman Britain had not died out

;

British Christians still lived in large numbers when the Saxon tribes had
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already spread over the island. But, like some Christians of modern times,

they complained more of their enemies than they prayed for them. With-

drawing largely to the West, the British monks expressed their feelings in

what has been called the " Qiierulous Book,"

—

Gildas' History of Britai7t.

The intruders are called every fashion of vile name, but never I'egarded in

the light of an opportunity; consequently, as Bede says, " God sent to the

aforesaid nation much more worthy preachers to bring it to the light."

The first of these was a woman,—Bertha, tlie daughter of the Frankish

king. The Christianity of the Franks was only a national veneer in the

sixth century,—a wild, rough thing. But the scanty records of history

about Bertha all seem to show that her Christianity was personal and vital.

When the heathen king of Kent—the strongest of the English tribal king-

doms in that century—wished to marry her, she came to him onl}^ " on

condition that she should be permitted to practice her religion with the

Bishop Lindhard, who was sent with her to preserve her faith." From
Xing Ethelbert's fear of "magical arts" it is evident how much tact and

care his bride must have had to use not to antagonize her husband, and to

prepare the way for the official missionaries. The ruined church of St.

Martin of Canterbury v\^as given to her for worship. The same Roman bricks

Avhicli she put in the walls to repair them are still to be seen ; a font in

which Ethelbert was said to have been baptized, and a stone coffin called

Bertha's, are now shown visitors to the little church.

The coming of this Christian queen certainly helped to direct Pope Greg-

ory's missionary zeal toward England, though the familiar story of his

seeing the fair English slaves in the Roman market place and exclaiming,

" Not Angles, but angels," may be true as to the immediate accession of his

mission. Augustine and forty monks landed on the island of Thanet in 1^97,

"furnished with divine, not magic virtue, bearing a silver cross for their

banner, and offering up their prayers to the Lord for the eternal salvation

iDoth of themselves and of those to whom they had come." One can well

imagine the thanksgiving and added faith in Bertha's prayers. The king

was cautious in accepting the new religion, but open-minded, and the life of

the monks, as well as their message, and surely the preparation by Bertha,

soon led to his conversion. Churches were repaired and new ones put up,

as other converts followed the king. Yet there was no compulsion in the

baptism of the English, as was used by some chiefs of continental tribes.

From Kent the work spread slowly but surely ; for Augustine's determi-

nation was to build, not a tribal, but a national church. Therefore, long

iDefore there was any pretense of political unity among the different king-

doms, the church was binding all the people in the tie of a common religious
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sentiment and a common ecclesiastical organization. In twenty-five years,

the monks had penetrated as far as the center of Northumbria, in the seventh

century the leading kingdom of England. Again a woman prepared the

way. Edwin, tlie. king, in his turn asked to marry the Christian daughter

of Ethelbert and Bertha. She came on the same terms as her mother also

had come—with her Christian bishop. But Paulinus was bolder than Lind-

hard had been ; "he was wholly bent upon reducing the nation to which

lie was sent to a knowledge of the trutli."

A most thoughtful man. King Edwin heard and pondered, and finally

brought the monk before his council of wise men. One of them gave his

advice in this exquisite parable :
" The present life of man, O king, seems

to me, in comparison of that time which is unknown to us, like the swift

flight of a sparrow through the room wherein you sit at supper in winter,

witli your commanders and ministers, and a good fire in the midst, whilst

the storms of rain and snow prevail abroad. The sparrow, I say, flying in

at one door and immediately out at another, wliilst he is within is safe

from the wintry storm ; but after a short space of fair weather, he immedi-

ately vanishes out of your sight into the dark winter from which he had

emerged. So this life of man appears for a short space, but of what went

before, or what is to follow, we are entirely ignorant. If, therefore, this-

new doctrine contains something more certain, it seems justly to deserve to

be followed."

After counsel of other wise men, this poetr3^-haunted kingdom accepted the

Roman priests and their doctrine. But the Northern half had not been

penetrated by the gospel before a heathen king drove out tlie Christian one.

The real evangelization of Northern England is due to another influence—to-

the lowly monks from the North.

Nearly a hundred years before Augustine landed in England., St. Patrick

was preaching the good news in Ireland, and training missionaries who gave

Scotland its name, and English Christianity monastery beacon lights on the

border cliffs and Islands. Columba, the first of the Scottish abbots,—the

founder of lona,—was a superb figure, with the strength of the rocks and the

ceaseless energy of the waves around his island home. His hatred of evil

was as marked as his tenderness for little children. " How I should have

liked to see Columba get into one of his grand rages," writes J. R. Green

in a letter to Freeman. Yet his biographer, Adamnan, tells of the old

wliite horse who put his head on Columba's breast and wept for his coming

death. Life in this monastery was frugal, industrious and holy; the monks-

ever spreading the spirit of Christ farther among their wild Pict neighbors.

Therefore, when King Oswald won back Northumbria from the heathea
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Mercians, it was to lona he sent to bring this life down to England. In

635 Aidan came and founded the monastery of Lindisfarne—Holy Isle. Its

relation to the mainland was typical of the relation of its monks to the

people. At high tide only was it cut off, all other times being united to the

shore by a narrow strip of land. Lindisfarne was followed by Whitby, by

Jarron, down the coast ; Aidan by Cuthbert, the native apostle to Northum-

bria, by the Abbess Hilda, by Ceedmon and Bede, all dear and familiar

names. Bede says of these missionaries : " They neither gathered money

nor built houses for the entertainment of the great men of the world. . . .

The whole care of these teachers was to serve God, not the world ; to feed

the soul and not the belly." Everywhere they went the people flocked to

hear them. Almost every monastery had a school attached, where English

youths were taught, as Hindu and Chinese youths are taught to-day to min-

ister to their own people.

Cuthbert, the most famous of the " native evangelists," is described as the

"gentlest and simplest of men." Lame from his childhood, full of holy

thoughts and visions, he traveled everywhere over the moors and hills,

sometimes being gone a month from his monastery. No hill was too steep

to hinder his reaching the shepherd on its side ; no flood or storm too great

to prevent Cuthbert's keeping on to the lonely village for which he had set

out. It is told of Cuthbert, as of St. Francis of Assisi, that the animals fol-

lowed him in love—two seals coming from the ocean to caress his feet.

The unselfish austerity of the Scottish monasticism made it possible for

monks and nuns to live under the same guidance in separate wings of the

monastery, under either an abbot or an abbess. Saintly women were as influ-

ential, and have as large a place in Bede's story, as saintly men. The Abbess

Hilda, at Whitby, was long venerated for her nobility of character, as well

as for the fact that under her rule English Christianity flowered into her

first poet—C^edmon.

But it Caedmon's time, which was also the time of Bede's childhood, the

evangelization ofEngland was really complete. With this period the Scottish

Church had done its work in the North, and the Roman Church proceeded

to organize and to systematize all English Christianity, North and South.

And with the organization, something of the simplicity, the beauty and the

appeal of the story goes. Yet it is always there, for us to know ; for the

strengthening of faith, of hope and of love.

Northampton, Mass.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

INANDA SEMINARY.

BY REV. FREDERIC R. BUNKER.

A SCENE of rare beauty is that which bursts on the view as one stands on

the hill above Inanda Seminary. The visitor returns to it again and again

with ever-fresh delight. A vast natural amphitheater, ten miles in diameter,

lies to the north, shut in by the great shadowy Inanda bluffs. The beauti-

ful Inanda falls—that bridal veil of the centuries—sends its white signal

cloud up to meet the morning sunlight from far down in the center of the

amphitheater, as though a sacrifice were being offered in God's great

temple. One's thought tarries for the moment on the struggles witnessed

here in the past days,—the terrific warfare of the elements in the formation

of this great building; the struggle for existence of vast herds of wild animals

witnessed here in by-gone days, and the no less fierce struggles of wild men
enacted in this valley. How weird the story if it could all be written.

Turning to the south, the azure blue of sea and sky seems to liave blended

the glory of earth and heaven far away beyond these sloping hills at our feet.

All is beautiful as though fresh from the hand of God.

In this view the eye is immediately attracted to the white walls of Inanda

Seminary, cozily settled in the midst of its gardens and orchards in tlie near

foreground. It does not seem out of harmony in this grand landscape, as is

so often the case with man's work, but adds positively to the beauty of the

scene, furnishing just that touch of life needed to give significance to God's

creation. To our eyes there gathers a glory about those white buildings

which transcends even the glory of hill and sea and sky.

Here have been enacted, during many years, scenes which must liave

proved of deep interest to that great audience of witnesses pictured by Paul

as watching so intently the struggles taking place on the arena of Christian

activity. The time would fail me to tell of what I myself have seen take

place in this school. I could take you with me, also, to many a place far out

among the kraals, where some undergraduate, forced by circumstances or bv

premature choice to leave the school, is carrying out under great difficulties

the little learned in her school days. It may be in hut or hovel, in polygamy

or monogamy, with clothing or without, the inffuences of those far-off' days

are still at work, and she has a deep-laid plan in her heart to send her boys

and girls to school.

But I wish in tliis to describe some typical instances of the after life led by

the ofraduates of the Seminary.
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I will invite you to come with me to a cottage built on its own hillock at

Itafamasi. Its walls are a basket work of wattle twigs daubed with mud.

Its roof is thatch, and its floors are beaten clay. A long veranda protects

the entire front from rain and sun. The interior is divided into small rooms

CHRISTIAN ZULU HUSBAND AND WIFE.

by "wattle and daub" partitions. A glance into the bedroom will reveal

a home-made bedstead, a few cheap chairs, a white bedspread, a chest for

clothing, and the usual fittings of a humble home. The sitting room has a

center table, covered v/ith a scarf and adorned with a nice lamp and books.
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A settee is in the corner; good chairs, a clock, pictures (mostly advertise-

ments), all find tlicir place. In the dining room is a table spread witL

chicken, well cooked, mashed potatoes and sweet, pumpkin, rice, gravy,

native delicacies, cake, etc., and you will have no cause for grumbling at

your fare at this table. At the teapot sits the mistress of the house, well

clad, refined in appearance—a faithful wife, a good mother. Her husband

will take you with pride to show you the gardens and orchard which they

have planted together, and it is possible, though not probable, that he may
forget his old Zulu nature enough to tell you that he has a good wife. I

would not say that she is never cross nor untidy nor lazy. Nor would

I claim that a bit of neighbor-

hood scandal never surprises her

lips. There may be sad scenes

laid up for sorrowful memory
even in this home. She is not

perfect. She would not fit her

surroundings if she were. But

there was that given her at In-

anda Seminary before her gradu-

ation which has made her one of

the few real home makers among
all her Zulu sisters. She is the

type of a goodly number, but

they are still too few among the

many.

A change in the scene will

show you another of these well-

trained girls, married to a wretch

of a man,—a drunken, lazy brute

of a fellow. Her home is a hovel

;

her days are spent in toil to sup-

port her husband and large family. She has lost hope for herself, but she

will work her fingers bare and her back crooked to clothe her family

decently and send her boys and girls to school. The bad blood may show

in the boys and declare itself in the girls, but the influence of her school

days keeps her true to her ideals. She is one of those uncanonized saints,,

high in God's favor, though the object of man's pity or contempt.

Now come with me to Durban—not a good place for our girls to go.

Temptations burn like a furnace there. Some few mistresses are like

mothers to their black servants, others care nothing for their welfare. The

NOMDAYI, TEACHER IN THE IRELAND HOME.
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service is not always easy, for even white women have been known to scold

and be unappreciative.

One evening, after speaking to a white congregation in Durban on what

God had done for our black Christians,—a fact not always known even

there,—a gentleman came to me and said: "I can bear testimony to the

truth of what you say. I had one of your girls in my home for a number

of years. My wife died, leaving me three little children to care for, and

for three years that Zulu girl cared for my children like a true mother. She

A CHRISTIAN ZULU HOME.

kept them neat and clean, taught them good manners and morals, kept my
house tidy, and in every way showed herself a true Christian woman."

High praise, indeed, for one of our graduates, who has chosen English

service as a calling. They are not always as efficient or faithful as this, and

are doubtless often as black as painted by their mistresses, but their evil

habits are not taught them at Inanda, but the good are.

The very countryside about Amanzimtote is still fragrant with the memory
of Nyumbazi—a graduate of Inanda Seminary, and afterwards a teacher and

sister and mother to the " raw" kraal girls who sought a shelter in Ireland
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Home from heathen oppression. A perfect lady In manner, though going

barefooted and bareheaded, alv/ays tastefully dressed, modest in demeanor, in-

telligent and bright in conversation,—she was a true yoke-fellow and loved

sharer of the labor and counsels of her white sisters in the same service.

In fact, one becomes in serious danger of becoming color-blind when
coming under the influence of the personality of some of these ladylike, in-

telligent, Christian Zulu women. This girl actually poured out her life for

the Master in the service of the school, dying of consumption about two

years ago—a disease which some believe was contracted in the crowded

rooms and unsanitary condition of Ireland Home. A few dollars would have

rectified this, but they were not provided, and the Home was finally closed.

Retrenchment has its sins to answer for, and they are not few nor small.

A little wattle and daub schoolhouse, with clay floors, iron roof and back-

less seats, sits just under the brow of the hill at Entinyane. We enter it, and

every seat is crowded. Ten years ago, when Mr. Ransom began to preach

there under a tree, it was all bare heathenism ; now that little brown teacher

at the desk has a fine school of well-clad, cleanly, children, though they

come from those kraals which you can see from the doorway. She has

made a name for herself in this region as a good teacher, and is teaching

English, morals and religion, dressmaking, cleanliness and industry to these

bright-eyed, curly headed, intelligent, ebony hued scholars of all ages and

sexes, who have risen in respect as we entered.

There are many of such graduate teachers in the common and higher

schools of the colony. The graduates of Inanda Seminary are in great

demand by other missionary societies, and by independent workers, and go

far afield in such service. As teachers our girls are playing a notable part

in the civilizing influences making such rapid headway among the Zulus.

There pass before my mind as I write, the bright, pure faces of pastors'

wives whom I have met in their homes. These women stand as true and

efficient helpmeets to their husbands in their often hard, unremunerated

service. They are the leaders of the singing, teach the classes of women
and children, are general dressmakers for the station, and care for their own
families, which includes heavy field work in the planting season.

Neither are these women wanting when their husbands take up service

for peoples of far lands. Dalita and Fannie are daring the fever of the

Gaza lowlands for themselves and their children—as true missionaries of the

cross as ever left Holyoke or Wellesley. Inanda Seminary has done a good

work, but its largest work is before it. It has need for an endowment and

for better equipment, tliat it mav meet the constantly increasing need for

a well-trained Zulu womanhood.
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INDIA.

THE MADURA GIRLS' NORMAL AND HIGH SCHOOL.

BY MISS MARY T. NOYES.

The main object of the Madura Girls' Normal School is the training foi"

Christian girls, to spread the knowledge of Jesus among their own people.

The motto which greets one's eye on entering the main hall is, " That our

daughters may be as polished stones." The school is primarily for the

daughters of our Christians, especially for those who, having passed through

the mission schools of lower grade, are found worthy of further training.

We do not, however, shut our doors to Hindu girls ; but few Hindu parents

are willing to send their daughters to a boarding school where they will come
into such close contact with Christians, and where the iron rules of caste will

be broken. This year there are a few Hindus in the boarding department,

whose parents bi^aved the displeasure of their caste people. The school has

a large place to fill, as in the whole district of Madura, as large as the States

of Massachusetts and Rhode Island together, there is no other normal school

or school of high grade for girls.

At present there are upwards of three hundred pupils, more than half of

whom are boarders. Many are refused admittance for want of means to

support them. Most of the pupils are from poor families, and self-support

is still a long ways off, though we are slowly moving in that direction.

The system of education is based on the English Government Code, the

school being submitted to government inspection and examinations. In the

line of general education there are three departments,—primary, lower sec-

ondary and high school,—including eleven grades, from the infant class to

the class preparing for the University Matriculation examination. There is

also a normal department, where students who have completed the course of

either of the three departments named above may be trained as teachers.

The primary department serves as a practicing school for these students, its

classes being taught by them under the supervision of trained teachers. The
course of study does not differ essentially from that in use in England and

America. The languages used are Tamil in the lower grades, English in

the higher.

In the line of manual training are the kindergarten occupations, needle-

work and drawing. Instruction in singing is also given. Not the least im-

portant is the dailv Bible lesson. The course for the lower grades covers

the history of the Old and New Testaments. The upper classes make a more
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critical study of separate books. Memoriter portions are assigned to each

class.

While the school aims to train the girls to habits of neatness and cleanli-

ness, it has seemed best that the mode of life of the boarding pupils should

be the same as that in the average home. The girls wear the graceful cos-

tume of their country. Tlie dormitories are unfurnished rooms, the girls

sleeping on straw mats

spread on the brick floor.

The food is the staple of

India,—rice and curry,

—

served not on tables, but

on the floor, the girls sit-

ting in rows, each with

her bowl in front of her.

Most ofthe actual teach-

ing of the fourteen classes

must be committed to an

efficient staff' of assistants.

The two missionary ladies

in charge find time to

teach a few subjects, but

the largest part of their

work must necessarily be

tliat of the general rnan-

agement of the school, the

supervision of the work of

rhe teachers, and the care

of the large family of one

hundred and sixty or more

daughters. Many of the

parents shift all responsi-

bility for their children on

to the shoulders of the

managers of the school.

They often say : " Now
she is yours. You, next to God, must care for her."

The spirit of the school has always been decidedly Christian and missionary.

It is a pleasure to bear testimony to the Christian character and inffuence of

tlie teachers, and to the spiritual growth evident among them. The morning

and evening prayers, the school prayer meeting, the meetings of the Christian

A PASTOR S DAUGHTERS IN THE MADURA SCHOOL.
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Endeavor Societies, are also times of seed sowing ; and they have borne

their fruit. Ahiiost never has a pupil finished her course without con-

fessing Christ. About eighty of the boarding pupils are members of the

church, and many of the smaller girls who have not yet taken this step are

leading sincere Christian lives. During the current year about twenty have

united with the church, and others are asking to do so. The Christian En-

deavor Society has pi'oved valuable in teaching the girls to work for others.

Out of their poverty they raise money to support a Bible woman in some

neighboring villages. A few sometimes accompany her in her tours, and

assist by their sweet gospel songs. Often special sums are raised by great

self-denial for some especial object, as for the famine sufferers in the north

last year. A large Sunday school for the little Christian day scholars and

Hindu children of the vicinit}' is carried on entirely by the girls. Sometimes

as many as a hundred heathen children attend. They have learned to be

quiet and attentive, and seem interested in the Bible stories told by their

young teachers.

What becomes of the pupils after they leave the school is a question often

asked. It goes without saying that in a country like India, where an old

maid is a curiosity, that most of them are married ; some as soon as they

leave, and others after a few years. But those who complete the normal

course, an average of about twenty yearly, must teach two years, married

or unmarried, and many teach for a much longer period. All of the

mistresses of our Madura School, most of those in the other boarding

schools of the mission, and in the Hindu girls' schools, both under mission

and government management, are our graduates. We find them, too, assist-

ing their fathers or husbands in village schools. And not only in our district,

but to the north and south, as far as the Tamil-speaking country extends, may

be found teachers who were trained in the Madura School. Some as they

grow older become Bible women ; some are doing a noble work as wives of

pastors and catechists ; a few have gone into hospital work. Wherever

they are found,—in the school, the church, or the home,—they stand in

marked contrast to the uneducated women about tliem.

I would like to introduce a few of these graduates to you. There is

Jeyamani, for several years head mistress in our Normal School, since then

at the head of a large caste girls' school in Madras, where she has married.

She has a wonderful gift as a teacher. Everyone loves her, and her influ-

ence has been strong for Christ. In the Women's Hospital we shall find

Janaki, mother of four beautiful children ; a woman of lovely, refined manner,

doing a splendid work for her suffering sisters. In another part of the cit}'

we may call at the pleasant home of Agnes Packiam, wife of one of our
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pastors ; a woman whose beautiful face reflects her sweet Christian cliaracter,

who is active in every good work, respected by everyone ; a tower of strength

to her husband. In another mission station is Sudamani, a most successful

teacher for years; a woman of fine scholarship, great force of character,

highly esteemed as a peacemaker among her people. In a village school is

Elizabeth, daughter of a man who used to wear an iron cage around his neck

in pursuance of a heathen vow. When she entered the school she seemed

dull and tmpromising, but she developed wonderfully as her heart w^as

changed by God's Spirit. She has an especial gift with children, and in the

boarding school where she first taught had a great influence for good among
Jier pupils. She now assists her husband in his work.

Tell me, dear reader, has the twenty or tliirty dollars a year which it has
.

cost to educate these women, and hundreds of others like them, paid.'' The

promise, " Cast thy bread upon the waters, and it shall return to thee after

many days," is literally fulfilled every time the rice is strewn upon the

fields of water, and grows and brings forth its harvest. But its truest ful-

fillment is in the hundreds of transformed lives, which are the fruit of the

work, philanthropic, evangelistic and educational, of the past century in the

mission field. . Are you sharing in this great work?

TURKEY.
* THE SMYRNA GIRLS' SCHOOL.

BY MISS ILSE C. POHL.

During the past seven years it has been my joy and privilege to be one of

the workers in Smyrna ; and now, as I am enjoying a year of rest and change,

I love to look back upon this space of time, remembering how good God has

been to us, and can I be else than grateful? For all along the line there

has been progress and growth, so much growth I sometimes fear as quite

to distress our dear ladies of the financial committee in Boston, for this child

of their tender care is shooting up, outgrowing its present' garments, and

wanting many things in order to remain respectable.

The number of pupils has almost doubled in those seven years. I remem-

ber when we rejoiced that we had one hundred pupils on the list ; now it is

two hundred we are nearly completing, and every year brings us nearer to

it. Even the boarding department, which in a city like Smyrna, where the

girls have their homes close by, is not easy to fill, is crowded this year so that

sisters have to share one bed.
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More pupils of course necessitated more teachers, until now we have a

staff' of seventeen teachers, not counting special ones for fancywork. The

course of studies has been perfected year by year, and now we are proud of

a curriculum which in twelve years offers an excellent education, which would

compare most favorably with that of any high school in America, embracing

besides the fundamentals, algebra, geometry, zoology, botany, physiology,

geology, physics, astronomy, rhetoric, literature, ancient to modern history,

history of art, psychology, ethics and pedagogy, besides modern and ancient

languages, music, drawing, painting, needlework and gymnastics. The most

prominent part is of course given to Bible instruction, which throughout

the school forms the first lesson each day. The school is graded into three

years of primary, four of preparatory and five of collegiate studies. Ovu"

humble name of American School for Girls had to give way to the more pre-

tentious one of American Collegiate Institute for Girls, which to live up to

is the constant aim of those in charge.

Now don't say, dear friends, that a good deal of this is unnecessary for a

mission school. Try and understand that Smyrna, a seaport, is a large city,

with good native schools, yes, excellent ones from any standard but the

Christian and moral one. There all instruction is free ; we demand tuition.

We must oflfer something good,—as good at least and better than their own
native schools do,— to induce parents to send their daughters to us. And
how much we want them to comfe that we may teach them the living Christ

;

to help them to form principles of high thinking and higher living; to show
them the preciousness of their own souls ; and to induce them to walk in the

footsteps of our Lord, whom they know but in name in poor Turkey, Greeks

and Armenians alike. We rejoice that we have a good number of Jewish

pupils, and even two Mohammedan ones. Yes, we are ambitious to teach

the best of science, literature and philosophy, but I dare answer for all my
companions in that work that the single purpose before us is ever to teach

the living Christ.

Can you realize the trials of a science teacher with almost no apparatus,

with no room suited for the purpose of experiments ; or of the geography

teacher without sufficient maps and no globe ; of the teacher whose class

recites in the parlor or teacher's sitting room, who must migrate with her

troupe in the midst of a lesson because some visitors have come? And
where will she find a corner, poor thing? for there is not one unoccupied in

all the house. And yet the march is onward in spite of all.

Our purpose has always been to fit our graduates to be woi"kers among
their own people and in the various mission schools. But how could they

teach well without the necessary training? For teaching is an art, and yet

there is no normal training school in all Turkey. Feeling, then, the impor-
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tance of a careful preparation of our girls for their life work, we have added
in their senior year a course of pedagogy, with practical teaching under
supervision in the primary departments. Of the seven girls you see in the

picture* of the last graduating class, six are teaching in various fields one
in Gedik' Pasha, Constantinople, one in Adana, one in Marsovan, two in

Smyrna and one in the Smyrna kindergarten. Every year workers are sent

out from the school. Seven out of nine native teachers in our Smyrna
school are our own graduates. The motto of the school, " Not to be min-

istered unto, but to minister," has spoken its message to their hearts. Apro-
pos the life work of the girls, I should like to mention the two who have

chosen nursing as their profession, and who are now in the second year of

their training course in the excellent Scotch Mission Hospital in Smyrna.

The music department has developed so much since Miss Piatt came to

us. It creates a pure atmosphere, and makes discipline much easier.

Strange that the Oriental, with all his passion and fire, has so little tone and

pure music. But the girls learn to sing and to love it. It has been very-

sweet to me to notice the various groups during playtime around organ or

piano, though they are old and almost worn out, singing the hymns they love.

"Where they sing, there rest in peace.
Evil hearts have no songs."

Among the school organizations the King's Daugliters' Society is the

oldest and most numerous. Its work among the poor of the city has made
itself felt, and is well known wliere there is distress and suftering. Almost
daily needy ones find their way to the school to ask relief, and daih' groups

of girls, accompanied by a teacher, go out to visit those who are too sick to

come, and bring relief and the doctor and medicines, as well as food and a

word of cheer and smiles of sympathy and love. The work undertaken

is not small, and means great sacrifice, not only of time and strength,

but of money as well. The expenses of the society amount from $250 to $300
a year, all of which is raised b}' about sixty girls and teachers, not one of

whom is blessed with much of this world's goods. Missionary interest is kept

alive and for seven years the society has supported a child in Bombay. She
grew up to be an earnest Christian and a teacher, then died rather suddenly,,

and since then a little famine orphan has been adopted in the same school.

There is a young orphan boy in one of the stores in Smyrna who owes all

his education, from the kindergarten on, to the King's Daughters, and now
a little girl is paid for in the kindergarten, for which our prayers go up. I

wish I had time to tell you more of the society and their weekly praver and

missionary meetings, of our bed in the hospital, of the Christmas joy and
Easter gladness which they bring to so many miserable homes, also of the

* See page 48.
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previous Sunday afternoon meetings with the schoolgirls. But I must hurry

and say a word of another society, started but two years ago. If the King's

Daughters include the serious-minded and earnest girls who, after being tried

at least one year as helpers, take upon themselves the title of King's Daugh-
ter, this other one includes the younger children,—the restless, mischievous

element, which, however, is so warm-hearted and eager to help. The " Ready
and Willing Club," nicknamed sometimes the " Rough and Willing Club,"

has about twenty-four members, whose busy little fingers have sewed during

the past year an amazingly large number of garments for the poor, the ma-
terial for which is bought with the pennies the children earn or save, and

from the sale of such garments made by them as would attract friendly

purchasers. Scrapbooks for the hospital and for sick children and bo} s are

generously provided. How they love to give, and how well they do it!

What an example one very poor girl among the older ones has been to me,

who received less than one-half dollar a month of pocket money from a

teacher, which should meet all her incidental expenses. She unhesitatingly

subscribed half of that sum to the church, and manages to get along with

the rest.

I wish I could acquaint you with the dear girls one by one, each one hav-

ing such qualities as would make you love them. It is indeed a privilege to

spend one's life in the service of opening to them the true meaning of life.

But how we long to improve the school. Jt is getting so crowded,—not a

corner of the house that is not needed for classroom ; the apparatus from the

primary upward is so imperfect ; maps, globes, books, desks, blackboards,

chairs, physical apparatus, a piano, everything is needed. Oh for tlie fairy

godmother who would provide a little bounty for this dear Smyrna School,

—

this vigorous child, full of life and promise, who is wearing out its garments,

whose frock is getting so short and shabby ! But we will not worry, but

trust that he who planted will water. Our Father is rich. He gave the

growth, and he will provide.

The growth of tlie Girls' Boarding Schools the last few years has been

phenomenal. Appeals for the means for enlargement are constant.

Rev. M. D. Babcock has said, " To launch a ship and neglect it is to lose

it." In the end we shall be judged not alone by what we have done, but
by what we could have done.
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PAGODA BELLS, OR MEDICAL WORK IN FOOCHOW.
BY DK. KATE C. WOODHULL.

(Concluded.)

DISPENSARY WORK.

As year after year passes the work in the dispensary is much the same,

and yet no two days are quite alike. Cases of indigestion, chronic bronchi-

tis, rheumatism, stiff limbs, skin diseases, ulcers, wounds and bruises, and

inflamed eyes are varied with something peculiar for nearly each day. One
day it is a woman with a needle in her finger. The patient is not more glad

than the doctor when the mischief-making bit of steel is removed.

Anotlier day it is a man who claims he has a needle in his throat. But

examination reveals only the fact that some kind neighbor, in trying to re-

lieve, had torn the throat with his nail, and given rise to much suffering.

We give him some bread to eat and find that he can swallow all right. He
is sent away with a vial of sweet oil to soothe his sorrows.

Anotlier day a father brought his daughter, fourteen years old, with her

bound feet gangrenous and ready to drop off. " Could we heal them.''"

" No, but she can be relieved of her suffering by having the feet amputated."

But we cannot persuade them to leave her at the Hospital. They think

a girl with no feet is not a very good result of Western healing. They said

(70)
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as their final decision, " If you can restore the feet we will bring her to

the Hospital."

A SPECIMEN OPIUM CASE.

One evening messengers came for us to go to a young woman who had

taken a suicidal dose of opium. We called chair-bearers and made hasty

preparation, and were soon on our way. We found a room full of excited

people,— bound-footed women, large-footed women, men and children,— all

trying to arouse the patient from her deep sleep. "Save her, save her!

Use some good medicine and save her !
" was repeated over and over again

as we entered the room. This was varied by ah occasional : " Do we need

to be afraid? Can she live?" After the first excitement was over they

were all attention to help us and bring what we needed. A tiny tablet of

aporaorphia and plenty of hot water soon did the work of washing out the

stomach. But it was very difficult to keep the patient from sleeping. The
limbs refused to do their duty, and they were obliged to lift her bodily back
and forth across the room. Never did little feet look more helpless than

hers, dangling about as her frantic rescuers tried to make her walk. After

hypodermics of strychnia she began to gain strength, and the family were
delighted when they found she was using her feet again. Soon she was able

to walk with very little assistance, but it required constant exertion to keep
her from sleeping. We stayed with her until midnight, when it seemed safe

to leave her. We heard the next morning that she was doing well, and
seemed as glad as were her friends that her foolish anger had not resulted

fatally. We were not able to learn the cause of this strange freak. The
Chinese sometimes swallow opium when they suddenly become angry from
some trifling cause.

A COMPLIMENTARY TABLET.

* Complimentary tablets are brought through the streets in a gayly decor-

ated red sedan chair, accompanied with a little band of musicians, and fire-

crackers are brought to be exploded upon arrival at the Hospital, and again

when the tablet is fastened upon the wall.

When one of these came one day we asked them to wait until we could
take a photograph. The boy standing at the left, holding a basket, is a

little cake and cracker merchant, who did a big trade and nearly emptied his

basket while they were waiting for the photographer.

The chief musician, who played the big brass horn, does not appear in the

picture, as he refused to be photographed.

The Chinese characters on the tablet are " Sing mieu mok ming," mean-

* See January number, page 26.
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ing, "Wisdom that cannot be expressed." The small characters on the

right read, "Presented to the lady doctor Ho, from Great America." On
the left is the name of the donor.

THE HOSPITAL ASSISTANT,

When the Boxer trouble came in 1900, all the patients left the Hos-

pital. Mrs. Ling, the Hospital assistant, was much alarmed at first, and

thought she must leave, and go to her home in the country for safety. We
told her we should be glad if she could stay, but wanted her to feel free to

do as she thought best, as we could not tell whether or not there was real

danger. She decided to remain, and we were very glad that our dispen-

sary was open all through the vacation, as it was the only mission hospital

that was not closed.

Mrs. Ling has been very happy working in the Hospital since she gradu-

ated. She has proved herself efficient in many ways in relieving me of care

in the general oversight of the Hospital. She has had the care of the opera-

ting room, preparing for operations, sterilizing dressings, etc. In the more

important daily surgical dressings she has been my right-hand w^oman.

The study of medicine is so absorbing and so fascinating, that if we are

not very vigilant we shall find our medical students falling back in spiritual

things. In our medical schools we need to nurture carefully the spiritual

life begun in the literary schools, that we may help to attain unto their best

in spiritual growth these young people who have devoted their lives to the

responsible work of physicians.

After we had been engaged in medical missionary work a few years, we
decided that the most efficient way for a missionary physician to do evangel-

istic work was to work with and through their medical students ; that most

of the time we could spend in strictly spiritual teaching should be devoted to

them.

Our medical students are a chosen few, selected from the graduates of our

mission schools. But we all know how much these students, who are the

choicest results of missionary schools, need help. How far short most of

them come of knowing how to enter in to their rich inheritance as "heirs of

God and joint heirs with Christ," of being fellow-workers together with

God! If we can strengthen and stimulate them to become zealous, earnest,

consecrated workers, we shall do much to increase the efficiency of the med-
ical missionary work as an evangelistic agency. If these medical students

can get a hunger for spiritual growth and a love for soul-saving, if they can

learn to depend on the teaching of the Holy Spirit and live the overcoming,

victorious life, they will be an ever-increasing power on the evangelistic side

of our work.
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THE MESSAGE OF THE PAGODA BELLS.

One stormy night in winter the bells on the pagoda rang out suddenly and

sharply. This time the message was for the sons and daughters over the

sea, in the home-land. It said: "Awake thou that sleepeth ! The day

fleeth away and the night cometh. What thou doeth, do quickly ! The
Destroyer is doing a deadly work, and is blasting the fruit of this great land,

of China!"

•The fierceness of the storm passed, but the sweet chime kept on, and it

sang the Saviour's words, " Other sheep I have which are not of this fold.

Go out to the heathen, and gather them in, that there may be one fold and

one shepherd."

And when winter had passed, and the summer breezes played with the

little bronze tongues of these same bells, they seemed to be singing :
" Tell it

out among the heathen, this glorious message of salvation. Tell the poor

people who know no consolation in times of distress and sorrow except to

pray to gods of wood and stone, tell them that the Lord is good. Tell the

heathen mother, in her stony grief over her dead child, that ' Like as a Father

pitieth his children so the Lord pitieth.' Oh, tell them ere it is too late
!

"

And one beautiful starlit night the message of the soft bell chimes was

:

"They that turn many to righteousness shall shine as the stars forever and

ever." " He that winneth souls is wise."

Sweet pagoda bells ! May your messages not go unheeded !

HELPS FOR LEADERS.
ENLISTING THE SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

Because of the lack of mission circles in most of our churches, great

numbers of children are growing up without any missionary knowledge.

Yet many of these children are in the Sunday schools, and since it is left

to the Woman's Board to present work and secure contributions in primary

and intermediate departments, we would plan for an active campaign in
,

this largely neglected field. How can we most effectively reach these

children.? It was recommended at Pittsfield that a secretary be appointed

in each Branch to have this work in charge ; to interest the children in the

needs they can relieve, and to urge that thev be taught to give regularly by

the use of the envelopes prepared for this purpose.

Some Branches have already been very successful in presenting informa-

tion regarding definite work to children's classes, and asking from them a
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definite sum, propoi'tionate to their membersliip, for its support. Even
young children are quick to understand and respond to an appeal they can

appreciate, and are enthusiastically loyal to what touches their sympathy.

We believe Sunday-school leaders w^ill welcome such work, if it is rightly

presented, for the sake of its 'broadening and developing influence upon the

little ones in their charge, and will gladly give a few moments once a month

to its consideration.

An object talk which holds the eyes as well as the ears will make heathen

life far more real than any written appeal, and we suggest that some story-

teller in each Branch prepare a story of child-life in mission lands, and go

and tell it to the schools in her territory,—of the sad lot of the child widow
in India ; the undesired girl baby in China, and the pity of her little bound

feet ; the life of a boy on the Pacific Islands ; the terrors of slavery and

cruelty overshadowing the children in Africa, etc. The Dayspring has

rich material for such a tale, and, with a little ingenuity, dolls can be

dressed to represent its characters, and the recital of their experiences be

made very realistic. Pictures also can be found in Life and Light and

the Dayspring^ and when pasted on a strip of manila paper or ribbon

folded back and forth, they are effective for use, and easily preserved.

It is not well to waken sympathy without giving it opportunity for expres-

sion, and such a story should be followed by a definite appeal, either for

some Branch work of which the school can be kept informed by quarterly

letters, or for the distinct work which the Board places in the hands of the

children from year to year. Special material is always prepared for this,

to be obtained from the Rooms in Boston.

We need the help of the Sunday schools for the sad and neglected child-

life of every land. Let us enlist, them not only for the dollars they will

give, but for the sake of that of far greater importance,—the training of the

children's hearts and minds which alone will make them intelligent, sys-

tematic supporters of the great work of Christ's church.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

FROM MISS LUCILE FOREMAN, AINTAB, TURKEY.

Some of our girls are such a comfort, and some of the old graduates are

doing so well. Our Bible woman is here now for a little rest and change.

She is one of ten thousand,—she lives always so near the Master. I do not

know of anyone anywhere of whose Christian character I think more highly.

Some of the young men under Mr. Merrill's guidance are blossoming out
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wonderfully. Three of them went out to visit some of the villages. They

have a true, selt-sacrificing, evangelistic spirit. Among the young Grego-

rians there is a very hopelul movement. A young girl, a Gregorian, who

comes to see me often, and who is a true Christian, I believe, has formed a

society for young women to meet and study the Bible. You know the Gre-

gorians go to church on special occasions long before daylight. During

Easter week this young girl went and found the church full of women. She

felt led to speak to them,—an unheard-of thing in that church,—and after

quite a struggle with herself she arose and gave them a talk. Many were

much helped, but others did not like it at all,—they thought such a young

girl had no business speaking in the cluuch. She has had to bear a good

deal of persecution, but she goes right on.

The Gregorian girl wlio graduated from our school two years ago, and

who became an earnest Christian while in the scliool, is still true. She has

very little opportunity to come to ciiurch, or anything of that sort, but she

continues readinsf the Bible, and takes advantage of occasional visits to me to

talk about the subject which always seems uppermost with her.

We Iiave such a nice Gregorian in the class this year. I had such a good

talk with her this morning. She is anxious to learn all she can, so as to be

ready for her work next year. She will teach in the Gregorian school, and

will have a grand opportunity to work.

FROM MISS ABBIE G. CHAPIN, PEKING, CHINA.

Thank you all for all your kind interest, and the assurances that not only

during the one time of danger, but all the time, we have the upholding

prayers and faith of workers at home.

I cannot express to you the comfort and strength derived from the knowl-'

edge of this during those awful davs, and in the midst of the present pecul-

iar and ofttimes trying, perplexing circumstances and conditions.

There has been so much to praise God for in the opportunities of work
among tlie remnant of our people gathered here. The four little day schools,

the systematic reading done bv most of the women, and the different meet-

ings, liave all been a jov ; while, on the other hand, we are watching anx-

iously and prayerfully the effect upon these "babes in Christ" of the varied

and strange experiences,—persecution, suffering, danger, deliverance ; want,

then plenty ; seeming triumph over their persecutors ; indemnitv received
;

then those whom thev deem worthy of punisliment bribing the officials, and

now becoming boastful robbers out in the villages; in short, the whole cha-

otic outlook for the future as well. These things are trving their faith and

Christian character as it has not been tested before ; and I would bespeak for
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them and for us your prayers, that out of these testings the church here may
come forth stronger, purer, better fitted to enter the doors of opportunity,

which we iDeheve will open up as never before. It seems to me that just at

the present crisis God is calHng us to more "prayer work" than anything

else.

FROM MISS ESTHER B. FOWLER, SHOLAPUR, INDIA.

I have much to be encouraged about, and much that has made me very

happy in connection with the school. As a result of taking two of my
teachers to see Pundita Ramabai's work, they started a morning prayer meet-

ing with the girls. It has been faithfully kept up for three months, and the

girls as yet show no signs of tiring of it. They rise at half-past four or five

o'clock and have the prayer meeting, and then go to their day's work. I

had previously started a noon prayer meeting, fifteen minutes at the close of

the morning session, and that, too, they wanted to keep up, even after the

other had been started. I do so want the spiritual life of the girls to grow

and develop, that they may be strong Christians ; and they have so few ad-

vantages for its development, and so much to keep it at low ebb. I am sure

that the atmosphere is different since we have had these meetings, though,

of course, the girls are by no means perfect.

A few weeks ago I went to Poona, and while there was taken sick, so that

I could not come back at the appointed time, and my letters miscarried ; so

that one day all were quite anxious about me, and especially my head teacher,

who is a very faithful and loving friend. She was so anxious that she sug-

gested to the inatron that she should go to Poona to see what was the matter.

Some of the older girls overheard the conversation, and the}' held a council,

and decided that they would give up their weekly allowance of wheat and

meat, and give the money to the teacher to pay for her ticket. My letters

arrived the next morning, and I followed soon after, so there was no oppor-

tunitv for her going. But I was quite touched when the teacher told me
of it afterwards, and of how much they had prayed for me.

This teacher told me the other day that she felt that all the blessings that

had come to our scliool were in direct answer to prayer, because we had

prayed so much about and for the school. Before it was built we prayed

for the monev ; it was opened with praver, and we have prayed so much

for its success, and for tlie girls, and for God's blessing upon all the work

done in connection with it. And the dear friends at home who are helping

with their money and prayers are not forgotten, but are constantly mentioned

in our praj'ers here.
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#iir Wiaxk at Mam^.

SHALL SINGLE LADIES WORK IN DANGEROUS PLACES?
BY MRS. L. S. CRAWFORD.

A SCHOOLBOY athlete said to me not long since, " When I go into a foot

race I go with the thought that I will win, if it kills me, and I think that is

the way to run." The boy actually faced death every time he ran a race.

Life after life has been laid down in the endeavor to reach the North Pole.

I do not say whether or not the good to be gained is worth what it costs,

but It is a fact that, for lower and higher motives, life is constantly hazarded.

It is often risked in the pursuit of wealth, not only by those who undertake

the rigorous life of the Klondike, but by those whose brains are overworked

in the office. A missionary from Africa brings the report that in the con-

struction of an African railway a man's life was given for every rail.

Employees on railroads, in mines, in powder mills, are in positions of

danger. No one questions the duty of a fireman to risk his life to save life
;

of the nurse and physician, or it may be the unprofessional friend or neigh-

bor, to voluntarily expose themselves to contagion that may prove fatal.

When these are the conditions of the life we live in this world, what shall

we say when Christ's distinct work calls the Christian to place his life In

hazard. I make no distinction between the foreign missionary and any

other Christian. The question need not be answered by me, only to ask It

calls to the minds of all of you, first, our Saviour's example—he " laid down
his life." And his words come at once to your minds: "He that loveth

his life shall lose It." "He that loseth his life for my sake shall find it."

Let us assume, then, that the Christian life and work may sometimes

demand the life of its workers. This may be on foreign missionary ground
;

it is not unknown in lives of service at home. Many have given their lives

for Christ's sake who have not died by violence. And what matters It how
the life Is given if only the service is rendered ?

But some, granting this, would still say, " Are there not certain positions

of danger in which we should place only the strongest ones?" Yes; diffi-

cult, dangerous places should be filled bv the strongest. But what kind of

strength does the Lord's work need? Is it physical strength only? Because

men are physically sti'onger than women can they attempt every form of

missionary work?
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It is unnecessary to answer this question for those familiar with the work
in mission fields that is peculiarly woman's work. You fully understand that,

in the " diversities of gifts," woman has a work on mission ground that none
but woman can do. But, again, some do ask, " Cannot all that is necessary

be done by the wives of missionaries, who do not stand so alone and un-
protected as does an unmarried woman?" We must bear in mind that the

missionary wife and mother has an especial work of her own in making felt

the mighty influence of a Christian home. While she conscientiously gives

as much time as possible to outside work, we must remember that we cannot
afford to have her neglect her home. Her life must be an example of the

life of a home maker, for many homes are influenced by hers. I wonder
if those who ask this question realize the magnitude of our educational work
in foreign lands, or how large is the socialistic, evangelistic, medical and
literary work done by women whose whole time is given to it. As well
might we ask if married women with families might not be the presidents

of our home colleges, or in charge of our social settlements.

Had I not recently heard one of the best of men, devoted with his whole
soul to certain lines of missionary work, say that nothing would hire him to

send his daughter~where some of the missionaries of our own Board are

working,—had I not heard this remark from an exceptionally devoted Chris-

tian, and one having far more of the missionary spirit than most men have,

I should have thought this discussion unnecessary.
The remark I refer to was not drawn out by the unusual ev'ents of the

past year in China, nor by the occurrence in Bulgaria that so fills our thoughts
to-day, but by the life lived by our missionaries in times of comparative quiet.

If, in our discussion, we consider only the danger of death, our question-

ings and our fears must apply not alone to young women, but perhaps even
more to men, and they must include not only mothers, but children. In one
respect, however, the unmarried woman, especially during her first years of

work, is under a peculiar tension. She is more alone than her associates
;

and, while still young and inexperienced, is often called upon to stand alone

in her opinions, not finding it always possible to agree in judgment with her
associates, even though they may be her seniors. To take this independent
stand is hard on the nerves of a conscientious, sensitive young woman.
We all know that a man takes such things more easily, and that a married
woman leans on her husband.

In this respect, and only in this, it seems to me the unmarried woman's
position differs from that of other missionaries. Most of us consider that

even this need not debar our young women from the foreign work. We do
think it best that their first years should be made as free as possible from
unnecessary responsibility, that they should have all the help they can from
their associates. We have seen many of them triumph over difficulties,

and grow strong under the discipline. Health has sometimes suffered, but
women in America are not insured from breaking down nervously.
When a missionary woman suffers violence,—an unusual occurrence,

—

the world is aroused in her defense. Some months ago Miss Stone
was going quietly about her work. We knew her, but the world did
not. Now the world is interested in her behalf. But the world must re-
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member, in connection with these ten'ible months, the years of service

in the past, compared with which these months are but a brief portion,

and the experience they have brought a mere incident.

We must think, not only of the comparatively few missionaries who have
suffered harm or violence, but of the great body of workers who have been
spared that test. We must think of the mightiness of the work done by
women who have given, and had strength and opportunity to give, long,

faithful, earnest lives to missionary service. Think of them, one by one, as

you know them. Think of the teachers who have given, and are giving,

their lives to transforming girls. Think of what they have accomplished.

Think of those who have healed the sick, whom custom and prejudice de-

barred from other human aid. Think again of our Miss Stone, of the work
she has done, the band of workers she has trained. Even if death comes to

her, would she—shall we—dare say that that work had better not have been
done ?

Even now, when events are impressing on us with especial emphasis what
the work costs in human life,—now, when a more than ordinary sacrifice

has been made,—even now, can we say that the loss shall be considered in

comparison with the gain?

OUR BOOK TABLE.

Men of Mi^ht in India Missions : The Leaders and Their Epochs^
lyod-iSgg. By Helen H. Holcomb. Publislied by Fleming H. Revell Co.
Pp. 357. Price, $1.25.

Mrs. Holcomb has rendered essential service to any who wish to make
a study of missions in India, for her vivid biographical sketches of thirteen

prominent missionaries to this country cover the development of Christian

missions here. While there were others of commanding influence and
usefulness besides these thirteen, yet these represented different denomina-
tions and different types of workers. Starting with Ziegenbalg, in the

eighteenth century, one can trace the history and growth of the Christian

Church in India until the very end of the nineteenth century. Numerous
illustrations and a copious index add to the value of the volume.

fames Gilmour of Mongolia. By Richard Lovett, M.A. Published
by The Religious Tract Society, London. Pp. 336.

This well-known biograpliy of one of China's greatest missionaries was
published nearly ten years ago. It might almost be called an autobiography,

as it is largely made up of his diaries, letters and reports ; and Mr. Lovett's

work is that of editing and arranging. Wherever one opens the book, it is

of such absorbing interest, that it is hard to lay it down. In his prefa-

tory note the author says: "James Gilmour has set before this generation

a noble example of absolute devotion to duty ; of self-sacrifice that shrunk
from no cost in the service of the Mongols and the Chinese; of steady per-

severance in a hard pathwa}', even when the eagerly longed and prayed for

tokens of progress were not vouchsafed."
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The Chinese Boy and Girl. By Isaac Taylor Headland. Published
by Fleming H. Revell Co. Pp. 176. Price, $1.
Those who were charmed by the " Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes,"

which appeared in the holiday season a year ago, V\^ill welcome a book gotten

up in similar style of illustration and ornamentation, and by the same author.

This book introduces us to the nursery, schoolroom and playground of the

multitudinous Orientals; and they seem to be having a merry time, in spite

of flood and famine and all tlie woes that infest that great empire. Our
young people in Sunday schools and mission circles will feel more in touch
with their contemporaries in China after examining this attractive volume.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

Whether or no the Chinese should come freely to our shores is a subject
again up for discussion naturally, and of those who discuss it are Joaquin
Miller in the North American Review., December, under the title, "The
Chinese and the Exclusion Act"; Sunyome Pang in the January ^c>/'?<!»z,

" The Chinese in America"; and Senator Boies Penrose in \}at Independ-
ent^ January 2d, " Chinese Exclusion." Dr. Martin, President of the Im-
perial University at Peking, pays, in the same number, a tribute to China's
" Grand Old Man," Li Hung Chang, additional to an article upon his life

and work previously published in the Independent.
The World's Work, January. " 'American Machinery forever'—in Spain,"

Edward Loury.
Nineteenth Century, December. "Child Settlers for South Africa,"

Francis Stevenson, in v\diich the scheme is set forth of sending children from
orphanages in England to South Africa, to become material for the future

upbuilding of the people.

Forum, January. " A New Era in Mexico " is in optimistic vein. Prof.

Paul Reinsch shows that Mexico has passed some doubtful and troublesome
stages, and "in political affairs a regime of security has been established by
a group of able men under the veteran president." Progress in industrial life

is expected to be rapid in the next decade. Such conditions of prosperity,
if realized, promise good to our mission enterpiise in Mexico.

M. L. D.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPICS FOR 1902.

January.—Paul to Constantine. From the Apostolic Age to the Christianization of

the Roman Empire. First to the fourth century. Early Missionaries ; The Field ; Re-
sults ; The Converts; Early Women Martyrs.

February.—The Work of the Board in Constantinople. The Historic City; Evan-
gelistic Work at Gejdik Pasha; The American College for Girls in Constantinople.

il/a/-c^.— Constantine to Charlemagne. From the Christianization of the Roman
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Empire to the establishment of the Christian Empire of the West. Fourth to ninth

century. The Triumph of Christianity; Its Growth—In Countries of Western Eu-

rope—In Central Europe—In Asia; Women Missionaries; Rise of Mohammedanism.

April.—Charlemagne to Bernard of Clairvaux. From the Establishment of the

Christian Empire of the West to the Crusading Church. Ninth to twelfth century.

The second great Triumph of Christianity; Progress in Northwestern Europe; in

the Slavonic Regions and Early Russia; Princess Olga; In India, China, and Africa.

ALay.— Our Present Work in Bulgaria and Macedonia. Sketch of the Mission;

Evangelistic Work; The Mission Schools.

June.—Bernard of Clairvaux to Luther. From the Crusading Church to Luther.

Twelfth to sixteenth century. The Crusades; Monks and Monasteries; Francis of

Assisi and Savonarola; Catherine of Siena; Progress in Europe and Asia.

July.—Our Present Work in Spain and Austria. Schools; International Institute

for Girls in Spain ; School for Girls in Krabschitz ; The Bible Women and their Work
in Spain and Austria.

August.—Book Reviews. Three Late Missionary Books.

September.—Current Events. Conditions in Mission Lands; Latest News from the

Missions.

October.— Luther to the Halle Missionaries. From the Reformation to the Founda-
tion of Early European Societies for the Propagation of the Gospel. Seventeenth to

eighteenth century. The Reformation ; Missions to North and South America ; Prog-
ress in Asia; Francis Xavier.

November.—Thank-Oftering Meetings.
December.—The Halle Missionaries to Carey and Judson. From the Foundation of

Early European Societies for the Propagation of the Gospel to the beginning of Nine-
teenth Century Missions. Eighteenth to nineteenth century. Danish Missions,
Christian Frederic Schwartz; Moravian Missions, Count Zinzenderf; Mission to

Greenland, Hans Egede; Organization of Modern Missionary Societies.

TOPIC FOR MARCH.

After a pleasant afternoon devoted to the present conditions of our work in Constan-
tinople last month, we return to our study of missions as given in the second chapter
of Via Ckrisii, entitled " Constantine to Charlemagne." The following questions may
assist leaders in preparing their programmes :

—

1. What was the first great national triumph of Christianity, and what events led to

it? Pages 39-42.
2. Desi;ribe the founding of the Nestorian Church. Pages 42-44.

3. What was the effect of the invasion of the various tribes into Rome and Gaul?
Speak of Martin of Tours—the soldier bishop and founder of first monastery in

France. Pages 44-47.

4. Describe the rise of Mohammedanism and the Hegira, and tell of the life and
work of Boniface. Pages 47-50.

5. What was done in Ireland by Patrick? in Scotland by Columba? in Gaul by Co-
lumban? in England by Augustine? Pages 50-61.

6. Trace the progress of Christianity through Central Europe; its introduction into
China and India. Pages 61-67. ^.n addition to the interest of the afternoon would
arise by an enumeration of the great events as found in Table No. 2, by a special refer-

ence to the great names of the period, and the great productions from "the fourth to the
ninth century. Extracts from the literature of the period will be found on pages 68-82.
The progress of the translation of the Scriptures during this period is of great inter-
est. In the fourth century the translation into Abyssinian and into Gothic by Ulfilas
was produced. The Latin Vulgate translation by JeVome, and the Armenian by Mesrob,
vere made early in the fifth century. The translations into Anglo-Saxon and Arabic
Avere made in the opening years of the eighth century. M. j. b.
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WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Receiptsfrom November 18, 1901, to December 18, 1901.

Miss Sakah Louise Day, Treasurer.

MAINE.

Eastern Maine Branch.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. IJaiigor, Aux., 15; Cal-
ais, Aux.,28; Camden, Aux., 19.75, Prim.
Dept., S. S., 5; Orlaud, Collection Han»
cock County Conf., 1.65; Somesville,
Aux., 4.66; Waldoboro, Aux., 7.35,

Western Maine Branch.—^Us,. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. i'.ethel, Aux., 5; Cape
Elizabeth, South Cong.' Ch., Aux., 10;
Freeport, Aux., 2; Gorham, Aux. (of wh.
25 const. L. M. Mrs. Leon O. Glover), 38;
Minot Centre, Ladies, 16; Portland, St.

Lawrence Ch., Aux., 8, Second Parish
Ch., Aux., 10, State St. Ch., Aux., 24.55;

Westbrook, Miss Fannie E. Lord, 25.

Less expenses, 4.54,

Total,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

A Friend, 10; Hopkinton, A Friend,40cts.,
New Havfipshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French, Treas. Bath, Cong. Ch. and
Soc , 2; Campton, Aux., 17.60; Concord,
Aux., 68.50; Lebanon, West, Aux., 26.75;
Swanzey, Aux., 10.50; Wilton, Second
Cong. Ch., C. E. Soc, 10,

134 01

LEGACIES.
Total,

135 35

145 75

Claremont.—Legacy of Mrs. Mary E.
Whitcomb, through Treasurer of New
Hampsliire Branch, 363 53

Or/ord.—Legacy of Miss Myra S. Lane,
through Treasurer of New Hampshire
]5ranch, 112 25

VERMONT.
Townshend.—'Nancy B. Batchelor, 1 00
Vermont Branch.—Sirs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Bradford, C. E. Soc, 6; Burl-
ington, College St. Ch., 42.55; Chester,
13; Essex Junction, 3; Ludlow, 9; Mid-
dlebury, 12.85 ; Newport, 24 ; Port Mills,7

;

Springfield, 26.96; St. Johnsbury, North
Ch., 35.20, C. E. Soc, 8, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6,«
Westford, 7; Westminster West, 8.70.
Less expenses, 69.40, 139 86

Total, 140 86

MASSACHUSETTS,
TVIrs. H. S. Nichols, 10 00
Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Andover, Chapel
Ch., 138.70, South Ch., 100.65, C. E. Soc,
15; Lawrence, South Ch., 10.05; Lexing-
ton, Hancock Ch., Miss Hamlin's S. S.
Class, 7; Maiden, Cong. Ch., Prim. Dept.,
S. S., 10; Melrose, A Friend, 2, 283 40

^vow.—Selma Loyen, 1 00
Barnstable Branch.—Miss Amelia Snow,
Treas. Harwich, Aux., 13; Hatchville,
2 ; North Falmouth, 12.62; South Dennis,
Aux., 10, 37 62

Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Canaan Four Corners, Aux., 1

;

Housatonic, Aux,-, 8.80, Th. Off., 6.75;

202 75
6 30

10 00

Lee, Second Ch., Aux., 119.46; Pittsfield,
First Ch., Aux., 5; Sheffield, Aux,, 14.07, 155 08

Dalton.-S.S., 20 00
Essex South Branch.— M\ss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Dane St. Ch., Y,
P. M Soc, 6.50; Salem, Tabernacle Ch.,
A Friend, 1, Y. W. Aux., 30, 37 50

Franklin Co. Branch.— Miss Lucy A. Spar-
havvlc, Treas. Conway, Aux., 20; Jr. C.
E. Soc, 3; Greenfield, Aux., 25.90;
Northfleld, Aux., 23.80; Orange, Aux.,
15.39, Little Light Bearers, 3.46; Shel-
burne, Aux., 27.96, 119 51

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J,
Kneeland, Treas. Hadley, Aux., 43;
Hatfield, Wide Awakes, 20; Northamp-
ton, Edwards Ch , Aux., 139.69, First
('h., Aux., 132.55, 335 24

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Wellesley, Wellesley College Y.
W. C. A., 148 00

Norfolkand Pilgrim, iSranc/i.—Miss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Brockton, Waldo Ch.,
Aux., 10; Easton, Aux., 9.50; East Nor-
folk, C. E. Union, Holbrook, C. E. Soc,
15; Braintree, C. E. Soc, 25; Hanson,
Aux., 19; Quincy, Aux., 22.10; Plymp-
ton, Aux,, 6; East Weymouth, Aux.,
33.75; South Weymouth, Old South Ch.,
Aux., 32.40; WoUaston, Miss, Study
Club, 30,

North Attleboro.—Avix.,
No. Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R,
Hudson, Treas. Ashby, W, Union,

Old Colony Branch.—Miss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Attleboro, Aux. (with
prev. contri, const. L. M. Miss Lizzie W,
Perry).

Springfield Branch.—Mrs. Mary H. Mit-
chell, Treas, Blandford, Aux., 31.25;
Chicopee, First Ch., Aux., 1, Third Ch.,
Two-Cent-a-Week Band, 10; Palmer,
First Ch., Aux., 6; Springfield, First
Ch., The Gleaners, 10, Park Ch., Aux.,
11.93, 70 18

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra B, Child,
'ireas. Arlington, Bradshaw Miss. As-
so., 1.88; Boston, Mt. Vernon Ch., Aux.,
83, Park St. Ch., Aux., 28, Shawmut Ch.,
Ajix., A Friend, 25; Brighton, Aux.,
92.21; Brookline, Leyden Ch., Aux., 42;
Cambridge, First Ch., Aux., 107, Shep-
ard Guild, 4.25, Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 7;
Chelsea, Central Ch., Cradle Roll, 14.82;
Dedham, S. S., 10; New Dorchester, A
Friend, 40 cts.; Dorchester, Pilgrim
Ch., Aux., 5, Second Ch., Y. L, Aux.,
102.57, Jr. C. E.Soc, 25, Village Ch., 10, Y,
L. M. Soc, 20; Hyde Park, Aux., 115.22;
Jamaica Plain, Central Ch., Cradle Roll,
14.27; Medfield, District Meeting, 1.61;
Newton, Eliot Ch., Prim. Dept., S. S.,
through helpers, 6; Norwood, M. C, 10;
Roxbury, Eliot Ch., Aux., 14, Eliot Stars,
17.53, Iramanuel Ch., Aux., 45; Somer-
ville, Broadway Cong. Ch., Aux., 30.
Franklin St. Ch., Aux., 55, Winter Hill
Cong. Ch., Aux., 10, Y. L. M. Soc, 50;
WaUham, Aux,, 45; West Newton, Sec-
ond Cong, Ch,, Aux,, 22.16, 1,013 92
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Worcester Co. i>Vanc/i.— Mrs. Martha D.
Taoicei-, i'reas. Hubbarastoii, Aux.
AviDii prev. coiitri. const. L. M. Miss
Sarah A. Howe); VVoicester, Plyinoutli

Oil., Aux., 25, Uuiou Cli., Aux., 25, 50 00

Total, 2,500 60
''

LEGACIES.

Bosion.—Le<?acy of Lucretia D. Watson,

(ieo W. Don-, Francis J. Dyer, Henry
A. Clifford, Exrs

,
1,000 00

Note. — fjej^acies amounting to 520, re-

p(»i-ce:l 111 January number of Life and
Light, were as follows:—

BroGlcton.—hezacy of Airs. Catherine
ICeicli, I'reston U. Keitli, Kxr., 500 00

^orcesfer.—Legacy of Albert Curtis, 20 00

RHODl! ISLAND.

Rhode Island Branch.— y\TS. Clara J.

Kariietielil, Treas. Newport, Aux., 5.75;

Feacedale, Aux., 20.25; Pawtucket,
Swedish Ch., Cradle Roll, 2.35; Sayles-
ville, Mem. Chapel, C. E. Soc, 3.12;

Seelcoiilc and East Providence, Aux., 3;

Woo. .socket, M. H., ,Jr. C. E. Soc, 2;
Providence, Beneficent Ch., .Jr. C. E.

Soc ,3, Pila;rim Ch., Aux., ,'i6.:^6, Laurie
Guild, 10, C. E. Soc, 7.75, Plymouth Ch.,

Aux., 10, 123 58

Total, 123 58
LEGACY.

Newport—f^ezacy of iMr."!. Eliza D. W.
Thayer, Francis B. Peckhain, Exr., 5,217 78

CONNECTICUT.

Eastern Conn. Iiranch.—M\ss Mary I.

Lockwool, I'reas. Hozrali, Aux., 11.50;

Danielsoii, Aux., 23.5n; .Jewett City,
Aux., 5; Lisbon, C, E. Soc, 5; New
London, First Ch., Aux., 17, Ih. Off.,

54.42, Second Ch., Aux., 23, Th. Off.,

162..'i7; .Stoningtoii, First Cli., Aux., 25;
Windham, Aux., 16..'-.0, C. E. Soc, 10;
Noiwich Town. Aux., 18, 371 49

Hartford Branch— Mrs. M. Bradford
Scor.c, l're;is. ISristol. Aux., 41.25; El-
lington, ,\ux., 77; Fannington, Aux.,
35; Hutford, Asylum Hill Ch., Aux.. 2;
Farmington Ave ('li., Aux. (of wh. 50 by
Mrs. Nathaniel Shipinn'i const. L. M's
Miss Elizabeth Ilnbbell and ^trs. Wil-
liam H. Stevens, 25 by Mrs. William P.
Williams const. L. ^L :\(iss Florence M.
Griswol 1, and 25 by Mis. Charles R.
Burt con-t. L. M. iMiss Lorraine Sey-
monr Brown), 206.50, First Ch., Aux.,
803, Priin. S. S. Class, 5. South Cli., S. S.,
25; Manchester, Second Ch., Aux., 62.70,
C. B. Soc, 15. Jr. C. E, Soc, 15; Union-
ville. Anx., 23.30, 810 75

^Tero Haven —My<i. Wm. B. Danforth, 5 00
N'ew Haven Rranch.-yiisfi JuliaTwining,
Treas. Bethel, Anx.. 3 90; Braiiford,
Anx.(7.T const. T,. M's Miss JnliaDwiclit,
Miss Mavv Dwiarht, Mrs. Snmnel fi.

Cooke), 77; l!rid'>-pnort, South Ch.,
Aux., 105.74; BrooUfield Centre, Anx.,
5.50; Canaan, Pilgrim Ch., Anx., S-.'SO

;

Centrehrook, Aux , 10; Cromwell, Aux.,
69; Dnnbiirv, Anx., 7; Derbv. First Ch.,
Aux.. 7.30; Litolifiebl, Aux., 4?i..50. Cradle
Roll, 5.23; Mndison. Anx. Cwith pvev.
dontri. const. L M's Mrs. D. Eugene
Kelsey, Mrs. Ellen Redfleld, Miss Etta

Bishop, Miss Georgiana Scranton, Mrs.
James U. Coiiklui;, 120; .Mendeii, First
Ch., Aux. (250 const, i.,. .M's Mrs. David
Smith, .Mrs. H. S. Wilcox, Mrs. A. S.
Lane, .Mrs. E. J. DooUltie, Mrs. N. U.
Jleckwith, .Hiss Sallie Collins, .Miss An-
nie Ives, .Miss Sarah lucuer, Miss Susie
Duuhaiu, .Mrs. Amelia S. Newell), 260;
Meiideii, Centre Cii., Aux. (25 by Mrs.
F. P. (iriswold 111 mem. of her mother,
JMrs. Wm. S. Hull, const. L. .M. Mrs. Wil-
bur F. Smith), 57; Naugutuck, Aux., 20;
New Canaan. .Anx., 3.35; JS'ew Haven,
Ch. of the Redeemer, Anx., 101.65, Eng-
lish Mall, Anx., 5; Newtown, Aux., 4.45;
Northtield, Anx., 3(i.40; North Haven,
Aux., 21.21; North .Madison, Aux., 9.66;
Norwalk, Aux., 37.75; Plymouth, Aux.,
43; Portland, Aux., 10.25; Salisbury,
Aux., 40; Stamford, Aux., 25; Stratford,
Anx., 5; Warren, Aux.. '.'9.25; Washing-
ton, Anx., 20.70; Watertown. Aux., 10;
Westbrook, .Anx., 14; \\ estport, Aux.,
24; Wliitneyville, Aux., 12.40; Winsted,
First Ch., Anx. (25 const. L M. Mrs.
)\Largeret Colt), 46.60, Second Ch., Aux.,
55.05, 1,351 39

Total, 2,538 f3
NEW VORK.

Gohlen's Bridge -^^ Friend, 1 40
Parma. —A Friend, 1 40
New York State liranch.-'SUs. F. !M.

Turner, Treas. Albany, Anx., 40. C. E.
Soc, 20; Aquebogue, Anx., 16.50; Brook-
lyn, Central Ch.. Aux.. 166.67, Lewis
Ave. Ch., .'\nx., 50, Toiniikins Ave. Ch.,
Aux., 40.50, Kin-'s Dan., 20; Bristol, L.
M. Soc. 6; Cananilniirna, First Ch., S.

S., 33.31 ; Coventrvville, Anx.. 7; Deans-
boio. Several girls, 60 cts. ; Gaines,
Aux., 10; Greene. C. F. Soc, 5; Homer,
C. R. Soc, 5; llopkinton. Miss A. S.

Kent, 40; Jnmespnrt. W. M. Soc. 5;
Java, C. 10 Soc , 5; LocUport, First Ch.,
Aux.. Ifi; New IMven. Anx., 19.80, Will-

ing Workers. 13.99; New York, Bedford
Park Ch , Cradle Roll. 12..50. Manhattan
Ch., Manhattan GuiM. 22 27; Norwich,
Aux. (const. L M. Miss Barbara Wohlle-
ban), 25, Owe<ro. Aux.. 2. '^5; PI OB'nx,
Anx, 35. C. E. Soc. 877; Rochester,
South Ch , Aux.. in; Snencerport. Aux ,

25;, Syrnruse, nanforth Ch., Aux., 45.

Less expenses, 63.55, 642 61

Total, 645 41
GEORGIA.

^<?an<a.—Atlanta University, C. E. Soc, 30 00

Total, 30 00

ILLINOIS.

^•^firm.—First Cong. Ch., C. E. Soc, 10 00

Total

,

10 00
CANADA.

Kingston— y^YS. ^McCallum's S. S. Class
and Friends,

General Funds.
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacies,

Total,

5 70

5 70
6,182 85
173 00
227 99

6.693 56

Total, $13,277 40'
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MICRONESIA.

LETTER FROM MISS WILSON.

KusAiE, Caroline Islands.

Dear Friends :
" Sail ho ! Sail ho !

" These are words that always

make us drop whatever we are doing, then there is a rush for the veranda.*

*' Where is the ship.?" "What is it.''" are the questions that come
from many lips. " There, don't you see the smoke coming around the

point.'' " Yes, it was smoke, from the German steamer from Sydney, on its

way to Fonape. Five o'clock Saturday evening of the nth and no tide for

some hours to come. Our first thought was, had they gone into Lellu Har-

I)or, and was there any mail for us, and would anyone come around in the

night and bring it if there was.'' We went to bed without hearing anything.

The next day being Sunday no one came around, as the Kusaians only use

their canoes on the Sabbath in a case of necessity. Monday morning we
got up early, and I started off with thirty-two girls to a place about a mile

and a half from home to make charcoal for our irons, as we cannot use the

ordinary irons in this climate. We found a large pile of cocoanut shells,

where the natives had been making cocoa. Having already asked per-

mission to use these, the girls dug large holes in the sand on the beach.

(8S)
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After starting fires in them they filled them up with the shells. In an hour

or so they were burning down, then they sprinkled the coals well with salt

sea water and covered them up with leaves. In four or five hours it had

stopped smouldering, and was sufficiently cooled oft' to gather into baskets

and carry home. These latter were made on the spot. A few leaves cut

from the cocoanut trees are soon woven into baskets and ready for use.

It is so convenient to have it so. The people who owned the place were

away visiting some of their relatives, but along about noon the man and

his small son appeared with some breadfruit to make an " um " to treat

the crowd. After he had covered it up with leaves and it was baking, he
climbed a cocoanut tree and got each of the girls a young cocoanut to drink.

On our homeward tramp we stopped at a Kusaian house and asked if they

had heard any news from the steamer. " Yes," they said, " a man came
over the path across the mountains and brought a lot of letters." I did not

care to stop and talk any longer, but hurried on as fast as I could go, climb-

ing a steep path to make a shorter cut home. I almost expected to have

some one greet me at the door with letters in their hand, but instead I found

Miss Hoppin in the kitchen preparing a hot dinner. She did not say any-

thing about letters, so I remarked, " Hattie told me there were a lot of

letters." "Why, a man brought some native letters written from the

Marshall Islands, but they say there is a bag of them at Lellu,—ten miles

away,— which Mr. Channon started out this noon to go and see about." An-
other wait ! But really I took it quieter than I expected I could, and waited

as patiently as I could until nine o'clock. Poor Mr. Channon walked over-

land going and coming, and only rested an hour in between. As soon as he

returned our mail was sent to us, and the contents of a bag was emptied at

my feet. Letters ! Papers ! How glad we were to get them ! Can you

imagine which letters we opened first? Perhaps not, so I will tell you.

The ones we knew would tell us about a new vessel, if there was one being

built. Up to March 4th the word was, " Plans are made for a two hundred

ton schooner, but as yet have not found anyone to build her." I must say

that was not very encouraging news. While we do not enjoy the idea of a

gasolene schooner in this warm climate, we will welcome anything that

comes to us— if something only will come ! In talking to one of tlie girls

about tlie size of the vessel, I said I thought Captain Garland was going to

oversee the building of it. " Oh," she said, " if Captain Garland has anything

to do about it, he will have it built larger." She knew the size of his heart,

if not the size of his pocketbook. These people handle so little money that

they do not realize that one cannot do much without it. Several months
ago one of the large German Lloyd steamers was wrecked on the reef at Yap,
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one of the most western of the Caroline Islands. It was a total wreck,

but without loss of life, I thuik. This new line has its headquarters at

Sydney, and is supposed to make a trip tlnough this group once in three

months. It has called here twice now, and if it continues we will feel as

if we really had some connection with the outside world. . . .

For a long time we have longed for a place where we could go away from

our large family for a day or so, and be perfectly quiet and rest when we get

all tired out. To go to one of the native villages is a change, but not a rest,

for there one must visit and be visited. While this is enjoyable and helpful

to the people, it is not always desirable or a help to one's nerves. We took

walks back in the woods. We looked at different hilltops. W^e talked to

our neighbors. What did they think about our having a little native cot-

tage back in the woods.'' They took walks with us, and agreed that it would

be an excellent plan. As soon as it was decided that we would have one,

Mr. Channon sent his boys off to cut the posts, thatch, and so on. It is

"almost finished now. It is situated on a little knoll, not much larger than the

house itself—a charming spot, with a beautiful viev/ of the ocean to the north

and west, and the mountains, with their bright green foliage, to the east and

south. So restful and qm'et, away from the noise, with only the cooing

of the wild pigeons and tiie chirping of the other birds to disturb the still-

ness. Only about ten minutes' walk from our dwelling house, so one would

be within call if wanted. . . .

I saw a strange sight some months ago. We went for a canoe ride, and

stopped at one of the places along the way. The people were away from

home, but the girls called my attention to a stone wall, some three or four

feet high and about a hundred feet from the dwelling house. They said,

" That is the grave of the old woman who died here ; let us go and see it."

On top of the grave was a Kusaian bed, covered with a mat. Some cocoa-

nut cups and other native dishes were placed at the head. I am afraid there

is some superstition connected with these things, but could not find out if

there was. They said if a person died no one ever used again the last things

used by that person before their death, and it was a sign that the relatives

loved the departed one very much if they placed these things on the grave.

Just how it showed their love, I could not make out. Rather a dangerous

custom, I" should think, when they die with such diseases as dysentery and

consumption.

A young man who acted as second mate when the Star last went to San
Francisco has come back and taken a firm stand for Christ, and is seeking

to lead others out into the light. A few months after uniting with the

church himself, his heart was rejoiced by seeing his wife, a sister and a
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brother taking the same step. He is now attending the Gilbert Training

School. Another bright and influential young man is Polakna, a high chief

and a nephew to the present king, whom he will succeed some day. He is

in the Marshall Training School, so he and his family live on this side of the

island. His house is the abiding place for most of the children who come

here to the day school. He asked if the number of children was to be lim-

ited. When told "No," he said he could take care of fifty without very

much trouble. Now his mother begins to find fault with him for allowing

common children to mingle with his chlefish children ; but while he is al-

ways kind and courteous to her, as a son should be, yet he does not let her

chlefish notions interfere with what he believes to be a good work, and to

all appearances he ti'eats all the children alike. One is no better than

another when it comes to a case of discipline.

A white trader calling at tlie island told a young man that there was no

God, and for him not to believe such things. Tlie answer he received was
something like this, " Whether there is a God or not, I know there is a good

way, this way of living, and I am going to stick to It." Surely God would

bless him in living up to what light he had. I feel rebuked when I think of

this. How many helps we have in the way of friends and books, yet how
often we are found faithless and unbelieving. Here is a people without a

written language, yet they are doing the best thev know how to serve our

Saviour. Day by da)' we have new revelations of God's love, and his power
to save and help his children to overcome. The Kusalans seem to be stead-

ily advancing in the right way. They have some peculiar Ideas about

some things. One Is about people joining the church. They only take in

the married people. This we think is a mistake, and have told them so.

There was no doubt a reason for it In the early days, but now there Is none.

I had been conversing with tlie friends from Lellu, and after I came in the

house one of tlie girls inquired, " Is there any news.?" " Yes," I said ;
" I

have good new'S for you. Your brother Fred has decided to be a Christian."

A few evenings after the sister came to me and said, " Mother Wilson, you

told me Fred had repented?" I said, "Well, hasn't he?" Her answer

was, " He hasn't said so in the church, has he? " I said I did not know any-

thing about that, but I knew that he had told Mr. C. that from henceforth

he Intended to lead a Christian life, and that to my way of thinking he was
a Christian as soon as he gave his heart to Christ, without waiting to speak

in the prayer meeting. But the native way of thinking Is, if a person should

profess to be a Christian and not make an open confession with his mouth
in prayer meeting, he or she is not a Christian at all.

(To be continued.)
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LETTER FROM MISS HASKELL.
The following is a part of a letter from Miss Haskell, of Bulgaria, giving us a glimpse

into her daily life :

—

I SUPPOSE the Lord saw that the Bible Institute training was to be more
needed by me than college work, for it seems to have turned out so.

There could be no graduating class this year, so the trustees voted to allow

two girls to take training for Bible workers. In the mornings the girls study.

They have two or three classes a day, as follows : Music, drawing, synthetic

study of the Old Testament, theology, personal work for souls, child study,

children's occupations, and church history.

(89)
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Wednesday afternoons we have a sewing class for girls, and a young man
from the boys' school has a class of boys in shoemaking.

Saturday afternoons is our children's meeting. There were over seventy

present last time. On last Sunday there were over one hundred children

present who received Golden Text cards. We give these cards only to out-

side children and to the smaller Protestant children.

After service on Sunday I had children come to look at stereoscopic views

and pictures, and hear stories. My girls made calls in the city. People

are very kind to us, and welcome us everywhere. We see sights that make
a stout heart weak,—sick people and old people without fuel or enough

food ; little children with no home training, out on the streets all the time,

fighting and throwing stones. In the neighborhood where the girls of our

school could scarcely go to walk a few years since, on account of the boys

stoning them, the last time we went the boys came around (we try to know
them personally now), and a crowd of them came following our school

procession back to our church for a prayer meeting. I think none of them

actually reached the meeting, for tliey fell off to follow the dogs and boys

who met them on the way ; but smiling faces are better to greet one than

stones.

A woman who saw them following us cursed them, and said to me, "They
are simply cattle and animals and wild beasts, and our future brigands."

And that put a new resolution in my breast,—to show that woman she

is mistaken ; that out of these boys can come future respectable citizens of

the principality. They are a terror to the neighborhood now, but if you

good people will only let some one come here to take my place in the scliool,

and let me be free to carry on the work, Samokov and other places will see

the results, I hope,—not of my work, for I cannot do much, but I can, at

least, be patient and persevering, and awaken other people, and we know
that God will bless the work.

" The work of God is everywhere onward, and I wonder the Devil is not

discouraged in his vain resistance. His hosts are might}', but the fight is a

losing fight."

" I won't say that England is unselfish—I wouldn't tell so big a lie as that

right out. But I will say that England goes nearer dividing with the Lord

than any other country I know of."

" The kingdoms of this world are just the scaffolding God uses to build

his house."
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AN EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF LAST YEAR'S WORK
AMONG THE TUNG-CHO CHRISTIANS.

Of the eighteen under tlie age of sixteen orphaned by Boxers last sum-

mer, one is now living in the Bridgman School, six are in the boys' station

school. The remainder were scattered in the homes of Christians ; but in

December it was thought best to gather eight of them together in an orphans'

home, with a Chinese woman as matron, and a Bridgman School graduate to

have special care of their moral training. Miss Chapin has charge of this

home.

Day Schools.—Three day schools for little children were started last Sep-

tember, and another has been added since. Sixty-eight children have been

taught in these schools, and as their homes are all close about us, the attend-

ance has been unusually regular. We were much crippled for months by

the lack of books, but gradually our most pressing needs have been supplied.

These schools have been superintended by Miss Evans, Miss Chapin, Miss

Miner, Mrs. Tewksbury and Mrs. Sheffield, the latter having recently taken

the school superintended by Mrs. Tewksbury.

yunior Endeavor.—A Junior Endeavor Society meeting Sunday after-

noon has much interested the children, who are very proud of their commit-

tees, and watch eagerly for their changing once in two months. The average

attendance at the meetings is over fifty. Never have the prayers of the

children been more full of meaning than this year. Few, except the very

youngest, hesitate to voice their petitions in public, and the lessons of the

past year seem not to have been lost on the little ones.

Women's Classes.—Our two usual heads of Bible woman's work and sta-

tion classes are mei-ged in one this year. As the women are all living in

their own homes within easy reach of us, and where they can easily attend

our three Sunday services, the Wednesday church prayer meeting and the

Friday meeting for women, it was not thought best to have station classes on

the old lines. Last fall all who were willing to help teach their less ad-

vanced sisters were asked to volunteer a certain number of hours a week to

this service, the fact being emphasized that the younger women, who were

usually cut off from house visiting, could go about freely in our Christian

colony, and had now a rare opportunity to pay a little of the debt which

they owed for their own instruction. The result of this appeal was most

gratifying, about thirty volunteering time,—some only an hour or two a

week, some several hours, while others, who at first offered only a few hours

a week, have been drawn by their interest in their scholars to give much
more time to teaching. Two or three of our women give not less than ten
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hours a week to this labor of love. In this way over seventy women have

been tauglit for several months.

Our colony is divided into four sections, in care of Miss Chapin, Miss

Mhier, Miss Evans and Mrs. Sheffield. We visit the homes for weekly re-

views, realizing that under this rather loose system of instruction both teach-

ers and scholars might soon neglect their duties and privileges without such

supervision. For the past three months it has been thouglit best to pay our

Bible woman, Mrs. Chao, her regular salary, and expect her to give full

time to the work, as of old. Thus far this has not had the effect feared, of

causing the volunteers to relax their eflbrts. Mrs. Chao was set free from

the thraldom of foot-binding by a bullet, which passed clean through one foot

during the Peking siege. When after weeks of suffering she could again

stand on her feet, they were encased in a new style of shoe.

We have with us a number of well-advanced women, who have studied

in the Bridgman School, and as these could not well be taught by one an-

other, fifteen of them have met with Mrs. Sheffield an hour a week for spe-

cial Bible study in the book of Hebrews.

But two of our women succeeded in bringing even a Bible througli the fires

and fights and fliglits of the summer. Peking had been burned clean of all

literature on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum of the Boxers. The armies

of the Allies monopolized transportation facilities. So, many weeks passed

before Bibles, hymn books and tracts could be furnished our people. When
at last they were told that there were such books for sale, the eagerness with

wliich tliey flocked in with money to buy them was very touching.

The women and children of our churcli liave been less exposed than the

men to the peculiar temptations of the times, and the summer's experiences

have, on the whole, brought to them a wider, deeper knowledge of God's

love and power. As we come out from under the shadow of this calamity,

with its benumbing pain, we will begin to apprehend the spiritual results

more than we do now. Our forty years in the wilderness are not ended yet.

We have not yet reached the rest and the inheritance, but before many years

have passed we believe that the Tung-cho church, purified and enriched

not only by the summer fires, but by the testing and trials of the ensuing

months, will glorify the Master's name.

We cannot close this report without brief mention of the work done for

the American soldiers, who have spent so many months in Peking. In this

work Miss Chapin, Mrs. Tewksbury and Miss Grace Wyckoft' have been

most active, their efforts being especially directed to the Y. M. C. A. read-

ing and coffee rooms. The success of this enterprise has been largely due

to their enthusiastic labors. Miss Evans has also given much time to this
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work, and Mrs. Sheffield has had a weekly Bible class in her home for the

soldiers. All missionary homes have been open to them, and while only a

small proportion have been drawn within the circle, it is hoped that their

intercourse with the missionaries has dispelled a little of the misunderstand-

ing and prejudice which for some strange reason pervaded the American

army. Our missionaries have held many evangelistic services in the camp,

in the reading room and in the hospital, and have also given the soldiers

a course of lectures, in which they were much interested.

RICH.

BY KATHARINE CONWAY DANFORTH.

Margaret Atherton walked home from the missionary meeting utterly

oblivious to the fact that

" Robins called robins in tops of trees,"

in their rollicking joy in the sweet spring weather. Her mind was filled

with thoughts stirred by the earnest words of the missionary, who had

brought to those present the need of Chinese womanhood, pleading yearn-

ingly for a new building, where girls ready to listen could be taught of

Christ; thoughts stirred also by petulance, because, forsooth, she was not

rich ! How nice it would be to respond with a generous gift when one's

heart was touched as hers had been, instead of being cramped for money
and always having to consider the expenditure of every dollar. If she only

had the income of Mrs. Ponsonby or Mrs. Ascot now ; they could give a

hundred dollars just as well as not—of course she gave her tenth (she didn't

believe Mrs. Ascot did), and oftentimes an extra quarter or dollar, but to be

able to give even ten dollars all at once,—oh how delightful it would be to

be rich enough for that! And Margaret sighed as she opened the door and

entered the cozy library at home. There on the table lay the afternoon

mail ; it was always nice to find a letter waiting one's coming, and this,—yes,

it contained a check from Miss Barton for clerical assistance on the proof-

sheets of the forthcoming Barton Genealogy. Such an appreciative note,

and five dollars more than the amount Margaret had expected for her services.

She had spent it many times and in divers ways in anticipation,—every

woman does that with the money that is not expressly " for current expenses" !

But now as she passed the parlor door on her way upstairs, she said to her-

self: " Now I can have the mahogany table redressed—did the polisher say

six dollars or seven ? Never mind ; here is five dollars extra, and I can afford

to spend it just as I please, and I've wanted that done for so long."
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Don't judge her too promptly, dear friend,—she was a " I'eal, live young

woman"; and even on the heels of a missionary meeting, suddenly finding

yourself in possession of a sum of money which you had not anticipated,

would your first thought be of God's needy, waiting ones? Is it not apt to

be, like Margaret's, of some pleasure or luxury, long denied, but now
possible ?

Upstairs in her pleasant room, Margaret sat down at her desk to write a

little note of acknowledgment to Miss Barton. The tiny programme of the

afternoon meeting lay side by side with tlie check ; and then, like the shuttle

in a weaver's loom, back and forth went the thoughts in Margaret Atherton's

brain. How full her life was, how cramped and. dwarfed the lives of

Chinese girls; true, riches as commonly estimated had never been hers,—it

was not a home of wealth into which she had been born,—but long years of

honest thrift on the part of father and mother had furnished it with much
more than bare necessities; there had been much " high thinking" she was
sure, but she doubted if her New England " forbears " would consider it

strictly " plain living," yet since the " hard times" thei-e had been " finan-

cial stringency," which was not agreeable,—but, after all, " daily bread " was

assured, and almost always the "jelly on it" for which wee niece Helen had

insisted upon praying.

Her own personal income as private secretary to the rich Mrs. Ponsonby,

though small, covered all her ordinary needs during the year, and—yes

—

she must admit that club fees and birthdaj' remembrances to friends, occa-

sional books, and a few pounds of candy, were all items that could be dis-

pensed with by one whose poverty pinched ! And here was this additional

sum,—to be sure, it had been earned by toilsome hours of extra work,—but in

a certain sense was she not for the time being rich.'' Were not rich people,

commonly speaking, those who had more than enough money to pay for the

daily necessities of life.'' She remembered the remark made by her min-

ister in his sermon but a few Sundays ago,—"Anyone who has even five

cents over and above the amount necessary for the payment of all his bills is

rich ; it is the man who has five cents less than such an amount who is

poor." Mrs. Ascot would probably smile at the idea of a check for twenty-

five dollars being considered riches, but if she ought to give in proportion to

her income of wealth, what ought Margaret to give of her wealth for these

Chinese sisters, who, eager to learn, must be turned away for lack of room

in that building?

Like a picture at the end of a long gallery, Margaret saw the white-haired

minister of her early girlhood standing in the pulpit of the old church, and

like a far-oft' echo came his voice in the words of his text, " That our
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daughters may be as corner stones, polished after the simiHtude of a palace."

What was the polishing of her treasured " heirloom," the old mahogany
table, compared with a chance to help in some way the polishing like to

the corner stones of a palace of some of the " daughters of sorrow " far off
*' in the land of Sinim"! If she were rich as Mrs. Ascot or Mrs. Pon-
sonby she would give,—yes,—and being rich as Margaret Atherton, she

would give just as generously, just as gladly of her riches. And so it came
about that the missionary felt that her journey of so many extra miles, and
the weariness thereby endured, was more than made up to her by the gifts of

those who listened. And Margaret Atherton had learned a new lesson on
giving.

^»#

LETTER FROM MISS HARTWELL.
Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow Mission, September 30th.

I FEEL so anxious that money be given for more Bible women and station

-classes in this Pagoda Anchorage field. I realize more and more as I go
about how great is the need of Bible women in all these villages, to visit

the homes and bring light and comfort to the sad hearts of the women im-
prlsoRed by their bound feet. All through this region the women have their

feet bound far tighter than in other districts. In the fisherman's hut the

women all have tiniest feet, so also in the homes of the farmers ; hence they

must be visited in their homes.

Yesterday I had the sweet privilege of teaching the first verse of the four-

teenth chapter of St. John to a dear woman—the onl}^ Christian in her

village—unable to read, and at such a distance from the nearest church she

can only attend occasionally. She grieved over the death of her only Chris-

tian companion, a daughter-in-law. This young woman died when her

youngest child was one hundred days old, and according to Chinese super-

stition she would be punished in the next world by being submerged in

a lake of blood. All the heathen had urged this Christian woman to pa}-

money to the priests to get her daughter-in-law out of the lake of blood, but

she would not do so. Still, unable to read the Word of God, she greatly

needed the comfort of Jesus' promises to prepare a place and come again

to receive his own. To strengthen these scattered ones, and plant station

classes to teach them to read, is the blessed work we want a new worker to

take up. Will you not send her soon ?

"Man is worth the amount of intelligence he has, plus his moral

^character and industry."
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When He came to Peter, Peter said, " Lord, dost thou wash my feet?"^

Jesus said, " What I do thou knowest not now, but thou shalt know here-

after." "Thou shalt never wash my feet." " If I wash thee not, thou

hast no part with me." " Lord, not my feet only, but my hands and my
head." Be willing that God should give you just as much as he wants to

give. Are you.? It is a serious thing. He may say, "You want me to

give you a very great blessing ; very well, I will let you help bring China

to Christ." Then you say, "I did not mean as much as that; I meant a

little blessing." Ah, be willing that God should choose the blessing, and

give more than you ask. Do not shrink back as Peter did. Just take

what he gives ; God knows best. There is in this world a great deal that

passes for humility which is pride. Humility says, "I am not worthy";

but to that sense of unworthiness comes the blessing that mercy and grace

bestow.

—

Alexander McKenzie.

One great difference between the Christian and the non-Christian worker

is this : Non-Christian vvorkers say that there is a certain proportion of

men who cannot be reached anyway. As a modern English author has

said, "There is no substitute for a good heart, and no remedy for a bad

one." Oh, frightful gospel, that some of the philanthropists of our day are

preaching ! Is that all the message they have to the world,—no remedy for

a bad heart.? What means the parable of the lost coin if, though lost, there

was no gleam of its original luster.? What means the parable of the lost

sheep if there was not some dumb, inarticulate longing for the shelter of

the fold.? And what means the parable of the lost son if there was not in

those distant fields a cry of longing for the father's home and heart.?
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Our Contributi.ons We regret to be compelled to state that our gain in

FOR THE Month, contributions from the Branches shows only an in-

crease of $380 for the past month, while the decrease in contributions during

the first three months of our fiscal year, from all regular sources, results in a

loss of $3,000. We are glad to state, however, that a special gift from a gen-

erous giver has enabled us to meet the pressing need for a new school build-

ing in Canton. While we would not sound a note of alarm, yet we must
remind our societies again that the days are speeding away, and we must
needs make the most earnest efforts to redeem the time and our sacred

pledges to our missionary workers, one of whom writes upon hearing that

the W. B. M. cannot this year make the desired advance in appropriations,

"It must be very hard for the Woman's Board, which has always stood so

splendidly by its work, to be obliged to deny us." Not a word of complaint.

Is not this the missionary spirit.? We are hoping much from the faithful use

of the Lenten envelopes during the month of March, that much that is extra

may thus find its way into our treasury.

Our Friday The Friday meeting in Pilgrim Hall, January 17th, was of
Meeting. unusual interest. An enthusiastic audience of two hundred
women listened to Dr. Barton as he talked of the work for women in India

as he saw it during his recent visit with the other members of the deputation.

The Oodooville school, apparently accidental in its origin, the result of a

thunderstorm, has sent out graduates who are now Christian wives of

lawyers, business men, pastors and teachers in many homes. At a recent

alumnae meeting, "old girl meeting" as they call it, two hundred were
present, and at the reception of the deputation thirteen " old girls" sat upon
the platform who remembered the former deputation forty-six years ao-o,

and the same man again interpreted. As other schools were described, the
Bible women in their daily rounds, the doctors in their hospitals and dis-

pensaries, with the various phases of effort, the work loomed up before the

eyes of the listeners with marvelous proportions and an increased sense of
responsibility, and yet Dr. Barton said, "You can have no fair conception
of it ; numbers, however definite and magnificent, do not measure it ; one
on the ground feels it." The missionary women, under a cloud of caste
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influences, are doing what they can for the superstitious, ignorant and big-

oted women of India ; the women, who as mothers-in-law and grandmothers

are said to rule the land ; the women, who are the greatest obstacle to the

spread of Christianity in India.

Missionary Personals. Miss Channell, who was obliged to return tothis

country on account of her health, after a brief stay in Guam, has recently

passed through a severe surgical operation, but is recovering strength.

Miss Alice Pettee Adams writes hopefully of the work in Japan as she finds

it upon her return from lier furlough : " On returning I see many encourag-

ing things. One especially is the change in the government schools in our

city—Okayama—toward Christianity. The largest high school in the city

now has a Christian man as principal, and six of the teachers are baptized

Christians, while when I first came out, eleven years ago, not one Chris-

tian would have been kept on the faculty." Two young ladies are under

appointment, and have been adopted by the Woman's Board,—Miss Olive

S. Hoyt, assistant professor in chemistry at Mt. Holyoke, who is to go to

Kobe College, Japan, and whose support is to be assumed by the Y. W.
C. A. of Mt. Holyoke, and Miss Adelaide Dvvight, daughter of Dr. Dwight

of Constantinople, whose case has been under consideration for some time,

and who will go to render much needed assistance in the Boarding School

at Talas, Western Turkey. Mrs. Edward Webb, who with her husband

gave eighteen years of service in the Madura Mission, entered into her rest

on the 20th of January, 1903. Her daughter. Miss Anna F. Webb, is now
in the International Institute for Girls in Spain. Dr. Harriet E. Parker

writes in December of the pleasant visit from Miss Ellen C. Parsons, editor

of WoDian's Work for Woman., in Madura. At the request of the Broad-

way Tabernacle Church, New York, which gives largely to its support. Miss

Parsons visited Pasumalai College. Dr. Parker accompanied her to Madras,

where they spent four days in visiting the various institutions of that city.

Letters from Ahmednagar, dated late in December, brought the distressing

news of the serious illness of Dr. Julia Bissell from "relapsing fever," con-

sequent upon overwork. We are happy to state, however, that later letters

bring cheering reports of her condition, and we hope that she is by this time

far on the road to recovery.

Return of the The return of the court to Peking is an event of great

Court to Peking, importance to the empire. It will tend to quiet the

people, strengthen the government, and make reforms possible. It was a

long procession which left Hsian. Great preparations had been made.

Notwithstanding the troubles of the empire, the Dowager Empress did not
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propose to abate her desire for display. Buildings must be especially pre-

pared for the reception of the Imperial family and the great company of

retainers. The whole country contributed to the expense account, and the

region passed through was especially to be commiserated. The court stopped

^t Kai Feng Fu, capital of Honan, and then came on to Pao-ting-fu, capital

of Chihli province. At the latter place they struck the railroad, and the

Empress and Emperor had their first ride behind steam cars outside the

palace (there is a miniature road in the palace grounds). On reaching

Peking the Empress very kindly presented the foreign manager of the road

to tlie Emperor, and thanked him for bringing them so safely to Peking.

The streets were lined with kneeling thousands as the Imperial procession

moved along, the Emperor in advance in his sedan, which seemed to indi-

cate, as some thought, the restoration to his proper position. But this is

not the case, and the Empress Dowager still holds the reins of power. She

seems to have learned valuable lessons from her recent experiences, and

doubtless plans to move slowly but surely along the line of reform.

—

Z)r.

W. S. Anient.

The Students' The programme of the Fourth International

Missionary Convention. Convention of the Student Volunteer Movement
for Foreign Missions, which will be held in Toronto, Canada, February 36th,

to March 2d, promises to be very strong. The meetings will be held in

Massey Music Hall,—the largest meeting place in the city. Some of the

ablest missionary speakers of North America and from the mission field will

address the convention at the five evening sessions. These addresses will

deal largely with the obligations of promoting the missionary enterprise and

the means which are essential to its success. A part of each day will be

devoted to the consideration of the relation of students to missions, the pro-

motion of missionary interest in the colleges, the financial problems of mis-

sions, the extension and development of the Student Volunteer Movement,

and the responsibility resting upon clergymen and laymen in view of the

consecration of students to world-wide evangelization. Among the speakeis

who will address the convention are: Rt. Rev. M. S. Baldwin, D.D.,

Bishop of Huron ; Rt. Rev. A. Sweatman, D.D., D.C.L., Bishop of To-

ronto ; Mr. Robert E. Speer, of New York; Hon. S. B. Capen, LL.D.,

President of the American Board for Foreign Missions ; Bishop Charles B.

Galloway, of Jackson, Miss. ; Bishop J. M. Thoburn, of India ; Rev. J.

Ross Stevenson, D.D., of McCormick Theological Seminary; Dr. and Mrs.

F. Howard Taylor, of the China Inland Mission, and Professor Gamewell

:and Dr. Ament, who are so well known in connection with the siege of

Pekinsr.
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Miss Stone's Detention. Once more we must go to press without the

longed-for news of Miss Stone's release, awaited with so much of hope

during the past month. Various complications arising between the Turkish

and Bulgarian governments seem to be the occasion of the frustration of

plans which seemed on the point of success, and new arrangements have

now been entered into. Meantime let not the friends of Christian missions

and of humanity fail to continue fervent in prayer for persistent and success-

ful effort for these captives, concerning whose life positive assurance has.

been received within a few weeks.

The Contents of We give a good portion of our space this month to two

THIS Number. articles which we hope will be useful to those who are

taking up the topics in our historical course of study, the period for this

month being from Charlemagne to Bernard. The article on Christian

Women of the Middle Ages is capable of great expansion. Those who are

taking the supplementary topic of Bible translation will find special assist-

ance in Mrs. Stimson's most admirable article on another page. We hear

that the Woman's Missionary Friend for March is to have a charming

story by Mrs. M. A. P. Stansbury, w^hose plot is suggested by the third chap-

ter of Via Christi.

GLIMPSES OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY MISS ABBIE B. CHILD.

The reign of Charlemagne has been said to be like a sudden meteor,

because of the darkness that preceded and followed it. At its close there

began such a decadence in religion and morals in his empire as in time

to threaten the very life of Christendom. Corruption, vice and ribaldry ran

riot among the priesthood, and even in the Vatican itself. Women, alas, had

their part in the general corruption ; scheming courtesans had great and

baneful power in the church, and even ruled the pontificate. A description

of their lives and deeds must not soil these pages. Nearly two centuries

of corruption reached a climax in the " Year of Doom." The belief that in

that year, 1033,—a thousand years after the death of Christ,—the world would

be destroyed, enveloped priests and people in superstition and deadly fear.

After the year had passed, however, Christianity began to show some of

its former life and force. The disgust of Christendom was at last sharply

roused, and the necessity for reform was keenly felt. The Christian religion

had not died, although it had been deeply buried. A re-awakened spiritual

force began to appear. In the revival womanhood was reverenced once
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more, and Christian women were found in places of honor and influence.

Among the many noted ones we may select thi-ee types for special mention :

Matilda of England, or the " Good Queen Maude," as she was called
;

Hildegarde, the Abbess ; Alethe, or Alice, and the Mother of St. Bernard.

MATILDA OF ENGLAND.

Matilda of England was the daughter of Malcolm and Margaret Athel-

ing, King and Queen of Scotland, and a direct descendant of the great

Alfred. We see her first during the troublous times that followed the

JSTorman Conquest, as a child with her younger sister Mary, and the learned

Turgot, her preceptor and father confessor, tenderly ministering by the bed-

side of her dying mother. They are interrupted by the entrance of her

brother Edgar bearing the heavy tidings from the siege of Alnwick Castle,

that her father and brother Edward were slain. The shock to the sainted

mother is so great that in a few moments, with a touching prayer upon her

lips, she sleeps in death.

Deprived of both parents in one day, and committed by her mother to the

•devout Turgot for education, we naturally find her in the convents, first of

Romsey, then of Wilton, where all the royal virgins of her race had been
taught, and where her mother's sister, Christina, was the abbess. Here she is

being " instructed in the art of reading and the observance of good manners,"
yet rebelling against the fiat of her aunt that she shall devote herself to the

church. At times we see her trembling and cowed by the rasping tongue
and stinging blows of her aunt, submitting to the placing of the veil of the

novice on her head ; now defiant, determined, tearing it off and trampling
it under her feet ; now donning it herself as protection against a distasteful

marriage, or the troublesome advances of some Norman noble ; now throw-
ing it aside again to visit with her uncle at the palace of William the Con-
queror, where she met her future husband, William's son Henry, soon to be
King Henry I of England. Later on we see her facing the whole assembled
hierarchy of England, telling the true story of her youth as her aunt declared

that she was a cloistered nun, and that her marriage would be sacrilege

;

^nd later at the altar, as King Henry's Saxon bride, bringing to her husband
what all the power of the conquering Normans could not gain, except by
most stringent measures—the loyalty of Saxon England.

Finally we see her, as the Qiieen of England, carrying with her to the palace

many of her monastic ideas. Resembling her mother, Qiieen Margaret, in

beauty and marvelous personal charm, she imitated her in constant atten-

tion to devotional exercises and unremitting efforts for the sick and the poor.

AVe find her going almost beyond the bounds of reason, to say nothing of
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the restraints of royalty,—wearing a hair shirt, going tlie round of tlie churches

in Lent with bare feet, taking care of lepers, washing their feet and kissing

their scars. The friend and patron of the great Anselm, she influences her

husband to bring him back from his exile, aiding in his wise plans for the

church under his guidance, building hospitals and churches, leading her

husband to many beneficent deeds for his people to such an extent, that tlieir

enemies named them Leofric and Godiva. It is said that Henry once asked

her when she was urging him to keep some of his promises to his people,

" Would you do for my villeins in London what Godiva did in Coventry? "

" I would," was the calm reply ; and doubtless she would have fulfilled her

promise had it been required. Such was the life of " Good Queen Maude,"

a fair picture on a dark and troublous background.

HILDEGARDE THE ABBESS.

In Europe during this period there were many women famous for their

devotion to the church. Of these perhaps no one was more distinguished

than Hildegarde, the abbess of a convent in the Rupertsberg near Bingen.

Altliough born of noble parentage, she was consecrated to the church in

infancy, and entered a convent when a child of eight years. Unlike Matilda

of England her dreamy, mystical nature took kindly to the quiet, uneventful

life of the cloister. From her early childhood she had, or believed she

had, visions and revelations from unseen powers. A most remarkable

feature of these experiences, showing great self-control in one so young, she

preserved utter silence with regard to them. The excitement of the visions,

and the strain of silence was so great that it undermined her health ; but

not till she was over forty years old did she reveal them to any other mortal.

At that time she believed that she received from heaven a command to make

them known, and she began to speak as one having authorit}^ Princes,,

nobles, priests,—none were too high for her warning voice to reach, and

she was absolutely fearless in denouncing the evils in church and state,,

which were neither few nor small. With all her mysticism she had a

human shrewdness that made her advice most valuable.

St. Bernard seems to have believed in her supernatural power, and even

the Pope, Eugenius III., after the Council of Treves, wrote her of his amaze-

ment that she was so filled with the Spirit that she could reveal things un-

seen. To this frail woman, without the aid of arms or wealth or station,,

came through all her eighty-nine years men of all ranks for advice,—for the

disclosing of future events ; for the settling of questions of church and state,,

and disputed points in theology ; for intercession and for spiritual consola-

tion. Dr. Storrs says of the women of this period, of whom Hildegarde
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was only one, " The clergy might be vicious, the prelates arrogant, indolent,

unbelieving, but a vivid faith was maintained by the women ; and the whole

power of their inspiring moral energy was exerted without stint for the

furtherance of institutions to which they felt themselves deeply indebted."

ALETHE, THE MOTHER OF ST. BERNARD.

Alethe, or Alice, the mother of St. Bernard of Clairvaux, a descendant

of the ducal house of Burgundy, as a child desired to enter a convent. Her
parents, however, having little inclination for a religious life, married her

at the age of fifteen to Tescelin, a knight of Fontaines. As wife and mother

in a castle she carried out her monastic ideas as far as possible. Although

the mother of seven children, and burdened with the cares of her high

station, she spent much time among the poor, caring for the sick, preparing

their food and cleansing their household utensils with her own hands. Par-

taking somewhat of the mystical tendencies of the period, she thought she

was told In a dream that her third son—Bernard—was to be a distinguished

champion of the Church. Inspired by this thought she devoted herself heart

and soul to his religious education, and her influence on his whole life was

acknowledged by him, and felt by others to be most remarkable. Although

she died when her famous son was quite young, he remembered her teach-

ings, and revered her more and more as he grew to manhood. Her mem-
ory was so vivid he thought she appeared to him in bodily presence at

times, lamenting and reproving his hesitation in choosing the noblest things.

It was after one of these appearances or visions that Bernard, notwith-

standing his exceptional advantages for high worldly position, turned aside

from all the allurements of court and camp, of wealth and rank and pleasure,

even from the fascination of the schools, and chose a life of self-denial and

unremitting labor. Entering a wayside chapel alone with his Lord and

the memory of his mother, he fulfilled her vow for him, and, renouncing all

else, solemnly dedicated his life to the service of God in a monastery. He
was said even to have Inherited his mother's beauty of face, her elegance

and charm of manner, as well as her intense spirituality and devotion to

duty whatever the cost might be.

The records of Alethe's life are few, but her death was most remarkable.

As was her custom, she had invited the neighboring clergy to celebrate with

her the festival of the patron saint of the church at Fontaines—St. Ambro-
sien. Before the time arrived she was seized with a presentiment that she

would pass from earth on that day. On the day before the feast she was

attacked with fever, and, calling her household together, she told them that

her death was approaching, but on no account should the hospitable plans be
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interrupted. After the supper was over she assembled her guests at her

bedside, and joined with them in the prayers for the dying. When they

reached the petition, "By thy cross and passion, O Lord, deHver her," her

voice failed, and, making the sign of the cross with her upHfted hand, she

was gone. Her body was placed in the convent of St. Benignus at Dijon.

By these few and meager glimpses we can only slightly hint at the multi-

tudes of Christian women " who," writes Dr. Storrs, "in the midst of cen-

turies so dark possessed and used great power for the Church, and the

influence of their words as reinforced by the earnestness of their character

and the holiness of their lives became often a mighty though subtle force" in

the religious life of the age. It was their part to do much to purify the

Church and make it worthy of its high calling of spreading the gospel through

the world.

PRINCESS OLGA OF RUSSIA.

No glance at this period, however brief, should omit Princess Olga of

Russia, who lived in the early part of the tenth century. Reliable accounts

of her life are exasperatingly meager. We may, however, imagine this

royal princess, as her dominion spread toward the South, coming in contact

with Christianity in the person of a Greek emperor or patriarch, or possibly

through some humble subject of her own kingdom in whose heart tlie

beautiful seeds had been sown through commercial intercourse or govern-

ment service. Whoever the messenger may have been,—as has happened so

often since, even down to the year 1902,—the wonderful teachings of Chris-

tianity and its simple worship as compared with the horrible rites and

superstitions of paganism touched a woman's heart, and she must know

more of this " new way." Qiiestioning in her own country brought no

satisfaction, and, with a resolution and enterprise in advance of her age,

she determined to go to Constantinople and see for herself what this new

religion was which so attracted her. Like the Qiieen of Sheba of old, she

found that the half had not been told her. Profoundly impressed by the

beauty of the worship of the trne God, and, as the result proved, at heart a

Christian, she received the rite of baptism before she returned to her king-

dom. Can we imagine the scene in the marvelous San Sophia,—then a

Christian church,—with its multitude of brilliant lights and lofty music ; its

solemn procession of " hypo-deacons" marching back and forthwith torches

and flabellas, and in the midst of all this pomp and splendor, the observed

of all, a woman's figure bowing her head for the simple ceremony. The

deed was done, and she returned to her own land a Christian.
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Full of zeal, she tried to bring her son, Sviatoslav, and her court to

accept the great blessing she had found. Her efforts were in vain ; but her

son yielded so far as to grant freedom of conscience to all who followed,

and—fatal mistake from his standpoint—allowed Olga to teach his claildren.

So it happened that when her grandson came to the throne, with much

caution and hesitation and after various "tests," he proclaimed Christianity

to be the religion of his domain. With Vladimir to decide was to act. He
caused the great national idol, Perun, to be overthrown and dragged furi-

ously across the country and thrown into a river. Crowds of horrified

people gathered at the scene expected some terrible vengeance, but the

helpless Perun disappeared harmlessly under the water, and "paganism was

dead in Russia." Full of zeal, Vladimir ordered all people to the river to be

baptized. None dare disobey, and "Russia became a christened if not a

Christian nation."

Some of his tests were remarkable. He besieged the city of Kherson, in

the Crimea, vowing that if he took the city he would become a Christian.

Kherson became his, but he made still another condition. He sent word to the

Greek emperor that if he would give him his daughter, Anne, in marriage

he would accept Christianity. The refined Greek maiden shrank from

alliance with a barbarian, but sacrificed herself for the salvation of a nation.

Thus it was that through the providence of God two women, Olga and

Anne, brought Christianity to all the Russias.

INDIA.

VILLAGE SCHOOLS IN THE MARATHI MISSION.
BY MRS. W. O. BALLANTINE.

The foundations of many a great man's greatness have been laid in the

little country school he first attended, with his mother's happy eyes watch-

ing him as he went off with his slate and book under his arm. Human
nature is the same the world over, and the same things that lead New
England John to be a good man will also be an influence to little Rama over

in sunny India.

This is one of the best reasons why the country school in India should

be maintained. It takes Rama's parents in hand, too. They soon speak of

" our teacher " and " our school," and when the native pastor comes on his

preaching tours, or the missionary makes his promised visit, they are all

ready to listen and often to heed.

In an ideal school the first requisite is a teacher whom all can love and
respect. May I tell you of one such teacher .^^ In a small village miles
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away from the traveled road, some years ago, a school was begun. The
teacher was not fully up to the standard, having never attended a normal or

even a high school, but for some reason it was decided to give him this

school. There was no buildinsf. In hot weather—which was most of the

ORPHANS AT SHOLAPUR.

time—the children sat on a raised stone platform, built around an immense

peepul tree. When the rain came down they scattered to whatever shelter

each could find. Often had this teacher begged us to visit his school. It

was far away from Rahuri, and the road to it almost impassable ;
but at last
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we went. The teacher looked hardly more than a boy, yet always brave,

smiling and enthusiastic ; but we were not prepared for the sight that met

us there. Almost every child in town had been gathered in. Men and

women who were not obliged to be in the fields at work welcomed us, too,.

—high and low caste all together, so that a stranger could not tell which

was which.

The children recited the twenty-third and other Psalms, the Command-
ments, the Golden Texts and their lessons. Then the teacher called on the

men and women ; each had some Psalm or text or word of prayer to repeat,

as well as answers to Bible questions. He liad not neglected the blind

woman, nor the one with her hands burnt off, nor the poor old man who
was lame and crept on the ground from place to place. We had never seen

the poor having the gospel preached to them more truly. This work of

teaching had been done at night, after the school work was done—none of

these men or women could read or write.

The teacher's wife was a frail and gentle woman, to whom he was

married in childhood—both came from Hindu households. She was

anxious to attend our conferences for women, and once crossed the river in

flood, with her baby on her head to keep him safe and dry. In spite of

famine and hard times and deep poverty, these village people have contrib-

uted largely toward a school building. The teacher has never thought of

asking for a more promising and prosperous field of labor. He has made
it what he wished it to be,—" by God's blessing," he himself would say.

The " lines" might certainly have fallen to him in less "pleasant places."

Under a friendly tree in a quiet village is not the hardest place in which to

teach. Let us glance at one in a larger village. In ever}' Hindu village, for

a place of public meeting and as a convenience to travelers passing through,

different castes of Hindus have built for themselves what is called a Rest

House, possibly so named because there is no rest or quiet to be enjoyed

there. This building is often used for a school. It is well built, inclosed

on three sides, the front left invitingly open. At one end we may see a

school of the American Mission, with fifteen or twenty children in attend-

ance. The teacher shouts in his loudest voice to command attention. A
few feet removed from the school a number of Hindu gentlemen are smok-

ing Indian hemp or some equally fragrant weed. In another group a whole

family has encamped for a morning meal, which is still cooking, adding its

savory odor of garlic to the general sweetness of the air. A snake charmer

with his cobras is tucking their protruding heads back into their respective

baskets, and the schoolboys are making very natural, but vain efforts to see

the entire length of them. As we come upon this scene a great number of
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men, women and children gather about, and after much confusion and shout-

ing at each other, seat themselves, and the school inspection begins. It is

really wonderful how, amid such distractions, the teacher has contrived to

teach those children anything, but the government inspection is ahead of

him and he has done his best. There are times in the day when the Rest

House is nearlv deserted, and these are golden moments. After school was

over some of tlie men followed us begging for a schoolhouse. " We will

MAHAR WADI SCHOOL, WAI, I9OO.

pay half," they said. They were poor beyond any telling, few of them

knowing where the next day's food was coming from, or whether it would

come at all. The children wore nothing that could be called a whole gar-

ment, yet the little girls' hair was braided and tied with a bit of string. The
teacher and his wife live in this Hindu village—the only Christians there.

If they do not become discouraged and depressed by it all it is a miracle.

The teacher's wife, who is an efficient Bible woman, entertained us at her

home. We stooped down nearly double and crept in at her front and only
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door. There was no window. Parts of the wall having been broken, a

thatch of grass has been put over it. The March wind sifts in the dust and

sand, but she keeps everything carefully covered. The Hindu women out-

side sarcastically ask me what I think of the teacher's nice house. This

teacher's wife was carefully brought up in Ahmednagar, and would enjoy

living in a respectable, modest house.

One Saturday morning, taking our little girl for company and a Bible

w^oman for work, we started off for a several days' trip, intending to visit all

our schools in that direction. We examined five schools and held out-of-

door meetings in a dozen different places, returning home Monday night.

It was in March, and though the early mornings were comfortable, yet

before nine o'clock the sun seemed directly overhead and heat waves

seemed to rise from the ground. The place visited on Sunday contained

one of the best of schools. It was during the time of plague in Ahmed-
nagar, and some relatives of the teacher, who were teachers themselves in

the city, were living with them. The day school of the week met as a

Sunday school on this day. It was held in a large room adjoining the

teacher's house. It had grown so large, that the teacher's wife, a well edu-

cated and refined woman, had to assist her husband in teaching daily classes.

Four lovely children of their own were in the school. The children greatly

enjoyed the organ, which was played for all their hymns ; none of them had

seen an organ before except the teacher's children, who had visited us in

Rahuri. The pupils were of both low and high caste, yet there seemed no

difference between them. All were so happy and at home that it was more
like a large family gathering than a school. This building is located in the

central part of the town and not outside, where Hindu outcasts live. Many
good schools have been held outside the towns, but no high-caste child would

be allowed to attend school in such a place.

In the afternoon we all went out to see the children's parents and the

Hindu women of the town. There was great interest in the organ, which

was carried abovit for us on a man's head. In our company were several

good singers, and all that Sabbath afternoon those Hindus listened to "How
sweet the name of Jesus sounds," and many other hymns of English meter

as well as many of Hindu meters, which really sound more sweet to native

ears. The memory of that Sunday is a pleasure to us yet. The delightful

spirit of the school and the teacher's family, their loving care for us and

their evident interest in the Hindu people around them, was just what we
would like everywhere to see.

Somewhere we have seen a picture of a village school of a most simple

kind, and in front, teacher and pupils were arrayed as is their delight to be.
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In the children's faces, taken years ago, we can trace the features of those of

maturer years, who have grown up to be themselves teachers and catechists

;

Bible women and pastors in our mission and in the work of other societies

;

their years full of earnest and faithful work, multiplying by many times

their teacher's and the missionary's efforts.

It may not seem so to those faithful ones who have worked for years

teaching a small out-of-the-way village school, but the recent ingatherings

by baptism to the church are largely the result of these schools. The men
of to-day were children but a few short years ago, learning their lessons in

numbers and in scripture truth together. Preachers have visited them from

time to time, but they have but watered the seed planted by the village

teacher in the little school. God has afiven the increase.

JEUR SCHOOLS, AHMEDNAGAR.

It has been said that in the past, three fourths of all tlie native agents

employed in the ]\larathi ^Mission have come from the village schools in the

two large districts north of Ahmednagar. Station schools, normal and high

schools have had, it is true, most of their training to do, but the village

school came first. These pupils love the villages where they were born,

where they first went to school, where their dearest friends now live ; and

their influence is there as well as in the place of their life work.

"God hath chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things

which are mighty." His great work in India has been among the poor and

the outcast ; but the low caste of to-dav becomes the caste which is respected

and honored. This is tlie message that comes to each generation as it steps

out from its darkness into the light. "All things are yours, and ye are

Christ's, and Christ is God's."
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KINDERGARTENS IN WEST CENTRAL AFRICA.
BY MRS. WM. E. FAY.

Could you visit our kindergartens in Africa, I fear you would think them

a rather wild sort of garden ; but what more can you expect in "the wilds

of Africa " ? The model kindergarten of civilized lands is almost, if not

quite, as far removed from the present possibilities here as is a high state

of civilization from their crude and simple mode of life. We have here not

only the embryonic state of the child, but of the race. All the possibilities

exist, though lying dormant. Neither can we look for help in their develop-

ment in the home life or the mother's guiding hand, which, according to

Froebel's plan, was to be the source and mainspring in first guiding the

child. In adapting the system to the needs of these little wild Africans,

we have had to be content to have high ideals without seeing them realized.

Imagine a room full of these small, wild Africans dressed with a string or

a rag of cloth a yard wide, or perhaps not dressed at all. A fat worm or

locust or a small rat may be tightlv squeezed in the chubbv hand, which,

perhaps, has been caught on the way to kindergarten, and is awaiting a

favorable opportunity to be roasted and eaten. The hair may have been

combed a month ago, but is kept smooth by frequent applications of oil.

(Ill)
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Some may never have had a bath at all, though clean hands and faces are

insisted upon. They are as light and free as air, as frisky as colts, and as

hard to tame.

RAW MATERIAL.

The room has at least the attraction of bright pictures, though the floor is

but hardened earth, and the rickety benches, which are constantly nibbled

at by the white ants, often send a seat full of unsuspecting children tipping

backward with arms and legs squirming in the air. Old tin cans must be

used to hold the work of the children, because there is nothing better. O
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kindergartner, who may scan these pages, how can "the good, the true,

the beautiful " come out of anything so crude ? How about those high

ideals that must be carried out? Where is the dainty, delicate work that

must be done with dainty fingers? and if by chance it should be done, how
can it be appreciated in a dingy hut with not light enough even to see it?

CONSTANT ATTENDANTS AT KINDERGARTEN AND PARENTS.

But take courage, as we have, for sunshine and gladness prevail, and our
kindergarten is a practical success even if crude. The work is adapted to-

the needs of the people, and our aim is that of the true kindergartner

everywhere,—to fit the child for future usefulness and true living. The
occupations are taken up in the most simple way. The children love to

string beads, and sometimes corn or beans are used, which have first been
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soaked. These are afterwards cooked and used as a treat, for the hungry

tots have but one square meal a day, and are glad enough for an extra

morsel when it is to be had. They also string small pieces of cloth about

an inch square, which are finally wound into a pad and sewed together

;

and this the child carries home to the mother with the greatest delight, for

it serves as a rest for her heavy basket, which is always carried on the head.

Weaving and clay modeling form good subjects for a future industrial

department, leading at length to the making of baskets, hats, floor mats,

and the modeling of the indispensable cooking pots. Picture books open

up to them the wonders of the civilized world, and are a never-failing

source of delight. The same old books that have been looked at over and

over again become " old friends," one of the favorites being the Army and

Navy Catalogue^ from which we order our supplies. One little girl

refused to look at any other until at last we concluded it would be better

to teach her to be satisfied with the book that fell to her lot; and the same

little girl for a long time would take hold of no one's hand but a white

person's. Gradually, however, through patient effort on the part of the

teachers, she was induced to hold the hands of the other children, though

sometimes it was only done with the tips of her fingers or by wrapping her

cloth about them first, and once a child was gingerly held by the upper

part of the arm.

The songs and games here as everywhere have been highly appreciated

by the children. At first, because of the length of the words, it seemed

almost a hopeless task to translate the songs so that an idea could be

squeezed into small enough space to fit the music. If we sang about a

star it must be olumbungululu ; if flowers, olotteneho ; if a butterfly, acim-

biambinlu; if birds, olonjila^ and if to form a ring, ocindongombela. After

many attempts, the first successful song came like an inspiration. It was

the simple one, " Would you know how does the farmer sow his barley and

wheat.?" The women are the farmers in Africa, and this describes how

they plant the corn, cultivate it, carry it to the village in baskets, pound it

on the rocks, sift it by shaking on a grass plate, make mush of the meal,

and, finally, how the children eat it; and they end up by thanking their

mothers for it. The delight with which this was received by the children

gave courage, and other songs and games are being constantly added by

different members of the mission. Thus Froebel's idea of winning and

developing the child through play, which it loves, is one of our greatest aids

in attracting these children. Now, if you would ask what special benefit

these children have derived from the kindergarten, I would ask you just to

look at the accompanying illustrations, which speak for themselves. Behold
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the contrast between the " raw material " and that of the constant attendants,

whose Christian parents are helping as light dawns. The change has been

gradual. After insisting upon clean hands and faces, the weekly bath has

followed. A clean cloth has taken the place of the discarded rag, and shirts

A PROMISING KINDERGARTEN PUPIL.

and even dresses adorn clean bodies. A look of awakening takes the place

of the listless expression, and not only the outward appearance, but the

inner life of these poor, little, neglected children has become purer. The
Golden Text, which has been repeated every day, is committed by the tinae
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Sunday arrives, and the habit of daily attendance is established, so that the

children never think of staying away from church, but attend en masse.

While the mothers do not yet fully appreciate the benefits derived from the

kindergarten, they do appreciate the convenience of leaving their children

so that they can go unhampered to their work in the fields. A kinder-

garten has been established at each station of our mission, and the happy

children who attend are our hope for the future.

HELPS FOR LEADERS.

In studying the second chapter of Via Christi we shall find those five

centuries from Constantine to Charlemagne so crowded with events that

the societies who try to cover their history in one meeting will be compelled

to omit many interesting topics. It will l)e wise to make sure that our

classes have a thorough knowledge of the matter given in the text-book.

Perhaps even the older women will like to feel that they are again like girls

at school with lessons to learn and recite. Be careful to make your ques-

tions in this part of the hour definite, clear and suggestive. A clearly put

question will often flash into a pupil's mind a sense of ignorance, wliich

leads to a desire for knowledge, or a thought of the connection of things

unperceived before.

You must dwell a little on the early hermits in Egypt, and the monas-

teries with their help and their hindrance to tlie spread of the gospel. One
might read Tennyson's St. Simeon Stylites to show the temper of that life.

We need also to study with some thoroughness the rise of Mohammedan-
ism, " the greatest obstacle to Christianity." Do not overlook Carlyle's

portrait of the Hero as Prophet.

It will be wise, however, to give most of the time to studying the way in

which the gospel came to our own ancestors. Bring out the way in which

those early Englishmen were living, and try to make clear the heroism of

those missionaries who went from sunny Italy to that far away island of

forests and fogs, almost the Ultima Thule. In the House of the Woljings.,

William Morris gives in charming prose and verse the sunshine and shadow

of those primitive men. Ask some imaginative girl to impersonate St.

Hilda, telling in the first person the romantic story of her strenuous and

most useful life. Those storm-beaten cliffs of Whitby should be hallowed

ground to us. " Saxon and Norman and Dane are we," and we are Ger-

man and Kelt as well. So we must not fail to lenrn what Boniface and

Columbanus, St. Patrick and St. Bridget, have done for us.
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Let those who question the need or the usefuhiess of foreign missions con-

sider what our forefathers were before missionaries came to their shores. To
know rightly the story of England from Constantine to Charlemagne will

give a truer idea of tlie sacrifice which has brought the truth to us, and of

our responsibility to carry the message to all the children of men.

H. F. L.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
FROM MISS ANNIE L. GORDON, MARASH, TURKEY.

We reached Marash November 5th. The weather, until the last two
days, had been delightful, and it was well we did not have the rain till the

last part of the journey. The college seemed like a haven of rest to us after

our long journey, and Miss Blakely and Miss Calder like good angels as

they hastened to give us dry clothing and to make us comfortable. Our first

impressions of Marash were very favorable, as the streets were unusually

clean,—washed by the rain,—and the gardens looked fresh and beautiful.

This is the most finely situated city that we have seen in Turkey. It is sur-

rounded on three sides by mountains, with a large plain extending in front

of us to the south. One cannot fail to be impressed with the greatness of

the Supreme Being when one sees the works of his hands round about.

The mountains always suggest to me the words of the Psalmist, " I will lift

up mine eyes unto the hills from whence cometh my help." . . . We had
many callers after our arrival, and I was much interested to notice the great

difference in brightness and general intelligence between the women who
had a college training and those who had not. Nearly all of the educated

ones showed an intensely earnest desire for the uplifting of their country-

women, and most of them are working nobly for it.- Miss Blakely gave a

little reception, to which were invited those who had attended the Girls' Col-

lege. It was interesting to see the pride of one woman who had been here

years ago, and whose daughter is a student now. Several graduates were
comparing the ages of their daughters to see whose would be ready first.

At home we love our Alma Mater ; but the love of these women for theirs

must be infinitely greater, for their training here means everything to them.

FROM MRS. M. L. GORDON, KYOTO, JAPAN.

I must tell you of a call from an old lady over eighty years old. She
came on a rainy day to be sure of finding me. We talked a while and then

we sang some hymns, very slowly so that she could sing with me. Just
before she left she asked if I would take charge of her subscription for the

Ainrinsha church. She said, " I pay one cent a month, and at Christmas I
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pay five cents ; here are six cents." Poor old soul ! she hasn't a roof over

her head. Somebody gives her food and clothing, but she has nov/here to

lay her head. If all our church members did as Vi^ell we should not be

so dependent on American money.

FROM DR. KARMARKAR.

My dispensary work is, on the whole, encouraging. Probably at the

end of the year I may find a diminution in the total number, but the patients

that are coming are from a better class of people. Several Brahmin women
have been included. Some of the women can pay for each treatment, for

which I am very glad. I was able to persuade a few patients to attend the

annual meetings held for all the Bible women of Bombay.

The meetings were well attended, about one hundred and fifty women being^

present from eleven A. M. to four p. m. every day. The last two days were

chiefly left in the hands of Pundita Ramabai, who conducted the meetings

with such earnestness and zeal that we all were impressed. The one great

result of Pundita Ramabai's coming was that a home missionary society was
established, and it was resolved to employ a Bible woman and pay her

expenses. A collection was taken amounting to forty rupees, of which

twenty-five came from girls who gave every Sabbath day for mission

enterprise. We had the pleasure of entertaining Pundita Ramabai at our

home ; she eats coarse rice and doll, the same as her girls do, and is doing a

grand work.

FROM MISS ELIZA TALCOTT, NOW IN HONOLULU.

I hardly think I shall be back in Japan by April,—our month on the

Calendar,—but it vvill depend on how soon Dr. and Mrs. Scudder can get

ready to come and take hold of work here. It is all one work. We have

felt the influence of the increased interest in Christianity which has accom-

panied the Forward Movement in Japan ; and we have recently, since the

opening of the new year, been holding special evangelistic services here,

with street-preaching. The boys and girls of our Christian boarding^

school formed the nucleus of two processions that carried bright-colored

paper lanterns and banners, all with some Christian truth inscribed on them.

The most popular air we sang on the streets was "Marching through

Georgia," the words being a hymn composed in Japan for their street work.

As crowds gathered, the procession halted, and short talks were given, and

all were invited to follow us to the church or chapel, where a longer service

was to be held. A young Japanese, Mr. Kiniwa, on his way home after

several years in the States, and recently from the "Moody Institute" in

Chicago, was providentially here and did most of the preaching.
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The results of four consecutive days of such efforts cannot, of course, be
tabulated, but we have the names and addresses of two hundred and fifty

persons who signified their desire to study Christianity, which means
increased opportunity for personal work. Over sixty signified their decision

to accept Christ as their Saviour, but I doubt whether all of these realized

at all what this meant. The Christians have been stirred with a new sense

of the power of God to reach men's hearts, and we hope for a year of

ingathering.

FROM MISS THERESA L. HUNTINGTON, HARPOOT, TURKEY.

I wish you could come into our new schoolhouse. At first glance it would
seem to you like an American school, I am sure : the blackboards, the

desks, the rows of busy girls, the quiet and order. But when all the girls

stood to greet you, when you saw a foreign language on the board, and
noticed the style of dress and stocking feet of many, you would realize that

you were in Turkey. I am sure you would think our teachers—at least the

older ones—very sweet and ladylike. You would find it harder to talk with

the younger ones, because they consider it the part of modesty to say little

and withdraw as soon as possible. Miss Piatt's assistant in the kindergarten

is so earnest, true and sensible that you would be sure to like her. We call

her Degen Mariam (Mrs. Mary) . She has two little boys here, and a hus-

band away off in Bulgaria or Hungary. Degen Mariam gives organ lessons

to seven or eight pupils, part of this being her regular school work, and part

extra work which she asked to do so that she might have money to put two.

or three poor children into school.

They have just taken a new little scholar into the kindergarten—another

Mariam, the fourth of tlie name there. This little one has only a mother and

a sister. The mother is a i-agged, weary looking woman, v/ho does the work
of a common laborer on our buildings,—carrying stones and water and sifting

dirt with the men and a few other women as forlorn as herself. Miss Sey-

mour pays the rent of the room she lives in. The sister of seven or eight

years, little Hanum (lady) , was taken into the orphanage some time ago, but

it was impossible to take in the younger child. Of course, Hanum was com-
fortably dressed and sent to school, while the other little one wandered about

in rags, begging. You don't know in America what real rags are. This

child, with her bare, tousled head, big eyes and wild ways, made me think of

a hare or some other little wild creature of the woods. One day I gave her

some food left over from a meal, and she sat down on the steps to eat it,

dutifully using a big fork which was on the plate. At last she found the fork

too much for her, and was reduced to fingers. She handed the empty plate
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up without a word. "What do you say?" said I. " I don't say anything."

*' Don't you say thank you.'"' "Thank you," she repeated obediently, and

then turned and was off at a run as fast as her flapping shoes and long skirt

would let her.

Very often she went to the primary school at recess time to see Hanum.
Many times I have seen the two, the well-clad little orphan schoolgirl and

her ragged, dirty beggar sister, sitting side by side on the ground playing

with little bones as our children play with jackstones. But the bell always

rang and Hanum went in, but the door of paradise was shut upon little

Mariam.

It was a day of rejoicing this fall when Miss Piatt decided to take her into

the kindergarten, and gave her a whole dress, and a cotton handkerchief for

her head. She and her mother came more than once to kiss " the teacher's"

hand, and express their gratitude. The second or third day of her school

life she had to be sent home with several others to have her hands and face

washed and her hair combed. She came back after a long time with her

hair still uncombed, but dripping wet, and with the same dirt somewhat

differently arranged on her face and hands. There was no one at home to

help her, so she had done this herself at a public fountain. Imagine that

little five-year-old trotting away off to the fountain and making her toilet

there! Just now she is sick most of the time with malaria, and rolls over

and goes to sleep too often in school to learn very much. I didn't mean to

write so much about this child when I began, but I think you like to know
what sort of children we are helping.

#itr WEoxlx at Mome.

OUR BIBLE AND THEIRS.

BY MRS. HENRY A. STIMSON.

A FEW years ago a little group of men and women were witnesses of the

dramatic completion of the Gilbert Islands Bible. They gathered in the

composing rooms on the fifth floor of the Bible House in New York, a sym-

pathetic circle around Dr. and Mrs. Bingham, who told in simple, touching

words of the labor of thirty-four years, just finished. This little company

heard read the last words of the last chapter of the Revelation, which were
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then put into type, and the proof corrected. With hearts full of emotion they

bowed their heads and joined in a prayer of praise and thanksgiving. The
-way was then led to the big press room, the type was placed in the form, the

wheels of the press revolved,—the last page of the first Bible in the Gilbert

Islands tongue was printed. A people who half a century ago knew nothing

of the gospel, and whose language even had never been written down, had

now the entire word of God as revealed in his book, in the every-day speech

of the people.

What does this mean ? Micronesia seems far away, and perhaps of not

very great importance—and the Bible is very familiar to us. What is the sig-

nificance of this incident? We sometimes forget that once the Bible was a

sealed book to our forefathers. How did it come to be what it is to us.^"

Our restless minds, continually craving some new thing, signs and won-

ders and startling portents, might imagine other ways in which God could

have given his spoken word to men. Choirs of seraphic beings might have

chanted in celestial antiphones, "The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want"
;

the sea, as it dashed upon the rocks, might have roared in articulate words,
*' Thou shalt not kill," or God's finger might have written in fiery letters on

the inky sky, "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten

Son." Or, again, it is possible to conceive that it might have been arranged

so that each human being should have given to it, sent straight from the sky,

a nicely bound copy of the Bible in some universal or composite language

—

a perfected Volapuk—that all might read and undei^stand.

But our ways are not God's ways. The tender, patient love which sees

the fragrant lily in the protoplastic cell, and bids us, when the beautiful flow-

ers have come to perfection, to "Consider the lilies of the field, how they

grow," is the same love which has given his Word to the Gilbert Islands,

and bids us consider how, humanly speaking, it has grown.

Think back with me to the beginnings of things,—to a date we are still

waiting for scientists to agree upon. God began the story, and told the first

of it to a people insignificant and lonely. They said it and sang it around

their fires, and pondered it under the stars at midnight. Fathers told their

sons, and they told theirs, and history, tradition and story grew and grew,

differing from all other stories ever said or sung, because grand with the

.

thought of one God—one personal, supreme, holy God.

Follow the steps of this story when men learned to write it down. From
Moses to Malachi, a Hebrew book. Made into Greek by the Seventy, joined

by the Gospels also in the Greek, the first whole Bible a Greek book. Trans-

lated into Latin by Jerome. This version, the Vulgate, the bulwark of the

Church for more than a thousand years, and we think with grateful hearts of
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the faithful scholars and patient monks who toiled on, year after year, trying

to give the Word of God to the people in their own tongue. We would re-

member the Venerable Bede beckoning back the death angel until the last

words of John's Gospel should be translated, and King Alfred, well named

"the Great," and many another—all preparing the way for the Bible which

comes to us. A thousand years and more after Jerome, Wycliffe, the " Morn-

ing star of the Reformation," gave the Bible in the vernacular to the English-

speaking people.

The rest of the story is familiar, but let me quote from Greene, the

historian, the effect of the work of Wycliffe and his friends. He says

:

"England became the people of a book, and that book the Bible. It was-

as yet the one book that was familiar to every Englishman ; it was read in

the churches and read at home, and everywhere its words, as they fell on

ears which custom had not deadened to their force and beauty, kindled a

striking enthusiasm. The effect of the book on the people at large was

simply amazing. The whole temper of the nation was changed. A new

conception of life and of man superseded the old. A new moral and reli-

gious impulse spread through every class. Literature reflected the general

tendency of the times. The whole nation became, in fact, a church."

The authorized translation, published in 1611 by the authority of King

James I, and our own Revised Version of comparative recent date, the

result of the work of a company of English and American scholars, com-

plete the history of the growth of the Bible as we now have it.

The great missionary movement of the nineteenth century was pervaded

with the thought that the printed Bible must be given to men in connection

with the spoken gospel. William Carey felt this when, in i793» ^s he was

about starting for India, he was introduced to a young printer in the streets

of Hull, for he put his hand on his shoulder and said, " We shall want you

in a few years to print the Bible
;
you must come after us." That printer,

William Ward, did join him not many years later, and it is said that before

Carey's death there were printed on the press which they set up in Serampore

212,000 volumes of the Scriptures in twenty-four different versions.

And now every missionary going to a new and untilled field expects as-

a matter of course to subdue the hitherto untamed language, and through

the printing press force it to utter the truths of God's Word to multitudes to

whom the first printed word comes with a power we can but dimly imagine.

Just as Dr. Judson had finished translating the New Testament into

Burmese he was cast into prison. His wife took the precious manuscript

and buried it in the ground. But if left there it would soon decay, while

to reveal its existence to its foes would surely lead to its destruction. So it
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was arranged that she should put it within a roll of cotton and bring it to

him in the form of a pillow, so hard and poor that even the jailer did not

covet it. After seven months this pillow was taken away, and his wife

redeemed it by giving a better one in exchange. Some time after Judson

was hurried off to another prison, leaving everything behind him, and his

old pillow was thrown out into the prison yard to be trodden under foot as

worthless cotton. One of the native Christians found the roll and took it

home as a relic of his dear friend and teacher, and then long afterwards the

manuscript was found within the cotton, complete and uninjured.

We have spoken of the Gilbert Islands' Bible. After Dr. Bingham had

spent five years in Micronesia he had translated the Gospel of Matthew, and

sent it to Honolulu to be printed. More than a year after the Morning Star

returned to Apaiang bringing back his manuscript unprinted ; but to try and
compensate him for the disappointment they also brought him a printing

press. But who was to use it.? Not until a new trade was mastered could

the people have a printed gospel. Two days after the Morning Star sailed

away again a boat arrived with a party of men who had been shipwrecked

some hundreds of miles away. They had struggled for days to get to

Apaiang in order to catch the Morning Star, and so get to Honolulu, but

storms and head winds delayed them, and they arrived just two days too

late. But one of the company was a printer! Dr. Bingham says, " We
love to think that God sent that kind printer to us over the wide ocean to

help us in giving the Word of Life to the poor Gilbert Islanders."

There are now more than three hundred different languages into which
the Bible, as a whole or in part, has been translated. The difficulties have

been so great that it has only been by Christian love and God's blessing that

they have been overcome. The Bible has needed to be translated into

languages which were not only barren of spiritual ideas, but of words for

love, truth, duty. It has had to be circulated among peoples who never

had an alphabet. It has had to encounter the enmity of jealous and bitter

foes who trampled it in the dust, cast it into the flames, and uttered fearful

anathemas to hinder men from owning or reading it. Hardships and suf-

ferings have been the lot of the translators; and sometimes their lives have

beep the price of their work. You may think that such things occur only

in far-away Africa or the islands of the sea.

But we, finding ourselves as we do in a free country and with an open
Bible, are profiting by just such sacrifices. The biographer of William
Tyndale tells us that he could find no place in all England to translate the

Word of God; that he crossed to Antwerp, and from there he journeyed

from city to city,—from Antwerp to Cologne, and from Cologne to Worms,
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trying to escape from his enemies. But at last he was taken and thrown

into prison, from which he writes a letter which makes us think of Paul in

every line. He requests the governor of the prison to ask " the procureur

to send me from my goods in his possession a warmer cap, for I sufter ex-

tremely from a cold, which is considerably increased in the cell. A warmer
coat, also, for that which I have is very thin." Then he adds, " I wish also

his permission to have a candle in the evening, for it is wearisome to sit

alone in the dark. But above all I entreat and beseech your clemency to be

urgent with the procureur that he may kindly permit me to liave my Hebrew
Bible, Hebrew Grammar and Hebrew Dictionary, that I may spend my
time with that study." You remember Paul's cloak that he left at Troas,

and the "books, but especially tlie parclTments ".^

How do tlie missionaries themselves feel concerning the long, laborious

months and years in which they have struggled with obstinate words and

imresponsive idioms? Do they think it has paid? Listen to these words

from Mrs. A. E. W. Robertson, who translated the Bible for the Creeks and

Seminoles. "I said to some ladies the other day, as I showed them a beau-

tiful volume: 'I have just had the crowning joy of my life, in receiving the

Mnskokee New Testament entire.' But, I immediately added, as I thought

of the four children all of wliom God had made earnest workers for himself,

' Sliould a mother say that?' And yet, although this may not be the

crowning joy in its nature, it surely is in the vastness of its occasion." You
remember what Dr. John Paton said in similar circumstances: "An ever

memorable event was the printing of my first book in Tannese. Thomas
Binnie, Esq., of Glasgow^ gave me a printing press and a lot of type.

Printing was one of the things I had never tried, but now, having prepared

a li'tle book in Tannese, I got my press in order and began fingering the

type. But bookprinting turned out to be for me a much more difl^cult

affair tlian house-building had been ; vet by dogged perseverance I suc-

ceeded at last. My biggest difficulty was how to arrange the pages properly.

After many failures I folded a piece of paper into the number of leaves

wanted, cut the corners, folding them back and numbering as they would

be when correctly placed in the book ; then folding all back without cutting

up the sheet I found by these numbers how to arrange the pages in the

frame or case for printing, as indicated on each side. And do you think me
foolish when I confess tliat I shouted in an ecstasy of joy when the first sheet

came from the press all correct? It was about one o'clock in the morning.

I was the only man then on the island, and all the natives had been fast

asleep for hours. Yet I literally pitched my hat into the air, and danced like a

schoolboy round and round that printing press till I began to think: 'Amilos-
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ing my reason ? Would it not be liker a missionary to be on my knees adoring-

God for this first portion of his blessed Word ever printed in this new
language?' Friend, bear with me, and believe me that was as true worship
as ever was David's dancing before the ark of his God„ Nor think that I

did not, over that first sheet of God's Word ever printed in the Tannese
tongue, go upon my knees too, and then, and every day since, plead with the

mighty Lord to carry the light and joy of his own holy Bible into every dark
heart and benighted home on Tanna."

One hundred of the ripest scholars of England and America worked for

fourteen years to revise an already admirable translation of the Bible, with

all tiie aids which the highest civilization could give to them. Steam and
electricity did their bidding, and carried their words back and forth for

comparison and criticism, and when the New Testament was completed

you remember how it was telegraphed to one of the Chicago dailies,

which printed it entire. Contrast with that the lonely missionary at mid-
night, while all around him slept, rejoicing that a new language had been

crystallized and made luminous by the Word of God. This picture of Paton
simply illustrates what is true of a multitude of others. Narratives just as

thrilling are written in the Lamb's Book of Life, and it would take weeks,

not minutes, to tell of what we ourselves know of what has been done by
other missionaries for civilization just along this line of language and litera-

ture.

The missionaries of our American Board set up the first printing press in

tlie Turkish Empire, and Drs. Eli Smith and Cornelius Van Dyck gave to

the world the first correct, classical translation of the Bible into the Arabic
language, of which probably not less than a half a million copies have been

sent out in thirty-two different editions all over the Arabic-speaking worlds

This translation gives the Word of God to one hundred and thirty million

who speak this tongue, as the Arabic is not only spoken in Arabia but also

in Syria, Egypt and Mesopotamia, and is read by Moslems from Morocco to

Peking, and from Central Africa to Tartary. As some one has beautifully

said, "Just as Syria, once lighted up with oil made from her own olives, is

now illuminated by oil transported from America, so the light of revelation

that once burned brightly there, lighting up the wdiole earth with its radi-

ance, long suffered to go out in darkness, has been rekindled by missionaries

from America, in the translation of her own scriptures into the spoken lan-

guage of her present inhabitants."

The translation of the Bible into the Chinese tongue means the gospel for

four hundred million, and the Zulu translators builded better than tliey

knew, as that language turns out to be the key to the tongue of Umzilas
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kingdom in Mashona land, and probably for the vast plateau of Southern

Africa. Many other instances might be mentioned of the vastness of the

results of the patient, intelligent work done by our missionaries.

There is no part of this story where God is not. He gives wisdom in the

choice of words and overrules blunders. He whispered in the ear of Miss

Chandler, who was struggling to make clear to a heathen woman's mind the

meaning of the word love, and induced her to say to her, " What is that

you feel for the little one in your arms ,? " , The mother's heart responded by

-clasping her baby to her breast. Miss Chandler said, "That is love; so

God feels for you." God was with that missionary years ago in the heart of

Africa, teaching him to use the rude hand press and ink balls with which to

print the Gospel of Luke. He prepares a language for a people, and he

prepares the people for his Word. He uses all the arts of man to spread

his printed Word—commerce, the telegraph, the mails and war even ; he

-uses all for his purposes. God is in it all.

An old chief had eagerly helped Paton in translating and preparing his

first book in Aniwam. He came morning after morning, saying : "Missi, is

It done.^* Can it speak?" At last Paton was able to answer, " Yes." The

-old chief eagerly responded, " Does it speak my words?" Paton said, "It

does." "Make it speak to me, Missi ! Let me hear it speak!" Paton

-read to him a part of the book, and the old man fairly shouted in an ecstasy

-of joy : "It does speak! It speaks my own language! Oh, give it to

me!"
So from every land we hear them speak to-day "in their own tongues

-the wonderful words of God," given to them by missionaries we have sent

out and supported, the costly offering of many a Christian home sending its

son or daughter to the heathen ; there to open the well of the water of life,

whose returning streams flow back in abundant blessings upon us as we are

-moved to profound gratitude, and incited to still larger labors, more ear-

nest consecration.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

Proceedings of the General Conference of Protestant Missionaries in

Japan^ held in Tokyo, Oct. 24-31, 1900. Pp. 1,048. Methodist Publish-

ing House, Tokyo. Price, $1.50.

At this third General Conference held in Japan, there were forty-two

missionary societies represented, with 399 delegates from Japan in attend-

.ance., and 51 from abroad, making a total of 450. At the first Conference of
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this kind, held in Yokohama twenty-eight years ago, only twenty missionaries

were present, but these comprised nearly all who were then in Japan. The
second Conference was held in Osaka seventeen years ago.

The veteran missionary of the American Board, Rev. D. C. Greene, D.D.,
as chairman of the Editorial Committee writes the prefatory note, and he

also gives the first paper at the opening of the Conference, which is a com-
prehensive "Historic Review of Missionary Work in Japan since 1883."

Dr. Verbeck's "History of Protestant Missions in Japan," previous to 1883,

which was given at the Osaka Conference, covering about 130 pages, is

reprinted in the Appendix. This, taken in connection with Dr. Greene's

paper and special supplements prepared by leaders in different denominations,

give one the latest and most trustworthy data in regard to mission work
in Japan. Rev. Dr. J. D. Davis, of Kyoto, as chairman of the Conference,

strikes a high keynote for the meeting in his admirable "Message." He
emphasizes the need of bearing " witness to the substantial integrity of the

Bible, and the fact of man's great need of the Sabbath, and so of his per-

petual obligation to observe it." Dr. Davis also feels that the Christian

missionary has an important message to bear to the church in Japan in

regard to "the Divine Christ, and to the barrenness of every attempt to

modify his divinity."

Missionary homes bring a needed message to Japan of the value of home
and of the dignity of woman. A well-known Japanese recently said, " We
ai-e two hundred years behind the West in our appreciation of the dignity

and rights of women." While divorces equal about one third of the mar-

riages ; while concubinage is commonly practiced by those who can afford

it ; while the social vice is legalized, and while daughters place filial devo-

tion above personal chastity, the Christian home in Japan is needed as an
object lesson. Dr. Greene brings out the fact that the large number of

Christians in high social and official positions helps to mold public opinion,

and also the three thousand young people who pass out of the Christian

schools every year serve to strengthen an ethical sentiment in harmony with
the Christian teaching they have been under.

Among the women speakers at the Conference, Miss Julia E. Dudley, of

Kobe, spoke on "Woman's Evangelistic Work"; Miss Susan A. Searle, of

Kobe College, on " Schools and Colleges for Girls" ; and, as we should nat-

urally expect. Miss Annie L. Howe gave a most valuable paper on " The
Kindergarten." The sessions of each day opened with a strictly devotional

paper on such subjects as "The Place of Prayer and Intercession in the Life

of the Missionary," and " The Hindrances to the Spiritual Life of the Mis-
sionary." So while practical subjects were fully presented and discussed,
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there was time given to the things of the spirit. Rev. J. H. Ballagh ex-

pressed his opinion at the Conference that "Japan is pre-eminently the

place for lady missionaries. . . . The great evangelizing agency in Japan

is Christian w^omen." In regard to the position of our representatives in

Japan, Dr. Davis stated that "All the ladies of the American Board Mis-

sion, both married and single, Jiave the free right of discussion, and vote on

all questions just as the men."

No one can examine this elaborate report without being impressed by the

prominence given to the members of the American Board Mission in Japan.

With Dr. Davis presiding officer, and Dr. Greene giving the opening paper

and Chairman of the Editorial Committee, the Conference would seem to

have a strong American Board flavor. But the fact is the specialists on cer-

tain lines belong to our Mission. When Japanese hymnology was to be

discussed, and its history traced, who so well acquainted with this topic

as Mr. Allchin, who led the singing during all the sessions of the Confer-

ence ; and his male quartette, composed of the missionaries of our Board,

,did much of the special singing. When the training of Bible women was.

the topic, who was better fitted than Miss Dudley, after her long connection

with the Bible Training School of Kobe. Miss Searle, as the head of Kobe-

College, the most advanced educational institution for girls in the kingdom,,

was naturally chosen to open the discussion on the Higher Education for

Girls ; and Miss Howe, with her training school for kindergarten teachers,

and her most successful kindergartens, was eminently fitted for the topic

assigned her. We have abundant reason to be proud of our representatives.,

in Japan.

While many of the papers deserve most careful reading, yet the book is

eminently one for reference, and should be in the library of every student o€

missionary history, methods and problems. G. H. c.

In '^ttvLOximn.

MRS. MARIA W. WARREN.
Since the last annual meeting of the Middlesex Branch some of our

auxiliaries have transferred memberships from their living numbers to the

membership of that sainted company in heaven who, though invisible in

the flesh, and whose living presence we miss, still are with us in spirit,,
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doing tlie same work, ever dear to their hearts here, of helping in the

salvation of the \vorld for Christ.

Among the number is our former treasurer and beloved co-worker, Mrs.

Maria W. Warren, who, after a faithful walk witli God for nearly fout-

score yeais, was called in October to a higher life.

She was one of the founders of the Middlesex Branch, and its treasurer

from November, 1870, until, forced by failing health, she was obliged to

resign, having served the Branch faithfully for eleven years. The cause of

Zion in all its branches was very dear to her. She brought an educated,

well-trained mind into all her work, and her judgment was of great benefit

to us all. She was a woman of prayer, and was always ready to lift up her

voice in earnest petition at all our meetings. We have missed her in our

Framingham Auxiliary meetings these past few years, since weakness of the

body prevented lier attendance. We felt, however, the inspiration of her

prayers at home, and we feel now that she is lifting up her petition with

ours, that we who remain may be more faithful in the good works we
are undertaking.

Truly can we say of our faithful friend whose loss we mourn to-day,

" Give her of the fruit of her hands, and let her own works praise her m
the gates."

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

An occasional suitable poem well read adds heart power to a missionary

meeting. Dr. Henry Van Dyke furnishes appropriate lines for this pui-pose

in his beautiful "Dwellings of Peace," Harper's, February.

A timely article upon " The Turkish Situation," Review of Reviexus^

February, by an American born in Turkey, is a careful study in history

and present conditions.

Two liglits upon China, Forum, February, "The Settlement with

China," Mark B. Dunnell, "Li Hung Chang," a character sketch, Gilbert

Reid.

A picture of "April near Ningpo," by Mrs. Archibald Little, in the

New lUustrited Magazine, January, may be of interest.

Some time since, the discovery of a new animal, the Okapi, made hy Sir

Harry Johnston, K. C. B., in African forests, was noted in the daily news
and in periodicals. The same discoverer writes in the February McChcre
of "The Pygmies of tlie sfrent Congo Forest," a race he has found while

serving as special commissioner' for Uganda. M. L. D.
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TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR APRIL.

Charlemagne to Bernard of Clairvaux. From establishment of the Christian

Empire of the West to the Crusading Church. Ninth to twelfth century.

Following the study of last month, we take up the progress of Christian Missions

as given in chapter three of Via Christi.

1. Give an account of the reign of Charlemagne, with references to Alcuin; also

read extracts from Longfellow, pages 85-92.

2. Who were the first missionaries to Denmark and Scandinavia? pages 94-99.

3. Tell of the work in Iceland and of the dark closing of the tenth century, pages

99-102,

4. Describe the work from the Thessalonican center, speaking of the workers

such as Cyril and Methodius, Bogoni and Clement, and Princess Olga, pages 102-106.

5. Tell the sad story of the attempt to Christianize Africa, China and India,

pages 106-109.

6. Read extracts from the selections, prose and poetry, of the period, concluding

with singing a part of Bernard of Cluny's beautiful hymn, pages 110-116.

Themes for papers or further study can be found, page 117. Most attractive

among them would be the first, tenth and eleventh. If the proposed questions cover

too much ground, leaders of auxiliaries can select one or more divisions, and give the

entire time to those special points.

The translations of the Bible at this interesting period were in 862 A. D. into

Slavonic, and in the eleventh century the Psalms were translated at St. Gall.

M.J. B.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Receiptsfrom December 18, 1901, to January 18, 1902.

Miss Sabah Louisk Day, Treasurer.

MAINE.

Saco.—A Friend,
Eastern Maine Jiranch.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. BaiiKor, Sunshine Mak-
ers, 1, Aux., 1; Brewer, Aux., 12.50;
Calais, Aux., 19.50; Greenville, Aux., 8;
Searsport, First Cong. Ch., C. E. Soc,
17; Thoinaston, Aux., 15; Wiscasset, A
Friend, U. Expenses, printing Annual
Report, 40.

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. 15ath, Central Ch., Aux.,
16.50, Winter Street Ch., Aux., 100;

Portland, High St. Ch., Aux., 169, Sec-
ond Parish Ch.. Aux.. 7, Ch., 47.30, State

St. Ph., Aux., 19.07; Scarboro, Aux., 10;

South Gardner, Aux., 6. Expenses,
14.99,

Total,

2 10

45 00

359 88

406 98

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

N'ew Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French. Treas. Concord, Aux., 24.75,

South Ch., Prim. Dept.,S.S., 5.25; Deny,

L. S. Prescott, 10, Central Cong. Ch.,
Aux., 27.50, C. E. Soc, 2.50; Franklin,
Aux., 10; Hanover, Aux., 83; Hinsdale.
Aux., 7.10; Jaffrey, MonadnocK Heea
M. C, 7; Keene, First Ch., Aux., 51;
Nashua, Aux., 25.96, Mrs. E. J. Barnes
(to const, herself L. JI.), 25, Y. L. Miss.
Soc, 10; Winchester, Aux., 25, 314 06

Total, 314 06

Bicker's Mills.—yirs. A. B. Taft, 25

Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Ascutneyvilla, 5.25; Berkshire,
East, 12; Bennington, North, C. E. Soc,
5; Hrattleboro, West, 6.30; Burlington,
First Ch., 64.25; Chelsea, Jr. Ben. Soc,
2.50; Dorset (with prev. contri. const.
L. M, Mrs. Gertrude B. Liddle), 17, Guild-
hall, 6; Hardwick, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.50;

Hartford (with prev, contri. const. L.
M. Mrs. Melvin Reynolds), 14; Hines-
bui'gh, 4.10; Lunenburg, 4; Manches-
ter, 14.76; Milton, Aux. (a friend, 5), 10;
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Newport (with prev. contii. const. L.
M. Mrs. Clara E. Whitiker), 5.25; Nortli-
tield, 25; Raudolpb Centre, Two-cent-a-
day Off., 3.12; Saxton's River, Merry
Rills, 3; St. Johnsbury, North Ch., S. S.,

13.30, Aux., 6.70, South Ch., 3.15; Thet-
ford, C. E. Soc, 5; Vergeuiies, S. S., 20;
Wilder, 7.35; Williston, 3, 261 53

Total, 361 78

MASSACHUSETTS.

54 84

20 00

443 09

211 75

74 37

Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mis. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Andover, South
Ch., 33.45, Seminary Chapel, 12; Lowell,
Kirk St. Ch., 8.35; "Wiuchester, First
Cong. Ch., 1.04,

Barnstable Branch.—Mias Amelia Snow,
Treas. Chatham, Aux., 11; Hyauuis,
Aux., 5; Waquoit, Aux., 4,

Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Dalton, A Friend, ICO, Aux.,
139.30, Penny Gatherers, 73.68; Great
Barrington, Aux., 73.35; Hinsdale,
Aux., 14.76; Pittslield, First Ch., Aux.,
42,

Essex South Branch.— Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Dane St. Cli.,

Aux., 171 ; Swampscott, Prim Dept., S.

S., 9.75, Special Gift from Branch, 21;
Wenliam, C. E. Soc, 10,

franklin Co. Branch.— M\ss Lucy A. Spar-
hawk, Treas. Ashfield, 1.25; liuckland,
C. E. Soc, 5, Prim. Dept., S. S., 2.83;

Greenfield, 32.29; South Deerfield, 9;
Shelburne, S. S., 24,

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Amherst, Aux., 32.16,

First Ch., Prim. Dept., S. S., 25, North
Cli., AVoman's Miss. Soc, 25.40; Bel-
chertown, Aux., 1.50; Easthampton,
Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M. Jlrs. A. B.
Merrill), 31.48; Southampton, Sunshine
Band (to const. L. M. Miss Ethel Amy
Tiffany), 25; Williamsburg, Mrs. James,
50.

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bi<relow,
Trpas. Ashland, C. E. Soc, 10;Natick,
Prim. S. S., 5; Saxonville, Edwards
Cong. Ch , 2; South Framingham, Aux.,
13; Sudbury, Helping Hands Soc, 5;
M'ellesley, Aux., 47.25,

H'orfolkand Pilgrim BraneA.—Miss Sa rah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Abington, Aux., 12.50;
Braintree, Aux., 11.10; Bridgewater,
Anx., 6; Brockton, Porter Ch., Cradle
Roll, 10.51 ; Duxbury, Aux., 12; Hanover,
Anx., 4; Hingham, Aux.. 29; IMilton,
East, Aux., 6; Plymouth, Aux., 55;
Plympton, Aux., 13.60, C. E. Soc, 5;
Qnincy, Aux., 18.12; Randolph, Aux.,
1.50; Stoughton, Aux., 5; Weymouth
Heights, S.S., 5; Weymouth, South, 2.30, 196 63

No. Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. Acton Centre, Aux.,
10.19; Littleton Common, United Work-
ers, 10; Westford, Aux., 33.95,

Sprinfffteld Branch.—Mrs. Mary H. Mit-
chell, Treas. Chicopee, Third Ch., Aux.,
4.in ; Holyoke, Second Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc,
5; Longmeadow, C. E. Soc, 6; Palmer
(with prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs. J.
C. Wing, Mrs. D. L. Bodfish); South
Hadley Falls, Aux., 25; Springfield,
Hope Ch., Woman's Bible Class, 5, Mem.

82 25

54 14

Ch., 7, South Ch., 113, S. S., 45, Aux.,
51.45; Westheld, First Ch., S. S.,50, 311 55

Suffolk Branch.—Miss iNlyra B. Child,
Treas. Allston, Aux., 36.92; Arlington,
Bradshaw Miss. Asso., 10.30; Auburn-
dale, Y. L. Aux., 50; Boston, A New
Year's Gift, 3, A Friend, 200, A Friend,
10, Central Ch., Y. L. Aux., 250.29, Mt.
Vernon Ch., Y. L. Aux., 68.50, Old South
Ch., Aux., Mrs. Hamilton A. Hill, 50,
Mizpah Class, Dau. of the Coy., 30, Park
St. Ch., Aux., 45, Jr. Aux., 30, Shawmut
Ch., Aux., 43.75, Union Ch., Aux., 60, Y.
L. Aux. 72; Cambridgeport, A Friend,
40 cts., Prospect St. Ch., Aux., 89.35;
Chelsea, Central Cong. Ch., Women
Workers, 75, Third Ch., Aux., 31.50 ; Ded-
ham, Aux., 10; Dorchester, Central Ch.,
Aux., 10, Harvard Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5,
Second Ch., Y. L. Aux., 70, Go-Forth
M. B., 7.43, Village Ch., S. S., 9, Busy
Bees M. C, 5; Everett, First Ch., Jr. C.
E. Soc, 4.91; Franklin, Mary Warfield
INIiss. Soc, 90; Jamaica Plain, Boylston
Ch., Y. L. Soc, 10, Central Ch., Aux.,
127.70, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5 ; Hyde Park, Aux.,
38; Medfield, Aux., 5; Needham, Aux.,
30; Newton Centre, First Ch., Aux.,
58.36, C. E. Soc, 5; Newton, Eliot Ch.,
Aux., 346; Newtonville, Y. P. M. Club,
30; Newton Highlands, Aux., 22.63, Cra-
dle Roll, 15.04; Norwood, Aux., 33.65;
Revere, C. E. Soc, 5 ; Roxbury, Eliot Ch.,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.11, Highland Ch., Int.
Dept., S. S., 6.60, Immanuel Ch., Aux.,
95, Walnut Ave. Ch., Aux., 218.86; Som-
erville, Broadway Ch., Prim. Dept., S. '

S., 2.60, Prospect Hill Ch., Woman's
Union, 80; South Boston, Phillips Ch.,
Aux., 24; Waltham, Trin. Cong. Ch.,
Aux., 25; Watertown, Aux., 7.32; West
Medway, Aux., .3.10; West Newton,
Aux., 102.84, 2,664 86

Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Martha D.
Tucker, Treas. Holden, Aux., 11.75;
Leicester, C. E. Soc, 10; Oakham, L. M.
Soc, 5; Petersham, Cong. Ch , Ladies'
Union, 25; Ware, Aux., 15, Prim. Dept.,
S. S., 5.70; Warren, Aux., 12; Westboro,
Aux., 12.21; Winchendon, Aux., 68;
Worcester, Piedmont Ch., Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs. Joseph
Drury, Mrs. John W. Greene, Mrs.
Marshall Greene, I\liss Emily C Wheeler,
Mrs. Elmer C. Potter, Mrs. Charles E.
Hildreth), 60, Kindergarten Dept., S. S.,

5, Plymouth Ch., Ladies' Ben. Soc, 30, 259 66

Total, 4,563 68

LEGACIES.

Northampton.—'Legacy of Miss Katherine
Tyler, E. W. Tyler, Exr., through Treas-
urer of Hampshire County Branch, 1,000 00

Reading.—Legacy of Martha R. Temple,
Galen A. Parker, Exr., 109 83

Worcester,—Ijegacy of Albert Curtis, 20 00

CONNECTICUT.

Eastern Conn. Branch.—Miss Mary I.

Lockwood, Treas. Chaplin, Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. H. D.
Witter), 22.65; Colchester, Aux., 30; Gro-
ton, S. S., 7.65; Lebanon, 4.30; Mystic,
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Aiix., 30.50; New London, First Ch.,
Aux., 27; .Noiwich, First Cb., Light
Bearers Al, C, 1:0, Second Cli., Aux.,
113.».i, I'aili Cli., Finn. Dept., S. S., 30

U5 ill lUBui. of I'oiu and Alice liacoii);

Foiufrec, Aux., 45; Futiiam, Aux. (witli

lircv. coutii. const. L. jM's Miss Harriet
IJrovvii, Mis. .Mary Lincoln Keiiyon,
Mrs. Aiiiiie IJ:icon Spaulding), 38.61;

TliDinpsoii, Aux., 11.87 ; Wauregau, Aux.,

20, 401 40

Hartford Branch.—Mrs. M. Bradford
Sou, Pre, IS. A Friend, 2,000; Berlin,

Au<., 82 9); liiifleld, Ladies' 15en. Soc,
60; ilaitfiird. Asylum Hill €li., Aux.,
15.1 33; Kariumprton Ave. Ch., S. S., 40,

I'riin. S. S.. 8.40, First Ch., C. E. Soc,
14; \ew Uritain, South Ch., Aux., 6,5.96;

Plaiiiville, Aux., 51; South Manchester,
C. E. Soc, 5; Tolland, Aux., 6; West
Ilarltord, Aux., 25.74, 2,517 38

^0w Haven Branch.— Miss Julia Twininj:,
Treas. Aii.sonia, Aux., 29; liethlehem,
Aiix., 6; lUack Rock, Aux., 16; Brid<;e-
poit, Kirst Ch., Aux., 58 32, Olivet Ch.,
Anx., 2I..56, Park St. Ch., Aux., 150;
Brookfl Id <;eiitre, Aux., 1; Canaan,

, Aux., 10; Colebrook, Aux., 4.50, S. P. I.

v. H. I,. Circle, f>%; Cromwell, Jr. M. C,
20; Dan 1)11 ly. Second Ch., Aux.,21.50; Da-
rieii, AiK., ill inein. of iMrs E.T. Payne,
22; De«|) River, Anx., 6; East Canaan,
Aux., 13, Wliat. Ten, 8; East Haven,
Aux., 16.32; (ireeiiwich, Anx., 49.45;
Guilfor 1, Kiist Cli., Aux., 20; Ivorytoii,
Aux., 21.75; Kent, Aux., ,')6; Litchfield,
Y. L, 175; .Madison, Aux., 5; jMid<lle-

buiy, Aa\-., 14.10; jAIiddletown, First
Ch., Aux., 71.67; Morris, Aux., 25; New
Haven, (Jiand Vve. Ch., Aux., 126, Dav-
enport Cli.. .\ux., 50, Plymouth Ch.,
AVhat. Ten, 1.5, Yale Collefre Ch., Aux.,
18; New Wilford, Aux., 1; Newtown,
Anx., 5.4^: Norfolk, Coup;. Ch., 17.74,

Aux., 50. Y. I.., 10, Whatsoever Circle,

5; Northfl.'ld, Anx., 25.50; North Madi-
son, ChiMren's M. I?., 18.45; North Stam-
ford, Aux., 1 ; Prospect, Anx., 13, (ilean-
ers, '25; IlPadins, Aux., 7; .Salisbury,

Anx., 8; Sherman, Aux., 20; South
Britain, \V. A. , 5; Stamford, Aux., 37.67,

Y. r., , 10; Stratford, Aux.. 33.05; Tor-
I'inirton. First rii., Aux., 10, Centre Ch.,
Anx., 12').25; Waterbiuv. Second Ch.,
Anx., 7.84, Clad Tidiii(rs,'20, Light Bear-
ers. 5. Y. r.., 25. Third Ch., Dau. of Coy.,
2i; Wilton, II. H. Circle, 15; Woodbury,
Aux., 15, 1,644 07

Total, 4,562 85

NEW YORK.

Cliftnn Sprinrts.—y\vs. Elizabeth S. Clark, 20 00

Wyrkoff.-X Friend, 80

New York State Branch.—Mrs. F. IM.

TmiiiM-, Tr.Ms Berkshire, Aux., 25.70;
Brociklvn l.i-wis Ave. Ch., Earnest
Workers, ?5, Pnik Ch., Anx., 4.35, Puri-
tan Ch.. C. 10. S.if>., .SO. Tompkins Ave.
Ch., Xmx.,.''.<i; lliiffiilo, First Ch., Anx.,
BO; B-iMcroft, Anx.. ?<', Cradle Roll, 20;
Nia'iara Sq. <'li . Aux., 65: Candor, Jr.

C. E. Soc, 4; Carthage, Aux., 6; Cort-

land, Aux. (with prev. coiitri const. I..

iM's Mrs. Fannie Keese, .Mrs. baruh
Place); Coventryville, .\iix., 3; East
Smitlitield, C. E. Soc, 15; Glovt;r.-!Viiie,

Aux., 55; Harford, Pa., Aux.. 17; llone-
oye, C. E. Soc.,5; Lockpoit, Ea.>t Axe.,
Aux., 25; JNIoriah, Miss E. Dewey, In;

Miller's Place, Mt. Sinai Aux., 11.87;

New York, Mt. Vernon, Aux., lu; Ori-
ent, Aux., 33, C. E. Soc, 15, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 6; Oswego Falls, Aux., 10; I'ougli-

keepsie, Aux., 50, S. S., Prim. Depl., 5;
Kntlaiid, Aux., 7, Ch., 5.25; South Hart-
ford, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. I.,. iM. Rev.
John A. Parker), 35; Syracuse, Good-
will Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Sherburne,
Anx., 40; Warsaw, Int. Dept., S. S.,

2.30; Wellsville, .Mrs. L. A. Alarvin, 15;
AVestmorelaiid, Aux., 4.25. Expenses,
89.10,

Total,

Total,

Orwiond.—Aux.,

Total,

Stockwell,

Total,

Canada Cong. W. B. M., Delhi, Ontari
]\liss Ida Foster, 3.52; Western Ontari
A. B.C., 13.20,

Total,

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacies,

595 62

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.

Philadelphia Branch.—Miss Emma Fla-
veil, Treas. Z>. C, Washington, First
Ch. (25 by Mrs. Frances N. Hooper to
const, her granddaughter Katherine
Baker Hooper al.,. M.), 80; N. J., Asbiiry
Park, Aux., 10; Bound Brook. Aux., 2(';

East Orange, Triii. Ch., Aux., 33.85; Ne-
wark, FirstCh., Aux., 10, Belleville Ave.,
M. B.,25; Plaiufield, AUX..20; Westfleld,
S. S., 53.82. Expenses, 35.38,

217 2»

Atlanta.—i^peliasin Seminary, Eugenie
Shapleigh,

Total

,

5 00

5 00

MICHIGAN.

Port Huron.—First Cong. Ch., :Mrs. C. B.
25 00

25 00

10,7.^7

2(;0

.?35

1,1-29

Total, $12,462
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LETTER FROM MISS WILSON.
(Concluded.)

KusAiE, Caroline Islands.

At the beginning of the year a number of the Kusaians gave their hearts

to Christ. Among these was the old king, a man almost, if not quite, sixty

years old. His former reputation has been that of a man with a most

violent temper, hard and unforgiving when wronged or injured by another.

The Kusaians had been working for several weeks clearing a path overland

from Lellu to our side of the island, so anyone could go around there or

come here and not have to wait for the tides. The different villages had

been taking turns about supplying the food for the whole crowd, and each

time they tried to see which company could outdo the other in the way of

getting up a feast. The result was a great deal of jealousy ; and when the

path was about finished, and they had a general feast at Lellu, it almost

resulted in murder. When one of the chiefs could not have his own way
about the food, he went into his house and got two guns, carrying one him-

self and getting another young fellow to carry the other. When they came
along by the king's place a big plank was on the path. Sikain (the chief)

sent it flying through the air, and came within a few inches of killing two

children with it. He then took his gun and pounded the end of the kingfs

canoe until it was all broken in. The king came out of his house to see

Avhat the commotion was about. A crowd began to gather ; and the king

(133)
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said if they were going to quarrel about the food, they would throw it all

away. That did not cool Sikain down any, and he tried to load his gun,

but was so nervous and excited he could not get the cartridges in. The
people were trying to coax him to give up the gun; but I think they had to

take it by force; then the man fainted. When he came to himself he real-

ized what a fool he had been, and how much harm he might have done.

He sent a message to the king, saying he was ashamed of himself, and

wished to beg his pardon. The king sent word back that he forgave him

freely, and would not remember what he had done,

Mr. Channon happened around there that same evening after the trouble.

The king in talking to him about it said : " I was so glad I was a Christian I

Why, any other time before this I would have been so angry that I would not

have gotten over it for a week ; but when I saw how angry Sikain was and

what he did, I went back into my house and sat down and thought. I said to

myself, ' He is so angry he does not know what he is doing, so I will not

remember what he has done ; but I will just say, I will forgive Sikain,' and

then I felt so happv ! O, I am so glad I am a Christian !
" Wasn't that a

victory over self.'* They said none of them would have blamed the king if he

had lost his temper, too, for he had great provocation. But no ; he was tested

and tried, and God gave him the victory. Mr. Channon remained with them

over Sunday, and preached to them on "Brotherly Love." At the afternoon

prayer meeting Sikain asked the king and all the people to forgive him for

the way he had acted. He said he was beside himself, and did not know
what he was doing; but when he started out with the guns he had intended

to kill some one and then kill himself. But, thank God, it did not come to

murder. From all we see and can learn the ones concerned did forgive

one another, and are good friends to-day.

Perhaps we may call the subject of this letter the Kusaians, and bring

it to a close by telling you about our donation party. At first it was sup-

posed to be a great secret. I very innocently asked one of the Kusaian girls

one evening about the news in a letter she had just received from her father.

She looked embarrassed and laughed, and said, " I cannot tell you now."

*' Will you tell me to-morrow?" " No; some other time." That aroused our

suspicions, and we began to tease her a little by asking her if the Kusaians

were going to give us some kind of a surprise. We knew from her confused

manner that something was being planned, so concluded not to question her

more if it really was something they wanted to keep quiet. After prayers

Rebecca went to Miss Hoppin and said, "Oh, I am so afraid ; if Togusa (the

king) comes to call, you must not know anything !
" In other words, we

must not let the king know that we had even had a hint of anything.
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Thursday afternoon of the i6th the canoes came around this side of the

island by the dozens. It looked very pretty to see so many white sails on the

water at one time. The cat was out of the bag. Some days before they

gave the girls permission to tell us they were going to give us a feast, " for

it would be impossible to keep it a secret with their preparations going on

right in sight of one of the boys' schools." Friday noon we heard a shout

down on the beach, and the march began. The king and several others

headed the procession. The band was next in line with their usual instru-

ments : an accordian, whistle, dishpan, tin horn, an iron bucket, and the

top of a kerosene can, with some nails tied on to make a jingle. Then came
a large tray, made of sticks cut from the wild hibiscus tree. This was
carried by no less than fifty men. It was forty-one feet long and four feet

wide, and loaded down with cooked and uncooked food. Three kinds of

"fafa" (a Kusaian dish), made by baking bananas or taro, and pounding it

until they get the lumps out and it is a stiff, smooth paste. It is made into

cakes, with cocoanut milk or sugar-cane sap on top for a frosting. This was
arranged on banana leaves. A pig roasted whole, with baked breadfruit

and taro beside it, held the next place on the tray. The uncooked food

came last. Quantities of bananas, breadfruit and taro.

Amid the shouting and cheering, the women walked up on the veranda

and piled their gifts before us. The men did the cooking." Mats, baskets,

tols and shells : at the close I counted at least one hundred and sixty-five

articles of different kinds. No sooner had they put down their tray and
gifts than they turned to go. We said : " Don't let them go ! Why are they

going so soon?" To our astonishment we were told they were not through

yet, but were going back to get more. The second time they came back
carrying a tray which in every way resembled the first one. The women
and children in the rear were loaded down with sugar cane,—some three

hundred people in all. They marched back and forth with their heavy load,

in accordance with their captain's cries, until they were about tired out and
only too glad to sit down on the grass and rest after the command had been

given to put down the tray. All the scholars of the other schools had gath-

ered with us and so enjoyed their feast together. We served light refresh-

ments to the Kusaians ; for while there was food enough for all, and to spare,

according to their customs they would not think of partaking of a feast they

had prepared in this way as a gift to others. The small Kusaian children of

our day school entertained them for an hour or so by singing kindergarten

songs. There are now about twenty in this branch of the work. Such
bright, sunny little tots, some of them. They range in age from three and a

half to ten years. We were pleased with this expression of good will from
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the people of the island on which we live. I remarked to one of the older

men as he shook hands at parting, " We are glad to know that the mission-

aries and Kusaians are such good friends." "Yes," he said. "That is

what we are always praying for,—that we will all love one another." I wish
they had a missionary to do special work amongst them for a few years,—it

would be such a help to them. As it is, they are doing better work than I

have known them to do for some years,—more along the evangelical line.

IN MEMORIAM.
BY F. B. CHERINGTON.

At a regular meeting of the Executive Committee of the Woman's Board
of Missions of the Pacific, held January 8, 1902, the death of Mrs. S. S.

Smith was announced, and resolutions of sorrow and appreciation were
voted. They are as follows :

—

" In Mrs. Smith tlie Woman's Board of the Pacific lias lost one of its

founders, a member who for twenty-four years was the Recording Secretary

of the Board, and subsequently one of its Vice Presidents. With that

whole-heartedness which characterized all her Christian work, she gave
much time and thought to the interests of the Board. Her faith was equal
to any emergency. Her earnest Ciiristian character, her forceful energy and
Iier love of missions easily made her a power in shaping tlie policy and
history of the Board. While we mourn her death, and extend sympathy to

her husband and family circle, we can but rejoice in her joy, an element of

which may be the meeting with those whom she has helped to gather before

the throne—of 'all nations and kindreds and people and tongues.'
" The Home and Foreign Missionar)^ Societies were dear to her heart.

Tlie Ladies* Aid and the ladies' prayer meeting were always in her mind
and Iieart. Tlie sick of the church and the needy were constant objects of
her thought and care. Strangers she promptly and faithfully looked after,

and was at pains to make them feel welcome. Visiting people in their

homes in the interests of the church occupied much of her time and strength.

To very few have the words of Timothy Dwight's hymn been more vividly

real— ' I love tliv church, O God ! '—than to her. The church in every
part of its macliinerv was to her thought only a means to bring people to

Christ. Her faith in God's promises was absolute, and her own forceful

character brought many wavering, hesitating minds into gi'eater confidence

in those promises also. The last five years of her life were spent in great

weakness and suflfering, but her interest in her church never flagged ; and
from her sick chamber she continued up to the very last to send out influ-

ences of stimulating power into various lines of church work. She literally,

in spite of weakness and suflbring, passed from labor to reward."
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AN EXTRACT FROM MISS SHATTUCK'S LETTER.

An extract from Miss Shattuck's letter to a church who helped her in the care of

her orphans.

OoRFA, Turkey.

We thank you all for your continued help in our work for orphans. Like

ordinary households, we have experienced sunshine and clouds during the

past year. We have been free from illness, with much typhoid in the city.

The Home for our girls is now supplied by water from the mission prem-

ises just across the street, where is our Home for the boys, and work has

begun to turn more advantageously for the two departments. Wheat is

washed by the boys, taken to gristmill two or three times a week; bread

made by the girls and baked in our new tondour^ a kind of Oriental brick

oven. Last year the storeroom in the girls' new Home had to be left with
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only earth floor and everything upon it. The small sums kindly sent us by

different persons, and insufficient from one source for support of a child,

have helped to pave this floor ; we have put up a raft for loft storage, and

partitioned off" a bread-making apartment. At quite heavy expense a cook-

ing range has been built and other improvements made in the kitchen, by

which we are now able to have the cooking entirely done there, and hot

water always abundant for dish-washing in both Homes. A door at the head

of the roof stairway has converted the little covered platform into a quiet

prayer place for individuals, or for groups of five or six. Some such place

was eagerly desired b}' the household.

We have also improved the boys' premises by paving the small back yard.

Since digging the well the mud tracked everywhere had become unendura-

ble. The " Chicago Aerometer" is more than " The Seven Wonders" for

our people, seen from every part of the city and far outside ; hundreds have

come this summer to examine its working, even before it was working.

Nobody experienced serious injury during the perilous task of erecting the

aerometer in the very limited surface space, or from the deepening of the

well to two hundred feet in the solid rock. Our boys worked hard at the

windlass all summer, and in lugging off' mud and stones. All this is easily

told ; for though it implies much thought, vigilant care and constant work

during an unprecedented summer for drought and heat, it was sunshine to

the heart.

We rented a vineyard an hour outside the city, and took our boys and girls

in groups of twelve and fifteen for a day and a night during the vintage time
;

some physicall}' more needy remained several days. The fresh fruit for our

Home lunches and the raisins made were enough to pay expenses, so the

"good times" were all gain. Our lame boy, Garabed Melkonyan, came

from Aintab Hospital in early summer, and got through the heat without a

setback. He is learning cobbling and studying a little. He is much im-

proved in disposition by his more than two years of suffering and waiting.

Miss Chambers, my associate in the orphan work, left in February for a

well-earned vacation in the United States. We eagerly await her expected

return this winter. Our house-mother in Boys' Home had one month of va-

cation at Easter, her first absence during the five years. Bu Solomon got

oft" for College Commencement and General Conference in Aintab in the

early summer, and we had one of the theological students with us for extra

help while boys were out of school. This young man was a real blessing to

certain of our boys, and the good influences are bearing fruit by his converts

from naughty wavs working very efl^ectually among their companions. The
entire household is in harmonious, obedient and happy state, earnest in school

and other work.
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We expected that one would come from the United States this autumn for

the Manual Training Department, and have had extended correspondence

witli him and concerning him. It is finally decided he is not to come. The
contributions solicited for this department when I was in the United States

(about $2,000) are yet in hand. We have entered upon an arrangement re-

cently by which a part will be used. A small salary will be given our

cabinet-maker, who will attempt instruction of two classes of six boys each,

one before eveuing meal and one after, all from twelve to thirteen years of

age. Benches have been simply, but very neatly, fitted up with tools and

teacher ; assistant and pupils have entered heartily into the beginning of tliis

work. Krikore (whose acquaintance I first made in our binding up of mas-

sacre wounds and nursing through those trying weeks, and who has long

been in charge of the Women's Embroidery Department) has an evening

class of boys somewhat younger than those at cabinet work. These are

carving all sorts of things in the soft limestone, more easily marked when
damp than wood. While the cups, vases and salvers, books, birds and

camels are being developed, Krikore's davighter has half of the dozen boys

at the prosy work of knitting stockings, and enthusiasm is not less in one

end of the room than the other. This is the best we can do at present,

while we wait the trained leader. I feel that something more ought to be

accomplished than is being done to make skilled workmen, who can in this

land of dull business have fair chance for comfortable support and occupa-

tion requiring activity of brain that shall tend to progress instead of retro-

gradation when the boys leave us. It is not an easy problem, and while we
wait to work it out our children go on in growth, and precious opportunity'

is passing. May the Lord guide us all into the,right ways for best good to

these precious children.

NIIGATA NOTES.
We are indebted to Miss E. Pauline Swartz for a copy of these interesting notes

on the Niigata work.

The great event of the year at Niigata has been the Industrial Exposition,

which began its fifty days' existence on the tenth of August, as per advertise-

ment, with buildings all complete, grounds in pei'fect order, and exhibits

practically all in place. With a constituency including Tokyo Fu and the

eleven prefectures that form the wide belt running north and south between

Tokyo and Niigata, the city was naturally the focus upon which many
streams of travel centered, and the demands upon the hospitality of the com-
munit}' have been unprecedentally gi'eat. That these demands have been

met in such a way as to give general satisfaction, with hardly a simmer of
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complaint, must be set down to the credit of the Exposition management not

only, but to that of the local enterprise, which for the past year has been

making preparations patiently, systematically and enthusiastically for reno-

vating the numerous canals of the city, putting in new bridges, widening

streets, erecting many new buildings and touching up tlie old ones, till the

city may well be called by the name often applied to it, the New Niigata. . . .

To utilize this opportunity, a series of evangelistic meetings was planned

and carried out during eleven days, from August iSth to 28th, and a further

series is planned for September. The heat during August was most oppress-

ive, but it seemed to serve only to heighten the ardor of the local evangelists,

who entered most heartily into the plans and worked most effectively in

carrving them out. Great assistance was rendered, also, by several brethren

who came in from outside for a few days each, depriving tliemselves on our

account of a part of their well-earned vacation da3'S at Karnizawa. . . .

The plan was to have a meeting every night at the chapel on Furnmachi,

in the business center of the city, and on Sunday and Wednesday nights at

both the chapel and the church at the same time. Other special meetings

were held also at the Presbyterian church and at our chapel in Sliima, the

lower part of the city. But to say that at these fifteen meetings two thousand

persons listened to the preaching of the gospel, tells only a part of the story.

Cards of invitation to these meetings, witli appropriate Scripture texts and

Christian sentiments upon the margins and several popular hymns printed

upon the tack, were widely scattered, and short, pithy tracts were distrib-

uted by thousands.

What the results of these meetings may be it is, of course, quite impos-

sible to say. The preaching was invariably earnest, serious, and in the best

sense evangelistic ; and the fact that thirty people were willing to give in

their names as desirous of becoming followers of Christ was, of course, a

great encouragement. But one of the most beneficial results was the quick-

ening of the spiritual life of the Cliristian people, and the stirring of them up

to a desire to engage in active service for the Master, toward whom the

faith of some had become lukewarm. In this fact lies the hope for the future

success of the church in Niigata and in Echigo. . . .

An attempt was made to have one of the Christian book stores of Tokyo

open a branch here for this special occasion ; but though this could not be

brought about, the Kyobun Kwan kindly forwarded several boxes containing

a large selection of the best Christian literature, and at the close of our series

of meetings the chapel was transformed into a very attractive-looking book

store, the young men of the churcli spending tlieir evenings there as sales-

men, and entering most heartily into t)iis form of Cliristian service.
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THE FALL CAMPAIGN IN ECHIGO.

Echigo may be slow, perhaps, about getting started on a thing, but once
started there is a sort of inertia that carries a movement forward at times

farther than was at first anticipated. . . .

The coming of Mr. Ishii, with his orphanage band and stereopticon lec-

tures, in the early part of September, was welcomed both for his own sake
and for the sake of the further evangelistic meetings of which his perform-
ance was known to be the precursor. The orphanage v^^as introduced to

Echigo publicly this year for tlie first time. The probability is that the

recollection of tliat excellent brass band concert, and the simple but most
affecting recital of the growth and work of the institution which they repre-

sent, will long remain. . . .

Mr. Ishii's tour through Echigo was a real success, both from the financial

and the spiritual side ; he profiting by the former, we by the latter. He
gave his concert and lecture for three nights each at the two cities named,
receiving about yen 700 at the former and yen 900 at the latter. . . .

Following close upon these meetings, special evangelistic services were
held in these two cities, pai'ticipated in by all the workers in the field, both
Presbyterian and Congregational. This was the first series of the autumn
taikyo dendo^ and covered five days at each place. At Niigata, in addition

to the ordinary methods, the plan was tried, and with good results, of street

preaching in the vicinity of the Exposition, in the park, and through tlie

whole length of one of the principal streets which is especially thronged
during tlie evenings. The large crowds that gatliered about the red lanterns

listened with perfect decorum, and the aggregate audience for each of these

parade evenings was from two thousand to three thousand. Alany tracts

were distributed by the young men. At Nagaoka the parade feature was
dispensed with, and all the services were held at the church, which was
filled to overflowing every night. Where less than two hundred could be
accommodated with seats, there were twice that number of applicants ; but
among those who stood outside the doors and windows there prevailed the
same unusual decorum as had been so noticeable at the Niigata meetings.
There is no doubt about the change in sentiment here toward Christianity.

A month after these meetings a similar series was undertaken in October at

Nakajo. Here, again, all the evangelists of the field were massed for these

few days, and found strength and vigor in such union. One of the pleasant

features of this series was the fact that all the expenses of the meetings, in-

cluding tlie travel and lodging of the visiting workers, were defrayed by the

local Christians, not a cent of aid being asked from outside. In all these

places good results are already visible in numerous inquirers, who are

now formed into classes for further study. Manv additions to the churches
are expected from among these during the coming months. . . .

Reference was made in the last News to the Bible selling that was carried

on here during the summer by Mr. Lawrence, of the Bible Society, and his

efficient helper, Mr. Katsumata. They continued their work here at Naga-

oka dm-ing a good part of September, disposing of over six thousand Bibles

and Testaments and portions Cchieflv the latter), besides devoting a part of

their time to sympathetic work among the recent inquirers, and making
themselves a very helpful element among us.
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In addition to the above from Mr. Newell's reports in Mission News
about the Advance Movement in Ecliigo, I would just mention the more
recent special meetings. For three evenings, from the 14th, there were
special pi'ayer meetings ; then the next thiee evenings came evangelistic

meetings, two speakers each time. Very many signed the cards, indicating

their desire to become followers of Christ, and the true interest of some has
been shown by their attendance at the church prayer meeting and preaching
service. The evening following these meetings a social gathering was held

for mutual acquaintance between these new friends and the Christians.

Notwithstanding one of the worst storms of the year,—wind, rain and hail,

—

many came out. Some told how they happened to become interested in

Christianity, while others gave advice and suggestions ; so this meeting,

which lasted several hours, was most profitable. At least one Christian has

the right spirit on the weather question, as may be seen by the following:

Seeing what a terrific storm was blowing, he remarked, " Surely I must go
out to-night, as maybe only a few others will be there." But he was hap-
pily disappointed. Don't think this Advance Movement ends with this year.

We all believe the good work has only just begun, and that God himself is

blessing Echigo far more than we can ask or think.

Miss E. P. Swartz.
NiiGATA, Japan, Nov. 27, 1901.

LETTER FROM MRS. CHANNON.
Mrs. Channon writes from Kusaie, August 12th, to Miss Little:

—

Your letter of December 17th, sent by Hong Kong, reached me August
9th. We had two Sydney mails before that from Hong Kong which finall}'^

arrived ; Captain Hitchfield brought the letters and the Spreckles brought

the papers. But we were glad to hear from you, even although late. The
Sydney mail is a sure mail ; the mail bag from Sydney is one marked for

Kusaie, and we feel quite pleased that there is no delay about it. Our mail

going from here goes all through the Carolines and back to Jaluit, then to

Sydney, before it can go on home, but we are thankful to hear directly.

The Hong Kong line is a failure for us, if not for themselves ; for, as you
know, one mail steamer on that line has already been wrecked at Yap.
Our school work has been moving on as usual, except that more oppor-

tunities continually present themselves, and more extended work in the

school. Mr. Channon has adopted the marking system, and finds it a

great impetus to the scholars. His printing press keeps him busy. The
little paper issued quarterly seems to be a success. Lately he has made out
a little leaflet of topics for Sundav evening prayer meetings. The books
which he plans to print have to have their turn in between. But the press
is certainly paying its wav.
The work on Kusaie is encouraging. The king is certainly a changed

man, and striving to lead others to be Christians. Shrivisa has joined the
church, and several marriages have been performed.
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The most recent conversion is Dan, who used to be on the Star. He
went pig hunting, hung his gun on a tree ; a rain came up, and he went to

cover the gun with his coat, when the gun went off, entering the fleshy part

of his leg, passing down the side and lodging near the knee. He took his

work knife and cut the slug, which was one he had made for shooting pigs.

He then went home, poling himself part way. Mr. Channon was sent for

in the night and went around, finding no bone or artery touched ; but he had
his opportunity to talk with Dan about his soul, his main object in going.

Since then (six weeks ago) Dan seems to have a change of heart, and is

waiting to be taken into the church.
Perhaps you have not heard of the king's conversion. He cut his arm,

which swelled as large as a stovepipe, and he was seriously in danger of

blood poisoning. Mr. Channon went around, doing all he could, but with
hardly any hope of recovery. The day he spent there he returned continu-

ally, each time exhorting him to be a Christian. His change was slow, but
now he is a different man, and faces the temptations of captains, refusing

l)oth drink and smoking. Just before the Carrie and Annie came we had a
fine present of taro, which was especially acceptable at the time.

My Kusaian wohian's meeting on Fridays is a pleasure to me. We have
sometimes eight, but I only expect the four or five who live at Insaaf and
Leap. Mr. Channon has started a Kusaian class on Friday afternoons. It

is to consist of those who have been appointed by the church to preach at

the different villages for Sunday, and any at this side who wish to attend,

and they are to preach from the lesson he gives them.- He has a regular
plan of Bible studies for these meetings. These village meetings ai'e still

growing, and are proving to be a regular thing. There are supposed to be
about four leaders each time, but others are coming in, and last week there
were nine.

Well, at last a ship came—the Carrie and Annie. We had given up all

hope of it, and were confidently expecting Dr. Rife and family and the
yearly provisions on the Sydney steamer due August 2d. Mr. Channon
was going around to try to get the steamer to come to Lea harbor to land
the freight. August 2d was Friday. But Monday before, at daylight, came
a " sail ho," a schooner " about our size." This was not Captain Melander
or Captain Hitchfield, and a boat was coming in front of it, which, the more
we thought about it, we thought must be Dr. Rife in his steam launch.
We only had just time enough to get things in order before the launch was
in at the boat passage, and we could meet them at the mouth of the river,

the tide being out. The mail came ashore in the launch, and how thankful
we were for good news from every one.
Mrs. Foster and daughters stayed with us. The schooner arrived July

29th and left August 6th. Sunday,—yesterday,—the nth, Mr. Walkup
appeared, having letters saying that his supplies were to be left here. So
we are having quite a treat of ships. Miss Foss made us a call of three

days while visiting the islands around Fonape. All the dry goods of the

three schools were wet with salt and bilge water. Dr. Rife's and the girls'

schools all wet, ours not so bad. I washed two bolts of denim this morning.
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LOYALTY OF CHINESE CHRISTIANS.
The following about the pastor of Shao-wu is interesting as showing the lojaltj of

marty Chinese Christians.

A WEEK after the messenger came telling of the destruction of the property

at~Shao-wn during the uprising, and the home of some of tlie Christians,

the pastor, evangelist and native doctor came down. The magistrate

vvas unable to protect them, and sent them oft', saying the lives of their

fani'lies would be safer with them away, as the mob was so anxious to kill

them because they were leading Christians. These three men escaped with

their undergarments, the pastor not even having his glasses, and was scarcely

able to read the Bible at morning prayers without tliem. They all three

staved with us, and Sunday morning at ciiinxh the pastor was asked to lend

4'n'praver. His possessions of this world's goods all gone; his home de-

ftroyed ; his family scattered, in danger ; his flock scattered and fearful ; but

his prayer was one of continued thanksgiving for God's great goodness to

him and his people, and for his long-suftering and tehder mercy and love in

sending the "good news" to them,—only one petition in the whole praver,

forgiveness for sins. Shall we not all learn from tliese who are so grateful

for just hearing of Jesus and his saving power, to be more grateful, and to

show our gratitude to those who know not of a Saviour.'' He has a large

familv, and lives on fust what his own people can give hi in ; for he believes

all churches in mission fields should eventually not only become self-sup-

porting, but in turn help those more needy, and so not a week passes but

he goes out into the country around and does missionary work. Sunday is

not the only day he preaches, and he has but one subject, which is "Jesus,"
but it is always new and never exhausted, and the good he does cannot be

estimated in this world.
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THE RESURRECTION MESSAGE.
(John xxi.)

Tune : Diademata, bj G. I. Elvey, or any short metre tune.

BY MRS. MERRILL E. GATES.

It is the risen Lord !

He stands beside the sea,

Where low the rippling waves are heard,

By dawn-lit Galilee.

His brow is like a star;

In majesty more bright

Than morning's glory, flashing far,

—

His is the Godhead's light!
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Jesus ! It is the Lord !

His voice floats o'er the tide.

" Cast ye the net"—it is his word

—

" Upon the hither side !

"

Since he commands, his power

Will fill the nets we draw.

His resurrection-word, this hour.

In heaven and earth is law!

Deathless forevermore,

He stands beside life's sea,

And to each one he saith thrice o'er,

"Disciple, lov'st thou me?
Then feed m>' lambs most dear,

And feed my sheep," saith he.

To-day his word of power rings clear

As once on Galilee.

Washington, D. C.

THE RELEASE OF MISS STONE.

On Monday morning, February 24th, a sigh of relief was breathed in

thousands of homes the world over at the announcement that our beloved

captives in Bulgaria were released, and with their friends. The long,

anxious watch is over at last, and those to whom the captivity has meant so

much are filled with gratitude to the Giver of all good. The anxiety of the

week previous to the release was intense, not even second to the first few

days of the seizure. Those who had the matter in charge had dared to pay

over the ransom, and yet for seventeen days the friends were as mysteriously

concealed as ever. Only the utmost confidence in the wisdom of those

conducting the negotiations prevented loss of hope and criticism as to the

methods employed. Results have proved that confidence was not misplaced,

and we may admire the courage as well as the wisdom that risked so much.

Doubtless the workers there saw—as we could not at this distance—that the

course adopted was the only one possible in the circumstances. We may

rejoice with all our hearts that the plan was successful.

As for obvious reasons the negotiations were carried on with the greatest

secrecy, information concerning them are meager and uncertain, but we

take up the case as it was left by Mrs. Haskell on another page, and give

what is supposed to be approximately correct. At the time of writing the

article, January 27th, Mrs. Haskell was hourly expecting a telegram an-

nouncing the release. We suppose that the missionaries were then at
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;Serres, carrying on the final negotiations, and probably stayed on to meet the

captives on their release. The brigands, however, did not take them to

Serres, as was expected, but to the little village of Gradusher, near the town

of Strumitza, at three o'clock in the morning. The particulars of the first

hours are described in Miss Stone's own words, sent to her brother, as

follows :
—

"Freed, thank God, and well after our captivity of nearly six months.

Sabbath morning Mrs. Tsilka and her seven weeks' old daughter, Elene,

and I found ourselves left by our captors near a village an hour distant from

Strumitza. For three hours we waited for dawn, then secured horses and

came to this city.

"Kind-hearted Bulgarian friends rushed from their house as soon as they

caught a glimpse of the strange-appearing travelers, took us in their arms

from our horses, with tears and smiles and words of welcome, and led us

into their house. Word was quickly sent to the friends engaged in their

morning service at church, and they came, old and young, to greet us.

What thanksgiving to God for this proof of his faithfulness to answer their

prayers, for all—even the little children—had never ceased to pray for us,

their lost friends.

"Since that hour our waking time has been crowded with friends from

the city and surrounding villages, who have brought us their heartfelt con-

gratulation for our deliverance.

" The Turkish government did not fail to question us as to our experi-

ences. The governor of the city, with his suite, called this morning and

again this afternoon, after the arrival of Dr. House and his son from Salon-

ica, accompanied by M. Gargiulo, the first dragoman of the American
embassy at Constantinople. The last three have come to accompany us to

Salonica to-morrow, where Mr. Tsilka awaits his long-lost wife and their

baby. They have brought me a bundle of letters from mother and my
brother and dearest friends.

"Thus, with unspeakable gratitude to God, and to all friends who by

prayer and gifts have helped to free us, we begin our life of freedom."

The good news was received by cable by Dr. Judson Smith in the one

word "safe," which meant, according to a prearranged code, " Miss Stone,

Mrs. Tsilka and child released ; in good physical condition and in good
spirits." Later a second dispatch was received from Mr. Peet, saying,

"Stone's release completed. Inform friends." The jovful news was
quickly carried to family and friends, and soon flashed around the world.

At the time of writing, March 9th, Miss Stone is in Constantinople,

and, in response to suggestions made to her in November to come to
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this country as soon as possible after her release, expects to be in this

country in a few weeks. She will receive the warmest of welcomes from

thousands whom she has never seen, as well as from her friends. We wish

to make one plea in her behalf: that churches and societies and even per-

sonal friends will allow her time for rest before she is called upon to go over

and over the painful experiences either in public or private. Our prayers

have been literally answered ; she will soon be with us in the flesh ; and our

hearts are filled with joy and gratitude. Can we not let this suffice for a few
months to come?

Our Contributions. The month closes with a more encouraging condi-

tion of the treasury than for some time, as the books show a lessening of the

deficit of $3,000 reported last month. By the regular contributions from the

Branches, the loss has been reduced to $1,200, as compared with the first

four months of last year. The circular letter and leaflet which have been

sent out by the Board during the past month, calling attention to the serious

need of increased funds, will doubtless meet with a warm response ; and

witli the offerings from the Lenten envelopes, we hope this loss of $1,200

will be far more than met ere another month shall close. Mrs. Lamson's.

appeal in the Congregationallst^ reprinted in the leaflet just referred to, is

already bringing treasure into the storehouse, from which it shall be sent

out to gladden anxious missionary hearts.

Missionary All friends of Dr. Bissell will be grateful for the good news
Personals, of her continued improvement, and for the hope of her entire

restoration to health after a much-needed rest in this country. She, with

her sister Emily, are expected to arrive in this country the last of March,

leaving the great work in Ahmednagar in faithful but already over-bur-

dened hands. Miss Florence Hartt, who has been less than a year in Ah-
mednagar, has assumed the care of the great boarding school, and feels

greatly the need of the prayers and support of the friends here at home in

her new and arduous work.

In Memoriam. Sad tidings have come to us of the death of Mrs. O.

Mrs. O. R. Ireland. R. Ireland, of the Zulu Mission, at the home of her

son. Rev. Wm. S. Ireland, in West Groton, N. Y. Her years of service

numbered more than thirty—nearly a lifetime of earnest, effective effort for

the cause and the people that she loved. During the last five years while in

this country her one desire has been to go back to Africa, and spend her last

days working for the kraal girls in the Ireland Home. Neither advancing^

years nor impaired eyesight nor the prospect of unsanitary surroundings

daunted her eager courage. The desire of her heart was about to be grati-

fied, as she was expecting soon to go to Africa. The passage was taken on
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a steamer sailing in May, with Mr. and Mrs. Bunker. She has been called

to the higher service, where, with eternal youth, laying aside every weight

of physical disability, she may unceasingly and untiringly, in closer and

visible contact with her Master, continue the labors so well begun here,

assured of final victory.

A Special Present It is a great relief to feel that the remote suffering

Responsibility. from famine has been so much abated among the

people in our Marathi Mission. The worst horrors of starvation are over,

but our missionaries still have a great burden in the care of thirty-three

hundred orphans placed in their hands, it would seem, directly by the Lord

himself. They came flocking to our missionaries, and in common humanity

could not be turned away. They are still with us, and again humanity de-

mands that they shall be cared for. We believe that more than humanity—the

call of a great opportunity—comes to our Board at this time, to save these little

ones from physical suffering, and, what is more important, to fit them in our

schools for teachers, Bible women, heads of Christian households. The
most promising of them will be taken into our schools, so far as there are

funds to support them, and this is the very best that friends of our Boa.rd

can do for them. By vote of the mission we were asked to appropriate

more than $10,000 for our schools. We were able to grant only about $7,000

or $3,000 less than was asked. It costs $20 a year to place one of tliese girls

in one of our boarding schools,—not a large sum to lead a human soul to

the Lord Jesus, and to enable that soul to lead others to the same loving

Saviour. Who will help?

Our Work in As will be seen by our list of topics for auxiliary meetings

Bulgaria. for the year, we have suggested that the third topic in Via

Christie which includes the introduction of Christianity into tlie Slavic

regions, should be followed by the study of our present work in Bulgaria.

Prominent among the missionary workers in the ninth centuiy were two

brothers from Thessalonica—Cyril, a scholar and philosopher, and Metho-

dius, a scholar and an artist. The brothers accomplished much as evan-

gelists, but their greatest service was thought to be the translation of the

Bible and the liturgy into Slavic or old Bulgarian. The Orthodox Church

•of Bulgaria still has its service chanted in the language of the daj's of Cyril

and Methodius, although it is entirely a dead language to the people.

When the new light began to dawn in Bulgaria, the first necessit}^ was a

Bible that the people could read. The New Testament was translated by

a Bulgarian monk, and published by the British and Foreign Bible Society.

The eagerness with which this was received led our missionaries in Con-
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staiitinople to issue tracts and portions of the Bible in Bulgarian. This in

turn led to the establishment of the European Turkey Mission of the

American Board, which now includes two stations in Bulgaria—Philip-

popolis and Samokov—and two in Macedonia—Monastir and Salonica.

The two large girls' boarding schools in the mission at present, at Samokov
and INIonastir, are supported by the Board of the Interior. In the latter

school, however, the two American teachers—Miss Harriet L. Cole, now in

this country on furlough, and Miss Mary L. Matthews—are missionaries of

our own Eastern Board. Our readers will be interested in ISIiss Matthews's

sketch of the school at Monastir on another page, also in Mrs. Marsh's

description of the Bible woman's work in the mission, which has been

largely under the care of Miss Stone.

Conferences of Young Women's The American Committee of Young
Christian Associations. Women's Christian Associations announce

four conferences for the coming season : At Capitola, California, Mav
16-26 ; at Asheville, North Carolina, June 13-23 ; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,

August 22-September 2 ; at Silver Ba}-, Lake George, June 27-July 7.

This latter conference is the one heretofore held at Northfield. A cordial

welcome is given to the public interested in the Christian development of

young women to attend these conferences. The strong Christian work in

the colleges and cities throughout the year, the increasing interest in Bible

study and missions, bear witness to the importance of these gatherings.

Interdenominational The fifth interdenominational conference of Wom-
CoNFERENCE. en's Boards of Foreign Missions was held in Toronto,

Canada, February 25th and 26th. The Metropolitan Church—Methodist

—

was hospitably placed at the disposal of the conference for its three sessions,

and the cordial welcome of the Toronto ladies made all feel themselves at

home from the outset. The distance from the headquarters of most of the

Boards prevented as large a representation as at previous gatherings, but

delegates from fourteen organizations registered, and an interested local audi-

ence made a large attendance upon all sessions. The presiding officer was
Mrs. J. B. Wilmott, of the Methodist Board, Toronto. Much consideration

was given to the important topic of the United Study of Missions, the discus-

sion being opened by Mrs. J. T. Gracey, one of the central committee who
have so ably perfected plans for this work. Discussion served to show that

I'ia C/iri'sti\ the first book of the series, had found a field of usefulness

beyond all expectation. The universal testimony w^as to the great demand
for the book and its general adoption in auxiliary societies of all classes and

ages of students. Other subjects discussed were Missionary Literature,
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opened by Mrs. Williamson, Church of England ; Deputation and Devo-

tional Work, Mrs. McQuesten, Presbyterian; Work among the Lepers and

Blind in its relation to the general work, Mrs. C. A. R. Janvier, Presby-

terian. The Higher Education of G.irls w^as ably treated by Miss F. A.

Fensham, Dean of our American College for Girls in Constantinople, and

interesting addresses on the Comparative Value of Industrial, Boarding and

Day Schools v^^ere given by Mrs. J. A. K. Walker, missionary of the

Baptist Board in India ; Miss Belton, Methodist, Japan ; and Dr. Oliver,

Presbyterian, India. A question box was cpnducted by Miss K. G. Lam-
son of our own Board. The Spiritual Side of Mission Work formed the

subject of the last paper of the conference, and as given thoughtfully and

earnestly by Mrs. J. D. Nasmith, Congregational, formed a fitting close

for the deliberations. The closing session was followed by a social hour and

tea, giving a welcome opportunity for the intercourse which is so valuable a

part of every gathering of those interested in a common cause. k. g. l.

BULGARIA.
EFFORTS FOR THE RELEASE OF MISS STONE.

BY MRS. MARGARET B. HASKELL.
(Written January 27.)

Would that Miss Stone was free to tell her own story, but as she is not,

I will give you some account of the efforts made for her release. For three

weeks after her capture a deathlike silence prevailed. This was broken by

a letter from her, which a brigand delivered at our house in the night.

The story that he flourished a pistol, etc, was a pure embellishment of a

New York reporter. He did say that if Mr. Haskell informed any one of

the receipt of the letter, his life would be in danger. In it Miss Stone re-

quested him to go to Constantinople to consult with ovu" Treasiu'er, Mr.

Peet, about the ransom, and to ask Consul General Dickinson to persuade

the Turkish government to withdraw its troops from pursuing them, as this

placed the lives of the captives in peril. Eighteen days of grace were given

for the payment of the ransom, but there was no threat of taking Miss

Stone's life in case it failed to be paid at the end of that time. Mr. Haskell

started for Constantinople the next morning. A consultation there resulted

in Consul Dickinson's going to Sofia to urge the Bulgarian government, if

possible, to get in communication with the captors, and compel them, for

the honor of Bulgaria before the civilized world, to give up their prize with-

out ransom. This plan, whicli some were very sanguine about, failed.

About October 6th we learned from a trustworthy source tliat the captives
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were on a thickly wooded mountain called Gul Tepe (Rose Mountain), near

the Bulgarian border. A carrier was sent to Sofia with this news, and a

plan laid to have the brigands pressed by troops on the Turkish side,* and,

as they fled, fall unawares into the hands of Bulgarian troops on this side of

the border. The movements were conducted witli the utmost secrecy, but

before anything could be done tlie American newspapers revealed all, and

the bird had flown.

October 35th we received another call from the brigand. He came at

y p. M. in a driving rain without overcoat or untbrella ; but as I was alone,

and as we live about eight minutes' walk from the Mission compound, I was

not quite hospitable enough to invite him in, but told him to come again at

nine o'clock. Providentially Mr. Baird and our daughter came up before

that time. Promptly on the hour there was a rap at the gate, and after rf

parley, with promises of good faith on both sides, the robber was admitted.

The interview was with the gentlemen alone. The bandit brouglit a letter

from Miss Stone asking that the time and place for the payment of the ran-

som be arranged. He seemed confounded when told that both the United

States Government and the American Board refused to pay a ransom ; that

the only money available was from private sources, and was nothing like the

amount demanded. He said he was not empowered to take less. It was
decided that he communicate with his comrades, and learn their lowest

figure. Meanwhile Mr. Haskell would ascertain how much Mr. Peet had

in hand to give. The man said five days would be required to get word
from the band.

When the five daj's had passed, we began awaiting his return. Every

late footfall on the pavement made our hearts beat faster. We occupied a

bedroom with windows on the street, so that if any one came in the night

we should be siu'e to waken ; but the man never returned. Probably it was
not easy for the robbers to agree among themselves. All the efforts made
in America to raise the ransom were immediately telegraphed to Bulgarian

newspapers, and led the brigands to believe that by waiting they might

secure the whole amount. Also the appearance in a small city like this of

three American correspondents excited our local officials, and patrolmen

were put on the streets to intercept suspicious-looking persons. This of

itself was enough to keep a brigand away.

About this time negotiations were transferred to the State department.

Toward Thanksgiving there was special activity on the part of Consul

Dickinson and the missionary assisting him. So hopeful did I feel of her

speedy release, tliat I sent a letter to Miss Stone in Sofia begging her to

eome to us for Thanksgiving,—but, alas! the day came, and there was no
i"esponse.
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Shortly after we heard from various sources that the captives were dead.

One of the reports was deemed so reliable that, in reply to an urgent press

agent, Mr. Haskell sent a tele-

gram of twenty words expressing

his fears that this was true. This

dispatch appeared multipled by

five, and yet signed by his name.

Since then the weary weeks have

dragged on. From first to last

the press has greatly impeded tlie

case. We understand and appre-

ciate the fact that America has

been deeply moved. We have

been proud and grateful for the

sympathy shown, and have real-

ized the eagerness that must be

felt for news. Of course not all

press agents have been unscrupu-

THE MONASTERY WHERE MISS STONE WAS lous, but greater carc in publish-

REPORTED TO BE CONCEALED.
j,-,g ,^^^5 ^vould havc made it far

easier for Mr. Dickinson to can-y on negotiations with the brigands, who

were led to suppose he was playing false with them when their accomplices

reported to them that their secrets

were in the newspapers. Also

the reputation of the missionaries

for honesty has been clouded by

the sensational reports published

in America, and immediately tel-

egraphed back here.

And the end is not yet. It

would not be worth while to re-

hearse the painful reports that

have come to us from time to time

in regard to our dear ones. When
Miss Stone is freed we shall know

the truth. The interest and sym-

pathy of our Bulgarian Chris-

tians in the case have been warm,

even pathetic ; and many outside

our circle have spoken most affectionately of Miss Stone. It is our earnest

A GORGE IN THE RITO MOUNTAINS.
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prayer that " the things which have happened" to her may fall out " unto-

the furtherance of the gospel," We love this people, and should greatly

deplore any rupture of feeling between our tw^o governments. We can only

cry with the psalmist, " Show thy marvelous loving kindness, O thou that

savest by thy right hand them that put their trust in thee."

BIBLE WOMEN'S WORK IN THE EUROPEAN TURKEY
MISSION.

BY MRS. GEORGE D. MARSH, PPIILIPPOPOLIS, BULGARIA.

My attention was first called to this work when, on arriving at Constan-

tinople in 1868, under appointment to Brousa, TLurkey, I was met by an

earnest request to come instead to Philippopolis to take up the Bible work,,

which even so early in the history of the mission vs'as felt to be a valuable,,

hopeful branch of mission work.

In those early days the pastors' wives were the principal Bible women,,

and many and warm are the tributes paid to their memory by those whom
they led from darkness into the marvelous light. But there were a few

others, too,—girls who had studied under Miss Raynolds, and caught her

sweet spirit of self-sacrifice and zeal for the Master, and were readv for

Christ's sake to brave mobs of ignorant, excited men and women, or to

make long journeys over the mountains in answer to the Macedonian cry.

In 1870 Marika Genchova, the first Bulgarian girl who became a Christian

under Miss Raynold's instruction, writes of lier work among the Bansko

women, whom she had reached by a five days' horseback journey. She
stayed several weeks with them, teaching many to read, and leading many
more to the Saviour ; but she was then obliged to return to her post as teacher

in Eski Zaghra, though her heart longed to stay with them as they held her

in their arms crying, "Child, how can you leave us.^" Two sisters,.

Magdalena and Katerinka, also did good work as Bible women in Philip-

popolis and near villages. Fanny Meizner, a warm-hearted, earnest Chris-

tian Bohemian woman, the first teacher in the mission school for girls, felt

deeply the need of special workers among the women, but neither she nor

Miss Raynolds nor Miss Norcross could spare time or strength from their

scliool duties to make tours; and in 1S69 Miss Minnie Beach came to the

mission, especially appointed to the charge of Bible work among Bulgarian

women. Miss Beach's health failing, however, she was obliged to return

to America before having fairly entered the work. For the next ten years.
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Bible workers trained in the mission school and a few rare souls, women
trained by much tribulation and called of the Lord, were located wherever

places were ready for them, and, helped and encouraged by pastors and

missionaries, developed the work healthfully and hopefully.

Of the first class, six in number, graduating from the Samokov Girls'

School, four have done good service as Bible women. One of them, dear

Yordanka Antonova, eager to do " what she could" for the miserably poor,

^
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stores of enthusiasm, experience and consecration, and giving a new impulse

to the work in all its branches.

As Miss Stone's associate in the Philippopolis field I have had abundant

opportunity to know of her untiring devotion to the vv'ork, of lier endurance;

in " journeyings oft," her loving counsels to, and thoughtful plannings for,,

the workers, as well as her own constant, personal efforts in soul winning.

As I have visited different parts of the Philippopolis field since Miss Stone's

removal to Salonica, in 1898, I have found her held in loving remembrance

in many and many a home by those she had comforted in sorrow, taught the

way of life and loved as sisters. I was so impressed and encouraged during

a tour last October by the earnestness, the simple faith of the constant

prayers I heard offered for her release from captivity, that it was a bitter

disappointment to find on getting home that such prayers had not yet been

answered. That the Lord of the harvest will in his own good time restore

to his work this beloved and efficient worker we do not for a moment allow

ourselves to doubt.

This mission at its annual meeting last July put Miss Mary Haskell in

charge of* the Bible work in the Samokov field, and also of a department

in the Samokov school for the special training of Bible workers. We often

speak of these Bible workers as Bible women, but really the majority of

them begin work soon after leaving school, and feel their limitations, but

carry bravely the responsibilities laid upon them.

As her name indicates, the aim of the Bible woman is to make known
the Bible, and this she does by reading it wherever she can find or make an

opportunity ; teaching women to read, that they may study it for themselves,

gathering the children, in some places in great numbers, to teach them Bible

verses and stories and gospel hymns, and by exemplifying in her own self-

sacrificing, happy Christian life the Bible truths she teaches. Like the

apostle of old, the Bible woman must strive by all means to gain some,

and so she is equally ready to join in a husking-bee or a grape-gathering, to

help a tired mother with her sewing or in the care of sick children. Groups
of women before their doors knitting or spinning, though they sometimes

curse the Bible woman and the Book, more frequently respond to her pleas-

ant greeting with an invitation to stop and talk,—an opportunity of which

she makes the most to interest them in something better than the gossip—or

worse—which forms the staple of their usual conversation. A Bible woman
of long experience seeing on the street one day a stranger with a sick child,

stopped to speak with her, and told her of some simple remedies for the

child, talking to her at the same time so earnestly and jlffectionateW of the

love and care of her Heavenly Father that her ministration was doubly blest..
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The child got well, and both mother and father came v/ith their sin-sick

souls to the Great Physician, and have just been admitted to church mem-
bership, the first in their village to confess Christ.

Miss Stone, in her last report of women's work in the Salonica field, tells

Tis that last summer one of their Bible women so interested a village priest

in her talk with him about the Bible, that he persuaded her to address his

flock in tlie Orthodox church the next morning. Another Bible woman, find-

ing deep water between her and her waiting Sunday afternoon audience, got

lier liusband to carry her over it on his back.

There are at present working among their Bulgarian sisters in Bulgaria

and Macedonia eleven Bible women and teachers who, besides their duties

in the schoolroom, teach the women to read, lead prayer meetings, and in

general, as far as time and strength will allow, do the work of a Bible

woman or preacher's wife. The noon recess is often the best time for the

women's meetings, when the teacher after a hasty lunch, or none at all, rings

the little church bell, and the women, distafls in hand, spinning as they

walk, not to lose a precious minute, Testament and hymn book tucked in

the girdle, and often with babies on their backs, gather for the prayer hour

so dear to them. It is a goodly sight, and one to make believers in the work
of the Bible woman, to see these hard-handed, labor-bowed mothers of many
cliildren able to read understandingl}^, if not fluently, and to sing so sweetly

the liymns we all love, thanks to her untiring patience and loving encour-

agement.

In addition to these Bulgarian Bible women there has been at work in

Philippopolis the past three years a Turkish Bible woman. For a great

many years she served as Bible reader and colporter in Constantinople, but

obliged to flee from there after the troubles of 1896, she gladly took up the

work of a Bible woman among the more accessible Turkish women and
refugee Armenians in this city. Though nearly seventy years old, her heart

is so warm with love to her Saviour, and so full of longing for the salvation

of her people, that there are few days in the year so cold or so hot, so rainy

or snowy, that she does not go out with her little Osmanlu Bible and some
Turkish or Armenian tracts. In most of the many homes she visits she finds

a welcome ; failing in this, occasionally meeting threats, she makes her

salaam, and passes on to some other quarter. In visiting with her I have

been greatly interested to see lier tact and skill in showing to the people the

Messiah of the prophets, Christ the Saviour. Occasionally in response to

her urgent invitations, Turkish women, as well as men, have come to the

Turkish preaching service.

We thank God for Fatima Hanum, and for all these humble, faithful

workers who are hastening the coming of his kingdom.
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iMONASTIR, FROM THE WEST.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, MONASTIR, TURKEY,
IN EUROPE.

BY MISS MARY L. MATTHEWS, MONASTIR.

It is no longer true, in this part of the world, tliat a girl, simply because

she is a girl, must remain ignorant. The last twenty years have seen a great

chano-e in this respect. When boarding schools were established by the

mission at Samokov, Bulgaria, and in this city, there were few other

schools where girls could receive an education. Parents did not see why

their daughters should know more than their mothers and grandmothers had

known. Now, however, it is a recognized fact that an educated girl has

some advantages over her more ignorant sisters, and every nationality has

its own schools for girls as well as for boys.

The Girls' School at Samokov is older, and has a longer roll of pupils,

with a larger teaching force, and a course of study two years higher, than the

Monastir school. It has sent out its graduates to be Bible women, teachers

and home makers, and not in this world can the good done by them be

estimated. May its future graduates be as consecrated to the service of

Christ as many in the past have been, and do even more for him. One of

the Samokov pupils has become widely known, by reason of her capture by

brigands as Miss Stone's companion. It was with great difficulty that Mrs.

Tsilka, when a girl, overcame the prejudices of her parents, and succeeded

In attending that institution, of which she had heard from one who had been

there.
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The Monastir school was opened in 1878. At first the Bulgarian language

was used almost entirely, as it is understood quite generally in this region.

English was introduced as an extra, but the demand for it has increased.

As from five to nine nationalities have been represented among the pupils

each year, it was decided, in 1897, to make English the principal language,

but giving Bulgarian also. When necessary, classes in Greek and Albanian

MONASTIR GIRLS SCHOOL, I9OI.

have been taught. The change to English opens vip before our pupils a

richer literature and better text-books, and enables them to use many helps

in Sunday and day school work when called to such responsibilities.

From the first the religious influence of the school has been strong; there-

fore, the attendance has been limited to the children of Protestants and those

least affected by prejudice. " The natural man receiveth not the things of

the Spirit of God." The fact that each nation has in this city schools sup-
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ported by its own government explains some of our difficulties. For in-

stance, the Servian school has drawn pupils by giving free dinners, uniforms

and hats. No other scholars in the city wear the last-named article, and to

some a simple sailor hat is a great attraction. The writer remembers visit-

ing a liome in Radovish, in 1893, where a little cliild was so frightened by

her plain, brown hat that she cried a long time, and she screamed out with

fear at sight of this same inoffensive hat in church the next day. Sucli a

thing would not occur now, for hats and bonnets are worn by many women
who are " well-to-do."

Four years ago it was decided to charge tuition at tlie rate of forty-four

cents per month in the preparatory, and eighty-eight cents in the higher

grades, making reductions in special cases. No girl is received without

some payment. Instead of diminishing, the day attendance has gradually

increased, showing that people value that which costs them something.

There has been a marked gain in regularity of attendance and thorough

scholarship which we never secured with free tuition. Rarely are scholars

absent, even on saints' daj's, except from illness.

Eighteen day pupils have been enrolled this year, and the number of

boarders is the largest in the history of the school. There are twenty-two,

all from places outside of Monastir. For a while there were twenty-four.

Two of the day pupils became boarders in November, when their father's

illness necessitated the removal of the family to Vodena. This man was an

earnest Christian, employed as a bookseller. His wife was much opposed

to tlie truth, and did not like to have the girls here, even as day scholars.

Sometimes, in their father's absences, she had kept them at home by refusing

to comb their hair. Soon after leaving Monastir the father went to his

eternal home ; then the mother came to take her little daughters away.

Both wept bitterly at leaving, for they had been very happy here. We were

disappointed, too, as they seemed promising, and we had hoped they would

remain to finish the course. While they were here the dormitories were so

full that the only storeroom had to be put in order for a teacher, and another

teacher moved that a room might be available for these children. Extra

furniture had to be stored in a recitation room which is in daily use. In the

summer we liope to enlarge one of the dormitories to permit a total of thirty

boarders, and we believe that number will be reached soon.

Miss Stone's capture touches this school very closely, for she is one of its

trustees. Both she and Mrs. Tsilka were present at the public exercises in

June, 1901. Words cannot express the sorrow and sympathy felt by teachers

and pupils for these friends in this great trial. Our prayers ascend with

those of God's people everywhere for their release.
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It is well known that this institution has no political aims, nor is it

intended that its usefulness be limited to any one nationality. It is open to

all, with a course of two years in the primary, four in the preparatory and

four in the high school. Bible study is prominent. The higher classes use

English text-books in literature, history, arithmetic, algebra, geometry,

MISS COLE, MISS MATTHEWS, AND NATIVE ASSISTANT TEACHERS.

physics, physiology, and written examinations are required in that language.

On five days in the week the girls speak only English until supper time.

Two Americansand four assistants make up the usual corps of teachers, but

this year Miss Cole is in the home land for her well-earned furlough, after a

period of ten years of teaching. Her return is looked for in the summer.

Next year's work hardly can be carried on without her, as we expect to

graduate a larger class than ever before.
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Besides book learning, the girls receive training in all kinds of domestic

work. All services required for the household are performed by them,

except washing floors. No matron is employed. It is more satisfactory to

put the responsibility for the work upon the girls, under the direction of

teachers. The cooking, washing dishes, sweeping and arranging of rooms,

and their own laundry work, give them some healthful exercise, which is

supplemented by gymnastic pi'actice and vv^alks. Some training in the care

of the sick, and an occasional object lesson in this line by Miss Pavleva

(who was at one time a nurse in the Presbyterian Hospital, New York),

help to fit them for life's duties. Practice in making their own dresses, in

the sewing class, has demonstrated its own value. There has been marked

progress in this line in the last two years.

The records of the past show the names of twenty-one graduates, and of

about two hundred pupils who, for various reasons, did not complete the

course. Many of the latter are having an influence for good to-day in the

places where they live. Some are married, and have well-ordered Christian

homes.

Of the graduates, every one has been a church member, and only two have

given evidence of turning back. All but four of the twenty-one have taught

from one to ten years in connection with the mission,—the total of their

years of service being above sixty, making an average of three and one-

half years for each. Two who continued their studies at the Constantinople

Home and the Samokov school, respectively, are teaching at Kortcha, the

only school in existence for Albanian girls in their own language. Five

others, also, have received diplomas at Samokov, and one teaches there.

Seven have married Protestants, and their homes are centers of Christian

influence. The class of 1900 consisted of one Albanian, one Bulgarian and

one Servian. The first entered the American College at Constantinople

last September, ranking as half freshman and half sophomore. She is to

become a teacher at Kortcha, we hope. Her classmates are teaching now,

the Servian having at her home the first evangelical school in that language

for girls. Two graduates of our school have been promoted from earth to

God's higher university.

A C. E. Society, officered entirely by pupils, has been a channel of

blessing to many hearts. The quiet time set apart for Bible reading and

praver, morning and evening, has been always one of the strongest influ-

ences for good. Let us remember our covenant, that " we will not cease

to make offerings of prayer, time and money, to the end that the daughters

of sorrow— in this land—may know the love of Jesus."
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EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

FROM MISS MARY E. ANDREWS, PEKING, CHINA.

You were surprised that I wanted to come back to China, but could it

have been otherwise.'' After all these years of work for this people, of

course my whole heart is here. I love the people, I love the work for

them, and nothing but a very plain word from the Lord would make me
willing to give it up to take up any work at home. As to the danger,

I could not think of that, for it is as safe for me as for anyone, and of

necessity some of us must stand by our people in their time of need. The
apparent danger of the situation grew less and less as we drew nearer to

Peking, and here no one talks or thinks of danger. Everyone is busy and

full of plans for the opening out of work. Of course there may be danger ;

no one can foresee what will be, even in the near future. The court will

reach Peking next Tuesday, and there will be a very grand procession, no

doubt. I do not expect the coming of the Emperor and Empress Dowager
to make any immediate difference in our condition or work. Tung-cho is

to be reopened as a station, and the college rebuilt there as soon as there

are funds. There seems to be some misapprehension at the Rooms in

regard to the state of our finances, judging from the cablegrams received.

We have no indemnity funds in hand except those granted to our native

Christians, which, of course, we have no right to use except for them. I

hope the money may be forthcoming from some source, as it seems very

important that we should begin building as soon as the spring opens.

A fortnight ago we went down to Tung-cho—a great company of us,

between two hundred and fifty and three hundred—for the funeral services

of our martyred ones there. It was my first going into .the city since we
left it that sad day in June, and it was a sad going back to the dear place

which had been home to me so long. Accounts were written of the funeral

services at Pao-ting-fu and at the villages around Tung-cho, and I am sure

some one with a readier pen than mine will write of the day at Tung-cho as

well. We went by rail, chartering a train for the occasion, for tliough the

road is complete, trains are not yet running regularly. I am glad of the

railroad, and, oh, I am so glad we are to reopen our work there again !

Meantime there is plenty to do here, and the days are full. I find a good

deal to be glad over, as well as much to sadden. This past year has been

a far more serious testing time to our native Christians than the time of the

terrible outbreak. A good many of them have lost ground in their spiritual

life without seemijig to be conscious of the loss. It is a state of things
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which makes one feel so powerless to help, and at the same time so glad

that the Lord, with whom we work and whose the work is, is not powerless

but almighty ; so glad, too, that he loves every one of these dear people,,

and longs to help them. It makes us strong and brave to coine to Him and
ask large things to know this, and it keeps us from bending under the bur-

dens. The great need is for a mighty working of God's Spirit in our

churcli, and that is what we are asking and waiting for. You will help us

pray, I know.

I am very well, and am snugly settled in Miss Miner's rooms, which look

very pretty with my fresh home furnishings.

FROM MISS FLORENCE E. HARTT, AHMEDNAGAR, INDIA.

I cannot tell you how delighted I was to meet Dr. and Mrs. Barton.

They brought me a strong whiff of the home-land. I was sorry that we
could not see more of them. Small houses may have their advantages, but

they have many grievous disadvantages, and perhaps the greatest is the

suppression of the hospitable spirit. I suppose Dr. Barton will have told

you about my new duties as head of the boarding school. It is a very big

burden to give to one who will not until the fifth of this month be a year

in India ; and yet I know there was no help for it. I am very sorry for

Miss Bissell ; I know she feels the paiting keenly. Last night was her last

in school. I chanced to go in, and found the girls all dissolved in tears.

Poor things, no wonder they wept at parting with so kind a friend as Mis&

Bissell. It is hard for them to be left to the tender mercies of a stranger.

This morning I went to the dormitories and took an account of their

worldly possessions. Shall I give you a sample of what I found in one of

the twelve.'' Keramabai matron has charge of fifteen girls, and has in stock :

three brass drinking cups, six brass plates, one mixing dish, three cooking

vessels, one measure, one pohora (to draw up water with), two gamalas,^

five water pots, two wash pots, one turner, one sieve, one basket. (to carry

the bread in), one knife, one lamp, two mills and one curry stone.

You will see the rigid economy that Miss Bissell has had to practice,

—

five girls drinking out of one cup, and three eating off of one plate. I found

the whole one hundred and seventy-eight girls had but fifty-three cups, or

tambas, as they call them. We are so hampered for funds !

Does it not seem as tliough disasters came not singly } You will probably

have heard that Dr. Julia is having a severe attack of relapsing fever. The
doctor (civil surgeon) told Miss Nugent that a few nights ago he did not expect

to find her alive in the morning. The past three or four days she was delir-

ious, knew no one ; but this morning there is a decided change for the better.
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and she wished her nurse a " happy New Year." The doctor wondered how
she could possibly know what day it was. On Monday night the church

held a prayer meeting to pray for her recovery, and I could not keep the

tears back when I heard some of the prayers. The doctors say she will

have to take a long rest.

FROM MISS NELLIE M. CHENEY, CANTON, CHINA.

Mr. Nelson and my Chinese boy were in Hong Kong to meet me last

Sunday noon when the China arrived. We took the night steamer for Can-

ton, and were here at six o'clock Monday morning. Miss Myers is doing

well with the language ; she has a good ear for tones. Mrs. Nelson has

even more Chinese visitors than of old. Christmas day we had a service at

the chapel at twelve o'clock, and when we got there, about fifteen minutes

before the hour, it was all I could do to press through the crowd of women
to get to the organ on the men's side, and the preacher's wife said tliey had
been there since eleven o'clock. I wonder what you home people would
have thought of the singing by the day-school girls. They had a number of

Christmas songs without the organ, and they sang as though they enjoyed it

more than we did. Two of the preacher's sons, six and'seven years of age,

sang a song of four verses together. The younger boy, for some reason,

repeated the first verse instead of singing the chorus when his brother did,

but it didn't trouble either one in the least, and they finished the song with

the little one just a verse behind the other boy all the way through, and the

last chorus was sung alone by the younger boy, perfectly unconscious that

anything was wrong. .So much for the Chinese method of study.

FROM MRS. BISSELL, AHMEDNAGAR.

As for my village work, it has gone forward slightly during the year ,•

there was no alternative. Some new work came to us unexpectedly and
could not be lightly set aside ; and when the people of Shendi offered us their

village schoolhouse, we had to accept it, though in both cases an additional

teacher was required. I could not stop to ask if it could be afforded. It

was the step forward we had so long been wishing to take, and I felt I

might just as well be in America as here if I cannot make use of these

opportunities as the}' are'' presented. The famine still exists all around us,

so that we cannot expect help from the people. Just now there is much
fever in the villages, and not a day passes but some poor families have to

be helped through an illness with either medicine or food. In addition to

this drain, how can we stand the additional one of reductions upon our

work.? -
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IDEAL RELATIONS BETWEEN SENIOR AND JUNIOR
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE BOARD.

To obtain information and practical help on this subject, letters were sent
to Presidents and Junior Secretaries in our Branches asking for opinions
and suggestions on tlie following points :

—

I. The Ideal Relation between Senior and Junior Auxiliaries.
3. The Relation of Junior Auxiliaries to the Branch,

—

a. How can tliey

strengthen the Branch.? b. How can the Branch promote its Junior Work
(i) in Branch meetings, (2) in routine work of societies.

3. Ideal Relations between Junior Auxiliaries, Mission Circles and
Cradle Rolls.

4. Importance of including Junior Secretaries in Branch councils.

5. Give description and instances of specially happy relations between
Senior and Junior work in your Branch,

REPLIES.

FROM BRANCH PRESIDENTS.
BETWEEN SENIOR AND JUNIOR AUXILIARIES.

Alost of the Branch presidents consider the ideal relation between senior
and junior organizations to be that of the members of a family,—" simply
older and younger children in onefamilv, having common interestsand aims,
with differing methods adapted to age." There should be " loving helpful-

ness on the part of the seniors and appeal for counsel by the juniors" ;
" a

common interest and mutual helpfulness, which can be secured only by an
intimate knowledge of the conditions and needs one of the other ;

" "a one-
ness of interest and a tendency among tlie juniors to assume an interest in

the life of the senior auxiliary." This will usuallv be the case if the seniors

desire it, and regard the juniors as future helpers, not as rivals. " Occa-
'

(r6S)
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sional invitations to juniors to take some part in the senior meeting, now
and then uniting forces in one company, or securing the assistance of juniors

at social gatherings, may naturally bring about an ideal state of affairs if it

does not already exist, and may cement bonds of union where already theie

is an interchange of interest." The sending of delegates to each other's

meetings is also strongly recommended.
One writes :

" There has ever been most hearty co-operation in the varied

work among seniors and juniors. If the senior society has wanted help,

the juniors have most graciously helped. They are also taking the places

of the senior members as they drop out of active service. The junior

societies deserve much from the seniors, for they are busy young women,
having various other good works on hand besides their clubs, their music,
social and other duties, and nothing can be so cheering to the older women
as their hearty co-operation. This winter the junior workers connected
with one of our city churches, and at their own happy suggestion, have
charge of the programme on the study of Via Christi ^X. the monthly meet-
ings of the Branch, arranging and planning the work,—thus relieving their

elders of much care, but increasing their pleasure by listening to fresh,

3'oung voices and bright, breezy papers and talks, and, above all, thanking
God for such young lives consecrated to his service."

RELATION OF JUNIOR AUXILIARIES TO THE BRANCH.

"Junior auxiliaries are the most important factors of the Branch, which
needs tlie inspiration of youth, with its enthusiasm, culture and tactfulness

combined with the zeal of consecrated Christian lives. The Branch should
aim to develop and utilize all these qualities." " I could not speak of the
* relation' of junior auxiliaries to the Branch. They seem to me an integral

part of it. Their existence strengthens and feeds it and provides for its

future existence, and their needs and oversight are as truly and legitimately

Branch responsibility as any part of the work."
A sense of "identification with the Branch is most important; the feel-

ing of belonging to the Branch will help wonderfully." Every reply em-
phasized the value, if not the necessity, of giving junior work a place in

Branch meetings,—"a prominent place, that the juniors ma}' feel that they
are in reality a twig of the Branch," "sending invitations beforehand to

young people's societies, and asking that delegates be specially appointed."
*' Let Branch officers authorize junior secretaries to visit junior auxiliaries,

to make clear to their minds the object and methods of the Branch, providing
for the necessary expense. This will pa}' well." " An exercise by the younger
juniors is often a pleasant feature of a Branch meeting." "Arrange for a

junior rally each year." " Supplement as far as possible the direct work of

the junior secretaries, being careful to send them all messages from the

Board and the executive committee of tlie Branch."

BETWEEN JUNIOR AUXILIARIES AND MISSION CIRCLES AND CRADLE ROLLS.

Naturally the promotion of these interests would fall upon the officers or

members of the junior auxiliarv. Under their fostering care the gradation
from cradle roll to mission circle and to the junior auxiliary is simple and
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easy, and none of the young members need be lost from the older organiza-
tions. At times the members are the official leaders of the mission circles,

sometimes only assisting in their meetings and general plans, giving encoui'-

agement and stimulus us. they may be needed.

IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING JUNIOR SECRETARIES IN BRANCH COUNCILS.

Every reply recognizes the importance of including junior secretaries

in Branch councils. They " should always form a part of the Branch ex-
ecutive committee, and feel that they share responsibility in all Branch meas-
ures, not only in those concerning the junior department."

" A Branch should exercise great care in the choice of its junior secretary.

This office requires a person of good common sense and tact, as well as

missionary enthusiasm. With such a secretary, the importance of includ-

ing her in Branch councils can hardly be overestimated. If excluded, one
could liardly be expected to work in harmony with the Branch, or win the

juniors to union with, or loyalty to it."

"If junior secretaries are Branch officers there would be no reason for

excluding them from Branch councils. They may be able to aid greatly in

the discussions, and their present and future usefulness depends largely upon
their knowledge of Branch affairs.

" The work as a wliole should be kept in mind by all Branch officers,

that there may be perfect harmony and uniform expansion in the work,
which has received careful study in many lights."

FROM JUNIOR SECRETARIES.

RELATION BETWEEN SENIOR AND JUNIOR SOCIETIES.

Under this head all the junior secretaries express a desire for sympathy and
assistance from the senior auxiliaries, for "true love, mutual helpfulness and
deep interest in everything that concerns each other." " The senior auxil-

iary should eagerly advocate and organize the junior auxiliary, and never
criticise its workings or dictate to its members after it is organized. I be-

lieve it is not only possible, but reasonable for the senior society to recognize

the importance of its younger sister, and to assist her so tactfully as to cause

the young ladies to realize in their turn that they have no monopoly of plan

or purpose, of zeal or efficiency, but that God is using each for the advance
of his kingdom." Let the senior auxiliary have a separate fund for the giv-

ing of Life and Light to carefully selected juniors ; let some senior

member occasionally open her house for a junior meeting, taking the oppor-
tunity to inquire about their work and offering assistance ; let some other

person invite to her home the junior leaders, who are apt to feel disheartened

at times, and encourage them in their work.

RELATION TO THE BRANCH.

Junior auxiliaries "can strengthen the Branch by being represented at its

meetings, by informing themselves of the work of the Board,—especially of
that of the Branch,—and by contributing to the Branch pledged work. The
Branch will promote its junior work in its meetings ; first, by seeing that
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junior auxiliaries, leaders of mission circles and superintendents of cradle

rolls have early and full notices of the meetings, with invitations to attend
;

and, second, by giving the junior work a prominent place on the programme."
"The presence of youthful vigor always strengthens declining years.

Christ did not wait till the time of his death before he sent out the seventv.

In so doing his work here was strengthened before his death. Why not

apply the same principle to the strengthening of the Branch by the juniors?"

"In routine work of the societies, the Branch can promote junior work by
asking the assistance of the juniors in preparing programmes for meetings.

When sufficient interest has been aroused to warrant it, change the day of

the meeting at least once a year to Saturday, so giving the juniors an oppor-

tunity to attend."

"The Branch can strengthen the junior societies by having officers who
shall make it their especial business to enlist, inspire, and help them ; by
having public meetings that shall be interesting to them ; or securing a

speaker who has talent in winning them, to visit every one, if possible, ex-

plaining over and over, if need be, as the constituency changes, what the

W. B. M. stands for and how it works, and what tlieir responsibility is, and
especially by holding in its pledged work some specific lines from which
they can secure or prepare good, regular and interesting information, that

shall be given to them as their part of the responsibility.

"As is the auxiliary so are the junior oi"ganizations. Anyone who has vm-
dertaken pla-nt culture knows the process of securing healthful new growth.
The best plants furnish the best seeds or cuttings, or the best bulbs are

saved to multiply, and they are not set out or planted at random, but under
right conditions ot soil and light and water. If auxiliaries are indifferent

the junior societies are short lived."

The ideal Branch has a junior secretary who lives for her work, and to her
above all the officers of the Branch is intrusted the rousing of the uninformed
and the enthusing of all the young people within the Branch limits. If a

true servant of Christ, the junior secretary uses every particle of her influ-

ence to reach her charges, and by her consecrated effoi't the Branch is kept
in touch with those on whom its very life depends.

RELATION OF JUNIOR AUXILIARIES TO MISSION CIRCLES AND CRADLE
ROLLS.

"As children working together In the best family relation," "as links in

one chain, the junior auxiliary should be to the mission circle what the

senior auxiliary is to the junior."

IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING THE JUNIOR SECRETARY IN BRANCH
COUNCILS.

All the replies on this point show that it is very important that the junior
secretary should be so included. " The junior secretary of this Branch has
always been included in Branch councils, and would feel very much alone
without the support and sympathy of the other Branch officers." " One
junior secretary has always been included in Branch councils, and does not
understand how it would otherwise be possible to conduct the work."
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INSTANCES OF HAPPY RELATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

Junior work in soine form finds a regular place upon the programmes for

Branch meetings ; and junior secretaries are found ready to share responsi-

bility in many waj's at these meetings.

An annual junior rally held in the early fall, while planned by the secre-

taries for junior work, and attended by a larger proportion of young people
than the other meetings of the year, is still regarded as a Bianch meeting,
and is attended by Branch officers and other members of senior auxiliaries.

A third of our Branch officers are actively engaged in work with juniors,

and this includes some connection with Christian Endeavor Societies.

A number of' leaders of the mission circles and of tlie cradle rolls in the

Branch are officers in senior auxiliaries. One officer in a senior auxiliary

meets with four different groups of "young" people, varying in age from
forty-five or fifty years down to the very youngest members of the cradle

roll whose years are not yet months. In at least one church the mission
circle carries on the monthly concert once or twice a 3'ear. The occasional

visits of Branch officers with junior societies has always proved helpful.

While there is still work enough waiting to be done, yet under the leader-

ship of the one who was the president of our Brancli for three times seven

years the foundations have been well laid, as the pleasant relations existing

between seniors and juniors prove.

At the auxiliary meeting (senior) some one representing the junior society

comes in as a herald, bringing word of undertakings, conditions and results

among the younger people. I should think it might be well to reverse this

method sometimes, and let a messenger from the older society visit the

younger, so that each may knovv^ what the other is trying to do, and with
what success.

In one auxiliary a lady, a year since, gave five subscriptions to Life and
Light to what is aiming to be a junior auxiliary. One afternoon I entered

a mission circle unobserved, and soon heard one of the leaders telling a story

from tlie magazine. She had never known anything about missions, but
through Life and Light had become interested enough to help in the mis-

sion circle. It was a good answer to the remark made when it was pro-

posed to give the subscriptions,—" They won't read it if you give it to them."
In one place some of the members of the junior auxiliary act as collectors

for the seniors. One writes :
" I believe that in the organization of our mis-

sionary work the senior auxiliary should have imder its direct supervision

every other department,—junior auxiliarv, mission circle and cradle roll,

each—with perhaps tlie exception of the junior auxiliary—superintended by
a committee appointed by the senior auxiliarv at its annual meeting. At
this meeting there should be submitted a written report of the year's work
in each department. This has been the plan pursued by one church for

more than twenty-five vears, and has. proved a success. It is the plan that

I have urged throughout our Branch, and has been successful wherever
tried."

"Our best growth has been in cases where the auxiliary has kindled a flame

in the heart of some woman to start a cradle roll. Then the interest started

must be preserved in a mission circle, and so on.
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"It was a mother, whose own interest had been secured by attendance at

missionary meetings, whose little daughter prayed two years that they might
have a mission circle in their church like those elsewhere of which the

mother had heard. It was a committee of the officers of the auxiliary society

that called the first meeting of the circle that came fi'om the prayer. It was
the mother, who knew what it would mean in the future to her own children,

who led the circle, even though it involved her in a ride of three miles, but
that circle's life is drawn from the heart of the auxiliary."
" Seventeen years ago, in a certain church, there was no junior auxiliary.

The senior auxiliary felt the need of one. The president talked up the

matter in several of the Sunday-school classes, and finally brought it before

the whole school. A couple of the Branch officers and the auxiliary presi-

dent called the young people together, and a mission band was formed,
which existed as such for more than a dozen years, when it was merged
into another society, remaining auxiliary to the Branch. The president of
the senior auxiliary was a warm, helpful friend to the Band. To her the

newly elected officers went with their difficulties. From her they received
counsel and encouragement. Practical help came in the form of bright mis-
sionary clippings and leaflets, with suggestions as to how they might be
utilized in making programmes. ' Go thou and do likewise,' we would
say to the senior auxiliary in whose church there is no junior auxiliary to

be related to."

" More recent 3^ears have brought experience in another church. Here,
although there is no constitution binding the senior and junior auxiliaries

together, the leaders and workers of the younger society feel a strong, help-
ful sympathy emanating from the senior society. The word of encourage-
ment and of appreciation is not withheld. Frequently senior members visit

the meetings of the mission band, sometimes to introduce new members.
Real interest is shown by them in the efforts of the juniors, and pleasure is

manifested when these efforts prove successful. We sometimes hear that

our juniors are an inspiration to the seniors. If this be true, It Is but another
proof that ' he that watereth shall be watered also himself.'

"

m Wim\\ at Pom^.

CONVENTION OF THE STUDENT VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT.
No more remarkable event passes in review before those who are watching

for the signs of the coming kingdom of our Lord than the Student Volunteer
Convention, which occurs every four years, or once in the period of a stu-

dent's college life. The fourth of these quadrennial gatherings was .held in
Toronto, Canada,- February 26th to March 2d. Of the presiding officer,

Mr. John R. Mott, it is hardly necessary to say more than that the Move-
ment, which owes so much to his consecrated spirit and wise guidance, was
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blessed once more on this occasion by his leadership. While of necessity

calling attention to some individuals who figured prominently as speakers
and leaders at this time, we would follow the spirit of the Convention as

closely as may be, and say less of men than of the brooding power of God,
who, in a marked degree, inspired thought and action. Statistics will tell

the significant story of the representation at this Convention, and are as

follows: Registered delegates, 2,955, of whom 2,296 were students and 212
professors, coming from 465 colleges and theological seminaries ; 82 secre-

taries of mission Boards; 107 returned missionaries; and 28 editors of relig-

ious papers.

Mr. Mott's report for the four years since the last Convention showed
wonderful progress in all lines of this work among students. There are

1,953 Volunteers already upon the field. In the last four years sixty per
cent more have gone to the foreign field than in the preceding period.

A mighty religious influence has been exerted by the Movement in the

colleges and other institutions, about 800 of which have been reached by
its efforts. The number of students in mission study classes has doubled
within four years, showing a present enrollment of 4,797- The question is

sometimes raised whether the leaders of this remarkable Movement conse-
crate themselves to the work upon the foreign field, and receives inspiring

reply in the following figures :
" Of the 46 Volunteers who have served the

Movement as members or secretaries of the executive committee, 27 have
sailed, and nine are either under appointment or have applied to the Boards.
Of the remainder, five have been prevented from going by ill health, and four

are still in preparation." We note briefly, but with deep interest, the policy

of the Movement for the next four years : First, that the number of students

engaged in the study of missions be greatly increased; second, more students

of real promise and ability should be enrolled as volunteers ; third, the best

possible preparation of volunteers for their life work should be promoted
;

fourth, every eflbrt should be made to hold the volunteers true to their life

purpose (" In the beginning of the Movement the Church needed men
who were willing to go; now she needs men unwilling to stay") ; fifth, those

students whom God prevents from going abroad should be led to feel their

responsibility for this work at home ; sixth, directly and indirectly, the

Movement should seek to develop the spiritual life of the colleges and theo-

logical seminaries; and, seventh, the solidarity of the Movement as a world-
wide student missionary uprising should be accentuated. A desire for closer

co-operation with mission Boards was expressed several times during the

Convention, and awakened a hearty response on the part of the representa-

tives of these Boards.
Conspicuous among the speakers, whose words instructed and inspired

all hearers, were Mr. Robert E. Speer of the Presbyterian Board of Missions,

New York ; Rev. Prebendary Fox, Honorary Secretary of the Church Mis-
sionary Society of England ; Bishop Thoburn, missionary Bishop of India,

Methodist; Dr. and Mrs. Howard Taylor of the China Inland Mission. The
spirit of the Convention did not exhaust itself in the earnestness and thought-

fulness which characterized the vast audiences gathered in Massey Hall. It

became necessary to organize overflow meetings for the benefit of the thou-
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sands who could not gain admittance to the hall, and for this purpose the
Metropolitan Methodist Church was utilized each evening. Even this pro-
vision proved inadequate, and on the last two evenings a Presbyterian church,
with a seating capacity of three thousand, was also tilled to the utmost. The
afternoons were devoted to sectional meetings, which v/ere held in various
churches throughout the city. On Thursday afternoon the various mission
fields were considered. Turkey, Persia and Egypt were classified together,

—Dr. C. H. Daniels, of the American Board, presiding. Here the voices
of many missionaries were heard, including those of Misses Pohl and Fen-
sham of the Woman's Board of Missions, and Mr. Wingate of the Ameri-
can Board. On Friday afternoon the sectional meetings took the form of
denominational rallies. The Congregational rally was presided over by
Mr. L. D. Wishard,—Dr. Daniels making a valuable address on the points
where workers are needed imperatively at the present time, and the essential

equipment for these posts. Saturday afternoon meetings were devoted to

the consideration of special phases of the work, as educational, medical,
evangelistic, editorial and leaders of young people's movements.
On Sunday afternoon a mass meeting for the people of Toronto was held

in Massey Music Hall, while large numbers of the guests of the Convention
were distributed throughout the churches of the city, filling pulpits, address-

ing Sunday schools, and lending their aid in many other ways. At the clos-

ing session on Sunday evening, for delegates only, the teachings of the five

days were gathered up and pressed home upon the hearts of all present.

This meeting was rendered particularly impressive by the band of one hun-
dred and thirty Volunteers who rose together when those who are expecting
to go to their fields within the next twelve months were called for. All
fields were mentioned by them as one after another told his goal, and the

reasons given by them for their choice showed obedience to the heavenly
vision, with no regard for selfish aims. Cable messages were i-ead at this

last session from many parts of the w^orld. From Calcutta came the words,
"The fields are white, the time is short; send Volunteers full of faith and
power." From Shanghai :

" One million students, leaders of four hundred
milHon suddenly awakened. Pray. North China calls fill up the gaps."
From Tokyo, " Christ conquers Japan," signed by one hundred former mem-
bers of the Volunteer bands of Great Britain and America. And so passed
into history the Fourth International Convention, and the influences which
had met there from all over the world, all concentrating upon the matchless
theme of the world's evangelization, scattered again to diffuse as widely the

new-born inspiration. Topic cards given the delegates for their considera-

tion on their homeward way ended with the pivotal thought, "It is God
that worketh in you both to will and to do."

KATE G. LAMSON.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

China in Convulsion. By Arthur H. Smith, twenty-nine years a

missionary of the American Board in China. In two volumes. Published
by F.,H. Revell Company. Price, $5.
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The highly intellectual and well-equipped modern missionary frequently
adds to his faith in the ultimate success of Christian missions such a thorough
knowledge of the country where he dwells, and the people among whom he
works, that he becomes a specialist as could not well be evolved in any
other way.
Who made India so well known to us 3'ears before it was visited by the

globe tourist, as the fovmder of Methodist missions in India—Dr. Wm.
Butler— in his fascinating book on the Land of the Veda? We are in-

debted to a missionary for first opening up 7^/ie Middle Kmgdom^—S. Wells
Williams,—whose stately two volumes were for years the standard history

of China to the Occidental student.

Dr. M. L. Gordon's y4wer/c«« Missionary in Japan was reviewed favor-

ably by the Nation^ a paper that could hardly be considered a partisan

pleader for missions. And no one has made us so well acquainted with
China and its multitudinous millions as the author of the latest phase of this

ancient empire, Chitza in Convulsiofi. After reading that wise and witty

book, Chinese Characteristics, we seemed introduced to the interior of a
Chinaman's brain and all its curious convolutions. Village Life in China
acquainted us with the teeming life of those populous towns, for it is said that

Chinese cities and villages are like a basket of eggs,— if one is well-known,
the others are but duplicates. The Critic says, " There is all the difference

between an intaglio in onyx and a pencil scrawl on paper to be discovered
between Mr. Smith's books and the printed prattle of the average globe
trotter."

The prefatory note is dated at Tientsin, June, 1901, and the volumes are

"affectionately inscribed," "To my wife, who before the siege in Peking,
during the siege, and after the siege, was a succorer of many, and of myself
also, in memory of thirty years of partnership, all of them associated with
the Celestial Empire."
To our readers Mrs. Artluir H. Smith is as well-known as her husband,

by her vivid pen portrayals of Chinese life, and those who have had the
pleasure of hearing her speak know that hfer husband's rapid and felicitous

utterance is fully equaled by* her own.
During the anxious days of the siege Dr. Smith was tlie editorial corre-

spondent of the Outlook, and many of the chapters of these volumes were
first published in that enterprising weekly. Numerous illustrations and
maps and an index add to the attractiveness and value of the volumes.

Dr. Smith acknowledges his indebtedness to Mrs. D. Z. Sheffield, of
Tung-cho, "for the collection and arrangement of most of the narratives

of the experiences of Chinese Christians during the Convulsion,"—a very
graphic and unique addition to Ihe recital. The nineteen chapters of the
first volume are largely given up to the genesis of the Boxer Movement, and
the misunderstandings and complications leading up to this outbreak.
Volume second deals with siege life and its relief, and what followed during
a twelvemonth of foreign occupation, together with notable experiences and
personal narratives. Tliese books will be widely read by those who are
either indifferent or hostile to Christian missions, and we rejoice that such
an acknowledged expert as our author agrees with the following quotation
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from the JVbrf/i China Daily News ^ "The charge that missionaries have
manifested an improper desire to see vengeance done on the perpetrators of

last year's outrages is, except in possible isolated cases, as unfounded as

Mark Twain's ignorant charges against Dr. Ament and his colleagues in

Peking and its vicinity." Dr. Smith also quotes Minister Conger's remark,
"I am prepared to justify the conduct of the missionaries before tlie siege,

during the siege, and after the siege."

The closing sentence is full of hope : " When Christianity shall have
been thoroughly tested, and have had opportunity to develop its potential-

ities, it will give to China intellectually, morally and spiritually the elixir of

a new life." G. h. c.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

The Philippines hold the unique position of being to us both home and
foreign missionary ground. A comprehensive account of the progress made
by our Government in the educational system devised for the Filipinos may
be found in the March Atlantic, by the Superintendent of Education,
Frederick Atkinson.
Albania is a section of Turkey we hear less of than of other portions, yet

from it we have pupils in our mission schools, and an article upon that

province may be of interest in EnglisJi Illustrated Magazine, February.
The question of Chinese Exclusion is discussed pro and con in the March

Forujn and Arena. In the Forum, also, Chas. Denby, former United
States minister to China, explains the " Duties of a Minister to China."
"Coming Events in Central Asia" are forecast by D. C. Boulger, in

February Conteinporary Review.
Reviexv of Reviexus, March, " Practical Missions," by Edwin M. Bliss.

This is at once a review of Dr. James S. Dennis's late book, " Centennial
Survey of Foreign Missions," and also an explanation of the " Bureau of

Missions" established in New York City, in three departments.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR MAY.

Our present work in Bulgaria and Macedonia.
We leave our study of the growth of missions this month, and take up the work of

our own Board in Bulgaria and Macedonia, known as the European Turkey Mission.
A condensed account of this region will be found in American Board Almanac of
Missions, page i8. The mission has attracted special attention as being the scene of
Miss Stone's life work and abduction. The mission has been specially rich in its

workers. An account of them will be found in the Lesson Sufflement for May, which
may be procured at the Rooms.
Recent copies of the Missionary Herald contain the following articles : March,

1901, page 98, has an interesting sketch of Elias Riggs, D.D., LL.D. April.
1901, page 145, contains an account of the "Collegiate and Theological Institute at
Samokov," by J. L. Barton, D.D. " Church Building at Salonica" will be found in
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the October Herald, 1899. " Salonica Station," page in, March, 1900. " Philippopo-

lis," page 136, April, 1900. " Christian Workers' Convention in European Turkey at

Salonica," page 141, April, 1900.

Missionary Service No. i on Bulgaria is a full and attractive programme on this

mission, prepared by Rev. W. W. Sleeper. It can be obtained of Rev. Dr. Hitchcock,

Secretary A. B. C. F. M., 153 La Salle Street, Chicago. (Inclose stamp.)

A sketch of the European Turkey Mission of the American Board, by Rev. J. F.

Clarke, D.D., can be had by applying to the Congregational House, Boston.

The Life and Light gives us, among other articles in recent volumes, the following :

"Relief Work in Varna," February, 1898, page 58. Letter from Dr. Clark, October,

1899, page 458. "Chrysanthemum Story" will be found in February and March
numbers of 1900. Extract from a letter from Miss Stone is in Life and Light for

May, 1901, page 217. "The Abduction of Miss Stone" is the opening article of the

November, 1901, number. The December number for 1901 contains an article on

pages 543-545, written by Miss Stone, in the Annual Report of the Mission, on

"Woman's Evangelistic Work in Macedonia."
The daily papers and current magazines have been filled with descriptions of

Bulgaria and Macedonia, and most interesting items can be found by leaders of auxil-

iaries, which have grown in number since "our captive " is free. We would mention

an illustrated article in Everybodys Magazine, the January number, 1902, pages 45-55.
M. J. B.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Receiptsfrom January 18, 1902, to February 18, 1902.

Miss Sarah Louise Day, Treasurer.

5 00

61 55

MAINE.

yjrMJisu'icfc.—Hirthday Th. Off.,

Eastern Maine Branch.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. Bremen, Aux., 3; Fox-
croft, Piscataquis Conf. Coll., 1.05;

Hampden, M. J?., 10; Alachias, Aux.,
22.50; Rockland, Women's Asso.,25,

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Auburn, High St. Ch., Y.
L. M. B., 20; Bath, Central Cong. Ch.,

20.25; Centre Lebanon, 7; Gorham, Aux.
(of wh. 25 const. L. M. Mrs. George S.

Adams), 40; North Berwick, Judge
Hobbs, in mem. of Mrs. Ellen F. Hobbs,
25; Portland, High St. Ch., 79.50, Sea-
men's Bethel Ch., 9.21, Gov. Dau., 8, Sec-
ond Parish Ch., 26.91, State St. Ch., 75,

Aux., 94.45, Williston Ch., Aux., 14.35,

West Ch., 85 cts., Woodfords Ch., 3.40,

Wairen Ch., Cumberland Mills, 1, West-
brook Ch., 40 cts., Yarmouth Ch., Aux.,
14.35, Other sources, 6.68. Less ex-
penses, 7.36,

Total,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

N'ew Hampshire Branch.-Mrs. Allen L.

French, Treas. Barrington, Aux., 13.20;

Hancock, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.50; Keene,
First Ch., M, C, 10, Cradle Roll, 9.55;

Littleton, Aux., 44.11 ; Newport, Cong.
Ch., 9.

Total, 87 36

LEGACIES.

Jforth Hampton.—l^^g^cy of Abbie Gove,
additional, through Treasurer of New
Hampshire Branch, 150 00

438 99

505 54

87 36

Orford.—Legacy of Myra S. Lane, addi-
tional, through Treasurer of New Hamp-
shire Branch, 1 CO

VERMONT.

Bennington Centre.—K Friend, 1 ; Morgan,
A Friend, 40 cts.; Waitsfleld, A Friend,
80 cents,

Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Barnet, 4.50; Brattleboro, West,
Aux., 5, S. 6., 10; Burlington, First Ch.,
20, Coll. St. Ch., 30.25; Cambridge, Aux.,
2, C. E. Soc, 1 ; Fairfax, Mrs. A. B. B.,

2; Ferrisburgh, 10.25; Franklin, Aux.,
3, C. E. Soc, 1.50; Highgate, 2, C. E.
Soc, 1.50; Hyde Park, North, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 1 ; Ludlow, C. E. Soc, 10; Lyndon,
Aux., 5; Rutland, Aux., 58, S. S., 20;
St. Albans, C. E. Soc, 5; St. Johnsbury,
South Ch., C. E. Soc, 5, North Ch., Aux.,
10.55; Townshend, 5; Underbill, Th.OflE.,

10; Woodstock, 45,

Total,

267 55

269 75

MASSACHUSETTS.

Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Andover, South
Ch., C. E. Soc, 5; Chelmsford Centre,
Aux. (with prev. contri. const. L. M.
Mrs. Rebecca Frances Park), 10; Law-
rence, Trinity Ch., C. E. Soc, 5; Lex-
ington, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M,
Mrs. N. H. Merriam), 101.85; Lowell,
First Ch., Aux. (with prev. contri. const.

L. M's Mrs. Caroline E. Holt, Miss Han-
nah Varnum, airs. Helen Osgood
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Graves), Cradle Roll, 5; Maplewood, Jr.

C. E. Soc, 6.34, Cradle Roll, 5.66; Mout-
vale, C. E. Soc, 3.10; Wakefield, Aux.,
25; Woburn, Woburu Workers, 32,

Auburn.—yirs. Urainan Rich,
Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Clias. E. West,
Treas. Adams, Aux., 25; Canaan Four
Corners, Aux., 12; Lee, November Club,

11.46; North Adams, Aux. (of wh. 50

const. L. M's Mrs. Eliza M. Harrison,

Mrs. J. C. Goodrich), 201.44; West
Stockbridge, C. E. Soc, 10,

Boston.—Mr. James H. Ross,
Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Dane St. Ch.,

Aux. (with prev. contri. const. L. M's
Mrs. S. J. Byington, Ruth Byington),
Y. P. Miss. Soc, 10; Danvers, Maple St.

Ch., Aux., 20; Special gift from Branch,
8,

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Wellesley, Aux., 22, Wellesley
College, Y. W. Ch. Asso., 180,

J^orfolkand Pilgrim Branc/t.—Miss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Braintree, Light Bear-
ers, 2.24; Braiutree, South, Aux., 5;
Brockton, First Ch., Aux., 120, Porter
Ch., Aux., 52.14; East Norfolk, C. E.
Union (Wollaston, C. E. Soc), 15, Hali-
fax, Aux., 24.31, C. E. Soc, 5; Hanover,
Aux., 6; Hanson, C. E. Soc, 2; Hing-
ham, Aux. to const. L. M. Miss Lizzie
Cushing, 25, S. S., 9.52; Holbrook, Aux.,
54; Manomet, C. E. Soc, 1; Marshfield,
Aux., 9.66; Plympton, Prim. Dept., S. S.
90 cts.

;
Quincy, Bethany Ch., Jr. C. E.

Soc, 10; Rockland, Aux., 20.77; Scitu-
ate Centre, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M.
Miss Annie F. Pierce), 28.57; Stoughton,
Aux., 5, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1 ; Weymouth and
Braintree, Aux., 25; Weymouth, South,
Old South Ch., Aux., 15; Wollaston,
Aux., 96.27; Th. Off. at Weymouth and
Braintree as follows : Braintree, Light
Bearers, 5.60; Milton, Aux., 20.40;
Stoughton, Aux., 1; Weymouth, South
Union Ch., Aux., 32.75; Wollaston, Aux.,
22; Other sources, 10.30,

N^o. Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. Fitchburg, Rollstone
Ch., Aux.,

Old Colony Branch.—Miss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Attleboro, Second
Cong. Ch., S. S., 40, Ch. Offs., 2; Berke-
ley, Woman's Cent Soc, 10; Fairhaven,
Aux., 1; Fall River, Aux., 330, First
Ch., Mrs. Dr. Richards, 25, Aux., 20;
Taunton, Winslow, C. E. Soc, 17.50,
Cradle Roll, 6.15; Rochester, C. E. Soc,
10,

Salem.—Yriends,
Shutesbury.—A Ifriend,
Springfield Branch.—Mrs. Mary H. Mit-

chell, Treas. Huntington, Mrs. Schuy-
ler Clark, 1; Palmer, Second Ch., Aux.,
10; South Hadley Falls, Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M. Miss Elizabeth
Gaylord); Springfield, First Ch., Aux.,
4, Park Ch., Anx.. 11.20, C. E. Soc, 5;
West Springfield, First Ch., Aux., 10.50,

Suffolk Branch.—M\ss Myra B. Child,
Treas. Auburndale, Y. L. Aux., 41

;

Boston, " Self Denial," 5, Friends, 21, A
Friend, 3, Berkeley Temple, Aux., 10,
C. E. Soc, 19, Central Ch., Aux., 860,
Mt. Vernon Ch., Aux., 40, Old South Ch.,

198 95
20 00

259 90
5 00

38 00

202 00

625 43

70 38

461 65
15 00

40

41 70

A Friend, 2, Shawmut Ch., Shawmut
M. C, 55, Union Ch., Aux., 25; Brook-
line, Harvard Ch., Aux. (50 Memorial,
Feb. 1st), 125.65; Cambridge, First Ch.,
Aux., 124, Pilgrim Ch., Y. L. Aux., 18.24;
Charlestown, First Ch., Aux., 21; Chel-
sea, Third Ch., Aux., 28, Floral Circle,
5; Dorchester, Second Ch., Aux., 59.69,
Pilgrim Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 25; East
Boston, Ladies of Maverick Ch., 16;
Foxboro, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M.
Mrs. Mary Bridge), 40; Medfleld, Aux.,
11; Newton, Eliot Ch., C. E. Soc, 10,
Helpers, 21.50; Newton Centre, First
Ch., Aux., 90.30; Roxbury, Eliot Ch.,
Aux., 89, C. E. Soc, 17.23, Walnut Ave.
Ch., Aux., 25; Somerville, Broadway
Cong. Ch., Aux., 63.63, Earnest Work-
ers' M. C, 10, Highland Ch., Aux., 5,

Prospect Hill Ch., C. E. Soc, 1, Winter
Hill Ch., Y. L. M. Soc, 20; South Bos-
ton, Phillips Ch., Aux., Miss Lucinda
Smith to const. L. M. Miss Louise Gor-
don Russell, 25; Waverly, Aux., 15.15;
Wellesley Farms, A Friend, 10; Welles-
ley Hills, Aux., 74.25; West Roxbury,
Aux., 24.50, 2,056 14

Turner's Falls.—First Cong. Ch., L. M.
Soc, Mrs. B. W. Mayo, 12 00

West Boylston.—A. Friend, 80
Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs, Martha D.
Tucker, Treas. Charlton, Cong. Ch., 5;
Globe Village, Aux., 5; Petersham,
Miss Elizabeth B. Dawes, 200, Aux.
(with prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. P.
R. Crowell); South Royalston, Aux., 5;
Warren, Aux., 8.30; Webster, First
Cong. Ch., 10; Whitinsville, E. C. D.
Band, 14.06; Worcester, Central Ch.,
Aux., 116.90, Old South Ch., Aux., 40,
Park Ch., Aux., 5, 409 26

Total, 4,416 61

LEGACIES.

Arlington.—Jje^sicy of Alfred Tufts, in
memory of his wife, Caroline M. Tufts,
George D. Moore and Arthur T. Tufts,
Exrs., 200 00

.fiosion.—Legacy of Mrs. Susan D. Warren,
Samuel D. Warren, Fiske Warren,
Exrs., 1,000 no

Worcester.—"Legacy of Albert Curtis, 82 00
TForcesfer.—Legacy of Harriet Wheeler
Damon, additional, 5 50

RHODE ISLAND.

Rhode Island Branch.—Mrs. Clara J.
Barnefield, Treas. Barrington, Bayside
Gleaners, 50, Prim. Class, S. S., 8.10;
Central Falls, Aux., 47.04, C. E. Soc, 3;
East Providence, Armington's Corners
Jrs., 2.40, C. E. Soc, 1, Newman Ch., C.
E. Soc, 5; Newport, United Ch., Aux.,
250, S. S., 250; Pawtucket, Park PI. Ch.,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Peace Dale, C. E. Soc,
20; River Point, C. E. Soc, 20; Sayles-

'

ville, Sayles Meru. Chapel, Y. M. Miss.
Soc, 5, C. E. Soc, 3.13; Slatersville,
Aux. and S. S., 11, Interest to date, 4.09;

Providence, Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 66.93,

Little Pilgrims, 35, Plymouth Ch., Aux.,
13.50, Morning Stars, 10, 810 19

Total, 810 19
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CONNECTICUT. \

In memory of S. P. C, 25 00

Eastern Conn. Branch.—Miss Mary I.

Lockwood, Treas. Danielson, Aux.,
27.27; East WilHngton, S. S., 1; Exeter,
A Friend, 2; Griswold, Aux., 1; Greene-
ville, S. S., 9.45; Hampton, Aux., 15;

Lebanon, First Ch., C. E. Soc, 4; Lyme,
Aux., 18; Woodstock, Aux., 14.59, Th.
Off., 19.90, Cradle Roll, 2.82, 115 03

Hartford Branch.—Mrs. M. Bradford
Scott, Treas. Ellington, C. E. Soc, 5.82

;

Enlield, Aux., 47; Farmington, Aux.,
20; Hartford, Asylum Hill Ch., Aux., 2,

Mrs. C. B. Smitli, 10, Mrs. S. T. Davison,
10, Farmington Ave. Ch., M. C, 40, First
Ch., Aux., 1, Park Ch., Aux,, 40, S. S.,

30, Windsor Ave. Ch., Aux., 67.75; New
Britain, First Ch., Aux., 146.73; Plain-
ville, Aux., 35; Terryville, Dau. of Gov.,
1.82; Unionville, Prim. S. S. Class, 9.50;

Wethersfleld, Aux., 23.33; West Hart-
ford, M.C., 5, 494 95

New Haven Branch.—M\ss Julia Twining,
Treas. Ansonia, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Bea-
con Falls, Un. Ch., C. E. Soc, 5; Beth-
any, Aux., 2; ]5ethlehem, Jr. C. E. Soc,
3; Bridgeport, Park St. Ch., C. E. Soc,
5; Canaan, Pilgrim Ch., C. E. Soc, 15;

Centrebrook, C. E. Soc, 15, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 1; Cheshire, Aux., 59.65; Chester,
Aux., 10.05; Colebrook, C. E. Soc, 4;
Cornwall, C. E. Soc, 10; Cromwell,
Eaton Circle, 36.50; Danbury, First Ch.,
Aux., 83.21; East Canaan, C. E. Soc, 5;
Essex, C. E. Soc, 5; Goshen, C. E. Soc,
15, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Greenwich, Aux.,
23; Housatonic, C. E. Union, 6; Ivory-
ton, Jr. C. E. Soc, 9; Killingworth,
Aux., 15; Little Haddam, C. E. Soc, 10;
Meriden, First Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 2;
Middlebury, C. E. Soc, 15; Middlefleld,
C. E. Soc, 5.29; Milton, C. E. Soc, 10;
Morris, C. E. Soc, 10; Nepaug, C. E.
Soc, 5; New Canaan, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2;
New Haven, Yale College Ch., Aux., 60;
Newtown, C. E. Soc, 3; Norfolk, C. E.
Soc, 2; North Haven, C. E. Soc, 5.61;

North Woodbury, C. E. Soc, 25; Ply-
mouth, C. B. Soc, 5; Salisbury, C. E.
Soc, 3; Sound Beach, First Cong. Ch.,
L. M. Soc, 21; South Britain, C. E. Soc,
5; Stamford, Aux., 25, C. E. Soc, 10;
Stratford, C. E. Soc, 10; Wallingford,
First Cong. Ch., 17; Warren, C. E. Soc, .

16; Waterburv, Third Ch., Dau. of Cov.,
11,63; Watertown, C. E. Soc, 10; West
Cornwall, C. E. Soc, 25, Jr. C. E. Soc,
1 ; Westport, Aux., 10; West Torrington,
C. E. Soc, 5; Winchester, C. E. Soc,
4.20; Winsted, First Ch., C. E. Soc, 5,

Second Ch., C. E. Soc, 20; Woodbury,
First Ch., Aux., 7.60, 702 74

Total, 1,337 72

NEW YORK.
Castile.—Mrs. E. S. Beckwith, 6; New
York, Mrs. George S. Hickok, 5; Fre-
donia, A Friend, 1, 12 00

N^iv York State Branch.—Mrs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Albany, Aux., 30; Arl-
ington, N. J., M. W. P., 5; Brooklyn,
Central Ch., Aux., 166.67, Evangel Cir-
cle, King's Guild, 25, Mrs. T. P. Wilkin-
son, 10, Immanuel Ch., Aux., 13, Lewis
Ave Ch., Evangel Circle (of wh. 25 const.

L. M. Mrs. Bertrand C. Smith), 44, Tomp-
kins Ave. Ch., Aux., 121.12, Willoughby
Ave. S. S., 33; Cambria Centre, C. E.
Soc, 5; Clifton Springs, A. G. W., 15;
Cortland, Aux. (const. L. M's Mrs.
Eleanor Wright, Mrs. Esther Dalton),
50; Deansboro, Dau. of Cov., 4.50; El-

• mira, Aux., 15; Fairport, Aux., 13;
Flushing, Aux., 52.25, C. E. Soc, 10;
Gaines, Aux., 3; Homer, Aux., 36.82;
Lysander, C. E. Soc, 2.60; Middletown,
First Ch., Aux., 20; Napoli, Aux., 10;
New York, Broadway Tab., Aux., 200,
Manhattan Ch., Aux., 32.05, Pilgrim Ch.,
Aux., 35; Patchogue, Aux., 21; Pough-
keepsie, Aux. (25 const. L. M. Mrs.
Elizabeth Propson), 30; Riverhead, Aux.
and S. S. (with prev. contri. const. L.
M's Mrs. S. M. Foster, Mrs. H. P. Terry,
Mrs. B. F. Howell), 65, S. S., 10, Sound
Ave. S. S., 17; Rocky Point, Mrs. M. S.
Hallock, 15; Sidney, C. E. Soc, 8; Smyr-
na, Aux., 10; Syracuse, Plymouth Ch.,
Aux., 90.70; Wadham's Mills, Aux., 5;
Walton, Aux., 24.38; Warsaw, Aux., 70, 1,318 09

Total, 1,330 09

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.

Philadelphia Branch.—Miss Emma Fla-
vell, Treas. Washington, D. C, First
Ch., Aux., Miss Huntington, 40; Phila-
delphia, Pa., Central Ch., Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M's Miss Mary J.

•

Jennison, Miss Anna M. Martin, Mrs.
Elizabeth M. Sheldon, Mrs. C, E. Carr), 40 00

Total, 40 OO

NORTH CAROLINA.

Southern Pines.—Mrs. Anna M, Foster, 5,
Harriet A, Barrows, 5, 10 00

Total

,

Concord.—Joy Prairie Cong. Ch., C. E.
Soc,

10 00

Total,

CALIFORNIA

Pasadena.—A Friend, 1 10

Total, 1 10

CANADA.

Canada Cong. W. B. M., 494 37

Total, 494 37

TURKEY.

^inta&.—Miss E. M.Trowbridge, 2; Killis,

Alariam Beddoian and her pupils, 1.83, 3 83

General Fiinds, ,

Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacies,

Total,

Total, $11,003 91

3 83
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SMYRNA.

BY SUSAN MERRILL FARNAM.

What a bright, brave set of people the missionaries are ! Eckicated, culti-

vated, progressive, enthusiastic, devoted,—one cannot find anywhere a class

of men and w^omen who come nearer one's ideal than here. If a person who
*' does not believe in foreign missions," and who considers a missionary a

second or third rate individual, could spend a few days among them, if he

were not converted it would be owing simply to his own stupidity.

In our goings to and fro and wanderings up and down on the earth, it

chanced that we alighted for two or three days in the city of Smyrna. Here,

without any previous acquaintance, or planning, and with no bond but the

strong one of a mutual love for the missionary cause, we were taken at once

into the heart and home of a missionary by Miss Bartlett of the Huntington

kindergarten, and the days we spent there will always be i^emembered as red-

letter ones.

The grave of the martyr Polycarp is at Smyrna. Polycarp was a pupil of

the Apostle John and a teacher of Irenseus. His grave is on a high hill over-

(iSi)
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looking the city and the surrounding country. It is close to the stadium

where lie was burned in 155 c^r 160 A. D., and is acknowledged to be

authentic. The Turks own it now and have built a cenotaph over it,^and

count him one of their saints, under the name of Josef. They keep a green

turban wound around his headstone, thus signifying to the world that he

was a good Mahometan, although he died some four hundred years before

Mahomet was born.

We spent one delightful day at Ephesus, a description of which deserves

an article by itself. The great pleasure of our stay at Smyrna, however, was

in visiting the mission schools and the Collegiate Institute of the A. B. C. F.

M., and in making the acquaintance of the teachers and the faculty. At the

girls' school there were one hundred and fifty pupils. We met them at

morning prayers, and had the opportunity of seeing them all together. They

seemed such a bright, happy, earnest company. There is a flourishing

society of King's Daughters in the school. They publish a paper called

Light in the East.^ and its motto is, " Walk as children of the light.'*

They support a girl in a mission school in India and maintain a free bed in

Dr. Bolton's hospital in Smyrna, besides other benevolent work.

The principal. Miss McCallum, was absent in America, but the affairs of the

school were being successfully carried on by Miss'Pohl, Miss Mills and Miss

Piatt, with several assistants, among whom were Miss Garabedian and Julia

and Photika, formerly of the Brousa school. We dined and passed a social

evening with these young missionaries in their own private, homelike apart-

ments, and this is how we learned that one of them is a fine singer, one an

enthusiastic archaeologist, and one a gifted artist, and that all these talents

are consecrated to the Master and used for the furtherance of his kingdom.

The kindergarten here is a perpetual delight, not only to the little ones,

but to the teachers and friends. One of the brightest, happiest appearing

ones of the group is a deaf and dumb boy. Miss Bartlett told us that when

he first came to school he had a dreadful temper, and his fits of anger were

uncontrollable. One day, after having exhausted all other means of making

him obey, she had the kawass take him home, and the thought of not being

allowed to come to school any more was such a dreadful punishment to him

that he begged to come back, since which time she has had no more trouble

with him.

She told us of one family which she visited where the father, after his

rent was paid, had two dollars a week to support himself and wife and three

children. By close economy they managed to save enough to pay the small

tuition necessary for one child ; but another, a very bright little girl, wanted

to go, and cried every morning because she could not. At last Miss Bartlett
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invited her to come as a guest for a day or two, and such a happy little thing

as she was. We saw her there, and a kind-hearted tourist friend left the

money for a year and tuition, so one child was made the happier for the

visit.

We were present at one of the weekly prayer meetings of the native

women, which was held in Miss Bartlett's dining room. There were some

twenty-four women present ; two or three were young women with little

'children, but most were older and some quite old. Miss Bartlett said that

there was scarcely one of them that had not some special load of sorrow or

trial to bear, which we could well believe as we looked into their care-

worn faces. And for them there seemed but one message—the sympathy of

Christ.

They did not understand our language or we theirs, but Miss Bartlett

turned English into Turkish, and we felt sure as we spoke to them that we
were all one in Christ Jesus.

The Armenian pastor, Rev. Hagop Tashjian, is a man who truly bears

the griefs and carries the sorrows of his people. He is a most intelligent,

kind-hearted man, and they come to him with all their troubles, and consult

him in all their business affairs. They trust him, and there are not many
around them that they can trust.

The face of the Bible woman is an inspiration. The late Mrs. Bartlett

was the means of her conversion and of her coming to Smyrna. She has

labored here for some years. She took us to see some of the khans where

she visits, and they were a revelation as to how some people live. A khan

is a square court, surrounded by buildings on four sides ; in this case, with

what are called dwellings—miserable one-story shanties they were, where one

family occupies one room only, and sometimes there were seven children in

one family. There were forty families living within this court. The court

was not paved, and the drainage was imperfect, if, indeed, there was any at

all. The mud was deep from a late rain, and near the part where the sinks

were the stench was intolerable. A child in an adjoining hovel had been ill a

year. How could it ever get a life-giving breath of pure air ! Another khan

was smaller, had a paved court and was more tolerable. These khans are

owned by the Armenian community, and are rent free to the poor.

These mission schools and colleges that dot the Sultan's dominion, both

in Europe and Asia, are bright spots in the outlook/or the future, where the sun

shines, darkness is dispelled ; and the light that is being shed abroad through

these schools shall one day shine forth, and ignorance, and shadow, and

filth, and degradation, and false religions shall flee away. May God hasten

the da^'
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Heroes and Do you know what life at a mission outpost means? Try
Heroines. to imagine a loneliness exceeding that of the smallest station

to which the government has sent you,—isolation that weighs upon the

waking eyelids, and drives you, perforce, headlong into the labors of the

day. There is no post ; there is no one of your own color to speak to ; there

are no roads ; there is, indeed, food to keep you alive, but it is not pleasant

to eat ; and whatever of good or beauty or interest there is in your life, must

come from yourself and the grace that may be planted in you. In the'

morning, with the patter of soft feet, the converts, the doubters, and the

open scoffers troop up to the veranda. You must be infinitely kind and

patient, and, above all, clear sighted, for you deal with the simplicity of

cliildhood, the experience of man, and the subtlety of the savage. Your
congregation have a hundred material wants to be considered, and it is for

you, as you believe in your personal responsibility to your Maker, to pick

out of the clamoring crowd any grain of spirituality that may lie therein. If

to the cure of souls you add that of bodies, your task will be all the more
difficult ; for the sick and the maimed will profess any and every creed for

the sake of healing, and will laugh at you because you are simple enough to

believe them. As the day wears, and the impetus of the morning dies

away, there will come upon you an overwhelming sense of the uselessness

of your toil. This must be striven against, and the only spur in your side

will be the belief that you are playing against the devil for the living soul.

It is a great, a joyous belief; but he who can hold it, unwavering, for four

and twenty consecutive hours, must be blessed with an abundantly strong

physique and equal nerve. Ask the gray heads of the Bannockburn Med-
ical Crusade what manner of life their preachers lead ; speak to the Raoine

Gospel Agency, those Americans whose boast is that they go where no

Englishman dare follow
;
get a pastor of the Tubigen Mission to talk of his

experience,—if you can. You will be referred to the printed reports, but

these contain no mention of the men who have lost youth and health—all

tliat a man may lose, except faith—in the wilds ; of English maidens who
have gone forth and died in the fever-stricken jungles of the Panth Hills,

knowing from the first that death was almost a certainty. The reports are

silent here, because heroism, failure, doubt, despair and self-abnegation on

the part of a mere cultured white man are things of no weight as compared
to the saving of one half-human soul from a fantastic faith in wood spirits,

goblins of the rocks and river fiends.

—

Rudyard Kipling^ in " The Judg-
7nent of Dungara.^'
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JESUS RISEN.

All hail ! dear Conqueror, all hail

!

Oh, what a victory is thine!

How beautiful thy strength appears,

Thj crimson wounds, how bright thej shine.

Down, down, all lofty things on earth,

And worship him with joyous dread !

O Sin, thou art outdone by love!

O Death, thou art discomfited !

Ye Heavens, how sang they in your courts,

How sang the angelic choirs that day,

When from his tomb the imprisoned God
Like the strong sunshine broke away.?

(185)

-F. W. Faber,
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UNITY AMONG MISSIONARY SOCIETIES.

The increasing unity among Christians on broad lines is one of the sig-

nificant signs of the times. Organic unity, were such a thing possible, is at

present, doubtless, out of reach, but "the great underlying unities" being

the same among all true believers, a common bond results, as strong as it is

precious and lasting.

The "Woman's Missionary Union" forms such a bond, uniting more or

less compactly the various missionary societies of village, town or city, for

mutual help and fellowship. This may be well compacted with constitu-

tion, by-laws and a corps of officers, holding several meetings during the

year ; or it may be just a thread of organization, lightly binding for a single

yearly meeting, but which shall yet express oneness of hope, faith and aim,

and allow concert of thought and action.

As an instance of the first class we may mention the " Union " at Spring-

field, 111. Organized ten yeai's ago, it affiliates twenty-nine auxiliaries of

six denominati_ons, holds three meetings yearly, and gives an annual banquet.

It has originated a unique custom, that of a printed schedule of visits, by

which each auxiliary sends monthly a visitor to every other society in the

Union, thus interchanging about four hundred visits during the year.

As a sample of a less complex organization we will note that of Rockford,

111., which holds but one afternoon meeting during the Week of Prayer. A
single committee emphasizes the work of this Union. To its members are

intrusted the securing (by donations from the different societies) of the

thirty-four periodicals which crowd the missionary table of their Public

Library.

They have also compiled a list of the books in the library which are essen-

tially missionary. This is classified under different headings, not forgetting

also a catalogue of bright books calculated to interest children in home and

foreign missions. The list now numbers, not including the Missionary

^Encyclopedia and the full series of the bound volumes of the Missionary

Review, about one hundred and eighty volumes.

One " new departure" has signalized the present year. Just back of the

table they have placed a leaflet case with compartments, where are congre-

gated over six hundred sample leaflets of the various denominations. Those

on the same general subject are placed together under covers, for better

preservation. There are ninety-nine of these packages, and their contents

range from instructions and stories concerning the baby band and cradle

roll to abstruse papers on ethical subjects. There are leaflets for business

men, mothers, pastors, girls in teens; historical and statistical sketches.
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valuable for reference; biographies boiled down, but retaining the piquant

flavor of personality ; stories ; hints for programme-making ; reports

;

calendars; almanacs; maps; and pamphlets of pictures prettily mounted

from magazines, etc. The members expect to receive signal benefit this

year from these books and magazines in the library in the line of the

united course of study.

Besides the towns alluded to, Topeka, Kan., Des Moines, Iowa, Seattle,

Wash., Pasadena, Cal., West Bay City, Bay City and Detroit, Mich.,

Melrose, Maiden, Wakefield, Everett, Boston and Springfield, Mass.,

—

Hartford and New Haven, Conn., and Pittsburg, Allegheny, Warren,

Lewistori and Philadelphia, Pa., are paying special attention to missionary

books and periodicals. The Student Volunteer Movement has placed 2,500

sets of their campaign library of sixteen volumes on Missions in churches

and Young People's Societies ; another library of twenty volumes has fol-

lowed this, while some public libraries, notably those of Detroit and Balti-

more, have themselves published separate catalogues with the titles of books

on Christian Missions.

FIFTEEN DAYS IN A TEPOIA.

The following journey to the West Central Africa Mission was condensed from Miss

Louise B. Fay's account of her first journey inland :

—

Landing from the steamer at the Portuguese trading port of Benguella in

south latitude twelve, and having received kindly help and courtesy from the

merchants, we proceed to engage our porters for the inland journey of two

hundred miles to Bailundu (By-loon-doo), the nearest station of the West
Central Africa Mission. The first miles we make by train on a sandy track

that must be repaired after every rainy season. Here we take our last

glimpses of the sea, and wind our way back among the hills to Catumbella,

the beginning of the great caravan route to the interior. An old-looking

vehicle, drawn by a donkey, conveys us to the " Dutch House," where we
spend the night, and in the morning we begin our journey of fifteen days,

swung from the shoulders of our sturdy bearers.

The first day's journey is over the Econgo, a low range of barren moun-

tains, with little water or vegetation. We have not yet left behind the low

fever-range of the coast, and the heat is intense. Up and down the hills we

go, sometimes over paths so steep we betake ourselves to our own feet.

The long, picturesque caravan moves, single file, in a path worn deep into

the ground by the tramp of bare human feet, and so narrow as to be almost

impassable for animals, or for a man with boots. As the hours go on the
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caravan straggles, because the tepoia men gradually leave the " load men"

behind.

About six o'clock the camp is reached, the tents are stretched, cots put

up, supper cooked, and from our tent door we watch the tired men resting

by the fire. For fifteen nights we must repeat this experience, and for

fifteen days the changing panorama passes before our eyes. There are the

sweet, still mornings, when the mountain tops are wrapped about in mist;

there are golden sunrises ;
grand, rocky canons, from the depths of which

come the chattering of monkeys among the trees.

Sometimes half way up the rocky steeps the monotony is broken by the

meeting of another caravan, which, amid a mighty hubbub, contends for the

right of way.

In some places the water is scarce, and hardly fit to drink in the dry

season. Here and there are immense granite boulders, that look as if they

had fellen from the tops of the mountains. Some large trees resemble cacti

plants. Several varieties of the honeysuckle appear, and lantanas abound.

Here is a native village, and there a native cemetery, where a funeral

dance is going on, but we cannot stop to watch it. As we push on, vegeta-

tion becomes more abundant. Near the Kuvali River we pass into a

wide region of burnt grass, the black soot of which is brought by a stiff

breeze to our faces, clothing and beds.

Sometimes at evening the missionaries have prayers in the Umbundu

tongue, and the native Christian boys sing the gospel hymns and pray in

their own tongue.

Rivers and brooks abound the more as we go on, sonfe forming cascades

in. the descent from the mountains. Flowers, too, become more numerous,

—orchids, lilies, wild hyacinths, and small pink water lilies resembling the

lotus. We pass the Olombinga Horn Mountains, and later Mt. Elonga.

On the twelfth or fourteenth day out we cross the Keve or " big river " in

a leaky native canoe made of bark, and on the following day we are

keenly alert, for we are nearing Bailundu, the first station of the mission.

So thick are the surrounding woods we are almost at the compound before

we can see the houses, but once there the little group of buildings inside the

fence look very homelike and comfortable. After the dinner, which is

splendidly enjoyed after so many days of picnic breakfasts, dinners and

suppers, there is the excitement of paying the men and separating the loads,

for it is a new caravan that is to take us on to-morrow to Sakanjimba. We
are too thankful to be here to dwell upon the swift exchange of checks that

claim our baggage in civilized lands, and, the ordeal over, we turn away for

a look at the little Baihindn church, and the God's acre in which sleep some

of his beloved.
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THE LIGHT SHINETH IN DARKNESS.
" Had it not been for all these troubles I should never have known you,

for I used to hate Christianity." Such were the words of a dear Chinese

woman some months ago. Would that you could see her,— a perfect lady,

an ideal Chinese wife and mother, and yet for years a regular Saul in her

persecution of her husband, who had become a Christian. He is a small

official, well connected, and of some means. He became interested in Chris-

tianity through observing the changed life of one of his companions. This

man would steal anything he could lay his hands on to get money for gam-

bling, even to taking things from the palace when on duty there. After a

time all was changed ; Mr. Ming looked on and marveled. As months

came and went and there was no more stealing or gambling, he asked his

friend what had caused the change, and the friend said, " I have found the

true God, and he has saved me from my sin." From that time Mr. Ming
went often to the chapel with his friend, and it was a glad day when he said,

" Yes, this is the truth, I believe and accept it
;
your God is now my God."

When he went home and told his wife, and wanted to take down the idols,

she was most bitter and in a terrific rage, and made the children laugh at

their father, took his books whenever she could find them and threw them

into the court. When he would kneel to pray she would laugh and make
fun of him. Sundays she would have breakfast too late for him to get to

church, and then hurry and get the afternoon meal all cleared away before

he reached home frgm Sunday school. She told him she would not cook

for him the days he went to the devil's place.

Again and again the dear city Bible woman, Mrs. Chang, who is of our

martyr band, went to call on her and reason wnth her, but Mrs. Ming would

not listen to her or invite her into her rooms, and the last time she went

there she pushed her out of the court and reviled her for several minutes.

Much prayer was offered for her by this dear Bible woman and others,

and after many days and through deep waters the answer has come.

The continued opposition of his wife at last told on Mr. Ming, and the

last year before the trouble he was seen but few times at the chapel.

When the Boxer mob gathered outside the gate she opened it herself and

asked the leaders in to have some tea. They were taken back at her coolness,

and asked if Mr. Ming did not live there ; she said yes, but he is a good servant

of the emperor. Mr. Ming came forward at once and gave himself up ; he

was taken to the Boxer headquarters, but through the influence of his brother

and other influential friends was let off on payment of a sum of money. A
few days after the foreign troops came a strange lady called to see us, bring-
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ing with her some rolls of white silk. She said, " I know you have lost

everything; can you not make some dresses of this.'"' Great was our sur-

prise to find that this was the lady for whom we had so often prayed. They
brought their five sweet girls and other valuables and moved down near us

where they could be protected by Mr. Ament. Oh, friends, that you could

have watched with us the ripening of this first fruit after the terrible perse-

cution ! Every Sunday and every prayer meeting Mr. and Mrs. Ming and

their five girls, his widowed sister and her son, also another sister and a

nephew,—eleven souls are in attendance. All last year the girls were in the

day school, and this year the second and third are in the Bridgman School.

This second daughter is very pretty and sweet, and such a simple, earnest

Christian,—a delight to all who know her, and the joy of her mother.

We love to think the dear Bible woman knows and in heaven rejoices over

these precious souls.

The widowed sister, Mrs. Wang, is a fine woman, and from the first was

in full sympathy with her brother and loved to hear all about the new relig-

ion ; but only once did she venture to come to the chapel, and that was

about four years ago. On her return home Mrs. Ming told her that if she

went again she would have to move out of the court, as she would not have

her daughters contaminated.

"Oh," said Mrs. Wang, "you don't know the change in our home ; now
it is like heaven, and it used to be like hell."

Mrs. Wang is learning to read, and is studying the Bible that she may be-

come a Bible woman. She is so strong and refined, and is such an earnest

Christian, she will be a great help to us.

Rejoice with us, dear friends, over this the first fruit of the Peking church.

Yes, the light is shining in the darkness and the morning is coming.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM MISS N. O. FRESCOTT,
PARRAL, MEXICO.

The ladies of the Interior are very kind to remember us with their yearly

gift. I have never been so fortunate until this year as to have the calendar

of the Eastern Board. This week has been ours on their calendar, and I

am sure we all feel stronger and encouraged to do more for the cause of

Christ in Mexico.

We have never had so many opportunities of reaching people in Parral

as now, and we are feeling our responsibility, and are trying to shoulder it.

I enioy having Miss Dunning with me. It is so much easier to take hold

of work knowing there is some one ready to help lift, if there is need of it.
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Our schoolrooms are full and running over. Almost every day we have
to turn pupils away. Just now we have a good teaching force, but no room
to receive pupils. We have already given up the girls' dining room to
school purposes, and nothing remains but our two sleeping rooms upstairs,

—

one used by Miss Dunning and myself, and the other by the other six mem-
bers of our family,—our little saca, two kitchens and our small dining room.
I am wondering every day what changes we can make another year so that
we can take more boarders and more day pupils.

SCHOOL FOR BLIND CHILDREN IN BOMBAY.
(From the Bombay Guardian.')

A PLAIN, whitewashed Indian bungalow, furnished in the simplest manner
with forms, cupboards, a dozen low, neat cots in the bedrooms for the bigger
children, and nearly thirty sightless little ones of all ages,—such is the school
for blind children which about a year ago was started by Miss Millard, of the
American Marathi Mission, in Bombay city.

The children had not finished their lessons when we entered the school-
room one recent afternoon. They had been writing, and we examined the
neat, regular pricking of letters and words which, when reversed, the sensi-
tive little fingers could rapidly read, but many lessons are committed to
memory.
When the children had taken their seats on the matted floor we listened

to their reading. It was all in English, for Miss Millard explained that
although Miss Bernard, of Poona, had with great pains reduced the Marathi
language to the Braille character, yet the books were so few that their
knowledge would be greatly limited were she to have the children taught
only Marathi

; whereas English books for the blind are so many that their
education may be wide and varied when once they are able to read in that
language. There is actually, she told us, a monthly paper for the blind
published in English.
" I—love—little—pussy—her—coat—is—so—warm." The familiar words

sounded strangely. A little girl who had been longest in the school was
reading.

" Does she really know what she is reading? " we asked, for a year is a very
short time in which to learn a language as well as to learn to read. "Ask
her," Miss Millard replied. "How do you spell work?" she was asked.
"W-o-r-k work, munje kam" the little one answered promptly, and simi-
larly with several other questions.

It was a pathetic scene,—these children standing and sitting, smiling and
talking, but almost all in utter darkness to themselves. They seemed
wonderfully happy in their new home and in the kind friends they find,
when once they settle down ; but the tiny ones are homesick at first, and
those who have been rescued from famine areas are frail and sickly.

Before we left, the children sang to us. They are well trained in singing,
and are led by a blind boy, whom Miss Millard thinks to be a musical genius.
But an instrument is needed for him and the other children to learn upon

;

a piano is one oPMiss Millard's great needs. Here is one of the songs the
children sansr :

—
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Do you know how many stars

There are shining in the sky?
Do you know how many clouds
Every day go floating by?

God, the Lord, their number knoweth,
For each one his care he showeth
Of the bright and boundless host.

Do you know how many birdies

In the sunshine sing all day?
Do you know how many fishes

In the sparkling water play?
God, the Lord, who dwells in heaven,
Name and life to each has given

;

In his love they live and move.

Do you know how many children
Go to little beds at night,

And without a care or sorrow
Wake again with morning light?

God in heaven each name can tell,

Knows us, too, and loves us well
; .

He's our best and dearest friend.

The story of a brother and sister in the school was very touching ; they
had been sent from different famine orphanages, and had been several days
together before they found each other. Many of the children have lost their

sightthrough the ophthalmia which is prevalent in the hot seasons throughout
India.

This excellent institution is supported wholly by donations. One Brahmin
gentleman who visited it was so touched that he donated the cots and mat-
tresses ; but the income fluctuates, while the needs of the children are new
every day.

We would recommend the work to the prayerful interest and sympathy
of all our readers who love children and desire their best interests.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF THE INTERIOR.
Mrs. S. E. HURLBUT, Treasurer.
Receipts from Jan. 10 to Feb. 10, 1902.
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Contributions It is with great thankfulness that we report a gain of

FOR THE Month. $838.36 in contributions for the month ending March iStli

as compared with last year. This reduces the deficiency in general dona-

tions previously reported to $335.02. A special gift of $2,000 for a school-

building in Canton, China, although not available for the regular work,

supplies an extreme need, and makes a gain for the five months of the year

of $1,664.98. It must surely be very easy to wipe out this small deficiency

for the regular work in the month to come if only our friends w^ill bear it in

mind. There is danger that one will leave it for " some one else," and that

what might be done will fail of the doing through neglect. L.et us take it to

our hearts, each one of us, and undertake our part of it. If only some indi-

vidual would be moved to send in the whole amount ! If more than just the

sum mentioned should be received there would not be the slightest trouble

in appropriating it.

Missionary Miss Emily and Dr. Julia Bissell, from Ahmednagar, India,

Personals, arrived in New York, March 24th. They are both in great need

of recuperation on account of ill health, and are at present in a suburb of

Philadelphia, seeking absolute rest for the present. Miss Use C. Pohl, of

Smyrna, sailed for Germany, April lOth, called there by the death of her father.

She hopes to go back to Smyrna in the early autumn. Miss Ellen M. Stone

arrived in this country April nth, reaching her home in Chelsea, Mass.,

on the same day. Miss Stone seemed in good health and spirits, and her

friends could hardly realize the great trial through which she had passed.

Her first public appearance was in her home church in Chelsea, when a large

number of friends gathered to bid her welcome. Addresses were made by

Rev. A. E. Dunning, D.D., of the Coiigregationalist ^ Miss Jennie T. Buck,

of the Ladies' Missionary Society of the church, and Rev. A. H. Plumb, her

former pastor and life-long friend. On Thursday, April 17th, a reception

was given for her in the church by her family and the ladies missionary

societies. On Friday, the iSth, a meeting, under the auspices of the Wo-
man's Board, was held in Park Street Church, Boston, at which she was

welcomed by Hon. S. B. Capen and Rev. James L. Barton, D.D., repre-

senting the American Board, and Miss A. B. Child, for the Woman's Board.

At all these gatherings she charmed all with the story of her captivity.

(194)
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Our Frontispiece. The illustration on our first page is of St. Catherine of

Siena, from a picture by Carracci.

The stigmata on her hands recall an interesting event in her life. It is

related that one day after receiving the sacrament from her confessor, Father

Raimond, as was not unusual v^^ith her, she fell into a trance. In the midst

of it she started up suddenly, with her arms outstretched, and then fell to

the floor. As soon as she revived she exclaimed, " Be it known unto you,

Father, that I bear on my body the marks of the crucifixion of our Lord

Jesus Christ." She then went on to say that in her trance she saw the Lord

Jesus Christ surrounded by a great light descending to earth. From his

body emanated five rays of light ; at first blood red, afterwards changed to

a pure white ; these rays touched her two hands, her feet and her heart,

making wounds like those of Christ on the cross. From these wounds she

afterwards suffered intense pain. This vision of a distorted imagination

might have passed unnoticed among many visions had it not been made the

cause of great rivalry between the Dominican and Franciscan orders of

monks. It seems that about half a century previous to this vision, when the

body of St. Francis of Assisi was being prepared for burial, the marks of

these same five wounds on his hands, his feet and over his heart were dis-

covered. They were thought to be miraculous evidence of the recognition

of St. Francis as a most holy saint, and were used later to prove the supe-

riority of the Franciscans over other monastic orders. That St. Catherine,

a Dominican, should receive the same recognition was not to be thought of,

and hot dissension raged over it for years. It went so far that Pope Sixtus IV,

a Franciscan, forbade any repi"esentation of the stigmata on St. Catherine.

Such was superstition in the fourteenth century. The article on Catherine

on page 196 by Miss Crowther, will be of great value to those taking up the

fifth Via Christi topic in auxiliary meetings.

Report of the Student We wish all our leaders might have attended

Volunteer Convention, the Student Volunteer Convention in Toronto, to

share in the wonderful enthusiasm and uplift of the meetings. For those

who had not that privilege the next best thing is to read an accurate and full

report of the proceedings, which will soon be issued. The volume will be

bound in cloth, and will contain more than six hundred pages. Although

the price of the book, postpaid, will be $1.60, orders sent in immediately

will be taken at $1 a copy, postpaid. Friends wishing to order in advance

can do so by sending a postal card to the Student Volunteer Movement, 3
West 29th Street, New York City. When the book is ready for delivery

all subsci-ibers will be notified, and they can then send the money, on receipt

of which the book will be forwarded promptly.
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United Study At the Woman's Interdenominational Foreign Missionary

OF Missions. Meeting in Toronto, it appeared that the plan for the United

Study of Missions was being carried out in the different Boards with unex-

pected enthusiasm. The historical course has been very generally adopted,

has proved most interesting to all grades of local societies, and has attracted

many not hitherto interested in foreign missions. The Central Committee

now suggest for 1903 a course of six lessons on India,—a country full of

romance and fascination, as well as the first heathen nation to which mis-

sionaries carried our blessed gospel. The Committee consider themselves

fortunate to have secured Mrs. Caroline Atwater Mason to prepare a special

text-book for use in the study. The success of her recent book, A Lily of

France^ has given her a wide literary reputation, and her hearty interest in

missions is well known in the Baptist denomination. The success of Via

Christi has been most gratifying, and we predict for the succeeding book

a similarly wide circulation.

International The Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the International

Missionary Union. Missionary Union will be held in Clifton Springs, N. Y.,

June 4-10, 1902. All evangelical foreign missionaries, whether in active

service or retired, are eligible to membership and entitled to free entertain-

ment. For further particulars address Mrs. C. C. Thayer, Clifton Springs,

N. Y. These meetings are of the greatest interest to all lovers of missions,

but especially so to missionaries who may chance to be in the country at

that time. Entertainment is free, but traveling expenses must be paid ; if

anyone with a long purse should wish to provide these for any of the workers

from the front it would bring just the refreshment which is so much needed.

The Report of the Depu- The report recently issued by the members

TATioN TO India and Ceylon, of the Deputation to India and Ceylon is a

most interesting document. It shows that the journey was not one for rest

and pleasure, but one filled with labor consequent on the most thorough and

searching investigation of all departments in the missions. We make a few

extracts specially applying to woman's work :

—

Work Among One department from the first considered as most important

THE Young. in our Board has been among the young. Of this the report

says: " The most hopeful work in India is that carried on among and for

the young. The opportunities for work among the children are far beyond

the ability of the missionary to seize. Parents without number are now

saying to them : * We cannot become Christians ourselves, but we are willing
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to have our children Christians, You may take them and teach them as you

wish.' Villages in which no Christians live are asking for Christian schools.

The opportunities for reaching the children are limited only by the number

of teachers to send and of means to support them. The people will partly

or entirely support these schools as they become financially able to do so.

The Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor has gained already a

strong position in the country, and is a positive force in the missionary work.

Rev. F. S. Hatch, the General Secretary for Burma, India and Ceylon, by

his earnestness and tact, is welding these forces together, besides greatly

enlarging the scope of the movement."

Hindu Girls' Many of our societies are supporting day schools in India

Schools. and other missions, and they are sometimes discouraged in

the good work because there is so little of change or special interest to report

from month to month, or even from year to year. The long look forward or

backward taken by the report shows their importance : "The Hindu girls'

schools are filled with girls from Hindu families, many of them of the higher

castes. Necessarily they are all day schools, the children going home at the

close of the school hours. In these Hindu schools the children learn the

Bible stories, repeat many choice passages of the Scripture, and sing gospel

hymns. It is difficult to hold the girls after they are twelve or thirteen years

of age, for at that time the husbands to whom the girls have been married

in childhood claim their wives ; others are taken out to be married, and those

who are widows are compelled to shave their heads, don the garb of servi-

tude, and enter upon their gloomy life. It is not expected that a large pro-

portion of these girls will openly profess Christ and be baptized ; some do,

and suflier severely for it ; but it has been demonstrated that in later years,

when these girls become heads of households, they will be eager to have

their children educated, and will be much more willing to have them become

Christians. The missionaries are often made to believe that some of these

girls secretly love Christ, and are striving to serve him, although united to

heathen husbands and shut up in the zenana. The Bible women follow

them up in the homes, and help to keep alive their Christian hope and joy."

The One Faithful We sometimes hear of the one faithful woman who
Member. keeps the breath of life in a missionary society, and it

seems she has her counterpart in the field. The report says: "In the

Aruppukottai station, which is not the largest station of the mission, but

perhaps one of the best developed, there are one hundred and twenty sepa-

rate villages in which there are Christians. In some of these there are
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strong churches, and in others only a little band of praying men and women,

or it may be only a single soul who believes in Jesus Christ. We were in

one village of this station where there is now a considerable congregation,

but where for eight years one faithful woman remained alone, firm in her

new-found belief, arid not ceasing to pray that others might know her

Saviour. Her prayers were recently answered,,and we saw the fruits thereof

in the form of a crowd of men, women and children who met us out upon

the road a mile away, and conducted us to the house of her who had watched

and prayed so long."

The Site for the New Last January came the welcome news tiiat

Hospital in Ahmednagar. the site so long desired for the hospital at

Ahniednagar had been granted us by the government of India. Within a

month from that time. Sir Power Palmer, commander-in-chief of the British

army in India, on an ofiicial visit to Ahmednagar, was shown the four-acre

lot we wished, and confirmed the grant, which it was within his power to

give or to refuse. The site is a nearly rectangular piece of land, fronting on

three streets,—as an Irishman would put it,—less than a quarter of a mile

from the eastern gate of Ahmednagar city. The ground slopes away from

the spot on three sides, rising gently to the wide-reaching Parade Grounds

of the British troops to the northeast. A trial boring showed that good,

solid rock would be reached at a depth of six to nine feet. There are some

trees on the site already, and the soil promises to be favorable for a garden,

where the children and other patients in the hospital may enjoy themselves

when able to be out for a " constitutional." There is open country on three

sides, and city sights, sounds and perfumes are far away. At the same

time, being within easy walking distance of the city, it will be readily

accessible to friends, whose visits mean so much to the sick ones in a hospi-

tal ward. The site is four and one-third acres in exte'nt. On the east, over

five hundred yards away, is the historic fort of Ahmednagar, occupied by

the Duke of Wellington, in years gone by, after he had captured the city.

On the north and east are open fields and highways, and nearer at hand two

old Hindu temples ; on the west, at some distance, are a few native houses,

and further on, near the city wall, the Roman Catholic church ;
toward the

south more open fields slope gently to the river's edge, three quarters of a

mile away. Now that we are assured of this, the best and in every way the

most suitable site for our hospital that could be found anywhere near the

city, the eighteen months of waiting for it seem but a short time, and when

the buildings are ready for occupation the years of anticipation will seem

shorter still.

—

Dr. Julia Bissell.
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A FOURTEENTH CENTURY PEACEMAKER.

BY MISS ELIZABETH CROWTHER,
Assistant Professor of History, Mt. Holyoke College.

Between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries the great forces were at

work which changed the mediaeval to the modern world. This was the era

of the Crusades—those wonderful expeditions of the West against the East,

which affected not only the religious but also the intellectual life of Europe,

and its social and political institutions. Everywhere the old exclusive and

narrow ideas gave place to wider and more general interests. In the four-

teenth century the Renaissance began in Italy. The home of this movement

is Florence—one of the great city republics that had gained independence of

the empire and the right of self-government. But political libert}' in those

days did not mean political equality. Although the strength of Feudalism

was broken, its spirit remained, and there was great hostility between the

nobles and people. The consular constitutions adopted in many of the cities

amounted to but little more than a division of power between the classes,

and secured peace only so long as there was harmony between the rulers*

and a docile spirit in the ruled. Let anything disturb this harmony or

change this spirit and the city at once became a prey to civil strife, the

horrors of which are faithfully pictured in Dante's great poem. Nor was

there any tie binding these republics together. The same petty jealousies

and quarrels ruled in the states, and Italy was torn with civil dissensions

and harassed by lawless bands of mercenar}^ troops. To this distracted

country Catherine Benincasa came as an angel of peace.

She was born in the city of Siena in 1347- Her father was a d3'er and a

member of the great middle class. She was the youngest of a large family

and the pet of tlie household ; lier disposition was so sunny that she won for

herself the name of Euphrosyne. Early in life she devoted herself to the

service of God and humanity, and about the year 1364 was admitted to the

so-called Third Order of St. Dominic. During the next six years her

biographers tell us of fastings and penances, of a bed of boards, of a "dis-

cipline" of iron chains garnished with sharp points, with which, in imitation

of St. Dominic, she chastised her body three times a day, once for her own
sins, a second time for the sins of others, and a third time for the dead.

They tell us, too, of visions and revelations, of a wonderful love for the souls

of men—a love that finds expression in the following words, " Could you

but know the beauty of one immortal soul you would think it little to give

your life a hundred times over for its salvation." She acquired so great a

reputation for charity and good works that when a revolt broke out in the
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city, and the lives of her two brothers were in danger, she conducted them

to a place of safety through streets 'lined with their political enemies.

The year 1370 marks the beginning of her more public life. According

to Catherine's own account, she heard the Divine voice saying to her

:

" Daucrhter, there are a great number of souls which I will to have saved

through thy means. Thou shalt no more keep within thy cell, but shalt go

abroad into the world to win souls." During the plague which visited

Siena in 1374, she was constantly ministering to the needs of the sick and

dying. In that terrible time, when " in some streets not a creature was left

alive to answer the call when the dead cart stopped at the door," the people

learned to know and love, as never before, the one who brought comfort and

consolation and peace into their troubled lives. Her fame spread beyond

tlie walls of her own city of Siena, and officials in church and state came or

wrote to her for advice. Here begins her distinctive work as a peacemaker.

" It was not long," says one of her biographers, "before Catherine acquired

such a reputation for success in the reconciliation of long-standing family

feuds that appeals were made to her arbitration from all quarters."

To two of the nobles she writes : " Yes, my dear children, I want to see

hatred disappear out of your hearts. Do not act as madmen do, who, by

seeking to injure others, only injure themselves. Be reconciled both to

God and your enemies ; vou cannot have peace with God unless you have

peace with your neighbors." To the legate of Bologna she gives the

following advice : " If possible, make peace. Is it not miserable to see us

with arms in our hands fighting against one another, whilst every faithful

Christian should be ready to do battle only against infidels.? Peace, then,

dear Father. Urge the Holy Father to think more of the loss of souls than

the loss of cities, for souls are dearer than cities to the heart of God."

Catherine, filled with a passion for souls, here urges the pope to remember

his duties as head of the Church, and to lose sight of his own temporal power

in caring for the spiritual interests of the Church. Italy might have been

spared many years of wars and invasions had the pope listened to her advice.

In 1375 eighty cities joined in a league to resist the claims of the pope,

who at that time lived at Avignon. Affairs having come to a crisis, the

Florentines appealed to Catherine for help. It is in connection with her

intercession for Florence that she urges the necessity of the pope's return to

Italy as the best means of healing the troubles of that country. In 1376

she writes to the pope : " Mv Father, I say to you In the name of Christ,

come, and come quickly. Remember you hold the place of the Sweet

Lamb of God, whose unarmed hand slew all our enemies. He made use of

no other weapons than those of love. He thought only of spiritual things, and
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how to give back to men the life of grace. My dearest Father, with that

same sweet hand of His, I conjure you, come and conquer all our enemies in

the name of Christ crucified ; do not listen to those who would hinder you

;

be generous and fearless. Respond to the call of God, who bids you return

to the city of St. Peter; come and live there, and there raise the standard of

Holy Cross. This will deliver us frorrt our wars and divisions and iniquities,

and will at the same time convert the infidels from their errors." Catherine

hoped that the pope's return inight bring about a reconciliation with the

cities, and also lead to reforms in the Church—a substitution of "good
pastors " for the " w^olves " who were " devouring the flock." The Church

reformed and harmony restored, a crusade might be waged against the

infidels in Asia, and thus Italy might be freed from mercenary troops and

the warlike nobles and leaders who put the chief obstacles in the way of

unity and peace. The advice of Catherine strengthened the resolution which

Gregory XI had already made to leave Avignon, and helped him to over-

come the opposition of his cardinals. He received a royal welcome at

Rome, and all Italy rejoiced in his coming, but troubles soon began. Self-

ishness in church and state brought to naught the efforts of those who hnd

the welfare of both at heart. Discouraged and disheartened by the failure

of his hopes and plans, Gregory XI died at Rome in March, it,'jS. Cath-

erine was at that time in Florence, trying to make peace between that city

and the pope. She continued her work, and a treaty was made in July,

1378, between the city and the new pope. Urban VI. Her mission ended,

Catherine returned to Siena.

The new pope, Urban VI, seems to have been a man of courage, but

without tact. He also had a temper hard to control. He was not popular

with the clergy or the cardinals, who tried to have him resign. This

Urban VI refused to do, and, being deserted by tliem, he appointed new
cardinals to show them his determination to stay at Rome and reform the

Church. They retaliated by declaring his election void, and choosing a rival

pope, Clement VII. Thus began the " Great Schism," which was one of

the causes of the fall of the papal power. The tidings of this trouble reached

Catherine soon after her return from Florence. Summoned by Urban VI

to Rome, she left Siena in the fall of 137S, and spent the last two years of

her life advising and aiding the pope. She wrote to kings, princes and

•nobles, begging them to hold themselves in allegiance to the rightfully

elected pope, and thus restore peace to the Church. In several cities her

letters kept the magistrates friends of Urban VI. This was especially true

o^ the Roman magistrates. In May, 1379. they attacked the castle of St.

Angelo, where Clement VII was staying, and forced him to leave the city.
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He went first to the kingdom of Naples, but was driven from there, and
finally settled at Avignon. These were dark days for Catherine ; a true-

patriot and a devoted church woman, she mourned over the evils under

which Italy and the Church were suffering, yet she never lost hope.

In spite of the outlook, she writes : " Thanks, thanks be to the Most High,

the Eternal, who has placed us like knights on a field of battle to combat

for his spouse, protected by the shield of Holy Faith. The field is won !

The victory is ours !
" Thus encouraging the hearts of those who knew

her, and full of confidence that God would bring the Church out of all her

troubles, and cause righteousness and peace to prevail, she entered into rest

in April, 1380. As truly as if she had suffered the martyrdom she so-

earnestly desired, she gave her life for the Church. Her name is to-day in.

Italy a synonym of peace, love and good works.

BIBLE WOMEN IN CEYLON AND INDIA.

BY REV. JAMES L. BARTON, D.D.

The idea of a Bible woman, that is, of a woman who shall go from house-

to house in a city or village and give lessons in reading, or in anything else^

is entii"ely foreign to these countries. The women there, even the self-

respecting iieathen women, do not do such tilings. For a woman not a

Christian to thus go about alone and unprotected would expose her to great

moral peril. These facts are all known to the missionaries, and they con-

stitute one of the difficulties of this kind of Christian work. The work

would not be done in this way if any better means could be found for reach-

ing the zenanas from which the women cannot come for instruction, and

into which only women can enter from outside the immediate family. The
woman missionary can go to these places ; but it is impossible to sustain on

the field a force of missionaries large enough to make much of an impres-

sion upon ^0,000,000 homes or family centers in India and Ceylon. The
missionary must multiply herself many fold by setting other women to do the

same work, or the work must remain undone.

In spite of the difficulties, gradually women witli more or less qualifica-

tions were found to accompany the missionary upon her daily visits to the

zenanas, and as these women showed ability and strength they were sent out

upon separate rounds ot calls. Some of these proved unworthy or unable

to do the work demanded and were dismissed, while others grew in strength

bv the service and have become great auxiliaries in the work.
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These women have also other duties than that of calling at the homes or

accompanying the missionary where she goes ; they are an advance guard

for the missionary in the places where they reside. VV^hen the missionary is

to visit a place in which, or near which, a Bible woman is located, word is

sent to the Bible woman to have the women of the village collected for a

meeting with the missionary. The Bible woman goes from house to house

and makes the announcement ; she has the place ready, and when the hour

approaches for the arrival of the missionary, she gathers in the women so as

A BIBLE WOMAN WITH LOW-CASTE HEARERS.

to be ready for her. The missionary can thus accomplish in a brief visit

what could not be done in hours, and probably not at all, were it not for the

Bible woman's services.

When one meets a company of these Bible women in the rural districts of

Ceylon or India for the first time, there is a sense of disappointment in them.

It is evident that the most of them are villagers, and that their education is

limited, indeed. Now and then one is found who can read only with diffi-

culty, and we naturally ask why such women are engaged at all for this most

important work. The answer at once is given that thev are the best to be
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found at present who can give their time to this work ; and later we came to

see that for work in the most ignorant villages and towns, probably a woman
with only a little learning (to know how to read at all among the pagan vil-

lages is a mark of high education) can come nearer to the hearts and lives

of the people than could one who had more of the refinements of the high-

school graduate. But the work of the less-trained woman must necessarily

be briefer, to be superseded by better trained and stronger workers as the

needs enlarge and better women can be trained.

The missionaries plan to make the very work of the women preparatory

for better work. Not infrequently, and in fact in most cases, monthly meet-

ings are held with the Bible women, in which Bible lessons are gone over

with and new Bible stories taught, all to be used in the coming month in all

the field. In this manner the missionary multiplies her power and greatly

enlarges her field. They search out and find many cases of inquirers and

bring them to the missionary, while they carry messages from the missionary

to all parts of their field.

We saw personally, and spoke with a large number, more than three hun-

dred, of the workers who are called Bible women. Some of them are well

educated, and are doing tlie work of missionaries as they go into the homes,

carrying the light and peace of the gospel. Not a few of these able and

devout workers have won places for themselves in the confidence, if not the

iiftection, of almost tlie entire community. Many of them are women of

deep faith, of mucli prayer, and as they remain in the work they grow bold in

the service. The people show them honors, and recognize their power of

leadership.

We were at an open bazaar meeting in Ceylon, which was regularly held

each week at Chavagacherry by Dr. Young and a Bible woman wlio accom-

panies her in this evangelistic work. It was a motley company of old and

young, strong men and brawny women and numberless children, which

crowded to suftbcation the sheltered spot in the center of the plaza. While

the most of the audience were men, it was decidedly a woman's meeting.

An obstrepei-ous man of perhaps fifty-five years began to be noisy, when the

gentle doctor put her hand out and laid it upon his head, pressing down, and

keeping her eye fixed upon his ; he stood it but for a moment, and then he

grew limp and sank down upon the ground by the side of her chair. One
native preacher spoke at that service, but the impassioned, earnest appeal

which held that large, motlev throng in complete silence, and with fixed

attention, was the address of the Bible women. It was a strange sight to

tliem, no doubt, and yet they have long since learned that tlie gospel of Jesus

Christ brings many strange things with it, and one of them is that the Chris-
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tian daughters of the land prophesy in a manner never known before in that

pagan country.

In Madura we met an earnest, clear-eyed company of women in the Bible

Training School. Every one of them had a thrilling story to tell, if she

could be induced to tell it, of what she had endured from paganism, and

what she had already suffered that she might witness for Jesus Christ. As

we heard the story of some of them, told us by Miss Swift, it seemed almost

as if we were looking upon the faces of those who had already come out

HEATHEN WEDDING IN INDIA.

of great tribulation. A few days later we were at a great heathen festival^

some twelve miles from the city of Madura, where from fifty thousand to

eighty thousand people assembled for two or three days to carouse, feast and

perform their heathen ceremonies. On the main road from Madura to the

great temple, and not far from the entrance to the temple ground, we saw
some tents pitched, and learned that these were the outposts of the attack of

the Bible women of Madura upon that heathen throng. We mingled in the

crowd of listeners, and as we could not understand what was said, took the
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privilege of looking about. Three or four of the women were conducting

the service at the time we were there. They were under a large tree by the

side of the road, where the shade was inviting to the weary pilgrims. Each

one had her Bible, and they spoke in turn for tifteen or twenty minutes each,

going around the second time or being reinforced by new recruits. The

service had the appearance of a protracted meeting.

We saw pilgrims, v>'hole mmilies, eagerly plodding along the road with

their faces fixed upon the temple before them. Suddenly their attention is

attracted by the voice of a woman, and they halt, glance around, and after a

hasty v»^ord among themselves, they turn aside and enter the circle of lis-

teners. The head of the family stands for a time with his mouth open and

listens to strange words from a woman ; not words of anger and vituperation

which he has been accustomed to hear from the women of his acquaintance, .

but words of kindness, bearing a message of love and blessing. After a few

moments he lays down his bundle and sits down upon the ground, prepared

to hear all that is said. He was there with his entire family sitting behind

him when we came away. It may be at this very moment as I write, in

some obscure Indian village, a man is telling to his neighbors and relatives

strange things tliat he heard that day from the lips of a woman under a

banyan tree near the famous temple of Alagercovil

In the evening a screen was stretched, and the crowds that thronged the

road saw pictures of Christ with illustrations of the parables, etc. ; and as

they feasted their eyes the story was driven home to their consciences.

In Sirur, in western India, we attended a woman's meeting in the church,

where more than one hundred women were present. The cliapel was taste-

fully decorated with pictures of Bible scenes and colored papers. Upon the

front seats sat some Bible women, who are working in the city and near

places under Mrs. Winsor's superintendence. Some of these were young

in the work, while others had grown strong under many years of Christian

service, battling with evil and against Hindu prejudices in that Sirur field.

Muktabai, the oldest Bible woman in the Marathi mission, was there, who

has led many to Christ. A company of several scores of women from the

city and near villages were present,—women who had been sought out and

trained by the Bible women, now eager to unite with the church. The

church was bidding them to wait until they should prove by their lives their

ability to endure persecution and withstand temptation.

After the meeting was opened, one of the Bible women came forward and

explained to the companv one of tlie Bible pictures upon the wall. At first

she seemed a little timid,—somewhat abashed, perhaps, by the unusual

presence of a deputation from the American Board. Gradually she forgot
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that strangers were there, as her heart seemed to warm and glow with her

theme. The eyes of every woman iu the house were fixed upon the speaker,

glancing from her face to the picture as she pointed out the various objects

there and drew the lessons therefrom. Many in the audience leaned

forward in their seats as if to catch a little earlier the words of the story

that gathered around tlie Bible scene.

It would be impossible for one to witness such scenes as these and not

feel the power that those Bible women exert over the lives of the women
whom they teach. All of these women may not be learned, measured by

our standards ; some of them may seem weak leaders of the people and

feeble preachers of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and yet in all India I did not

see the attention of an audience of women more fully arrested or their hearts

more apparently touched than in that woman's meeting in Sirur. Multiply

that audience by many hundred, and that woman—leader of women—by
ten score and more, and you will but begin to catch a glimpse of the

influence the Bible women in that country are exerting over their less

favored and terribly needy sisters. The Bible women cannot be spared.

CHINA.

MRS. DIONG CING-HIONG, BIBLE WOMAN.
BY MISS C. E. CHITTENDEN, FOOCHOW CITY.

Dear Friends and Fellow-Workers : I am very glad to introduce to

you one of your representatives in the Foochow Mission, Mrs. Diong Cing-

Hiong, or Cing Hiong-So, as we call her. The less than five hundred

surnames are so overworked in China to supply four hundred million people,

that the given name and title is used by even slight acquaintances. So

means Mrs., and Cing-Hiong is her husband's name,—given name. It may

seem more natural at home to say Mrs. Diong.

Mr. Diong Cing-Hiong, her husband, has been preaching for six years, all

in the beautiful Cieng-Muang (Battle Slope) Valley, six miles north of Foo-

chow City. In his diligent seed-sowing his wife has shared, and now she is

sharing the harvest that is beginning to come. There are nearly a hundred

members in the three churches that have grown up in the valley the last six

years, since the gospel was first brought to them regularly by resident

workers. Of the hundred members less than ten are women. A number

are waiting for admission, and still more are, we trust. Christians in God's

sight, though not yet sufficiently confirmed in the new life to be received to
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full membership. In this vital work of touching the mothers, Mrs. Diong

is doing work in which you will rejoice to share.

Her work is threefold : First, her home duties, the family consisting of her

husband, herself, three children, one a baby, and the feeble mother-in-law.

To prove that an educated Christian woman can be a dutiful daughter-in-law

and wife—I use the order advisedly—and a better mother than she would be

without her new faith, this must be the foundation of her influence among
those ignorant of Christianity and prejudiced against it. That the "five

human relations" can be loyally fulfilled

bv those who do not follow the idola-

trous parts of the ancestral worship needs

to be demonstrated before the prejudice

of those among whom the Christians

live will change to respect and love, as

it has done in the case of Mr. and

Mrs. Diong. The details of her home
duties are much like those of a pastor's

wife on a small salary anywhere. She

does her own housework and sewing,

and cares for the children with such help

as custom and poor health allow her hus-

band and mother-in-law to give. For-

tunately for her, housework is more

simple in China than in America, but

you would wonder, as I often do, how
she does so much and so quickly with

such clumsy utensils.

As you see in the plan, the chapel is plan of a Chinese pastor's house.

simply the large central room of a farm-

house, making its surroundings as natural to the people as possible. The
"parsonage" you see marked at the left. The living room is also Mr.

Diong's study and reception room. Every visitor must be served with tea
;

often light refreshments or a substantial meal must be provided suddenly for

visitors from a distance, and all other interruptions met which come to a

pastor's wife in China as well as at home.

Across the courtyard you see the place of the second part of her service,

the women's class room. Since this room was opened, in March of last

year, it has been used almost every afternoon, except at the busiest times,

China New Year and harvest. The regular term is from three months in

the spring and three in the fall. The attendance has varied from ten to
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twenty, the total enrollment being twenty-five. They are all farmer women,

-working in the fields early and late, or carrying heavy loads of rice or tea

into the city, or great bundles of grass and fagots down from the moun-

tains. All the refuse of the great city of six hundred thousand is carried

away by such country people to enrich their fields. At first sight there

seems nothing in their life to lift them above the mud of the rice swamps.

Yet thei-e is a touch of womanly refinement about the roughest of them, in

their smooth black hair, always witli flowers in it, and in their dress of

coarse dark cotton, grotesque in our eyes, but adapted to their w^ork, and

kept wonderfully neat when considering what that work is. Many of the

younger ones have very fresli, prett}' faces.

All who cannot read are called "blind" in China, and a common term

for women is chung-mhug iigu (blind cows). It is from such women that

Mrs. Diong's class is gathered. They have grown to be mothers or grand-

mothers without knowing they had any mental life, and study comes a little

hard. Day after day her patient, loving, sympathetic teaching gives them

courage to keep on until the strange signs suggest familiar words, known

before by ear only ; the familiar words bring glimmerings of wonderful, new

ideas ; the ideas slowly link themselves into connected thought ; and they

are reading for the first time in their lives. From the first lier daily message

is: " There is some one to dong coi (bear our sins). Jesus the Saviour

died for our country' of China, too, and for us, even if we are just women."

During the Boxer trouble ten of the women studied on through the summer,

disbanding only for two or tliree days of the greatest danger from Boxers.

When threatened with sufferings we in our quiet homes cannot imagine,

they said : " We will not give up Christ whatever you do. If you are de-

termined to kill us, then we will go to the Sing-saiig-imi (teacher) at the

church, and all die together." But the riots did not break out, and the

work and study went on as quietly as though no fiery trial liad visited

the Christians of the North ; but the impress of those days and weeks, when

they faced what those in the North met, will never leave those who passed

through that summer.

Now, ten of the class are studying again, getting up very early, and doing

extra work in the fields these hot mornings, so they may have the afternoon's

study without neglecting their share of the family work. During term-

time they are allowed 30 cash (a cent and a half) for every day of prompt

attendance and good study, to pay for their books. That is only a part of

what they would earn for a full day's work, so this summer class in the

busiest season, with no help, proves how deeply Cing-Hiong So's work has

touched their lives, and won the appreciation of their husbands' families.
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The third part of Mrs. Diong's work is visiting women in their own
homes, to tell them the gospel for the first time, or to strengthen their faith,

or to comfort them in trouble. Slie never speaks to the men directly,

—

Oriejital custom would not allow that, and she is very careful,—but many

stand at one side and listen. Last year the dear wee baby in her arms

meant little strength and less time for his mother to go out to the homes of

the women in the class, and to the many others open to her, but this summer

she writes gladly of this part of her work. In the group of Bible women

she sits in front of Miss Hartwell, wearing a dark garment. The picture

does not show how unusually attractive her face is, with clear olive com-

plexion and large, expressive eyes. She is a good wife and mother, teacher

and friend. To her missionary fellow-worker she is a kind hostess and

dearly loved helper. A missionary of wide experience calls her one of the

sweetest spirits she has seen in China. She has her own share of hard things

to do and to overcome. In the daily help of your prayers she trusts and

rejoices, and hers go out to " the honorable ladies in the Great Beautiful

Country " who give for Cieng-Muang, though unknown to lier by face or name.

The twenty dollars sent for lier could do more in no otlier way, I believe,,

to lay the foundations of the Cieng-Muang (Battle Slope) church deep on

the Rock, because through this earnest, winsome life the mothers are hear-

ing and learning to read God's Word, and are being led to the Saviour there

promised. •

BULGARIA.

LETTER FROM MISS ELLEN M. STONE.

Salonica, Turkey, March 14, 1902.

On what day could I better send to all my beloved sisters among the

officers and the membership of the Woman's Board my thanks for their

telegram of "love and welcome home," than on this day which they have

designated as my day on their Calendar? I thank you, too, for this beautiful

record for each day of the year, by means of which you bind together your

work and workers the world around. In our captivity we could and did

pray for God's work and all his faithful laborers in general ; but now we

can mention them specifically, with great delight uniting in the great stream

of prayer for them. We are glad to be freed in season to pray especially for

God's work in Bulgaria and Macedonia. There is such crying need for a

powerful turning of hearts here to seek the Lord, that I would plead with

every praying woman to enter into the presence of the Lord, and take from
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his open hand the spiritual blessings for which Macedonia is groaning. The
horrible fact that we could be captured in a land where I have worked so

many years, and where those who know me know that, in common with all

our missionaries, I am here only for the good of the people, proves how low

is the moral sense of many inhabitants of this province. So much the

more clearly do we see and feel the need of work in the mighty name and

power of the Lord of Hosts in this dark land. The light of his gospel

shines from thirty or more centers in Macedonia, but they are like little

candle lights in dense darkness, instead of the magnificent electric light,

which drives darkness even from most hidden corners. Now let prayer be

made for such heart-turning to God that this land shall be transformed into

Immanuel's land instead of being a rendezvous of brigands.

Will you kindly let this suffice for my word of greeting to all of your

officers and constituency until I can come to you, if God will, in April?

FINAL ACCOUNT OF MISS STONE'S RELEASE.

BY MRS. MARGARET B. HASKELL.

Just when we were at the lowest ebb of discouragement in regard to the

release of our captives, came the telegram from our son, saying that they

arrived in Strumnitza that morning, February 23d. Great was the rejoicing

here. Faces beamed through tears of jov, and voices choked with sincere

expressions of thanksgiving. Nor was the happiness confined to our own
circle. Bulgarian neighbors and orthodox friends grasped our hands

cordially, and rejoiced with us. Miss Clarke wrote from Sofia: " All was
smiles and congratulations and hand-shakings at our evening meeting.

Everybody sympathized and rejoiced." Praise services were afterward held

in various places.

Mrs. Edward Haskell writes that the ladies were left under a tree near the

village of G , three hours before dawn. It was very cold, and before

daybreak the party started for help ; but the fierce village dogs came at them,

and they were obliged to retreat. At dawn Mrs. Tsilka went, leaving baby
with Miss Stone, who, on account of a lame knee, could not run if the dogs
attacked them. She was met by a Turk, who, as soon as he learned who
they were, brought them to the village, found the Kodjibashee, who pro-

cured horses, and escorted them to Strumnitza, an hour distant. They went
directly to the house of Preacher Kimoff, whence they telegraphed to

Salonica. The next day, Monday, Dr. House, accompanied by Mr.
Gargiulo, the efficient first dragoman of our legation, who was one of the
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committee who paid the ransom, went to bring the rescued ones home.

Strange to say, Mr. Tsilka was not allowed by the Turkish government to

go with them, but went the next day in company with Mr, Holway, and met

the party half way to Oodovo on the railway. Strumnitza station is three

hours from Salonica on the railway going north to Nish ; but the city is five

or six hours beyond by horseback, so the trip there and return cannot be

made in one day.

It was late Tuesday evening, therefore, when a large party, comprising

the American Consul, wife and son, the German doctor, wife and daughter,

Mr. and Mrs. Crosbie, general missionaries to the Jews, and many others,

besides the missionaries of our Board and Bulgarian friends, gathered at the

Salonica station to welcome the wanderers. There was great excitement

when the train arrived. The ladies of the station had sent up wraps, etc.,

so that the travelers should not appear dressed in " sheepskins and goat-

skins." Mrs. House and Airs. Haskell were first admitted to the car where

sat Miss Stone, "looking as natural as though she had returned from an

ordinary tour." She is thinner, however, and we fear will always "bear

about" some "marks" of this cruel experience. Mrs. Tsilka looked pale

and worn. Mr. Tsilka was beaming as he held the precious baby Ellen—

a

plump and healthy child despite the strange circumstances of her short life.

When the greetings and congratulations were over, the missionaries gathered

in Dr. House's home, where a pra^-er of thanksgiving was offered.

The next day the missionaries were invited by Mrs. Lazzaro, wife of the

American Consul, to an elegant lunch, to which the early spring flowers

lent grace and fragrance. The Lazzaro's home is beautiful, and the contrast

with her previous surroundings must have been marked to Miss Stone. On
Thursday Mrs. Haskell entertained the "station" at a "Thanksgiving

dinner," just three months after the November Thanksgiving, which was so

heavily shadowed by the news then received of the death and burial of the

captives. Thank God they are not dead, and the Lord has mercifully

turned their captivity and given the "garment of praise for the spirit of

heaviness !

"

As to where, how and to whom the ransom was paid we shall probably

never know. It is a secret between the brigands and those who paid the

money. The robbers have shown great cunning. At last the long trial is

ended. It has been an unspeakable comfort during the recent severe cold

weather to think of our dear ones as safely housed in Salonica. Now we
all await the story of their wanderings from Miss Stone's own pen.
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TURKEY.
TUSHOON OF HOGHI.

BY MISS CARRIE E. BUSH, OF HARPOOT.

I WISH you could begin to realize how depressing is the religious and

spiritual atmosphere of this town of Hoghi. It is very low down and hearts

very hard. There is one bright spot, and that is the path of the Bible

woman as she goes on her daily rounds. Her name is Tushoon, and she

has worked here many years. She has only one e3'e, and her husband, who
died many years ago, was totally blind. She has three children, two of

whom have been in our schools in Harpoot. Tushoon is brave and cheer-

ful, and is well known and loved in all these homes. She has, little by

little, been drawn into the work of a nurse, and has been most successful.

Everyone seems to trust her, and all the little children run to her lovingly.

She is called by Turks and Gregorians, as well as by Protestants. I asked

her where she learned to be so skillful, for she has had some difhcult cases.

She says that the Lord has seemed to teach her. She is able to relieve

much suffering. I am grateful for this, and grateful, too, to have a woman
shov\f that she can learn and grow and support herself. Besides this work,

she has her twenty scholars or more whom she is teaching to read. She is

very correct and particular in her teaching, and seems a born teacher. She

also leads the women's meetings and is the adviser and friend of all.

One day last week Tushoon came out of the evening meeting at the

chapel, and seeing a crowd of young men standing at the corner, went up to

(215)"
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them and said, " It is a hard thing to say to you, but I'm going to say it;

you have been steaHng !
" They looked at each otlier, and then at lier, and

demanded what she meant. " Yes, you have been stealing," she reiterated.

" Here is the chapel door open, and the Gregorian church door open, and

the Lord invites you to go to one or the other to worship him ; but, instead,

you have wasted his precious time gossiping on the street." Just then the

priest came along, and asked what she was saying. She told him, and he

said, "Yes, that is the very truth, because the Bible says, '• Buying- {\q-

deeming) the time, because the days are evil.'"

We were sitting in a house together, and I was reading and talking, when
she fell into a deep meditation over some dry leaves shaking on a tree. It

was something like this :
" Now those are leaves, but they give no pleasure,

because there is no life in them ; so we, if we have no life, though we may
shake about like these leaves, yet give no pleasure to God or man."

So I rejoice in a Bible woman here so brave and good, supported by her

own church. I cannot tell just how it will be next year. I am sure you

would admire many things about this woman, in spite of her coarse village

dress, the big apron coming up over all the front of her waist and fastening

around her neck, her head and chin bound around with a black kerchief,

her dress patched and worn. She is a rougli jewel, but a real one, and I

am stronger for being with her these few days. We have had good meetings

and calls, though for two days I could hardly rise above the depression that

threatened me from the sin and coldness all about me.

HELPS FOR LEADERS.
KNOWING A MISSIONARY.
BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

Do the girls in your junior auxiliary ever say foreign missionary work is

a very remote thing, with which they have little contact? And would you

make it a more living reality to them? Let me tell you how one circle gained

a closer knowledge of a few missionaries, and so a deeper sympathy with all.

At their closing meeting last spring one girl said :
" I wish we really knew

a missionary. I never saw one except at a Branch meeting. Could w^e

adopt one?" "Oh, we could not pay the salary of a missionary of our

own !
" objected the treasurer. " But we do not need to own one to know

her. Why not each adopt one for the summer," said the quick-thinking

leader, and the plan swiftly took shape.

From the list in our annual report each girl chose a missionarv from the

field she was most interested in, and pledged herself to learn all she could
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about her during the next three months. It was easy when you thought

where to look. Your Praj^er Calendar told the year your worker went to

her field
;
your Missionary Herald gave the date of her arrival, and proba-

bly her picture and a short account of her life and training ; the file of Life

AND Light quickly showed what information was printed from her year by

year; and library books gave the history and customs which had created her

surroundings and the need of her life work. And how to fill in that outline

with the personal touch which makes the picture live.^ That same annual

report told by what Branch each missionary is supported, and a note of

explanation and inquiry to the secretary brought tlie letters to make the real

life complete. Some were so fortunate as to find some personal friend who
could supply details only such can give.

In September these girls were to report the success in making acquaint-

ance with missionaries ; but the meeting was far too short, and every month

since part of the time has been given to telling of " their own." They were

not to write letters asking questions, to increase that pile of unanswered

letters whicli often threatens to consume the only time missionaries have for

rest and recreation ; but to each has gone a loving message telling of her

adoption by the circle, and at Christmas some simple little gift went to every

one. And every month a book or magazine is sent somewhere. Can you

think how they are appreciated in the isolated corners of the earth far from

the land of new books? One month a package of " Lifes" was mailed, for a

missionary had been known to say, "I often wish I had something funny to

read." And why should not a young woman in Africa take as much delight

in Gibson's drawings as a young woman here.?

So in a little intim.ate way these girls have come to know and help their

missionaries; and do you think the work is still so dim and incomprehensi-

ble to them, or that perhaps this winter they are praying more sincerely and

working and giving more earnestly than ever before.? Try it in your circle

and see.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
FROM MRS. E. J. MARDEN, CONSTANTINOPLE. MRS. CLARA HAMLIN LEE.

News from Marash of the death of Mrs. Lee, after a brief illness from

pneumonia, has saddened us all. In times past Marash has been bereaved,

but never more sorely than now. Mrs. Lee came to the station in the autumn

of 1889, bringing to the work an experience of ten years of teaching in the

Home School in Constantinople, a command of the Armenian language,

and intuitive appreciation of the people among whom she was born. From
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that time until the hour of her untimely death, her influence and personality

permeated every department of the work. Though delicate physically, she

had the nervous energy characteristic of the Hamlin family, which carried

her through labors that would have broken down many a stronger woman.
Hers was truly a rare nature. She had a combination of force and sweet-

ness, progressiveness and conservatism, executive ability and sweet woman-
liness. Helpful to all with whom she came in contact, she had a strong,

tender, sympathetic soul, and a positive, although not unpleasantly, self-

assertive personality. Along evangelical and educational lines, in orphan-

age and relief work, in the routine of the station, in the homes of the sick

and the poor, she labored with an enthusiasm rarely equaled.

She had large plans and high aspirations for the future development of

the Girls' College, the Academy and the public schools, and all these insti-

tutions were deeply indebted to her for wise counsel and unfailing support.

Her sympathetic help reached out, also, to the towns and villages adjacent

to the city of Marash, and notwithstanding numerous cares, she visited them,

stimulating the workers and vivifying the work. In the homes of those

simple people of the mountain villages many a tear will fall because she

will be seen no more among them. Who that was privileged to have her

as a friend will ever forget her helpfulness, her loyalty, her sympathetic

insight, her sincerity and simple truthfulness, her steadfast courage.?

And what a dear home-maker she was, all who partook of her gracious

hospitality well know. Though burdened by a thousand cares her home
never suffered, but was kept in her own dainty way, pure and spotless, and

truly she was the light of it, for

" Bearing in her frailty her just part.

She hath not shrunk from evils of this life,

But hath gone calmly forth into the strife,

And all its sins and sorrows hath withstood

With lofty strength of patient womanhood."

Her life has not been in vain, for the sweet savor of it remains a fragrant

memory and an abiding inspiration.

FROM MISS H. J. GILSON, MT. SILINDA, EAST AFRICA.

I intended to give the whole day to letter writing, but it is now half-past

one and I am just making a beginning. Shall I tell you of some of the ways

in which the morning has been spent?

The long vacation began about two weeks ago. I have four girls that

understand and speak English fairly well. Two of them were with me
until yesterday. They can tidy a room fairly well, can wash and iron, do
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the dishes and assist very materially in the kitchen. I have two girls with

me now ; Monase, a girl of eighteen, perhaps, came two weeks ago, asking

for work for two months. She is much opposed to learning, and the girls

say she does not wish to hear anything about God ; she came because she

wishes to marry a young man, while her " owners " have chosen an old man
for her. She is a bright-looking, handsome girl and can do good work with

a hoe, but a well-trained dog would render more assistance in a civilized

house.

Nise5'a is a girl from the Lowlands, one hundred and fifty miles from

here. She is to marry one of our Christian boys, who has already sent me
$io for her clothes and books. She has only been here a few weeks, and

evidently considers herself highly honored in being allowed to work in the

house. I was up early this morning to show her how to kindle the fire and

blacken the stove ; she made the porridge of Indian meal witiiout much
showing. She can only be a spectator during the— to her—strange process

of laying the table. She understands very little English, and not much
more Zulu. She wipes the dishes and does the sauce-pan, sweeps the floors

if I show her where the dirt is. I take her into the bedroom, but she can

do little more, than empty the bath and bring fresh water.

Round potatoes are to be planted. They have cost me twelve cents a

pound, and I dare not trust the boy to cut them. The boy must be looked

after, too, in his work of straightening the path to the henyard, must be

shown where to get the carrots and cabbage for my dinner ; I must pick the

beans myself, for he would think it a great waste to pick the small, tender

ones.

Niseya stirs the cream, but I must wash and salt the little pat of butter,

must make and bake tlie custard. It is too hot to hurry, and I have not

been quite as strong since I had fever last May ; I must lie down for a little

before dinner. While Niseya is assisting me with the dinner, a large swarm
of locusts comes down upon us without any warning. I must send every

one to the garden or the work of the past three months may all be destroyed

in fifteen minutes, and I shall suffer from the lack of green vegetables.

Last night we had a little lion scare. Two have been around for a few

weeks ; one woman was caught very near the door of her house, killed and

eaten. A boy a few miles from here was caught, but rescued by people near.

The herder boy who takes the cattle out every day to feed on the veldt went

out yesterday armed with a rifle. He drove the cows home early, to report

that he had seen two lions ; one nearly caught a cow. He fired several shots

but did not wound either lion. We thought they might visit the cattle kraal

during the night, but nothing was heard of them.
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You will be interested to hear of the work that one of our girls is doing

in her native village. She went back last summer after having been with

us three years, and opened a school in her father's house. During the sum-

mer she had more scholars than she could well take care of, but as soon as

tlie government schools opened the priests came and threatened her father if

he did not close. They got away all the timid pupils, but she has kept on

with a fair number, and at Christmas time she had an exhibition which the

Roman Catholic parents attended until there was no more room and a crowd

in the street. They heard large portions of Scripture that the children had

learned by heart, and they were so pleased with it all that they talked of it

for days. The persecution has ceased for the present, and we hope that the

school is to be permanent.

FROM MISS MARY L. DANIELS, HARPOOT, TURKEY.

Before school opened there was a longing in many hearts for a closer walk

with God, and there has been much prayer for the girls. From the first,

some of the older girls have been burdened for the salvation of souls. We
were led to reorganize our Christian Endeavor Society. The society has

taken a new start, and two or three careless girls have dropped out. There

has been a deepening of the spiritual life in the others. All the school

meetings have been earnest, man}' of the girls telling of their own personal

experiences. At first, two or three met to pray for individuals; the number

has increased until there is quite a circle of girls who meet daily. These

girls are giving themselves to prayer. Often the voice of prayer is heard in

the dormitory. Tliere are many girls for whom I am burdened ; they come

up before me as I write. I can mention only a few : One, a freshman,

has a Christian father and mother, but is careless about the salvation of

her own soul. One of the younger girls is from a worldly home and is fond

of dress, but if she can be won to Christ she has a wonderful opportunity for

testifying of his love among her many friends. A daughter of one of our

martyred pastors has been in school for years, but the truth has not sunk

down into her heart to transform her life. There are other girls who are

a source of thanksgiving and praise. One, a senior, is a brilliant girl, with

a bright face and flashing eyes ; she has been careless, although a Christian.

This week she has given herself wholly to the Lord. Her face just beams

as she says, "I wish that all the girls were happy as I." Another senior

has consecrated herself and all that she has and is wholly to the Lord. She

works and prays for others all the time. Another dear girl comes to me
at almost any hour of day or evening to tell me of her joy, and to talk over

those for whom she prays.
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Do not misunderstand me. There is no revival, but there is a deepening

of the Christian life, and girls are learning the joy of intercession.

Pray for our school, that the work may deepen and grow until all the older

girls are ready to go anywhere or to suffer any loss for the privilege of tell-

ing others of their loved Saviour.

FROM MISS F. E. BURRAGE, CESAREA, TURKEY.

A few days after my arrival in Cesarea I began house-hunting. I could not

get the room that I had hoped to have, but finally decided to rent rooms in the

house where the Wingates and I lived at the time of the massacre. We
have two upper i^ooms, with a lower room and a cellar below that. The
house is on the corner of two streets, by one of which a great many people

pass to and from the markets every day. Opposite the house is a Turkish

graveyard with its old, time-worn stones. Beyond that is a large open

,
square used as a flour market. In the autumn a great many creaking ox

carts, long lines of camels and donkeys laden with flour, passed by my win-

dows. A great deal of noise and bickering seem to be needed in purchasing

flour, or, indeed, almost an3'thing.

One day when Miss Cole was here she was looking from the windows
and speaking disparagingly of my graveyard outlook, when I raised her

head and told her to look up at the beautiful mountain just beyond. Indeed,

I am glad of this view, which those in Talas do not have. Sometimes its

top is enveloped in clouds; again, it stands out very clear against the sky.

There is always snow on its summit, and just now there is a great deal. I

occupy one of the upper rooms, and the other is fitted up with sadlrs like

a native room. My Greek kindergartner lives here with me. Between the

two rooms is a small hall with stairs leading down into the court below.

My room has two windows looking into this hall, and four looking out into

the street, so I have the sun all day, which is very nice. . . .

The three teachers whom I left in the school are still continuing in their

work. We have about sixty children. We have more pay children than

we used to have, and very few who pay nothing. We have some very

pretty children, and some very lively ones.

A few weeks before Christmas we gave the bright-colored mite boxes to

the children, that they might earn some money to put in them for a Christ-

mas gift. On the day we celebrated Christmas with them the mite boxes

were opened, and on counting the money we found they had brought

seventy-five piasters, or about $3.30, which will be used for the tuition of

poor children. There has been sickness among children here in the city,

which has kept away some of our little ones, and now the cold weather and

the snow make it hard for them to come.
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#tir Wioxh. at Momt

LAYING ASIDE WEIGHTS.
BY MRS. C. M. LAMSON.

The officers of the old Roman armies used to call their baggage, every-

thing which did not help in fighting, impedimenta,—that which was against

the feet, which entangled, hindered. Many times we read that in their swift

onward niarch all these comfortable things, impediments, hindrances, were

cast aside, left behind, as of no value. Victory, not comfort, was the one

thing in their thought. To every earnest soul life is a constant warfare ; the

hio-her contending with the lower ; the unseen things, which are eternal,

struggling against the seen, which are temporal. " Things are in the

saddle," said Emerson ; and an old Greek philosopher advised, " If you

woidd live at your ease manage but a few things." Marcus Aurelius, quot-

ing this, adds : " The greater part of what we say and do being unnecessary,

if this were but once retrenched we should have both more leisure and less

disturbance. Therefore, before a man sets forward, he should ask himself

this question, 'Am I not on the verge of something unnecessary?' Farther,

we should apply this hint to what we think as well as what we do." We
have not learned this lesson. One often hears, perhaps feels, such words as

these: I am simply crazy; I have so many things to think of; I am men-

tally all tired out ; and so on. What of our baggage, our impediinenta ; can

we drop?

First, we may drop all those things which we do and have simply to be

like other people. We are set here in this world together, made akin, that

so we may sympathize, may help and be helped. But God never meant us

to be identical, neither in inner essence nor in outer manifestation. In face

and voice, in temperament and circumstance, there is variety. Let us

cherish our own personality, and manifest it ; simply living out our own life

according to our own conscience ; learning from others but never imitating

them. Perhaps this evil of trying to be like others is at its worst in our

democratic society. Taught that we are all equal, we struggle not to be

outdone in anything. Those who have only one maid or none tr}' to

arrange their housekeeping after the same plan as those who have many.

We who must go afoot, or ride in the electric car—the poor man's carriage

—put on long skirts for the street, like her who only steps from her door to
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her own coupe. Those whose leisure is scant and precious use their rare

moments, not so much to satisfy their soul need as to do what other people

do. Many a house is crammed and cluttered to weariness with meaningless

trifles, that crowd out the peace and rest that would make the house a true

liome. The sales of some story, inane if not unclean, go into the hundred

thousands, partly because we dare not say we have not read what everybody

is reading ; it would be so dreadful to be a back number. Small wonder

that many women really have not time to read Life and Light, or to

prepare some topic for a missionary meeting. We run after this or that

lecturer or concert performer because everybody goes, and we must be able

to take our part in the chit-chat of discussion. Hearing, during some

breathless music, the sneeze or cough that so betrays the inattentive soul,

one feels that inany present would find truer refreshment otherwhere. Why
go to a concert if too tired to listen? Are we not weak and foolish to let

others decide what fashion of raiment we shall wear, how we shall guide

our house, how we shall spend our time? Are we so cowardly that we
dare not take tlie best things, but must move in the line of least resistance?

All this really means trying to serve two masters, and no man can do that

;

we shall be overburdened as long as we try.

Again, we may drop all that does not reach on into the eternal. We are

souls living for a wiiile in bodies, that so we may learn some primary lessons,

as children use beads for counters before they can grasp the abstract idea of

number. While we live in bodies we must take good care of them, as the

artisan cares for his tools, or the musician for his violin. Tlie body should

help the soul, not hamper and hinder. But the eating and the dressing, the

art and the ti'avel, are never ends in themselves, and we may spare all that

does not nourish the inner man. We learned as children that it was foolish

to spend our little money for cand}', because its pleasure was so quickly

gone. Is it not common sense to invest time, strength and money in that

which brings the most enduring good? What we put into soul values is

that which satisfies to-day, and will gladden all our future. The glow of

svmset skies, the wide counti'y landscape transfigured in glistering raiment

of snow, the music of waves, the vision from mountain tops, the books

which reveal to us new truth,—these bring God nearer to us, and we may
well give time and money to make their message ours. Wh}' not rule out

those times and places where we feel that we give nothing and gain nothing,

that so we may be serene to catch tlie message which will surely come to

each listening soul. Is it not fair, is it not wise, to ask of the acquaintances,

the amusements, the books, which the passing days bring, will you give

help to my soul ? We will keep that which refreshes, suggests, exalts.
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inspires, all that which gives us truer knowledge of our fellows and deeper

sympathy for them, all which makes the immanent God more real and near.

Other things we must drop, though good in themselves, since we cannot

take all. There are several subscribers on my telephone line. When it

does not ring my number I need not respond ; the message is not for me.

We must never forget that tlie best help for the soul, the most precious

and, therefore, the most costly, comes by way of sacrifice. The time and

strength we spend in service yield us richest and sweetest fruit. It is in

laying down the life for the Master that we learn the glory and the joy of

the eternal.

Once more, we may drop all kind of anxiety for ourselves, for our friends,

for our work. Really, there is only one thing we need to take care for,—^just

simply to know and to do the duty appointed for us, hour by hour. The
Master who sets the task has his own great, wise plan for its result. The

effect we looked for may never come, but the web of human life and influ-

ence is wondrously interwoven ; and if our little part be faithfully done, it

will surely accomplish tliat wliich God pleases, and prosper in the thing

whereto he sends it, far, far beyond our sending, often. Certainly, too,

we must drop all sense of responsibility for work outside our power. We
are often depressed by a feeling of the magnitude of our work, of calls that

we cannot meet, of perishing souls for whom we can do nothing, of oppor-

tunities far beyond our feeble forces. Yet, when we have given our all to

his service, we may well leave to him the rest. He has resources beyond

our knowing, and he cares for souls far more than we can. It is of his love

and wisdom that he lets us help, that so we may grow more like him ; but

the work is his, not ours. When we remember the love and patience that

has led us ail our way, we cannot fear what the future may bring ; it will

be only new vmfolding of the Father's care. For what need we worry .'*

Let us drop all such carking cares.

Naturally, each one must adjust tlie details of her life day by day. It is

better so ; life would have little interest were there not daily problems, daily

choices to be faced. Yet there are principles, obeying which we shall attain

strength and peace. To live one's own simple and lofty life without turn-

ing aside to follow fads in house or dress or occupation will take courage,

but in trying to do this for conscience sake, we shall find that courage is

given. To live for the eternal gives one the clairvoyant vision that makes

the spiritual seem more real than the material. To know that instead of

many things we have only one to think of, to know and do God's will, is to

leave behind all the clatter and the clamor of many voices, and to abide

serene in tlie shadow of the Almightv. Can we hesitate which to choose.''
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OUR BOOK TABLE.

Outline and History of Protestant Missioizs. By Gustave Warneck.
Edited by George Robson, D.D. Pp. 364. F. H. Revell Co. Price, $2.

In the author's preface to this seventh edition he says, "I understand by
missions the whole operation of Christendom directed towards the planting

and organization of the Christian church among non-Christians
; that is,

their Christianization." The book is called on the title page, "A Contribu-

tion to Modern Church History," and it deals with Protestant missions from
the Reformation to the present time. It has twelve maps, a comprehensive
table of contents and a copious index of places and subjects.

Missionary Life at Home and The Field of Evangelical Missions are the

general divisions of the two parts of this work. Dr. Warneck has little

sympathy for any missionary effort out of the ordinary and conservative lines

of work. While he has some appreciation of the China Inland Mission, the

following remark is interpolated in his account of their work, " W'orthy of

respect as ai^e the personal piety and self-sacrifice of these workers, yet, on
the authority of reports deserving of credit, it must be doubted if all of them
have been equal to their calling."

He dismisses tlie mission work of the Salvation Army in one paragraph :

" In their mission work they follow the same charlatan fashion which they

exhibit at home, often enough to the offence of the most earnest Christians.

. . . Excitement but little real result is the issue of their wild evangelism."
He speaks of " the somewhat adventurous mission of William Ta3dor, who
had been consecrated ' Bishop of Africa,' a romantic revival preacher of as

great energy and devotion as of feverish unrest and declamatory rhetoric,"

and says, "The wordy and hazy reports give no reliable details either of the

extension or the results or the expenditure of the mission."

Dr. Warneck criticises the "rhetorical watchword "—The Evangelization

of the World in this Generation—of the Student Volunteer Movement,
although he goes on to say, "It is to be hoped that this movement, other-

wise so gladdening, will become increasingly sound and healthy by avoiding
all wholesale driving, and dropping the rhetorical phrase."

Speaking of the astonishing growth of the Christian and Missionary
Alliance, our author says : " Tlie works of God are not of such hot-house
growth, and from such intemperate enthusiasm nothing healthy can be born.

Without enlightened leading much noble energy will be scattered through
the wide world and misspent to no profit."

If we flatter ourselves that this conservative German specialist has a good
word to say for Woman's Work for Woman, we have only to read the single

paragraph on page 105 to disabuse our minds of this impression. He says:

"Unhappily, this female missionary activity, which employs the services of

about three thousand unmarried female missionaries, chiefly from England
and America, does not always work on sound lines. The employment of

women as evangelists is always increasing
;
perhaps the sad catastrophe in

China will somewhat moderate it."

Nevertheless, the book is a compendium of useful information along
missionary lines. G. H. c.
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SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.
The subject of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty is discussed in various peri-

odicals, both from the English and the Japanese points of view ; in the

Kevie-jo of Reviews^ April, where the text of the treaty is given ; in the
J^orum, April ; and in the March number of the Nineteenth Century and
the Fortnightly Review.

In the Independent., April 5th, Dr. W. A. P. Martin briefly explains
some "Changes in China," among them the revolution in affairs at the
Peking University, by which a new administration comes into power. He
states that mission-school graduates are in demand for government schools

which are springing up. Western education is becoming a factor in the

government's reckoning, as evinced by the selection of choice young men
to be sent at once to Western institutions.

In the same, " The Chinaman in America," by the editor of the Chinese
daily newspaper in San Francisco, Ng Coon Chew.

Also in the same, "A Great African Lake," by the explorer, Sir Henry
M. Stanley, treating of the completion of the railroad to Victoria Nyanza.

Cettttiry^ April, " Recent Discoveries Concerning the Buddha," by T.
W. Rhys David, referring to Buddha's birthplace and one of the burial

places of his ashes.

AlcClure, April, "A Legend of Service," by Dr. Henry Van Dyke, a
beautiful poem, well suited for a missionary service. M. L. r>.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR JUNE.

Bernard of Clairvaux to Luther. Twelfth to sixteenth century. The fourth chapter
of Via Christi contains the subject-matter for our next month's lesson. It presents

a number of most interesting characters, \w\\o succeed each other in startling brilliancy

of action. May the dear Lord teach us the lesson of these noble lives, and help us " to

follow in his train! " A few questions may help the leaders of auxiliaries in dividing

the chapter among their members.
1. Give an account of the Crusades and their effect upon Christendom, mentioning

the leaders of the first, second and third crusade. Pages 121-123.

2. What makes the name of Bernard of Clairvaux famous.'' What was his life

work.? Pages 123-127. (The study of Bernard of Clairvaux may be extended by the

use of'his Life, written by Rev. Dr. R. S. Storrs.)

3. What were the results of the Crusades, and how did Avoman's influence rise.''

Tell the story of Francis of Assisi and of Raymond Lull. Pages 127-132.

4. Give a sketch of the work of John Wiclif in England, and of John Huss in

Germany. Pages 132-135.

5. Speak of the founding of the various religious orders, and give an account of

Savonarola. Pages 135-137-
6. Trace the progress of the missionary work briefly in India, China and Africa.

Explain conditions in the century before the Reformation. Pages 137-144.

Great interest would be stimulated in the auxiliaries if all members should read

careful! v the Table IV, following page iiS. The record of events, of names, and of

productions is indeed "great." Care must be taken lest in this "abundance of

riches" the best be passed by. The literature of this period is rich. Wiclifs trans-

lation of the Bible, Bernard of Clairvaux's hymn, and the rare old classic Dies Ins
are noted in our book. " God Wills It," a recent book by Mr. Davis, gives very vivid

descriptions of the first Crusade. M. J. B.
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WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Jieceiptsfrom February 18, to March 18, 19u2.

JNIiss Sarah Louise Day, Treasurer.

Castine.—Desert Palm Society,
Eastern Maine Branch.—iMrs. J. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. Bangor, Aux., 35.25;
JJlanchard, .Mrs. Geo Fox, 1.50; Bucks-
port, S. S., 10; Calais, Mrs. George
Eaton, 10, Aux., 45; Orlaud, S. S.,2.e3;
Red Ueach, Aux., 40,

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Cumberland Centre, Aux.,
13.79; Farmlngton, Ladies, 35; Otisfleld,

C. E. Soc, 5; Portland, St. Lawrence
Ch., Aux., 10, Seamen's Hethel Ch. (50

const. L. Ws Miss Grace Fickett, INliss

Nellie Stover), 65, State St. Ch., Aux.,
6.28, Williston Ch., Aux., 8.01, Cradle
Roll, 7.15; South Paris, Aux., 5; Strand-
water, C. E. Soc. and Miss Nellie iM.

Vail's S. S. Class, 20; Waterville, S. S.,

10. Less expenses, 6.41,

Total,

178 82

369 20

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
North Hampton.—Aux..
iiew Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French, Treas. Alstead Centre, Aux.,
5; liennington, C. E. Soc, 5; Brent-
wood, East, Cradle Roll, 1; Colebrook,
C. E. Soc, 3; Manchester, Franklin St.

Ch.,C. E. Soc, 25; IMilford, Heralds of
the King, 30.65; Rindge, C. E. Soc, 4;
Sullivan, East, C. E. Soc, 1.75,

Total,
VERMONT.

Verm,ont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Berkshire, East, Mrs. W. S. F.,

2; Cambridge, in memory of Mrs. Char-
lotte Safford, 2; Franklin, Aux., 2.50;
Granby, 10; Guildhall, C. E. Soc, 1;
Johnson, 13.63; Middlebury (75 const.
L. M's Mrs. Mary W. Mead, l\lrs. L. E.
Mellen, Mrs. Emma P. Brydon), 89.40;
Peru, 5.50; Randolph Centre, C. E. Soc,
2.80; Rovalton, C. E. Soc, 2.36; ^^alIing-
ford, 50.85; Waterbury, Mrs. C. L. H., 5,

Aux., 22.08,

14 20

75 40

209 12

Total,

MASSACHUSETTS.

Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Lowell, Highland
Ch., Aux., 20, Prim. Dept., S, S., Airs. T.
C. Wells, 5,

Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Dalton, Jr. C. E. Soc,

Boston.— A Friend,
£ssex North Branch.—Mrs. Wallace L.
Kimball, Treas. Newburyport, Belle-
ville Ch., Bankers,

Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Lynn, Central Ch., 13;
Lynnfleld Centre, 20: Salem, A Friend,
10,

J'ranklin Co. Branch.~M\ss Lucy A. Spar-
hawk, Treas. Miller's Falls. S. S., 50
cts. ; Montague, Ladies, 8; Orange, C.
E. Soc, 10; South Deerfield, 7; Turner's
Falls, 10,

5 00
20 00

43 00

35 50

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneelaud, Treas. North Hadley, Aux.,
15; Northampton, Edwards Ch., Aux.,
1; Westhampton, Lanman Band, 30, 46 OO

Methuen.—'rh. Off., i oO
Middlesex Branch.— Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. ALiynard, C. B. Soc, 10 00.

Norfolkand Pilgrim Branch.— Miss?ia.r?ih
B. Tirrell, Treas. Bridgewater, Aux.,
30; Quincy, Dau. of the Cov. (to const.
L. jM. Aliss Jennie INloir Laing), 25;
Sharon, Aux., 15; Stoughton, C. E. Soc,
6; Weymouth Heights, Aux., 30; South
Weymouth, Old South Ch., Aux., 1.40, 107 40

No. Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. Concord, Mary Shepard
Watchers, 5; Fitchburg, Cal. Cong. Ch.,
30; South Acton, Aux., 10, 45 00

Old Colony Bratich.—Miss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Taunton, Sunshine
Makers, 15 oo-

Springfield Branch.—Mrs. Mary H. Mit-
chell, Treas. Chicopee, Third Ch., Aux.,
14.50; Holyoke, Second Ch., Aux., 64.70;
Indian Orchard, Willing Helpers, 15;
Springfield, Hope Ch., Cheerful Work-
ers, 5, Woman's Bible Class, 5, Olivet
Ch., Golden Links, 15, C. E. Soc, 5;
Three Rivers. 0. E. Soc, 5, 129 20

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra B. Child,
Treas. Annual Meeting, Th. Off., 57.53;
Arlington, Bradshaw Miss. Asso., 50;
Auburndale, Jr. C. E. Soc, 9; Boston,
Self-Denial, 5, Miss E. F. Clary, 2, Mrs.
M. J. Fraser, 1, Mt. Vernon Ch., Aux.,
27, Old South Ch., Aux., 9J8, Shawmut
Ch., Aux., 38, Union Ch., Aux., 175;
Cambridgeport, Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 20;
Cl.arlestown, First Ch., C. E. Soc, 5;
Dorchester, A Friend, 1.40; Hyde Park,
Aux. (a Friend, 10). 91.50; Jamaica
Plain, Boylston Ch., 5; Needham, Aux.,
20; Newton, Eliot Ch., Aux., 260; New-
ton Centre, First Ch., Aux., 49.95; Nor-
wood, \ Friend, 2, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5 ; Rox-
buiy, Iinmanuel Ch., Aux., 18, Walnut
Ave. Ch., Aux., 57, C. E Soc (with prev.
coMtri. const. L. M's JNIiss Elizabeth
Barry, Miss Helen Holmes, Miss iMary
R. Waldron, Miss Florence Hamilton,
Miss Bessie Hoffman, Miss Mary C.
Shute, Mrs. W. C. Ewing, ]Miss Louise
Hunt), Prim. Dept., S. S., 5; Somerville,
Franklin St. Ch., Aux., 25, Highland
Ch., Aux., 25; WestRoxbury, Aux., 15, 1,917 38

Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Martha D.
Tucker, Treas. Dana, C. E. Soc, 2;
Holden, Aux., 12; Northbridge Centre,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 2.75; Warren, Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs. Julia M.
Hitchcock, Mrs. Charlotte Damond,
Mrs. Annie C. Strickland); Winchen-
don, i\I

. B , 66 cts. ; Worcester, Hope Ch.,
Aux., 5, Park Ch., Pi im. and Kind. S. S.,
3.30, Union Ch., Aux., 40, 65 71

Total, 2,515 19
LEGACIES.

Amherst.— t.esrucy of Mary Strong to
Aux., ihrough Treasurer Hampshire Co.
Branch, 681 16
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.J^"'" *^^ r po-acv of Albert Curtis, final

payment,
RUODI5 ISLAND.

Froviclence.-y}vs. Johu W. Dauielson, 10,

EilMiili U. Hale and U.. Caiol Hoa^e, -2, x^ "^

Jthode Island ^^'-^'^c^-virs. Cla.a J.

Haniettekl, Treas. ' ''Stol, C E. hoc., 5 ,

Pawtucket, Parle fl.
V^"^-,.iV, 'Den^

Soc, 5, Jr. C. K. Spc, 10,
^^f:J^\^\-'

S S 2 40; Providence, Ceutial on,

A.ix; M.ss Sntton, iu memory ot M.^.

2, PU"-rim Cli., Aux., -Mr. H. H-
V-f,

,"'

in mem of His wife, '25, Union CU
,
U

E. s'^lO, Cradle Rol.,20;Woonsocke.

Globe Cli., C. 12. Soc, 9.50; Wdkinsou

Memoiial Fund, Uarrm-to, ,
^o"S- ^^••

Aux., 1'.; Newport, Ui.ited Cli., Aux ,

10; Pawtucket, Pawtacket
Y.'i;'

«
'e .t

Iowa, Davenport, Airs. S. F. bmitU, 10, 29j

Total, 305 yo

CON.VEOnCUT.

Eastern Conn. Branch. -\Uas Mary I.

Loclvwool, l"ie IS. M.instield Depot, C.

E Soc, 2.40; New London, First Cli,

Aux., 32, Jr. C. E. Soc. 4.83. Second Cli.,

Y L Guild, 25; Nor.vicli, Park Cli
,

Aux.! A Friend, 220; Willimautic, Aux.,

10, Piim. Dept., S. S., 1,

Glastonbury. -UiXiA W. Broadhead,
Greenwi.Gli.-'^i. G. and Friends,

n'irtford.-yirs..J. H. Brew.ster,

Unrtford Branch. -^l^s- >!• Bradford
Scott, I're.is. Bristol, Aux., 25; Enst
Windsor, Aux., 16; EUinj^ton, Aux., 23;

Fariniii'jrtoii, Aa\-., Mrs. A. D. Vorce, 10;

Hartford, Farmiui^to'.i Ave. Cli., Ati\-.,

1, S. S., 31.83, First Cli., M. C, 18. Prim.

S. S. Class, 5; New Britain, South Cli
,

Aux., 29.11 ;Someis,C. E. Soc, 20;'rerrv-

ville, Aux ,38; Wet'.iersfleld, Aux., 2..')0;

West Hartford, Aux., 13.50; "Willi njiton,

Mrs. Eiaily J. Gardiner, 5; WiAdsor
Locks, Aux., 185,

New H'lven.—K Fi-iend,
New Haven Branch.— S\.\9,h Julia Twinincr,

'freas. Bethel, Anx., 36.02; Canaan. Y
L., 15; Daiibury, First Ch., C. E. Soc,
50; Greenwicli, \ux., 45; Litchfield. C.
E. Soc, 3.20; Middletown, First Ch.,
Aux. (25 by MfA. James H. Bunce con«t.

t,. M. Mrs. W. O. Atwater), 39.29, South
<;ii., Aux. (const, r,. AT'g Georsrinnne
AVilson, Mrs. Anna D. Ward), 50: Xnu-
Ratuck, Aux., 50: New Haven. Centre
Ch., Anx., .'iOO. Dwisiht PI. Ch., Fairbaiik
C, 25, United Ch., A>ix., 25; Salisbnrv,

Aux., 13; Sherman, C. E Soc, 5; Wa«li-

ino-ton, Aux., m\ Westfield, B. B.. 5;

Winchester, C. E. Soc, 7.62; Winsted,
Second Ch., Aux., 12,

295 2.3

10 00
20 0>

10 1.0

422 PI
10 00

931 13

LEGACT.

tfreenmc/i.—Legacy ol ^Mrs. JMary J.

Mead, tliroutiU Treasurer of New Uuveii

Braucli, 100 00

UEVV YORK.

Mew York Citj/.—Friends, 82.50; Nyack,
iMrs. 11. A. U. Abbe, 4.60; Yonkers, .Mrs.

Allan Bourn, Birthday OfCenug, 50, 137 10
Netv York, Utate Brunch.—Mm. F. m.
Turner, Treas. Brooklyn, Betliel, C. E.
Soc, 2, Bethesda Aux., 15, Central ( ii.,

iNirs. John \V. James, lu, Lewis Ave.,
Aux., 52.50, Park, Aux., 5; Cambria
Centre, Aux., 4; Caiiaudaigua, Aux.,
jMemorial Miss Jennie Hubbell, 100;
Corning, First Cong. Ch., 10.50; Harford,
Pa., Aux., 2.50; Homer, S. S., 5, C. E.
Soc, 75cts.; Itiiaca, Aux., 1; Lakeview,
C. E. Soc, 1.60; Madrid, C. E. Soc, 5;
>;ew York, .Manhattan Ch., Aux., 25.91;
Oxford, Aux., 10; Patcho<iue, C. E.
Soc, 10; Riverhead, Sound Ave., Aux.,
5; Kodman, Aux., 20; South Hartford,
Aux., 20; Utica, Bethesda Aux., 20;
Washin;;ton iMills, C. E. Soc, 1; West
W infield, Aux. (const. L. M. Aliss Edith
E. Cook), 25. Less expenses, 43.98, 3(^7 78

Total, 444 i»

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.

Philadelphia Bra7ich.—M}ss Emma Fla-

veil, Treas. B. C, Washington, First

Ch., Aux. (of wh. 25 by Mrs. Eliphalet
Whittlesey to const. L. M. Margaret
Whittlesey), 86, Miss Club, 75, Friends
in Branch, 60; Fla., Onnond, Jr. C. E.

Soc anil .Mrs. .M. E. Tupper's S. S.CIa.is,

11.37; A^. J., Asbury Park, S. S., 5; Alont-

clair. Aux., 30; Orance Valley, Aux ,

32.68, Y. L. M. B., 18.20; Pateison, Prim.
Dept., S. S., ].'13; Westfield, The Cove-
nanters, 30; Pa., Philadelphia, Snyder
Ave. Ch., Aux., 20. Less expenses, 95.20, 2.4-18

Total, 274 48

Note.—D C. Washington, First Ch.,

Aux., Legacy of IMrs. IMartha S. Pom-
ernv received in Octolier. 1900, trans-

feried to a Permanent Fund, to be

called the Martha S. Pomeroy FundTin-
roine for scholarship in Aintab Board-

ing School,

PENNSYLVANIA.

Philadelphia.—B. L. B.,

Total, 1,699 30

Total,

nLSTRTCT OF COLTTMBTA.

Washinoton.-T'f^viya B. Chamberlain,

Total

,

2 no

2 00

ENOLAXn.
London.—Miss S. Louisa Kopes,

Total,

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variptv Account,
Legacies,

26 00

26 00

25 ro

5,490 8fi

469 81

128 ."^a

9.768 87

total, $15,858 13
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ING-HOK, OUR NEW FIELD OF WORK.
The district of Ing-hok is situated on a branch of the river Min, south

and west from Foochow. Its capital is Ing-hok, a walled city of about

ten thousand inhabitants, in the center of the district, where four great

valleys converge. The district is about a iiundred miles long, witli about

three hundred thousand people, who live in villages on the magnificent

mountains or by the quiet river. Work was begun in the district by mem-
bers of the Foochow Mission about 1S65, and after a few years became quite

flourishing, but was hindered by tlie lack of a resident missionary. Still,

in 1895 there were about a hundred church members.

The city is finely situated on the river blufTs, with beautiful views up the

four vallevs which meet here. Wliile the climate is liot in summer, the air

is clear and fresh, making it a delightful place to live in. In 1896 Mr. and

Mrs. Goddard, of Foochow, were assigned to Ing-hok, and took up their

residence there. Mrs. Goddard was formerly Dr. Nieberg, of the Foochow

Mission, and, having had a medical education, took charge of the Woman s

Hospital, which was built by the W. B. M. I.

(229)
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When the mission house was being built, the superstitions of the Chinese

were aroused, because they said the dragon's veins came near the surface

there, and lie would be disturbed by the digging. In calling on the people

Mr. Goddard found them very friendly. The houses were dirty, it is true,

but the people were glad to ask questions, and finally to listen to the reading

and exposition of the Bible, as well as to the singing of hymns. Then they

would offer a cup of tea, or a bowl of rice or vermicelli with a fried egg on

top, of which foreigners are supposed to be particularly fond.

In iSqS a new church was finished and dedicated at Gak-liang, a village

not far from Ing-hok. The annual church meeting was held at that place,

and many delegates were present from the other churches of the district.

The sessions lasted for three evenings and two days. At this time was held

a meeting in memory of Rev. S. F. Woodin, who had the missionary over-

sight of the district for thirty years. So much affection was expressed for

Mr. Woodin that Mr. Goddard suggested that the needed church at Ing-hok

city be made a memorial of Mr. Woodin. This was joyfully acceded to,

the people promising to do all they could.

Mr. and Mrs. Goddard were finally obliged to leave their interesting

work and come to America. But previous to their departure they had the

pleasure of seeing the dedication of the Woodin Memorial Church at Ing-

hok. Mr. Goddard had worked unceasingly to secure necessary buildings

for mission work; and at this time—October 14 and 15, 1899—reported

buildings erected at a cost of $9,500 (silver), only $50 of which came from

the American Board. The dedication was attended by several missionaries

from Foochow, as well as some native pastors. The sermon was preached

by a native pastor, while another, who had worked in that region for thirty

years, gave the historical sketch. His mention of Mr. Woodin brought

tears to many eyes.

We are all glad to know that at last some missionaries have gone out to

work in this interesting field. A few months ago Mr. and Mrs. Edward H.

Smith, accompanied by Dr. Emily Smith, sailed from San Francisco. A
few friends saw them ofl^, and were^glad of the privilege. A letter has since

been received from Mr. Smith, from which some extracts are taken :

—

" While we have this time on the water may I give you a little idea of the

station to which we three Smiths go, and which we have already come to

love as home.? Until 1S96 there had never been a resident missionary in

the district.

" Now that Dr. Emily Smith is to resume the work at the hospital, I

understand that it is desired to build the girls' boarding school on the lot

already purchased for it adjoining the house. To you missionary ladies I
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need not Write of the place such schools hold in the work, except to say

that it will complete the scheme of education planned for the mission ; z. e.,

we have already the groups of village Christian schools taught by the native

women and pastors' wives, as Mr. Beard writes. And we also have the

excellent Christian college for girls at Foochow. The station boarding

school, you see, is the connecting link between the two, as the people could

not send the little girls as far as Foochow.
" Another reason why it is especially desired to push this work is that the

work for the women of this district has not been attended to, and a large

proportion of the Christians are men ; and they have been saying, ' Some-

thing must be done for the women, our wives and daughters.' All the

recent reports have been emphasizing this need, and we are very glad that

the Boards are preparing to respond. ...
" One of our pleasantest memories of California will ever be the thought-

fulness of the Christian ladies who remembered the new missionaries

going through and sailing from the homeland, although three thousand

miles from the homes in the East. I want to say that it meant a great deal

to Mrs. Smith and Miss Smith. They will ever remember your kind

thoughtfulness, and I thank you with all my heart that you were prompted

by love to do it. It makes one other tie to link us to the homeland."

QUARTERLY MEETING OF THE WOMAN'S BOARD
OF THE PACIFIC.

The March quarterly meeting of the W. B. M. P. met in Bethany Church,

San Francisco, our President, Mrs. Peck, in the chair. Devotional exer-

cises filled the early quarter of an hour, after which the usual report of the

Secretary was read. The Ti^easurer, Mrs. Dodge, reported receipts to date

$1,973.97. Our Home Secretaries reported two new auxiliaries at Lincoln

and Tulare, many letters written, among them fifteen to churches having no

auxiliary.

The Foreign Secretary, Mrs. Farnam, explained why we had transferred

our interest and money from the Inghok Branch of the Foochow ISIission

to the Pagoda Anchorage. A letter was read from Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
Hubbard, now in Connecticut, giving a full account of this work near to

us. Pagoda Anchorage is the port of Foochow, and is named from a large

and very ancient pagoda which stands near. The Foochow Mission covers

five hundred square miles, and includes a population of five hundred thou-

sand ; no other mission is represented. Many of the Chinese women ai-e

realizing that there is something better than worshiping idols, and classes
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can be formed for half-day study. They use the Romanized Chinese, so a

woman can learn to read in six months. Mrs. Peck explained that this

meant that the Chinese characters were spelled out in our letters, with a

different combination of dots to show what the tone should be. They have

the New Testament, parts of the Old Testament, and a hymn book printed,

and other books are being added. Mrs. Farnam reported from Brousa that

Miss Hope has just gone out, and Miss Rebecca, who has taught for fourteen

years, has come to America to wed an Armenian gentleman. From our

Zulu Mission much sickness is reported. No word has been received from

Miss Denton since her return.

M'ss Piper reported five new members for the cradle roll, and suggested

that Sunday schools take the Mission Dayspring. Mrs. Ferrier gave an

account of the first meeting at Pilgrim Church, Oakland, for the study

of Via Christi. Twenty-nine ladies were present, and the interesting

papers read were supplemented from the wide knowledge of their pastor,

Mr. Brooks, who was present. At Fruitvale, Berkeley and Saratoga Via

Christi is studied.

Mrs. Pond gave a cordial invitation to lunch, which was heartily enjoyed

bv over a hundred ladies. At 1.15 a memorial service to Mrs. S. S. Smith

was held, conducted by Mrs. Jewett. Mrs. Smith was Recording Secretary

for twenty-four vears. Mrs. R. E. Cole, Mrs. Baker, Mrs. Pond and Mrs.

^Varren, who were associated with Mrs. Smith from the beginning of the

Board, were seated on the platform. "Just as I am" was sung, Scripture

read, and Mrs. Farnam read a biographical sketch, to be published in the

Pacific. A letter was read from Miss Fay, the third President, entitled

" An Appreciation." A heartfelt prayer by Mrs. Pond concluded this mark

of love and esteem.

Miss Melville, of West Africa, told us about the mission and her distinct-

ive work. We seldom hear a worker from this field, which is three hundred

and fifty miles from the west coast. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Logan were intro-

duced as friends whom we would especially prize from our knowledge of

their parents. Mrs. Logan, who resembles her mother, Mrs. Price, in face

and voice, told us of her plans and prospects, and Mr. Logan supple-

mented these : they were to sail in the John D. Spreckels, a 250-ton vessel,

for Guam, to help Mr. and Mrs. Price ; they will have a new home in new

mission premises in a new field, and will do all they can for our soldiers

stationed there.

A vote of thanks was given to the ladies of Bethany Church, and the

meeting adjourned.

Virginia Bufford, Recording Secretary.
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PROGRESS OF WOMAN IN OUR LAND AND WHAT HAS
INFLUENCED THIS.

BY A SENIOR IN MARASH COLLEGE.

1'he present century has been one of progress, in which men have unitedly

gone forward instead of backward. All comparisons of the past with the

present prove that this is true. Also now men are more strong, happy and
noble than those who lived in past centuries, and by their living according

to the law of physiology, intellectual, noble and moral qualities are increas-

(233)
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ing. Let us ask what share women in our land have had in this general

progress ; especially during the last forty or fifty years in what ways have

our women shown advancement? The first thing to come to our notice is

the change in their dress. Half a century ago the best dresses of women
were the bright-colored, wide-striped entares (a long, scant gown). They

wore bio- yellow boots without stockings, or sometimes red slippers; but

now instead of these things there are new and varied fashions. They wore

head ornaments of tin, brass, or sometimes silver and gold, fastened to the

fez and hanging around the sides of the face, wide bracelets, earrings that

reached to the shoulders, thirty or forty braids of hair with ornaments.

Now, instead, nice watches, rings and pins are used as ornaments.

The houses also are greatly changed. In old times the best houses were

of one or two stories, and in every story one or two rooms; many times,

also, one room was bedroom, dining room, sitting room and kitchen. On

one side of the room there were the beds and provisions ; on another, a few

cushions for the guests to sit on ; and on still another, near the chimney on

a shelf, some dishes made of earth, copper or wood. At that time they did

not have lamps, so they burned candles or pieces of pine ; for this reason

all the timbers of the building were as black as if made of iron. Now in

place of those houses there are good buildings, and, if it is possible, every

single room has its special use and is arranged suitably. The reception

ro'oms have nice carpets, pretty sofas with lace covers, chairs, pictures and

curtains. At that time food was very simple and of few kinds. At the

greatest feast they could with difficulty make three or four kinds, but now

at one meal twenty-five kinds of food have been seen,. So much is not good

for health and economy, but to be able to make so many kinds is a great

proof of the advancement of women.

In family relations, also, a great progress has been made. Under the

darkness of ignorance they did not appreciate the worth of their children.

The love and mercy of parents toward their children, and the honor and

trust of children toward their parents, was greatly lacking. Many times

the birth of a girl was counted a very great misfortune even. If there were

already several girls in the family, they used to say, " The one who will

pour water on our hands has come," or, " The one who will turn our shoes

has come." Of course they would not send such unworthy girls to school,

but thought they were created only for housework. But now there is a

great change in these things ; to-day in our schools a large number of the

scholars are girls. The highest schools are open for women. We expect

after a short time we shall have women doctors, writers and speakers.

Now what a xnark of change it is to see the ignorant mothers full of desire
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to have their children advance, and to see during these few years the break-

ing of the iron rods of the mothers-in-law, and tiie beginning of the warm
relations of love and friendliness between the members of the family.

When we look at their religious privileges, also, we can see a great procu-

ress. At that time women went to church only on holy daj's, and when
they went they recited only a few praj'ers which they knew before. Now
women go to church when they wish

; and besides this they work for the

church, even serving as deaconesses, and expressing their views, vote

about some matters. Most of the teachers in the day schools are women
and a large number of the Sunday-school teachers. In this line we can see

the greatest progress in their own meetings. Where once women knew
only some useless customs about engagements, weddings and bath, to-daj-

they are holding regular meetings, presiding and reading papers. They
superintend schools and compete with men in money matters.

This leads us to ask what are the special causes leading to this degree

of progress of our women in such a short time? In the first place, trade has

had a great influence. In this way new fashions, new goods and new things

are coming from civilized countries to drive awa}^ the old ones. By these

things they are being pushed forward to tliink to make new things. Not
only for the purpose of trade, but if men and women go for visits to other

cities they bring new things, and so they are helping the general progress.

In the second place, the presence of missionaries or other foreigners

among us has been a very great cause of progress. True, the missionaries

have come here for the sole purpose of preaching the gospel, but they have

been, as in many other ways, a great help in raising our women. Women
are learning from them dressmaking, use of different kinds of cloth, adorn-

ing of rooms, arranging of the table, and many things like this; and besides

this they have learned politeness and new customs, so that we may abnosf

say the first teachers of our women in these things were the missionaries.

In the third place, education has been a great cause in changing the

condition of women. The school has opened their minds to receive new
ideas. If we compare the condition of an uneducated and educated woman,
it is impossible not to see the difl^erence between them. The school has

taught them to dress more neatly ; it has given them good language ; it has

taught them to stand more erectly. By making the mind a storehouse of

knowledge, it has brought the world to their homes. The school gave to

those who did not know how to open their mouths capability to teach, speak

and write. Tliose who are educated know better how to manage a house-

hold than others. They dress simply and cheaplv, yet neatly. With little

expense they can live better and more happily than the uneducated. By
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receiving wisdom and light from the source of knowledge they are living

a happy life. Who can state the benefits the women of our citj' have

received in these lines?

In the fourth place, the misfortunes and difficulties of these last years

have had no small influence in raising women. Tlie trials have been a

school of experience. In this way many women who did not know how
to work, from the necessity of working have improved. Those who had

little capacity have found opportunities to go forward. Many of them have

had to oversee business. Those who knew nothing of accounts have almost

l)ecome merchants. Those unknown outside their own homes, by having

relations with well-known people, have themselves become well known.

So that this great calamity has proved a calamity leading to higher tilings.

In the fifth place, the real and most fundamental cause of tlie advance-

ment of our women has been Christianity. It is seen here, as in all other

places, that women are the ones especially influenced by Christianity.

Christianity, by awakening the souls of women, has also awakened their

intellects. By giving them spiritual freedom, it has guided them to intel-

lectual freedom. Christianity has taught them cleanliness, whose effects

are seen in their houses, clothes and bodies, and has taught them purity of

personal relations. So that women, by being guided to heavenly light and

to the wondrous things on eaith, have really begun to live.

Thus we are led to a few conclusions. First, this progress guides our

women to a life of happiness. Indeed, it is a suitable cause for gladness

that women during so short a time have been advanced so far. If a woman
who lived forty or fifty years ago should come back to the world and see the

present position of woman, and her progress in so many ways, how amazed

she would be. In comparing the past with the present, the joy in seeing

the real progress made is like a traveler's when, while climbing a hill, he

turns and looks over the road traversed and the beautiful views.

Secondly, this progress in"ges women on to higher attainments ; that is to

say, makes them realize their hidden and great capabilities, and increases

their courage to go forward. This courage and stimulus also guides them

to zeal, which is one of the holy duties; and those who perform these duties

become rightly honored.

Thirdly, this progress lays women under great obligation. If women
have gone so far forward so quickly by using their talents and opportunities

in useful ways, greater progress is expected in the future. Now, if oppor-

tunities and incitements to progress are more than before, if women fail

to improve them, are they not under a heavy responsibility? "Behold, I

come quickly ; hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown."
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THE MISSION AND PROTESTANT COMMUNITY IN
MARASH.

By the "mission" or "station" we mean the workers sent out by the

American Board. Marash station includes the Theological Seminary, with

three buildings and the ruins of a fourtli, which was burned during " the

events" of six 3'ears ago; also the house in which Dr. Lee and Mr. Macal-

lum's families live. Their two houses stand in one 3'ard, the seminary

building in another, with a large "garden" of grass and trees. A street

separates the two yards; then another street separates the seminary yard

from that of the college. We have but one building now. All the yards

are surrounded by high stone walls.

Tlie seminary lias one native teacher, a dear old man who has been to

Hartford, Conn., to study. About twelve students are accommodated in

the seminary, a new class coming in every three years, and graduating at

the end of that time. There are pulpits waiting for every one; not large

ones or vvitli big salaries, but village churches where there is dense darkness

and great need.

The men are noble, earnest Christians, willing to endure hardship ; and

our girls willingly marry such young men, and by mutual work and Chris-

tian homes teach people of Christ, and what his love will do in hearts and

lives and liomes.

Both college and seminary students attend and work in the churches and

Sunday schools.

When missionary work began among this people, it was not the intention

to draw away from the Gregorian church. But as the people saw the truth,

they realized tlie error in that cliurch ; and as so many felt it impossible to

worship God ariglit and do real service for him in that church, it became

necessary to form what are called Armenian Protestant churches throughout

the country.

The Gregorian church is full of mere form and ceremon}', and their

services are largely not understood by the people, nor is the Bible read by

the people. Priests attend to every person's soul, and do not encourage any

independent prayer or thought. Rather they discourage it.

Miss Salmond tells of one of her orplian boys who went back to his home

in a Gregorian village, and who was told by the priest that he would surely

be sent to perdition if he continued to pray and read his Bible, as he had

learned to love to do here in the orphanage. He listened quietly, then

looking up, said, " If all those honums in Marash are going to perdition,

I am ready to go with them." " Honum " is a title of respect which they

apply to us as well as to their own women.
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The hope of the coming generations among this people lies in Christian

education. We cannot change legislative conditions ; we cannot make the

poor rich in this world's goods, nor give to all the wretched ones the com-

forts of life ; we cannot put unleaking roofs on all the houses, filter all the

water used in the homes, put stoves in place of smoky open fires, provide

windows for the dark, gloomy houses, etc. But we can bring the Lord

Jesus Christ into hearts, homes, villages, cities. We can teach to the

orphans, school children, young women and young men just as much truth

in all lines as we are able ; can set before them high ideals, pure, true

motives, what it means to be good and sincere, to be clean and wholesome,

wise in mind, strong in body and character, noble in soul.

Our college grows larger each year, until we are fairly crowded out of our

beautiful big building. This year we have eighty-four students. Twenty-

four are boarding in the house ; the others are day scholars.

Our graduates and the graduates of tlie men's college in Aintab are the

best-trained teachers, and they must supply such an extensive demand in

Central Turkey. W^e must always have four native girls as teachers. Then
come Hadjin and Adana, who also want graduates. After them come the

common schools and the scores of villages where we long to open work.

The harvest truly is great and the laborers still too few. When you are

praying, dear friends, that the Lord of the harvest will send forth laborers

into his harvest, do pray that he will open long-closed purses to supply the

means to prepare these native teachers, Bible women and pastors who are

so greatly needed to carry on the work and gather in the harvest that is

whiteninof.

IN THE SMYRNA GIRLS' SCHOOL.

BV >[ISS MINNIE B. MILLS.

The school filled up nicely in the fall. Altogether it was a very happy

and prosperous year. God was very good, and teachers and pupils enjoyed

good health throughout the year. In June vv'e graduated a class of seven

fine girls, two of whom were Greeks and five Armenians. All are, I

trust, true Christians, and all but one Protestants^nd earnest workers,

who have now positions as teachers,—one in the Gedik Pasha school, Con-

stantinople, one in Marsovan, one in Adana, one in Miss Bartlett's kinder-

garten, one in our own school, and the sixth will take the place of one of

our teachers, who is leavhig us in February to be married. It is a great

joy to us to have our girls thus engaged in active work, and especially to
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have them willing to go to the interior to work. They are usuall}- willing

to teach in our own school here, but to get them to leave home or go into

the interior has been very difficult; or if the girls are willing, often the

parents are not. I trust our girls may more and m»i-e be so consecrated

to the Lord's work that they shall be eager to work wherever he opens

the way.

We have inserted a year's work in methods of teaching, giving each

senior teaching to do under supervision ; and we hope the time may come

when we can add to our course of study a year of normal training, that our

girls may be better fitted as teachers.

Miss McCallum joined us the middle of September, and very glad we are

to have her back. We reopened school the first of October. We have

over one hundred and sixty-five pupils, twenty-six of whom are full boarders,

and a number of others day boarders. The boarding department is filled

to its utmost capacity. There has been more growth in our school the last

two years than the numbers show. A year ago v/e gave up the Greek

kindergarten in connection with our school, and this fall we sent all the

little boys, whom we admitted to our first two primary grades, to the Boys*

School, yet the total attendance is equal or greater than that of preceding

years. We could accommodate few more than our present numbers, as

every nook and corner of the place is now used for recitation rooms.

It is very gratifying to notice that in the old churches the leaders in all

philanthropic and educational work are our own graduates, and that their

influence is almost without exception on the right side. There is no doubt

that a reviving of the life of these old churches has begun, and this is a

critical time, when they need educated, devoted men and women.

The church work is encouraging. Our King's Daughters Society is still

carrying on its work among the poor. At the beginning of the year our

funds were very low, and we felt some effort must be made at once to raise

monev or the cold would come on and find us unable to relieve any of the

suffering among the poor. So it was decided we should all go to work for

a sale to be held the second week in December. We divided the society

up in different committees. One committee was to make aprons and hand-

kerchiefs, another children's things, another lace, another was to dress dolls,

another to make fancy articles. Everyone went to work with a will, so

that when we bi^ought the things together we were all surprised at the

number and variety of pretty things we had for sale. It being just before

Christmas, people bought generously, so that ^ve cleared $136. Was that

not good.'' We felt repaid for the two months of hard woi'k.
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GLIMPSES AND GLEANINGS FROM OVER THE WIDE FIELD.

^ CHINA.

One farmer sent seventeen heads of cabbage as his share toward the

Woman's Station class, and one old woman, of seventy-five years, gave out

of her spinning money one thousand large cash (over fifty cents). It is re-

ported that one of the women, who owns about twenty-five acres of land,

when she went home declared she could not live any longer with the false

gods in her house, and at once destroyed them all.

The rest of the family went out on the street reviling her, the "foreign

doctrine and the foreign devils," but she remained quietly in the house

singing hymns.

Can any one say that these people ai-e not in earnest, or that they are

*' rice Christians".^

—

T/ie Exchange.

A CONVERT who was going to be confirmed was heard to pray, " O Lord,

the bishop is going to put his hands on my head
;
put thou thine upon my

heart."

WOMAN'S BOARD OF THE INTERIOR.

Miis. S. E. HURLBUT, Treasurer.

Receipts from Febiiuary 10 to March 10, 1902.

Colorado ,

Illinois .

Indiana .

Iowa
Kansas .

Michigam
Minnesota .

Missouri .

Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio .

SoPTH Dakota
Wisconsin
Trnnessee
Turkey .

China
Miscellaneous

Receipts for the month

124 51
1,168 89

11 00
157 26
62 81

504 31
553 39
761 33
57 20
43 60

212 76
17 00

382 87
1 75

29 58
2 28

479 18

4,569 72

Previously acknowledged, less cor-
rectioti, 4

Total since October, 1901

century fund.

Received this month
Already reported .

Total since October, 1901

11,751 07

$16,320 79

45 00
710 03

$755 03

additional donations for special objects.

Received this month ...
Already forwarded, plus correction, 4

11 00
291 40

Total since October, 1901 , . . $302 40

Mrs. E. M. Williams, Ass't Treas.
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Contributions for With pleasure we report a gain in contributions of

THE Month. $1,464.99 for the month ending April i8th as com-

pared with last year. In this sum is included a yearly gift of $1,000, which

was received in July last year. Aside from this we may rejoice in the gain

of $464.99, which a little more than covers the lack mentioned last month.

For the first six months of our financial year, aside from two special gifts,

there has been a gain of $139.97. In other words, the contributions are

about equal to those of last year. It is not our custom to mention our legacies

in these comparative statements ; since the amounts differ so largely from month

to month, no true comparison can be made until the end of the year. Last

year the legacies in the last six months were phenomenally large, and we
can scarcely hope that they will be equaled this year, and a special effort

for contributions is needed to supply the lack. There are yet six months

before us, and, although united action is most difficult in summer, much
can be done through individual effort. The needs of the work never have

vacation ; they never cease to press upon us. Indeed, they come to us with

greater insistency and stress as the years go by, as the success for which we
have prayed crowns our labors. There are special ways of working in the

summer. Let us enter into them with faith and courage.

Our Work in Austria After studying the fourtli topic in li'a C/ir/sl/,

AND Spain. which dwells so much on the lives and labors of the

men and women in the Roman Catholic Church, it will be interesting to

consider the present work of our Board in Spain and in Austria, We plan

to give large space to this work in our numbers for June and July.

The Children's Mission- Our annual children's missionary meeting was
ARY May Festival. held in Berkeley Temple on the afternoon of

Saturday, May 3d. Instead of the erection of a building—the work pre-

sented to the children in previous years—our Junior committee have sug-

gested this year current work in different countries, viz. : Village schools

and rug-weaving in India, Bible woman's work in Japan, kindergartens

and the International Institute for Girls in Spain, and schools in China. At
the meeting these different interests were presented in an admirably arranged

exercise under the lead of Mrs. G. H. Hubbard, from China, Mrs. Abbie
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S. Burnell, from India, Miss Charlotte De Forest, from Japan, and Miss

Nellie S. Crandon, of West Newton, for Spain. An address on " The
Children of Africa," by Rev. F. R. Bunker, of South Africa, was most

delightful, and listened to by the children with the most inspiring atten-

tion. Enthusiasm reached its height when he exhibited to them a "little

white African"—his own little Paul, who came to the platform and smiled

his greeting to his little American friends. It is a great satisfaction to the

officers of the Board that these annual gatherings apparently lose nothing

of their attraction to the children in Boston and vicinity. The weather this

year was cloudy, with occasional showers, but this did not dampen the ardor

of the nearly twelve hundred children present. The payments and pledges

for the work presented amounted to $531,—a fine start toward the $3,000 it

is hoped to raise through the year. May our Heavenly Father bless the

children every one in their work for him !

Missionary Dr. Mary A. Holbrook sailed from San Francisco April

Personals. 22d, for Kobe, Japan. Dr. Holbrook came to this country in

1896 to accompany a missionary friend, who was broken in health and

needed her care, and has remained with her till this time. At the time she

came here the science department in Kobe College, of which she was the

head, was so depleted by the reaction against foreigners that it seemed best

to give it up for a time. Now, however, there is a strong demand for science

study, and Dr. Holbrook returns to resume her former place. Miss Fidelia

Phelps sailed for South Africa May 7th, in company with Rev. and Mrs.

Bunker, to take up her work in Inanda Seminary.

The Empress Dowager Against The decree concerning foot-binding,

FooT-BiNDiNG IN China. issucd by the Empress Dowager of China

February ist, has been generally reported in this country as a prohibition

of the custom. A prohibition it was not,—the Empress Dowager expressly

:stating that she had carefully avoided the words, " We prohibit," so that

-dishonest officials and underlings might have no excuse for oppressing

'Chinese subjects who might not immediately follow the decree, on the

strength that they were disobeying Imperial command. The substance of

the decree is that, as the custom of foot-binding among Chinese women is

injurious to health, the gentry and notables of Chinese descent are com-

mended to earnestly exhort their families and all who come under their

influence to abstain henceforth from that evil practice, and by this means

gradually abolish the custom forever. One of the early antecedents of the

Empress Dowager on the dragon throne did forbid foot-binding, but with

no better result than that the " golden lilies " are as beautiful to-dav in the
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eyes of " China's millions" as tliey were before the change of dynasty made
tlie natural foot the standard of beauty at court. Nevertheless, in issuing

this decree, the Empress is but falling into line with a movement which for

some years has been gaining ground among the gentry. This has un-

doubtedly been due to the wider knowledge and more thoughtful considei'a-

tion of such matters forced upon Chinese scholars and men of influence by

Western literature and the diligent efforts of the members of tlie Heavenly

Foot Society, an organization formed some years ago by missionaries and

others. The auxiliaries of this societ}' were multiplying rapidly in the

coast and Yang-tze River provinces at the time of the outbreak in 1900.

Possibly the Imperial sanction may give a new impetus to the work of this

societ}^, but reform was sure to come. Of course all readers of Life and
Light know that Protestant missionaries have always used all their influ-

ence toward abolishing the custom of foot-binding among church members.

—Mrs. H. P. Perkifis.

Was this in Your The missionary had finished her address at the

Auxiliary? auxiliary meeting. She had done her best, and a few

people seemed to be stirred. What followed?

The President : "We will now take up our collection to defray the

expenses of our speaker. Let it be generous. The last time we had a

missionary speaker the collection fell short of the expenses, and our

treasurer was obliged to make up tlie amount from her own pocket."

The " speaker" flushed painfully, but had no opportunity for remarks.

Treasurer: At the close of the meeting. " Oh, Mrs. F., we enjoyed

your words so much ! Now what were your expenses.''"

Speaker : Mindful of the previous shortage and the treasurer's pocket.

" My railway ticket was $1.23."

Treasurer : " Oli, wa^ it.-' A dollar and twenty-three cents each way

would be $2.46, wouldn't it.-* Let me see what I have here. I am awfully

sorry, but we have only $2.30; would that do.?"

Speaker : Effusively, " Yes, indeed ; that will do perfectly well."

On the train home she did a little sum in mental arithmetic : street-car

fares twenty cents, remembering with a shiver her long wait on a corner
;

lunch, quite a light one, twenty cents ; shortage in railway fare sixteen cents.

She was out of pocket fifty-six cents.

Or this? The president met the speaker at the station with a carriage,

and took her home to dinner. After dinner she gave her a room to herself

for half an hour. This was such a boon, as she liad been on the rush since

daylightwith housework and getting ready to leave the children for the day.
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The treasurer had looked up the railway fare beforehand, had calculated the

probable extras, and added a little for unknown contingencies, and secured

the amount from two or three friends. At the close of the meeting she

slipped an envelope into the speaker's hand with a word of thanks, saying to

herself as she turned away, Suppose she does have twenty-five or fifty

cents extra, what's the harm.?

MISS STONE IN BOSTON.

As was natural, our returned captive missionary made her first pubHc

iippearances in this country in her home church in Chelsea and in Boston.

A meeting of welcome vmder the auspices of the Woman's Board of Mis-

sions was held in Park Street Church, Boston, on Friday afternoon, April

iSth. Mrs. Judson Smith presided, and conducted the devotional exercises.

Prayer was ofl:ered by Rev. J. L. Withrow, D.D. The welcome from the

Woman's Board was voiced by Miss Abbie B. Child, Home Secretary.

This was followed by a most hearty and appreciative address of welcome

in behalf of the American Board by Rev. James L. Barton. He read

from documents four conditions in the release of Miss Stone made by the

brigands: i. That, to protect the innocent villagers where the ransom was

paid, the time and place should be kept entirely secret. 2. That any who
had known where Miss Stone was secreted during her captivity should

not be punished in any way. 3. That Mrs. Tsllka should have the same

protection against the Turkish government as Miss Stone. 4. That the

messengers between the brigands and Miss Stone's rescuers should be

protected. Dr. Barton thought that men who asked nothing for themselves,

but who desired only protection for the innocent, were "well worth

saving." He also expressed the hope that after Miss Stone had been one

hundred and seventy-two days in the hands of her friends in this coun-

try, she would be in as good condition as after she had been the same length

of time with the brigands. Hon. S. B. Capen then supplemented the offi-

cial welcome in a brief address, dwelling upon the way In which Miss Stone's

experience had brought the world nearer together, and asserted that brigand-

age must cease, and that the lives of United States citizens, whether missionary

or merchant, must be protected. Miss Stone's own address was thrilling in the

exti'eme, and quite unreportable. Twice during the meeting the large audi-

ence, completely filling the church, rose to greet her with the greatest en-

thusiasm. At the close of the public meeting about six hundred friends

and invited guests of the Woman's Board gathered on the seventh floor of

the Congregational House to meet personally the heroine of the hour, and
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to enjoy a time of social intercourse. The whole afternoon was most in-

spiring and enjoyable. Miss Stone's first appearance on the lecture plat-

form was at Tremont Temple, Boston, Monday evening, April 21st, and her

success was all that her friends could wish. It was what they expected of

her, but they were none the less gratified by her success. The impression

on the general public is shown in an editorial in the Boston Transcript the

next evening :

—

THAT RANSOMED MISSIONARY.

" If vou dropped into Tremont Temple last evening from motives of curi-

osity only, and with no particular sympathy with Miss Ellen M. Stone of

Chelsea and Macedonia and the things for which she stands, if you had been

feeling of late that she was inclined to make merchandise of her sufferings at

the hands of the brigands over there in the hills of Macedonia, in spite of

yourself your mood changed before she had been talking fifteen minutes.

In the first place, you were looking upon the elegantly gowned figure of a

queenly woman in latter middle life. Strength, repose, determination were

all writ large in her open, cheerful countenance. The voice was that of a

gentlewoman, quiet, even, penetrative, agreeable. The first findings of your

critical eyes and ears at once gave birth to the thought, ' Why, this woman
would have adorned Boston society if she had not chosen to waste her best

years in the missionary business.' As she went on with her thrilling

recital you could not but admire the reserves in lier tale, as well as its admi-

rable literary form. Such effective use of English, such nice discrimination

in the choice of words, such entire absence of repetitiousness, one does not

often encounter in extemporaneous speakers. But it was far from being

parrot-like, memoriter work ; moreover, did not harp upon the trials and

tribulations of those six months of captivity. You were not looking upon a

woman who had any desire to be considered a martyr or who regarded her-

self in that light. She had simply risked the chances of her calling, and

when an experience came to her that has been the lot of no other missionary

in the last hundred years, she had not whined about it then, nor was she

coming back to America to excite emotionally minded people by the story

of her recent woes. Lightly, indeed, on the whole, did she pass over them.

The simple narrative, it is true, made clear what anguish she and her com-

panion had endured, but she did not admit her auditors into the deepest

recesses of her own heart or project constantly into view the physical priva-

tions and the mental anguish of those terrible one hundred and seventy-two

days. So before her lecture was over you concluded that this ransomed

missionary has sterling qualities, that she belongs to the same class with the

late Frances Willard and Lady Henry Somerset, and that in whatever
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unfortunate complications others may have involved her in this lecturing

undertaking, she is herself as free from guile and as unselfish as the noblest

lady in the land. If there ai'e many like her in the mission field, you decide

to take a little more stock in the missions hereafter. If the vocation breeds

such dignit}' and poise and capacity, it may be a more intellectually enno-

bling calling than you have imagined it to be. You don't wonder that her

personality so wrought upon the brigands that however much they flour-

ished their revolvers before her they could never bring themselves to the

point of discharging them at her or at Mrs. Tsilka. And you readily

believe the assertion now made at the rooms of the American Board that she

shaped to a large extent the negotiations on the part of the brigands that

finally brought about her release. So by the spell of a woman's voice and a

woman's presence and a woman's heroic career the most skeptical is likely

to be transformed from a critic into an admirer, and find himself at last

sa3'ing, 'There may be something in this missionary business after all.'"

A THRILLING SCENE IN THE CAPTIVITY.*

By the kindness of the S. S. McClure Company we are permitted to make
the following extract from Miss Stone's first article in their magazine. Every

one of our readers will wish to read the wliole marvelous narrative for them-

selves as it comes out month by month. On the second evening of their cap-

tivity she describes the following scene: "They led us to a doorway, and

through some d^irk outer space into a small inner room with one small

barred window. A light was brought. After the brigands had spread

down some cloaks for us we were left to ourselves. The horror of a

great fear fell upon us. What could they not do to us in that dark,

liidden spot.'' Why had tliey brought us thither? If we should be killed

now, no one in the wide world would know our fate. The darkness settled

into our very souls. We lay down in our corner, but no sleep came to

refresh us. After daylight we looked from the tiny barred window, but

could see only trees on a grassy slope. Though we occasionally heard

voices during the day besides those of the brigands, we could never see any-

one. . . . During the day three men came filing into the room. As they

seated themselves upon the ground, they filled all the space outside of our cor-

ner. They were heavily armed. Cartridges were upon their breasts, and in

belts around their waists. Daggers and revolvers hung at their sides. They
had left their rifles behind ; but, as though their present armament was not

sufficient to protect them against us, one soon went out and brought in three

guns, which he stacked in a corner. With trembling hearts under an exterior

which we prayed God to keep calm, we waited until they should tell us the

* See illustration on first page.
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purpose of their visit. Finally one, whom I took to be the leader, spoke

rapidly and roughly, telling us that they were highwaymen ; that among

them were many nationalities. He told us that they had taken us for money,

and should hold us until the ransom was forthcoming. ' If it is not paid,'

he said menacingly, ' there will be a bullet for you, and a bullet for her,'

—

indicating Mrs. Tsilka. We named him in our hearts ' the bad man,' and

so called him for many weeks, but not to the end. He warned us that if we
attempted to do anything for our own rescue, or anything that might endanger

them, they would shoot us instantly. . . . When I inquired the amount of

the ransom, the spokesman took an envelope and wrote upon it, and then

passed it to the next man, who also wrote upon it, and gave it to a third,

who, after writing upon it, returned it to their spokesman. ' We have

decided,' he said, ' to ask twenty-five thousand pounds for your ran-

som, and we are prepared to hold you until it is paid ; or in case of

failure to pay it, there is, as I said before, a bullet for each of you, to let

people know that we are not men to be trifled with.' We were utterly

crushed witli the helplessness of the position in -which they had put

us. . . . Then they filed out of the tiny black room, leaving it filled

with the smoke from their tobacco, and the stench from clothes long

unchanged, and also with something worse, for a cloud of despair settled

into our very souls. Twenty-five thousand pounds ! One hundred and ten

thousand dollars ! It could never be raised. Why should tliey not kill us

at once.'' So we talked with each other until our faith in God overcame the

fearful forebodings and comforted us. ' Our God reigns, and we are still

in his hands. He can deliver us from even these toils. We will trust him

still.'"

PROTESTANTISM IN BOHEMIA.
BY KATE UPSON CLARK.

The great men and great industries of Bohemia have made it very famous.

The very name is full of poetry, and the picture which it brings to the mind

is one of intellectual art and beauty. A shimmer of Irridescent glass is

suggested by it, and a vision of turbulent student life. The great university

at Prague has stood for ages among the foremost in Europe. The drifting

wrecks of literary genius are brought to mind by it also, and one thinks of

the old " Bohemian Club" of New York. Many of its members perished

miserably of strong drink, with its attendant vices, but their brilliant work

in periodical literature gave their wretched fate a tragic interest.

It is said that the name "Bohemian" was applied to roving literati

because of the gypsy character of their lives, and that gypsies usually hailed
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from Bohemia. Thus, the French word for a gypsy is Boheinien. Others

say tliat under the reign of King John, of Bohemia, that country was the

refuge of the outlaws of all lands, particularly of scholars and writers, so

that the term "Bohemian" became almost synonymous with scholarship

and learning. The former of these explanations is probably the true one.

JOHN HUSS.

The Boii, of whom readers of Ccesar's Commentaries hear so much, were
the first settlers of whom anything is known in Bohemia. They were of a

mild disposition, and were driven out or subjugated by the wild Slavs from
beyond the Carpathians. Their leader, Czech, gave his name henceforth

to the Bohemian people and their language. They were idolaters, and made
offerings to their gods in sacred groves in the dusk of the morning.
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The kingdom of Bohemia has been during nearly all of its history an inde-

pendent state, belonging to the great German Empire. For two hundred

years it has been a part of Austria. It is only about half as large as the

State of New York, yet it contains nearly as many people. Most of them
are Roman Catholics, but infidelity has a strong hold among them.

During the last quarter of the fourteenth century Richard II of England,

the son of the Black Prince, married Anna, a princess of Bohemia, and a

lively intercourse began between the universities of Prague and Oxford.

The teachings of the great and good Wicklifte were thus disseminated

throughout Bohemia, and a large body of believers in his doctrines was
gradually created. These quiet thinkers waited only for a leader to declare

themselves. Most of them lived pure and holy lives, and were deeply

troubled by the vices and corruption of the church and the clergy. Nothing

in all history seems more marvelous to the close student than that from the

darkness and wickedness of the Middle Ages should be evolved a movement
like the Reformation, with Wicklifte as its " Morning Star." The pessi-

mists of our own time who despair of the purification of our modern social

and political life may well take courage from the study.

One of the wonderful ways of Providence in bringing about the general

diftusion of ideas which was to blossom in the mighty uprising of the six-

teenth century, was this introduction of the works of Wicklifte into Bohemia

by the chance marriage of the young king of England with a Bohemian

princess, John Huss studied those works, and his intense soul transmuted

them into the wonderful doctrines which he preached for twelve years in the

Bethlehem Chapel at Prague. His elevated life and his Christlike spirit

gave him such a hold upon all the people, from the peasants up to the

queen and her nobles, that in this day one can hardly conceive how it

became possible for him to be so terribly tortured and to perish so miserably.

It is an awful commentary upon the intolerance of Rome, and the way in

which she crushed everyone who dared to dift'er from her. The superhuman

courage of John Huss, his unshaken faith and his spotless life, form a

chapter in the history of Bohemia which alone should endear her to Protes-

tant peoples forever. When to his martyrdom is added that of the learned

Jerome of Prague, who, for refusing to say that the Council of Constance

was right in burning John Huss, followed his friend to the stake a year

later, one feels that to Bohemia—even more than to Saxony and Switzer-

land—we are indebted for the pure form of religion in which we now
worship. There is no more thrilling episode in the history of civilization

than the story of these two heroic men.

"After these arose," as the chroniclers of the Judges say, the great "one-
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eyed" Zizka. He, supported by King Wenzel of Bohemia, vowed to

avenge the death of Huss upon the false Emperor Sigismund, who had

promised Huss a safe conduct to and from the Council of Constance, and

had then basely deserted him. Zizka was never conquered, so the tale runs
;

and the account of "the Hussite War," which he waged for ten years

against Sigismund, forms one of the most exciting and romantic chapters of

the history of the Reformation, to which it properly belongs. At one time,

not long after Zizka's noble struggle, four fifths of the people were Protes-

tants ; but the Catholics gradually regained the ascendency, and then for one

hundred and sixty years there was a reign of terror, during which the popu-

lation of Bohemia was actually reduced from 3,000,000 to 780,000. Protes-

tants were slaughtered by the tliousand. Bohemian literature almost ceased

to exist. The persecuted sects had to conceal their Bibles, and were driven

to live in forests and dark holes in the mountains.

In 1781 Joseph II of Austria issued a "decree of toleration," which al-

lowed Protestants again to live in Bohemia, where, little by little, privileges

have been granted to them, but to this day they are simply tolerated. There

are now more than a hundred thousand Protestants in the kingdom, but they

are comparatively feeble, and the obstacles in the way of missionary work
there are almost insurmountable. Popery, infidelity, and the natural con-

ceit of an old civilization, stand like lions in the path.

The oppression and poverty in which the Bohemians live has led to their

emigration in lai'ge numbers. There are now about half a million of them

in this country, largely in the West. Whole counties in Wisconsin are

peopled by them. Chicago and Cleveland contain considerable Bohemian

colonies, for whose salvation active missionary efforts are being made.

Among the noble men and women who have labored to evangelize Bo-

hemia have been the Rev. H. A. Shauffler, the Rev. A. W. Clark and the

Rev. E. C. Bissell, with their wives. Several of these devoted missionaries

gave their lives to the cause, breaking down tnider the strain of the work

and its peculiar difiiculties. The story of Mrs. Shauffler's fidelity and intel-

ligent labor, terminating in her death at the early age of forty-two in 18S3,

is one of jieart-breaking pathos, but full of inspiration and comfort to the

discouraged worker in other fields. The present missionary workers are

Rev. A. W. Clark and Rev. John S. Porter and their wives. At Brunn

there is a Home for Women and Girls, schools in Carinthia and Husinetz,

and twelve devoted Bible women. At Russitz there is an orphanage,

founded by the noble and godly Countess La Tour, who has been a most

efficient friend to our missionaries and to the native pastors. During the

last ten years much important evangelical work has been done in Bohemia.
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The publicity given to this later progress has made it very familiar to the

readers of this publication, which is only one of scores that are constantly

developing more and more a fruitful interest in our mission work all over

the sflobe.

SPAIN.

A VISIT TO GRADUATES OF THE INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE.

BY MISS HARRIET W. MAY.

May I tell you of a trip made by Miss Page and myself not long ago to

visit some of our Institute graduates.^ Our first night was spent at San

Sebastian, and the next morning we started at eight o'clock for Pradejon, and

traveled steadily until five in the afternoon, when we were put oft' at a

small station, with no village in sight, and the first part of our journey

was accomplished. We had been told that it was " the hardest trip

in all Spain," but it was made easy for us through the kindness of

the people we went to see. The second part of the trip began when we
were met at the station by a young woman, who walked up to us, and with-

out a question, simply with the salutation, "Zi'z/ewai' tardcs.," lifted our heavy

bags and started oft' down the road. For a moment I thought it really

would be " the hardest trip" if we had to walk the six miles between Lo-

dosa and Pradejon, but only for a moment, for we were led down an

embankment and into the house of our guide. There in the sitting room,

which was on the ground and next the stable, we found three women busily

sewing, and received a most cordial greeting from them. In a few minutes

the husband and fatlier came to announce our carriage, which proved to be

a tarta?ia^ a curious two-wheeled vehicle with seats on each side over tlie

wheels. This was drawn by a mule, and after we had clambered in by

means of a chair, and the man who was to be the other passenger had

clambered in and seated himself on our bags, and had covered himself head

and all with his tapa bocas^ which is nothing more nor less than a steamer

rug, and is the universal overcoat of the peasants in that part of Spain, we
started off" and jounced along toward Pradejon. About half way there we
were met by Ascension, the teacher whom we had come to visit, with two

of her girls. The tartatia was full before, but we packed them all in some-

where, and started oft' again, only to be met about a mile from the town by

a crowd of the school children, who, however, were obliged to walk, or

run, as some of them elected to do, behind us. The first glimpse that I had

of Pradejon was not prepossessing, simply a collection of brown mud, or
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adobe, houses, set down in the midst of a brown country, without one tree

or any green thing to relieve the barrenness and monotony, and I wondered

if Ascension were happy, and if she did not miss the life at the " Instituto
"

and wish herself back ; but in a few minutes that feeling was dispelled when
she said, " When I first saw this pueblo I thought I could never be happy

here a month, but I have been here a year and a half, and am ver}- liappy

and fond of the people." The cart left us outside the wall, and we walked

to the house through the narrow, badly paved streets, and the whole place

reminded both of us of villages in Turkey and Syria. We received a wel-

come which went to my heart, and I could readily see how Ascension had

grown fond of the people. There used to be a pastor in Pradejon, but for

some reason (most probably lack of funds) the^v/ork there was given up and

the pastor transferred to San Sebastian. However, during the eight years

that they had no pastor or teacher, the people were not entirely discouraged,

and met every week in the chapel, where one of their number, Don Fran-

cisco, read and prayed and talked as best lie could, and kept them together.

He, like all the men there, works in the fields, which are from one to two

hours away from the town, and to which they go at dawn and return after

dark.

They were only a handful of people when Ascension went there, and

longing for a pastor, but they gave her a hearty welcome, and she has done

wonders for the place. She began with half a dozen cliildren, who, like all

Spanish children, were unused to restraint, and were noisy and untidy ; but

now she has more than seventy, and I was amazed at the quiet and discipline

of the school. Each large or small child (and some of them are little tots)

came quietly in and took his or her place on the benches, and sat there until

at a touch of the bell they rose, turned about, and began their first task

of the day. Another touch of the bell and a class of six or eight came
forward and grouped themselves about the reading cards which hung on the

wall, and had a reading and spelling lesson. So it went on, the recitations

of that kind being followed by singing and recitations of poetry. Tliere

are three girls there whom Ascension hopes may some day come to the In-

stituto. They were very attractive, bright girls, and the whole school

was one which any teacher might be proud of, and especially a girl of

twenty-three, whose first school it was. The Catholic schools in the town

are free, but nearly, if not quite all, of her scholars pay something, and at

harvest time she takes her donkey and goes about from family to family

gathering her pay in the shape of wheat, which she afterwards sells. One
afternoon, at the close of the school session, she has a Christian Endeavor

meeting, and on Sundays she has a most interesting Sunday school. There
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were between sixty and seventy the day we were there,—little old women
of eight coming in with a baby brother or sister in their arms, and against

the wall at the back of the room were a few mothers and grandmothers.

There was a good deal of opposition to her at first, but she went quietly on,

and now is not at all molested, but has won the esteem of all, and even the

alcalde of the town is friendly at present. How they do long for a pastor !

In Spain it is not considered proper for boys and girls to go to the same

MEMBERS OF JUNIOR CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR SOCIETY, PRADEJON, SPAIN.

school, and so she is only.able to have very small boys, but a pastor could

gather together the larger ones. Ascension is a natural teacher, and little

by little the character of the village is being changed. She is just one

graduate of this Instituto, and the society which supports her may be proud

of the share they are having in the uplifting of Spain. How I wish some

of the people at home might see this work as I have seen it ! It would be

easier for them to go on working and gathering together the dollars, which

often come so slowly. Spain needs education and uplifting, and the gradu-
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ates of this Instituto are giving it in many cities and villages throughout the

length and breadth of the land.

Our next visit was made to the home of another girl, who left here last

June after three years in the school, and who has nothing except what she

gets from the children. Her home is in Tauste, a ride of two hours by

donkey cart from the nearest railway station. Lidia, her father and brother

had put a bench from the schoolroom into the cart, with a cushion on it,

and had started at seven to meet us ; and we enjoyed the ride to Tauste

in spite of the roughness of the road and the broiling sun, for it led through

n fine farming country which was already beginning to be green, and the

*' mountains were round about" in every direction. The story of the

work there is most interesting. Lidia's father, Don Agostin, when a

young man was a muleteer of Pradejon and a rough character. He be-

came converted, married, and went to Tauste to live. By his industry

and care he has gathered together money enough to build a good house,

largely with his own hands, and has bought three fields, which he cultivates

with the help of his two young boys. In addition to all this, through all

these years, and with little salary, he has gone from village to village as

colporteur, and has had a night school in his own house, to which six hun-

dred young men have come, sooner or later. His daughter, Lidia, was a

shepherdess, and spent every day in the fields with the flocks, but his am-

bition was to have her come to this school, and be educated for a teacher.

She came and stayed three years, leaving last June, and in July in a large

room in her own house, which her father had built for her, she opened a

school, and has been teaching steadily ever since. She has something%vhich

closely resembles a nursery, for her scholars range from one and a half years

to twelve ; and while she teaches the older ones, one by one, to read or

write or do arithmetic, the babies are running about the floor, under the

Trenches, and are not exactly quiet ; but she does not seem to be disturbed

by it, and goes serenely on for six hours every day, not even having the

customary half-day holidays twice a week. For this teaching and taking

care of babies she receives twenty cents a month from the oldest scholars,

and ten cents a month from the babies. Many of the children are sons and

daughters of the men whom her father taught in his evening school. Lidia

gets up at five in the morning, cleans the house, and begins school at nine

o'clock. From twelve to one she takes dinner, and at one a young woman
comes who is about twenty, and so too old to go in with the other scholars,

l)ut as she cannot read nor write she comes every day for an hour. At two

the babies come back again and stay until five, when another young girl

comes for an hour, and in the evening Lidia makes clothes for herself, her
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mother, father and two brothers. She seems very happy, and her father

and mother are justly proud of her. She seldom goes out even for a walk,

because she cannot go out alone, and her mother is too busy to go with her

often, and her father and brothers are in the fields from dawn until long after

sunset. It is a lonely life for a girl, with no young companions, and it

makes one appreciate the privileges of American girls and women. How I

wish some of our girls could see these Spanish girls, who have not had one
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but we created so much excitement and attracted so much attention that we
were obliged to return to the house. These are just two of our girls, and

I have seen the schools in Zaragoza, Logrono, San Sebastian, Santander^

and Bilbao, in all of which places our pupils are hard at work, ajid they are

fine girls. That is the kind of work that will change Spain little by little,

and it is from those village and city schools that the girls come who make

up our family of thirty-two here.

JAPAN.

A TRANSFORMED LIFE.

BY MISS FRANCES E. GRISWOLD.

We have all been interested in a young worhan who died in Takayaki at

the beginning of this year. Her childhood was anything but pleasant. She

could remember when she was six years old seeing her father and mother

shed tears when they separated and the home was broken up. They loved

each other, parting only for some family or property reason, and made a

secret agreement to live together again when they should be able. Before

that day came they had each married again, and the child never knew a

pure family life. She herself did not marry, but lived a low life, here and

here. At last she was persuaded by the Christians in Aunaka, where slie

lived, to reform. She was baptized by Mr. Neesima, hut in a short time

—

probably about a year—had gone back to her old ways, and was put out of

the church. She seemed to care for nothing but to make money, and even

went as far as Tokyo to engage in her trade. Her life was of the darkest

kind.

At last she w-ent to the house of a detective, with the understanding that

she could drink all she wished in his house. He was kind to her, and after

several years they were legally married. Her appetite for drink became a

disease, and she drank enormous quantities. For five years she was nearly

crazy from its effects, but seems to have been most tenderly cared for by her

husband.

But the truth she had heard and partially believed in her better days was

not wholly forgotten in these dark hours. The germs of the eternal life

which had been planted were not altogether destroyed. Once, while alone

in her house—raising a few silk worms—the awfulness of her condition

flashed in upon her consciousness, and, with no help from man, she made one

supreme effort, roused herself, threw off' her drinking habits, and, relying

on God, began a new life.
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My attention was first attracted to her as she sat by my side in the train

one morning two years ago as I was going to a temperance meeting in

Takayaki, but, although I noticed a happy look on her countenance, I

thought of her only as an ordinary passenger. She was then living here in

Maebashi, and relatives in Takayaki had invited her to the meeting, and

during the day she was introduced to me as an inquirer. In a few days I

called on her at her home, and when she told with great emotion of her

reformation and her fearful struggles with evil, it hardly seemed it could be

true. After a time she began coming to church, often bringing with her

some neighbor or relative whom she wished to help to a better life. In

a few months she was received into the Maebashi church. Naturally ex-

posed to great temptations because of her former life, she was most lovingly

and thoughtfully watched over by the pastor and Christians here. She has

often said to me by way of assurance when I have been calling there

:

*'I cannot always go to church on Sunday, because my husband is not a

Christian, and there is often much company on that day, but my faith is just

the same. Do not be troubled, for it has not changed a bit." For a long

time, every time I met her she would tell me how anxiously she was work-

ing and praying for her husband. She seemed to watch every indication of

his turning toward the light with almost feverish interest. She is even said

to have fasted and prayed, and often to have spent whole nights in interces-

sion for her husband. He was an old man, and a disease which would

almost surely prove fatal began to fasten upon him last fall.

Not many days after, suddenly, and imknown to the Christians here, she

took her husband to his son's home in Takayaki to be under the care of a

specialist there. One day, while in that city attending a meeting, they sent

asking me to call at the house. I found the wife full of joy because her

husband had become a Christian. He wanted to be baptized, but wished to

wait till he was able to go to the church. As he could not lift his head, and

seemed to be on his dying bed, his wife and friends were anxious to have

him receive the outward sign of the fliith without delay. A little later in

the day the pastor chanced to call, and the man was baptized, greatly to the

joy and relief of the whole household. A week later, being again in that

city, I called just a moment to congratulate the wife. She seemed well, and

there was no doubt as to her happiness. One week later I went again to the

house because I heard she was dead. It was a short and painful illness.

She made frequent reference to the pains Christ endured, and his name was

in the last sentence she uttered. The family and relatives all seemed favor-

ably impressed in favor of Christianity by her zeal for her husband's salvation

and bv her death.
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR WORK IN SPAIN.

BY MISS ANNA F. WEBB.

In previous years the story of the formation of the Christian Endeavor

Societies in Spain has been told in this magazine, so it will be unnecessary

to repeat th« history of the earlier growth.

A society was formed by Mrs. Gulick in the International Institute for

Girls almost at the same time as the first Christian Endeavor Society in

America. From this all the others in Spain have had their origin, but it

was not until 1894 that any determined effort was made to encourage the

pastors of the churches in the north of Spain to interest their young people

in this work. Once started, the societies were formed so rapidly that

—

can you believe it?—in the Cincinnati Convention of 1897 the banner for the

greatest proportional increase in Junior Endeavoi; Societies was awarded to

Spain. It was hoped that tlie similar banner for the Y. P. S. C. E. might

follow the next 3'ear, and it probably would have done so if the war between

our two countries had not broken out the next spring.

For a while there was no increase, but peace was hardly concluded before

a new society was started, and since then, though perhaps not so rapidly,

the numbers have been steadily increasing, vmtil now there are over a

thousand members with about forty-five societies. The growth has been

principally in the north, but during the last few months new societies are

being formed in Andalusia, the latest being in Cordova, tlie former strong-

hold of Mohammedanism. The Christian Endeavor movement received a

great stimulus by the visit of Dr. F. E. Clark two years ago, when the

event was celebrated by the first Spanish convention, in Zaragoza. We are

now looking forward to a similar pleasure in June, when Dr. Clark has

promised to repeat his visit.

(259)
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The growth of this organization is, of course, encouraging only in pro-

portion to its helpfuhiess \\\ the evangelization of the country, and this is

incalculable. The Spanish pastors, when they have understood the object

and methods, have taken up the idea enthusiastically, for they soon realize

that this is the plan that they have long and vainly sought to interest anid

instruct the young people, and hold them in the churches. There are man|y

pleasures among their Roman Catholic friends which are discouraged by

Protestant teacliing, and tliis society seems to offer compensation for any

sacrifice on the part of the Protestant young people. It first attracts therh

because it approaches the idea of a club,—always fascinating to the Spanish

mind,—and later interests them by appealing to their love of activity.

The two active means of propaganda of the Christian Endeavor Society

are the graduates of the Institute and the organ of the society, the Esfuerzo

Cristiano. The young women form new societies in their homes or

schools, and among these groups the Bible and evangelical truths are most

eflectively taught.

The little paper, Esfuerzo Cristiano^ has now entered its seventh year

with an ever-increasing subscription list. In many households it is the only

Christian literature ever seen, and each month carries to these homes help-

ful articles and stories by our best Englisli and American authors, as well

as by Spanish pastors, students and young people throughout tlie countrv.

Nearly every copy is made to do double dut}' by being loaned, sometimes

through an entire village.

Statistics prove that Spain has the greatest proportion of Mothers' Socie-

ties. This has been largely due to the eflbrts of the Juniors, for they have

been svich enthusiastic little Endeavorers that they have interested their

mothers to ask for a society for themselves. In some instances the fathers

have joined them, and in at least one churcli the society consists of the

entire congregation.

Another interesting feature of the work here is the hold it has on the

young men, wlio are most active in the societies, and many lads have been

won to Protestantism, and a few even to tlie ministry, by membership in a

Ciiristian Endeavor Society. Many Roman Catholics have become asso-

ciate members, and though after a time some have withdrawn because of

the heavy pressure brought to bear upon them, still the influence and teacl>

ing have been by no means lost. Tlirougbout their lives they will feel

kindly toward Protestantism. In this way, little by little, the national

prejudice against evangelical teaching is being overcome, and sometime

—

perhaps in the not far distant future—a flood of pure gospel light will

penetrate Spain's darkest recesses.
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FRUITS OF SEED-SOWING.

BY MISS ALICE H. BUSHEE.

About five years ago, when the idea of the Christian Endeavor Societies

was spreading in Spain, it was decided to start a society in San Sebastian

for the boys between twelve and

eighteen who had formerly been

members of the day school, or

who were on the point of leaving,

and so would have less vital con-

nection with the church and Sun-

day school. .The idea was well

received, and the meetings were

very interesting, but the great
need was to reach the boys in

their every-day life ; so the meet-

ings were supplemented by a read-

ing room, which would offer more

opportunity for personal influence.

Here, every evening in the week,

there was an opportunity for read-

ing, music, conversation, etc., and

about twelve bo3's availed them-

selves of it to pass away the time,

instead of being on the streets,

and the meetings were even better

attended than before.

When the war broke out and we left San Sebastian there was no room

available for these gatherings, and few meetings could be held. It would

seem that so little could be accomplished in one year that there would be no

fruits to mention, and yet there are proofs that even the smallest seed-

sowings are not forgotten of God.

It is quite true that some of those who frequented the reading room and

meetings seem to have dropped out entirely from religious circles, but the

cordijil hand grasp when we meet them shows that they have not forgotten,

and they will always feel more kindly toward evangelical teachings for their

short contact with it. Two or three have left the city, and two or three

more have been drafted as soldiers, and only our prayers can reach them

now.

LUIS MENA.
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Two were sent to the training school for teachers and pastors in the sonth

of Spain, where they were accompanied by the brothers of two of our

former Spanish teachers,—fine young men, who are spending this year

teaching and going on with their studies at the same time. After four years

of good work Armando and Fernando returned to their homes. At present

the latter is helping his parents in San Sebastian, but next year he will have

to enlist in the army. He is a regular attendant at the church services, and

this morning a letter came from

hiin, in which he says : " We have

been very busy this month practic-

ing the hymns for Good Friday

and Easter, hardly a night having

passed witliout a rehearsal. We
have learned the hymn entitled,

'I am the Resurrection,' and the

'Miserere,' and the latter I think

we sang the best." Another time

he wrote asking if it would be

possible to get a Greek Testament,

as he did not wish to forget all

the Greek he had learned.

Armando Hierro is in Bilbao,

and in January he wrote, in quaint

English : " I am going to tell you

many things. . . . I go now every

Sunday to the chapel, and I hope

to belong to the ' Christian En-

deavor' here in Bilbao. . . . As I

think you know, I have a mind to

go to England, and I hope that one day or other I will succeed in going

there. I am now studying bookkeeping, to employ myself in a mercantile

house."

Luis Mena, the faithful president of the Christian Endeavor Society,

must not be forgotten. His father is the editor of the governmental paper

in San Sebastian, and, naturally, when there was so much feeling against

the Protestants, would hesitate before allowing his son to have open relations

with them. Nevertheless, through all these years, Luis has remained true

to his convictions and obedient to his parents. When he was forbidden to

come to church he patiently waited until permitted, and as his parents saw

that all he learned only made him a better son and a more reliable man,

ARMANDO.
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they finally gave him full permission to do what he thought best. He has
voluntarily worked longer hours on Saturday that he miglit attend church

on Sunday. More than once he has left a place of entertainment, to which
he had accompanied his mother, to be present at some church meeting,

afterwards returning for her. He has taken the place of the pastor once or

twice when circumstances hindered him from attending, and, in a word, is

ready with time and strength to extend the kingdom of God in Spain.

There are other young men, ministers and teachers, who have liad all

their early training in the mission schools. Who can measure the influence

exerted to-day over the boys in the day schools of Spain .^ These children

are being trained very differently from their fathers, who now demand the

means of educating their children, recognizing the neglect they have
received.

This generation for Christ would mean much for Spain, in bringing to the

front men of broad views, honest lives and upright influence in all depart-

ments of business activity as well as Christian work.

HELPS FOR LEADERS OF JUNIOR AUXILIARIES.

HOW WE DID IT LAST YEAR.

We wanted to do something quite new, and our programme committee

worked long and earnestly before their plan was completed. Then it ap-

peared that we were to take a journey into mission lands in just the way
some of us had gone through Europe with the Travel Club. We spent

thi'ee months in India, three in China and three in Africa, visiting the cen-

ters of our mission work.

The guides for each meeting met us on our arrival and took us to the

chief points of interest, made us acquainted with the missionaries in their

homes and schools and hospitals, explained the nature and extent of their

work, and introduced us to the strange native people ; sometimes arranging

side trips for us to out-stations, and often by pictures and curios giving us

vivid impressions of this foreign life. One girl took us to a heathen festival

in Benares, witli a thrilling description of its crowds and horrors ; and the

evening we spent in Pekin was so realistic in its terrifying experiences, we
were thankful to find ourselves safe at home at its close.

Our treasurer gave us each a little silk bag in which to put five cents a

week passage money, and at the end of the journey we had eighty dollars

for our personal conductor, the Woman's Board,—a larger sum than a
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neighboring circle we know who stayed at home and worked for a fair all

winter. And we were far more intelligent about the use to be made of our

money, and more satisfied in the giving of it.

When we finished our travels one of our literary members, a girl who was
a shining light in her college and a leader among the student volunteers in

her class, and who is helping at home until the right time comes to work
abroad, wrote a story of our adventures, full of concealed names of stations

and missionaries, to be read at our closing meeting. This was an open

meeting, and we invited the ladies' auxiliary and all our friends. To each

we gave a decorated card on which to write every missionary name tliey

caught from the stor}', and then we collected a cent for every name on their

cards. The easier 3'ou make it, the more cents, though less sense, you will

have.

It was a jolly and remunerative evening, and the most successful mission-

ary winter we ever spent.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

FROM MISS MARY LYON PAGE, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE, BIARRITZ,

FRANCE.

I WONDER if 30U have seen accounts of disturbances in Spain; the people

have a custom on feast days of tying a bull to a stake in a public square and

then tormenting him for their amusement, goading him with sticks and brads

until he is beside himself with fury. Some of the best people in San Sebas-

tian determined to put a stop to such barbarity, and voted that it should be

done no more ; whereupon at the next Jiesta the mob and rabble arose and

demanded the bulls. As they could not have them they went around throw-

ing stones, breaking windows, and terrorizing the city until an armed force

was called out to disperse them. On Tuesday, the last day of carnival,

there was to be a toro de fuego^ or fire bull, to entertain the people in the

evening ; this is a wooden or cardboard bull covered with fireworks that go

off gloriously while he trots round, carried by invisible men. The crowd

generally enjoy it immensely ; but this time some of them were so angry that

they could not have the real live bulls, tliat they knocked this one over and

raised such a disturbance tliat the guardia civil had to be called out. Miss

May, Miss Morrison and Miss Grace Gulick were there that evening, and when
the row began they hastened home ; and it was well, for the mob began to
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"barricade the streets, and it was not until the mounted guards arrived that

the streets were cleared.

The king is to be crowned in May, and they are making preparations.

He is to spend the night before outside of the city, and enter the next morn-

ing with his troops to take possession ; it will be an interesting sight.

You probably read in the papers of all sorts of disturbances in Spain, and

yet except for a few strikes the country is really quiet. There is, however,

some agitation in the republican papers. They talk against the monarchy,

and of establishing a republic ; but the trouble is they are divided among
themselves and there is no strong leader, so their talk will probably come to

nothing, and the king will be crowned. One of the outspoken republican

papers of Madrid has criticised government policy, and has been so often

suppressed that they are now printing a special weekly edition in Paris, in

which tliey say what they like and manage to get it circulated in Spain in

spite of the efibrts of the government. Think of there being no liberty of

the press in this twentieth century ! .

FROM MISS ALICE P. ADAMS, OKAYAMA, JAPAN.

On returning I see many encouraging things. One, especially, is the

change in the government schools toward Christianity. The largest high

school in the city now has a Christian man as principal, and six of the

teachers are baptized Christians, while when I first came out, eleven years

ago, not one Christian would have been kept on the faculty. These teachers

can do no direct Christian work in the school, but their influence tells, for

at a recent meeting for young men, ninety boys signified their desire to

study the Bible and become Christians. Nearly, if not all these ninety,

are in Bible classes taught either by missionaries or the Japanese workers,

and a few are ready to unite with the church at the next communion.

Large numbers from the other schools in the city are earnest inquirers, so

our hands are full. Pray for these young men and for us.

FROM MISS MARY L. DANIELS, HARPOOT, TURKEY.

During the last weeks we had a Christian Endeavor Rally. In our

school there are three societies, Senior, Intermediate and Junior. In con-

nection with the Senior Society there is a society, "Successful Hands,"
which is composed of girls who are not in school. At the time of the rally

all the members of the four societies marched into the main room with

banners and singing. It was an inspiring sight to see the large room well

filled M'ith Endeavore'-s. The committees; of the difl^erent societies pre-

sented their reports. We all felt that it was a time of heart-searching before
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God, Many and earnest prayers were offered that we might live a life of

separation and work for souls. The girls who were not members were

much touched, and I know that good was done.

As the days went on, the spirit of prayer increased. Girls became bur-

dened for the salvation of others. Some even rose during the night to pray.

Girls confessed to one another and to their teachers. During the Week
of Prayer, and just before the close of school, a whole day was set apart for

spiritual work. Meetings were held in the different schools. These meet-

ings were followed by work with individuals. It was touching to see an

earnest girl or teacher go quietly up to some girl for whom she had beea

praying, and lead her to a suitable place for conversation and prayer. The
whole house was filled with groups of such girls. Scattered about the

main room were girls who were fighting with themselves. One dear girl,

a Junior, had been under a cloud for a long time. Early in the day she sat

apart alone with her Bible. Many prayers had been offered for her. One
of her teachers sat down and talked and prayed with her. Finally she-

could not endure the sight of so many unsaved, and she began to work,,

and her own ii^rt was filled with peace and joy, as she testified later with

a beaming face. I know that girls decided for Christ that day. Many said

that the day was all too short. It was, indeed, a blessed day. Now that

the girls have gone to their homes, we are praying that they may be kept

from sin, and that all may return with a deeper longing to know Christ

more fully.

FROM MISS HANNAH C. WOODHULL, FOOCHOW, CHINA.

This year, instead of trying to gather the women all together in one cen-

tral place for the annual meeting, we decided to have three separate meet-

ings,—one at Ing-hok, one at Tieng-loh and one in Foochow City. We
began the series last Friday here in our Tai-bing-ga church, with an audi-

ence of two hundred and ten women and forty-three children, who remained

through the entire session—the few comers and goers were not counted in.

I doubt if you at home can quite appreciate what it means to us here to face

such an audience of Cliristian women, for they were mostly from our schools

and churches, the larger part church members. At Christmas time a large

number of outside women crowd into the church, but at this meeting there

were very few of this class. It had rained the evening before, making the

streets quite slippery, but this did not keep away even those from the Cieng

muang, a distance of six miles. The Ponasang schoolgirls also cheerfully

walked in, a mile and a half, to attend the meeting.

If, before the meeting began, you could have seen the number of quite
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small children, not to speak of the babies in arms, you would have pitied us.

But when I tell you that we had a perfectly quiet audience the whole da\'y

I am sure you will be quite willing to confess that there are some things we
can do in China that you cannot do at home. The mothers had been

instructed beforehand that if they could not keep their babies quiet they must
take them out at once ; but it did seem as if the little mites had imbibed

something of the spirit of the day, and were on their best behavior.

The first half hour of the morning was a devotional meeting, led by
Do-seu So, one of our medical students and a graduate of the Ponasang
College. She has a very pleasant voice, not loud, but so clear that she could

easily be heard all over the church, and she conducted the meeting with as-

much composure and dignity as any young woman at home could have done.

The regular service began by singing " The Gospel Feast." Then the

leader, in a short speech, said that thougli railroads. Western science, ships

and soldiers were all good in their place, and would benefit China, they were

not sufficient to help her in this her hour of great need. But blessed is that

nation whose God is the Lord. If China is ever to prosper she must put

away her idols and serve the true God. And in this task of winning China

for Clirist the Christian women had a large share. Besides, now as in the

days of Paul, not many wise, mighty or noble were called, but God had
cliosen the humble, lowly Christians to spread the gospel, and none of them
could offer excuses.

Feeling that what the native church needed was not so much members
that can talk glibly in praise of the gospel, but those who by their daily lives

testify that the gospel is a benefit to them,—men and women \vho out of their

own experience can prove to this poor people that the Jesus doctrine will

help them to bear their heavy burdens,—we had prepared a very practical-

programme on the duties of Christian women as wives, mothers, daughters^

neighbors, church members, teachers and Bible women. Miss Garretson

had the paper on church members, but all the others were by the Chinese^

and some of them were very good indeed. After such a full feast of ideas,

you will understand that the needs of the body were in evidence, and we
were quite ready for a feast of more material things. We had prepared

dinner for those coming from outside the city. In arranging for the tables

we proposed various plans for long, narrow ones, but the cook shook his

head ; that did not accord with the Chinese custom of the guests on each

side of the table being able to help themselves from the dishes in the center.

The result was that by borrowing and renting, sixteen square Chinese tables

were obtained and set, under our house. As each table seats eight, one

hundred and forty-four sat down at the same time, a few others having to
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wait for the second table. I assure you when all were seated and tlie chop-

sticks began to fly, it was what the Chinese call a lively time. If you could

have seen the big, steaming tubs of white rice, and the variety of side dishes,

and then been told that the cost per head was two and a half cents (gold),

I think you would acknowledge that here was another thing that we can do

better in China than you at home.

We were sorry that we did not have more time to spend with the women
during the social hour, but we could do little more than see that tliey were

comfortably seated and, after the manner of the Chinese, beg them not to be

ceremonious, but just suit their convenience and eat. Upstairs we had for-

eign guests waiting for their dinner, and the afternoon meeting must begin

on time on account of those coming froin a long distance.

By two o'clock we were all again assembled in the church. The meeting

was opened with prayer and singing, then we listened to Revelation, third

chapter, and Proverbs iv. 20-27, both read by graduates from the Woman's
School. After another hymn, ISIiss Newton gave us one of her good talks

on "Decision of Character." Mrs. Ling read a paper on "Keeping the

Sabbath," after which Miss Chittenden gave us a talk on " Metiiods of Bible

Study," illustrated with a blackboard exercise. Tiien followed a native paper

on "Missionary Work." Mrs. Peet closed the meeting in a very helpful

manner by grouping together the thoughts of the day. After some little

cakes and a cup of tea the women returned home, and the busy day was

over. But it has left a very pleasant memory, and will, I am sure, prove a

practical blessing to all who had a share in it.

mwL

LOYALTY TO BRANCH AND BOARD WORK AND
TO PLEDGES.

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

What is this loyalty, and what does it mean to us? Tlie conformity of

action to engagement is fidelity ; fidelity to any special obligation is alle-

giance. If love be added it becomes loyalty. Allegiance covers only con-

duct ; loyalty covers both conduct and feeling, implies enthusiasm and

devotion, makes us constant in faith and service. Lovaltv to Board or
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Branch work, then, is our constant, faithful, loving support of the share

intrusted to us as individuals ; for just as the world must be brought to

Christ individually, and not in societies, so the work here must be done by-

individuals loyally consecrated to it and to the Christ.

You know what this pledged work is,—not, as one would think by the

way it is sometimes spoken of, mere suggestions as to what shall be done

here and tliere, made arbitrarily by Board officers, but, in these days of cur-

tailment and refusal of new work, simply the residue of the appropriations

asked for by our missions after everything they can possibly do without for

a while longer has been cut out.

I suppose there are scores of auxiliaries who for years have been content

if they liave met their pledged work, large or small. For many of them it

has been a struggle, and indeed our missionaries are thankful that they have

not failed! But in these years the , missionary's work and needs have

increased ; tliis school is twice as large, and the building will not stretch,

but grows old. Tlie Bible women are too few ; this church is too small.

Shall we say to our missionaries, " We can pay your salary, but we will not

repair your buildings or enlarge them, no matter how many girls are begging

you to take them in, or build 3'ou a hospital, or send you a helper just now?
Your salary alone is our pledged work, and we do well to meet it. There

may even be other money in our treasury, but it is needed here." That is

allegiance to our pledge, but is it true loyalty? Shall we give our children

simply what we have promised them, and feel justified? Does the Lord

give us only the littles we ask? We are as responsible morally for the

growth of the work we send our missionaries to do as for their personal

support, and every opportunity that comes to them there calls for loyalty

here. And wliat of the pledges that are not met? Disloyalty here means
shrinkage on the harvest field. Failure that is sad for the missionary, sadder

for the heathen, but most sad for us whose the failure is.

How far there is otlier money in auxiliary treasuries we cannot tell, but

we know the Junior Auxiliaries of one Branch, fourteen of them, and they

gave last year $475 to Board work, eight giving their all ; but the other six

gave $200 to home work, mostly cliurch expenses. The young women
must, of course, meet tlieir responsibility for home and church work, but

when the pressure on that side is so great that Daughters of the Covenant

take the money from their covenant boxes for such, it seems inappropriate.

Our churches will always need new paint and carpets ; those are part of the

apparatus of life, and worth maintaining as such ; but why should women
so often provide them ? And is it right to do so as societies organized for

foreign missionary work? As long as it is estimated that only one sixth of
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our church women are giving interest or money to foreign missions, can we

not prevail upon the other five sixths to buy those carpets?

Increase in gifts to special objects reduces the sum available for regular

work. Special appeals must always come until we provide our mission-

aries so liberally they shall have no need to make them ; but they should be

met with special gifts, not from the treasuries. There is money enough for

them, but the spasmodic giving to special appeals is a weak contrast to the

systematic apportioning of our means which would do away with them.

" The strong man is not he who by a frantic effort lifts the heaviest weight,

but he who carries the heaviest weight the longest distance."

Yet a special appeal may be made a special providence. Its startling

urgency often serves to waken the sympathy of the uninterested, and we

may seize the moment to show tlie constant urgency in all lands, which is

just as dramatic, and by our special facts transform the uninterested into

special workers.

How can we increase loyalty to Board work ? Perhaps by increasing the

amount of our own pledged work, and so of our own gifts. You know of

the auxiliary supporting a $720 missionary who, when she returned, adopted

a $500 one, their gifts decreasing that same year the $220. You may not

have a large enough work to meet the capacity, the willingness, of your

givers to help those whose only help in this world is through our lovalty.

The wealth of our church has trebled while your younger women have been

growing up. Has the knowledge and interest you have gained and given to

them trebled also.? Knowledge naust precede loyalty. Only where we give

intelligent interest will our money follow, transformed into power for Christ,

and that lovalty must increase by increased personal consecration ; so only

can we hold ourselves true and influence others.

We pray God to send money to support the work of the Board, but the

work of the Board is our work, and God has given us and our friends the

money, all that is needed, and if we will we can answer our own prayer.

There can be no impersonal decision as to how loyal each one shall be to

the work. That can be plain to us only by the right adjustment, througli

much knowledge and much prayer, of our personal needs, tlie Board's

needs, Christ's needs, till he touch our hearts with the inspiration of his

love which gave all to his world.
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OUR BOOK TABLE.

Centennial Survey of Foreign Missions : A Statistical Supplement to

•*' Chi-istian Missions and Social Progress," being a conspectus of the achieve-

ments and results of evangelical missions in all lands at the close of the

nineteenth century. By the Rev. James S. Dennis, D.D. With maps and

illustrations. Pp. 401. Fleming H. Revell Company, New York. Price,

.$4 net.

This remarkable compilation of facts has vv^ell been called " a milestone

on the pathway of the kingdom at the close of a working century, inscribed

with a record of consecrated ministries throughout the earth ; a basis of

verified facts and outstanding credentials capable of inspection, which the

nineteenth century passes on to the twentieth as a message of inspiration

iind cheer." The labor of collection and tabulation has been enormous,

while the skillful arrangement gives its author the first rank in such work.

As a directory of mission work and workers it is invaluable. It is impos-

.sible to give anything like a complete survey of this book ; it is a marvelous

showing of the forces that are at work under the auspices of the Christian

Church. Dr. Dennis gives the statistics of 558 societies either directly

engaged in missionary work by the sending out of missionaries, indirectly

.engaged in or aiding that work, or conducting some special feature of it.

And these employ more than 18,000 missionaries, expend $30,000,000

.annually, and with their 79,000 native workers are represented in over

30,000 stations, have more than 14,000 churches with one and a half million

members, and with four and a half million adherents—a wondrous girdle

binding the nations together in the service of the Master

!

Another feature of special interest is woman's work. So far as Dr.

Dennis was able to obtain statistics, they indicate 137 women's societies of

all classes, with 3,340 foreign missionaries and 5,157 native helpers, having

.an annual income of about $3,715,558.

There is something inspiring in tlie fact that there are 363 societies in

Gi'eat Britain, tlie United States and Canada, and 83 in Continental Europe,

led by the glorious company of the Moravians. But how many of us know
that there are 14 societies in the West Indies engaged in this work, two in

Mexico, two in South America and one in Central America ? Few of us

pi'obably realize that the work of Carey, Judson, Verbeck and a host of

other pioneers has already brought forth fruit in four societies in Burma, 69

in India, 18 in China, 15 in Japan, while Australia has 34 societies, Nevv^

Zealand seven, and even Tasmania two. Darkest Africa has within its

own borders 43 centers of light for its dusky millions.
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If every unbeliever in loreign missions, or every person who thinks he is

an unbeliever, could be persuaded to a careful perusal of the pages of these

centennial statistics, his unbelieving tongue would for evermore be silenced.

It is a " record of ministries in many languages and many lands by men and

women who have dedicated themselves to human helpfulness, ennobling

instruction, patient service, and serious endeavor after higher ideals of char-

acter, culture and progress among the less favored races of mankind ; a

call to new assurance, a stimulus to hope, an incitement to fresh effort, a

sign that hitherto God worketh, and a pledge that he will continue to crown

with his blessing all faithful and prayerful co-operation in the fulfillment of

his sacred purpose to uplift mankind by the redemptive power of his eternal

gospel." Theodora Crosby Bliss.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

Six Months among Brigands.

The New Power in the Orient.

Miss Stone. The thrilling account of Miss Ellen Stone's remarkable

experiences, from her own pen, opens in the May McClure^ and easily

leads the monthly missionary budget as gathered from the secular jDress.

None should fail to read this.

Japan. Japan stands prominently before the public eye since her treaty

with England. This subject is discussed by Edwin Maxey, LL.D., in the

May Arena^ while the significance of the alliance is set forth in the May
North A7nerican Review by J. P. Dolliver, U. S. Senator from Iowa.

In the Arena may be found also two papers upon "Japanese Buddhism :

Its Philosophy and Doctrinal Teachings," by Keijiro Nakamura, and "Bud-

dhism as I Have Seen It," by Rev. Clarence Edgar Rice. Mr. Rice, acknowl-

geding that Buddiiism viewed superficially is impressive, shows out of a

long experience, while living among the people, how degrading is its effect

in practice. "A religion that has long been hand in hand in vice can never

claim immunity from severe criticism, even though it may still cast its spell

over some minds."

In the North Americait Review, also, Count M. Matsukata explains the

"Financial System of Japan."

Spain. In same, "The Situation in Spain," by Sydney Brooks.

Central Asia. The explorer makes a trail for the missionary. That

intrepid Swedish explorer. Dr. Sven Hedin, now returned, has for sixteen
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years devoted himself to clearing up the mysteries of Central Asia and

blazing paths which the Christian missionary will not be slow to travel.

Dr. J. Scot Keltic gives an illustrated account of these explorations in the

May Harper''s.

South Africa. The name in one's mind now as he turns to South Africa

is that of Cecil Rhodes. The Review of Reviews^ May, gives exhaustive

accounts of the "Man and the Empire Maker." It is of interest to learn

from one of the American Board missionaries that Mr. Rhodes was friendly

and generous toward all missionary societies in South Africa. m. l. d.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.

June.— Via C/zrz'sii L,esson. From Bernard of Clairvaux to Luther. See Lifk and
Light for May.

July.—Our Present Work in Spain and Austria.

August —Book Reviews. Three Recent Books.

September.—Current Events.

October — Via C/iristi Lesson. Luther to the Halle Missionaries.

November.—Thank-offering Meetings.

December.— Via Ckristi Lesson. From the Halle Missionaries to Carey and Judson.

TOPIC FOR JULY.

" Our Present Work in Spain and Austria."

Our auxiliaries will find it pleasant to change this month from the studies in Via

Christi to the work of our own missionaries in Austria and Spain. The "Inter-

national Institute in Spain" before the Spanish War is described in the Life and
Light for January, 1897. The "Removal of the Institute from San Sebastian " will

be found in the Life and Light for July, 1S98, page 299, and an article on the work
of " The International Institute for 1898-99" is on page 490 of Life and Light for

November, 1899. "Christian Endeavor Convention in Spain " is described in Life
AND Light of November, 1900, page 497. In marked contrast is the article on " Holy
Week in Seville," page 147 of the Life and Light for March, 1900. Mrs. Gulick's

"First Impressions on Reaching Biarritz" will be found on page 373 of the August
number of Life and Light for 1S99, and a letter from Miss Eaton, who returned with
her, is in the July Life and Light for 1899, page 334.

The Missionary Herald of January 18, 1901, has an article on "Spain Eager for

Instruction." The "Life of Miss Barbour" is given in the Missionary Herald of

December, 1901, page 514. A letter from Miss Page will be found in the Missionary
Herald of December, igco, page 524. The Missionary Review of the World speaks of
"The Girls' School in Madrid," page 95 of December, 1901.

A paper read at the quarterly meeting of the Woman's Board of the Pacific on
" Progress in Spain " will be found on pages 229-232 of theTiFE and Light for May,
1901. A letter from Miss Page is on page 167, April Life and Light of 1901.

The March number of Life and Light for 1901, page 112, gives an account of the
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" Annual Meeting of the International Institute tor Girls in Spain." "Site Secured

in Madrid" is announced in November Life and Light, 1901, page 503.

"The Spanish-American War and its Results," bj Rev. D. L. Leonard, begins on

page I of the January Missionary Review of 1899, and an editorial item on "American
Institute for Girls" is ibund on page 31 of April Missio7iary'Revieiv of 1S99.

A leaflet on the "Day Schools in Spain," written by Mrs. Gulick, can be obtained

of Miss Hartshorn, Room 702 Congregational House, Boston. Price, three cents.

The Annual Report of the Missions in Papal Lands contains a full and interest-

ing account of the work in both Spain and Austria, and may be obtained free of charge

at the rooms of the A. B. C. F. M., Congregational House, Boston. The Thirty-

fourth Annual Report of the Woman's Board of Missions gives an account of the

work in Spain and Austria, pages 47-49; and the preceding report of the year 1900

will give additional items of interest in both fields, pages 41-43- The American
Board Almanac for 1902 gives in a few words a concise description of this work we
are studying, on page 27.

In addition to sources already referred to, interesting items about Austria may be

found as follows: " Krabschitz School," by Rev. J. S. Porter, Life and Light,
August, 1897; " Emperor Francis Joseph's Interest in Missions in Austria" is given

in Missionary Review, October, 1899, page 7S8; "Story of a Bible," in Life and
Light, November, 1901 ; " A Worker in Austria," the story of Miss Most, in Life and
Light, April, 1899, page 158.

In the Envelope Series, published by the A. B. C. F. M., is a leaflet on "The Free

Church of the Land of John Huss." It may be obtained of Charles E. Swett, Con-

gregational House, Boston. m. j. b.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF IMISSIOISS.
Receiptsfrom March 18, 1902, to April 18, 1902.

Miss Sabah Louise Dav, Tieasurer.

MAINE.
Cumberland Mills.— Mvs. Celia Valentine

15eiiy, 20; (^astiiie, Desert Palm Soc, 34, 51 (0
Eastern Maine Branch.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-
wriglit, Treas. Brewer, Aux., 6.50;
IJrooksville, Aux., 2; Island Falls, 10;
Macliias, C. E. Soe., 22, 40 50

Western Maine Branch.—Mra. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. liardiner, Aux., 10; Harps-
well Centre, Aux., 10, C. E. Soc, 2, Cra-
dle Roll, 10; Oxford, C. E. Soc, 2;
Phippsbursr, Ladies, 9; Portland, Sea-
men's l?etliel Cli., Cov. Dau.. 1.10, Birth-
day Off., 12 80, Second Parish Ch., Au^".,
10, West Ch.. 25 cts.. VVillistnn Ch., Cov.
Dau., 50; Woodfords, Little Twigs' M.
C.| 5. Less expenses, 4.69,

Total,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

117 46

211 96

N^&iv Hampshire Branch.-
French, Treas. Derry,
Ch., C. E. Soc,

-Mrs. Allen L.
Central Cong.

Total, 2 50

VERMONT.

Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Bennington Centre, Aux., 4;
Bennington, Second Cli., C. K. Soc, 10;
Benson, Aux., 14; Faiitield, East, C. E.
Soc, 5; Foochow, China, Pagoda An-
chorage, 6; South Hero, 6; Noiwich, C.
E. Soc, 2.50; St. Johnshurv, North Ch.,
40, South Ch., 8 59; AVnitsfleld, Home
tMrcle. 5; West Rutland, Aux., 3.50, S.
S., 6.50; Windsor, Aux. (Mrs. C. H. T.,

20), 25, Jr. C. 'E. Soc, 2, 138 09

Total, 138 09

MASSACHHSETTS.

Andover and Woburn Bra7ich.—'Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmove, Treas. Ballardvale, L.
A. Soc, 4; Chelmsford, 55; Dracut Cen-
tre, 3; Maiden, First Ch., 20.50; Wake-
field. 20, 102 50

Barnstable Branch.—INTiss Amelia Snow,
Treas. Centreville, Aux., 10; Falmouth,
O. E. Soc, 5, 15 00
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Berkshire Bratich.—Mrs. Chas.] E. West,
Treas. Cuitisville, Aux., 20; Dalton,
Friends, 70; Great Barrington, Aux., 7;
Hinsdale, Aux., 20.59 ; Ilousatoiiic, Aux.,
10.70, L. Off., 7, A Friend, Tli. Off., 10;

A Friend, Tli. Off., 5, M. C, 41; Lee,
Aux., A Friend, 300, A Friend, 165, iVlrs,

Rowland's S. S. Class, 5; Alouterey,
Aux., 20; Pittsfleld, First Ch., Aux., 30,

South Cli., Aux., 85.13 ; Southfleld,King's
Messengers, 3; Stockbridge, Aux., 5,

JMrs. Nettletou, 20; West Stockbridge,
Aux., 15,

Essex North Branch.—Mrs. Wallace L.
Kimball, Treas. Aiuesbury, Main St.

Cli. (of wii. 25 const. L. M. Miss Elizabeth
T. IJatcUelder), 92, Union Cli., C. E. Soc,
1.50; Georgetown, Mem. Ch., 20; Grove-
land, Cradle Roll, 3.15; Haverhill, Har-
riet Newell .M. C, 10, Thought and Work
Soc, 5; Ipswich, Aux., 35; Newbury-
port, Aux., 54, Belleville Ch., Aux., 105,

Whitefleld Ch., C. E. Soc, 5, Tyler M.
C. 5; Powell, M. C, 1.29; South Hyfield,
Cradle Roll, 6; West Newbury, First Ch.,
Cradle Roll, 6,

, Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Dane St. Ch.,
Aux., 33.45; Boxford, Aux., 7.15; Clif-
toiulale, Aux., 6 82; Danvers, First Cli.,

Aux., 7; Hamilton, Silver Keys, 6.50;
Lynn, Chestnut St. Ch., 1; South Lynn-
field, Aux., 13; .Marblehead, Aux., 11 49;
Peabody, Aux. (const. L. M. Miss Ellen
Augusta Lamb), 25; Sv^ampscott, St.

Bernard, C. E. Soc, 2, Aux., 21.35,

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Northampton, Eil-
wards Ch., Aux., 1, Mrs. S. E. Hridginan,
20, Jr. Aux., 25, Prim. S. S., 4.50; South
Amherst, Aux., 30; South Hadley, .Alt.

Holyoke College, Y. W. C. A., 3,

Maiden.—A Friend,
Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Natick, Aux., 40; Wellesley,
Aux., 5,

New Bedford.—X Friend,
Newton Centre.— Mr. Fred A. Gardiner,
Norfolk and Pilgrim Branch.—Miss Sarah

B. Tirrell, Treas. Braintree, Aux., 8.75;
Brockton, Porter Ch.', Aux., 68, South
Ch., Aux., 83.44; Cohasset, Aux., 38.49;
Easton, Aux., 4.30; Hanover, Aux., 6;
Hingham, Aux., 2; Holbrook, Aux., 10;
Kingston, Aux., 3; Milton, Aux., 16.15,

Unquity Band, 23.85, C. E. Soc, 10;
East Milton, Aux., 2; Plvmouth, Aux.,
10, Cradle Roll and Prini. Class, 5, Pil-
grim Stepping Stones, 4; Plympton,
Aux., 4.60; Quincy, Bethany Ch., C. E.
Soc, 20; Randolph, Aux. (25 const. L.
M. Mrs. Joshua Hunt), 44.50, I\Iem. M.
C, 10; Rockland, Aux., 15, C. E. Soc, 5;
Scituate Centre, Aux., 3..50; Stoughton,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.50, Jr. Dept., S. S., 10;
Weymouth Heights, Aux., 5; East Wey-
mouth, Aux., 26. 38, C. E. Soc, 10; North
Weymouth, Aux., 75; South Weymouth,
Union Ch., Aux., 45, Clark M. B., 5;
Wollaston, The Little Lights M. B., 10,

No. Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. South Acton, Aux., 3.50,

Old Colony Branch.—M\ss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Marion, Aux., 2; New
Bedford, Miss Betsey Kinsley, 20,

Mandolph.—Miss Abby W. Turner,

839 42

348 94

134 76

83
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1, Miss Clara E. Hillyer, 1,000; Manches-
ter, Second Cli., S. S., 8.40; Rockville,
Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M. Mrs. Mary
E. IJritiliani), 35, 1,228 82

New Haven jCranc^.—Miss Julia Twininp,
Treas. Bethel, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6; Jilack
Rock, C. IC. Soc, 9; hridgeport. Park
St. Ch., Full. Mem. Circle (const. L. M's
Miss Elvira P. Davis, Miss Mary H.
Gabriel, Aliss Ella E. Jieach, Miss Susie
Kinscella, Mrs. F. Kirkham, Mrs. E. W.
Peck), 150, South Ch., Cradle Roll, 18.50;

Brookfield Centre, Aux., 15, S. S., 2.72;

Chester, Prim. S. S., 5; Clinton, Aux.
(of wh. 25 const. L. M. Mrs. Clarissa
Wilcox), 28.32; Cromwell, Aux., 29;

Deep River, Aux. (with prev. contri.

const. L. M. INIrs. Emory C. Parker), 10;

East Haven, Cradle Roll. 10.69; Green-
wich, Aux., 29.80, S. S., 13.75; Haddam,
Aux., 5; HiRganum, Aux., 80.60; Kil-
linp;worth, Aux., 5, M. U., 5; Madison,
Aux., 7; Meriden, First Ch., C. G., 35;
Middle Haddam, Aux., 10; Middletown,
First Ch., Aux., 91.75, South Ch., Cradle
Roll, 4; Milford, Friends, 3; Naupa-
tuck, Aux., 79; New Canaan, Aux., 30;
New Hartford, Aux., 10; New Haven,
Centre Ch., S. S., 20, Ch. of the Re-
deemer, H. 15., 50, a. S., 20, English Hall,
Aux., 32.50, Pil};rim Ch., Aux., 34.15,

United Ch . Y. L., 95, Prim. S. S., 5,

Welcome Hall, L. H., 6, A Friend, 50;
New Milford, Golden Links, 25; North-
field, Aux., G. H. P., 2; Norwalk, Aux.,
25; Portland, I?nild(MS, 20; Ridgeburv,
Aux., 10; Ridpefield. Prim. S. S., 10;
Roxhury, C. E. Soc, Friends, 10; Sliar-
on. Cradle Roll, 7.42; Stamford, Aux.,
6.80; Stanwich, Aux., 10; Stratford,
Aux., 74.48; Thomaston, Aux., 33.25;
Warren, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M.
Mrs. Lucy C. Strong), 32.62; Washing-
ton, Aux., 1; Washington Depot, S. S.,

7.55; Westchester, Aux., 12.50. Cradle
Roll, 8.02; Westport, Aux., 20; Whitney-
ville, Aux., 37.60, Aliss Burton's Bible
Cl.TSS, 15; Woodbridge, Aux., 47.50, C.
E. Soc, 10; Woodburv, First Ch., C. E.
Soc, 12.64; Fairfield Co., Th. Off., 16.83,

Miss Ogden, 40, Unknown, 19.70, T. Off.,

5, 1,524 69

Total, 2,896 69

LEGACIES.

New Haven.—Legncv of Julia M. Leek,
Hurtoii Mansfield, Exr., 419 57

New //aven.—Legacy of Mrs. Emily G.
Fitch, til. of the Redeemer, through
Treasurer of Branch, 491 56

NEW YORK.
New York State /Jranc/i.—Sirs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Albany, Aux., 78.50,

Bethany Circle, 5, King's Dau., 10;
Aquebogue, Aux., 10.50; Binghamton,
First Ch., Aux., 5, Mrs. Edward Taylor,
10; Bridgewater, Aux., 10.08; Brooklyn,
Central Ch., Aux., 244.66, Zenana Band,
25, King's Guild, 10, Excelsior Circle,

1.50, Immanuel, Aux., 27.30, Lewis Ave.
Ch., Aux. (with piev. contri. const. L.
M's Mrs. Jane G. King, ISIrs. Frank E.
Idell, Mrs. E. A. Day), 25, Park Ch.,
Aux., 5, C. E. Soc, 10,'jr. C. E. Soc, 2,

Plymouth Ch., Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L.

M. Miss Ella M. Hall), 130, Y. W. Guild,
30, Puritan Ch., Aux. (of wh. 75 const.
L. M's Mrs. Carrie A. Spear, Mrs. Anna
DeJMott, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Luysler), 78,

United Ch., Aux., 30; Buffalo, Mrs.
Ruth W. Bancroft, 80, Pilgrim Ch.,
Aux., 13; Burr's iMills, Aux., 5; Cam-
den, Y. P. Soc, 5; Canandaigua, Aux.
(100 to const. L. M. Miss Jennie Hubbell
and as a memorial), 150; Carthage,
Aux., 3; Chenango Forks, Aux., 5; Co-
penhagen, Aux., 20; Danby, C. E. Soc,
5; Flatbush, Aux., 58; Flushing, Home
Dept., S. S., 4, Friendship, Aux., 5;
Gloversville, Aux., 33; Jamestown,
Aux,, 35; Java Village, Aux., 13.35; Le
Raysville, Aux., 14; Massena, Aux., 18;
Nevvburg, Aux., 25; New York, Christ
Ch., Aux., 13.50, S. S. Class No. 2, 4,

Manhattan Ch., Aux., 55.16, Trinity Ch.,
Aux., 20; Niagara Falls, Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M's Miss Marga-
ret J. Watson, .Mrs. W. E. Dudley), 25;
Ogdensburg. Jr. C. E. Soc, 12.87; Phil-
adelphia, Pa., Aux., 16.50; Phoenix,
Aux., 20.73; Poughkeepsie, Aux. (const.

L. iM. Rev. Wni. Herman Hopkins), 25,

S. S., 50, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Randolph,
Aux., 12; Rennselaer, Aux., 5; Rich-
mond Hill, C. E. Soc, 5; Riverhead,
Sound Ave. Ch., Aux., 6; Sinclairville,

C. E. Soc, 8 50; South Granville, Aux.,
5; Syracuse. Mrs. George C. Gere, 20,

Fellowship Rally. 2; Walton, M. B.,

Fiist Section, 1, Second Section, 70 cts.

;

M'ateitovvn, Emmanuel Ch., Aux., 10;
AVellsville, Aiix., in.13, B. B. M. B., 2.50;

West Hloonifield, Aux.. 20. C. E. Soc. 5;

West Winfield. Jr. C. E. Soc, 10. Less
expenses, 189.62, 1,419 85

Total, 1,419 85

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington.— Pi. Friend, 1 00

Total, 1 00

OHIO.

Junction.—Mvs. M. A. Milholland, 5 00

Total, 5 00

ILLINOIS.

Danville.—A. Friend, 5 00

Total, 5 00

FLORIDA.

Lake Helen.— Au-!^., 10; Phillips, 2; South
Florida Asso., 15,

TURKEY.

7/a7790oi.—Miss Emma P.avnum,

27 00

Total

,

27 00

Total,

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacies,

25 00

25 CO

7,775 46
638 46
127 75

1,4.38 63

Total, $9,980 30
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THE STORY OF " MME. TSILKA."

Many people in England and America are wondering who was the com-
panion of Miss Stone in captivity and peril. The name of Mme. Tsilka

lias become familiar enough, but details of her life and character are not

generally known. Though married to a Bulgarian, she is a Macedonian
by birth. Her maiden name was Katerina Demetrova Stephanova. Her
father was a priest of the Orthodox Greek Church in the village of Bansko,

Macedonia.

The childhood of little Katerina included some romantic experiences, and
her life has been one of strange and exciting episodes in quick succession.

Mme. Tsilka might write a very sensational biographical record. Her

. (^77)
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father was not a priest of the commonplace, ignorant, superstitious order.

Early in life his little daughter felt the passion for knowledge stirred

within her soul. In the next village was a school whose teacher had been

trained in an American mission. Of this school little Katerina Stephanova

had often heard. Siie wished to learn, but her father did not dare to apply

liimself for his child's admission. He knew what trouble tliere would be

in store for him were he to take any such step. Not only were all the con-

verts of the mission despised by the members of the Ortliodox Greek com-

munion, but parents v\'ere strictly forbidden to send their children to any

schools connected in anv way witli those foreign religious institutions.

One day Katerina found her way to the school, whose teacher was known
to be one of the students from the mission college. But the poor child was
afraid to go in. She stood outside, longing to enter, but unable to over-

come her natural hesitation. The superintendent, being told that a strange

little girl was Standing outside, came out to her and affectionately invited her

in. The girl said afterwards, " It seemed like heaven in that school ; every-

body was kind and loving." The end of the session came all too soon.

But at the end of the day she dared not confess what she had done.

She was afraid to let her parents know which school she had attended.

Without saying a word she quietly went the next morning to the place she

had enjoyed so much. When at length she acknowledged the step she had

taken, the priest and his wife were terribly alarmed. They stringently pro-

hibited lier future attendance. But the perplexed parents at once discovered

that they had to encounter in their child a will stronger than their own.

Though only eight 3'ears of age, she declared, " If I cannot go to that

school I will die." They did not know wiiat to do with her. She refused

to rise, would not eat and for two days would not toucli a morsel of food.

The priest knew that he had himself awakened in his little daughter's mind
the thirst for learning, and at last gave way.

A much more serious test a few years later proved the striking independ-

ence of this extraordinary ^Macedonian girl's mind. She quietly and

happily studied on for five years, and then, at the age of thirteen, her father

arranged for her marriage. She herself, of course, was not in any way con-

sulted. It never occurred to the parental mind that she would again assert

her individuality of character, especially in relation to such a matter as this.

But they experienced a strange awakening. The bridegroom was selected.

All seemed to be smooth and regular. The elaborate arrangement for the

marriage ceremony had been completed. But to the amazement of all

parties the bride disappeared. She bravely declared that whenever she

might be married it would be to a husband of her own choice. Fortunately
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for her, her teachers had won the respect and confidence of her parents,

and therefore they were ready to listen when the kind instructors came to

reinforce her by pleading her cause, revolutionary though her conduct was

in the community.

Loaned from McCliire's Magazitw.

MADAME TSILKA.

Copyrighf.

After this the clever Balkan maiden went straight on to cut out for herself

a noble career. She graduated with high honors at the American College

at Samokov, but was not yet satisfied, feeling that slie was not yet qualified

for the work she desired to do. With indomitable enterprise of spirit she

set out all alone for America. She soon found warm friends. The late
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Dwight L. Moody received her cordially at his famous North field College,

Massachusetts, and gave her a valuable two years' course. Then she went

back to New York and studied kindergarten methods. But all the time her

mind ran on her home land and her compatriots.

Slie reflected on their absolute destitution of real medical skill. She
knew in all that radius of thirty Macedonian villages there was not one

qualified physician nor even a skilled nurse. Determined to equip herself

with the necessary diploma, the indomitable girl passed through the school

for nurses at the New York Presbyterian Hospital. She then for a time

supported herself by practicing her profession, until she had saved money
enough to pay her passage back to Turkey.

But then came a trying delay, just as her plans were complete. When
ready to sail slie was called to attend to a dear friend who was sick in the

Adirondacks. With characteristic unselfishness she responded, and she

received an unexpected reward. Another romance of the young lady's life

ensued. She met in the Adirondacks a young Macedonian gentleman,

M. Tsilka, who had been one of her little fiiends and fellow-students as a

boy. He had come over to America for study, also. In a very short time

the two were married, and thus Katerina at last carried out the purpose she

had announced to her friends, never to marry but by her own will.

M. and Mme. Tsilka returned to Turkey in 1900, during the summer.

They settled at Kortclia, in Albania, in a field of work entirely of their own
choice, teaching, preaching and healing the sick where no missionaries had

ever labored before.

Thus those missionaries in their devotion and self-sacrifice win their way
with all classes, high and low. Fi'om her work at Kortcha raadame went,

at the invitation of her old and beloved friend. Miss Stone, to join her on a

tour. The two were taken into that captivity which caused so much

solicitude for many months.

—

London Express.

A Temple Keeper's A certain idol in China was losing its reputation.

Foul Deed. The custodian came to financial straits, and he invited

a poor, half-starved beggar to his house, and told him he would give him a

good square meal if he would curse the idol. The beggar agreed, ate his

dinner, went to the temple, and having cursed the idol, according to the

agreement, immediately became ill and died. In the minds of the super-

stitious multitude belief in the idol was much intensified. Who would not

believe in an idol who so speedily punished one who reviled it. The local

magistrate, however, was doubtful, made an inquest, and found that the

beggar had come to his death by poison mingled with that last dinner—his

hire for cursing the idol.

—

Ex.
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EXTRACT FROM MISS BLAKELY'S LETTER, MARASH,
TURKEY.

We have begun our second semester, which makes it seem as if the year
were more than half gone. Time goes so fast that we would sometimes
take hold of it that we may do better the work that lies before us. It is

such delightful, stimulating work to teach the senior class, that we think if

we could have them a little longer we would see them better fitted for their

work. The present class is unusually good and a daily delight to us.

There are nine girls in the class, one a Gregorian,—the first we have had
to go so far in the course.

As you know, we are greatly crowded for school room. If it were not
a necessity we would think we could not possibly get on in this way. Our
teacher's kitchen is turned into a laboratory and recitation room, and every

(281)
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other corner is occupied ; but we try to be patient in waiting for the addi-

tion. The girls, too, are very cheerful, and never complain that they are

crowded.

The great lack we feel is the insufficient supply of American teachers.

It is a crying need that there be a missionary lady to visit the villages, and

look after the schools and work of the Bible women. Mrs. Lee, last autumn,

visited a few of the villages, and hoped to be able to do more of that kind

of work in the future. She had charge of the Bible women's work, which

is increasing, taking the correspondence and making plans for the greater

effectiveness of the work. But now Mrs. Lee has gone. We cannot under-

stand why, except tliat we know God wished her, and we are left wondering

how we can get on without her, her work, her counsels, her thoughtful

plans. We miss her at every turn, but I especially feel the loss in connec-

tion with the college work. Ever since I took charge I have leaned on

Mrs. Lee, and always found her interested in every department of the work.

The college owes much to her, and we feel more than ever the need of

another woman in the school. Miss Calder has been a great blessing, and

her all-round equipment for work has done much during this year and a

half. Miss Gordon and Miss Welpton are faitlifully studying Turkish, and

will soon be ready to use it. Miss Welpton has charge of the music, and

has large plans and hopes for the improvement of the singing in school as

well as in the Sunday schools.

A dear girl of the class of 1900 died a few weeks ago after months of

suffering from consumption. She went to Adana to teach this year, but

soon after her arrival there it was found she had the disease, and that it was

somewhat advanced already ; so she quickly came home, and was cared for

by her mother. She was patient through all, and thoughtful for others.

BITS FROM A MICRONESIAN SCHOOLGIRL'S LETTER.

And now I will try to tell 3^ou about the Kusaians,—how the minister

and the leader try to help the people to be Christian. They began to have

prayer meeting in September, 1899. They went all around the island to

preach. They will go and stay in one place for one week, and next week to

another place. And we have been praying for those who went astray, and

for those who are preaching the word of God.

I would tell you about the king of this island. He was Christian when

he was a boy, and in school with Mr. Snow, and afterward he went astray.

He went away from the island for a long time, and when he came back he
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began to be king. And in the last year he had a sickness and ahnost lose

his life. When he was very sick Mr. Channon went and saw him. He
was getting a little better and he was thinking, and he said he wanted to

repent from his sins. When he got well he went up to the church and

spoke. When the people saw him they were very glad to see him trying to

be a Christian. And now the work on the island is different from before.

I think you will like to hear about a Nukora woman. She and her hus-

band were on the island before. Her husband was working with Captain

Melander, and she went to school v/ith the Kusaians. She read out of a first

reader and she learned to write and read from the Kusaians' Bible, because

they have no Bible in Nukora. They stayed here about three years and

then went back to their home. When she got there she tried to teach the

people like she had been taught. They all liked to go to school, so some

people helped her husband and they build a church. The people love her

because she is very kind to them.

They have meeting almost every da}', because the people like to hear the

word of God.

When Captain Melander went there some of the Kusaian sailors went

ashore, and she took her Bible and asked them to tell her the meaning of

some verses.

She wanted to know about the Bible very much, but nobody could tell

her, and the boys did not tell her because they not know it too.

LETTER FROM MRS. DEAN.
From a letter from Mrs. Dean, who, after many years in this country, returned to

India, to be with her sister, Miss Abbott.

It is a daily wonder to me that I find myself here in Bombay ; it seems

really marvelous. The memory box in which my knowledge of Marathi

was stored, unused so long, has opened wide, and, strange to say, I talk as

well as ever. The native Christians come to me and exclaim at my pure

idiom and pronunciation. This is all of God, and almost a miracle, for

I made no attempt to keep the language during the thirty-four years' absence.

I thank him for this blessing.

It may interest you to know just what work I am doing. When my
brother went away he left in m}' charge his Young Men's Home. I conduct

evening prayers with them, and they come to me with any questions need-

ing settlement. All dav they are away at school or at their work. Nearly

all are Christians and nice young men.
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My sister has given over to me the whole charge of the training of the

Bible v^^omen.

A poor woman, a Christian, with some education, whose husband teaches

school in the almshouse (under Miss Millard), came to me begging for

work. She said her husband's wages were not sufficient for them. I sent

her away, telling her to come again after I had thought the matter over. I

made inquiries regarding her, and at the same time I heard that the women
in the almshouse were wishing to learn to sew, and a few wanted to learn

to read, so I arranged with her to teach these women two hours four times

a week for about one dollar and thirty-three cents a month. I had three

dollars which, as I left America, a friend had given me to use, so this

" primary school" for women can be kept up for two months, and a little

left with which to buy needles and thread. By the time the two months are

over I shall be able to see whether she is faithful as a teacher. If the work

needs to be permanent I believe the Lord will send me the means. How
far a little can go ! She has brought me the names of a dozen women who
gathered around her the first day. Tliis woman will now be admitted into

my Bible class for training, for I want her to teach Bible verses to these

poor creatures while they learn to sew.

I have on Sunday morning, in Sabbath school, a class of eight men in

Marathi, and the last two Sundays five strangers, who have come to Bom-

bay to look for work, have joined, and are greatly interested. I asked Mr.

Karmarkar if he would interest himself in getting work for them in some

of the shops here. I must not lose sight of them, for they give such close

attention. So 3'ou see there is plenty to do.

The following is a summary of Dr. Torrey's very fruitful labors in Japan, as re-

ported in Japan Mail

:

—
A SPLENDID record of faithful Christian work accomplished in ten of the

chief cities of Japan in its two chief divisions, the Hondo and Kyushu, and

all in the remarkably short period of four weeks and one day from setting

foot on its shores. If ever the vision of the seer in Patmos had a literal

fulfillment, this is certainly its nearest accomplishment.

The doctor's own view is :
" This land is ripe for a great harvest. I wish

I could help for a year with the brethren." Certainly those who have

longest labored and borne the burden and heat of the day rejoice in the

evidence that this strong man has given of his willingness and ability to

help them.
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When Miss Swartz was making her preparations for leaving here re-

cently, she was tendered a supper at a local restaurant by some of the police

officials and men who felt under obligation to her for help she had been

giving them in certain studies. Finding that she was to be the only lady in

the party, she requested the privilege of bringing one lady companion with

her. The request was of course granted, and the hint thus dropped resulted

in a strange transformation, which was nothing less than the attendance at

the feast of the wives of all those vv'ho were married. This is perhaps the

first case on record in this city where officials have gathered in such a

manner accompanied by their wives. It is likely, however, not to be the

last.

LETTER FROM EMILY D. SMITH.

Ing-hok, China, Feb. 9, 1902.

This is a most beautiful, bright spring day, so hot in the sun that it is

hard to imagine that it is not summer. It was just such delightful weather

as this when we came up January 28th and 29th, and as we came over the

mountains from Gak-Llang to Ing-hok in a broiling, hot sun, and sat down
on a hillside to eat our dinner, picnic fashion, the cold and snow of the

home land seemed as something belonging to another world. We picked

violets by the way, too—the sweetest violets I ever smelled. We do have

cold weather, however, and for several days since we came we have been

glad enough to put to the test the heating capacity of the stoves which the

Goddards so fortunately and thoughtfully left here.

We are not fully settled yet, of course, nor can we be until our boxes from

home arrive, but every day sees the house in better order and living here a

little more comfortable. We are learning that splendid lesson of how to do

without things, or making something else answer. With what was left in

the house, and the new things we could buy in Foochow, we can get on

very well indeed until our things come and we can have things made.

Miss Chittenden and I have kitchen and dining room together, awaiting

a temporary kitchen that is being made for us. The foreign stove, also left

here, we have succeeded in teaching our cook was made for the express

pui'pose of cooking things, and can be used. The house is very pleasant

and cozy, but quite too small for two families, and we do earnestly hope that

for the sake of Mr. and Mrs. Smith, as well as ourselves, the house for us

may not be long in materializing. The "other Smiths" have been very

sweet and lovely about it all, and we shall be glad to have their patience

rewarded soon and let them have their own home alone.
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We are a jolly quartette in spite of many things, and perhaps because of

many funny, unexpected things that happen, and quite enjoy "playing

house," as we seem to be doing.

" O Miss Chittenden, lend me your tongue," are words one hears many
times a day, and Miss Chittenden appears on the scene to talk to the cook,

the coolie, the milkman or a visitor on both sides of the house. Oh, how
we new ones do long to know the language ! but we are studying hard, and

picking up words as fast as we can, and usi-ng them as nearly as possible in

the right places. You may imagine my embarrassment the other day when
I was shivering at the table, and saying, as I thought, " I am very cold, very

cold," to suddenly realize that I was saying, " I am very beavitiful." The
cook darted out of the room at that moment, and I was not a bit surprised

to hear him laughing aloud.

Yesterday was the Chinese New Year's Day, and of course was a great

holiday, as all of the week will be. Our teachers begged a holiday, and we
had begun on the hundred and one little things we had been waiting an

opportunity to finish, when the first squad of visitors arrived, mostly chil-

dren. We let them see nearly everything in the house, and we regaled them

with music on the little organ, let them take turns rocking in our rocking

chairs, poked up our fires for them so they could see how wood burns in a

stove, and made ourselves as agreeable as possible. During the day about

a hundred people, not counting duplicates, of whom there were several,

" honored us with their presence in our humble hovel." By the time the

second detachment arrived—they came by twenties and thirties—we had tea

ready, of which they all partook.

To finish the day, we sent for the doctor at the hospital with her family,

and the preacher and his wife and family, to have afternoon tea with us.

Dr. Wong could not come, as her little boy was not well ; but poor, hard-

worked Mrs. Ling came with her seven lovely children, and later the

preacher came, and we had such a good time drinking tea and eating little

cakes and peanuts and oranges.

I am in love with the people here, and wish I did not have to wait a day

to begin actual work with them. Oh, how I do want to talk to them ! One

of the visitors yesterday was very anxious to have me see an ulcer on her

leg, and while I was dressing it for her, I realized how hard it is going to

be to keep out of work until I have had more time for study. If I were to

curtail my study-time now, I should be going against the advice of several

experienced missionaries, and be endangering my own usefulness later.

Once started in work, one is swept along by it here, as anywhere else, and

sometimes I believe the rush is greater here.
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The Woodin chapel is very pretty, the nicest one we have seen, and the

preacher, Mr. Ling, is so good and true. He is like a father to us. Though

we cannot talk to him without Miss Chittenden's aid, we feel that he is a

good friend whom we can trust.

This is a perfectly beautiful place. The views from our windows, of

mountains and river, are charming. The lines have fallen to us in pleasant

places so far as the physical features are concerned. I am sure, too, the

people are going to be increasingly interesting to work among. One's heart

goes out to the poor women and the dear little children. They have so little

in their lives that is worth while, and I do not wonder that they look at us

as they do, curious to know what kind of beings we are, living such a free,

vigorous life, doing so many things they know nothing about, and having so

many things they never saw or heard of.

I must tell you a little now of the quarterly meeting here, to which we
came up for our first introduction. It began the night we arrived, January

14th, and closed Thursday night, January i6th. The evening ineetings

were for both men and women in the chapel ; but Wednesday morning and

Wednesday and Thursday afternoons the women met with Miss Newton in

the open reception room of the hospital. Here Mrs. Smith and I were

formally introduced to the Ing-hok women, and made our little speeches

tlirough Miss Newton. It was not easy to say anything then. Our hearts

were so full of joy and praise to God for bringing us at last to the desii'ed

haven, and the very evident joy on the faces and in the words of the dear

women, because God had at last sent us to them after waiting so long, made

it hard to speak without giving way to the tears that were near the surface.

Oh, you do not know how these people have looked forward to our coming,

and all through the meetings during prayer we heard our Chinese names

repeated over and over, and we knew they were thanking God for us and

asking his blessing upon us in our life among them ! There have been so

many prayers that we might learn the language soon.

So many have asked especially about the Goddards and Mrs. Woodin,

showing that they think of them with great love.

We did have such a good time at Foochow. During the Week of Prayer,

which we enjoyed so much, we met nearly every one in all of the njissions.

Commencement week in the different schools was very interesting, and the

" new ones" were in evidence on the programmes to sing.

What a missionary letter this is ; but it is the best I can do now. Perhaps

after I have been here for sevei'al years I can write the proper kind. I am
glad I am here, very glad indeed. God is very good.
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A SACRED STABLE.
From Dr. Loba's paper in T/ie Advance.

One of the most interesting and characteristic sights of Bonribay is that

great hospital erected and provided for suffering brute creatui"es. Every

form of disease to wliich horse or cow, dog or monkey may be exposed, is

here represented. The benevolence of Hindu or Jain, who are most solicit-

ous for the dumb creation, generously supports this great institution. But

while every consideration and care is bestowed upon the above-named

horses, cows and mangy dogs, just outside of this, huddling along the city

walls, are scores and scores of wretched men, destitute women and naked

children, for whom no one cares.

*From this one may see how in India everything is sacred but human life,

and every want must be relieved but that of suffering humanity. Sacred

cattle wander up and down the streets of the city of Bakares and help them-

selves freely to the food in tlie fruit and vegetable stalls, but poor humanity,

naked, destitute and afflicted, may gatlier itself up in some corner and die.

If we were to be asked to sum up in one word the impression made upon

us by India, we should say it is one loud, inarticulate cry of humanity for

emancipation and redemption. It is also the one great witness to the help-

lessness of heathenism, and to the power of the gospel to alleviate the wants

of mankind and make manhood, womanhood and childhood beautiful and

sacred.

Prayer is not overcoming God's reluctance, it is laying hold of his high-

est willingness.

—

Archbishop Trench.
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Contributions It is with great gratitude that we are able to report a

FOR THE Month, gain of $980.76 over those received in the same month in

1901. This makes a gain, aside from two special gifts, of $1,010 for the

seven months of our financial year over the same period last year. While

this is most encouraging, we must again emphasize the fact mentioned in

our last number of the unprecedented amount received from legacies in the

last half of last year. It is hardly to be expected that the same amount will

be received this year, so that most strenuous effort for increase in contribu-

tions is absolutely necessary.

Semiannual The semiannual meeting of the Board, held in Central

Meeting. Church, Lynn, Mass., was one long to be remembered. The

kind attentions of the ladies of the church from the time we stepped from

the train in the morning till the close of the beautiful drives and walks by

tlie sea after the afternoon session, no less than the charming welcome voiced

by Mrs. W. H. Weeden, the wife of the pastor, made us feel that we were

amono- dear friends. To show that the missionary addresses were excep-

tionally good, we need only to mention the names of the speakers : Mrs.

Georo-e H. Hubbard, who introduced us to three Bible women, " King's

Messengers in Chinese Homes," Mrs. Sun, Mrs. Gold, and Mrs. Meeting,

each with special characteristics and lines of work among their country-

women ; Rev. Robert A. Hume, D.D., told us in "A Year of Grace in

India " of the wonderful God-given opportunity for service in that stricken

land ; and Miss Ellen M. Stone's address on " My Captivity and Its

Lessons" was most thrilling. A discussion in the morning on " Our Great

Responsibility—Its Extent and Its Limit" was most valuable. The day as

a whole was crowded with interest and inspiration. The audience, which

was very large at the opening in the morning, constantly increased, till

the church was filled in every corner with eager listeners.

Please Look "If only those who owe for Life and Light would

AT Your Label, pay their dues, we should have quite a good increase in

our number of subscribers this year," so said the friend who has charge

of our subscription lists the other morning. May we pass the remark along

to you, dear friend. Very likely your subscription has been promptly paid

for 1903, but in case there might be a mistake, will you kindly look at the

label on the cover of this number and see what story it has to tell. This is

a little thing to do, but if everyone who may be in arrears would read,

ponder, and send on the money it would make a great difference in tlie

finances of our magazine.
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Orphans in our We are glad to report that several responses have
Boarding Schools, been received for scholarships in our school in Ahnied-
nagar, India, by which the most promising of the plague and famine

orphans may receive a Christian education. Miss Ellen C. Parsons, now
on a tour around the world, writes in Wo?nan's Work for Woman: "Do
tell the Church that the famine orphans in India must be taken care of.

They must be. One of the most hopeful things that I saw in that mighty

land, in a journe}' of more than four thousand miles from south to north,

was the companies of boys and girls who have been rescued from the jaws

©f death. This young life must be saved for the Church of God in India.

It must be." The cost of supporting one of these orphans in our boarding

schools is $20 a year. There are still twenty-five scholarships to be

provided for. "It is possible for you and me to make investments for souls

that shall be eternal. There are native boys and girls saved from the rav-

ages of recent famine that you and I can support. Think of those bright,

shining jewels that one day will greet us at the Master's feet. The cost is

small; the reward is great."

Laying of the Corner A daily paper in Madura, India, has the follow-

Stone of Capron Hall, ing account of the laying of the corner stone of

Capron Hall, the new building for our Madura Girls' School : "The man-
agers of the Girls' School, Madura, had a very interesting programme for

the exercises connected with the laying of the corner stone of Capron Hall,

the new building which is being erected at Putta Tope. Their Excellencies

Lord and Lady Ampthill and party arrived promptly at 5.15 p. m., and were

received by the Rev. J. S. Chandler and conducted to the pandal. The
exercises began with the singing of a lyric of praise by the schoolgirls.

This was followed by the address of welcome delivered by the Rev. J. S.

Chandler. Mr. Chandler introduced a variation in the presentation of ad-

dresses, the address being spoken instead of read as usual. Mr. Chandler

referred briefly to the work and aims of the school, and -to Mrs. Capron,

whose work in Madura is to be memorialized in the new building. Mr.
Chandler also referred to the help which the government had given in a

grant for the building, and to the further help which Mr. Keeling, the D.

P. W. engineer, is giving in superintending the construction. Refer-

ence was also made to the spirit of fellowship existing to-day between

the English and American nations. After this address their Excellencies

were garlanded by two of the older alumnae of the school, and after an

English song one of the two students who passed the recent Matriculation

Examination read a brief account of the school. Thi-s was followed by a

pretty flower song by the little girls, after which was a prayer. Then came
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the important event of laying the corner stone by His Excellency Lord
Ampthill. Two silver trowels were ready for this interesting ceremony,

and these were afterw^ards presented to His Excellency. About the prettiest

part of the exercises was the unfurling of the British and American flags

by Her Excellency Lady Ampthill ; after this was a scarf-drill, and a clos-

ing song. This was followed by an admirable address by His Excellency

Lord Ampthill. The programme closed with the singing of ' God Save the

King.'"

Good for Mrs. Ballington Booth said that she noticed when her

Nothing Else, children played with their Noah's Ark they saved all the

broken animals for sacrifice, because they could not march in the procession

and were good for nothing else. "This is the way we older people do," she

says. "We give God the bits of broken time, the odds and ends of our

thoughts, and if there is any money left, after all our wants are supplied,

we turn that over for the altar."

A Valued Gift. Xot longf asfo there came to our office a gift which

almost brought tears to our eyes, and withal pointed a special lesson. It

came from the Women's Christian Association in the little remnant of a

church in Tung-cho, China. For sixteen years the women in this Associa-

tion have supported a Bible woman in Ceylon, and most faithfully have they

fiulfilled their pledge. We all remember how this little church was destroyed

by the Boxers two years ago and the members were scattered in every direct-

tion, houseless and penniless, bereft of home and friends, and everything-

of value completelv destroyed. If ever a society was excusable for omitting-

their contribution to the Board it would be this one, suffering under such dire

calamity. On the contrary, however, it has never occurred to the missionary in

charge, Miss M. E. Andrews, nor to the members, that they should omit their

contribution,—should not fulfill their pledge. The letter containing the check

apologizes that it was a little late in coming, as it was not easy to reach the

scattered ones still alive after the terrible massacres. One by one the mem-
bers of the little church are finding their way back to Tung-cho and are

setting up tlieir simple homes again, and " hope to do more in the years to

come than in the past." With such an example before us how can any

society in this country, whose members are living in peace and comfort, fail

to fulfill its pledge to the Board. If we are ever tempted to do so, let us

remember and imitate our friends in Tung-cho. We send them hearty thanks

for their contribution.

Missionary For some sensitive souls, who are disturbed as to the " ex-

HoMEs. travagance of living" among missionaries, the following from

the report of the deputation in India, will be of interest: "We observed
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closely their homes and surroundings. In no case did v/e see luxury or

extravagance. They are living as economically as is consistent v^ith true

economy. It is impossible for the American or Englishman to live in that

tropical country as the people live, and expect to retain any degree of health,

and be able to accomplish anything. The missionaries' bungalows are

tuilt with large, high rooms, and with thick walls and deep verandas to

keep out the intense heat. They are, however, as plain and simple in

construction as possible. The missionary's house not only serves the

purpose of a residence, but is also the center of his operations. His

•drawing room is a meeting-place, and his veranda is almost never free

from public occupation for a great variety of purposes. We repeatedly

urged the missionaries to use more of their salary upon themselves, and

not put so much of their small allowance into the Christian work. In

some cases it was apparent that the missionaries' usefulness was curtailed by

too close economy in living. Servants are employed in the missionary

household, so that all its members are left as free as possible to give all their

time and strength to the work to w^hich they were sent. The conditions in

those countries make it necessary to employ more servants than is customary

here at home, as one servant will not, under any circumstances, do the work
that he thinks belongs to another caste. In one household, where the

number of servants seemed large, we carefully investigated, and found that

the total amount paid per month for them all amounted to less than it costs

an American family to employ a single maid-of- all-work."

Praying to the An incident from the life of Marcus Dodds will surely

Unknown God. touch the heart of every mother who has sought the bless-

ing of a loving Heavenly Father for her stricken child. As Mr. Dodds and

a friend stood near an old temple in a heathen land, a native woman with a

sadly deformed child approached the temple. She seemed to be in great

distress, and they watched her carefully. She threw herself on the ground

in despair, crying : "Oh grant that my child may grow fair as other children ;

grant that it may be strong
;
grant that it may be comely ! Oh hear the cry

of a mother, and a mother's breaking heart!" When asked to whom she

prayed she answered that she did not know, but that surely there \vas some-

where a God who would have compassion, and grant the prayer of a

broken-hearted mother. We know that there is such a God—loving,

sympathizing, all-powerful, ready to help. We have known Him since our

childhood, and learned to go to him in every time of need. How long

shall our selfishness keep this blessed knowledge from heart-broken mothers

the world around }
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SPAIN.

AFTER THIRTY YEARS.

BY MRS. WILLIAM H. GULICK.

The development of the International Institute has been slow and carefully

planned for. Without precedent, and having to meet and overcome many
difficulties, the present condition may well be a cause of gratitude to teachers

and friends alike.

The year 1901 will be signalized in its history as the date of purchase in

Madrid of the first property owned by the corporation. This land is near

one of the public promenades, in a healthful section of the city. Formerly

the property was far from the city limit, but Madrid has grown rapidly, and

has been extended in that direction. One block away is the fine promenade
of the Castellana, where early morning walks will be possible. The Puerta

del Sol, the real .center of the city, is about twenty minutes distant by

electric tram.

There is about an acre and a half of land on which one small building of

eighteen rooms, above ground, is the definite beginning of the American

College of Madrid. This house will probably serve as a dormitory, but

must have extensive repairs and additions.

The money that has been expended in this purchase has a special and

touching history. Faith and hope and love have vied with each other in

donations of small and large sums. " In Memoriam " is written against

many, and birthday and self-denial gifts show thoughtful desire for the

welfare of Spanish girls. Old and young have had a share in providing

the necessary ground. The smallest sum received was five cents,—one for

every year of life of a small niece who had heard the subject discussed, and

gave her all to the " new building."

Nearly forty colleges, seminaries and schools are shareholders in the first

building to be erected, " College Hall," for administration and recitation.

Friends in Madrid and all over Spain are asking eagerly when the Institute

is to be moved to Madrid. The answer is the same that has been given for

years, " In God's time."

New plans for normal, kindergarten and industrial classes in art, embroid-

er}', dressmaking, etc., must wait until there are ample class rooms and

facilities for extra work, which will find a fruitful field in Spain.

Dona Benigna Rodriguez, one of the Spanish teachers, has expressed

herself as follows : " For twenty years I have been a member of the Institute,

and so I know and can appreciate its beneficent influence in Spain. IMany
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of those who have studied in the Institute would probably never have

accepted the gospel if they had not had an opportunity to study there.

The influence and efforts of the directors and professors is not limited to

education of individuals and the making of scholars, but they show that

the future of the gospel in Spain depends largely upon their influence.

They are thus animated to work with ardor and zeal for the evangelization

of their beloved country when they are graduated. These efforts have not

been in vain. There are many Christian teachers scattered over Spain who
are an honor to the Institute where they studied. I cannot think what

would happen if the Institute were to be suppressed, for I am sure it would

be a terrible blow to the advancement of true Christianity in my country,

for this is the only one of its class in Spain."

We believe that an earnest effort on the part of those who are studying

the needs of the world will be made to secure a permanent hold in this

strategic point of the Spanish-speaking world.

AUSTRIA.

EVANGELIZATION AMONG THE WOMEN IN BOHEMIA.
BY MRS. A. W. CLARK.

WHAT THE SISTERS OF ONE CHURCH ARE TRYING TO DO.

It is cheering to see, especially in one of our churches, increased conse-

cration and willingness to work. This consecration is indicated by deeper

devotion and by the spirit of obedience to God's leading. The felt convic-

tion that God expects faithful service is leading many to lay to heart the

words, "Ye are bought with a price, therefore glorify God in your body

and spirit, which are God's." The growing feeling that each special service

needs its special gift is inclining many to ask, not " what service would I

like to pei'forni, but for what service am I fitted? " " Lord, what wilt thou

have me to do?" This desire to reach those who are ignorant of the gospel

"is prompting to more earnest study of the Word, and to more intense prayer.

This is indicated, on their part, by the publication of a tract on the necessity

of the still hour with the Bible and with God. The spirit of obedience is

shown by humbly seeking divine guidance, and by consulting others of

deeper experience. It is always an encouragement when people seek

direction in the line of useful work. It is cheering when others are ready

for the assigned duty, and when the}' feel it is not by might nor by pov/er.

Taut b}' the Divine Spirit that help is to be sought. Blessed is the church
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when its women are asking for Ciiristian work, and when each is ready to dO'

quietly and efficiently whatever she may through her own gifts, but espe-

cially through the spirit of Him who is himself the source of power and its

wise director. Blessed is the church when the wife and mother is not a

lone priestess at the home shrine, but is supplemented and strengthened by

the husband and father.

The church in question is thus blessed, so that in most cases the woman
who desires to do something for the Master is not hindered by a cross^

unsympathizing husband. Modest, yet clear in her convictions, many a

Christian woman here is seeking to do heartily to the Lord whatsoever her*

hand findeth to do.

It is a fact calling for thanksgiving that an ever-growing number of

women at the center of Bohemia are awakening to the privilege of woman's
work in the kingdom of our God. Studying their Bibles, they have found

that the first Christian convert in Europe was Lydia of Philippi. They
have found on the list of the beloved helpers of Paul the names of Phebe
ofCenchrea. They have been moved by the beautiful touch of discrimi-

nation when the Apostle Paul puts the name of Priscilla before that of her

husband Aquila. A feeling of justifiable ambition is prompting some to

ask, " Why should not one of us be Priscilla, another Phebe, another

Claudia.''" It is interesting for them to see how the Apostle Paul, who
certainly wished woman to keep in her place and sphere, mentions as the

last name written by him that of Claudia, converted at Rome. Thank
God that this church has its faithful workers, of whom it may sometime

be said, " Here lies one who wrought by whatever power God gave her,,

by pen, by voice, by hand and eye, to win others for the Saviour." These

sisters expect opposition in their faithful work, but they believe that he

who blessed the Apostle Paul in the time of ridicule at Athens, so that

a woman, named Damaris, became a true believer, will not be unwilling

to save, through their testimony, some Bohemian Damaris. One thing tO'

be commended in this church is the attitude of receptivity. During the

sermons on Sunday many a sister is busy with her note book in securing

some important thought for her next Christian letter to some absent sister

or to some neglected soul for whose conversion she is praying. While these

sisters are ready to testify orally of the blessing of the gospel to their own
soul, they believe most firmly that letter writing in the name of Christ and

for his cause is not only useful but biblical. The Apostle Paul sent greet-

ings to Tryphena and Trj-phosa, and to the beloved Persis, who labored much
in the Lord. In scores of villages in Bohemia tliere are souls who have

heard the gospel when on a visitJ;o Prague. They were, of course, intro-
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duced to different sisters of the churcli, vviio now kindly send to tlieni a
Cliristian letter or a tract or a booklet. "• It you come to Prague again we
shall be delighted to see you." " Believing souls are praying for you."
" You have our deep sympathy in every trial." " Give mv love to your
children. I hope they are trying to carry a part of their mother's burden."
" That New Testament that you took as a keepsake I trust you daily peruse

and are seeking strength and comfort from its pages." Such messao-es brino'

a response, and Christian friendship is cultivated. Or the message sent out

to some Christian acquaintance may read, " If, perchance, you have any

friend in the hospital, let us know, and we will visit her." Such kindness

meets with grateful acceptance, or such a message as the following will

touch the heart of some anxious country mother :
" If your daughter is com-

ing to serve in Prague let us know, and if she needs a friend urge her to call

on us. Let her have your New Testament, and I will send you another

one." " We send you a copy of our paper ; after reading it lend it to your

neighbor." Kindness, tact, adaptation, self-denial, and above all, and in

all, the Spirit of Christ,—all this belongs to evangelization, and in this

direction our sisters in Prague are making good progress. Monthly meet-

ings for them all, and weekly meetings for the guiding committee, help the

members to be mindful of their opportunities and privileges. A willing-

ness to do the work assigned without murmuring and without jealousy, is

cheering to those who are praying for God's blessing. The woman's
prayer meeting, the girls' prayer meeting, the sewing circle, the Sunday

school, the Lend a Book Circle,—these, and other things intimated, give a

picture of how one church is trying to be faithful in the line of evangeli-

zation. Are there no mistakes made among such a number of inexperienced

sisters.^ Certainly, but indifference and idleness and the lamp going out are

greater mistakes. Special tact and timeliness are sinned against, without

doubt, but zeal in winning souls is even more important than tact. Rare

gifts are genius and tact, but neither of these qualities is essential to disciple-

ship or activity for our Redeemer.

We have known some blunders because of zeal disjoined from wisdom,,

but inactivity is a sin far more to be condemned. When a great hotel

burned in New York, zeal in arousing the sleeping guests was far more
important than tact. These sisters study adaptation, but not at the expense

of enthusiasm. They would gladly obey the injunction of Paul, "Whatso-
ever ye do, do it heartily," and this is something more than zeal and vigor.

Let us look more on the word heart as synonymous with strength, and then

service in His Name will be efficient. It is said that when the Saracens

were on the verge of victory over Douglas, that he seized from his bosom
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the heart of the brave King Robert of Scotland, and then flinging it forward

into the thickest of the fight, he cried, " Go thou on, brave heart, as thou

didst always go before." This singular action roused new courage, and

wrested victory from defeat. Let your prayers unite in a " go forward,

brave hearts ;
" let the good work begun be multiplied a thousandfold, until

every village in the land of Huss shall hear a clear testimony as to our great

need of Christ and of his unmeasured love, and his willingness to be the

leader, teacher and redeemer of all wlio seek him by living faith.

CHINA.

AN INTERESTING OCCASION.

BV MRS. L. B. PEET, FOOCHOW.

On a bright April day, after repeated attempts to find a fiivorable

day when all the guests could come, we succeeded in welcoming to

our home some of the official ladies of the city of Foochow. Earlier in

the season my husband, with a brother missionary, called on the prefect, who,

in course of conversation, asked wlien tlie ladies of his household could

come and see us. We were delighted at an opportunity of meeting these

ladies and giving them a glimpse of the work of our mission as it is carried

on in the city near the White Pagoda.

The Chinese have such peculiar ideas that we took every precaution not

to offend them, as we were anxious they should be pleased to come again.

Mrs. Hinman and I, together with our good neiglibors, Dr. and Miss Wood-
hull, and Miss Brown, of the Kindergarten, planned enough that afternoon

to amuse and instruct them, and we hope that what they saw and heard will

prove of lasting benefit to them. Our consul's wife also graced the occa-

sion. Fifteen invitations were sent out. Those who responded were the

prefect's wife, daugliter and daughter-in-law, two daughters of the sub-

prefect, and the wife, daughter and daughter-in-law of the ex-Kutien magis-

trate. These last live close to us, and the son of this ofiicial has been a

student in our College for now five years. We labored under all sorts of

uncertainties, wondering whether they would or would not come. Illness

prevented the wife of the sub-prefect from accepting tlie invitation, neither

could any of the ladies of one of the district magistrates come because four

of the children were sick with the measles. The family of the other district

magistrate were living in an adjoining province, and of course could not be

present.
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We called in a caterer to get up a little feast for them, and while he

was preparing the viands we showed them the work, first taking them to

the Hospital Home, where they went about looking at the beautiful pictures

and taking a view of the landscape as seen from the veranda, looking long at

the ancient and interesting White Pagoda, asking if they could go up into

it (how could they with their tiny feet?) ;
listening to singing and to the

piano ; then visiting the hospital itself, going through the operating room,

clinic rooms and the wards, and taking note of the contented faces of the

patients, although suffering from such trying diseases. The prefect's wife,

whose face looked as if smiles rarely visited it, remarked in an aside, " This

is a very good work, a very good work, you are doing." From the hospital

we went to the bright, cheery Davis Memorial Hall of the Kindergarten.

Here such a lively company awaited us ! The children had assembled long

before, ready to show us their accomplishments. We took our places, leav-

ing the little ones a large space in which to march and play games, and

show, although all unconsciously on their part, what a great boon had come

to them in this kindergarten. These ladies thoroughly enjoyed the hours

spent among these little ones, who have seen comparatively little of the

wickedness of the world, and who have become stained with but a fraction

of what stains their elders. And our guests did unbend! Who would not

in the presence of childhood.^ How eagerly they watched every motion and

examined the children's handiwork. It all looked like play to them. But we
are sure they did not leave the Hall until they understood at least a little of

what these children were really learning under the guise of play, and we
trust they felt a desire that their little ones might have the same privileges.

Indeed, we learned on a subsequent occasion that the little daughter of the

sub-prefect did not let a day pass without speaking of that visit, and that

she wanted very much to go again. From this intei'esting place we retraced

our steps to our house, stopping long enough to have our photograph taken,

wdiich we send herewith. One failure in this photograph is due to the fact

that our guests did not keep on their dress suits, a sign of their rank, and

as the wife of an official when going out rides in his sedan, accompanied by

the gong, soldiers and other attendants, so also she wears the same decora-

tions as he, as the insignia of his office. It never takes long to snap off the

photograph, although such an amount of time is consumed in preparation.

In this, as well as at the table, it seemed an endless task to get them

arranged as to where they were to sit, etc. Really the question of not

offending them proved the most serious difficulty we had to encounter, and

loomed up at every turn. Of course the prefect's wife was the greatest lady,

and. the wives of the other officials were also great ladies, but the daughters
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and sons' wives of each family must not be offended, and liow we finally

manao-ed is hard to say. But it all passed off' well, and all seemed happy on

leavino-. We made profuse apologies lest we may have broken some of their

rules of etiquette, and hid behind the excuse that we did not fully know their

ways—would they pardon us.?

The feast proved a success. We had arranged pretty cards on which were

written in classical character some fact in history, the direct result of Chris-

tianity, or some appropriate Bible verse,—each fact and verse having the

passage of Scripture referring to the subject also written on the card. Before

leaving we presented the heads of the families each with a nicely bound

classical New Testament. These gifts were followed with many prayers.

God's Spirit can use these little books just as he used the prophets of old.

Our newly made friends left for their homes after six o'clock, having given

us a visit of more than four hours. First impressions are always lasting.

We looked forward to meeting again.

About six weeks afterward, one beautiful day in June, we met at the home
of our consul, where they thoroughly enjoyed themselves, becoming like

young and light-hearted girls. Their curiosity was fully satisfied in regard

to the arrangement of rooms,—parlor, dining room, etc.,—but particularly in

the numberless attachments to a lady's wardrobe. The outlook over tlie

river from the upper veranda gave them an earnest desire to see the dragon

boat races, and they asked if they might come to see them.

Ten days later we met again at the yamen of the prefect, and the last

glimpse of these ladies was at the yamen of the sub-prefect. These were

excellent opportunities for becoming acquainted, and we hope and trust

that we may have other and better opportunities of telling them of the

gospel.

Woman's Work The needs of our woman's work in China are so many it

IN China. is hard to see much else. We hear of many inquirers in

our stations here in the west, among whom are some women ; what to do

with these is going to be a great question. Do send us some women as

soon as you can. There is a wonderful movement all over China,—a turn-

ing toward all things Western ; how long it will last or what the outcome

will be no one knows, but we do know that it is a present opportunity to

preach the gospel to great multitudes of people. What are we among so

many? our hearts cry out.
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SPAIN.

A SPANISH GIRL.

BY MISS ALICE H. BUSHEE.

My name is Juana, and I am only a poor cigarrera. I have been in the

factory for years, and althongh many would not like to work in a hot i^oom

with tobacco leaves all day, I am quite used to it now. My mother died

when I was fourteen, and soon after I was married. I used to be very gay

and happy, but many things happened to trouble me, especially after Tomas
began to go away and leave me so much alone, and I knew of no one to go

to for comfort. I went to mass, but part was in Latin and I could not

seem to understand the rest to get any good from it. I prayed to the Virgin,

but she always seemed to look over me, and my heart was comfortless. I

confessed to the priest, and he told me what penance to do, and how much
I must pay to get my mother out of purgatory. I could not read, and

many times, with hard work in the factory, the care of the children, and my
husband always scolding, it seemed to me that I should like to die.

One day the girl next to me said that a friend had told her about a meet-

ing for mothers, held at the Protestant chapel, and had asked her to go.

She said she would if I would too. We both got out earlier by telling the

foreman our children were sick. I never shall forget that meeting. Dona

Antonia greeted us so kindly that we felt at home at once. We sang, and

she prayed. I did not know then what it meant, as she had no image there,

but it sounded as if she were talking to some one she could see, and some

(304)
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way I felt as if he must be in the room. She read some words about

Jesus, and talked about him as our friend ; it seemed then as if there was

some one who cared for me. She told us that he would not want us to say

what was not true, and that it would be better not to attend the meetings

than to tell a lie to get there. I never thought of it so before, and neither

had Maria, but the next week we wanted to go again and so we told the

A PUPIL IN THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR GIRLS IN SPAIN.

foreman, and gave up the afternoon's wages. I knew Tomas would not like

it, but I wanted to get more of that comfort.

Dona Antonia was glad to see us again, and afterwards talked with us,

and told us that it was from the Bible she had read those words. I told

Maria tliat I wished I could read, and she said there was a night school there

and I could go if I wanted. Then I decided to learn to read, and although

it was hard work after being busy all day, I went every night, and also tO'
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the meetings they have Sundays. Finally I bought a Bible. Maria said

her husband had chopped hers up, and she had to get another, but Tomas

does not care what the priests say ; he thinks all they care for is money.

After I had been to the mothers' meetings several times, I found out that

there were other meetings like that in other cities, and they were called

Christian Endeavor Societies. I was glad, for I thought that other women
who felt as I did would have a chance to l^e comforted too. Then one day

Dona Antonia read to us about a convention that was to be held in Zaragoza,

and that different people—delegates she called them—were going there from

the different societies, and for two days there would be meetings ; she said a

great deal about its being of so much help to all the country, and she wanted

some of us to go, one at least as a delegate. We were all interested and

promised to give what we could.

The next meeting she told us more about it, and read how the women in

the society at Valencia had raised over $57 to help build their chapel, and

besides were going to help send a delegate. By and by we read that the

women in Zaragoza, who would not have to pay for their delegate, had given

two dollars to help pay for some one else. So our enthusiasm grew, and it

seemed to me that I must go. Maria was going, she said, anyway, because

she had a cousin there, and she can visit her and then attend the meetings.

Felipa will send her boy if some one goes to take care of him. Tomas says

he cannot give me so much money. So I give my two cents a week,

and I am making something to sell, to help send the delegate. I shall feel that

I have a part in that, and she will tell us all about it when she returns. I

wish that everv woman in the countrv could go to such meetings as ours.

AUSTRIA.

THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF BOHEMIA.

BY MRS. J. S. PORTER, PRAGUE, AUSTRIA.

To begin with the youngest. What a host of little " persinas," or feather-

beds, come before our mental vision. Almost every home throughout the

leno-th and breadth of Bohemia has one. Some of them are filled with soft-

est down and decorated with lace and embroidery. Others, many others,

are made of coarse bed-ticking and filled with common feathers, but each

serves as a dress for some young Bohemian, and from each litUe bundle,

done up like a pappoose, peers forth a solemn little face, contented, too, in

spite of the fact that the wee limbs are bound round and round by a long

band that holds the feather-bed dress in place.
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I imagine that our American babies, with love of freedom flowing in their

veins, would resent these feather-bed dresses as veritable prisons—" cabbed,

cribbed and confined"; none the less "prisons" that they are soft and

warm, and that the binding strap is gayly embroidered and fastened with a

ribbon bow. Well I know that certain of the mission babies consigned for

safety to this native baby costume have developed great skill in wriggling

and kicking themselves clear of it, announcing their freedom from straps and

bands with crows of triumphant glee.

Often as I have seen these persina-clad babies and the graduated little

toddlers on the streets, with their all too frequent bow-legs and diseased

bones, I have thought, " Could anything be a more fitting symbol of the life

awaiting these young Bohemians than these same little feather-bed dresses,

with their straps and bands .^"

From very babyhood our little man is bound down by musts and must

nots. If he is at all well to do he must not black his own shoes or brush his

own clothes. No, indeed ! The servant, or some woman in the family,

must do that. And if he needs to earn money to help in his education he

must do it by some gentlemanly occupation, as by copying or tutoring. He
must submit himself to the relentless machinery of the school system for a

longer or shorter time, until he enters a musty work-shop to learn a trade,

or emerges a pale, sallow youth from the gymnasium to enter the grim old

university, from whence he is turned out a doctor, lawyer or teacher,

according to the groove into which he is run.

All through his common school and gymnasium course he must be taught

*' religion," often with the'result that he becomes an infidel or utterly nominal

Roman Catholic. To our pale young student the bright, eager athletics of

university life in other lands is almost unknown. He "recreates" in a

smoky coffee house or beer garden. He is governed without much thought

or participation on his part, and he reads a newspaper promptly confiscated

if containing anything incurring government displeasure. If physically able,

he must give three of the best years of his life to military service, and he

must be subject to grinding taxation from the time he buys a thirty hella.

government stamp for his gymnasium vysveceni (report card), and pays for

sticking it on—" two hellas for saliva," as the boys say—to the time when he

pays for government and city taxes from one third to nearly half his rents

—if he own city houses or real estate—besides a heavy yearly income tax.

If the little " persina " graduate is a girl, the matter is much simplified. Her

life, be it high or low in the social scale, revolves around one big. " must,"

and that is she must marry,—else her life is stranded,—and in order to

marry she must have a dowry. Is it a wonder that the advent of little

girls into a home is often regarded with disfavor.'*
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To one man, who was commiserated for his family of five daughters, was

announced tlie bhth of a sixth child,—and she a girl. He rushed to the

kitchen and in agony of mind he tore his hair, exclaiming: "What have I

done.? Am I not an honest man.? I have defrauded no man! I have

injured none! Why has God punished me thus.?" Poor man! Like a

dark cloud in the future loomed up the six dowries to be provided and the

six daughters to be married off.

As soon as our baby knows anything, before he can talk himself, he begins

to discount heavily all that he hears and sees. He discovers that mother

didn't throw him into the river, as she threatened to do for some naughty

deed. He observes that father promises work for an impossible date, and

then gives utterly false excuses for its non-performance. The doctor says

that Peppicek has a hard case of diphtheria, but tells tlie other people in the

house that it is a " case of sore throat, nothing at all alarming." His teach-

ers, the scholars at school, everybody he knows, twists the truth at conven-

ience. Everybody mistrusts everybody else, and with reason. Untruthfulness

is in the very air. Persecution, oppression, and the precepts and example

of the Romish Church for generations have taught the Bohemian nation the

art of deception, inaccuracy of thought, unpunctuality, and a general slip-

shodness and unreliability too often follow in its train. " I trust nobody,"

said a young lady the other day. Our people drop the habit of swearing at

conversion, but it sometimes takes years of grace and discipline to bring

them to strict truthfulness. Red and white are the colors of the Bohemian

flag. True blue is lacking.

Another vice which threatens to sap the strength and vitality ©f the Bohe-

mian youth is that of immorality. Like a poisonous spider it has spun its

silken web in and out, in and out, among high and low, and many a one has

been stung to a living death, and few have escaped her tangling net. The

otlier morning a group of women from the country made their way across

tlie platz in front of our Prague home to the foundling asylum hard by.

Each took home with her one of these foundlings, vvhicli the government

intrusts to her care for six guldens ($3.40) a month. Poor little things!

Of the thousands of such children farmed out yearly by the government in

this way, less than a half live to fourteen years of age, when they are put out

to learn a trade or service. What can one expect of purity and strength in

a country where beer flows almost more freely than water, where wine-

rooms, inns and beer gardens abound. What is true of Bohemia is generally

true throughout Austria. Rather a dark prospect for the young people of

that land with such environments, do you think.? Truly I have drawn them

none too shadowy, but rifts of light are breaking throughout the empire.
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Last year a great international temperance conference was held in Vienna,

with the result that many whose influence will be decidedly felt have been

converted to that reform, and a temperance sentiment has been begun when

a year or two ago practically there was none. One Sunday last July all

Prague was gay with the red and brown uniforms of the " Sokols,"—

a

society of young Bohemians founded with the threefold object of fostering

patriotism, athletics and touring—a society, by the way, not particularly

beloved by the Austrian government. Truly the parade was one great

Sabbath desecration, but, considering the fact that comparatively few of the

University students come up to the physical standard necessary for entering

the army, it was good to see these specimens of fairly robust physical ;nan-

hood. For purposes of education and trade Austria's young people more

and more go to England and Germany, with happy results in that they

bring back new ideas and new ideals. * Pastor Schwartz, with his home

school and hospital, is doing a blessed and much-needed work for the

orphans and neglected children in the province of Corlnthia ; and

*Krabschitz School, as ever, is doing a good work for the girls in the

" State Reformed Church," who are privileged to attend.

In many parts of Austria the Y. M. C. A. has been established, and Is

steadily gaining ground and doing good work. It seenis exactly to meet the

needs of young men, and has been granted such freedom and privileges by

the government that it Is ofttimes the strong right hand of the church.

Every Sunday afternoon a room, all too small, is filled to overflowing with

young women, servants, seamstresses and shopgirls, who have been formed

into a Y. W. C. A. This means to them so much,—instruction, com-

panionship, recreation,—the one anchor which holds some of them to tliat

which is good. In a country where the Bible has been for man}^ years a

closed book there is a grand work for the Sunday school to do, although,

according to law, no child may change his religion between seven and

fourteen years of age, so that some of the children of our members cannot

attend Sunday school, and must receive school instruction in the Roman
Catholic religion.

A few weeks ago Austria was blessed with a visit from Dr. F. E. Clark.

Christian Endeavor has inserted its opening wedge, and Is sure to wla. A
few bands have organized for earnest Christian work, and in our Church

Conference, just at hand, the matter is to be pushed.

As tire religion of Jesus Christ, pure and vmdefiled, wins its way to the

hearts of Austria's sons and daughters, in spite of persecution and opposl-

*For full description of these schools see Life and Light, August number, 1897,

also Mr. Porter's June Report to Woman's Board,
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tion, its purifying, life-giving force will be felt even in the Roman Catholic

Church. It is ever so. For every step of such advancement their standard

must be raised. Contrast the Roman Catholic Church in the United States

with that of any country uninfluenced by a pure gospel and an open Bible,

and my meaning will be clear.

God speed the day when it may be said of Austria's young people : " They
are strong ! They have overcome the evil -one."

HELPS FOR LEADERS.

REDEEMING OUR COVENANT PLEDGE.

" I WILL NOT CEASE TO MAKE OFFERINGS OF PRAYER."

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

The life of missions and the life ofprayer are inseparable. Each wonderful

movement of missionary history has its rise in secret places. The more

numerous these springs of life the greater its power. The Daughters of the

Covenant hold this power within their hearts, gladly pledged to give it

unceasingly for the '"' daughters of sorrow." Are we letting this force lie

idle.'' Then shall we lack force. The life of our work and its results

depend upon the spirit within. And the greatest gift of the Covenant to us

here is this teaching of the habit of prayer, which alone can create the

devotional spirit of a consecrated life.

How shall we make this offering? Intelligently, with an understanding

of what we ask ; definitely, with a knowledge of the circumstance and need

of those we have sent out in our stead ; constantly, for their need is not

occasional, but day by day; individually, following by the Prayer Calendar

all our own missionaries and specific work, so gaining the sympathy and

familiarity for which they long more than anything else. Alone as we seek

the Father in our chosen place ; together as we meet together for more

effectual service ; sometimes writing a prayer, and so putting vague ideas

into distinct expression ; sometimes using a Bible prayer oftpraise or thanks-

giving ; sometimes an old church prayer, which has pointed the aspiring

thought of man through the centuries ; silently, audibly, secretly, publicly,

for the world first and then for self, as the Lord taught; always " in faith

believing."

For what shall we pray ? The only sincere petition is for what we want.

Do we ardently desire that heathen lands shall know the love of Jesus?

Then indeed shall we pray even as we strive to answer the prayer. Is their

need real to you, that you would reach and save them somehow? Then
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pray. Would you furnish laborers or means .'* Then pray. Would you go }

Then pray. For through prayer the whole opportunity of missionary

service is open to you.

Our silver key is a symbol of the key of prayer which will unlock God's

wide world to our little selves, and our little selves to the infinite love of

God ; open to us both the door into his harvest field, and the resources of

his harvesters. May' that key be the memory of the union of prayer going

up from all the Daughters of the Covenant ; and if the offering has been for-

gotten for a while we beseech you to enter anew into its privilege, and pray

ever that prayer which is both the asking of God's blessing upon his world,

and the receiving of power to become that blessing. " Mingling prayer with

all our thoughts," till life itself becomes that unceasing prayer which is the

price of the kingdom within and without.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
FROM MRS. E. S. HUME, BOMBAY, INDIA.

Friends who have been with us. Dr. and Mrs. Barton among others, have

seen how our beloved older girls of the Lend-a-Hand Society come
and sit and work so long as light lasts, that they may be sharers in the work
of feeding and saving the famine children who have been gathered here.

Even as I write two girls are sitting at nine in the evening, having first

learned their lessons, making all haste to finish a long piece of* white satin

work—five yards, gold embroidered—which must be sent awa}' off" to the

north of Scotland, in Stornaway, Lewis. A good lady who paid us only one

afternoon's visit found the work so much to her liking that she gave us this

very generous offer. And the girls, eager to accomplish all they can, that

they may swell their gifts to the famine fund for our children in the schools,

patiently add to their labors and efforts and go on, late or early, as strength

is given them and time. This class I superintend from half-past four to six,

as a rule. Saturdays those who are not in examinations work from ten to

twelve o'clock. They have paid Mr. Hume the capital he advanced, and in

two donations have given Rs. 600, or $200. Besides working at this Indian

embroidery in gold and silver on velvet, silk or satin by the yard, in ribbon

by the piece, the girls use their spare minutes in Bowker Hall in making their

own jackets, using up tlie nice bits of odd muslin samples, ofwhich someone
sent us a boxful for pin-cushion covers or mats. They feather or star stitch

them, as the pattern inay be, and put a bit of lace around, so as to win a

purchaser ! Those who can do more advanced work have learned to

embroider beautifully in silks on linen, and our work in doilies has been
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iTiuch appreciated. During the past year we have filled orders for nine

dozen of these besides odd pieces, and, in addition, embroidered a beautiful

white linen dress for the wife of our much esteemed Chief Justice, Lady

Jenkins, which alone brought in $28.66. The money thus earned is

especially sacred, as the girls are doing it as their offering to the Temple of

the Lord, the new, hoped-for church building which they are intending to help

furnish.

Another patch on this bit of crazj^ work. But this scrap has on it the

most beautiful flower in the whole article. To-day, after balancing accounts,

the same good-working girls have given in cash and pledges from sales Rs.

500 for the building of the platforni in the new church. We hope to

have it of stone, to defy the white ants, and our dear Christian girls in tlie

school will have built it of their own earnings. Is not this dear tidings?

They have worked so hard and well. Before this they had laid aside Rs. 45

for the new church, so their gift amounts to Rs. 545, or $iSi. 66. We are

all so happy about it, for they have been striving for this work for three or

four years. You cannot think how untiringly they have worked.

Li Bowker ILall the girls have themselves kept up a number of prayer

circles, some of tliem meeting every evening between daylight and dark.

In addition to these and tlie Lend-a-Hand Society, held generally in our own

house, the younger girls, some two hundred and twenty or more, meet every

Sunday noon under the leadership of one of the older girls. These are the

Opportunity Seekers, Junior Endeavorers. You can scarcely get through to

the leader's chair, they have to sit so thickly in the hall where they have

prayers. The primarv classes, numbering about ninety little girls, and the

class of older, duller famine girls whose brains do not rally to much service,

—some twenty odd ones who are learning at least to sew,^all are taught in

Bowker Hall. Mrs. Boyd, my good assistant, a European widow, oversees

them.

We have been much gratified at the improvement in the sewing of the

famine girls. Some have made frocks for the little girls, petticoats and

jackets for themselves, jackets for the working-women, the girl cooks and

others, and in other ways helped with their needles. I have had these

women who cannot read taught regularly in the Bible. One of them, a

Beni-Israelite, and her daughter, who have been with us for years, were re-

ceived to the church last year, and with them seventeen of the dear girls as

well ; also seven boys and a man whom I took to work as a coolie when Mr.

Hume was in America. He had lost his wife, and was working in a

famine camp near, where one of our Christians found him.

And our beautiful Jain girl, Bhagirtlii, whose story you all so well know.
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the girl given me tlirough the window so long ago by her poor old father,

who defied caste rules in giving her to the Christians because he " wanted

love, not money, for his only child," and would not let her go to the temple

priests as their slave. We have had her for over eleven years,—she was six

when she came to us,—and many hopes went out with her dear life. She

longed to go ; she loved her Saviour, and the night before her death she

called her two most intimate friends and said, " To-morrow cast out all that

remains; remember, to-morrow you must do that." She was too weak to

say much but "I'm going." Then she roused and prayed most earnestly.

While in the hospital in Miraj last year she taught some younger children

much from the Bible. »

There are to-day three hundred and three girls and young women sleep-

ing and living in Bowker Hall. One hundred is full measure for the space

limits of the building. One girl had her collar bone broken by another's

getting up in the night and stepping on it. There was no otlier place to put

her foot, the girls were lying so close together all over the floor. When
Wellesley or Smith need more dormitory room what do they do .? Please

tell me what to do here ?

FROM MRS. MARY K. EDWARDS, INANDA, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA.

Since the Bible was printed in. Zulu I have been in the habit of giving

work to any who wished to own a Bible. Last year one hundred and three

Zulu Bibles, one hundred and fourteen Zulu hymn books, and fourteen

English Bibles were worked for. These books are taken to their homes,

and heathen friends who once bitterly opposed their children in their wish

to come to school have at least heard the gospel read to them.

Last year I came in and found our good missionary, Jwili, an ordained

pastor, with a neatly dressed elderly man. I shook hands with them, and

Jwili asked if I knew his friend. I did not. When he told me who he was

I could scarcely believe him. If he had come in his skins, and with a ring

on his head, I should have known him at once. He came to tell me he had

given up his heathenism and was henceforth the Lord's servant. This

was through the influence of a daughter who had to run away from home to

come to school. He said fourteen of his family v^^ere Christians, and in

the neighborhood there were twenty-eight Christians. A Christian daughter

and he went into the cattle fold and she cut off his ring, and then they

knelt down and thanked the Lord. He then called his family together and

they rejoiced and praised God together. There are many things to dis-

courage us, but there is enough to encourage to keep us in heart and hdping

for better times to come.
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You will be interested to know how our farming operations succeed. We
have eight oxen and must use six, for we have the Dutch yoke, a straight

piece of wood which rests on the oxen's necks, with two straight sticks

fastened at the bottom with leather straps. We have used our own wood
since the rinderpest killed all the people's oxen, and on our grounds the only

trees are those we planted.

We have planted for food supply such things as the girls are accustomed

to at home, among them the following :

—

£ s. d.

34 sacks Kaffir corn, 119 bushels ..... 34

10 '
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anyone to stay if she desires to go. We ask oiu" Father not to allow any to

stay who will not serve him. We have to mourn over many lapses and

much ingratitude, but the dear Lord vouchsafes sufficient fruit to keep us in

heart. I am in my seventy-third year, and next month it will be thirty-three

since I landed. I praise the Lord daily for strength to walk about the place

and look after many things.

FROM MISS ISABEL TROWBRIDGE, AINTAB, TURKEY.

There is a beautiful Christian atmosphere in this school. I have seen

nothing like it anywhere else. We believe all our house girls are real Chris-

tians, and many of them are active in working for the salvation of those among
the day pupils who are not yet Christians. To me there is no greater inspi-

ration than to see some of these growing in the Christian life, and no deeper

joy than being able to help their minds and souls open and grow. So many
come to me with questions about the Bible, or about this life, that I feel my
greatest need is wisdom to answer and guide them aright.

I have been reading this week the little book about Miss Morrill and Miss

Gould, of Pao-ting-fu. How interesting and helpful their letters are. I have

thought several times that although it must be a special blessing to be able

to tell about Christ to those who never heard of him, as in China, vet at the

same time it would be disheartening to try to give some of these high con-

ceptions of our religion to the heathen, who have so little idea of such things.

I am thankful that we are given the joy of seeing souls develop and advance

along the lines of deeper Christian knowledge and experience. Many of our

girls show in their prayers and earnest talks a knowledge for themselves of

the things of Christ. I never went to more helpful prayer meetings any-

where than some we liave here.

Of course you must have heard of the religious awakening here and all

through this mission. The large meetings here still continue, both among
the evangelical Christians and in the old church. Last week a Bible woman
in a district near us reported that her meeting was held in a Kurdish house

and attended by several Kurdish women, who asked that it might be there

every two weeks. This means a great deal in a city where the Moslems are

so fanatical.

FROM MISS ABBIE M. COLBY, OSAKA, JAPAN.

The twenty-eighth of January was a notable day in Osaka on account of

the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Naniwa church.

As Dr. Davis said in his address, " There is not another church in all

Japan that can show such a history." There were a great many speeches,
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and all were intensely interesting and held the audience until a late

hour. The meeting was like a memorial for the departed, and it almost

seemed as if self-supporting work in heathen lands involves too much sacri-

fice of precious lives, and makes the existence of those who continue and

hold up the work too hard because of the stinging, grinding poverty that it

necessitates if the institution be kept true to Christian principles, and also

there are almost overwhelming temptations to keep the Christian principles

in the background with no strong hand to steady the undertaking ; but I would

not dim the luster of the Naniwa church. As you know, it was the first self-

supporting church in Japan, and from the start it was a missionary church,

and its influence has been very broad. Its first pastor, Paul Sawayama, was

a martyr to the cause, but his influence seems to grow stronger as the years

increase.

None of the missionaries who worked so strongly to advance the cause of

self-support at the beginning were present at this celebration. Some with

the consecrated Japanese workers have ceased from their labors on earth,

but the early workers were lovingly remembered, and due credit given to

them. During all of these years I have been in close touch with both this

church and school, that were started to prove the superiority of the self-sup-

port theory. Now the history of a quarter of a century has been written,

a pathetic, grand history, and credit has been given to the helping American

friends without whom the undertakings would have been, as far as we can

see, failures, or would never have been. . . .

I sometimes think that hitches and vexations are a constituent part of work

in Japan wherever one may be, and public entertainments necessitate such

a removal of partitions, desks, books, cleaning up and covering up, that

those in charge are usually quite exhausted before the guests arrive ; never-

theless, when our hundred beautiful girls are all seated on one side of the

long, transformed room facing the guests on the other side, with the teachers

and platform in the center, and all do their parts well, and the history of

twenty-three years is told, and we are assured that poor as we are the school

is free from debt, there is great satisfaction.

For an avowedly Christian school to continue in the heart of an immense

opposing heathen city for twenty-three years, means that it and the principles

it stands for are known not only in every part of the city but in every part of

the nation. That the Japanese themselves have been responsible for its

maintenance appeals strongly to many. That former pupils are sending

their own children is another encouragement. Two such little girls, whose

parents are in Corea, are in the school. One girl came this term all alone

from Hakodate, a week's journey.
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WHAT SHALL WE READ THIS SUMMER?
BY MRS. S. B. CAPRON.

This being a foreign missionary periodical, it will he pre-supposed that

there is to be a recommendation of books in missionary literature. Those

who have followed the admirable notices of books and magazines from

month to month have already a list of those newly published from which

to make a selection.

We well know there is a tendency to turn to lighter reading in the

summer. The winter, with its activities in church and society, leads one

into service demanding mental effort in preparation of papers or outlines of

study. The environment is in this direction. It would be interesting to

know what V/a Christi in its leadership in our auxiliary meetings has done

in creating the demand for solid reading in lines otherwise unthought of.

Making acquaintance with men and women in the centuries far behind us

has made historical characters as vivid in the sensational experiences of

their lives as any to be found in the fiction of to-day.

The season is now over, and we are going away for the summer, and

"What shall we take to read?" is the universal question. We must not for-

get that the summer reading is going to have a large preparation for the

coming winter's v^ork. Many are having just this in mind. We must also

remember that the outdoor life on mountain, or by the sea, or in the orchard

and meadow of the country is in itself a wonderful aid to a deeper compre-

hension of unseen realities. We come in closer touch with the beauty and

wonder of the Creator's work in all nature. The book in lighter vein may

be the thing for the diversions, and not unfrequently the distractions, of the

summer piazza, or for the sleepy weariness after the long walk. There are

times, however, in the solitude of iiature, when the teaching from a soul

more deeply taught than our own in all spiritual living is intensified by

our surroundings. How many such books there are ! Let us secure one of

them.

Then, again, the summer is the time to secure a closer knowledge of some

part of the dear Book. The opportunities to give away some new insight

into its sparkling truth are frequent and quite as unexpected as in the more

regular and appointed ministration of our winter life. Let us select for

study some topic as the prayers of Paul, or a Gospel or an Epistle, and add a
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helpful commentary, and thus be enriched, as the great Author of the Book

in his eagerness and patience and faitlifulness will surely enrich us.

Then, again, we shall do well to select some book which shall make more

real to us the foreign land to which we have sent our missionary. It is

increasingly evident that definiteness of knowledge of the work and the

worker deepens the prayerful interest and sympathy, which always finds an

outlet. The adopted one is not one among many, but finds a place in our

thoughts, where tlie personality grows real. The response from those

abroad attests this. Let us resolutely devote our attention to the land where

the missionary of our choice is living, that we may better comprehend the

surroundings, and when we have finished the book let us send it on to him

or to her. We like to read about places that we know well, and in a

foreign land one always enjoys seeing from another's point of view. Three

or four car fares will cover the postage. If we have in mind this ultimate

destination of any book which we are selecting, it is not only a very kind

deed in itself, but is an incentive to a choice of what shall be worth reading

and worth sending.

The summer reading ought to be as thoughtfully provided as the summer
outfit of dress. It is the clothing and beautifying the mind and heart, and well

cared for will make its own impression on those about us. The treasure of

one's personal influence does not pass away with the summer outing, but

goes on blessing the one who has often unconsciously given it, and the one

who has felt its sweet and benign influence.

SOME GOOD BOOKS FOR SUMMER READING.

Among the many good missionary books we suggest the following.

Some of them are not new, but are classics in their line, and perhaps more

easily fdund in libraries in country towns and by the sea ; others are re-

cently issued and are most interesting.

On China.—Tluee books -by Rev. Arthur Smith :
" Chinese Character-

istics," "Village Life in China," "China in Convulsion;" "The Sister

Martyrs of Kucheng," by James Nisbet James; " Gilmour of Mongolia,"

by Richard Lovett ; "The Yangtse Valley and Beyond," by Mrs. Isabella

Bird Bishop.

0}i Japan.—" An American Missionary in Japan" and " Thirty Event-

ful Years in Japan," by tlie late Dr. M. L. Gordon; "Japanese Girls and

Women," by Alice Mabel Bacon; " Verbeck of Japan," by Dr. W. E.

Griflis.
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On India.—" Irene Petrie," by Mrs. Ashley Carus-Wilson, B.A. ;
" A

High-caste Hindu Woman," the life of Pundita Ramabai ;
" Love and Life

Behind the Purdah," by Miss Cornelia Sorabji ; Life of Mary Reed, Mis-

sionary to Lepers; A Lady of England (A. L. O. E.), "The Life and

Letters of Charlotte Maria Tucker ;
" "Men of Might in India Missions,"

by Helen H. Holcomb ; "The Wrongs of Indian Womanhood," by Mi"S.

Marcus B. Fuller.

Africa.—" The Personal Life of Livingstone," by W. Garden Blaikie
;

"A Life for Africa," by Miss Ellen C. Parsons.

Turkey.— "Constantinople and Its Problems," by Rev. Henry O.

Dwight, D.D. ;
" On Horseback in Cappadocia," by Rev. J. O. Barrows.

Islands.—" The Transformation of Hawaii," by Miss Belle M. Brain
;

" South Sea Folk," by Mrs. Theodora Crosby Bliss.

All of these books may be obtained from the loaning library of the

Woman's Board, No. 704 Congregational House, at the rate of two cents

a day.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

Love and Life Behind the Purdah. By Cornelia Sorabji. Published

by Freemantle & Co., London, 1901. Pp. 239.

The writer of this collection of short stories, depicting in graphic

language and with sympathetic insight the woes of Indian womanhood,
is not unknown to our readers. She, perhaps, is the most illustrious

member of that distinguished group of sisters who have made the name of

Sorabji a famous one among Indian women. The father was one of the

few Parsees who ever embraced Christianity. The mother, a Christian

woman, is well known in educational circles as the founder of tlie Victoria

High School, of Poona, where Europeans, Parsees, Brahmins, Jews and

Mohammedans are successfully taught together. Seven daughters and no

sons came to this educated, Christian household, and wlien Mrs. Sorabji

received the outspoken commiserations of her native friends, she declined

their sympathy, and assured them that she expected to be as proud of her

girls as though they were boys !

Events have fully justified this prediction. One of the daughters lives in

London, the widow of an Englishman, and at one of the late queen's draw-

ing-room receptions she delighted the company by her exquisite rendering

of an ancient Persian song. Two of the daughters teach in the Victoria

High School. Another is an artist, and her pictures are exhibited in Paris

and London as well as throughout India. Miss Jean Sorabji, who after-
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wards became Madame Cavalier, was a prominent speaker at the Parlia-

ment of Religions in Chicago, in 1893, and being the only woman in the

foreio-n delegation, she was the center and target of admiring eyes.

The remarkable career of Cornelia Sorabji, the author of these pathetic

sketches, has already been told in Life and Light for March, 1900.

It is a pleasure to see her picture as the frontispiece to this volume. She

is slight and tall, and her figure is draped in the artistic picturesque garments

of her country. A most refined, intellectual face, with sad, dark eyes which

seem to be looking into futurity, in hope of better days for India's daughters.

An introductory note from Lady Dufferin and a letter from Lord Hob-

tiouse show them to be in full sympathy with Miss Sorabji's aim and

ambition to benefit and serve her countrywomen. G. H. c.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

Miss Ellen Stone's account of her strange experiences is continued in the

June McClzire,—" Six Months Among the Brigands."

As the young King of Spain approaches his majority, it is of interest to

become acquainted with his previous life history as we find it described in

the Review of Reviews for June by Helene Vacaresco,—" The Young King

of Spain and His Mother."

Forum^ June, gives "Japan's Mission in the Far East," by T. lyenaga.

Arena^ June, " A Bit of Old Mexico," where the " spirit of the past still

dreams," by B. O. Flower. m. l. d.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.

July.— Present Work in Spain and Austria.

Augus^t.—Book Reviews.

September — Current Events.

October.—Fourth Subject in the Historical Course. From Luther to the Halle

Missionaries.

November.—Thank-offering Meetings.

December.—Closing topic in the Historical Course. From the Halle Missionaries

to Carey and Judson.
TOPIC FOR AUGUST.

The selection of a book review for the missionary meeting in August is a pleasant

change of work, and gives to the leaders of auxiliaries an unlimited scope for their

individual preferences. To such as may look to the Life and Light page for sug-

gestions we would name three or four books from which to choose, and would give an

outline for review of Arthur Smith's new book, Chitia in Convulsion.

This book is in two large volumes. The preface bears the date of Tientsin, June,
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1901, and they are " afFectionatelj inscribed " by the author "To my wife, who before
the siege in Peking, during the siege and after the siege, was a succorer of many; and
of myself, also, in memory of thirty years of partnership, all of them associated with
the Celestial Empire." Mr. Smith's books are recommended by T/ie Critic by these
words, " There is all the difference between an intaglio in onyx and pencil scrawl on
paper to be discovered between Mr. Smith's books and the printed prattle of the
average globe-trotter."

Such volumes as these would be a stimulating text-book for a winter's work in ^nj
study class. Many of the chapters are familiar to the readers of The Outlook, having
first appeared there ; they will repay a second reading.

' The first volume discusses the " sources of antipathy," " the international complica-
tions," the " Protestants in China," the " Roman Catholics in China," and in several
chapters the gradual development of the Boxer element with the first week of tlie

siege. A synopsis of any of the chapters with extracts would be of great interest.

We would recommend especially: "The Gathering of the Storm," chapter eleven;
" The Attack on the Legations," chapter fifteen ;

" Dark Days," chapter eighteen, and
"The Armistice," chapter nineteen.
The second volume consists of life during the siege, its relief, and the effects of the

terrible experience. Each of the chapters are of intense interest, reaching its highest
pitch, perhaps, in chapters twenty-three and twenty-four. Chapter thirty-three, on
"Notable Experiences," and chapter thirty-five, on " Personal Narratives," will make
a thrilling conclusion to an afternoon given to China in Convulsion, by Arthur H.
Smith.

If these volumes are not available or suitable, Dr. Smith's smaller book on Chinese
Characteristics, The Life ofJoseph Neesima, or that book of marvelous power though
not of recent publication, The Life ofJohn G. Paton, would any or all of them make
a delightful programme for a summer meeting. m. j. b.
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chester, Aux. (25 by .Mrs. M. A. Herrick
const. L. M. .Mrs. Sophia A. Hatch), 45,
.Miss. Union, 20; Woburn, Aux., 25, First
Ch., Woburn Workers, 10, 570 92

Barnstable Hranch.— .Miss Amelia Snow,
Treas. Orleans, S. S. Miss. Soc., 10;
Sandwich, Aux., 10.85; Yarmouth, Aux.,
5,

'

25 85
Berkshire Hranch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Daltoii, Y. L. Aux., 11.50; Hins-
dale, \ux., 19.20, Mrs. Warriner, 5, Cra-
dle Roll, 50 cts. ; Richmond, Aux., 53.31, 89 51

Boston. -Mifis C. H. Pratt, 2 00
Essex JVorth Branch.—Mrs. Wallace L,
Kimball, Treas. Amesbnry, Riverside,
7; Bradford, 51.40, ISradford Academy
Cli. Union, 5; Georgetown, First Ch.,
25; (iroveland, 30; Haverhill, Centre
Ch., 50, Union Ch., 10, North Ch., 65,
Harriet Newell jM. C, 10; Haverhill,
West, 21.80; Ipswich, First Ch., 40;
Newburyport, Aux,, 3.71, Prospect St.
Ch., Y. P. Soc, 10, Campbell .M. H., 3;
Powell, M. C, 10; Rowlev, 16; Scmth My-
fleld, 25; West IJoxford, 40; West New-
bury, First Ch., 15, Second Ch., 10, 447 91

Essex Soiith Branch.— Mias Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Washington St.
Ch., Aux., 10, Y. L. Aux., 25; Danvers,
First Ch., M. S. Class, 32, Maple St. Ch.,
Aux., 50.01; Middleton, C E. Soc, 1;
Salem, Crombie St. Ch., Aux., 13.36, Tab-
ernacle Ch., C. E. Soc, 11 ; tjaugus, Aux.,
6.47, 148 84

Franklin Co. /?ra?ic/i,.—Miss Lucy A. Siiar-
liawlc, Treas. Buckland, Aiix., 40.57;
Deerfleld, Aux., H; Greenfield, Aux.,
72.15; Montague, Ladies, 3, Ben. Soc,
2.52; Miller's Falls, Ladies, 2; North-
field, Aux , 24.55; Orange, Aux., 19 50,
Little Light Bearers, 3.08, Prim. Dept.,
S. S., 50 cts.; Havvley, Aux., 5.59; Shel-
burne, Aux., 25.70, Prim, and Int. Dept.,
S. S., 2.50; Shelbnrne Falls, Aux., 40, Jr.
Aux., 18.11; South Deerfleld, Aux., 17.70;
Sunderland, Aux., 13; Whatelv, Aux.,
22.95, .Mrs. G. B. Tavlor const. L. M. by
Branch, 324 42

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Mi ^.s Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Amherst, Aux. (50
const. L. M's .Mrs. William E. Strong,
Mrs. P. C. Guernsey), 190, Jr. Aux., 65,
Second Ch., Aux., 14, C. E. Soc, 12;

Chesterfield, Aux., 15; Easthampton,
Emily M. C, 15; Florence (50 const. L.
M's iMrs. Sarah E. G. Knowlton, Mrs.
Mary K. Chase), 60; Grunby, Aux., 30;
Northampton, Edwards Ch., Aux., 74,
First Ch., Aux., 174.25; Southampton,
Aux., 10; South Hadley, Mt. Holyoke
College, Y. W. C. A., 3, 662 25

Huntington.— Mrs. Schuyler Clark, 1 00
Lancaster.— \ Friend, 5 00
Middlesex Branch.-Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Framingham, Aux. (75 const. L.
M's Airs. A. G. Willey, Miss Sarah Evans,
Miss Ellen Annetts), 150.65; Wellesley,
Aux., 45.15, Wellesley College Ch., Asso.,
200, 395 80

Norfolkand Pilgrim /?»-ancft.—INIissSarali
B. Tirrell, Treas. Braintree, Light Bear-
ers, 3.85; Hanson, Aux., 2.50; East Mil-
ton, Aux., 4; Children's Festival, Mil-
ton, S. S., 5; Wollaston, Cong. Ch.,
Little Lights M. P., 3, Prim. Dept., S. S.,

5; Silver Offering, Abington, Aux., 5.50;
Braintree, Aux., 8.25, Light Bearers, 70
cts. ; Braintree, South,.4nx.,5.65; Bridge-
water, Aux., 15 90; Brockton, First Ch., ,

Aux., 12, Porter Ch., 18.25, Jr. Aux., 1,

South Ch., 6.35, Waldo Ch., 10; Cohasset,
Aux., 17.45; Duxbnry, 5; Easton, 4.65;
Halifax, 30 cts.; Hanover, Aux., 7.35,

Mrs. M. A. Sylvester, 1; Hanson, Aux.,
3.50; Hinghara, Aux., 8.85; Holbrook,
Aux., 25; Kingston, Aux., 7.70; Marsh-
field, Aux., 3 40; iMilton, Aux. ,9 05; Mil-
ton, East, 2.71; Plymouth, Aux., 20;
Plympton, Aujc., 7.25; Quincy, Aux., 14,

Dan. of. Cov., 5, Bethany Ch., Jr. C. E.
Soc, 1 ; Randolph, Aux., 11.10, Memorial
M. C, 1; Rockland, Aux., 14.56; Scituate
Centre, Aux., 7.50; Sharon, Aux., 3;
Stoughton, Aux., 2, C. E. Soc, 1.20,

Prim. Dept., S. S., 1.02; Weymouth and
Braintree, Aux., 10; Weymouth, East,
Aux., 8 25; Weymouth Heights, Aux.,
8.05; Weymouth, North, 5.10; Wey-
mouth, South, Old South Ch., Aux., 7,

Union Ch., 25.55; Whitman, Aux., 10 60;
Wollaston, Aux., 50, A F'riend, 30 cts. 416 39

Springfield Branch.— Mrs. Mary H. Mitch-
ell, Treas. Agawam, C. E. Soc, 5; Feed-
ing Hills, Golden Rule M. C.,9; Holyoke,
Grace Ch., C. E. Soc , 5, Second Ch., C.
E. Soc, 10; Springfield, Faith Ch., Aux.,
16. First Ch., Aux., 10, 55 00

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra 1$. Child,
I'reas. Arlington Heights, Park Ave.
Cong. Ch., Jr. C.E. Soc, 2; Auburndale,
C. E. Soc, 20; P.oston, Central Ch., Ad-
abazar M. C, 30, Alt. Vernon Ch., Aux.,
37, Old South Ch., Aux., 224, Park St.
Cli., Y. L. Aux.,30, Shawmut Ch.,Shaw-
iniit Helpers, 40, Walden Porter Hobbs,
1, Union Ch., Aux., 70.40, Juniors, 4,

.lohn Noyes Colby, 1; Brighton, C. E.
Soc., 5; Biookline, Harvard Ch., Aux.,
48; Cambridge, First Ch.. Aux., Mrs.
Grace Simonds, 1, Shepard Guild, 6.10,

Prospect St. Ch., Aux., 66.80, C. E. Soc,
20, Bearers of Glad Tidings, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 25, Wood Alcni. Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc,
10: Chelsea, Central Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc,
3, Third Ch., Aux., 18.45; Clarendon Hills,

Cong. Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Dedham,
Aux., 37.34; Dorchester, Central Ch., S.
S., 10, Harvard Ch., Jr. C E. Soc, 3.67,

Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 20, Second Ch., Aux.,
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20.40, Y. L. Aux., 55; Everett, Court-
land St. Cli., Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.33; Hyde
Park, First Cong, Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 15;
Jamaica Plain, Boylston Ch., Y. L.
Aux., 23.29, Central Ch., Aux., 96.55,
Dau. of Cov., 6; Nepouset, Aux., 20.25;
Newton, Eliot Ch., Eliot Aids, 41. Cradle
Roll, 9.82; Newton Centre, First Ch.,
Aux., 47.70, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6.50; Roslin-
dale, Jr. C. E. Soc, 10; Roxbury, Eliot
Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 2.50, Highland Ch.,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 2, Walnut Ave. Ch., C. E.
Soc, 50, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Somerville,
First Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 6, Broadway
Ch., Earnest Workers' M. C, 10, Winter
Hill Cong. Ch., S. S., 5.70; South Bos-
ton, Phillips Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 10, Aux.

•^
(25 const. L. M. Emily Cordelia Frisbie),

40, A little girl from Perkins Institute,
10 cts. ; Waltham, Carrier Pigeons, 10,

Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; West Newton, Red
Bank Soc, 25, 1,262 90

Wellesley.—H. N. Rollins, 25 00

Worcester Co. Branch.— ^'irs. Martha D.
Tucker, Treas. Blackstone, Aux., 5;

Brookfleld, Aux., 10.50; East Douglas,
C. E. Soc, 20; Gilbertville, Aux., 1;
Lancaster, Aux., 6.60, Y. L. Aux., 4;
JNIillbnry, First Ch., Aux., 5; Petersham,
Miss Elizabeth B. Dawes, 100; Rochdale,
Aux., 30.75; Royal.ston, Aux., 3; Rut-
land, Aux., 4.75; Spencer, Aux., 15;
Warren, Aux., 10.45; Westboro, Aux.,
30.29; Whitinsville, E. C. D. Band, 15.93;

Winchendon, Home Dept., S. S., 10;
Worcester, Adams Sq., Aux., 3, Central
Ch., Aux., 75.50, Imnianuel Ch., Aux.,
7.46, Old South Ch., Aux., 2.30, Park Ch.,
E. C. D. Band, F, Piedmont Ch., Aux.,
65, Plymouth Ch., Aux., 35.46, 465 99

Total, 4,898 78
LEGACIES.

Oranby. Legacy of Miss Emma A. Pres-
ton, through Treasurer of Springfield
Branch, 500 00

ilfo?ison.—Legacy of Mary S. Porter, E. F.
Morris, Treas., 600 00

Tewksbury.—Legacy of Miss Harriet S.
Wood, Joshua Clark, Exr., 1,000 00

Waltham.—Legacy of Miss Mary French,
C. F. French, Exr., 50 00

BHODB ISLAND.

Rhode Island Branch.—Mrs. Clara J.
Barnefleld, Treas. Barrington, Bayside
Gleaners, 7.46; Central Falls, Aux.,
27.65, Jr. Aux., 50; Providence, Ben. Ch.,
Aux., 390, Central Ch., Mrs. L. A. Salis-
bury, 5; Woonsocket, Globe Ch., Ladies'
Union, 40, Jr. C. E. Soc, 4; Wilkinson
Mem. Fund, Mr. A. H. Wilkinson, 10, 534 11

Total, 534 11

CONNECTICUT.
Eastern Conn. Branch.—Miss Mary I,

Lockwood, Treas. Ashford, Aux., 13.87;
Colchester, Aux., 41, C. E. Soc, 5; Go-
shen, Cong. Ch., 3; Groton, Aux., 30.50;
Jewett City, Aux., 10; Lebanon, 11.89;
Ledyard, Newell Soc, 10; Mystic, Aux.,
1; New London, First Ch., C. E. Soc,
16.46, Second Ch., Aux., 100, Cradle Roll,
6.30; Norwich, First Ch., Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs. W. O.
Rogers, Mrs. A. W. Dickey, Mrs. C. A.

Potter), 67, Second Ch., C. E. Soc, 10,
S. S., 10, Broadway Ch., Aux., 430, Pansy
jM.C, 5, Park Ch., Aux., 364.99; Plain-
field, Aux., 17.20; Pomfret Centre, Aux.,
9; Putnam, Aux., 18.14; Wauregan,
Aux., 20; Windham, Aux., 25, 1,225 35

Hartford Branch.—Mrs. M. Bradford
Scott, Treas. Burnside, Sunshine Bear-
ers, M. C, 5; Canton Centre, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 23; CoUinsville, Aux., 38; Colum-
bia, Aux., 11.35; Ellington, C E. Soc,
4.36; Farmington, Aux., 20; Hartford,
Asylum Hill INI. Club, 25, First Ch.,
Prim. S. S. Class, 6.40, Park Ch., Aux.,
13; Manchester, Second Ch., C. E. Soc,
3.60; New Britian, South Ch., Aux.,
42.67; Plainville, Aux., 29; South Man-
chester, Sunbeam J\l. C, 31; South
Windsoi-, M. C, 5, S. S., 5; SuffieUl, F.
M. Soc, 12.50; West Hartford, Grey-
stone Light Bearers' M. C, 5, 279 88

JVew Haven Branch.—Miss Julia Twining,
'I'reas. Bethany, Aux., 4.50; Bethel,
Aux., 20; Bridgeport, West End Ch.,
Aux. (25 to const. L. M. Mrs. J. S. ^^ ith-
erell), 29; Centrebrook, Aux., 20; Ches-
ter, Aux., 62.66; Clinton, Aux., 5; Crom-
well, Aux., 8; Danbury, First Ch., Aux.
(with prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs.
Chester Osborne, Mrs. Julia Leonard,
Mrs. A. N. Stebbins); Deep River, Aux.,
3; Derby, Second Ch., Aux., 15; Dur-
ham, Aux. (25 const. L. M. Miss Julia
Catlin), 33, S, S., 2, M.C. (Mem.), 2; East
Iladdam, Aux., 15; East Hampton, Aux.
and Friends (const. L. M's Mrs. William
Slade, Mrs. William H. Bevin), 68.15;
Essex, Aux. and Friends, 12; Guilford,
Third Ch., Aux., 16; Haddam, Aux.
(with prev. contri. const. L. M. Blrs.
Benjamin W. Kelsey), 2; Harwinton,
Aux., 10; Higganum, Aux., 4.50; Ivory-
ton, Aux. (with prev. contri. const. L.
JI's Mrs. Ellen,S. Culver, INlrs. Hosmer
Bushnell, Miss Bessie L. Comstock, Miss
Nellie Comstock), 86.81; Killingworth,
Aux., 4; Meriden, First Ch , Aux., 15,
Centre Ch., Aux. (with prev. contri.
const. L. M's Mrs. John H. Grant, Mrs.
Levi B. Yale, Mrs. Julius W. Yale, Mrs.
Benjamin H. Rice, Mrs. J. E. Parsons,
Miss Catharine B. Mackey), 120; Middle-
bury, Aux., 29.25, Willing Minds, 30;
Middlefield, Friends (25 by Mrs. A. C.
Jenison and Miss Mary Jenison to const.
L. M. Miss Nellie H. Augur), 37; Middle
Haddam, Aux., 2; Middletown, First
Ch., Aux., 23, Gleaners, 60, South Ch.,
Aux., 27, Goodwill Circle (25 to const. L.
M. Miss Ramona Hubbard), 30; Milton,
Aux., 13.70; Mt. Carmel, Aux. (25 to
const. L. M. Mrs. D. H. Cooper), 50;
Naugatuck, Aux., 5; New Haven, Centre
Ch., Y. L., 155, Jr. M. C, 65, Davenport
Ch., Aux. (with prev. contri. const. L.
M's Mrs. C. J. Leopold, Mrs. E. P. Hitch-
cock, Mrs. A. J. Staples), 47, Ferry St,
Ch., Aux., 13, Grand Ave. Ch., Y. L., 60,
S. D., 40.25, Helpers, 30, L. W., 36, How-
ard Ave. Ch., Aux., 30, Humphrey St.
Ch. Aux., 85.36, Y. L., 30, Plymouth
Ch., Aux., 63.25, United Ch., Aux., 370.36,
Mrs. Laura A. Beadle and Friends,
10; New Milford, Y. L., 50; New Pres-
ton, Aux., 35; New Preston Hill, Anx.,
10; Newtown, Aux., 34; North Green-
wich, Aux., 22; North Madison, Aux.,
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16.55; North Stamford, Aux., 8; North
Woodbury, Aux., 35; Orange, Aux.,
27.65; Portland, Aux., 35, Jr. Builders,
5; Redding, Aux. (25 const. L. M. Mrs.
D. G. Wood), 30; Ridgefleld, Aux., 53.46;
Saybrook, Aux., 34.25; Seymour, Aux.,
10; Sliaron, Aux., 64.05; Shelton, Aux.,
31.50; South britaiii, Aux., 28; South
Norwalk, Aux., 62; Southport, Aux., 20;
Stamford, Aux., 25; Thomaston, M. C,
15; Toningford, Aux., 30.50; Trumbull,
Aux. (50 const. L. M's Miss Edith C.
Nichols, Miss Cora E. Beach), 54; Wal-
lingford, Aux., 60; Waterbuiy, First Ch.,

Aux., 100, Second Ch., Aux., 121, Third
Ch., Aux., 10; Westbrook, Aux., 3 ; West-
chester, Aux., 3; West Haven, Aux., 75;
Westport, Aux., 1.50; Westville, Aux.,
28.55; Wilton, Aux., 58, 3,095 79

Total, 4,601 02

NEW YORK.

A Friend, 200 00

Neiv York State Branch.— Mrs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Dudley iMemorial, 188.70;

Antwerp, Aux., 27, C. E. Soc, 5; Aque-
bogue, Aux., 25 ots.; Baiting Hollow,
Aux., 21; Berkshire, Aux., 20.53; Uriar
Cliff Manor, Aux., 15; Brooklyn, Heecher
Memorial, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5, Bushwick
Ave. Cli., Aux., 5, Central Ch., Ever
Ready Circle, 25, Jr. Aux., 10, Philon
Circle, 10, Service Circle, 10, Lewis Ave.
Ch., Aux., 45, Evangel Circle (with prev.
contri. const. L. J\l. Mrs. Charles G.
Shelton), 18, Earnest Workers (with prev.
contri. const. L. M's Grace G. Wright,
Margaret L. Marshall, JSessie Wilson),
50, Nazarene Ch., Aux., 1; Parkville,
Aux., 5; Plymouth, Aux., 20, Puritan
Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 20; Richmond Hill,

Aux., 15; Tompkins Ave., Mrs. T. R. D.,

250, Aux., 170, King's Daus., 5; Buffalo,
First Ch., Bancroft Aux., 15, S. S. Bible
Class, 20.10, Prim. Class, 5, Niagara Sq.
Ch., Aux., 15; Candor, Aux., 40.97. C. E.
Soc, 5; Churchville, Aux., 10; Colum-
bus, Aux., 3.85; Cortland, Aux. (const.
L. M. Lydia E. Leed.«), 25; Crown Point,
Aux., 5; De Ruyter, Aux., 5.50; East
Smithfleld, Aux., 18, Miss Susan Peck,
1; Ellington, Aux., 6.70; Ehnira, Aux.,
40; Flushing, Aux., 32.50, Acorn Baiul,
20.33; Fairport, Aux., 11; Franklin,
Aux., 46; Gasport, Aux., 5..50, C. E. Soc,
4; Greene, Aux., 7.18, Jr. C. E. Soc, 4;
Hamilton, Aux., 25; Homer, Aux., 61.06;

Honeoye, Aux., 25; Ithaca, Anx., 29;
Java, Aux., 1.51; Lockport, First Ch.,
Aux., 34, East Ave. Cli., C. E. Soc, 10;
Lysander, Aux., 14; Madrid, Aux., 5;
Madison, Aux., 25; Millville, Aux., l.-nO;

Morristown, Aux., 10.75; Morrisville,
Aux., 5; Munnsville, Aux.. 5; Nelson,
Aux., 17.50, S. S., 4.59; New Haven,
Aux., 4.20, Willing Workers, 5.63; New-
ark Valley, Aux., 36.27, The Juniors, 5;
New York, Broadway Tab., Aux. (50 to
const. L. M's Miss Lucv Spelman, Mrs.
Frank G. Nelson), 228, Christ Ch., S. S.

Class No. 8, 3.40, Manhattan Ch., Aux.,
U 20; North New York, Aux., 5; North-
fleld, Aux., 21 ; Norwich, Aux. (to const.
L. M. Mrs. A. S. Windolph), 25; Nor-
wood, Aux., 15; Orwell, Aux., 3; Owego,
Aux. (25 const. L. M. Mrs. D. H. Blood-

good), 27.50; Ogdensburg, Aux., 12;
Patchogue, Aux., 45; Perry Centre, Aux.,
16; Pheuix, Aux. (by prev. contri. const.
L. M's Mrs. L. J. Carrier, Mrs. A. C.
Parker), S. S., 5, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Pough-
keepsie, Anx. (to const. L. M. Mr. Guil-
ford Dudley), 25, S. S. (with prev. contri.
const. L. M's Mr. D. C. Matthews, Mr.
A. B. Stockholm); Pulaski, Aux., 20;
Riverhead, First Ch., C. E. Soc, 5, Jr.
C. E. Soc, 10, Sound Ave. Ch., C. E. Soc,
10; Sandy Creek, Aux., 8.50; Savannah,
Aux., 5.64; Sayville, Aux., 13; Scranton,
Pa., Aux., 20; Sydney, Atix., 30, S. S.,
9.83; Sloan, Y. L. Aux., 7.50; Syracuse,
Danforth Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5, Geddes
Ch., Aux., 25, Goodwill Ch., Aux., 20,
Pilgrim Chapel, Aux., 5, Plymouth Ch.,
Aux., 29, C. E. Soc, 25, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2,
Sound Ave., Aux , 5; Tallman, Ladies'
Soc, 2; Ticonderoga, Anx. (25 to const.
L. M. Mrs. P. F. Roberts), 34.68, C. E.
Soc, 2.50: Utica, Plymouth Ch., Aux.,
10, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Walton, Aux., 37.02;
Warsaw (by prev. contri. const. L. M's
Mrs. William Bristol, Mrs. Charles Cuth-
bert); West Groton, Aux., 20, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 5; West Winfield, Aux.(25 to const.
L. M. Mrs. Curtis Day), 36.40, Dnu. of
Gov., 6.47, S. S., 30, C. E. Soc, 10, Crndle
Roll, 5; Wells villa, Aux., 1.60. Less ex-
penses, 192.35, 2,329 01

Total, 2,529 01

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.
Philadelphia Branch.—Miss Emma Fla-

vell, Treas. D. C, Washington, Mt.
Pleasant Ch. (25 of wh. to const. L. M.
Mrs. Cornelia R. Truesdell), 62.80, Fifth
Ch., Aux., 10; Fla., Daytona, C. E. Soc,
17; JSr. J., Asbury Park, Aux., 9.69, S. S.,

5; Hound Brook, Aux., 25; Cloister, Aux.,
16.93, Do-Something Band, 12; East
Orange, Trinity Ch., Aux., 42; Glen
Ridge, Aux., 45; Jersey City, First Ch.,
Aux., 20, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2.87, Prim Dept.,
S. S., 1.13; Montclair, Aux., 40.76, Y. W.
M. Soc, 75; Newark, First Ch., Aux.,
15, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2, Belleville Ave. Ch.,
Aux., 28; Passaic, Aux., 12 60, Prim.
Dept., S. S., 5.55, Jr. C. E. Soc, 3 GO;
Paterson, Prim. Dept., S. S., 1.55; West-
field, Aux., 50, S. S , 13.92; Pa., Con-
neaut Centre, Aux., 6.24; Germanlown,
Prim. Dept., S. S. (const. L. M. Mrs.
John T. Craig), 25, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6.50;

Trt, Falls Ch., Aux., 15. Less expenses,
41.70, 528 44

Total, 528 44

CANADA.
Canada Cong. W. B. M.,

Total,

CHINA.

Tung-cho.—Woman's Ch. Asso.,

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,
Legacy Account,

Total

,

Total, $16,815 19
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SOUTH AFRICA.

GLIMPSES OF WORK IN AMANZIMTOTE AND VICINITY.

BY MRS. FLORENCE A. DORWARD.

As I sit on my veranda, I can see three things which give me pain. The
first is the old carpenter shop. It is fast going to ruin. Inside are tools,

work-benches and various other things which speak of the time, not so long

ago, when there was a very different state of things here. This is the place

where the Jubilee boys, for many years, received training in the art of car-

pentry. Every afternoon one might see a number of boys march down
from the hall, take off their coats and hats, hang them up outside, and go

in and spend sevei"al hours in making little tables, boxes, stools, window-
frames and other things. They enjoyed it very much. And why is every-

thing silent now.'' The cry, the same old cry which you have probably

(325)
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heard so often,—no money to pay a man who will give his time to this work.

Yes, but there is a sadder thing than that which comes to mind as I write.

For the lack of funds the school itself must be closed next term, unless a

favorable answer is received from the American Board before that time

comes. A certain grant was asked for,—^just enough to carry the school

through the year. Only half was granted. Unless the Board can see the

way to give the full amount. Jubilee Hall will be as silent as this poor old

shop down here, and a work which means much to our mission, teachers,

preachers, evangelists and leaders, must be closed.

Just close to the shop is a little church. To look at it you would think,

well, here is something encouraging. Its walls are freshly whitewashed in-

side and out ; new seats and plenty of them, show that some one has been

at work. But let me give you the words of one of its members, who has

just left me: "We are in great danger. There is no unity amongst us.

The missionaries must pray for us." And he shakes his head most mourn-

fully. It is all too true. They want a certain man as their pastor, but they

are not united enough to build him a house and pay his salary. Do pray

for this church at Amanzimtote.

A little farther down and we can see the " Ireland Home." Let us walk

down and around it. What a desolate looking place ! Grass up to one's

shoulders where it used to be cut close. Paths full of weeds instead of be-

ing cleanly swept as in days gone by. Verandas dark and dirty instead of

being whitened with ashes. Hedges all overgrown. Shall we go in.? In

the girls' dining room we find some of Mr. Bunker's furniture stored. The

sewing-room has been turned into a printing office. It takes a good deal of

courage for me to go through these rooms. In one I find dishes stored ; in

another blankets and dresses. In still another tables and benches. Will

they remain idle long? Hope whispers " No." Even if this house must be

abandoned on account of the dampness, there must be a place found for the

"Ireland Home." And when it is reopened, perhaps, at Esidumbini, let

me say to you that it will be because you and other home friends have put

heart into us by your gifts, encouraging words and prayers. Oh, it will

need such practical encouragement more and more as we go along ! New
buildings must be put up wherever the "Home" is! More teachers are

needed in all our schools. I hope Africa will not be forgotten as the needs

of China and other fields come pressing upon you from every side.

I do not want to paint the picture too dark. While there is a great deal

more that might be said that would help you to see that the powers of dark-

ness are at work here, let me give you in a few words a glimpse of another

power also at work. There are in " Jubilee Hall " this term more " pay boys "
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and "half-pay" boys than ever before. Five or ten dollars for a term of six-

teen weeks for one boy may not seem much to the home friends, but it is

very encouraging to us here. We long for the time when they can all pay

their way, and our experience this term points In the right direction, and is

a sign of progress. The boj's are learning to set out fruit trees, and the

grounds about Jubilee Hall show that much thought and labor have been

spent in the place.

In regard to the church, the women's meeting is better attended each week.

This is an early morning meeting, beginning at 7-30- Last week we had a

very helpful talk on the resurrection. It was good to be there.

As for the " Ireland Home," as I said, there is reason to hope that in the

near future the school will be again doing its soul-saving work somewhere,

if not right here at Amanzimtote. Inanda Seminary for girls is full to over-

flowing. The death of one of the girls at the beginning of this term nearly

caused a panic, but the last report was that everything was going on " beauti-

fully." "Umzumbe Home " gives the same encouraging report. "Full,

but could take a few more if it were necessary," was the word which came

last week.

In the Theological Serainai'y the men are so interested, and their wives

come very regularly to the morning class, and those who can to the after-

noon. All have children, and some of them are too young to be left at

home long at a time. I have taken upon myself the purchasing of dress

goods for the wives. They cannot go to town to .purchase for themselves,

and the prints, etc., at the little store here are not of the best quality. They
like denim very much, for that lasts so well. It is not easy for them to sew,

so that means a great deal to them.

A few of the girls on the station own sewing machines, and they are be-

set on every hand by the people for help in their sewing. The women have

to work so many hours in their gardens that they really have little time for

hand-sewing, and yet their children must be clothed. They send them to

school quite clean, and it is but seldom that one is seen with a ragged dress

or shirt. But I cannot say this for them at their homes. I fear they are

more often untidy than otherwise. Still, this is not the case in all homes, I

am glad to say. Especially is it not so amongst the younger people. Their

training in the schools is seen everywhere, in their children and in their

homes. But how quickly they grow old ! It is at the seasons of the year

when they must be both housewives and gardeners that tell on them and

make them grow old before their time. A girl may be line looking when
married, but in a few years she has lost all trace of it. It would be sadder

if this life were of the first importance. As it is not, when I shake hands
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with my homely old women as we come out of our Tuesday meeting, I care

not whether they are ugly or fair, if I can only know that the heart is beau-

tiful within and the life pure.

The Profit In Connecticut, a few years ago, lived a lady who had a

OF Giving. beautiful flower garden in which she took great pride. The
whole country was proud of it, too, and people drove miles to see it. She

fastened two large baskets on the outside of her fence next to the road, and

every morning they were filled with cut flowers,—the large, showy kinds in

one basket, and the delicate, fragile ones in the other. All the school chil-

dren going by helped themselves, and studied the better for it ; and the

business men took a breath of the fragrance into their dusty offices, that

helped the day along. Even the tramps were welcome to all the beauty

they could get into their forlorn lives. "You cut such quantities," some

one said to her, " aren't you afraid you will rob yourself?" " The more T

cut the more I have," she answered. " Don't you knpw that if plants are

allowed to go to seed they stop blooming? I love to give pleasure, and it is

profit as well, for my liberal cutting is the secret of my garden. I'm like

the man in Pilgrim's Progress)—
• " 'A man there was (though some did count him mad),

The more he gave away, the more he had.'

"

The Faces of Christian I have been asked, "What is tlie most beautiful

Japanese Women. thing you hiive seen in Japan?" The grandest

vision is the scenery, but the prettiest thing to be seen is a Japanese lady

riding in a jinrikisha, and shaded by a paper umbrella. The whole effect

of such a picture is bewitchingly artistic. But if I were asked, "What is

the most impressive thing you have seen?" I reply, without hesitation, it is

the faces of the Christian women of Japan, especially those who have been

trained in Christian schools. There is an expression in their faces reveal-

ing a character and a purpose in life, which one misses so much in the

majority of faces ; and one can tell, with a fair degree of certainty, from the

face alone, what Christianity has done for women through its schools, plac-

ing its seal of nobility on what is otherwise but a Vanity Fair.

—

Rev. F. S.

Scudder.
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HINDRANCE.

" Why is light given when the way is hid.'"

One busy day I hurried

Unnumbered tasks to do;

Each livelong hour I studied

Just how I might get through.

Each task was plainly needed,

Not one could be left out

—

When " light" shines unimpeded,

< The "way" must come about.

(329)
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So, brave, rejoicing, onward

I gladly pressed along,

With duty leading forward,

And faith to lend a song;

But hindrance ever followed,

Fulfillment to deride.

And as I journeyed, borrowed

My path and Hept beside.

' But hindrance met with courage

A blessing may appear,

If patience holds the vantage.

And heart-songs foster cheer,

jj And so the more she fretted

And seemed to block the way,

The more each hour I wrested

Her secret from the fay.

Within one task was hidden

A difficulty great.

And tardy aid was bidden,

Whose coming must be late;

So if each task preceding

Should only meet delay,

The last would then succeeding

Pursue its onward way.

So all day long the angels

Of hindrance did await.

They little seemed evangels

Of victory so great

;

But had they not attended,

I sure had met defeat.

What I had thought prevented,

Made victory complete.

How oft upon the portal

Of victory we faint,

Discouraged, while immortal

And glorious crowns await.

' So ever onward pressing.

Let courage lead the way.

While hindrance aids the blessing,

And patience wins the day.

—Emily S. Hartzvell, in " Sedan to Z,au-saiig--ding,^' March, igo2.
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FROM MISS 'MILLARD.
KoLAPOOR State, Feb. 20, 1902.

My days are getting short here, only about three weeks left before my
sailing. A niece of Miss Abbott's is to be with me, and we sail for Trieste.

I have had an invitation to attend in London a conference of workers for the

blind, which will, I think, be of great help to me, also to attend the British

C. E. Convention to be held in Manchester in April. Dr. F. E. Clark is

coming over for this. I have promised to go with a well-known Irish

worker from Belfast, Rev. Henry Montgomery, and to be of help if I can.

Mr. Montgomery and his daughter have been recently visiting us. He was

here helping Mr. John Mott in working for young men.

If I should begin to tell you of all the things that are to be done in the

next three weeks, I am sure you would wonder with me how it is all to be

done. Our Chief Justice, Sir Lawrence Jenkins, has just written that he

and Lady Jenkins would like to give a garden party for the benefit of the

blind children. This will of course be before I leave. A lady, quite a

stranger to me, though her name was well known to me as a singer, came

recently to say that she was going to give a concert for the benefit of the

" blindles." I expressed my gratitude, and asked where It was to be held
;

in her own drawing room? " Oh, no," she said, "not there,, but in the

townhall, and the best organist in the city has promised to do all he can to

make it a success." This concert is to come off just two days before I sail.

It has been a great surprise as well as a joy to me, the interest that all classes

of the community are taking in this work. Many, many non-Christians

have visited the school, and it seems to be a constant wonder to them how
the blind can learn to read. Some months ago a Hindu gentleman, a bar-

rister, on hearing of the school, came to visit it, and was so pleased with

what he saw that he asked what he could do' to help me. He had visited

schools for the blind in England, and was so delighted that something was

to be done here that he was ready to do anything he could to help and to

interest others. I told him I needed some blankets for the children. "Oh,
but," he said, "what more?" Then I intimated that mats for their sleeping

would be acceptable. " Oh, but," he said, " what more?" He finally took

the matter entirely into his own hands, and when the present came there

wei-e twelve nice cots furnished throughout for the older children besides the

things for which I had asked. These he gave in memory of his father, and

on the anniversary of his death. Such days are always held sacred by caste

Hindus.

About a fortnight ago this friend of the blind children came again, and

this time he wanted to do something for the memory of his mother. He
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said, " I want to give Sunday suits for the children, so they may all look

nice and be dressed alike to go to church." So he brought us samples, of

which I chose those which would wash and wear best. He then sent tailors

to sit in the veranda and make them, measuring both boys and girls for these

nice Sundav suits. These are to be formally presented to them next week

on the anniversary of his mother's death. Thus has it pleased the Lord to

bless this work, and he who while upon earth was himself so tender toward

the blind is now touching the hearts of those who in some measure, at least,

seek to follow his example.

One of the children died last week in the hospital, but another one was

given to me yesterday. Scarcely a month passes by but some new one

comes in.

The Burnell School is closed just now on account of the plague, which has

increased again. This is the sixth epidemic we have had in Bombay.

LETTER FROM MAY WELPTON.

Marash, Turkey, Nov. 19, 1901.

From London we went by train to Dover, tlien crossed the channel to

Calais. It was rough the day we crossed, and I was so thankful when the

word passed down to us, who could not stay on deck, that we were only five

minutes to landing. From Calais we went to Paris. We were to hear in

Paris whether we were to have passage on the Bagdad, a French steamer
;

but no message had come concerning us, so we were foted to stay in gay

Paris two days till we could have the message. We improved the great

privilege fully. Word came on Friday that we could sail Saturday, so we

took a night journey, reaching Marseilles about eleven o'clock Saturday.

We were joined at Marseilles by Dr. Shepard and Miss Isabel Trowbridge,

both going to Aintab. Our journey to Smyrna was not pleasant,—the boat

was dirty, small, the staterooms close, not at all like the Devonian. Then

everything which came to the table savored of oil,—even eggs and meats

were cooked in oil.

But, unhappy though it was, it was most interesting at times : when we

stopped at Crete to send off a company of French soldiers who were on

board ; and when we lay in harbor at Pyreas, the port of Athens, for a few

hours, and we could go in carriages up to the very top of the Acroi^olis,

climb the stone steps, sit down on Mars Hill, and go into the Parthenon and

the little temples standing still on this historic spot.

At these ports we had our first experiences in seeing the screaming, clam-

oring men, pushing and jostling each other to gain the first places with their
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boats near the gangway, so they might come on board and dispose of

their wares to the passengers. A voyage on the Mediterranean is so

different from one on the Atlantic. But the Mediterranean greeted us with

such a delightful, sunshiny face and such blue sky and sea, we could not

but love her for her very warmth and genialit}'.

When we reached Smyrna we were disappointed to see a quarantine flag

going up at our ship's head. Our doctor had already told us we were in

some question, and must be examined by the port physician before being

allowed to land.

We waited somewhat anxiously until permission was given to take down
the yellow flag and let us land. Then came the shout from our deck,

and the scramble among the little boats lying all about our sides. It was
quite a reception we held when Mr. McNaughton, Mr. MacLachlan, Mr.
Bartlett, Mr. Fowle, Mrs. Shepard, Miss McCallum and others came up to

greet us and take us to their homes. It was such a warm, hearty welcome
to this new land, we did not feel among strangers, but as though we were
being welcomed home. We waited in " Smyrna Rest" while the pass-

ports and baggage underwent inspection, then went up Smyrna's narrow,

stony streets, leaving our party by twos and threes in different homes. We
had a most pleasant time until the following Tuesday. Tuesday we
embarked on the Urano, a boat of the Austrian Lloyd Line. Long years

ago Paul would have said he " took ship to go to Tarsus." After three

days of beautiful weather and fine sailing we reached Mersine. Of course

we had to say good-bj^to dear Miss Loughridge and Miss Halsey at Smyrna.
Mr. Fowle had come to Smyrna to meet Miss Loughridge, so we knew she

would be well cared for. on her interior journey. The Urano was a splendid

boat, with a good broad deck and English cooking. Dr. Shepard issjiied

a royal edict that I should "keep Ramazan " as much as possible on this

trip, so I ate very lightly, and by care escaped the least inclination to sea-

sickness. Miss Trowbridge and I had a fine large, airy stateroom together,

and both had the most comfortable boat ride we had enjoyed on the trip.

That dear soul of hospitality, Dr. Christie, who for so many years lived in

Marash, met us in Mersine at the one hotel. He was so pressing in his

invitation to us to spend Friday night with them, Mr. and Mrs. MacCallum
consented to swoop down upon their household with our entire troop. It

was such a happy place, and the old Bible stories and words of the grand
old man, Paul, attracted me to remain in this " no mean city" over Sunday.
The other members of the party went on to Adana Saturday afternoon.

My soul was greatly stirred at the work being done in Tarsus. I felt like

giving renewed thanks to God that he sent Paul to preach to the Gentiles,

and that we, too, may help to disciple all nations, and teach them of the

Lord Jesus.
Monday afternoon I followed the others to Adana. Of course you know

that there is a railroad from Mersine to Tarsus and Adana, so it is perfectly

safe to make the very short journey alone. We were delayed in Adana,
waiting for the horses and men to come down from Marash. They could

not reach Osmania before Friday, and it was better to be with our friends

in Adana than in a strange village waiting. Of course we enjoyed the look
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at the work in Adana and the dear women who are working there. Dear

Miss Webb is using ahnost the last ounces of her strength to keep up the

work, since the young Armenian helper has had to leave on account of

illness. They do need another teacher there so very much. When I thought

of Marash and the rejoicing here because the long looked for, sorely needed

helpers were on their way, it made me long so sincerely to have the same

good blessing come to Adana.

This letter is growing much too long, but I must finish the journey.

We were two days in carriages {arabas) from Adana to Osmania. Thurs-

day night we had our first experience in a Turkish " ghan." It is not

exactly like a city hotel ; the bare little rooms inhabited by nobody knows
what. We put up our camp beds in great glee, however, and prepared our

evening meal. Miss Gordon and I established ourselves as cooks, and with

much laughter and dismay realized that cooking a la Turke was not cook-

ing in our home kitchen. From Osmania, where we stayed Friday night,

we came on horses to Marash. The country is beautiful, and how we
enjoyed the many hours of climbing up tlie steep mountain passes, and

going slowly down the other side, finding a clear, rippling mountain stream

below, through which we splashed, and on again through a ravine or, per-

haps, a bit of plain. The colorings on the mountains are wonderful,—from

the blue, blue sky down through the trees full of brown, yellow and green

leaves ; the bare, gray mountain sides covered here and there with the black

goats ; the tiny purple crocuses peeping their heads out in the most unexpected

places; the deep,. red earth, and the huge rocks piled one upon another. It

seemed all like a beautiful, ever-changing picture painted by nature's master

hand. All the way the words came to me as I thouglit of the beauty of the

country, and the contrasting life of the peo^Dle :

—

" W6 walk through fields of speckled flowers,

As if we did not know
Our Father made them beautiful

Because he loves us so."

Oh, to let these people know the love of God and of his dear Son Jesus

Christ ! If only we can be used by him to bring the true light into even

small corners of this Moslem cursed land ! How blessed is the work ! I

rejoice more and more that he sent me just here. I am fully convinced that

it was his own will, and that this is the place he wants me to be.

We traveled Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning in the rain, and

reached Marash just at noon Tuesday in a heavy shower. We were well

prepared for it, so were not hurt in the least, and enjoyed it all. It was so

good to get here, and eagerly we looked for the first glimpse of our -college

up here on the hill—a light that cannot be hid. I shall not say anything

now of my opinions, aspirations or other things that will be mine by right

when I have been here a long time. Only this : I thank God that there is

such a place as Marash College, and that I am permitted to come here, to

be associated with so noble and lovely a woman as dear Miss Blakely in

such a work. I am praying for wisdom to learn the language quickly, and

be ready to take full work when the time comes,
(Signed) May Welpton.
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FROM MARY WEBB'S "RELIGIOUS INTEREST IN ADANA."
We are having a most blessed outpouring of the Holy Spirit on our church

.and school. Not only here but in Tarsus and Mersine crowds are coming
every night to hear the gospel. Dr. Christie, of Tarsus, has dismissed his two
highest classes for a week or two, and sent them out to preach. Some of his

young men are preaching every night in the Gregorian church in Tarsus to

as many as a thousand people. In Kozolonk they say there is no diflference

between Protestant and Gregorian. The people meet every night in one
church or the other to hear the gospel preached and have prayer meetings.

This has come like the wind, with no special effort to get up an excitement.

Our pastor said last Sunday he was sure it was because other people were
praying for us. We have three meetings a day in our church. The one at

noon is especially for the women. About one hundred come, and time is

•too short for all that wish to take part.

One little girl in our school, Anik, from Sis, has been praying with all

her heart for her father, who is a drunkard. This week a letter from her

mother told her that he had stopped drinking and gone to work. The poor
child was dancing and crying for joy.

These are blessed times. Probably the use of Gregorian churches for

-evangelical preaching will soon be stopped, but it is a hopeful sign that the

people want such preaching.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
BY M. J. W.

Monday, April 28th, was a notable day in the history of the W. B. M. I.

The rooms at 59 Dearborn Street had laid aside their business aspect. Gar-
lands of flowers and attractive round tables, that steamed and shone, and
were presided over by our most gracious women, gave proof to our guests

that the hospitable board is only second in our Iiearts to this Board of

Missions. We had gathered to meet missionaries about to sail for China,

Japan and Turkey. Mrs. Moses Smith presided, and Dr. Smith, who
assisted at the ordination of Mr. Anient twenty-five years ago, ofi^ered a

prayer through which we seemed to see heaven opened. Mrs. Joseph B.

Leake gave a most graceful welcome and Godspeed to our missionary guests.

Dr. Anient, strong, earnest and as fertile in resources as in the days of the

siege of Pekin, spoke for China. His beautiful wife expressed her joy in

going back to a field where laborers are so much needed. We who knew
she was leaving her only living child, a boy of about twelve years, in Ober-
lin, saw in her "faith triumphant over fears." Miss Swartz, of Japan,
summoned home three months ago by the death of her father, could hardly

wait for the hour of sailing. Her work in Echigo was every day calling

her, and her home in a Japanese house there with Miss Brown, W. B. M.,
was more attractive than any here. She must leave at once or her friends

would never let her go. Miss Effie Chambers, Miss Shattuck's colleague,

never looked so happy as when she bade us good-by, so glad to go ; it

seemed as if no one had ever been quite so eager to be at work again.
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An address by Dr. Jones,- of India, on May ad, was another notable event

in our calendar. He said : "Crushed as she is, the Hindu woman is bright

and intellectual. In our theological seminary at Pasumalai sixteen women
study with their husbands two hours every day, while their babies are cared

for by a nursery woman, to whom we pay 75 cents a month. In the late

examinations, when four men and their four wives competed, every woman
excelled her own husband. The liusbands were chagrined, but not surprised.

It is hard to meet the Hindu woman's arguments for her religion. She
reasons from experience. ' I have prayed to my God, and he answered

me,' she says; ' I asked for a son and he gave me one.' Woman seems to

say, If thev crush me in the home I will yet rule ; I will train my boy to

uphold this faith. So she teaches him the depths of superstition. A man
will talk outside of social progress and of the rights of men, but will go

home to live just the old life. His wife says, ' None of that liere,' and he

yields. Take all the men away," he added, " and such women would keep

Hinduism intact."

May 8th was a day long to be remembered in the Chicago Theological

Seminary, for it witnessed the graduation of the first woman to take its

highest degree, that of B.D. Miss Fensham, of the Constantinople College

for Girls, came forward with her class, and was honored by President

George with a hearty grasp of the hand and an introduction to the audience.

At the Friday meeting next day slie told us in a charming way of her home-
coming three years ago in broken health, and that she had found a true

sanitarium in our seminary. Her outline of her plan she made long ago for

her pupils, by which they study Bible history on week days and their per-

sonal relations to Christ on Sundays, made us rejoice to send her back to the

work where, as dean of the college, she had for several years been most

useful and honored; but she will be greatly missed in Chicago. Her in-

fluence has made Keyes Hall, our student-apartment building, a homt?like

place, while her efforts and good taste have made one corridor beautiful as a

meeting room. We give her up to that Oriental college hall with joy for its

inmates, with sorrow for ourselves.
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Contributions for The report of contributions for the month ending
THE Month. June i8th shows a falling oft' of $1,220.87 ^^ compared

with the same month in 1901. Looking carefully hito the comparison, we
find that the excess last year came from special memorial and anniversary

gifts. While we may, perhaps, take courage that the falling oft' does not

indicate this amount of lack in regular gifts, yet the work surely needs the

money previously given in a special way. During the eight months of the

financial year, there has been a decrease in legacies of $4,815.37. How
this decrease is to be overcome is a sad and perplexing problem. The most

wonderful blessing is following our work in every mission field. Its prog-

ress and the openings on every side are phenomenal. Even in China the

numbers gathering about our missionaries are larger than ever before.

Everywhere all is "as bright as the promises of God." Yet never in the

history of our Board have the Executive Committee been compelled to re-

fuse requests for aid in promising work as during the last few months.

In our next number we shall present some of these in detail, hoping there

are those who will be willing to bear them on their hearts in prayers and

gifts. The only dark spot seems to come from the pall of indifference that

rests upon the home churches. These churches are composed of individual

members, of whom five sixths of the women, so far as we can see, caie

nothing for this part of their Lord's work. There must be one or two or

three whom each one of us already enlisted can influence to active effort

with us. With Christ's help we can succeed. In his name let us do it.

Piazza Work. The officers of our Board are not alone in the feeling that

the only discouraging side of foreign missionary work is in the lack of re-

sponse to the demands from the great majority of the Christians at home.

Miss S. D. Doremus, Secretary of the Woman's Union Missionary Society,

who has iust returned from a visit to mission stations in India, China, and

Japan, writes in The Missionary Link : " We cannot stop nor falter while

so much land remains to be possessed. We realize that only two things

limit our boundless possibilities—resource and reinforcement. . . . Do you

ask, ' What shall I do.? ' Let me tell you how you can meet the first neces-

sity—resource. The summer is an admirable time to sow seed in one direc-

tion. You are sitting on a cool, shady piazza in some restful spot with a

chance acquaintance, chatting of the world's interests. Hand her one of

our attractive leaflets, and thus introduce our work in a very natural manner,

and with this good text furnish her with food for thought and possibly a gift.

Or you may be working for our valued mission boxes, and a word of com-

ment will draw out a response of the need of just such work in heathen
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lands, and here is your possibility. Our Union Society was built up by
faith and personal influence. You httle know their power until you try

their eflicacy. Speak the word in season, and do it now. Then our
second limitation—reinforcement—may be met in the same way. You may
meet in your summer wanderings some attractive, consecrated young girl

whose heart is longing to do a work for the Master. Attract her attention

to the inviting departments of work opening in the fold of our Union Societv.

Perhaps here she may find the life work she has long been seeking, and it

may be you set a wave in motion which shall touch countless souls who
need the light of Christ's love. Will it be nothing to you in the great here-

after to have thus won many stars in your crown of rejoicing? It is the

little word in season that is effective, and how twice blessed would it be if

it but added to our resource and reinforcement."

Work Confided to A brief account of the laying of the corner
THE Anglo-Saxon Race, stone of Capron Hall—our new school building

in Madura—was given in our last number. An important part of the

exercises was the speech of Lord Ampthill, governor of the Madras
Presidency. He said in part: "Before we bid you farewell I must beg

leave to express very sincere thanks on behalf of Lady Ampthill and my-
self for the most kind reception that you have accorded us. I assure you
that it has been a very real pleasure to us to have been here and to have

taken part in the interesting events which mark yet another stage in the

prosperous and useful existence of the American Mission High School. I

have had pleasure in seeing something of the good work of the American
Mission at Vellore. I am, therefore, particularly glad to have also seen

something of what the American Mission is doing here. I am one of those

who are proud of the British kinship with the great American race, and

who rejoice that the old misunderstandings have been so largelv removed,

and that the friendship which ought to exist between those of the same
blood, is becoming firmly established between the two great branches of the

Anglo-Saxon race (cheers). It is, therefore, a sincere satisfaction to me to

find Americans taking part with us in the work of education in India. It is

time that the field is open to all nations, and it would be ungracious of me to

forget the great work that has been done in the past, and is being done now,
Ijy the earnest, disinterested, devoted men and women of all nations. But I

may be pardoned if I feel a special pleasure in meeting those who, although

they are not subjects of His Majest}^ the King Emperor, belong to our own
race, speak our own tongue, and are joint inheritors of our traditions,

and more than any other nation share our ideas and principles (cheers).
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The British and American flags have waved together on many a plat-

form during the past few years, and that they should wave together here

to-day in this land, whose fortunes have been so strangely confided by Provi-

dence to the keeping of the British race, seems to me not only appropriate

to the present occasion, as typifying the joint educational work which is.

being done by the British and Americans in Madura, but also a happy
augury for the future and an omen of the joint work which will be done by
our two nations all over the world in the cause of peace, progress, and Cliris-

tian good-will toward all men. I have read the reports which have shown
the history and progress of this useful and flourishing school. I did so for

my own information, and I do not propose, although I know it is very often

the custom on occasions of this kind, to detain you by reciting facts which
are far more familiar to you all than they were to me until a few hours ago.

Rather will I tell you that we have greatly enjoyed and been deeply inter-

ested in what we have seen and heard here this afternoon, and this interest-

ing event in which we have taken part will be one of the most pleasant

recollections of our pleasant travels. Lady Ampthill and I wish your school

continued prosperity and success, and we hope that from the new home
which will rise here will go forth many well-qualified teachers to spread

education among the women of Southern India."

Missionary The last month it has been our privilege to welcome to our
Personals. Board Rooms Miss Eva M. Swift, from Madura, India, for a

few days before she went to her mother in Iowa. Miss Bertha P. Reed has

been appointed a missionary of the Board to go to take up the work of our

martyred ones in Pao-ting-fu, China. Wedding bells have been heard once

more in our family. On June the second, in New York City, Miss Harriet

L. Bruce was married to Mr. Cooper, and sailed for India early in July,

going out under the Missionary Alliance. Miss Matilda Calder, from

Marash, Turkey, arrived in this country in June. Miss Calder expects, as

Mrs. J. L. Thurston, to join the Yale Mission in China in the autumn. It

is a great regret to us that these valued workers have severed their connec-

tion with us, but they are still missionaries, and we bid them Godspeed in

their new fields.

Sunday-school Cards A letter from Mrs. Shepard, of Aintab, Central

FOR Turkey. Turkey, makes a strong plea for picture cards for

Sunday-school children in Turkey. She writes : " I do not know any more
useful way for primary Sunday-school children to help our schools here

than by contributing their cards and the pennies for sending them. The
teachers of at least three thousand children are begging for these pictures..
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They would be glad to give each child one picture every tw^o months, but

the small supply does not by any means meet the need. The students from

our college, going in summer to their homes in different places, vv^ish to

start Sunday schools, and these pictures are a great help in this pictureless

land. The children in the Sunday schools of Aintab are often asked to

•contribute cards for the children in the villages, so that they often make

happy three sets of children. Cannot the boys and girls be asked to send

a part of those they receive after they have kept them a w^hile? and cannot

the teachers give some of those that are left over from Sunday to Sunday.?"

The cards should be Bible pictures or those used in Sunday school.

Advertising cards are not desired. They should be sent by mail, securely

wrapped and tied, to Mrs. F. A. Shepard, Aintab, Tui-key in Asia, open

mail via London. They should not be sent to the Board Rooms in Boston,

as goods from there go by freight, and are a long time reaching their

destination. As the numbers decrease in our Sunday schools during the

summer months, cards must accumulate, and a little thoughtfulness on the

part of teachers and primary superintendents, with a small sum for postage,

can make thousands of children happy in " a pictureless land."

International Missionary Union The nineteenth annual meeting of the

AT Clifton Springs. I. M. U. was held as usual in Clifton

Springs, N. Y. Since the death of Dr. Foster last year, his wife has been

in charge of the sanitorium, and has extended the same gracious hospitality

to missionaries of all denominations during this week in June as did her

husband, whose memory is kept in grateful remembrance the wide world

over by his missionary friends. About eighty-five missionaries responded

to the roll call at the Recognition Meeting, Wednesday evening. Twelve

Boards and eighteen different countries were represented, and this number
was augmented during the days that followed. The missionaries of the

American Board were not as much in evidence as usual at these gatherings.

Among those present were Dr. C. C. Baldwin of Foochow, Dr. and Mrs.

Jones of Madura, Mrs. Crosby Wheeler and Miss Wheeler of Harpoot,

Mrs. Geo. Henry Ewing of Pao-ting-fu. The devotional hour at the begin-

ning of each day brought spiritual uplift, while practical topics, such as

'*'The Power of Christian Literature," "Industrial Training," "Relation of

Missionaries to the Press at Home," were discussed by alert men and women
who had had a hand in working out solutions of the varied problems of mis-

sion fields. The presence of a number of young men and women newly

:appointed to the Work brought stimulus, while addresses bv such men as

Hev. W. A. P. Martin of Peking, Canon Edward Sell, D.D. of Madras,
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Rev. Mr. Gamewell, the " General of the Siege of Peking," called by Dr.

Arthur Smith a "limited omnipresence," made the more formal evening

sessions occasions of great interest and value. The woman's meeting, over

which Mrs. Dr. Merritt presided with tact and winsomeness, was pro-

nounced by all one of the most valuable of the series of meetings. Mrs.

Jones of India, Miss Searle of Japan, Miss Graf of Mardin, Turkey, and

others, spoke for the Congregational Boards. Unique and fascinating were

the songs in the various languages, a "harmony in discords." One whole

session was given to the discussion of "Woman's Work for Woman," an-

other to the " Relation of Missionaries and Secretaries,"—discussions to

result, without doubt, in more fruitful service and more practical co-opera-

tion. Among the social features were the reception by the President of the

Union, Dr. J. T. Gracey, in the Gymnasium of the "San," and the "good

fellowship" all along the way, as friend met friend, and strangers met as

friends beneath the hospitable roof, or lingered in the beautiful parks in the

lengthening shadows of the June afternoons. Heart-stirring memories and

hopes were evoked by the Farewell Meeting, when the out-going missiona-

ries gave and received messages of cheer and Godspeed, and with gratitude

for Christian hospitality and stimulus for further service, all went out from

the week of fellowship at beautiful Clifton to be messengers unto the utter-

most parts of the earth. .
A. m. k.

Meeting of the The readers oi Life and Light will be pleased

Western Maine Branch, to know that the Western Maine Branch has had

a successful year's work, and it was with pleasure that we went to our annual

meeting to make plans for the coming year, as well as to review the work

of the past year. The meeting was full of promise from the commencement

to the close. The secretaries' reports put the people in close touch with

what had been done, and they rejoiced. The treasurer's report, toward

which one's thought turned with special interest, was read with voice trem-

ulous with joy, and we learned that all our obligations had been met, and a

surplus of more than one hundred dollai's remained in the treasury. Two
hundred dollars were pledged for Miss Hart's normal school, soon to be

established in Ahmednagar, India. Miss Hart sent urgent appeal for this

money, and emphasized the importance of such a training home for the

native girls. It is no wonder, is it, that the audience reached the climax of

happiness, and gave vent to their gratitude in the hymn " Praise God," sung

with the whole heart. The papers of the day were, first, " The Umzumbe
Home," which the Western Maine Branch in part supports ; second, " Our

Work from a Purely Business Standpoint." The last and most important:
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paper of the day was upon the theme of the " Student Volunteer Move-

ment." As one listened one realized what a magnificent power Christian

missions may become with such an army of educated, consecrated young

men and women. The many incidental things that took place in this meet-

ing, quite unreportable indeed, showed that our ladies are reawakening to

a sense of their obligations, and we say with gratitude and reverence that

our two beloved ones, Mary Morrill and Annie Gould, shared our joyful

enthusiasm because of the blessed outlook which we are privileged to

apprehend. M. E. c.

JAPAN.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FORWARD MOVEMENTIN
JAPx\N.

BY MISS ADELAIDE DAUGHADAY.

Taikyo Dendo, as it is called here, was a union movement of the* Prot-

estant churches of this empire. The first inception of this special effort was

with the Japan Evangelical Alliance (native), that has been about four years

in existence, and was organized with the purpose of union evangelistic work.

Their published report says: "We wish to give every soul in this land a

chance to hear the glad tidings. Our success in this undertaking will depend

upon the spirituality and co-operation of the Christian people of Japan."

With this in view, the Alliance approached the Missionary Conference of

1900, then in session in Tokyo, and met a most cordial response. Immedi-

ately plans were formed for a great aggressive movement at the beginning

of the new century. Emphasis was laid on the fact that there should be no

such terms as JVai and Gwai (Japanese and foreign), but that all who are

united by faith in our Lord Jesus Christ should make a grand effort to bring

his kingdom to this most progressive land of the Orient. The motto adopted

was, "Japan for Christ. 'Not by might, not by power, but by my spirit,

saith the Lord.' " At once pastors, evangelists, and missionaries increased

and varied their efforts to strengthen unity among Protestant bodies, to stim-

ulate in believers a deep sense of personal responsibility, and to carry the

gospel to unevangelized regions. At the close of the old and the beginning

of the new century, special services were held throughout the empire, and

despite the millions of unbelievers, many of whom are opposers, and the

spiritually deadening influences of intemperance and immorality active every-

where, we seemed to be living in an atmosphere of prayer. As one Japa-
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nese pastor said, " Do you ask the cause of Taikyo Dendo? I answer,

'Prayer! prayer!'" What a contrast from the days, not so far distant,

when the edict, " That evil sect called Christian is strictly proscribed,"

written on boards in large characters, stood in public places, read by all.

What hath God wrought ! Now religious liberty is granted, and God's
children have combined for a great aggressive effort to propagate this very

faith.

All classes of society were touched. Government officials and coolies

knelt side by side praying for an outpouring of the Holy Spirit. At one

meeting a nobleman's wife acted 2i% geta ba?z at the door (taking care of the

clogs, a menial service). Another member of the nobility, a Christian, but

whose heart had been newly fired with love for God, made a remarkable

decision. Being connected with the railroad bui^eau, and controlling more
than five thousand men, he resolved to teach them all the way of salvation.

He went among those ignorant, tattooed men, the dregs of society, and told

them about God. Some jeered, some looked as if desiring to stone him, but

he persevered. Many have become believers, and the work is still going

on. But the Eta (pariahs), beggars, lepers, criminals, and drunkards have

all shared in the great blessing. Even little children have had a part in this

great work, and have led many older, and in other respects wiser, than

themselves into the truth. One man of notoriously bad life was induced by

the teaching of his little daughter, and by her singing for him a Sunday-

school hj'mn, " Come to Jesus," to attend church, and has since reformed.

A government official was converted through the persuasions of his young
son, his wife making an offering of some jewels as a token of gratitude for

this event.

Three little boys, aged twelve, ten, and six, formed an evangelistic

band of their own. After a series of meetings had been finished in one

place in the city of Tokyo, it was decided to continue for another week.

Therefore, these little fellows took a large number of the handbills that had

been left over, bought a few movable type, with their own hands corrected

the dates, and started out to work for God. They prepared a flag by

painting a red cross on a white ground, and engaged a paper-lantern maker
to write on their banner in large letters the words, Taikyo Dendo. The
little six-year old was made the standard bearer. From his neck a bag was
suspended filled with the printed notices, the older boys taking them as

needed from the bag and distributing them to the passing crowds. One day

it rained heavily, but these small heroes continued their labor of love until

evening, and said exultingly upon their return home, " We are so glad tliat

we have given out so many notices to-day." Rings, brooches, and similar

treasures have been cast into the collection bags anonymously. Some of
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these were of little value in themselves, evidently the thank offerings of the

very poor ; but these have been purchased by missionaries and others for a

good sum, so have considerably increased the evangelistic fund. One ring

was given by a Tokyo policeman. Until the Taikyo Dendo he had been

a violent hater of Christianity, and would have given his life in defense of

Buddhism. Because of his effective services in promoting the interests of a

Buddhist association, the priests of an important temple presented him with

this ring. He desired to have the ring which he received for opposing Chris-

tianity used for its promotion among the members of the Metropolitan police

force, whose need of the gospel he so well knew.

One of the new converts during the movement called upon a pastor,

"bringing a woman of about thirty-six years of age, a Buddhist pilgrim.

*' Here," said the believer, " is a woman from my native province who has

become, as you see, a pilgrim, going from shrine to shrine, and from temple

to temple, seeking vainly for peace of soul. I feel so sorry for her ! Won't

you please teach her about Jesus } " They knelt and prayed for her. After

receiving teaching, she said : " I became a pilgrim through excess of grief.

I put on a pilgrim's garb, determined to travel the country over until I found

peace, but I have found that visiting temples cannot give rest of heart. You
liave told me of the one true God. I believe on him now, and want to serve

him. I will return to my home and tell my husband about him, that we
may both become Christians together." These are a few of the numerous

facts that are constantly coming to our knowledge. We can only say : " No
human counsel has devised, nor has any mortal hand wrought out, these

great things. They are the gracious gifts of the Most High God."

Many of the more thoughtful people have been impressed by the vast

difference in appearance and methods between the public demonstrations

of Christians and Buddhists. With the exception of processions carrying

banners, there has been nothing of the spectacular in these special services,

and all the preaching has been done with emotions well under control.

Last summer, when riding one day in Tokyo in a jinrikisha, a point was

reached where three streets met. There I encountered an immense Buddhist

festival throng filling the space, and causing a tumult of noise and disorder.

Wheeling aside, my kurumaya san (jinrikisha puller) and myself waited

for the turbulent crowd to go by. Men and women, excited and partially

intoxicated, dragged idol cai's or danced before and behind them, while

others, shouting wildly, followed on. In the rear, children, in imitation of

their elders, pulled empty sake tubs by ropes, and danced and shouted.

When the last one had passed a sweet silence seemed to settle on the streets.

An hour later, wlien riding through a thoroughfare, I met an orderly pro-
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cession ofyoung men, walking two by two, with a missionary leading. They
carried a white flag on which was a red cross, and sang a hymn in good
time and tune. Others who accompanied them distributed printed announce-

ments of the evening meetings. Traffic was not interrupted, and the people

who were drawn to their doors by the singing, looked upon these Red Cross-

Knights in curious but respectful silence.

And what shall we say about these hundreds of converts and thousands

of more or less earnest inquirers? During the months that have intervened

we have all been very busy endeavoring to nurture their spiritual life, and

there has been very much to encourage in the work, but of course some
disheartening things also. Why should there not be such a work constantly

going on, not in Japan alone, but throughout the world? If the motto of

the Christian Church were, "All at work, always at work,"— if devout

souls everywhere were " lifting up holy hands without wrath or doubting,"

—then would Mammon and the god of worldly pleasure and the Moloch
of intemperance be overthrown, and then would come the time foretold by

prophets and prayed for by faithful ones in every land, when this sin-cursed

earth should be " filled with the knowledge of the glory of God as the-

waters cover the sea."

LETTER FROM MRS. JAMES H. PETTEE.

Dear Readers of JLiyc and Light: Do some of you remember, away

back in the last century, a missionary woman from Japan who used to be

at all the missionary meetings, and always had something to say about that

wonderful Okayama Orphanage?

Is it not time for you to hear of it again ?

Ever since I came home last summer I have wanted to send a word of

loving thanks to the many noble women from Calais to Central New York,

from Hanover and St. Johnsbury to Brooklyn, who showed me such unvary-

ing kindness and hospitality when I was a stranger within their gates.

The first three months after my return seemed to be fully occupied with

getting acclimated anew, with trying to bring to memory the words so long

unused, and to get in touch again with the people and the life so unlike New
England ; to adjust myself to the changed conditions in the home without

children, and in the church where four years had brought in many new faces-

and carried away some of the old familiar friends.

In the fall the ladies who have shared Mr. Pettee's home during my absence-
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moved out,^Miss Wainwright to make a new home and center for work

two miles away from us, where she is cozily settled in the second story of

the northern chapel ; Miss Gulick went to Miyazaki in the south, to work for

the women in that backward province, and to care for her nephew, Mr.

Clark, in the loneliness that comes to these missionary fathers when the

mothers take the children to the schools of far-away America.

The farewells for Miss Gulick v^ere scarcely over when we began the

pleasanter task of welcoming Miss Adams back from her first furlough in

America, and these changes necessitated much rearranging of rooms and

readjusting of furniture, as well as some slight repairs, so my housekeeping

cares have taken much time.

The Orphanage is here, all here, and very much here, sometimes, as the

girls' dormitory and the schoolroom, still a cold, barn-like place, with paper

windows, are right opposite us, and the playground, with its exercise bars

and newly laid-out attempt at a tennis court, is just the other side of our

north wall. Tennis is a milder game than baseball, and it is hoped the

change will prove less disastrous to our parlor windows and the people

walking in our garden. Four years have wrought some changes in the

asylum, as everywhere else. Man}' of the older boys and girls have gone

out into the world,—become photographers, soldiers, printers, household

servants or wives, or have entered higher institutions of learning in Kobe^

Kyoto, or elsewhere. Some have gone to Formosa, and some to America,

for business or study ; and of those who remain most of my "first class"

girls are married, and the tenth little "grandchild" of the asylum has re-

cently come into the family of the head barber, her father and mother in

their turn caring for younger waifs, the band of little barbers.

Last fall the Jishukwai, or Self-Improvement Society, was started for the

older girls of the asylum, in response to an earnest desire on their part and

that of their friends to help them attain their ideal of Christian womanhoods

I have the honor of being president, but the club revolves around my Bible

woman, Mrs. Sumxya, whom the girls know arid love, and who enters into

their busy lives as no one else can, and out of whose ripe experience come
the helpful Bible readings and talks with which the monthly meetings begin*

These gatherings are always held with me, and I sugar-coat my lecture on

manners and moi^als with a couple of hours of games and fun and light

refreshments, almost the only recreation which comes into the busy lives of

these girls, who are the cooks, the maids, the seamstresses and nurses for the

whole family of two hundred and sixty-five. Some of these same girls are in

the Christian Endeavor Society, which meets with me every Tuesday evening.

This week I began teaching English regularly in the higher department of
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their daily school, as scholars of a certain grade are obliged by law to

study English.

Just a word about another club, very different, yet equally enjoyable, of

which also I am president. Twice a month gathers at my house a company
of twelve or more ladies, teachers in girls' school, or wives of teachers in

government schools, all using English more or less, some of them having

spent years in America, and they discuss in English some subject chosen

the fortnight before. A wide range of papers has been presented before the

club,—"The City of Tokyo," " Atsuko Saisho, the Poet and Friend of the

Emperor," ''President McKinley, the Martyr," "The Training of Chil-

dren," etc. A social hour follows, and this club boasts a regular constitution

and by-laws, including fines for the use of Japanese words during the

English hour. The aim of the club, as stated in its constitution, is "to
increase the knowledge of English and promote social intercourse among
its members," and there is, also, the unwritten purpose to reach, if possible,

and interest in the Christian religion, some who, with all their knowledge,

have not yet learned Christ.

Much of my time and attention is also taken by a Bible class for Christian

women here in this neighborliood, and a class of thirteen bright girls in

Sunday school. Little schoolgirls they are, about twelve years old, and all

wearing what is called " reform dress,"—a long, plaited skirt of cardinal bro-

cade or alpaca over a sober-tinted, foreign calico kimono, made with small

sleeves tied at the wrist with gay silk cord. Their long, black hair is tied

tightly at the back of the head, and then left to fall loosely down the shoulders.

No hats, but bright red stockings, and black or brown shoes of the style we
used to know as congress gaiters. Their cheeks are red as roses, their black

eyes dance with fun, but they can be as sober and sedate as their dainty lady

mothers in crepes and silks. Their hearts were made glad at Christmas

time by the gift to each of a bright, dissected picture, which a school in far

away America had made and given me before I left. A cent and a half

bought for each picture a red and gilt paper box, and will the children who
made and sent the puzzles to Mrs. Pettee receive in this way the thirteen low

bows and joyful arigato of the happy recipients. But the missionary

woman, as of old, knows not when to stop, and so let me close by wishing

you all a blessed year of service for the Master at your end of the line,—the

hard end, as I think, for it is so much easier to work here, where one can

see the daily growth in many lives.

God bless you, my friends, one and alL

Okayama, Japan.
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PROGRESS IN CEYLON.
BY MISS HELEN I. ROOT.

It is a sure note of rejoicing from Ceylon this year. God has given great

blessing, and indicated great possibilities. In the girls' boarding schools, in

the hospitals and in village work, there has been unusual encouragement

and in one or two cases something of the nature of a spiritual ingathering.

One of the striking features is the growth in Christian Endeavor. There

has been a strong society for seventeen years in the Oodooville school, but

within a year or two the work has taken on larger proportions, and there are

now more than a dozen promising young societies. One of the most aggres-

sive of these is the little oneat Araly, an out-station of Batticotta. The mem-
bers are young married women, and in addition to their own devotional

meetings, they have arranged and kept up for some months a preaching

service for their village, inviting near-by pastors to come on Sunday after-

noons, and paying the expense themselves.

A new feature of woman's work in Jaffna is the beginning of an Industrial

Home, by Mrs. Brown, at Udupitty. It had been very keenly felt that there

was need of a temporary refuge for girls who came from heathen homes, and

who became Christians while in school. If they went home at once after

finishing their studies they were subjected to all sorts of petty persecutions

to make them marry heathen men, and take part in heathen rites. Some
such girls have been taken in training for teachers, but not all are bright

enough for that. Some have been kept on as helpers in sewing and other

work by the missionary ladies, but there is a limit to the assistance that can

be given in such ways. So in response to this need Mrs. Brown has taken

a very few such girls, teaching them how to be useful, and turning out enough

of the exquisite drawn-thread work to pay the expense of their keeping.

An attractive bit of work is that which Dr. Annie Young has carried on

In connection with her dispensary at Chavagacherry. This place is one of

the best centers for evangelistic work in our field, and, although no mission-

ary lives there now, there is a small church, with one of our oldest and

ablest pastors, and the work is under the direction of Rev. G. G. Brown.

Hundreds of people come three times a week to the big bazaar to trade,

and on two of these days, after her morning dispensary. Dr. Young has held

an afternoon open-air service. The pastor and a catechist speak, sometimes

Dr. Young herself, often Mrs. Chellayapillai,* a Christian of rare graces and

powers. The baby organ is a never-failing attraction,—even though one

should only be able, as the pastor naively expressed it, " to make noise on

* See page 337.
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it,"—and the singing of Christian hymns b}' fresh young voices is always

popular. After the short service tracts are distributed and eagerly sought

after. A little group of people are often seen sitting down by the roadside

to i"ead and comment as they go home. A man who lives nearly a dozen

miles from Chavagacherry said to a missionary, " In the bazaar, when they

have meetings, they always speak of ITzm." " Him.^ whom do you mean
by Him?" she asked. "Oh, it's Jesus. They always talk of Him. He is

God's Son." The people come and go, but they do hear the gospel message,

and we believe it will bear fruit according to the promise.

It is not ordinarily a caste-bi"eaking operation in Ceylon to become a

Christian. Although it often involves a great deal of trial and discomfort,

not all, even of the latter, comes upon the convert. One of the school-

girls while at home in vacation started to come to church as usual on

Sunday. Her brother, half crazy and wholly disagreeable, stopped her,

b)ut the heathen father said, " She is a good child ; let her go." Immedi-

ately the boy bit him, and they were all in great distress trying to cast out

the devil in him. Finally the father agreed to carry a " kavadie " to the

Inuvil temple. This means a procession with music, while the man carries

3. gayly decorated wood and pasteboard contrivance on his shoulders, and

undergoes at the same time some sort of self-torture. This may consist in

walking on spikes, or having the shoes filled wnth peas, or in a more serious

laceration of the flesh for putting in hooks or bars. If it could only be

applied to the right person the effect might be more salutary.

For the most part, the Sivite who comes to Christ retains his place among
his people, and it rests chiefly with him to decide what family customs he

shall give up for Christ's sake. He may live in the same house with heathen

relatives without any difficulty aside from the tremendous one of trying to

walk so as to commend Christ to his people. This has a double significance.

For one thing, the Christian is exposed to numberless temptations to con-

form to the habits of life of his friends, on the plea that various questionable

things are not heathen but only Tamil. There is a peculiarly strong

temptation to retain the spirit of caste. It is hard to be in any true sense a

peculiar people. On the other hand, this striking condition constitutes in

itself an unparalleled opportunity to the native church.

Work has been carried on here for about eighty 3'ears, until the whole

district, thick as it is with ever-increasing temples and shrines, is, after all,

astonishingly well permeated with gospel truth. Just outside the limits of

the Christian church is a great out-lying field comprising thousands of men
and women who have been educated in mission schools. They have little

faith in the Hindu religion, and they are intellectually more than half con-

vinced of the truth of Christianity. They need just the touch of God's
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Spirit on their lives to make them realize their own need of salvation, and

be willing to come to Jesus for it. There is the freest access everywhere to

gospel teaching, and the utmost need for the Christians' lives to bear it out.

The work is just boundless in its possibilities, and there seems to be a grow-

ing sense of this among our people.

After several months of prayer and preparation, a general evangelistic

movement is now beginning throughout the three missions which work

TExMPLE DANCING GIRLS AND MUSICIANS.

together in Jaffna. It is the earnest hope that the church may get a great

revival, and that some of these hundreds may be won who stand so near the

Kingdom, not forgetting either the thousands outside in the depths of

heathenism. This is not a matter of one month or two, but we want your

prayers for a blessing so great and so continued that there shall be no room
to contain it.
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INDIA.

"TO WHAT PURPOSE IS THIS WASTE?"
BY MRS. HARRIET BRUCE COOPER.

One afternoon, while touring in India, I turned accidentally to the story

of Mary sitting at the feet of Jesus, and Martha cumbered with much
serving, in English and Marathi, then heard my mother explain it to

the village women.
My" attention being thus called to the passage, I felt it contained some

special thought for me. Days afterwards, in answer to prayer, the Lord
opened it up to me, together with the alabaster box, as follows : Poor

Mary ! First it was thought that she wasted her time, then that she

wasted her money. And what had she done with her time? What does

the spirit of the world call v/aste of time? The giving of one's time to

Jesus. " Maiy sat at Jesus' feet and heard his word." How had she wasted

her money ? It was only anotlier example of something wasted in the world's

estimation by being given to Jesus,—she had outpoured upon him the

precious ointment which might have been sold for three hundred pence and

given to the poor.

We see this same thought illustrated in heathenish practices everywhere,

that a thing given to God is wasted. How many precious lives have been

sacrificed to the gods from the days when children were made to pass

through Moloch's fires until now ! How many of the women of India have

been sacrificed in life, rather than death, by a dedication to the gods that

means nothing more nor less than sin, shame and ruin ! Have we not our-

selves protested against the taking of some beautiful child to the idol temple,

and heard in response words like these : " What can we do? It is the will

of God. When she was sick we had to make this vow in order to save her

life, and now she is not ours but God's." The thought is : " Another life

wasted. God has been the ruin of our child."

Not long ago, while driving to church on a Sunday afternoon at Satara,

I passed a holy mendicant with disheveled locks, and ashes and rags upon
him. His right hand had been held up for so many years that it was with-

ered and dead. The finger nails had grown several inches and were
dangling down like white strings. It was a horrible sight. I heard some
one say of him, "He has made a vow and given his hand to God."
Do you trace in this the same heathenish idea? A hand given to God

means a hand rendered worthless, dried up, withered away and dead. I

was afterwards telling an ayah, or native nurse, about this man. She said,

" I, too, when I was a little girl, gave my right hand to God."

"What do you mean?" I asked.
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She answered; "I vowed that I would never eat with my right hand,

and I never have since. Ask the Madam Saheb if this is not so."

I was struck with this new illustration of the subject upon my mind. The

ayah could not afford to go to all lengths as that holy man had done, but in

a small way she, too, must make useless the hand that had been given to God.

How different is God's thought,—" Stretch forth thine hand !
" A hand

given to him is a hand made strong and active in the doing of his will. A
body given to him is one to which he imparts his own health, quickening

and very life. It is not only the " body for the Lord," but " the Lord for

the body." Therefore are we bidden to present our bodies " a living sacri-

fice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is " our " reasonable service."

A HINDU FAKEER.

Oh, if we could but enter into God's thought tor us! The other thought

is heathenish, yet we find it in the civilized world, and alas ! we find it in

the Christian Church. Who knows but that it may be in our hearts to-day,

especially if a yielding of body, soul and spirit unto God seems to any of us

an unreasonable service, or if we would choose to keep auglit that we have

to ourselves rather than dedicate it unto God.
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A SUNDAY IN SAMOKOV.

BY MRS. FRANCIS E. CLARK.

It was a beautiful, bright, sunshiny aftei'noon in April when our train

stopped at a little railway station in Bulgaria called Kostenetz. We had

been riding all day and all night in rattling, jolting Austrian and Servian

railway trains, and had had enough of it, and we looked eagerly out of the

windows to see if anyone might be waiting to welcome us. Even before the

train stopped we saw on the jolatform a young lady who was unmistakably

American, and with her another of whose nationality we were a little uncer-

tain. We soon learned, however, that they were Miss Haskell, a Mt.

Holyoke graduate, who had recently returned to Samokov to work for the

people among whom she was born, and Mrs. TerziefF, the wife of the

pastor of the church that is in Samokov.

They gave us a ver}' cordial welcome, and then took us to the four-horse

chariots that were waiting to carry us to Samokov. These chariots them-

selves, however, were not very gorgeous affairs ; at least they were not likely

to make us heady or high-minded, spite of the fact that they were drawn by
four horses. Indeed, we came to the conclusion that it must be the custom

when a cab has served its day and generation, and outlived its usefulness in

Buda-Pesth or Sofia, to promote it to Samokov ; and though it looks as

though it could hardly hold itself together for a half-hour's drive, yet it is

considered in Kostenetz as a very stylish cab, suitable only for aristocrats,

and it proved to be much more comfortable than beautiful. The four spirited

steeds that drew our chariot were such lank, lean, raw-boned creatures, that

(355)
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I could only think of the seven lean and ill-favored kine of Pharaoh's dream

as I looked at them. However, they did their work, and we will speak

well of the bridge that carries us safely over.

After about an hour's ride we entered the little village of Bania, which

was as picturesque as it was small, and as we had about an hour to wait, it

gave us a pleasant glimpse of

A MISSIONARY OUT-STATION.

Bright-faced children, women chatting and spinning yarn in their door-

ways, hens and chickens and dogs running about at their own sweet will,

and barefooted boys superintending the whole, as bare-footed boys will, all

gave us greeting. Just why such a village should be called by such an

uni\ teresting name as an " out-station " I do not know, for there is nothing

" out" about them, except that they are out of a missionarj-, and out of the

way of all the good influences that pervade a mission station ; but since we

had so often seen the word in the missionary magazines, we were glad to

look at an out-station. A pleasant-faced young woman, who was a gradu-

ate of the Samokov school, greeted us in excellent English and invited us

into her room, which was bright and clean, and had some pretty touches of

ornament such as girls who have enjoyed life in a boarding school like to

have. Then one of the women came in and asked us to visit her for a few

minutes, and took us into a little room tliat was very neat and clean, with

low divans around the side. At one end of the room was a little table cov-

ered with a white cloth, and on the table a Bible and hymn book. This is

the room where a preaching service is held whenever a pastor or preacher

can come to the village. There are, at present, only a very few Christians

in the little village, but I think it will not be long before we hear of a Sun-

day school and a Junior Endeavor Society, started by this Samokov gradu-

ate ; and this in time may grow into a little church and a Christian community,

for that is the way of these little out-stations.

FROM BANIA TO SAMOKoV.

It was a drive of four or five hours from Bania over the hills to Samokov.

It was a beautiful ride, with the blossoming fruit trees all around us, filling

the air with their fragrance, and the snow-tipped mountains before us.

Every few moments we passed large flocks of sheep peacefully feeding in

green pastures, with their shepherds keeping guard, and looking all of them

as though they had just stepped out of a Bible picture. We saw Abel, and

Isaac, and David, and all of Joseph's brethren. in the course of our journey.

One could not help wondering whether any of them had ever heard the
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shepherd Psahn, or the shepherd chapter of John, and whether they knew
of the Good Shepherd. There is so much in the Bible for shepherds ! It

is pitiful to thinli that perhaps they do not know about it. But shepherds

are many, and missionaries are few, and so I am afraid that many of these

picturesque shepherds must wait till we at home are more generous before

they hear the " good tidings of great joy," and know that it was to shepherds

that the angels sang " unto you is born a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord."

Perhaps in their own way they do worship Him, though I am afraid it is to

tlie Virgin Mary that most of their prayers are offered.

As we climbed up and up, to the tops of the highest hills, the scenery

grew more and more picturesque and grand, but the air grew sharper and

the fruit trees and most of the flowers disappeai'ed, and we were glad to

descend on the other side and at last find ourselves approaching the city of

SAMOKOV.

Entering the main street of the city we drove past an old mosque and min-

aret and a clock tower, and through the Jewish quarter, which was crowded

with men, women and children, and then, all at once, we saw the little

church, and across the way the mission compound. This was a large inclo-

sure, with several buildings, all shut in by a high wall. Some bright-faced

girls peeped through the gateway, and they soon made" it known that the

travelers had arrived, for we were earlier than they had expected, which

seemed to me a wonderful thing for this part of the world. The missionaries

came out to greet us, and soon we were shaking hands with Mr. and Mrs.

Baird, whose names are so familiar to readers of our missionary magazines,

Mr. and Mrs. Thomson, Miss Maltbie, Miss Baird, and Mr. and Mrs.

Ostrander and Dr. J. F. Clarke, and a few moments later, a little farther

down the street, with Dr. and Mrs. Haskell ; and at once we felt as though

we had always known the whole mission.

If you have never tried it you do not know what an inspiration it is to visit

a mission station, to look into the faces of missionaries v/hose names have

long been familiar to you, and to see just what they are doing. Would you

like to have just a glimpse of the work that is done by this one mission,

though of course the passing traveler can see only a very small part of It.''

Here in this compound, for Instance, is the girls' school, where Miss

Maltbie has been loving, and mothering, and teaching, and helping these

Bulgarian girls into Christian womanhood for nearly thirty years. If you

could go into this schoolroom and talk with these bright-faced girls, who
would answer you In good English, if you could go to their recitations and

their prayer meetings, if you could see the help and inspiration that comes to
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them in their studies and in their Christian lives from Miss Baird, and if you

could see what a power for good Mrs. Dimcheffsky and Mrs. Raloo and the

other Bulgarian teachers are, remembering that these gifted and earnest Bul-

garian teachers are themselves a fruit of this school, you would begin to

understand something of the good that this one school is doing. And wdien

you see Miss Maltbie mothering tliem all, girls and teachers and all, and

just " loving" them into the kingdom, you would be glad for any morsel of

help tliat you may have given to keep this school going.

But this is not all, for there have been many girls in this school

whose mothers were here before them, and these mothers, in different

towns and villages, are many of them little centers of Christian influence,

because of the loving help that Miss Maltbie has given them in the past,

and is giving now to their daughters. And, moreover, there are many little

"Esthers" growing up in different parts of Bulgaria, all over this land of

Bulgaria, who are named for Miss Esther Maltbie, and who will be taught

to love her and to follow her teachings. Miss Baird, too, and Miss Haskell,

and the Bulgarian teachers of whom I have spoken, are giving much help

in forming and strengthening the Christian characters of these girls. In the

course of our after wanderings we met many of these Samokov girls, who
have grown up into beautiful, winsome womanhood, and I am glad and

proud to count some of tliem among my friends.

But this school is not the only thing on the compound, though I have

dwelt more upon that because it is a part of the work that our Woman's
Board is doing. There is a large boys' school, also, where Mr. Thomson,

and Dr. Haskell, Dr. Clarke, and Mr. Baird, and Mr. Ostrander are train-

ing the Bulgarian boys up into strong Christian manhood ; and the gifted,

cultivated, earnest Christian pastors whom we have met in many places

are proofs of the good work this school has done and is still doing. On this

compound, also, you will find four or five missionary homes, and the little

printing offices, and other appliances for the various kinds of missionary

work.- If you could see it all as we saw it that sunny Sunday in April, you

would feel that any money used to build up such schools as these in any

land was money well spent, and you would so wish that you could put your

own hand into your own pocket and take out and pass on to them money

enough to purchase the piece of land adjoining that they want and so much

need to enlarge their opportunities for usefulness in the school.

Across the way is the little church with its earnest pastor, Mr. Terzieff,

'

and I wish I could tell you something of the good work that he and his ear-

nest wife are doing, and of the Y. M. C. A., and of the Christian Endeavor,

and of the beautiful work that Miss Haskell is doing in this little church for
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the street children of Samokov, and of the sweet, gentle influence of Mrs.

Haskell, that is felt not only in this city, but in the whole mission.

But all this work in Samokov is only a small part of what these missiona-

ries are doing ; their parish extends over a large territory, including many
towns and villages, which must be visited as often as possible, and where

sometimes one Christian, and sometimes half a dozen, and sometimes a hun-

dred or more, are glad of the cheering, helpful words the missionaries will

speak to them. I cannot begin to tell you of all the good influences that go

out from this one city of Samokov, but perhaps I have told you enough to

make you feel as we did as we climbed up into our clumsy chariots again

and drove off' in the rain over the hills and far away, that money given for

missions is money well invested.

HELPS FOR LEADERS.
REDEEMING OUR COVENANT PLEDGE.

"l WILL NOT CEASE TO MAKE OFFERINGS OF TIME."

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

Time is with us a standard of value. We can measure our devotion to

anything by the amount of time we give to it, and though in our busy lives

this may seem the least of possessions, yet some portion of time is within

the control of everyone, and by our use of it we make our lives. If we
would make them Christian lives, we must do the works of Christ. Do we
take no time for his work? Then shall we miss both the opportunity for

service and for the development of our own spiritual nature, for though

much of our time may belong to others, there is always that we give to self,

of which we can make an offering to God. One has always time for the

thing of consequence, if it is of enough consequence. Is, then, the bringing

of Christ's love into heathen hearts of so little consequence to us that we do

not find the time to do our share of the blessed work?

How can we give our time? By spending that hoin* for reading with a

book on foreign life that will make the missionary problem more real ; by

using this afternoon for calling to tell some other young woman the need of

her help and the welcome addition she will be to our mission circle ; by

taking the time for social intercourse to speak of dramatic events of modern
missions and their bearing on the world's progress ; by using our leisure for

embroidery in making a little gift to bring a bit of artistic America into the

home of some isolated missionary, or b}^ doing plain sewing which will

leave some mother free to do the work or gain the rest the children's clothes

leave little time for, or in making some little thing to show a heathen girl
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that a Christian girl had loving thoughts for her, and ^o, perhaps, turn her

thoughts toward the greater Love.

Time, consecrated time, w^ill enable us to weaken and stimulate the mis-

sionary life of our church or club or college ; make us the successful leaders

of children and younger girls, the training of whom is our specific work

here ; will make us intelligent, earnest, grateful, in loving obedience ever

mindful of the others to whom Christ bids us go.

This key of time in our hand is the key of opportunity, which can open

to us the knowledge of God and his purpose, and so fill us with the power

to open doors of life to others. Let us who are rich in time give lavishly,

and those with many demands upon the hours, their moments, precious as

the widow's mite ; so shall this great gift be put to the highest use, and

our time serve to bring the world to our Lord.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

FROM MISS HELEN E. CHANDLER, MADURA, INDIA.

This is Sunday morning, and I have just come back from Sunday school

at one of my Hindu schools. The teacher is a good singer, and the children

love to sing ; they have learned a number of the Gospel Hymns, and sing

them with a vim. It is such a comfort to have them learn to love these

pure songs about Jesus ; it is one of the many \vays of seed -sowing, for we
can hear the children singing them in their homes. After the talk about

the disciples who were scattered and preached the gospel wherever they

went, I asked how many of them loved Jesus. It was a delight to see how

the faces of some of those girls lighted up when I asked that question. I

am sure there are many of the older ones who really do love Jesus in their

hearts. It would be gratifying to you, should you come into this little

school, to hear the teacher pray for the Woman's Board. He never omits

it ; and in praying for me always thanks God for the Woman's Board,

which sends the ladies out as missionaries. Not only this ; in an action

song where they greet me, and thank me for the prizes I have giv^en, they

always send greetings to the Woman's Board that sends out the money for

the support of the school. A little while ago I had a prize-giving at this

school, and the head master arranged a simple programme, with this very

salutation and greeting in one of the songs. I told them I would send their

greetings and thanks home to Boston ; I send them now through you.

In this school there is one encouraging fact : two of the girls who once

studied there, and are now grown w^omen, come back on Sundays to join
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with the girls in their simple little C. E. service. In the other schools I

keep hearing of faithful seed-sowing by our teachers. One teacher told me
-of a little girl down in the first standard whom I had often noticed as

listening most attentively and eagerly. This little girl declares she loves

Jesus, and never tells lies except one, and that is w^hen her mother makes

her bow down to the idol. I thought the child had a very clear idea of

a lie to understand that such an action is a lie.

FROM MISS ELSIE M. GARRETSON, FOOCHOW, CHINA.

This has been a year of great happenings and gi^eat interruptions. The
plans for our new college building occupied our spare moments, and many
moments not so easy to spare, in the early autumn, but after much delay we
finally brought out a plan which was approved by all, and the building was
actually begun in December, and has steadily gone forward. We have

every reason now to hope that the school part will be ready for the girls at

the reopening of school in the autumn. We lack two thousand dollars for

completing the building. It is a great disappointment to us all that we can-

not finish the end of the building which is for the ladies who will be in

charge ; but we hope that some friends of the school will yet come to our

help. It is a plain building, but substantial, and will stand the wear and

tear of many years, we hope. I shall be glad when we can divide the

school. We have at present just one hundred girls and teachers to plan and

care for. The general health has been good, but smallpox has developed,

and my second batch is just coming down. I have no spare room which I

can turn into a ward for contagious disease, so there is no way but to let

them all have a fair and equal chance at it. Dr. Lyon, of the Methodist

Mission, takes them off my hands after the cases are far enough along to be

properly diagnosed, but the fever runs for sevei-al days before we can be

sure just what the trouble is, for we have all kinds of malarial fevers which
are quite similar.

FROM MISS LOUISE E. WILSON, KUSAIE, MICRONESIA.

We were very much pleased with one of the passengers on the Carrie

-and Annie. It was Henry Nanpei's son, Oliver, who has been in school

in Honolulu for the past ten years. He seems like a very nice young man,
and I think his father and mother will be proud of him. He has come
home for a year's vacation. When asked how he would spend his time

during the year, he very promptly replied, " Why, I will do whatever
father wants me to." His answer pleased us, and made us feel that his

having been away and having more education than his father had not made
him love or respect him less.
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During the year five of our schoolgirls have united with the church.

August 23d two of our Gilbert girls were married, and sailed on the

Hiram Bingham to their own islands, where, with their husbands, we
hojoe they will be successful in pointing souls to Christ. September 20th

we had another wedding, a Marshall couple this time. They are awaiting

the coming of the Carrie and Annie to go as teachers to the Marshall

Islands. But the chance of our ever seeing the schooner grows fainter every

day. Next Thursday it will be thirteen weeks since she left us for the

West, expecting to return here in four weeks. It begins to look as if some-

thing serious had happened. You ask how often the German steamers call

at Kusaie. They have called here three times thus far, once in three

months. One is now overdue, and as there is no special reason for their call-

ing at Kusaie, we are afraid every time they come that they will say it is

their last call. It is very pleasant to receive home letters so often, and we

sincerely hope they will not pass us by.

FROM MISS CAROLINE E. BUSH, HARPOOT, TURKEY.

Tourhtg Experieftces.—It is now Tuesday afternoon about half-past four,

and I am sitting in a stable, where we shall eat and spend the night. Our

luggage, stowed in large leather bags, is ranged against the wall, our saddles

on tlie railing on the other side. Our horses, also open, and cows and don-

keys occupy the space below the railing, and the warm air comes up to make

us comfortable. I have ordered a jar of water, wood for a fire, and plent}'

of milk, which, with bread, is to be our supper to-night. The women

come in and stand in a row at the end of the room, in the shadow, as the

steaming bowl is placed before us. Two of the older ones come nearer,

and sit- down where they can be sure and see everything. Mr. Browne

gravely remarks, "You see we eat just as you do"; yet for them there

seems to be a never-ending fascination in our motion, and to see a man and

woman sit down together is the biggest wonder of all.

Now our bedsteads are put up and my curtain tied to the vvindow and

pegs in the wall, so as to make a coniplete little room for me. The horses

crunch their barley, the donkeys bray, the rooster crows, but we call the

stable famously quiet, and gain most refreshing hours of sleep. Last night

we also slept in a stable in a Turkish village, and our muleteer called us at

two o'clock in the morning ; but to-night I warn him not to disturb our

slumbers, and at three o'clock off' goes my alarm, which rouses our servant,

Kerook, lying on the floor near my curtained apartment. I, too, spring

from my bed, for are we not to be at home in a few hours? The bedding

is to be done up, and I must heat some water on an alcohol lamp for a cup
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of chocolate, which, with some dry bread, forms our breakfast. Then we
are off in the moonlight, with. a long, long caravan of other travelers and

loaded animals. Some of the men are talking about their expenses at the

khan, some are smoking, some are singing Turkish songs. The bells on

the baggage animals ring merril}'.

It is a blessed time for meditation and prayer as one rides along thus

before it is light. One feels quite alone, and I was thus riding ahead of the

caravan, when the leading animal, jealous of his prerogative, made a fierce

dash at me. Mr. Browne shouted and stopped him, and so I was saved a

tremendous blow.

The daylight came on in most welcome style, with a warm sun to thaw

us out, for it had been very cold, and then, ere we came in sight of dearly

loved home, there were a few hours in which to call to mind the scenes we
had left, the souls we had sought, and the experiences of this tour, which

was now a thing of the past. It is a solemn thing to have it all over, and

remember that for what has been done and undone, said and unsaid, there

must be a strict account rendered. Do the best we may, we can never seem

to come anywhere near our great ideal,—the Master Missionary, the Heaven-

sent One, our blessed Lord Jesus Christ. May his righteousness, in his

infinite mercy, cover all our imperfections.

XXX WEaxh at Momt

THE UNITED STUDY OF MISSIONS.

It is well known to many friends of missions that one of the results of the

Ecumenical Conference of Foreign Missions in 1900 was a movement for a

system of united study among all the different women's foreign missionary

societies in the world. During the past year the plan has been tried, and

has proved most successful. The first course in the regular series, arranged

for 1902, was introductory and historical, taking up the progress of missions

from apostolic times to the close of the eighteenth century, and was entitled,

"An Introduction to the Study of Missions." The general idea and the

special topics have been taken up with great and unexpected enthusiasm in

nearly all the forty-five Women's Missionary Societies in the United States-

and Canada, and in some societies in Great Britain.
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The text-book for the course,— Via Christie—prepared by Miss Louise

Mannino" Hodo-kins, has been eagerly sought for, and has reached a sale of

thirty-five thousand copies. Testimony as to the value and interest of the

course has been almost universal. In cities and in the larger towns it has

enlisted the co-operation of many women who have not heretofore been

attendants at missionary meetings, while some of the best programmes and

results have been brought out in the small country places. It has also been

used in general church meetings, in colleges, and in young people's socie-

ties. The Central Committee on the United Study of Missions, who have

the matter in charge, wish to express their gratitude to the thousands of

women in the Women's Societies who have responded so heartily to the sug-

gestions of the committee, and have done so much to ensure the success of

the whole movement.

The Central Committee wish to present for 1903 a course on the study of

India. The text-book, prepared by Mrs. Caroline Atwater Mason, will be

ready for distribution about the middle of August. Mrs. INIason's literary

ability is well known through A Lily of France^ one of the best historical

novels of the past year. The ^uiet King, A Little Green God, and other

books, besides valuable leaflets ; and her practical experience in the con-

duct of missionary societies renders her especially fitted for the task.

The title of the book is Lux Christi, published by Macmillan & Co., 66

5th Ave., New York City. [Price, bound in cloth, 50 cents; in paper, 30

cents.] The contents are as follows :

—

Lux Christi, a Study of India, a Twilight Land.

A preface which shall state that this book does not plan to give the geog-

raphy, complete history, and ethnology of India, which are in every ency-

clopedia or atlas. It is rather the purpose to give its national life
; the

characteristics, tendencies, and habits of thought of the people ; its external

vicissitudes and circumstances being studied particularly in reference to its

intellectual and spiritual development and status. The genius of the people

will be in some measure portrayed, and their capacity for Christianity estab-

lished. In the same way missions in India will be set forth on their large

general lines, rather than in detail, as it will be impossible to describe the

work or mention the workers of all the numerous societies. It is expected

that each Board will supplement the lessons with whatever is desirable

concerning its own and other missions. India is conceived of as a land of

twilight, not of gross darkness as Africa, nor yet of clear light as

Europe.
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CHAPTER I.—THE DIM CENTURIES.

Primitive history of the Hindus from Vedic times to about 900 A. D.,

with a study of the rise and development of Hinduism and Buddhism.

Followed by a table or condensed description of Hindu sacred books. Pre-

ceded bv a table showing religious phases chronologically.

CHAPTER II.

—

India's invaders.

Preceded by a table giving all principal invasions by dates. A glance at

the invasions, Persian, Greek, Scythian, Bactrian, Mohammedan, Tatar,

Afghan, European. The British Empire. (Parsi Colonists.) Brief sketches

of Islam and Zoroastrianism.

CHAPTER HI. THE OFT-CONQUERED PEOPLE.

Preceded by tables giving religious census and chief dialects. A study

of the causes of the non-development of the Indian people, which are given

as: I. Climate, causing deep poverty (special attention to famine). 2. The

oppression and ignorance of women. 3. The degrading influence of poly-

theistic and idolatrous religion.

CHAPTER IV. THE INVASION OF LOVE.

Preceded by a chronological table of main events in History of Missions

in India. A study of Christianity in India on general lines: i, Apostolic

and Roman Catholic; 2, Early Protestant; 3, Attitude of East India

Company; 4, From Carey to the Mutiny, 1 793-1 857 ; 5, From Mutiny to

the present time ; 6, Brief survey of Educational and Medical and Student

Volunteer Work.

CHAPTER V.—A CENTURY OF WORK FOR WOMEN.

From Hannah Marshman's Girls' School, 1800. Women's wrongs. Suttee,

Infanticide, etc. Government legal reforms. Christian women organize.

Their work, educational, evangelistic, zenana, child widow, medical. Lady

Dufferin Fund.

CHAPTER VI. FORCES IN ACTION TO-DAY.

A study of forces now working in favor of and against the Christianiz-

ing of India. Revival of Law, of service and sacrifice. Character of Mis-

sionaries and of Native Converts. Decay of Hinduism. Supremacy of

Christianity. On the other hand, worldliness and apathy of Christians at

home, theosophic reaction, irreligion in Anglo-Indian society, etc. Hope
for full light.
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POINTS TO BE ADDED ON SEPARATE PAGES.

A list of twenty important books for study.

Each chapter to be followed by special topics in history, literature, archi-

tecture, in social, religious, and domestic life, with full bibliography.

Excerpts from the Vedas, Zend-Avesta and Koran. Illustrative anecdotes,

quotations and poems.

The book will contain a small map of India, Ceylon, and Burma, and a

chart giving the size and population of the different provinces in India.

Appendix giving societies and fields and general missionary statistics in

tables.

A folder containing six model programmes for as many meetings will be

printed separately.

The committee will issue an outline wall map of India, on which will be

indicated a sufficient number of mission stations, of all societies, to give a

general idea of the work done by each. The price of the map will be

twenty-five cents. A set of twenty-four pictures will also be furnished at

a cost of twenty cents a single set, and at less cost if ordered by the quantity.

These helps will be supplied as ordered at the headquarters of the different

Boards, where they can be obtained by each local society from its own
Board.

India is a fascinating country for study, full of whatever charm there is in

Orientalism ; its people most attractive, being Hindus and of our own Aryan

race ; wonderful in natural beauties and in architecture, and most interesting

as the field in which modern missions weie first attempted.

If the introductory course has proved attractive, the committee feel sure

that the study of India will be still more so, and offer the outline suggested

with great confidence in its cordial reception.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

The following books are published by Fleming H. Revell Company, and

sent to us for review :

—

Primitive Semitic Religion To-day. By Samuel Ives Curtiss, Professor

•of Old Testament Literature and Interpretation, Chicago Theological Semi-

nary. Pp. 2S8. Price, $2.00.

The sub-title of this book calls it " a record of researches, discoveries, and

studies in Syria, Palestine, and the Sinaitic Peninsula," and the volume is

" gratefully dedicated to those missionaries and to all others in Syria and
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Palestine who have been my companions in travel, have received me into

their homes or aided me in any way." Professor Curtiss has had most

thorough preparation for this special work of investigation by his four years'

study with Professor Delitzsch, of Leipzig, his twenty years of teaching and

lecturing in Chicago Theological Seminary, and fourteen months' touring

throughout the length and breadth of Syria and Palestine, besides a visit to

Egypt and the Sinaitic Peninsula. He has endeavored to discover what

was the primitive religion of the ancient Semites by personal interviews

with natives who had not come in contact with European civilization and

were but slightly influenced by Islam. Professor Curtiss thinks that it is not

to the Hebrews, Assyrians, or Babylonians that one is to ascertain the primi-

tive religious custo.ms, but to those Syrians and Arabs wdio "observe the

same religious rites as did their progenitors from the earliest dawn of his-

tory." This book, with its indices, appendices, and numerous illustrations,

IS of great value to the Bible student, and of interest to the general

reader.

Evolution and Man, Here and Hereafter. By John Wesley Conley,

D.D. Pp. 172. Price, 75 cents net.

A quotation from the preface will give what we want to know concerning

this volume. "This book is not an attempt to harmonize science and relig-

ion, but is simply a contribution to those phases and currents of thought

which are making for unity, and which give promise of a better day, when

truth, scientific and religious, will be one,—a day when the true religion will

dominate science and the true scientific spirit control religion, and faith in

the eternal verities will be girded with a new power and go forth to larger

conquests."

The Call, Qualifications, and Preparation of Foreign Missionary

Candidates. Pp. 15S. Price, 40 cents cloth, 25 cents paper. Published

by the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, 3 West 29th

Street, New York City.

This is a collection of twenty-six papers by experts and specialists in

foreign missions, and many of them have been already published in The

Student Volunteer of New York and London, and The Intercollegian of

New York. While of special value to students who are endeavoring to

decide what their life work shall be, such writers as Bishop Thoburn and

his sister, Robert Speer, Jacob Chamberlain, Dr. Arthur Smith, Dr.

Luther Gulick, our own Dr. Barton, and Dr. DeForest, with the closing

paper by Mrs. Waterbury, of the Baptist Board, are sure to be interesting

to all of our constituency. G- h. c.
•
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SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

PEACE IN SOUTH AFRICA, THE KING AND THE BRITISH OUTLOOK.

THE MOTHER AND THE BABY.

These articles, the former found in the July Review of Reviews^ the-

latter in McClure^ are of special interest. What concerns Africa deeply

concerns missions. Miss Stone's recital of her marvelous experience re-

tains its fascination.

To read in connection with these,—"Future Africa," by P. Barry, West-

minster Review^ June, and " The Prorogued Turkish Parliament," by

Karl Blind, North American Review^ J^^J- The latter emphasizes the

importance to the future and fate of the Ottoman Empire, of the split

within the " Young Turkish " party of reformers which broke out at the

recent Paris congress.

Mexico. Methodist Review^ July? "The Evolution of Freedom in

Mexico," by Chas. Locke, lifts up for praise Benito Juarez, the deliverer of

Mexico, and asserts that the country is ready for the gospel.

China. Foruvi^ July-September, " Chinese Exclusion," by Hon. Chas.

Denby. Notice in same " Foreign Affairs." Contemporary Review^

June, "The Genius of China," by Prince Hesper Ukhtomsky. Review of
Reviews^ July* " Modern Colleges for China," by R. E. Lewis.

Spain. Fortnightly Review^ June, " Social Life in Spain," by " D."

ANNUAL MEETING.

The Thirty-fifth Annual Meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions will

be held in the First Congregational Church, Washington, D. C, on

Wednesday and Thursday, November 5th and 6th, 1902. All ladies inter-

ested are cordially invited to be present. A meeting specially for delegates

will be held on Tuesday, November 4th.

The ladies of Washington will be happy to entertain all regularly accred-

ited Branch delegates and missionaries during the meeting. All such

desiring entertainment are requested to send their names before October 6th

to Mrs. George J. Cummings, Howard University, Washington, D. C. For

delegates and others who may desire to secure board, suitable places at

reasonable rates will be recommended on application to the above address.

The general subject of the meeting is to be " The Victorious Progress of

Christian Missions." Interesting addresses are expected by Miss Ellen M.

Stone, Dr. Julia Bissell, and other missionaries.
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TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
"CURRENT events; CONDITIONS IN MISSION LANDS."

LATEST NEWS FROM THE MISSIONS.

TOPIC FOR SEPTEMBER.

Many items of interest can be found in the Life and Light and Missionary Herald
from October, 1901, through August, 1902, which will make a fitting opening for the
meetings in the fall.

Miss Stone's story is of great interest, from the announcement of the abduction in

the November number through each number, until in June we get " Miss Stone in

Boston," and ' Mme. Tsilka's Storj."
Special interest has centered in the long life of Mrs. Mary E. Bissell, fifty years a

worker in India. The October number of Life and Light gives an account of her
life, and also of her daughters, Miss Emily and Dr. Julia Bissell. These young ladies,

having recently reached this country in search of needed rest and recuperation, will

be welcomed in the churches. Rev. Dr. Barton has several articles in the magazines,
as Avell as a pamphlet illustrating ihe work of the Deputation to India and Ceylon.
The continuance of the work in China, and the taking up of the interrupted work in

North China, fills many pages.
The Januar\- number is speciallj' devoted to the work in Constantinople, where the

American College for Girls and the work in Gedik Pasha is carried on with great de-

votion and enthusiasm. The April number gives the Bible women's work in Euro-
pean Turkey Mission, which is the scene of Miss Stone's years of service.

The June number of Life and Light gives the work of the Board in Spain and in

Austria.
The February Life and Light has a fine article on the school at Inanda in South

Africa; and the March number contains an account of the kindergarten work there.

The March number also gives the village schools of the Marathi Mission; while the
account of the work of this great mission is reported all through the year.

The work in Japan, Mexico, and Micronesia each and all furnish current events of
deepest interest, and illustrate the conditions of the work in the mission fields sup-
ported by the Woman's Board. m. j. b.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS,
Receiptsfrom May 18, 1902, to June 18, 1902.

Miss Sakah Louise Day, Treasurer.

Eastern Maine Bratich.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. Bangor, Central Ch., S.
S., "50; Boothbay Harbor, Aux., 4-i.50;

Brown villa, Aux., 12; Calais, Aux., 17;
Washington County Conf. Coll. 8.75;
Castine, Aux., 14.50; East INiachias,
Aux., 20, Dau. of Gov., 21; Ellsworth,
IMrs. Emery, 6; Garland, Laches of
Cong. Ch., 7.40; Greenville, Aux., 1.50;
IMedway, Aux., 1; OrUuid, Hancock
County Conf. Coll., 7; .Searsport, Aux.,
20; Skowliegan, Aux., 20; Thomaston,
Aux., 5, 255 65

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Augusta, Aux., 50; Bethel,
Aux., 10; Brunswick, Aux., 60; Gray,
Aux., 3; Hallowell, Aux., 27, Silver Star
M. B., 12; Portland, High St. Ch., Mrs.
Feun's S. S. Class, 50, M. B., 17.48, Sec-

ond Parish* Ch., Aux.. 16.62, Aid Soc,
25 S. S., in mem. of JIJss Morrill, 15.65,
State St. Ch., M. E. B., 10. Int. and Prim.
Dept., S. S., 20.77, .Mrs. Urown, 5,
Woodfords Ch., Aux., 37.48; South Paris,
Aux., 4.35; Westbrook, Aux., 19, Collec-
tion at Annual Jleeting, 12.83, " special,"
30, 426 18

Total,
LEGACY.

Bangor.—'Legacy Nancy P. D. Wyman,
NEW HAMPSHIRE.

North Hampton.—Aux.,

New Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French, Treas. Duiham, Aux., 28.40,

Rainbow i\I. B., 17; Exeter, A Friend in
Philliv)s Ch., 5; iManchester, First Cong.
Ch., Wallace M. C, 10, South Main St.

681 83
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Ch., Aux., 27.36, Jr. C. E. Soc, 7.86, A
Friend, 5U; Portsmouth, Aux., Miss
Martha S. Kimball, 25; Swanzej', Aux.,
6- Tilton, Aux., 35.50; Walpole, C. C. C.

Circle, 3, 215 12

Total, 217 02

LEGACY.

Atkinson.—Legacy of Miss Abigail L.

I'a^e, Alary A. and George A. Page,
Exrs. (final payment), 298 93

VERMONT.

Vermont Branch.—Mis. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Barre, Aux., 21, Jr. C. E. Soc,
2; Hennington, I'.urden Beareis, 5;

Berkshire, East, C. E. Soc, 5; Burling-
ton, First Ch., Aux., 55, Opportunity
Circle M. B., 15, ('oil. St. Ch., 23; Crafts-

bury, North, 5; Fairfield Centre, 2.50;

New Haven, 7.30; Newport, 12.50; North
Thetford, Jr. C. E. Soc, 10; St. Johns-
bury, North Ch., 14.55, South Ch., 3.40,

Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Woodstock, Jr. C. E.

Soc, 2, 188 25

Total,

MASSACHUSETTS.

188 25

5 00

110 00
15 00

2 00

Mrs. H. S. Nichols,
Andover and Woburii Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsniore, Treas. Andover, Y. L.
Soc. of Ch. Workers, 30, Chapel Ch.,

Aux., 8; Ballardvale, Union Cong. Ch.,

Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Billerica, Aux., 2;

Lexington, Aux., 20; Maplewood, C. E.

Soc, 10; Melrose, Aux., 14; Stonehara,
Aux., 21,

A2tburndale.—T^!ise\l Seminary, Miss. Soc,
Barnstable Branch.—Miss Amelia Snow,
Treas. Centerville, Mrs. Loomis's S. S.

Class.
Berkshire Branch.—Mrs. Chas. E. West,
Treas. Adams, Aux. (25 const. L. i\L

iVIiss Mary Smith), 43.29; Canaan Four
Corners, Aux., 15; Dalton, Aux., 163.97;

Housatonic, Aux., 11.53, Cradle Koll,

5.50; Interlachen, 12.55; Lee, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 45; Lenox, Aux., 18; Peru, Aux.,
10, C. E Soc, 1; Pittsfleld, Memorial,
fO, South Ch., Aux., 2229, First Ch.,
Aux., 8, Coral Workers, 40, Pilgrim
Daughters, 10; North Adams, Aux.,
const. L. JI. Louise Yeomans Bovd, 25;
Sheffield, Aux., 9.93; South Egremont,
Aux., 30; West Stockbridge, 15; Two
Friends in Berkshire, 225, 761 06

Essex South Branch.— Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Dan vers, First Ch., M. S.

Class, 5; Gloucester, Anx., 40; Lynn,
First Ch., Aux., 35; Lynnfield, "In His
Name," 6; Manchester, C. E. Soc.. 15;

Marblehead, C. E. Soc, 20.25; INIiddle-

ton, 3.35; Rockport, Miss JMabel Giles,

8; Salem, Tab. Ch., Aux., 12.75; Swamp-
scott, Aux., 40 cts. ; L. Off. at Topsfield,
42 cts., 146 17

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Amherst, Harding
Hand Jr. C. E. Soc, 8.50; Amherst,
South (25 const. L. M. Miss Addie P.

Hastings), 29; Granby, Anx. (prev.

contri. const. L. M. Mrs. Willard A.
Taylor), Light Bearers, 5; Hadley, Aux.
(with prev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs.
Horace Cook, Mrs. Charles Cook), 15.28;

Haydenville, Aux., 9.75; Northampton,
Edwards Ch., Aux., 6.31, Jr. Aux., 20,

Gordon Hall Band, 4; South Hadley,
Aux., 36.15, Faculty of .Mt. Holyoke
College (add'l), 63; Williamsburg, Aux.,
7.66, 204 65

Medway.—A Friend, 2 00

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Bigelow,
Treas. Holliston, Aux., 23; Marlboro,
Anx., 7; Natick, Aux., 20; South Sud-
bury, Anx., 1.50, Helping Hands Soc,
10; Wellesley, Aux., 40, Contri. at An-
nual Meeting, 7.56, 109 06

Norfolk and Pilgrim /?ranc/i.—IMiss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Brockton, Porter Ch.,
Aux., 10, South Ch., Aux., 20; Milton,
Aux., 10 cts.; Plympton, Aux., 20 cis.

;

Qnincy, Bethany Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 10;

Wollaston, Aux., 3, 43 30

No. Middlesex Branch.—Miss Julia S.

Conant, Treas. Harvard, Willing
Workers, 3.13; Littleton Common,
United Workers, 9.70, 12 83

Springfield Branch.—Mrs. Mary H. IMit-

chell, Treas. .M ay Rally, 5.09 ; Holyoke,
First Ch., Aux., 59; Springfield, First
<"h., Aux., 354.56, Opportunity Seekers,
50, Hope Ch., Aux., 50, Cheerful Work-
ers, 5, 523 65

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra B. Child,
Treas. Auburndale, Jr. C. E. Soc, 16;

Hoston, Friends of Mrs. Charlotte E.
Richardson, in memory of her, 48.17,

Central Ch., Aux., Mrs. H. E. Niles, 10,

Mt. Vernon Ch., Aux., 2, Old South Ch.,
Tomiquawa M. C, 3.79, Park St. Ch.,
Aux., 3.56, Sliawmut Ch., Aux., 50.60,

Union Ch.. Aux., 50; Y. L. Aux., 50;

Brighton, Aux. (25 const. L. M. Mrs. S.

B. Carter), 152.14, Jr. C. E. Soc, 15;

Brookline,HarvardCh.,Aux.,172; Brook-
line, LeydenCh., Aux., 35.12; Cambridge,
Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 5, Cradle Roll, 9.79,

AVood Mem. Ch., Aux., 10; Dedham,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 10; Dorchester, Sec-
ond Ch., Miss Mean's S. S. Class, 5, Vil-
lage Ch., Aux., 33.04; Hyde Park, Aux.,
05.47; Neponset, Aux., 12; Newton High-
lands, Aux., 9.36; Roslindale (25 const.
L. M. Mrs. Julia A. Mayo), 45; Roxbury,
Immanuel Cli., Aux., 30.50, Walnut Ave.
Ch., Aux., 95 44, Y. L. Aux., 20: Somer-
ville. Prospect Hill Cong. Ch., W. Union,
40, Cradle Roll, 5, S. S. Prim. Class, 2.50,

Winter Hill Cong. Ch., Y. L. M. Soc,
13.20; Waltham, Aux., 20; West Rox-
bury, South Evan. Ch., CradleRoll, 10.61.

Anx.. 7, 1,415 73
Worcester Co. Branch.— Mrs. Ida L. Be-
ment, Treas. Baldwiiisville, Aux., 16;
Holden, Aux., 10.65; Millbury, Second
Ch., Aux., 10.50; Peter.sham, A. S. D.,

100; Princeton, Aux. ,20.25; Southbiidge,
Aux., 25.79; Upton, Aux. (const. L. M.
Mrs. Mary C. Gerry), 25, S. S. Prim.
Dept., 10; AVarren, Aux., 10; Webster,
Aux., 1.65; Worcester, Old South Ch.,

C. E. Soc, 10, Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 73.91,

Union Ch., Aux., 90, 403 75

Total, 3,754 20

LEGACIES.

Slprijigr/ieW.—Legacy Miss Lois Bliss, Mrs.
E. W. Rogers, Extrix. (final payments 41 67

fFes^ftoro. —Legacy Mrs. Mary R. Hough-
ton, Frank W. Forbes, Exr., 1,000 00
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RHODIS ISLAND.

Mhode Island Branch.—-Mis. Clara J.
ttaiuetieUl, Treas. Jiiistol, Aux., 60;
Central Falls, Jr. C. K. Soc, 5; Provi-
dence, Acatleiuy Ave., O. E. Soc, 22.50,

IBeii. Ch., iSeu. i>au., 91, Cent. Cli., Girls'

M. C, 50, C. E. Soc, 30, Free Evan. Cli.,

Aux., 30.60, Pilgrim Cli., Little Pilgrims,

30, Cradle Roll, 18, Plymouth Ch., Dau,
of Cov., 2.85, ftliss Ainiie L. Urooks
<const. L. M. Miss Hattie M. Clark), 25;
Saylesville, Sayles Mem. Chapel, C. E.
Soc, 3.12, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2, 370 07

Total, 370 07

CONNECTICUT.

Eastern Conn. Branch.—Miss Mary I.

Lockwood, Treas. Colchester, Cradle
Roll, 2, Wide Awake M. C, 12.47, Hoys'
M. 15., 9.22, M. S. Club, 4.43; Central Vil-
lage, Aux., 10; Danielson, Aux., 2.61;

East Woodstock, Aux., il2.75; Greene-
ville, Aux., 31.85 ; New London, A Friend,
1, First Ch., Aux., 80, Second Ch., Aux.,
59.85; North Woodstock, Aux., 31.63;
Norwich, and various C. E. Socs., 37.30,

First Ch., Cradle Roll, 3, Second Ch.,
Thistledown Soc, 100, Park Ch., Aux.,
116, Cradle Roll, 5.75, Jr. M. li., 2.34;
Preston City, 17.37, Preston Long Soc,
Aux., 9; Putnam, Sunbeams M.C., 10.33,

€radle Roll, 26.45; Scotland, 4; Taft-
ville, Aux., 41.28, C. E. Soc, 8.78, Jr. C.
E. Soc, 17.93; Wauregan, Husy 15ees
(const. L. M's May Wood, Helen At-
wood), 50; Windham, Aux., 26; Wood-
stock, Aux., 35.65, 768 99

-Hartford Branch.—Mrs. M. Bradford
Scott, Treas. ]5urlinKton,S. S.,5; Hart-
ford, Glenwood Jr. C. E. Soc, 1; New
IJricain, First Ch., Aux , 57.73, South Ch.,
Aux., 11.32; Suffield, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2. .50;

West Hartford, Cradle Roll (25 const. L.
M. iVIiss Edith AI. Mallory), 25.50, 103 05

.N'ew Haven Bra7ich.—Miss Julia Twining,
Treas. Ansonia, Aux., 71.75, C. l<l. Soc,
40.15; Harkhamsted, Aux., 12, C. E. Soc,
3; Bethel, Aux., 1, C. E. Soc, 177,
"Bells," 2; Bridgeport, Olivet Ch.,
<' Bells," 10, South Cli., Aux. (const. L.
M. Mrs. Edward A. Lewis), 25, Cradle
Roll, 50 cts., West End Ch., C. E. Soc,
5; Hrookfleld Centre, Aux., 1; Cheshire,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Cornwall, Aux., 19;
Derby, First Ch., Aux., 41.10, C. E. Soc,
23.50; Durham, Cradle Rcll, 1, S. S., 1;
East Haddam, G. W., 4..34, Cradle Roll,
1.57, S. S., 1; East Hampton, Cradle
Roll, 2.70; East Haven, Aux. (25 const.
L. M. Mrs. Joseph Thompson), 35, H. 1!.,

10.50; Easton, Aux., 9.54: Ellsworth,
Aux., 11 80; Essex, Aux., 41, M. W., 10,
C. E. Soc, 8; Fairfield, Friends. 5;
Georgetown, Aux., 12; Ivoryton, C. E.
Soc, 13 22; Kent, C. E. Soc, 7.55; Litch-
field, Daisy Chain, 100; INIeriden, First
Oh., Miss. Cadets, 12, Cradle Roll, 14, Jr.C E. Soc, 3, Centre Ch., Sunbeams, 5,
.Liberty Club, 10, Cradle Roll, 5; Middle-
bury, Aux., 1.65, S. S., 6 05; Middlefield,
C. E. .Soc, 3.69; Middle Haddam, Cradle
Roll, 2; Middletown, First Ch., Aux.,
53.55, C. E. Soc, 25, Cradle Roll, 17;
Naugatuck, A. S. Circle, 8, Young Peo-

ple, 12; New Canaan, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5;
New Haven, Centre Ch., Aux., 81 79, Jr.
M. C, 5, Cradle Roll, 2, Ch. of the Re-
deemer, 130, Y. L., 60, C. E. Soc, b8,
I'rim. S. S., 5, Davenport Ch., C. G., 17,
Cradle Roll, 71 cts., S. S.,40, Dix well Ave.
Ch., Aux., 5,DwightPl. Ch., Aux., 111.30,
English Hall, Aux., 4, Grand Ave. Ch.,
Girls' Aid, 2, Plymoutii Ch., Aux , 1, L.
15., 15, Cradle Roll, 20, United Ch., Mont-
gomery Aux., 25, M. ii., 7, C. E. Soc,
100, Yale College Ch., Aux., 192; New
Preston Hill, Aux., 85 cts.; Newtown,
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TURKEY.
FROM MRS. BALDWIN, OF BROUSA.

My dear Mrs. Farnam : It sometimes seems to me that the very week
when I have the strongest desire to write to you is filled to the brim with all

sorts of unexpected things, for, though I have had you in mind several days,

it is now Saturday when I am beginning my letter, and that too with but little

hope of getting it off by to-day's mail. Friday afternoon is generally my
freest afternoon, but yesterday I was obliged to go back to school to oversee

the work of the older girls, who are taking their first lessons this year in

cutting and fitting from an Armenian lady, who comes this one afternoon in

the week, and when once I am there, numberless and nameless matters seem
to demand attention, and the time slips away. Coming home, I found the

boys' school committee assembled for a meeting in one room, and callers

for myself waiting in another. Then by six o'clock my husband and I were
on our way to school again, having promised to take dinner with our family in

honor of the new preacher, whom they had also invited. It seems superflu-

ous to add that the dinner was nicely served, and that we had a very pleasant

social evening. Under Miss Mianzara's training the girls have become very

efficient in setting and waiting on the table, as well as in preparing the food.

They do all the housework this year, excepting the bi-weekly washing and
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the monthly floor scrubbing. There is some kind of work for everyone, for

the daily work for a family of nineteen means considerable. It is arranged

to interfere as little as possible with regular recitations and study hour.

Their health has, on the whole, been very good, considering the fact that

influenza has been so prevalent in the city, but this is due in great measure

to Miss Mianzara's motherly care and good nursing for apparently slight

ailments;

When I wrote my last letter I was in great trouble, to which, I think, I

did not allude, for I was hoping for a happy issue. Never in all the varied

experiences of nearly thirty-five years in Turkey has such a thing happened.

We had been missing some of the forks and spoons at school, besides various

trifles, and for weeks all our efforts to find out how or by whom they were

taken proved unavailing, until one day I was led to suspect one of the young-

est boarders, and when I took her by herself to examine her a little, her look

of surprise, and the question, "Who told you?" revealed at once her guilt.

For hours I labored with her to induce her to tell where she had secreted

them, but in vain, so that when night came I was obliged to bring her home
with me, lest she might take them from their hiding place and throw them

away. She was a child to whom I had been much drawn, and she had

shown plainly that she loved me, so that I thought she would be easily influ-

enced when once I had her alone. But I was mistaken, for she held out

eight days, and no amount of prayer, persuasion, or punishment (such as I

felt justified in giving when other means failed) led her to confess the truth

—that is, the whole truth, for she did not deny taking them. Another such

eight days and nights I hope never to have in my life. She could not sleep,

so she would call me many times, " Come, just this once, and I will really

tell." In an instant I was at her side, but she never told, though I waited

and plead for the slightest hint. She sent us to many improbable places in

attic, cellar, washhouse, and we never refused to search, though we were

persuaded that she was not speaking the truth. I cannot tell the whole story
;

my heart was breaking with sorrow over her course, and though I prayed

constantly for light, none came. We decided that we would take her into

our own home and watch over and guide her till she came to repentance,

but she did so many naughty things here when she was left alone for a few

moments that we had to give up this plan. The pastor, and a few other

good friends who saw her, left her with the conviction that she was really

possessed with an evil spirit. Finally no other course seemed open but to

send her home, though it was a two days' journey by wagon, and involved

Mr. Baldwin's being away from home on our Christmas. The night before

she left Miss Rebecca invited us and all the girls to spend the evening with
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her, and H wished so much to go that I thought she would yield, but

she did not, and so for the girls' sake I went with them while Mr. Baldwin

stayed at home with our wayward, wandering child. There was no sleep

for me that night, for long before light the wagon was to start, but you can-

not imagine how hard it was for me to wake the child from her sleep (she

slept well that night, for she had waited for me to come home and put her

to bed), dress her warmly for the cold ride, give her a hot breakfast, and

then send her away from me and from all good influences. Though she

cried bitterly when the parting moment came, she showed no signs of relent-

ing. They started on Saturday morning, reaching one of our out-stations

that night, spent the Sabbath there, which gave Mr. Baldwin the opportunity

of holding services of various kinds, and then on Monday continued the drive

till they came to her village. Her parents were shocked and hardly wished

to believe the story, though they admitted that she was a very naughty girl

before she came to our school ; and, moreover, her course in the school

where they have since placed her has proved that she cannot be trusted. Is

it not a sad story? Tears fill my eyes as I write, and when I hear the chil-

dren sing the hymns she loved, or see something that belonged to her, it

seems as if she were dead. Her place Sunday evenings was always in a

little chair by my side, for there she would be good and happy. We never

talk about her now except to our Heavenly Father, who we trust will one

day turn her heart to himself. I shall never cease to pray for her; it is all

I can do now.

On Christmas Eve I took my family, including Miss Holt and Miss De-
metra, to the orphanage to help them enjoy the beautifully decorated and

lighted tree which Mile. Reineck had trimmed for the orphans. While the

candles were burning the singing and other pleasant exercises were going

on, till the girls had permission to open the packages on their desks and find

their presents.

Fraulein had prepared an illuminated text in French for each of them be-

fore she went awaj' ; Mile. Reineck gave a photograph of the school building

to each one ; Mile. Richard had sent a note to each, inclosing her own photo-

graph, from Nuremburg ; a gentleman present had brought with him a package

of handkerchiefs, and I had sent candy, so it was a goodly sight to see so many
happy children together. On their own Christmas Eve they all had quite

valuable presents from friends of the institution in Switzerland and Germany,
besides cards from a friend in Smyrna and some from myself.

Christmas itself was a dreary day, so far as weather was concerned, and

for once I had to forego the pleasure of entertaining friends, as Mr. Baldwin
was not here. I found several letters and other remembrances on my plate
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when I came down to breakfast to cheer and comfort me, and then, as Miss

Holt had spent the night with Mile. Reineck, I drove again to Kaya Bashi,

took lunch with them, and we came back together to take dinner with the

girls, who, of course, had a holiday.

The next morning, while still dark. Miss Mianzara, Miss Marian and I

were driving to the railroad station to say our last good-bys to Miss Rebecca.

Manv others had come to see her off, while her brother and his family ac-

companied her as far as Modania. Miss Rebecca bore up bravely, but to me
it was hard indeed lo see her whirl away out of sight. That evening I wel-

comed my husband back, and with him a new boarder in H.'s place. She

had been intending to come for some time, but the roads were so bad that

the mother was waiting for a suitable opportunity to send her. She is a

bright child, quick to learn and ready to obey, and, so far, she has given us

no trouble whatever.

School went on from day to day as usual, excepting that on our New
Year's day I omitted my classes so as to be at home for callers; about forty

came, but even this number kept me quite busy. The French consul with

his wife (a former pupil in Kaya Bashi), and the English consul, accom-

panied by his sister, made their formal calls the following afternoon. By
this time I began to feel that I could not wait longer for the promised box

from Boston, and must begin on Christmas preparations for school. I de-

cided, too, rather suddenly, that if Mile. Reineck was willing to lend all her

pretty decorations, I would give the children the pleasure of seeing a lighted

tree, whether they had presents or not. Very easily a beautiful and shapely

tree was procured and kept in our garden. Then I opened boxes and

drawers, and brought out all the available stock of things left from last year,

besides the Santa Ana and Ontario packages, which had come so nicely by

mail, and there was enough for quite a nice beginning. Counting up how
many there were to provide for, the number actually on the roll was forty-

nine in the main school and thirty-four in the kindergarten, besides teachers

and others connected with the school.

New Year's (O. S.) afternoon I spent with the girls, and Christmas Eve

(O. S.) we took dinner with them. Christmas came on Sunday and we had

a crowded church, for besides the usual congregation both orphanages were

present. Our young folks had given much time to preparing hymns for the

occasion and each orphanage sang once, so we expressed our Christmas joy

in four languages—Turkish, Armenian, English and French. The new
preacher who has recently come to assist the pastor (whose time is so largely

devoted to the Orphanage) preaches very forcibly, and is attracting many
hearers from the Gregorian church.

(7^0 be continued).
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FROM LETTER OF MRS. CLARA PENDLETON BROWN,
CEYLON.

I REALLi' think that the most interesting movement among our women and

girls during the past year is the organization of a number of Christian En-
deavor Societies. When Miss Leitch was here she organized a society in the

Oodooville Girls' Boarding School. That was in 18S5, and it is said to be

the oldest C. E. in all Asia. Secretary Hatch said that as far as he knew
it was the first organization in Asia. But others were not organized here

until this past year. There are now five societies for young women (includ-

ing two in boarding schools), four Junior societies, and two Senior societies

for older women.
The Y. M. C. A. is widely established throughout the mission, and owing

pai'tly to that and partly to social customs here, it comes about that tlie C.

E. Societies are made up of girls and women, except the Juniors, which, of

course, take boys and girls. We had a C. E. Rally last August, at which the

hundred delegates were all girls ; this was before the Senior societies had or-
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ganized, and where the different sessions were all presided over by young

women. Secretaiy Hatch was here and gave two talks, but otherwise it

was strictly a girls' programme. The best part of it was the model prayer-

meeting at the close, in which every one of the delegates took part within

the hour. The whole meeting was to these Tamil girls something of the

same inspiration that the Volunteer Conventions are to us at home, or that

the C. E. Conventions were eight or ten years ago, before they became so

large.

The three missions at work in Jaffna, the English Church Mission, Eng-

lish Wesleyans, and our own, have agreed upon a plan for united evangelistic

effort tills summer, holding protracted meetings all over the peninsula.

Some of us feel that a harvest is almost ready to be gathered, especially in

some villages where the heathen people listen so gladly to Christian teaching,

and where many sav they believe our teaching, but cannot change their

religion until their relatives come too. These people are so bound together

by their ties of kindred and customs that it is as hard to convert one singly

as to cut down one single tree in the jungle tliat is all tangled up with a lot

of vines running from tree to tree. I often think our work may be like the

cutting down of the virgin jungle, when the men cut half way through all

the stems, and then with a tremendous push on one big tree on the cut side,

the whole mass of trees and vines comes down together. The Bible wom-
en's work in the villages has been going on for many years. The heathen

children in our village schools learn something of the Bible ; the educated

natives, many of them, are losing faith in their own religion, and the church

is making its influence felt inore or less in the community. We hope that

the time is very near when whole families and communities will turn away

from idolatry, and come together to embrace Christianity.

LETTER FROM MISS JEAN H. BROWN.
Miss Jean H. Brown writes oftlie needs of hier mission field:

—

FoocHow, China, Feb. 26, 1902.

Dr. Woodhull and I have just returned from our delightful trip to

Shao-wu. It was a great pleasure to see the work of that field, and to hear

the enthusiastic planning of the missionaries for its development. They have

a beautiful and most promising work there, and they may well be enthusiastic.

We were greatly impressed with the vastness of the territory which has

been left solely to our mission to evangelize, and the great and pressing need

of more missionaries to carry on the work. The natural conditions are so
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fine, and the people seem very willing and ready to be taught. There are

surely splendid possibilities in that field, superior in many ways to any other

work of our mission. I feel that this must one day be the crown piece to

our efforts in this province.

We were much pleased with the premises which have been bought for the

hospital and girls' school. We feel they have been very wise in securing so

large a plot of ground while it is available. We trust it may not be long^

before other new workers sliall be sent there. Two more maiTied men and

two new single ladies for woman's work ought to be on the field before long.

Besides these recruits they need a trained kindergartner. The difference

in the dialects makes it almost impossible to train girls from that field here in

Foochow. There are fine opportunities for kindergarten work. If mission-

ary Boards could only realize what power lies within the kindergarten to

redeem these.heathen nations, they would push that above every other work.

Missionaries are coming more and more to see that the kindergarten is fun-

damental to our missionary work ; that it is important because it saves the

little children before the enemy gets his power over them. We are simply

building at the wrong end of the pyramid when we put our greatest effort

upon tlie adults to the sacrifice of the children.

LETTER FROM MISS CHARLOTTE D. SPENCER.
Miss Charlotte D. Spencer writes :

—

Hadjin, Turkey, March 28, 1902.

We had a most solemn meeting at Endeavor this morning, with spirit of

humble confession of sin and resolves for more of the Christ life. At the

close the time seemed too short for all who would take part. The leader

called for a rising expression on the part of all who wished to confess sin,

who felt dissatisfaction with past life, and desired Mrs. Coffing to pray for

them. Tlie expression was so general that the leader suggested that we ask

Mrs. Coffing and Miss Bates for permission to spend the last school period

of the afternoon in a prayer meeting, which permission was granted. Later

we learned that the Junior Endeavor had had a similarly earnest meeting,

and were ready to join us at the close of the sewing period.

I failed to hear the first verse given by the leader, but the second was from

John, " He that saith he is without sin deceiveth himself," and she called

for confession and repentance. There was instant response and without the

loss of a moment, often several being on their feet at a time. Confession, con-

trition, and requests for prayer followed. Many of them confessed especial

faults, and called upon the teacher they had grieved to lead in prayer for
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them. There must have been over thirty such confessions, for after every

three or four a teacher was called upon to pray for those especial cases, and

there were eight such prayers. Most of these were on the part of those who
we hope ai-e Christians, or on the way, but some were from those who have

hitherto seemed untouched. In the city are also signs of the Spirit working.

A week ago last Sunday (March 23d) a noon prayer meeting was held at

the Second Ciiurch, and the feeling then manifested seemed to demand special

meetings throughout the week, wiiich have been continued. Last Sabbath

after sermon a prayer meeting was held, and again at the young men's ser-

vice in the evening an especially earnest meeting was held. There is a gen-

eral spirit of confession of sin and reconsecration among Christians, and sev-

eral hopeful conversions. Qiiite a number of Gregorian young men have

been steady in attendance, and some of them the preacher says seem near

the kingdom. May all this be but the drops before an abundant rain of

blessing.

LETTER FROM MISS FRANCES K. BEMENT.
Miss Frances K. Bement writes of her work :

—

Shao-wu, China, March 11, 1902.

We want to thank you for sending us the calendars. I hardly know how
to do without them, we enjoy them so much. I looked them all through

the day they came to see what day the Shao-wu girls' school came, and

was a little disappointed not to find it. Perhaps, though, since it is not

given a day, you mean to remember it every day. I hope that is the case.

We surely need it.

Well, now after three very pleasant weeks in the girls' school dining room
we are moving again ; this time into a wood slied seven by ten feet and a

Chinese bedroom ten by ten feet,—one for our living room, the other for

sister's dispensar3\ We had hoped that the dispensary which sister is build-

ing would be nearly finished, but it will be several months yet, and the

medical work will have a little more room.

When it was suggested to me that we continue to live in the little building

we are now moving out of, and not have any boarding school this term, I

could not give my consent. The girls have waited so long, and the building

was built for them, and so school opens to-morrow.

Owing to our moving into the citv, I opened three new day schools which

we did not have last year. They are near, so that I can visit them often,

and the teachers are starting out very earnestly. Already there are nearly

eighty pupils in the three schools, and more are coming. These eighty
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children, as well as those in the day schools in the villages, have all begun

to attend the services on Sunday, and report what they can of the sermons

Monday morning. We are planning to give prizes to those who make the

most improvement in reporting these sermons. I hope it may be the means

of teaching them, as well as some older ones, to listen.

March 17th.

School lias opened nicely. All of the pupils of last term came back, with

several new ones. We have a fine class of thirteen bright girls taking ad-

vanced geograph}', three classes in Mateer's Mandarin Arithmetic, one class

in physiology, universal histor}', one in Old Testament history, besides a

number of classes for tlie smaller pupils. Once a week tliC}' have lessons in

sewing. The younger ones are taught to seam, embroider, and make
buttons—Chinese fashion—out of cloth ; the older ones make trousers, upper

garments (coats), and shoes ; and still older ones learn to cut, to crochet, and

to knit. The Chinese seem anxious to learn to crochet and knit. Occa-

sionally the girls make some clothes for some very poor children. This

week they have been making some for a little boy whose mother has been\

ill for four months.

I trust you will often remember us at the " North Gate" : the school, that

it ma}' be a light; the tliree hundred who come to services Sundays, that

they may hear and believe.

MISS ANNETTE PALMER'S JOURNAL.

Johnson's Island, Sept. 17, 1900.

Dear Friends at Home : It is three weeks yesterday since we left

San Francisco, and a week to-morrow nisrht since we left Honolulu. This

is a bird island,—that is, it is just a pile of sand with myriads of birds living

on it.

Captain Hitchfield lias stopped here to see what the island is like. He
and Mr. Gray and th.e engineer, Mr. Harding, have gone ashore. Edith

was very anxious to go, but her father was not willing, as it is very hot and

there is not a bit of shade when the island is reached. I have not told you

yet v/ho are on board the Qiieen of the Isles. Captain Hitchfield is an

Englishman of good family and good education. His little girl, six and a

half years old, is with him. The engineer, Mr. Harding, is an American.

He is a young man, who is going to the Islands for the first time. He is fond

of music, and is a good violinist, and is pleasant. The crew, six men, are
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all Marshall Islanders, the cook is a Chinaman, and there is a Ngatik woman
named Emily on board. Then for passengers there are a Ruk couple, Kil-

lian and Lillian, who went to Sydney with Beulah Logan, and are now
Tetnrning home ; the crew of the Jvlorning Star, four Kusaians also going
home from Honolulu, and in the cabin, Mr. and Mrs. Gra}', Miss Foss, and
myself. So, as you see, there are twenty-one of us on board this little

schooner. There is no place wliere one can walk back and forth as there
was on the Morning Star, but there is a good place to put our steamer
•chairs aft, near the wheel.

We were fifteen days in reaching Honolulu, and had six or seven hours on
shore there. The captain entered the harbor at night, and we supposed
that we could go on shore early the next morning, but we found tliat tliere

were new regulations since the islands were annexed. Since the Qiieen is

a British vessel, we could not go on shore nor could our friends come on
board until the captain had been on shore and had gotten his papers. It was
almost noon, therefore, when we were finally free to go. Dr. Bingham, Mr.
Hall, Mr. Emerson, Mrs. Kincaid, Miss Talcotfc (of Japan), and a few
other friends came to see us while we were still on board. We could talk

with them, and even shake hands with them, as they stood on the wharf and
we stood on the deck of our little vessel.

When we were at last free to go Miss Talcott took us up to Dr. Kincaid's,
where we had a very delightful lunch, and after lunch a few of the Hono-
lulu friends came to call on us. A great many people are away from
Honolulu now.

At Sea near Arno, Sept. 30, 1900.

It is five weeks to-day since we left San Francisco, and we expect to reach
Jaluit to-morrow. There does not seem to be much to write about the vov-
age. There have been thirty-five days of a greater or less degree of seasick-

ness and of increasing heat. The first few days out from San Francisco the
winds were very strong, and we all kept to our berths and did not care very
much what happened. After these first few days, however, we began to crawl
out one by one, a woe-begone looking lot, and to take our places at the table
and get up on deck in the evenings. The vessel is small and hot, and we
all feel the lack of exercise a little. *•

KiTi, Ponape, Nov. 2, 1900.

We reached Ponape on the twenty-seventh day of September, and were
very kindly entertained by the governor for two days, and on Saturday we
came around to Kiti with Nanpei. Nanpei has built himself a small house
just outside of the colony, and is living there at present, to be under the
doctor's care for a verj^ obstinate trouble contracted in prison. He stayed
around here getting us settled in his house a little more than a week. We
are very comfortable here. The house has four rooms, a good veranda
on two sides, a roomy attic, and an outside kitchen. We are all four keep-
ing liouse together just now, but Mr. and Mrs. Gray are going to Oua soon
to live, and to oversee the work of clearing up the mission land and getting
it ready for building.
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We were at Jaluit six days and at Kusaie a week on the way here. I

found it a little hard there to realize I had not reached mv journey's end.
It all seemed so homelike and natural, and it was so pleasant to meet all the
old friends there, teachers, scholars, and Kusaians, and to be " Mother
Palmer" again.

There are over fifty scholars in the school now, and tliey seem to be very
good girls. Some of the older scholars have developed wonderfully, and
the new girls seem ver}' promising. They are very much crowded, however,
and need more room very badly.

December 3, 1900.

I tliought that I should have a nice time for writing, but I am not sure
that I can write at all, as quite a crowd has just collected around the first

'telephone in Ponape, which Nanpei has had put in what is at present our
sitting room. ' Itis the first time that these people have had a chance to try it,

and some are afraid. Juboa is instructing first one and then another how to

greet the one at the other end of the line, listen for his answer, and then say
good-by and give place' to another. It is very amusing, but does not agree
with writing.

January i, 1901.

We, Miss Foss and I, have just returned from our first trip around the
island. We started last Thursday, in the afternoon, and hoped to reach
Tumun, our first stopping place, before dark. We failed of it, however,
and were obliged to spend the night at the house of a chief. We were given
a new sleeping mat in a room by ourselves, and were made very comfort-
able, and in the morning found that the tide was right and we could go on
to Tumun. The ride in the early morning was very pleasant.

0/d Ruins.—We went through one of the numerous channels and
among the ruins. I had never known before that they were so extensive.
The ruins were great walls built of basaltic prisms. Even now, that so
many of the stones have fallen from their places, the walls are still very
high in some places. No one knows who built tiiem or when. There is

one tradition, which seems to be the one most likely to be true, of a great
king who ruled over all of the island, and had these stones brought from tlie

other side of the island and these walls built, to show his power. It is true
that the stones were brought from the other side of tHe island.

Josepli and Betty, the teacher and his wife at Tumun, are old friends, and
were very glad to see us. Betty is not very strong, and has nearly lost the
use of her right arm. Miss Foss had a meeting with tlie women at Tumun,
and after the women's meeting Josepli called the school together, and they
recited the second chapter of Matthew very nicely, and their Christmas
presents were given to them. After the exercises were over we ate lunch,
and then went on to Oua. We reached Oua at dusk on Friday, and stayed
over Sundav.
Mr. and Mrs. Gray are living in rooms that are partitioned off in the

back of the church. The church is new; in fact, it was only a floor and
a roof. Mr. Gray helped them to lay the floor, and it took all of the boards
which we had brought down from the United States, so the partitions and
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sides had to be made of native material, and the work was not very well

done, and at first the rain beat in very badly every time there was a heavy
storm. It is better now, however, and Mrs. Gray has made it look very

homelike and cozy. Their front room, which is Mr. Gray's study, has

partitions which can be taken down or rolled up on Sundays to make the

audience room larger. The teacher and his wife here are also old friends.

Their only daughter was in the girls' school. She died about a year ago.

leaving a baby boy to their care.

Christmas at Kiti.—On Christmas we had a tree in the church at Kiti.

The children recited a part of the second chapter of Luke and sang several

hymns, two of them being new Christmas hymns which Miss Foss and I

had translated and slie had taught the school. Mr. Gray offered prayer,

and spoke a few words about the meaning of Christmas. Nanpei and
William, a teacher from the other side of the island, also spoke briefly ; the

people who had come with Mr. and Mrs. Gray sang, and then the presents

were distributed. There was something for everyone in the Kiti school,

and everyone seemed pleased, but the happiest of all were the little girls

who got dolls. There were not very many, and so we could only give

them to the smallest girls. Things were marked and put on the tree for

the school children only, but tliere were enough pretty cards and pictures

so that everyone who came could have something to carry home. The
church was lighted with all of our lamps and lanterns, candles, and a row
of cocoanut shells filled with cocoanut oil, with a bit of wick in each. It

would not have seemed much of an illumination to you, who are used to

electric lights, but the people wondered at it very much, and some said that

the church was as light as da}'.

April 27, 1901.

We had a very pleasant visit from Mr. Price and Moses the last of

March. Thev were here over Sunday, and Mr. Gray came around with

them from Oua. This is Moses' old home, and he has many friends here.
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"FOR MY SAKE iVND THE GOSPEL'S,
GO."

HYMN FOR THE CENTENARY CELEBRATION OF
THE CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY, LONDON.

Bv Bishop Bickersteth.

For My sake and the gospel's, go

And tell redemption's story; "

His heralds answer, " Be it so,

And thine, Lord, all the glory! "

They preach his birth, his life, his cross,

The love of his atonement,

For whom they count the world but loss,

His Easter, his enthronement.

Hark, hark, the trump of Jubilee

Proclaims to every nation,

From pole to pole, by land and sea,

Glad tidings of salvation;

As nearer draws the day of doom,
While still the battle rages,

The heavenly dayspring through the gloom
Breaks on the night of ages.

Still on and on the anthems spread

Of hallelujah voices

;

In concert with the holy dead

The warrior Church rejoices.

Their snow-white robes are washed in blood,

Their golden harps are ringing;

Earth and the paradise of God
One triumph-song are singing.

He comes, whose advent trumpet dro^vns

The last of Time's evangels,

Emmanuel crowned with many crowns,

The Lord of saints and angels.

O Life, Light, Love, the great I AM,
Triune, who changest never,

The throne of God and of the Lamb
Is thine, and thine for ever. Amen.

—Exchange.
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Contributions The comparison of the two months ending July i8th

FOR THE Month, for this year and last shows a falling off of $12.89. -^^^i"

the nine months of the year there is a gain aside from the special gift before

mentioned of $776.97, but there is a loss in legacies of $9,830.37. There

are three months remaining before the close of our financial year,— time for

much hand-to-hand personal, and, with God's help, successful effort to make

up at least a good portion of this amount. Just how it can be done we do

not know, but there is nothing too hard for our Lord nor for his followers

under his guidance and blessing.

Missionary As usual, during the summer months, it is our great pleasure

Personals. to welcome home the workers at the front coming to this

country for well-earned furloughs. Those already arrived are Mrs. Marden,

Misses Prime and Dodd from Constantinople, Miss Foreman from Aintab,

Miss Knapp from Bitlis, Mrs. Hubbard and Miss Brewer from Sivas, Miss

Riggs from Marsovan, Miss Closson from Cesarea—all from missions in

Turkey. Among those returning to the field are Miss Fensham of Constanti-

nople College, sailing July 30th ; Miss Barker of Gedik-Pasha, Constanti-

nople, and Miss Cole of Monastir, sailing August 13th. Miss Harriet W.
May, who has been giving temporary service in the International Institute

for Girls in Spain, has also arrived in Boston. Coming or going, it is a

delight to have these friends in and out of our Rooms so informally day by

day. It is not easy to tell who are the happier, those who have come to home

and friends or those who are returning to the work and the people whom
they love so well.

Contents of This As our auxiliaries take up again the topics from the

Number. United Study Course, we are glad to give a picture of the

Era of the Reformation, kindly furnished by Professor Whiting, of Wel-

lesley, together with her interesting explanation of it. At a glance we see

the great men of the period, and will be able to select those who are most

distinguished, or who most attract us, for study, or papers in preparation for

the October meetings. In the articles by Miss Bush, Mrs. De Forest, and

Miss Pratt, we get a vivid idea of touring,—a phase of work we have not

often been able to present.

A Great and The officers of the Board are constrained to call tlie at=

Present Need, tention of our friends to the great needs of the Board at the

present time. It has always been a cause for great gratitude that, as we

have gradually ass^iimed the support of woman's work in the field, we have

always been able to meet its absolute necessities. We have not had funds

to embrace all the opportunities that have opened on every side, but we have
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not been obliged to feel that the work has been actually crippled by failure

to provide the required funds. For the last year or two, however, our receipts

have been sadly inadequate for the natural growth of the work to which we
are pledged. This is due not to any special falling off in contributions, but

to the wonderful progress abroad. This progress we have all—especially

the missionaries on the ground—longed and prayed for these many years,

and now that the blessing has come can it be that we are not ready to receive

it.^ Our present definite need may be divided into two classes: (i) for the

work to which we are pledged, and (3) that for which we are asked, (i)

On our list of appropriations for 1902, voted last December, we have a num-

ber of items amounting to over $4,000—educational, evangelistic, and mis-

cellaneous—not yet assumed for support by any society or individual. May
we enumerate them? On the educational list there are twenty-four day and

village schools in the Tui'key missions ; the yearly expense ranging from

$35 to $133. This covers the salaries of earnest, consecrated young teachers ;

some of them the ragged, starving oi'phans of six years ago ; rent for the little

schoolrooms, and the purchase of a few books. In India there are nine schools,

expense ranging from $15 to $143. These are overcrowded : some with girls

from heathen families, little messengers carrying the blessed gospel into hun-

dreds of dark homes; some are children of Christian parents, who, for .the

sake of the future, must not be allowed to grow up in ignorance ; some are

orphans carefully selected from the thousands thrown upon the care of our

missionaries by pestilence and famine. A girl can be kept in one ofthese day

schools for from $3 to $5 a year ; less than the cost ofone country ride, or of the

candies used monthly in many families. Six more day schools $45 to $200

;

fifty-one scholarships, expense $30 to $135, complete the educational list.

Of evangelistic items we need support for twenty-one Bible women in differ-

ent missions (salaries from $34 to $88) ; each one finding her way into

hundreds of homes with her beautiful gospel message, and winning souls for

the Master she loves so much. Among miscellaneous items there is med-
ical and general evangelistic work amounting to $1,500, which no one has

taken to her heart, and for which no society is praying and giving. For all

these we are positively pledged, and for this we first appeal to every friend

who reads these lines. Tliese must be provided for 1903. Whether they

can be continued next year and the years that follow must be decided by our

constituencv.

REquESTs Of the details of the second class of items we give the fol-

Refused. lowino- :

—

I. Turkey,—In Sophia, Bulgaria, the kindergarten work under the care of

Miss Elizabeth Clark needs a building of its own, and a rare opportunity
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offered to purchase property for this and for a center for woman's work at

$5,000—a price thought to be about two thirds its real value. It would give

a wonderful start to the work in Sophia. Miss Clark sent an earnest plea,

if the whole could not be provided, for $2,000 or even $1,000 to secure the

property, offering herself to assume the responsibility for future indebted-

ness. New American Board missionaries going to Sivas necessitated a

change in arrangement of dwelling houses, and $1,300 was asked for the

housing of the girls' boarding school and two girls' day schools, now in other

parts of the city. This would save yearly rent in the future, would be an

immense benefit to the schools, and save our missionaries much anxiety and

physical weariness.

2. In India.—In our Marathi Mission an advance of $3,000 was asked

for schools, Bible women and medical work,—an advance made necessary

by the exigencies of plague and famine. When the writer was in Ahmed-
nagar six years ago there was immediate pressing need for a new building

for the girls' boarding school. The pupils lay at night so thickly on the

floor of the seven little dormitories that one could not step between them.

Since that time the number of pupils has nearly doubled, and by hiring

rooms outside, and by one makeshift and another, they have been crowded

in. Year after year the plea has come for enlargement
;
year after year Miss

Bissell has carried the burden and anxiety till ordered home by her physician

this last spring in broken health. With government aid $3,000 would supply

this need. Ought our missionaries be expected to go tlirough these strug-

gles.^ In Satara, where Mr. and Mrs. Bruce and their daughter Harriet have

labored so long and faithfully, a new building for the girls' boarding school

is an absolute necessity. Government officials appreciate the need and offer

liberal grants, provided, according to their rules, a certain sum can be ob-

tained elsewhere. If $300 could be paid by the Woman's Board, four

times that amount could be biought into the work. What would any busi-

ness man say to such an opportunity.? In Sholapur, Miss Mary Harding has

a most successful kindergarten. She writes that the Indian government now
requires»kindergarten methods in all primary schools, and she has been re-

quested by officials, by our own missionaries, and those of other Boards, to

open a training class for kindergarten teachers. A grant could probably be

obtained from government doubling the amount received from this country for

the expenses ofthe class, for the traveling expenses and salary of a new teacher

to be her associate. The specific sum asked for material each year is $133.

After many vicissitudes and unavoidable delays the new building for the girls'

boarding school in Madura, Capron Hall, so long waited for, is approaching

completion, but a great rise in exchange and in building materials brings a
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need for $5,000 more. Without this the building cannot be as large as it

should be ; there can be no houses for teachers or servants made necessary

by the customs of the country, and no wall about the premises for protection

and privacy.

J. In Japan.—The Japan Mission asks for $500 additional to help in the

ingathering of the wonderful harvest resulting from the great Twentieth

Century Forward Movement described by Miss Daughaday in our August
number. Must much of this unparalleled harvest run to waste for lack of

means and laborers ?

4. In China.—The new building for the Girls' College in Foochow, in

process of erection, needs an additional $2,500 before it can be finished
;

and our school at Pagoda Anchorage in the same mission, having entirely

outgrown its present dwelling-place, asks for $3,500 for a new building.

The great prosperity of our woman's school and kindergarten in Foochow
city demands another building at an additional cost of $3,000. Every Chris-

tian woman recognizes the importance of these critical years in China. The
call upon every society to undertake the definite part assigned to it, be that

part large or small, is unmistakable ; not so much from China herself, since

she does not know her need, but from Him in whose hands rests the

future of the great empire.

This is the list which confronts us. Every item has been carefully con-

sidered by the mission from which it comes, and by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board in Boston, and every one has been refused. Dear
friends, will you kindly add these figures together, find the sum total, and

then imagine if you can the painful, solemn meetings where all these

refusals have been voted. Imagine also, if you can, the disappointing, dis-

couraging, hopeless word as it is I'eceived by our missionaries. Are we
false to our trust that our work is crippled in this way .''

At a According to our present outlook, the work of our Woman's
Standstill. Board, so far as the home workers are concerned, has come to

a standstill. We have no space to enlarge upon the items mentioned in the

above paragraphs. We have given only plain facts, and they must speak

for themselves. They surely surpass any appeal of which we are capable.

Should we not, however, ask ourselves a few questions.? Why are we en-

listed in this work.? At whose call.? For whose sake? Ought we to do it

in the best way or in the cheapest way possible ? Ought we to exercise

true economy and wise foresight, or be given over to the wasteful extrava-

gance that comes from investment of time and money and human lives in

laying foundations and then refusing to build upon them .? Ought we to
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send out our young inissionaries, the flower of our churches and colleges,

and then ask them to work with the crudest tools, in the smallest possible

quarters? The time is coming when not one more girl can be crowded into

our present buildings. Are we willing to be responsible for sending girls

just struggling out into the light, back to the darkness of heathenism with all

that it means ; to withhold the blessed gospel, with all its comfort and life-

giving power, in the hands of our Bible women, from mothers and little

children? Does the list seem too long—too discouraging? If every

subscriber for Life and Light would send even $3.00 for a day school

pupil, the grand total would prove an unspeakable blessing. If gifts could be

sent for a wliole school, a scholarship in a boarding school, a Bible woman,

the blessing would be multiplied ten, twenty, or thirty fold. What finer

monument could th^re be than a school building where human lives are daily

transformed, elevated, saved? Beloved, can we not begin this new year of

work with a new energy, a new purpose, a new love and devotion for our

Lord Jesus Christ? Shall we not hear and heed the call that comes, we
believe, not from any committee or set of officers in Board or Branch, not

even from the daughters of sorrow in other lands, but from our blessed

Master himself?

KAULBACH'S ERA OF THE REFORMATION.
BY PROF. SARAH F. WHITING, WELLESLEY COLLEGE.

The visitor to the Museum of Berlin, who is a student of history, pauses

with interest before the six frescoes by Kaulbach which adorn the walls of

the grand stairway. In these "Epochs of the World's Progress" the imag-

ination of the artist has fixed upon significant periods in history which his

skillful brush causes to pass before eye and thought in comprehensive review.

The students of Via Christi are not concerned with the " Dispersion at

Babel," or the golden age of Greece, but the remaining four cartoons are

each worthy of study in connection with the appropriate chapter.

The picture which wins most praise from the critics, " The Destruction

of Jerusalem," falls within the period covered by the first chapter. It marks

the overthrow of Judaism, the first great menace to Christianity. The group

of fleeing Christians conducted by gracious angels from the scene of fire and

carnage, typifies the Pilgrim, the Huguenot, the victim of the Boxer and

the Koord, the refugees in all ages who, when persecutions arise, are " scat-

tered abroad," compelled by events to become foreign missionaries.

The " Battle of the Huns" falls in the period of chapter two. It marks

the fierce struggle which resulted in the overthrow and absorption of the

barbarian invaders from the North.
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The "Entry of Godfrey into Jerusalem" enables one to study the many

and varied elements which entered into society in the age of the Crusades.

But in the last of the frescoes, the "Age of the Reformation," the topic of

study for October finds pictorial embodiment, and it will be profitable to

study in some detail this great work.

The picture frankly takes its form and grouping from Raphael's " School

of Athens " in the Loggia of the Vatican. It represents the interior of a

great Basilica. In the center stands Luther, holding aloft an open Bible in

the language of the people. About him we see those who, before and after

his trumpet sounded the note for the Reformation, recalled men from super-

stitions to the study of the Scriptures as the rule of faith and life, asserted the

right of private judgment in interpretation, protested against priestly usurpa-

tion. We also see those who blazed the way for modern science and social

progress.

Behind Luther we see the forerunners of the Reformation, who in the cen-

turies before cried like voices in the wilderness, " Prepare ye the way of the

Lord "
: Wyclif, who first translated the Bible into English

; John Huss, the

martyr of Constance, administering the wine as well as the bread to be-

lievers ; Peter Waldo, the first colporteur, who gave name to the Wal-

denses ; Savonarola, the great preacher of Florence, who denounced the

vices of the chuixh and advocated political liberty.

In the right aisle are the artists who visualized spiritual ideas for all suc-

ceeding ages. Diirer painting his four Apostles, Raphael, Da Vinci, An-
gelo, Peter Fisher. In the left aisle is Copernicus drawing upon the wall

his system of the universe, while Galileo stands ready to show its truth by

his telescope; and Kepler, who "thinks the thoughts of God after him,"

expounds the planetary motions.

But, most significant of all, Guttenbei'g and Koster stand by the pillar

holding up the printed page, henceforth to be the greatest evangel of the

truth, and foe to superstition.

Closely around Luther we see his chief helpers in the translation of the

Bible,—Bogenhagen and Justus Jonas, professors of Wittenberg ; while just

below, himself the center of a group, is the scholarly and gentle Melancthon,

perhaps advocating his favorite principle, which the church, in its doctrine,

in its worship, in its missionary enterprises, is but just adopting : " In essen-

tials unity, in doubtful points liberty, in all things charity."

In the right foreground appear the great men in literature, whose writings,

next the Bible, have influenced the world,—Dante, Bacon, Cervantes,

Shakespeare,—and in the center below, evidently singled out by the artist for

special honor, Hans Sachs, the shoemaker poet and meistersinger, para-

phrasing the psalms or writing homely songs for the people.
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Scientists, jurists, physicians, politicians of the period crowd the great

stairway, while conspicuous on the left are a group of voyagers,—Drake,

and Raleigh, and Columbus with his hands shackled, while the trophies of

the new world are at his feet. These opened up unknown parts of the

world which needed the gospel, and their ships were precursors of those

which have ever since been flying over the seas with messages of hope ; for

the oceans are the " Roman Roads" of our era, up and down which travel

the heralds of salvation.

These centuries of storm and stress would be but incompletely represented

without the militant Christians, the great defenders of the Protestant faith,

and the martyrs who died for it. Qiieen Elizabeth and her ministers

support the reformers on one side, while on the other is William of Orange,

who came to the rescue of Protestantism in England, and Gustavus Adol-

phus, the hero of the Thirty Years' War. Of this Christian hero it was

said that " in the intoxication of his fortune he was still a man and a Chris-

tian, and in his devotions still a hero and a king."

Amid a group of Swiss reformers we see Calvin,; of Huguenots, Coligny,

the martyr of St. Bartholomew ; of Netherland Protestants, Barnevelt, be-

headed for his faith.

In this picture then we find grouped the great men whose names appear

in the table accompanying the chapter, and many more. This contention

for an open Bible and freedom of thought, which we call the Reformation,

began a hundred years before the time of Luther, and continued a hundred

years after. He and the great men by whom he is surrounded in the

cartoon made their age, as Goethe would say, and, just as true, according

to Carlyle, their age made them. Whatever the designs of men, the will of

God was the shaping force for each event. Friends and foes of the cross

alike were made to carry forward its standard.

The outcome of the missions of an unpurified church is presented in the

more than middle-age superstitions of Mexico and the South American

States. The outcome of the missions of a purified church is yet to be fully

revealed.

TURKEY.

TOURING IN THE LAND OF THE APOSTLES.

BY MISS CAROLINE E. BUSH, HARPOOT.

Apropos of our deeply interesting Sabbath-school lessons in these days,

I am led to write to you of our modern evangelistic trips in the same land.

Here we see the same small, light plow barely tickling the earth ; the " grass
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upon the housetops, which withereth afore it groweth up" ; the man taking

up his bed and walking ; the feet clothed with sandals ; the hospitable feet-

washing, after a day's dusty journey ; the welcoming kiss and the sprinkling

of rose water, in lieu of anointing,—with a hundred other commentaries on

Scripture, in custom and ways of thinking.

It is surely appropriate that the same methods of working should exist.

As in the times of the apostles, we find a church akin to ours in its belief in

God and in some of the means of grace, but far removed from that deeper

spiritual life and activity in which the Holy Spirit has so large a share. As
in their day, we also find another race with a vitally differing belief, yet call-

ing for our sympathy with them in points of harmony,—the acceptance of

one God, the belief in prayer and the Scriptures, the hatred of idolatry and

intoxicating drinks, and the desii'e to spread their faith by missions.

As the apostles went forth from place to place to meet in the market, the

fields, the homes, and hostelries, souls of Jews and Gentiles, so for from

twenty-five to thirty years some of our number have been privileged to go

from town to town and house to house in the same search for souls.

The aim is to visit as many towns and villages as possible in our wide

field each year, and in every place to visit each Protestant home, and as

many Gregorian and Mohammedan families as we can find time for. When
first this work was undertaken by women of our station, many looked as-

kance at us, as much as to say, "What means this journeying about?"
" How shall we treat you? " but now, how different ! If one 3'ear passes in

which we do not appear at their town, to question as to their life, to counsel

and to warn, we are charged with forgetting and neglecting them.

Year after year of meeting men and women in their own homes, to speak

with the greatest intimacy about their home and personal life, gives what
they lovingly accept as a right to ask questions, to reprove, to sympathize.

Gregorian homes formerly were many of them closed to us, on account of

the distrust of our motives ; now all are open. Women call us in from their

doorways, and are eager to show us the kindest hospitality, as well as to

call in all their neighbors for the reading of the Bible and prayer. Only

lately, in a large city, a wealthy Gregorian woman, advanced in years and

in deep affliction, rejoiced my heart by saying, "You were the one who
many years ago persuaded me to learn to read the Bible, and now I am
comforted by it, and can also write a little."

At another Gregorian home in a village the Protestant wife said : " For

two years when you came to visit us my husband was ill ; you told him that

the work of tax-gathering in which he was engaged was harming him body

and soul, and that he could not be well if he kept on sinning against God.
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You prayed for his recovery ; he left the work to which you objected, your

prayer was answered, and he is now a well man." There is another Gre-

gorian home in a large city where I am sure to be welcomed by every mem-
ber of the family, simply because, a few years ago, God gave me the oppor-

tunity of bringing back to them the young bride who had, tlirough some
waywardness, alienated her liusband's parents, and was not allowed by her

own fatlier to return to her Inisband.

Such opportunities as these are countless, and one forgets, as the years go
by, that they have occurred ; but these dear, grateful friends do not forget,

and, in an hour of discouragement, God leads them to speak of some such

effort to set the pulses of your heart throbbing with joy and gratitude that

your life is given to a work that pays right along.

No less are Turkish homes beginning to be opened for close acquaintance

and real friendship, and the ministry of love in the time of sickness or afflic-

tion. Walking through the streets of a great city lately, I heard a voice

behind me in Turkish, " Lady ! Lady !
" I turned to find a fat, sturdy

youngster seeking to attract my attention. " Come to our house," he said
;

"the Hanum wants to see you." "But where is your house and who is

the HanumV " Why, here ; " and he ran ahead, and there was nothing for

me to do but follow. I confess to a slight hesitation as I entered alone the

courtyard of a Turkish house to which I was wholly a stranger, but it was
all right. They had heard of my reading the Testament at the house of a

relative in affliction, and wanted to hear the Good Book themselves. At
another Turkish home in the same city a year ago, I had prayed for a sick

child that he might recover. The baby died, but the mother this year spoke

with gratitude of the sympathy and the prayer, and received me again most

cordially into her house.

Besides the visitation from house to house, we hold meetings with the

women, visit schools and orphanages, examine women for church member-
ship oftentimes, and superintend the work of Bible women. Because of the

present dearth of pastors and teachers, our work for women is hampered

on every side. We need those leaders to be the counsellors and protectors

of our teachers, and to stir up the women of the churches to appoint Bible

women and give liberally toward their salaries.

For several years it has been our aim to get the work of the Bible women
upon an independent footing, so that the churches shall be responsible, and

we only their helpers. For this reason we have but few of this class of

workers at present, but hope for more and of a better kind than formerly.

Though this planning for and superintending of Bible women is one of the

most essential parts of our touring work, yet it is now in such a transition

stage that I hesitate to write of it at all.
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Since October ii, 1901, up to the present date, I have been absent from

home over twenty-three weeks. In the first years of our touring we slept

upon the floor and ate the food given to us by our native friends, but for

many years now w^e have had our own servant, cooking utensils, provisions,

bedding and bedsteads. Our things are packed into huge leather saddle-

bags, which are conveyed by horses or mules. Our muleteer is ordinarily

a Turk or Koord, strong and fearless and well acquainted with the roads,

kind to us, but bent on getting all the money possible out of us. We rarely

take a zaptieh for protection, feeling very sure that people bear no ill-will to

us and that God is our protector. Since the massacres I have sorely missed

my companion. Miss Seymour, as she has been obliged to give up the tour-

ing work and devote herself to the orphans and the poor at home. We own
our own horses, to whom we are forever grateful for the comfort with which
they have carried us for thousands of miles. So companionable are they

that it seems as if they must sometime speak to us.

Some of the incidents of our tours are indeed worth recording. My
horse, Sandy, and I, skip gayly past hundreds of camels in long trains, con-

veying merchandise from the coast, both of us interested in the ungainly

creatures. Sandy and I often sleep in the same stable, and are amazingly

gratified with watching each other's eating and resting. It is all so social for

man and beast ! Once we were over two days in the stable of a khan, wait-

ing for the boat to be thawed out so that we could cross the river. There
was only a little space by the fireplace, which I could feel was private, as all

the rest was occupied by soldiers and muleteers, and the stable crowded with

animals. With my curtain up at night I was able to sleep as sweetly as if

in my own room at home.

On a crowded boat on the old Euphrates, one day, they were trying to find

a safe place for me, when an aged Turkish pilgrim, returning from Mecca,
said, "Take my place in my wagon ; women all over the world should have

the best place." But then, he was not quite right in his mind, they said.

We are in perils oft, in hunger and cold and weariness, in bad air and
among the wee pests of life, which stir the nerves to the utmost ; we are in

sorest perplexity for the churches, we have burdens and responsibilities too

heavy to bear for one hour without the help of the great Burden Bearer

;

but, oh ! the kindness, the love and the cheer on every side. The hosts of

friends that we have learned to love, the glorious world in which we live,

—

the mountains and streams and plains ! We know every foot of ground for

hundreds and hundreds of miles on every side, and we know hundreds of

hearts and the ways of thought they travel. None of the sore discourage-

ments that Satan seeks to build up in our way can take from us the joy of
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living and the riches of our experience in this quest for souls. The Lord

only make us more worthy of it and more faithful in the work of our blessed

Master.

Harpoot, Turkey, Asia, May 26, 1901.

JAPAN.

VACATION WORK.
BY MRS. J. H. DEFOREST, SENDAI, JAPAN.

Four hours from Sapporo by train, twenty-two miles hy jolter (which is

a more expressive translation of basha than stage), fifty miles on horse-

back, and the time of a fortnight not so occupied spent in sitting on the

floor, does not sound like a hard trip for summer vacation.

Unused to horses as I was, and having heard various stories of iiardships

to be expected on the journey, it was not with the brightest anticipations

that I started out ; but the fact that for four years some Cliristian women of

that region had been longing and praying for the visit of a missionary

woman (a man visits them every year), certainly increased my determina-

tion to encourage them all I could.

The country through which we passed on horseback is traversed by many

rivers, twelve of which have no bridges, and one of these has three forks.

We forded all but two. One we crossed in a ferryboat, Mr. De Forest and

I with our horses, and a single Ainu poled us across. At another

broad river the boat could not go close to tlie bank, and I was carried

ashore on the back of a little man, who, if we were measuring heights,

miglit have come up to my shoulders. In fording, I learned to tuck up my
skirts and lift up my stirrup foot, and so did not get badly wet at any time.

The Iiorses are so used to fording that I felt sure of reaching the farther

sliore if I could stick to the saddle, but the sidewise motion of the horses as

tliey brace against the swift current, and the very sight of it, tend to make

one a little uncomfortable, even if there is just then no remembrance of the

stories of horses that have a trick of lying down in midstream. I was too

much occupied in thinking of the depth of water and the difficulty of

progress in crossing the deepest of these rivers to look up stream and see

the logs drifting so near us as to make Mr. De Forest fear they might hit

the horses.

Perhaps half of our way was over a sandy beach where vehicles are not

used, winding around promontory after promontory, with inaccessible cliffs

rising on one side and the wide Pacific washing our horses' feet on the

other. This is the only overland way of reaching Urakawa, where over
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twenty years ago a Christian colony from Kobe was started. Half a dozen
miles before reaching this town Mr. and Mrs. Arrow Island saw us passing,

and stopped us, saying that the plan was for us to visit them first, and for

four days they entertained us most hospitably.

Here is a picture of their house, a fair sample of the better class of de-

tached houses in Hokkaido. This has four living rooms. The houses here

CROSSING THE FERRY.

We were entertained at the hotel kept by a Christian, who was one of

those burned out, and who refused all pay for our stay of six days, saying he
gave it to the Lord. On the office floor was a large pile of New Testa-

ments—a strange place for them. A few weeks before his mother had dted.
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style that is more delightful for summer, but the wainscoted rooms are the

ones for winter use.

We arrived one day before we were expected, and so our host took us to

visit an Ainu village near by. When I saw in one of the houses some of

these whittled sticks which they value or venerate,—I cannot be accurate in

saying which it is,—Mr. Arrow Island tried to get me one. The Ainu said

that the spirit of the god was residing in it just then, but by and by it would

return to the ocean, and then he would give it to me ; but I never received it.

The sidesaddle was a very curious object everywhere we stopped. At
one hotel the man who brought it in remarked that he feared that one of

the stirrups had been lost oft'; and at Mr. Arrow Island's the only way to be

satisfied as to its use was to lead up his liorse, put the saddle on, and have it

tried by each of his family and any neighbor who cared to experiment on it.

While we were staying here several boys brought him slips of paper with

Chinese characters written on them. I thought they might be reports of

something in the line of his business, but I was mistaken. He is the

Sunday-school superintendent, and on the previous Sunday had explained

that God had created everything ; and then he asked the scholars to write

and bring him the answer to the question, "What is there in the world that

God does not want?" He expected tlie answer " sin." Most of the answers

were " the devil," " wicked heart," or something similar, but one little

fellow, whose eyes had probably felt the smart of it, thought it was smoke.

The Christians of the neighborhood met to welcome us Saturday evening.

At such meetings there are always speeches from hosts and guests, more or

less formal. The next morning after Mr. De Forest had preached, and the

service was formally closed, one of the Christians from a distance sug-

gested that the oldest church member should represent the rest of them b}'

giving us an address of thanks. So we both stood up in front of the little

assembly and listened to a very cordial speech, to which, of course, Mr.

De Forest replied. To be formally thanked at a church service was a new
experience. This church at Moto Urakawa has always been independent

of mission aid, but glad to welcome missionaries at any time. Tlie pastor

works also in villages from four to six miles away ; and while he and Mr.

De Forest were in one of these for a couple of meetings, the people were

moved as never before, and the result was ten or twelve conversions and

the raising within a week of money to build a chapel where they them-

selves could begin a Sunday school, even if the pastor could not be present

that part of Sunday. One of the former pupils of Doshisha Girls' School

lives here and will help this movement.

From this village several escorted us on horseback to the next town, and
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the neighbors gathered at the river to see us cross. At Urakawa the church

was burned last year, and nothing saved but the big Bible and the little

baby organ. Although the houses of several leading Christians were burned

at the same time, they did not let this loss destroy their determination to

begin the new century independent of financial aid from the mission, and

they are straining every muscle to build a new church.

A JAPANESE HOME.

are quite unlike those of the main island, and resemble the houses in our

new West. They are one storied, clapboarded, unpainted, have windows
that go up and down, and in the side is put a stone with a circular hole,

through which the stovepipe protrudes in winter. In more pretentious

houses in larger towns there may be a room or two in regular Japanese
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and this man had had some black-edged announcements printed, expressing

thanks for attentions received ; and one of these he sent with a New Testa-

ment to each person who had attended the funeral. The universal Japanese

custom is to send a box of cake under such circumstances, but instead this

man distributed New Testaments to the number of tv/o hundred. This is

one way of Christianizing Japanese customs.

A GROUP OF AINOS.

One of the delights of such a trip is meeting people of whom we have lost

sight, or who remember words spoken years and years ago ; and another is

finding in very out-of-the-way places educated women who are leaders in

the community. Then the earnestness of some who have not had such

advantages is most encouraging. Mrs. Peach Island is in the habit of walk-

ing nine miles each way once a month to attend the regular woman's meet-
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ing, and she is nearly sixty years old. She and another elderly lady gave

up their time to take me around and introduce me to a sick girl, who was
very desirous of seeing me, and to women, some of whom were Christians

and some were not, and they were much gratified that so many consequently

attended the meetings for the first time.

The hardest thing on this trip was sitting on the floor. I got on pretty

well during the day, when we were making or receiving calls, and I could

squirm all that was necessary; but after a day of it an evening meeting was
sometimes torture, for I wanted to be a little more proper in my positions.

Once or twice I was behind the baby organ, and feeling a little out of sight

gave my knees a little more liberty. The Japanese are very kind in excus-

ing us for our variations from their way of sitting, and often urge vis to make
ourselves comfortable before we feel the need of change of position.

There is nothing that warms our sympathy with our Japanese Christians

like such a trip as this, when we see what they have to struggle against and
how bravely they are doing it. The work in the Hokkaido appeals with

special force to America, both East and West. To the East, because iatc

have read with admii'ation how our own remote ancestors settled on a *'wild

and rock-bound coast," and laid the foundations of a Qiristian community

;

and to the West, because the settlers there, our uncles and cousins, have

been dqing for fifty years just what these Hokkaido people are doing now.^

Success to them !

CHINA.

WOMAN'S WORK AT PAO-TING-FU, CHINA.

BY MISS NELLIE H. RUSSELL.

The importance of appointing a lady, or rather two ladies, for Pao-ting-

fu cannot be overstated. There is a large woman's work there, second to

none in the mission. The work of the dear ladies who sealed their service

of love with their lives lives after them, and all about are evidences of a new
interest among outsiders. At every Sunday service there are outside women
in the audience. Several are also reading with the one Bible woman, Mrs.

Wang. One of the most interesting women I have met in China is in

regular attendance at all services. She is a well-educated woman, able to

read and write like a teacher. Her husband is a writer in a Ya Men; she

has been well acquainted with our people for several years. Before the

trouble they did not seem specially interested, but now Mrs. Yang seems

thoroughly convinced of the truth of Christianity, has accepted it for herself.
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and most anxious aoout others. Of late she has been reading The Chris-

tiati Secret of a Happy Life, and said one day, in speaking of what it had
done for her, " I used to think because I could read and write and loved the

good and true that I was a perfect woman, but now I know I have many
sins, and you must tell me how to get rid of them." During the trouble in

Pao-ting-fu she and her husband went out to a monastery seventy li from the

city. There she became acquainted with five single ladies, who have not

become nuns, but have taken vows for life. Their time is given to reading

and praying, and they are supported by their families. These women Mrs.

Yang has invited to come and spend a month with her, that they may learn

of the true God.

There is great need of more Bible women. Mrs. Wang has her hands

more than full with the work in the city and south suburb, and there is no

one to go in the country. \ye hope special instruction can be given to three

women, who later on will be able to take up this work.

GIKLS' SCHOOL.

During the year 1901 the girls' school numbered nineteen, and only closed

for a two weeks' vacation in the month of August.

In October four girls went up to Peking. They were well prepared, and

entered in advance of any girls who have gone up in the past years. From
October to January the school had but twelve scholars ; since then it has num-

bered twenty-three. Only one day school has been kept up during the year.

The woman's prayer meeting has been well attended all the year. Dur-

ing the last three months there have often been forty or fifty at the meeting.

The helpers report a good attendance of women at the country services, and

many outside women. It looks now as though in the near future the hearts

and homes of the people would be of easier access than ever in the past.

The other day Pastor Meng told an interesting story of the preservation of

a Bible. This book was given to an old woman by one of the martyred

Bible women, Mrs. Tu. When the trouble came the old woman, who was

tlie only Christian in her family, was obliged to leave her home. Her

daughter-in-law, who was an outsider, said to herself: "This book must be

saved at any price. It will be wanted some day, I know." So she took it

in the night and buried it in the garden. After the rains came she dug it

up, and found it wet through. She did not dare have it around where any-

one would see it, but at night spent many hours wiping and pressing the

leaves. When all alone in the day time she would put it in the sun for a

time, and then stand guard at the door. After the trouble was over and the

people had returned to their homes this was found to be the only Bible in all

that region, and for many months was the joy and comfort of many.
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AN AFTERNOON AMONG VILLAGE HOMES IN TURKEY.
BY MISS C. H. PRATT, MARDIN.

" Peace be upon you," says the missionary as she appears at the open door

of a village house in Turkey, in Asia.

"And upon you peaccand a thousand welcomes. Come in." "Sadie,

bring a pillow to the fireside for the teacher."

"Who is sick?" asks the missionary, stooping over a figure in a bed on

the floor.

"I, teacher," saj-s young Thomas, putting out his hand. "Do you think

I shall get well? Feel my pulse."

The missionary, though she knows next to nothing about disease, knowing
that her interest will please, counts his pulse and looks at his tongue.

"You do not seem very sick. What's this?"

"A paper charm the priest has written. I paid a dollar for it."

" There's no virtue in it."

" No, I know unless it's God's will I shall not get well. I am afraid to die."

"Listen," says the missionary. "If we confess our sins, He is faithful to

forgive us our sins."

" You ask him to forgive me."

And the missionary prays: "O Lord, thou art here, and Thomas needs

thee ; thou art able to do anything for him, to raise him up now, or keep him
sick until he has had time to think over his life, and repent thoroughly, and

take thee to keep him in thy path. Make him see his need of forgiveness,

and truly turn to thee, and take away all fear from his heart, and put in

(403)
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faith, for Jesus' sake." "Amen, amen, amen," say Thomas and Sadie and

the mother. All except Thomas move to the fireplace.

"Teacher, what is faith?" says Sadie earnestly, and the missionary prays-

silently, "O Lord, give me an illustration ;" then to Sadie and her mother:

" When I come to your village I need a guide ; I do not know^ the road,

nor would I be safe alone. A man comes who I am sure can show me the

way and protect me, and I come with him, giving myself and my goods into

his care and leading. That surrender and following is faith."

" Oh yes, that's it," says Sadie. "That's what you are to do toward

Christ." "But we can love Mary, and get the saints to intercede for us."

"Mary is in heaven, just as my mother is, but neither of them can hear us

pray, nor wishes us to worship them, and there is one Mediator—Christ

Jesus. Now read tliis."

Sadie having taken four months' reading lessons with the Bible woman
reads hesitatingly the passage opened by the missionary, "I know whom I

have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have

committed unto liim," and adds, "Yes, he is able."

"He is able alone," says the missionary ; "He does not need the help of

saints or angels or his mother." And they drift into earnest talk. After awhile

the missionary knows that these have heard all that they can profit by,

and, moreover, wishes to finish as many as eight calls and more, if possible,

before night, so she asks Sadie to come with her to the house of a i-elative.

They pass fierce dogs on the way, but Sadie keeps them back, the mission-

ary hiding behind her. Near her uncle's house they pass children playing

in the street, who whisper to each other, "She is the one who distributes

pictures and texts." Thev drop their play tilings and follow the two into the

house. A woman just inside the door raises the long stick she employs for

keeping the chickens out, to drive the children back ; but the missionary

says, "Don't drive them out; I'll teach them a text." So the children file

in and are seated in a row. From a small picture slie has in her Bible the

missionary teaches them the story qf Joseph making himself known to his

brethren. Then Sadie teaches them the text, " Lord, lay not this sin to

their charge." As they pass out repeating their text the woman with the

stick remarks, "I was go'ing to drive th^m out." Another says, " How for-

giving Joseph w^as ; for four years I have not spoken to my brother."

"My sister," the missionary exclaims, " liow do you dare to sleep another

nip-ht with such a sin upon you ?" and then gives her a description of Christ's

sufl:erino-s during the iii'ght of his betrayal and up to the time the nails were

driven into his hands, with the words, "Father, forgivG them," and adds,

"You are to forgive seventy times seven; see how Christ forgave. Has

your brother tried to kill you yet.?"
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"No ; but he has taken my property, and left me needy with these children

(two leaning upon her) to care for,"

"Every time you think of your brother, say, 'Father, forgive him.'"

" Pray for me, teacher ; 1 haven't that spirit." The missionary prays then,

and every day, until she sees the woman after a week, when she says, " I have

spoken to my brother," and another earnest talk and prayer follow.

Just outside the door they meet Farida, a shy boy with big eyes, clinging

A GROUP OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN IN EASTERN TURKEY.

to her skirts. According to previous arrangement Sadie returns home, and
Farida accompanies the missionary for a fev/ calls. As they walk along the

street Farida says: " Once I was where Sadie now is, trying to decide be-

tween the old church teaching and Protestantism. I had been weighing and
wavering, and my son had often come home from the Protestant services to

assure me that my fasting and almsgiving and the intercession of the saints

could not save me ; that Christ had done all that was necessary for my
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salvation. One Sunday morning I started out to church, and at a corner

said, ' O Lord, which way shall I go? ' and a voice in my heart said, ' Go
this way,'—the way to the Protestant church,—and I have been there ever

since."

"Farida," says the missionary, "I want you to take nie to some of the

followers of the old church whom I haven't seen." They pass through the

village and by the village spring, where a few women are washing and
others filling their jars ; by one of the public ovens, where a woman is lifting

to her shoulder a tub full of steaming flat loaves of barley bread ; and up
the slope of a hill, on which the followers of one of the two chief men
of the village have their homes, to a great iron-covered door in the

high wall surrounding the premises we are to enter. Farida warns
the missionary to be ready to flee into a near Protestant liouse should the

fierce dogs bound out, and calls a young man to lielp pass them. He steps

inside the gate, and calls, " Nozlie, come and save us from the dogs; the

teacher has come." Nozlie and her sister Miriam put each a foot on the

dogs' necks, and Farida and the missionary pass in safety, though the

savage-looking black dog eyes them, and after he is released comes to

the door and barks.

*' Oh ! I know Miriam," tlie missionary says; and while Nozlie makes
two tiny cups of drink by boiling some violet blossoms, they talk of the time

when Miriam spent a year in the boarding school. Then Miriam brings

her Testament to show that she has not forgotten how to read. The mis-

sionary says, "Read Colossians iii. 17, 'Whatsoever ye do, do all in the

name of the Lord Jesus.' Are you doing that, Miriam.'"'

" Oh, yes, teacher ; my heart is as white as a newly polished kettle !

"

A strange woman leaning against the wall says, " Why don't you go and

teach the heathen.? We know all this !"

The missionary answers, " Didn't I hear quarreling at the spring.?
"

" Yes, and they broke my jar, and I cursed them."
" When there is no more fighting at the spring, and no more sheep steal-

ing in the village, and the gospel is read in every home, and the mothers

teach their children to pray instead of curse, then we may leave you and go

to the heathen."

The strange woman sitting down asks, " Is 3'our mother living.?"

"Yes."
" How could she let you leave her to come to this bad country.? I suppose

no one in your country swears or steals or lies, and you sit all day reading

and praying."

" Oh, no ! I sew and sweep and write, and teach women and children."

" God preserve you ! Don't you think we are a little good .?"
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Miriam reads, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and

soul and mind, and thy neighbor as thyself." The woman answers, " How
can we do that? only Christ could be as good as that." Miriam reads again,

of the man with the withered hand, while the ten women who have gathered

and squatted near listen without moving. The missionary explains that

Christ who commanded the man to raise his hand gave the power to do it,

and then she prays for these women, while the stranger repeats every sen-

tence in a whisper, and several say "Amen."
As Farida and the missionary pass out the latter prays in her heart, "O

Lord, emancipate them
;
give the power of the Spirit in this village ; help

Farida to live a Christian life before them ; and now show us where to go

next, and what message to give."

HELPS FOR LEADERS.

REDEEMING OUR COVENANT PLEDGE.—I WILL NOT CEASE TO
MAKE OFFERINGS OF MONEY.

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

The giving of money makes our covenant offerings complete ; and the

sincerity of our devotion to our work is shown by this gift. Not, indeed,

by its amount, which must vary with irftlividual means, but by the proportion

between that spent for self and for the Lord. One of the few words of Jesus

outside the Gospels is preserved for us by Clement in his epistle to the early

church, " Well did our Master say, ' Become approved handlers of money.'"

There was never a time in the world's history when this money power could

accomplish so much and so quickly as now ; and though it be the lowest

form of power intrusted to us, by the faithful, approved use of it we are

trained to become rulers of greater things. In one way money is self; a form

of stored-up energy resulting from personal efforts, our own or another's.

But "3^e are not your own; ye are bought with a price." By giving this

self we pay that price, literally buying salvation for others. Yet money is

most separate from personality ; it comes from others, and goes to others

;

has no value jsxcept that for which it is exchanged. Its right exchange is to

bring the necessities for life, and that self- development which must be com-

plete if we would reach our intended capacity and usefulness, and then to-

bring this world to Christ, and we block his plans for its salvation by refus-

ing to give our money to perfect them.

Would you prove to others that missionary work is worth while.' Then

instead of an hour a month and a few dollars a year, give money and time
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and prayer with a magnitude that shall win their respect. Have you your-

self little interest in missions? Give to some definite work, follow the gift

with a prayerful knowledge of its use until it brings you into sympathy with

those to whom it brought a blessing, and you shall learn the joy of the work.

Do you think you have too little to give? You will not escape responsibility

because of the small measure you hold. The principle that governs our

little is the same tliat applies to the greatest wealth ; and the only true con-

ception of giving is that all we have belongs to God, to be used by us

in the way which will best serve him.

Native Christians, in the poverty of their llv^es and lands, give in greater

proportion than we. Are they more glad for the gospel that they seek

greater expression of their joy? Or is the gospel to us so much a matter of

inheritance and environment that we miss that overwhelming gladness, or

have we never learned to translate that joy into gifts for tlie Lord? Our
young women have and can influence a money power which, if put to use,

will bring the living Redeemer to many a daughter of sorrow. Do we
daughters of the King love the kingdom? God so loved he gave his Son

;

Christ so loved he gave his life. Our gifts shall prove our love. " Who
gives most loves most ; who loves most is most blessed."

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

from miss jean brown, foochow, china.

Shaowu River.

I HAVE long wished to see the Shaowu mission field, so when Mr. and

Mrs. Hinman decided to return, I at once decided that this was my oppor-

tunity to realize my dreams. Dr. Woodhull, who has felt the need of a

rest and change, decided also to make the trip. Coming as it has, just at

vacation, we have felt that we could leave very easily.

We left Foochow nine days ago, and are now about half way up; Mr.

and Mrs. Hinman have one boat, and Dr. Woodhull and I have one to our-

selves. A whole boat sounds very fine, but in reality our quarters are any-

thing but commodious. We have a tiny place big enough for our beds, and

a few of the absolute necessities of life; our food safe stands at the foot of

the doctor's bed, our clothes baskets at the foot of mine, and underneath our
beds is the box of provisions, which are to last us for six weeks. This little

apartment is our bedroom, sitting room and dming room, besides being
pantry. Fortunately it is possible for our cooking to be done on the farther
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end of the boat. I am sure you would laugh at our kitchen and our cook if

you could see them. We have a little furnace which holds one kettle at a

time, but our cook is so skillful that notwithstanding these limitations he

gives us potatoes, rice, meat, and two kinds of vegetables for dinner. Our
kitchen table is the deck of the boat. We think it best not to inquire too

minutely Into culinary matters. The only restriction we make is that the

water must be boiled. The river is our water supply. I am afraid that the

caretaking housewife of America would be horrified, and we are when we
allow ourselves to dwell upon it, but we get hardened in the course of time.

In spite of existing conditions we have enormous appetites, and, indeed,

are having a delightful time in every respect.

It takes nearly three weeks to go the fifty miles between Foochow and

Shaowu ; indeed, I begin to think it a wonder that boats get through at all.

There is no little danger in connection with the downward trip ; the rapids

are so swift that it is very difficult to keep the boat oft' the rocks ; a great

number of boats are wrecked every year going down river. The scenery

all along is very beautiful, a constant delight. When we can wegetoff'and

walk on the path, which usuall}' follows the river upon the mountain side.

On our way up we stayed at long-go, one of the farthest off' of our

Shaowu stations. We spent Sunday there, and had the privilege of wor-

shiping with our native brothers and sisters. They have a nice little cliapel

there built on the foreign plan. A gallery runs along the back of the

church, and Is used for the women. Dr. Woodhull and I sat up there with

some fourteen native women and several young girls. The Christians were
all so glad to see us. They met us at the landing and led us to the chapel

with the usual accompaniment of firecrackers. Going through the country

this way, one is struck with the vastness of the work to be done. At this

place, there is a splendid opening for school work for women and children
;

but as yet nothing has been done there. Situated as It Is, some twenty miles

from Shaowu, It Is Impossible for the missionaries to give the necessary

supervision.

We visited one of the English mission chapels also. The young Chinese

in charge told me that there had been a great change in the past year ; that

the people were never so willing to hear the gospel as now. This Is only

one testimony of many ; everj'one engaged in evangelistic work says the

same. Mr. Beard, of our mission, speaking of his last tour through the Ing-

hok field, says that he was greatly impressed with the numbers that came
to hear the truth. The chapels everywhere were full, and not with the riff'-

raff'from off" the streets but with the best and most prominent men of the

place; even officers were among the number. Nor did they stay only for a
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short time, just out of curiosity, but they stayed through the whole service,

and were evidently anxious to hear. We have great reason to rejoice in the

interest felt at this time, and can but believe that it is in answer to the many

earnest prayers put up in behalf of this people from the many devoted hearts

both in China and in Christian lands everywhere. After the dark comes

the dawn. Praise God, the dawn has come to China, but let us pray with

renewed zeal for that glorious time when she shall live in the perfect day.

FromTeribakanaki, a former pupil in the school at Kusaie. Her husband proved

unworthy, and she is left alone with her children.

Taratai, Tarawa, Gilbert Islands, Dec. 4, 1901.

Dear Mother Hoppin : Greeting to you. I am happy about having^

this little time to write you a letter. We went away from Tapitenea in

November, and reached Tarawa the same month. Mr. Walkup had a new

plan for leaving me with Rev. Teraoi to wait for Tibwere's coming out

from prison. But I was not very much pleased to staid here, for I want ta

go to my own place ; but I had a great fear for there are great temptations-

for me, so I rather not go on board the Hiram Bingham again, for you

know 1 was the only woman on the ship, and Mr. Walkup is my guardian.

But when he went ashore, I was afraid to stay behind.

And I want to tell you to please pray for me so much, that my heart fail

me not to love God every day. Some times my heart almost fails me, but

the great love of God toward me ceases not.

And how great a pity it is these days to have a separation in our family !

The work of God on the island where we used to be teachers, it is getting

on verv nicely, for there are two circles who meet together in every month

in their chosen times, so that I long in my heart to be there.

There are some of our friends on this island who used to teach. I saw

Nabona, and it was a great marvel to see him with pagan things put on

him, and it makes my heart broken witliin me, for I was thinking what will

my husband do when he comes out from prison, Will he listen to me or

not? But pray for us tliat we may have courage and take our cross and

follow Jesus, and remember him every day. The love of the world is not

far from us, but near every day. But one thing is a great help to me

when I am tempted, if I look at my silver cross I think of Jesus, who-

will be hurt, and who died because of my wrongdoing, if I shall do what

pleases me and sin against him. So I have a great delight in my heart, for

the great God helps me in every way.

And I seem to have a weary and great trouble about how to take care of
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my children because there is no helper for me, but this is all right, because

it is God's will-

And wi-U you please translate my letter to my friend ! Thank you very

much for the dress you sent me. And I want to ask you, Do we sin if we
wear fringes? Perhaps not, because some day we may be in great need.

With much love. Your daughter who loves you,

Teribakanaki.

from mrs. fannie g. bond, of monastir, european turkey.

The state of the country is such that touring is not considered safe, but

Mr. Bond and I have ventured to come here for a few days, as it is on the

railroad. There were not so many at the Sunday services, doubtless be-

cause yesterday was a great holiday (Blagovetse) , when the priests allow

their people to break their fast so far as to eat fish, and the women were

busy preparing the fish for cooking. The little girls and boys turned out to

the number of forty or fifty in the afternoon. Ten or twelve men were

present in the morning service, and a number of good-sized boys, and were

very well behaved. I could not help noticing the improvement in the

behavior of the younger ones. This is largely due to the eflibrts of Marika,

the daughter of our helper here, who has gathered them each Sabbath and

sought to implant in their hearts the seeds of divine truth. They sang

several little hymns with might and main, and had learned passages of

Scripture, among them David's prayer, " Create within me a clean heart,"

etc. In the afternoon we had the pleasure of receiving to communion a

young man v^'ho, in spite of persecution from his wife and relatives, has

decided to live for Christ. He is the one whom I have mentioned in a

former letter as having hurried home from the morning service to care for

the baby, in order that his wife might have an opportunity of hearing the

truth. She, poor woman, would not be so opposed now were it not for her

relatives, who urge her on. George bears her sharp words with wonderful

patience, and she confesses surprise at his forbearance. So we encourage
him to be patient and pray for her. His step-mother has opposed him
much, but Sunday evening, to his surprise, said to him, on learning that he

had partaken of the communion :
" You did well. We would like to follow

in your steps, but cannot." Her home was one of a number Mrs. Burneff"

and I visited yesterday, and before we left her cold manner changed consid-

erably, and she seemed interested in spite of herself. She can but speak in

praise of her son's conduct, but fear of the people holds her back.

We were kindly received in all the homes visited, and I was not a little

surprised and pleased to have a priest, on meeting us in the street, turn fully
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around, and with a smiling face bid me welcome to the city. He is the

leading Bulgarian priest of the city. He permits his little son to attend

Marika's gathering for the little ones. We take courage and rest on the

fiweet words of promise, "My word shall not return unto me void," etc.

God is faithful and will bless tlie seed sown in weakness. We may not be

the reapers, but it matters not if only souls are saved and we are faithful to

do our part.

ON LIFE MEMBERSHIP IN THE WOMAN'S BOiVRD.

EXTRACTS FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

February 35th.

Dear Niece Mary : I declare you took me by surprise. Life member

of the W. B. M.—there, I had to stop to get your letter and look up them

capitals again. Woman's Board of Missions, you say, and it's a society for

sendin' the gospel to furrin parts. And you give twenty-five dollars all to

onct and made your old aunt a life member. Well, I'm bound to thank you

Mary, but I'm free to confess I ain't able to take it in—that is, not yet. I

don't say I can't when I've sorter got used to it for there's many a tough knot

I've tackled afore now and come to see through it in time.

Now Mary there's two things about this. In the first place I never before

•heerd of this Woman's Board, much less done the first thing to help it on,

nor for that matter any Board, if there be any other Board except the school

Board,—and no woman is allowed on that Board in this town you better be-

lieve. Well, never bavin' done a stroke nor give a cent I feel mighty mean

to be a member and that's the truth. And then when you add on the life

and make it a life member, I declare there's somethin' dretful solemn about

that. It's that word—life. Life is a solemn thing, and I guess you know

somethin' about that as well as me, however you fix it, whether you're livin'

it or whether you're leavin' it. And to think of belongin' to something all

your life till the day of your death makes me ketch my breath and feel kinder

weighed down with a load I've got to carry along whether or no. For ofcourse

you've give in the money and you can't take it back, and here's the certifi-

cate with my name all plain, even to that heathenish middle name, Diana;

and I'm not saying I'm not thankful, for I am, and it was thoughtful of you

to remember me. But speakin' of life members reminds me of Deacon
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Grafton, our "life deacon," we call him, because when the new minister

came and we changed the deacon business so't they served three years and

one came in and one went out every year, seesaw fashion, he, bein' old and

a good deal thought on in the church, stayed for life. I was speakin' of him

one day to the minister as the life deacon, and he smiles and says, " I like

to call him my live deacon. Mis' Grant. Do you know," sez he, " I'd rather

have a live man in my church for a small fraction of a life than a dead man

for a whole life. To have a live man for life is a blessing indeed." " That's

so," sez I.

And now, here am I on for life but not a spark of life in me as to that

Board. I'm a dead woman in this sort o' business. ...

April 1 2th.

My Dear Niece : That life member matter almost went out of my mind

for six weeks on account of Jim comin' home with the fever, and bein' so

low we thought we'd lost our boy time and again. When the crisis was

passed, and I was full o' hullelujahs, I took up the little magazine you sent,

and started in at the front page. I made up my mind, as I wrote you that

if you thought I was worth twenty-five dollars to the Woman's Board I'd

try to prove so, and begin by learning my a b c's. If I'm dead then it's

possible to have a resurrection, and I believe in stirrin' up my old dead

bones by gettin' a little knowledge into ni}^ brain. I declare I wished you

was here a dozen times before I got through that Life and Light. There

it is again,—life. If this scrap of a book can put life and light into my dark-

ness I'll read it from cover to cover, even if the naines are puzzlin' and you

keep wonderin' what the beginnin' of those stories was 'way back, and

where the queer places are.

But anybody can understand the 'count of them orphans in India, and I'm

dead sure the Lord sent these children into the missionaries' hands, and

if the W. B. or some other Board don't keep them there till they are well

and fat and happy it'll be a burnin' shame. Just as I was thinkin' that it

come to me sharp and quick that I was one of the Board myself, and in for it

for life, and here was my first chance to stir my old dead bones a little.

Pa ain't been fortunate with the farm this year, and Jim's sickness made

a little extra for us, but ther's one thing I alwus have, and that's a quarter

of every calf that's sold. One of the cows was just then comin' in, and sez

I to myself, "that quarter of a calf shall be for them orphans." Milk for

babes,—that's it, and here it is. The calf was a beauty, and sold well ; and

now, Mary, send this three dollars to the orphans quick for me. . . .
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May 15th.

My Dear Mary : You'll want to hear about our auxiliary. Two weeks

ago, Sabbath, Mr. Post says from the pulpit, " Mis' Post would like to meet

all the ladies of the church at the parsonage this Wednesday, three o'cl'k, to

propose to them a new plan for Christian work."

You just believe there was a good turnin' out, even to poor Widder West,

her grumblin left to home, and rich Mrs. Pope sailin' up to the door in her

new rig.

And what should Mis' Post propose but to form a society to help the

W. B., and call it a auxiliary, if we could manage to send ten dollars

a year. She'explained it all out, and I kept aswellin' inside with a kind o'

joy and pride that I was ahead of 'em, and 'twas all I could do to keep from

shoutin' " Yes, yes, I know, I'm a member myself, a member for life, a

twenty-five dollar member !
" But I kept muin till Mis' Post began to argue

like for ten dollars a year, and then I felt myself risin' right up.

" Why Mis' Post," sez I, "do you actually mean that all of us together

send ten dollars a year to help tlie W. B. ?
"

" Yes," said Mis' Post, kind of soothin' like, " don't you think. Mis' Grant,

we could spare that in twelve months? "

" Well," sez I, and if pa had been there he'd said, ' go slow, Lucille,' my
.eyes .were snappin' I fear, " if the fifty women of this church can't send but

twenty cents apiece in a whole year Pll be ashamed to b'long to it, and Pd

rather be a member all alone, as I have been for three months, sence my
niece, Mary Benton, made me life member by paying twenty-five dollars

for me, than to b'long to a auxiliary in this church. Why Pve sent on my
quarter of the last calf already, and that's most a third of what you talk about

raisin' for the whole of us."

Oh, dear, I had said it, and I dropped plump down, red as a beet, and

ashamed of my old hasty tongue and foolish boasting.

Mis' Post brought me to my senses again by speaking up. " Why," sez

.she, " Pm so pleased to know we have one life member in our church ;
it

is a splendid foundation to begin upon, and I propose to you ladies to make

Mis' Grant your first president."

There was no help for it, they would have me, and then we drank tea

.out of teeny, fancy cups, with specks of cookies. Mis' Post came over to

my side and said low in my ear, " Pll help you, Mis' Grant, all I can, and

you needn't be one bit afraid, it won't be as hard as you think." So that

was a crumb of comfort, and I blundered out somethin' about my pride and

bein' ashamed of myself, but I would like to do the best I could, though

thev all knew I had no sort of book learnin'. " You have what is better for
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oas than book iearnin'," sez she ;
" you have a live interest in the Lord's

work."

A hve interest; am I indeed gettin' alive.? ...

Dear Niece Mary : It's a shame my letters have been so scarce this

year, and you have been so constant and kind. But, after all, it's your

fault, because you started me into life, and all the year I have been trying

to get there. It took, some time, but it paid, I tell you. It always pays

pretty well, I guess, to keep yourself alive.

I'm singin' "Glory Hallelujah" to-day, for we've had our first annual

meeting, and the report was twenty-five dollars for the Board. Oh, ain't

that blessed ! I suppose it seems a scrap to you in your big church, but I

solemnly believe it is a fair and honest gift from our women. Some of 'em

can't get hold of even a quarter of a calf in the whole year, and only Mrs.

Pope is rich, and she, bein' wrapped up in the hospital and off' to New
York so much, doesn't help us a bit. But I was bound we'd have twenty-

five dollars, and the Lord was on my side, for he knew how I wanted to do

just what you done—build up a big auxiliary fire on the life-member kin-

dling wood. I kept still about it all the year. And meanwhile I've been

a readin' and studyin' up, and Mis' Post she's helped me a lot, and those

tracts you sent are beautiful, so I am a-learnin' some and gettin' to feel alive.

When the annual meetin' was about over I rose up and said : " Sisters, I

am most too happy for words ; but I must say, can't we make somebody off*

in some new place a life member with this twenty-five dollars, in the hope

that 'twill be the beginning of life toward the Woman's Board? Does any

one of you know any woman in Readville?"

Yes, Mis' Kent—she that was Lydia Snow—had a cousin in Readville,

and give us her name, and we then and there made her a life member of the

W. B. M. ; and Mis' Kent agreed to send her Life and Light for a y«ar,

also some facts about the Board.

Maybe this cousin will take root and spring to life as my dry bones did.

We are goin' to pray for the waterin' of our sowin', and who knows but

some day we'll be a-goin' over there to help them start a auxiliary with that

cousin for president.? ...

[Note.—In presenting these selections from my aunt's precious letters,

let me add that when I made her a life member of the W. B. M. I had no
thought of such results as followed.

Indeed, I am truly blameworthy for giving her name in a careless fashion,

because it occurred to me that twenty-five dollars was the sum for life
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members, and I might as well make one. Dear, old-fashioned, sensible,

bright Aunt Lucille came into my mind, and now it appears that a Hand

guided niine to write her name.

By this experience of hers I have come to lay a new stress on life mem-

bei'ships, and am no longer careless about them. In more instances than in

my aunt's life membership has been the first breatli of live membersliip.

Especially do I now urge upon donors to select carefully for this honor-

able privilege those who have not become alive to the needs of the foi*eign

missionary field. My aunt's example of following the gift of membership

with Life and Light and explanations, with prayer also, commends itself

to me, as I trust also to every person or society donating the money.]

Niece Mary.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

Catherine Hayden Barbour is a loving memorial of our missionary

teacher in the International Institute for Girls in Spain, and is a tasteful

brochure of seventy-one pages, "privately printed." An excellent likeness

of Miss Barbour, a face full of sweet seriousness, forms the frontispiece. The

appreciative tributes from friends and those best acquainted with her in her

beloved work for Spanish girls, reveal an unfolding of character one w^ould

expect from such a face with its " gospel lineaments." The biographical

sketch, though brief, is excellently arranged.

Professor Stevens, of the department of English, and Professor Hooker,

of the department of Botany, write of Miss Barbour, " Catha Barbour," as

they call her, as "A Student at Mount Holyoke." Under the division,

" Her Work for Spain," Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick, Anna F. Webb, Rev.

C. C. Creegan, D.D., and Rev. F. E. Clark, D.D., give their testimony to

her faithfulness both in the educational and Christian Endeavor work.

The third and last division is called, "A Beloved Friend," and is made

up of" Bits from the Budget Letters," contributed by Caroline M. Telford,.

Arma Anna Smith, Martha Clark Pedley and Mary Perle Anderson.

Preceding these three divisions the record of her life is told briefly and

vet most sympathetically. Miss Webb says, " An oft-recurring phrase on

her lips was, ' I want to be a " workman that needeth not to be ashamed.'""

And Dr. Clark writes, " I shall never forget her energy at the meeting at

Saragossa. What a splendid reward must hers be ! Her life, though com-

paratively short, was packed with great deeds."
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Old Glory and the Gospel in the Philippines. By Alice Byram Con-

diet, M.D. Pp. 134. Price, 75 cents net.

From the prefatory note by Bishop Warne, who is the M. E. Bishop of

India, Malaysia, and the Philippine Islands, we learn that the author of this

little volume is a descendant of Priscilla and John Alden and also of

Jonathan Dickinson, first president of Princeton College. Bishop Warne
says, " Her Puritan blood impels her to believe in liberty of conscience and

in having the Bible in the homes of the people, and this will give coloring

to her treatment of the Friar Qiiestlon and the need of Protestant missions

in the Philippine Islands." Dr. Condict has had extensive experience in

her profession both in America and in India. In the latter country she

worked in the zenanas and also among the famine sufferers, and it was after

her severe labors in 1899 that she went to Manila for rest and recuperation.

As Bishop Warne says, " This book will enable the American public to see

the Philippine Islands through the eyes of a cultured,Christian American lady,

who has been in the very beginnings of Protestantism in the Philippine Islands,

and whose knowledge of medicine has enabled her to see the inner home life of

the Filipino people." Perhaps the most intei'esting illustration of the book
is that of Senor de la Rosa and his family, as it gives an example of what
the best type of Filipinos are like.

Lux Christie, the text-book for the course for 1903 on India in the

United Study of Missions, is now ready for distribution. We gave the con-

tents in our last number, and an extended notice will be found in our

October issue. We have only space to say that the work on it has been

superbly done, and that it will be of the greatest possible value in our

study. Macmillan & Co., G6 Fifth Avenue, New York City, publishers.

Price, 30 cents.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The Thirty-fifth Annual Meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions will

be held in the First Congregational Church, Washington, D. C, on Wednes-
day and Thursday, November 5 and 6, 1902. All ladies interested are

cordially invited to be present. A meeting specially for delegates will be

held in the same place on Tuesday, November 4th.

The ladies of Washington will be happy to entertain all regularly accred-

ited Branch delegates and missionaries during the meeting. All such desir-

ing entertainment are requested to send their names before October the first

to Mrs. George J, Cummings, Howard University, Washington, Chairman
of the Hospitality Committee. For any ladies who may desire to secure
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board, suitable places at reasonable prices will be recommended on applica-

tion to the above address.

The general subject of the meeting is to be " The Victorious Progress of

Christian Missions." There will be addresses by Miss Ellen M. Stone, Dr.

Julia Bissell, of Ahmednagar, India, and others.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.
Turkey. The thrilling tale of Miss Ellen Stone is taken up by Mme.

Tsilka in the August number of McClures^ and gathers about the baby

EUenchia, under the title, " Born Among Brigands." Fortnightly Review^

July 19th, "The Situation in Turkey," discussed by A. Rustem Bey de

Bilinski.

Africa. Two members of Parliament give their views upon " The
Outlook in South Africa," in North American Review^ August.

That strange people known as Pygmies, supposed to dwell within the

depths of forest and jungle only, are described by Sam. P. Verner in the

August Atlantic. Mr. Verner has discovered a village of these dwarfs near

to other tribes and accessible to Christianizing forces, since a boat, made in

Richmond, Va., is now to ply the waters of Kasai Valley, in which the

village is situated. An attempt has been made, with but small results, to

impress Gospel truth upon the Pygmies. One person has united with a

Christian church. Mr. Verner believes them capable of responding to the

truth, and names natural parental love as a marked characteristic of this

almost animal tribe.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR OCTOBER.

From Luther to the Halle Missionaries.

From the Reformation to the founding of early European societies for the propaga-

tion of the gospel. Sixteenth to eighteenth centuries.

Chapter 5. After studies for three months in other fields our auxiliaries will return

with renewed enthusiasm to the progress of missions, taking up the study with the

commencement of Luther's work.

We submit the usual divisions of the chapter with a deep conviction that no literary

society or club programme can present a more interesting or exciting subject for

study.

1. The Reformation: Its cause; its development; its leaders; its eifect on the

Lutheran Church. Pages 159-166.

2. Give the account of the condition of South America and the work done there by

the Roman Catholic missionaries. Pages 166-168.
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3. Trace the work of the early settlers in North America, speaking of John Eliot,

Roger Williams, the Majhevv family, Father Marquette and the Jesuit missions, also

the Spanish missionaries in Mexico. Pages 16S-174.

4. Follow the wonderful work of Francis Xavier in India
;
go with him to Japan, and

recall the fearful persecutions that closed Japan for so many years to foreign invasion.

Pages 174-177-
5. Show how science opened the door into China and introduced Christianity.

Speak of the work of Father Martini and of Adam Schell. Pages 177-180.

6. Follow the work in Africa, Lapland, and the Islands of the Sea, and notice spe-

cially the formation of the first missionary societies in America in 1648, and in Eng-
land, 1698. Pages 180-1S5.

Special interest centers in Eliot's translation of the Scriptures into Indian dialect in

1663, in Tyndale's New Testament, 1525, Coverdale's Bible in 1535, the Geneva Bible,

1560, and the Douay Bible, 1609.

In the period of this month's study, from 1 500-1 700, a large number of gr^at events

occurred. These are grouped together in Table V, which precedes the chapter.

The lists of great names and great productions are very suggestive. Artists, authors,

reformers, preachers, scientists, soldiers and monarchs are marshalled before us as we
read these pages.
Papers on any of these great men or great events would add to the pleasure of the

afternoon, which would be profitably spent if given entirely to the life and work of

Luther. m. j. b.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Receiptsfrom Jime 18, 1902, to July 18, 1902.
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TURKEY.
FROM MRS. BALDWIN, OF BROUSA.

(^Concluded from the August mimber.)

Some of the older girls came down one evening to enjoy the pleasure of

helping, for, taking the candy-bags from California for a pattern, they made
enough to bring the whole number up to a hundred ; these we filled the

night before the tree, which was to be a surprise. School was dismissed

Thursday afternoon, January 9th, and the pupils were told there would be

no lessons Friday morning, but that they must be sure to come in the

afternoon, bringing parents or friends with them, and inviting former mem-
bers to the closing exercises. Friday morning, with Mile. Reineck to direct,

the tree was set up and decorated, and the teachers worked away most

busily to trim the room with various mottoes—"Merry Christmas!"

*' Happy New Year!" "Welcome!" "Glory to God in the Highest!"
" Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men !

" These, with an illuminated star,

evergreens and flags, made our large schoolroom very attractive, though

one's eyes were fascinated by the tree, which looked as if it had just arrived

from fairyland or frostland.

(421)
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I spent the morning at home putting the finishing touches on the gifts,

writing the names, etc., that there might be no confusion. In order that

no one should be omitted, I had to be very methodical, and so made out my
list. Shall I copy it for you?
" Twenty-five girls—Madonnas in fancy frames and calendar or fancy card.

"Nine girls—pictures framed in blue and gilt molding, and card.

" Thirteen girls—wall panels and Armenian Psalms.

" Two girls—large scrap-books and Armenian Psalms."

There was also a photograph from Miss Holt, as she is fortunate enough to

have a camera. Each girl and boy in kindergarten had a scrap-book, and with

it a bright hair ribbon, or doll, or toy. The teachers and others were

remembered with books, for vv^e had sent for a number of J. R. Miller's

books, and with these I gave your pocket calendars, for which each one

sent you her individual thanks. Everybody had a generous bag of candy,

of course. The room was well filled, even crowded, for the eighty-three

children took up considerable room before others began to arrive. The ohs

and ahs and various exclamations of surprise and delight which burst from

their lips when they saw the tree gave us enough pleasure to last for a

long time. The programme of exercises was a pretty full one, with songs

and hymns and recitations appropriate to the season, in Armenian and

English, besides the beautiful finger plays and circle exercises of Miss

Demetra's little folks and the piano pieces. At a proper time the gifts

were distributed (the candles on the tree still burning). The final pieces

were played on the piano, the good-by song was sung, and when they were

asked, " To whom shall we give thanks for all the good things we enjoy? "

the response was made in concert, the school standing: "Unto him that

hath loved us and washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath made

us kings and priests unto God and his Father, to him be glory and dominion

iorever and ever. Amen."
With one accord they all seemed to think it was the nicest Christmas

time they had ever had, and for some reason they were much more demon-

strative than usual. When we all dispersed I soon forgot how tired I had

been, for everything had gone off so smoothly and harmoniously. I have

a long list besides whom I always wish to remember in some way, so that

from before December 25th to this time of closing school my mind is quite

on the stretch, and I am more than ready for the few days' vacation. As
a missionary friend wrote me, "We get tired, but we like it all the same."

Truly, how doleful it would be not to make other people happy at this

blessed Christmas time !

But think how tantalizing it was to Ijave the box come just a few days
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later, when the children were all scattered. To each and every one, old

and young, who had any part in this good work, I thank them. We have

now cards enough for all the anniversaries through the year and for next

Christmas, not only for Brousa, but to send to the schools or Sunday

schools in our out-stations. What we shall need to help us out next year

will be something for the older girls, but I need not speak about that

now.

My only plea at present is for reading matter, for the few books in our

school library have been read by so many sets of girls that they are almost

worn out. Sunday-school papers or story books can come any time throug-h

the post office, costing but little for postage and exciting no suspicion,

whereas in a box they are always liable to inspection and perhaps seizure.

Girls and boys at home read the books that are given them, and then often

lay them aside, not to be looked at again ; why not do them up and send

them to Mrs. Baldwin for the school bookcase.^ Or papers which come

fresh every week, can they not put several in a wrapper and mail them for

a few cents.? Isn't this a good hint for the boys who are so willing to work

for missions, but don't know just what they can do to help .''

Those who have left school are constantly asking me to lend them books,

so that I can use other books besides those intended simply for children.

" The pen is mightier than the sword" is often quoted, but is it not true that

the voice is mightier than the pen.?

I had various social duties to perform during vacation, so that the time

passed very quickly, and before we were aware the new term had begun,

February 3d. When school opened last September I very much feared we
should not be able to graduate a class this year, but the girls have worked

with such a will that I now hope they can finish the course by July. If

all the eight pass it will be the first large class we have ever given diplomas

to. One of the class has been absent several weeks on account of illness,

—

typhoid fever,—and I fear she will have a hard time to catch up when she

returns. She is one of the best in the class, and it will be a bitter disappoint-

ment to fall behind. The roll-book shows many absences this winter, but

none so prolonged as this one, for, as I said, influenza of a mild type has

been quite an epidemic.

Miss Marian, though at first shrinking from taking Miss Rebecca's place,

has proved herself most efficient, and is faithfully and earnestly doing her

[The fact that articles for Christmas festivities need to be sent in September or

October in order to ensure their arrival in season makes this letter of Mrs. Baldwin's

a timely one in this number.

—

£!d.']
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class-room work, besides the various duties which fall to her in the house-

hold. At the beginning of the year we changed the programme, so

that my work is done before noon, and Miss Holt has all her classes,

excepting one, in the afternoon, so that her mornings are comparatively free

for studying the language, which she seems to enjoy, though she does not

venture to talk much, but this we know will come in time. Friday after-

noons there are no lessons ; all are busy with the needle, and the work
ranges all the way from patchwork to cutting and fitting. Come in some

day and see how busy and happy they are.

We read of destructive fires and earthquakes in other places, but from

such outward disturbances our city has been mercifully spared. Our girls

were much moved when they heard of the suffering in Erzroom consequent

on the earthquake, so they were stirred up to contribute quite a little sum
to relieve the distress—nothing in comparison to the great need, but it did

them good to think of others. The people are still oppressed and taxed

most heavily, and every little while some new measure is heard of, such as

compelling a certain district to supply all the wool necessary for manufactur-

ing clothing for the army, or an extra million pounds for the railroad from

Damascus to Mecca. Of course these items you get from newspapers, but

perhaps you do not realize their meaning as we do who see these poor

people getting poorer and poorer every day, until it seems a wonder that

they wish to live. Pray that our girls may grow in grace, and that their

knowledge of spiritual things may keep pace with their lessons in other

branches. Pray, too, for us who are their leaders and teachers.

What Would If you should see a irian take off" his hat as he walked
You Think? along the street, and put it on for a coat.^* If while you were
talking to an audience who seemed to be interested and listening attentively,

they suddenly walked oft' and left you.? If you found fifteen scorpions

in your bath room ? If told that a hundred scorpions were found in your

bath tent.? If your washerwoman only charged you fifteen cents a week for

doing your clothes? If your dish towels were starched stiff', and your collars

and cufts came home limp .? If a heathen boy eight years old should recite

the Peloubet Catechism of the Old and New Testaments? If a heathen

boy twelve years old read the New Testament through three times? If a

little girl should come to Sunday school with all her clothing in her arms?
If in a village about forty boys were learning the life of Christ, all of them

caste boys of heathen parents? If in the same village the schoolboys recited

more than one thousand Scripture verses in one day ? If in ten or fifteen

years this should no longer be a heathen village?

—

Miss K. Booker^ Ba-
patla, India^ in " Over Sea and Land,"
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Miss Mary L. Hammond writes from

Chihuahua, Mexico, June 7, 1902.

About the time your letter came the station had urged me to make a trip

to the southwest, visiting the villages of Jimenez, Villa Lopez, Parral and

Las Cuevas, where we have schools and our girls are teaching, also to see

new girls who wish to come another year. I have never felt that I could

leave the school to make such a trip during term time, but there were rea-

sons why it seemed best for me to go now. It was a tiresome trip because

of "broken nights' rest," but otherwise a very interesting one to me, and

helps me to realize more clearly than ever how much our girls who go out

as teachers to the villages need encouraging and guiding. For instance, in

Villa Lopez there are no regular church services, and Amanda Avila (one

of the 1 901 class) has a private school there. All her girls are from the

" best families," so that as yet she cannot teach them the Bible or do any

direct Chi'istian work ; but she has interested them so much in El Colegie

Chihuahuese that three of them who can pay their own expenses want to

come up and visit the school, so that we hope it may result in their coming

(425)
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to "US eventually. When the fathers of these girls made the written contract

with Amanda for this school they named the school Escuela de Lutero

(Luther's School), which shows that at least the fathers are not very

fanatical.

We are now very busy with "reviews," preparatory to the public exam-

inations, which begin the i6th. One of the Mexican teachers is to be mar-

ried on the 23d. We are sorry to lose her from the teaching force, but as

she marries a good Christian young man, we ought to be thankful to have

another Christian home in our midst.

Our weekly prayer meeting had for its subject "Missions" last Wednes-
day night, when Pauline (Vance) spoke for the first time and told us some-

thing about the work of Dr. Hume in India, and that he is the " missionary

pastor" of our own church in Worcester, Mass. You will see by this that

she is making good progress in acquiring Spanish, which I consider the

most important thing for a new missionary to do.

Dr. and Mrs. Eaton are in Guerrero, visiting the churches in that vicinity.

With best wishes for God's richest blessings to rest on you and your im-

portant work for him, I am. Yours in his service,

LETTER FROM MISS AGNES FENENGA.

Mardin, Turkey in Asia, April 14, 1902.

A WEEK ago to-morrow a day's gloom was cast over our small circle by

the departure of Rev. and Mrs. Dewey for America. We hope our dear

friends are parted from us here but for a brief time. But only God knows.

Mr. Dewey was informed just a week before their departure that it was nec-

essary for him to go at once to America for a most difficult operation for

cancer. He has been a patient sufferer for some time, and had expected to

have an operation at Aintab in the summer, but this new and entirely unex-

pected cancer development made it necessary to act at once, and go where

the best possible aid could be procured. How anxiously we look forward

for news from them,—first of their safe arrival at Alexanbretta (they went

across the plain by way of Oorfa, and we tremble lest some evil may befall

them, for that road, although shorter and better than the northern road by

Diarbekir, is not so safe), then of their arrival in America and the successful

performance of the operation.

Our people, too, feel deeply the loss of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey. On the

morning of their departure our spacious yard was filled with friends to see
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tliem off, some coming as early as 8 a. m., when it was well known the

Deweys would not start until ii A. m. The two high schools, the oi'phan

schools, and some of the city schools, were dismissed for the day, and the

pupils, along with many others, saw the friends for considerable distance

out of the city on their way. The boys' high school, of which Mr. Dewey
has been principal now for many years, composed and learned to sing an

Arabic song for their farewell. The girls of the high school sang " God be

with you till we meet again." Mr. Dewey was a very busy man. All,

or most of his duties, now fall to Mr. Andrus, so that he is indeed burdened,

touritig of course being abandoned for the time.

Dr. Thom and I went with them the first day and spent the night with

them. I had an easy riding horse, and so besides the pleasure of seeing our

friends safely started on their second day's journey, I enjoyed the trip exceed-

ingly. I had not been on the Plain before, for although we are only some

1,600 feet above the Plain, and it seems apparently near as we look down on

it to the south, yet the winding staircase-like path, and also the danger in

going without some government escort, make it seem wise not to go down

unless duty requires. The air was balmy and warm. It was an agree-

able yet strange change to be on a level, and not between rocks on the

mountain side. There were a great variety of wild flowers. The crops

looked fairly well, but in many places strips were entirely black with num-

berless tiny grasshoppers, so it is feared not much will be left of the crops

after the grasshopper becomes more mature. The government during the

winter ordered the eggs dug up, but they were evidently too numerous to

make much of an impression on them. The village of Tel Ermin, where

we spent the night, tried to lessen them some by catching them in the early

morning, when they are huddled together ; the village maiden also herded

the chickens on the blackest strips about the village during the day. I do

hope they will succeed in saving part of their crop at least. They are so

poor that it seems they just can't live unless they do. During the massacres

their homes were destroyed and goods and herds taken away, but not many
of the people were killed. They are trying hard to get a start again. The
houses are about half rebuilt. Their chief food is barley bread and wild

greens. Their church. Papal Armenian, was but partly destroyed, and has

been rebuilt again. It is a good stone structure, all except that the roof is

not well cared for. It is an earth roof, like all of our roofs here, but if they

are well rolled, and holes filled up after each rain, they do very well.

Flowers and grass grow plentifully on it. We occupied the upper room in

the church during the night, and although I had my little camp-bed, I had

so many bed-fellows that sleep was impossible. One night, however, makes
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very little difference with me,—only hope the Deweys will not be kept

awake on their three weeks' journey to the coast. They certainly need all

the rest possible, for they started so tired.

I teach the beginning class in English which Mrs. De\yey had. They
are seven dear little girls ; I call them little,—that is what they seem to me,

—but three of them are engaged to be married, so this will likely be their

last year in school. Will you not pray that I will do well by them } Of
course my Arabic vocabulary is very limited, and so am not really a suitable

teacher, but I shall do my very best. We are reading and translating the

Royal First Reader. Two of the girls are orphans, and they are certainly

the best in the English class, so I hope they will make teachers ; the other

two are village girls. There is a little more hope of keeping them as teach-

ers than city girls, but of course they are liable to be engaged to some one

any day, as the three city girls already are. I teach English writing to all

the pupils who take English, which includes all but a half dozen, perhaps,

so that brings me in touch with all the pupils. Then I frequently spend an

evening in their sitting room ; in fact there is seldom a day but what I make
a little informal call on them. I am sure I find no difficulty in loving these

dear girls
; would the time of my ignorance of the language sped faster, so I

could be more helpful to them.

I take six lessons a week in prose composition of Mahomet Racheel, the

first assistant in our high school. In return, I am reading with her an

English book evenings. She is a good student and teacher, too ; speaks

English well enough so she can make herself understood in it. Maalem
Hanna, the teacher of the Turkish language in the boys' high school, gives

me two lessons in the Gospel of Matthew and two grammar lessons a week.

Maalem Hanna does not belong to our church, but instead to the old

Assyrian church ; but nevertheless I believe him to be a very sincere Chris-

tian', and he certainly is well versed in the Bible. Then I take two Arabic

writing lessons a week. While I was with Mr. and Mrs. Dewey we studied

Arabic for a half hour each evening, which was very helpful to me, but

nothing has taken its place as yet. I am giving English to the head teacher

of the city schools. There are so many anxious to take English, but of

course it would not be wise at present for me to spend much time in that

way. For recreation I ride, which I have already learned to enjoy, and sew.

Agnes Fenenga.

[Since the above was written Mr. Dewey has passed away, and we mourn for that

devoted band of workers who bade him farewell with the hope that he would soon
return to his work again.

J
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EXTRACT FROM MRS. GRAY'S JOURNAL, PONAPE.

One day we were invited to a feast at Majejo, given in honor of Nanakin,

a chief. The tide was low, so we walked over, though the path was so

stony we had to watch every step to keep from falling. However, it is

most beautiful, being lined with ferns and flowers, winding its way among
the tall trees and over little brooks. The sea breeze could not reach us, and

it was very warm walking, but soon the path led into an opening where the

new feast house stands. It is a building about thirty feet long by twenty

feet wide, and entirely open at one end. On three sides is built a sort of

platform, three feet high and four feet wide, where the guests specially

honored lounge. As we came in sight of this building the crowd of natives

lying about under the trees rose as a token of respect. Edgar, a man who
speaks some English and dresses like a white man, came forward and

escorted us to a seat kept for us near Nanakin and his wife on the platform.

There were two chairs for us ; the natives sat on the floor.

In the center of the building were six large piles of stones, with hot fires

burning inside. Soon after we arrived a number of men, with no clothing

except their kaiils, came in with long poles, and began punching the red-

hot rocks apart. The heat was intense. Fortunately we were situated

where the sea breeze fanned us and blew the heat the other way. As soon

as the piles of rocks were knocked down great baskets of breadfruit, yam
and " mar " were hurriedly passed to the men at the fires, and they rapidly

emptied them onto the hot rocks, and with poles and tongs covered the food

with some of the rocks, and on the top of it all piled green leaves and grass to

hold in the heat. These " urns " were then left, and while the food cooked,

other preparations were made. Ten roast pigs were carried in from: a place

outside where they had been cooked. These were placed over a pit in front

of Nanakin. Great quantities of uncooked yam were placed under the trees

just outside the door where Nanakin sat. This and the pigs were then

divided among the people ; only those of high rank received any pork.

They count the missionaries with their chiefs, and the largest and best

young pig was picked out and given us to carry home, also a fine yam,

which was so large it required two men to carry it. When the food in the

" um " was done, the rocks were taken off' and the things placed in baskets
;

all the people received an abundance. They knew our way of eating

differed from theirs, and I think the most civilized were ashamed to have us

watch them, so we were invited over to Edgar's hovise. He had taken our

boys over previously to help arrange dinner for us. The house has two

small rooms, built of lumber. Edgar is quite progressive, and has a few
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chairs, an ancient bureau, and a small table that is quite aristocratic. The
table had a cloth on it, and a bouquet placed in the center. The dinner
consisted of yam, hardman, pigeons in gravy, corn beef, hot cakes made
of scraped yam fried in lard, and candy. Evidently their only dishes were
soup plates, and I saw why I had been requested to bring a deep dish,—the

pigeons and gravy were served in it. The teaspoons were new, had been
purchased for the occasion. Things were well cooked and clean. The
table was set in an open door, through which a fine breeze came in from the

sea. We enjoyed the dinner, and appreciated the effort the natives had
made to entertain us.

Ing-hok, China, May 9, 1902.

You no doubt have received my letter telling of our pleasant trip up
here ; of our happy homecoming, of the cordial welcome we received, of the

heartfelt thanksgiving to God from this patient people,—whose prayers at

last were answered ; of our great joy at being at last at home in the place

to which we had long looked forward, and to which we felt sure God had
surely led us. Here we have been for three happy months and more, and
every day increases our sense of the privilege of being here to work among
this dear people. It is not hard at all to love them ; in fact, it would be

hard to do otherwise. We find them and our experiences among them more
and more interesting. The last of March I ran away and was gone three

weeks, spending one week with Dr. and Mrs. Skinner—old friends I knew
in Chicago—at Kucheng. I took my teacher with me, and was able to

study quite a little; so with the advantage oP seeing a large hospital and
dispensary in operation I felt well repaid for the time spent, to say nothing

of the great pleasure of seeing my dear friends. You cannot understand

that as yet we know little of rapid transit in this primitive land. I had to

spend three weeks away from home in order to make a visit of one week.
I went witli a company of Methodist friends in a house boat for seventy

miles, and in a cliair for thirty miles over the most magnificent mountains.

Misses Worthley and Osborne from Ponasang catne out with me when I

returned three weeks ago. Though we could speak little of the " plain

speech," we felt quite safe with two teachers, a coolie, and our trusty

messenger as a bodyguard. The natives who associate with us a good deal

are able to understand our "brogue" as others cannot. The young ladies

have so fallen in love with Ing-hok, and we are so glad to have tliem here,

that they have decided to remain through this month, until time to go to the

mountain for the summer. Miss Chittenden, for the second time, has left

me to go to Foochow to examine her numerous day schools, so I am espe-

cially anxious to take up the business of keeping boarders ; and you may
imagine it is a great deal pleasanter having these jolly young women with

me than it would be eating alone. The girls are so interested in everything,

and enter so heartily into all our life here, that we shall miss them greatly

when they are gone.
We have been doing a little " street work," and find it oh, so interesting

!

The dear little children are especially attractive, and we do so long to in-
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fluence them for Christ. We are beginning to realize something of the joy

of telling the blessed truth to those who have never heard it. The word
*' truth " means more to me than ever before, and I always feel like speak-

ing of the gospel in that way now when I am surrounded by so much that

is hideously untrue. A few days ago as we were out for a walk, after our

study hours were over, we met two of our favorite little boys on their way
home from school. With a great shout they came running toward us, and

literally leading us by the hand took us triumphantly to the school, where

we met the teacher and a number of other little fellows, who immediately

joined our " following "
; and when we started home each of us found herself

quite in possession of not only one but two little ragamuffins, who slipped

their grimy hands into ours with the utmost confidence. It was such a pro-

cession as you may never hope to see. It took pretty skillful management
to "stick on" the high, narrow walks between the gardens, for you may be

sure neither young man would relinquish his hold even for one moment.
We brought the whole company home, and in our dining room, with the

help of a teacher, we taught them the hymn, " Jesus loves me," gave them
each a picture card, and sent them home happy. On Sunday Misses

Worthley and Osborne and I started a Sunday school in our chapel, with

the boys from the day school down on the street and the girls from the girls'

school in our own compound as an audience. It was a feeble beginning, to

be sure, but it was a beginning. The native teacher in the girls' school

knows a little English, so we were not wholly without means of communi-
cating with our school, and one of the teachers came to the rescue when he

was bidden, and talked " doctrine" to them in a simple, plain way. When
Miss Chittenden returns it will be easier, for she is long past the stage of

mental spasms every time she wishes to say anything in Chinese.

The visitors coming to "see house" {kang chio) are still much in evi-

dence., I suppose we have had nearly two thousand visitors, counting

duplicates, since the 8th of February, Chinese New Year's Day. We show
nearly everything we possess, and always play and sing for them, and have

one of our teachers explain the hymns to them. Sometimes the poor women
will sit with tears in their eyes as they hear of a " happy land," where even

they may have peace and joy and rest.

Emily Dillman Smith, M.D.

FROM MISS MARGARET M. McCORD.

Amanzimtote, Natal, April 7, 1902.

Perhaps you will enjoy a little glimpse of my work here. Most of it is

not pleasant to tell about, and my daily visitors, with their burns, sores, pains

and ailments of every sort, would not attract you, but it is through the heal-

ing of their bodies that we reach their hearts.

One bright face surely you would notice as a girl of twelve comes run-

ning up with a present of green corn, "for we are eating the spring now."
A year and a half ago as she was put upon the operating table in the dis-

pensary, her face drawn and old as a woman of forty, there seemed little
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hope for her life. But hope has come, and through it hope for the Hfe here-

after, both to her and her parents.

A year ago my husband was obHged to go to England to obtain the Brit-

ish qualifications necessary to practice in these South African colonies. In

this country it is a matter of course that the doctor's wife knows something
of his medicines, though in truth this one doesn't know much. But the

people will not believe it, so they come for medicines, and I do for them what
I can, and so am getting into their hearts, hoping to be of greater help to

the doctor when he gets home in August.
But the babies are my chief delight. If I could show up all of mine to

you they would make quite an array. Most of what they need is a dose of

common sense given to the grandmother. She gets the first baby to bring

up, for mothers don't know an3'thing till they've had at least one child and
have seen it cared for by experienced hands. The first thing a baby needs is

to eat, and nature not having provided food, cornmeal porridge is made quite

thin and poured down the baby's throat as fast as it can swallow. This is

kept up (for it has no nourishment from nursing, of course), till, if the

child lives, he learns to eat corn, beans, sweet potatoes, etc. African babies

being smarter than most, they learn this within a month.
One old woman who looked at me with such an amused pity for my inex-

perience a few weeks ago, came yesterday to say that when the baby was to

die anyway they just tried what I said about letting it go hungry, "but now
they believed."

We are more happy than we can tell in our work, and thank the Father
every day that he has put us just where we are. He has come very close to

us this past year ; first in the doctor's long siege with typhoid fever in an
English hospital, then at Christmas time one baby was as sick as could be
and live with dysentery.

Pray for our work and for us that our lives may count for Christ in this

land where the gospel is so much needed.

Illinois .

Indiana .
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Kansas .

Michigan
Missouri .

Nebraska
SotTTH Dakota
"Wisconsin
Miscellaneous
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Contributions The report of contributions for the month ending August

FOR THE Month, iSth gives cause for great anxiety, there being no less

than $1,845.14 less than in the same month last year. A close scrutiny of

the items shows the fact that several Branches did not send in their

monthly reports, and we may hope that the decrease is only an unusual fluc-

tuation and that the amount may be made up in some measure during the

next two months. The time before the close of our financial year is very

short. Our case is very urgent ; we ask the earnest prayers of all our friends

for our treasury.

Missionary It has been our pleasure to welcome home Dr. Harriet E.

Personals. Parker from Madura, India, now in this country for a well-

earned furlough. A new missionary. Miss Adelaide S. Dwight, sailed for

Turkey, August i8th, designated to our Girls' Boarding School in Talas.

Miss Mary Riggs has been appointed a missionary of the Board, and expects

soon to go to the Girls' Boarding School in Adabazar. Dwight and Riggs

have been well-known names in Turkey for man}' years, and it is a great

satisfaction to send these missionary daughters and grand-daughters on their

way to the land of their birth.

Lux Christi. Orders for our new text-book on India for the United Study

of Missions are already coming in rapidly, and there is promise of a large sale.

An extended notice is given on another page by Mrs. Joseph Cook. Wall

maps of India, with the work of different Boards indicated on it, at twenty-

five cents each, and a fine set of twenty-four pictures at twenty cents a set,

are now ready for sale. All these may be obtained on application at the

Board Rooms, 704 Congregational House, Beston.

A. New A new opening for work in the East Central Africa Mission is

Opening, located at Melsetter. This is a town in Southern Rhodesia,

north of Mt. Sillnda, on the way to Mutali. The colonists at Melsetter

have been desirous for some time of better educational advantages for their

cliildren, and the government has invited our missionary. Miss Gilson, to

open a school there, her support being guaranteed by them. This in no

sense severs Miss Gllson's connection v^'ith the mission, but is regarded by

all interested simply as an opportunity to extend missionary influence, while

the work at Mt. Sllinda will be carried on by others. A letter from Miss

Gilson, on another page, gives a picture of her new surroundings. Though

we 5ire in this way no longer responsible for Miss Gilson's salary, our

sympathy and prayers will not fail to go with her into this new undertaking,

Avhile our appreciation of her self-sacrificing service in the pioneer work at
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Mt. Silinda may be emphasized here in connection with this transfer to

another but kindred worli.

The Paris-Peking It has been announced that soon the great Siberian

Vestibule Limited. Railway will open a semi-weekly service between

Paris and Peking, with cars of the most comfortable and luxurious char-

acter, and the whole journey from the French capital to Peking, without

change of coaches, will be made in about twenty-one days. The cost of

passage, including everything, will be £53 ($260). The mails for China

will be carried in this way, and it is believed that the semi-weekly service

will soon develop into a daily one. A line of fast steamers will connect

with the Manchurlan Railway at Dalny or Port Arthur for Shanghai,

so that the whole distance from London or Paris to Shanghai will be

covered in three or four weeks. The International Company, which will

have charge of these trains, is also taking steps toward the construction of

a grand modern hotel in Peking. These are only some of the indications

of the revolution of travel and Eastern life which the Siberian Railway is

bringing about.

—

From the Missionary Reviexv.

Serpent Worship In one of the highest mountains in the South Kanara

IN India. Ghats there is a very celebrated serpent temple. There

great numbers of the " coiling folk" reside in holes and crevices made for

them. To propitiate these creatures, persons who have made vows roll and

wriggle around the temple, serpent fashion, and some will even roll their

"bodies up to it from the foot of the hill a mile distant. They also take home

with them portions of earth from the sacred serpent holes. This earth is

Relieved to cleanse from leprosy if rubbed on the parts affected. Serpentine

body wriggling is also practiced farther south, where small snake temples

are common. Near one of these, not far from Madura, on the Vaiga River,

there are men who for a few rupees will perform any number of wrigglings

and rollings around the shrine as proxies for persons who have vowed them.

Indeed, it seems to be a fixed article of belief throughout Southern India

that all who have willfully or accidentally killed a snake, especially a cobra,

will certainly be punished, either in this life or the next, by one of three

ways,—either by childlessness or by leprosy or by ophthalmia.

—

Ex.

Children's Funerals If you lived in Peking you might be surprised

in Peking. never to see a child's funeral ; but if you were to go

into the street very early in the morning you would find the explanation.

You would meet a large covered vehicle, drawn by two oxen, having a sign

across the front stating its horrible office, and piled to the brim with the
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bodies of children. Sometimes there are a hundred in the cart at once,

thrown in as garbage, nearly all of them naked, a few of them tied up in old

reed baskets, and fewer—never more than one or two—in cheap board

coffins. These carts go about the streets each night, pick up these pitiable

remains, and they are thrown in like so much wood, and taken to a pit

outside the city wall, into which they are dumped, then covered with quick-

lime. Does it make you sick to hear such a thing? I have lived in a city

where this is a daily occiu'rence.— Chester Holcotnb.

An Appreciative It is the pleasant custom of Orientals to make much of

Address. the arrival and departure of friends, and especially of the

missionaries who go to work among them, with addresses and flowers and

gifts. Such a farewell was given to Dr. Harriet E. Parker, who left

Madura, India, the last of May. We make a few extracts from the address

of the occasion sent on by Dr. Van Allen : " During the seven years of your

work in this city of historic interest as a messenger of truth and a healer of

diseases, you have won the good will and the esteem of your patients and

others. Under the circumstances your separation, however short it may be,

will be keenly felt by us all ; in other words, we will be like children desti-

tute of their parents, and the vegetation looking up to Heaven during a

protracted period of severe drought. However, we trust that your worthy

successor and the good Madam Cronier—your inestimable gift to this hospi-

tal—will make up the loss we sustain in j-ou. We warmly appreciate your

endeavors to secure true Christian assistants to enter fully into the business

as you do ; and we cherish a deep-seated love in tlie chamber of our heart

for the ready and the invaluable helps you rendered to us during the out-

breaks of virulent epidemics. Notwithstanding the heavy medical work on

your shoulders, you have thrown your heart and soul into the spiritual work
which is manifested in the conversion of some patients to Christianity, and

the expulsion of superstitious beliefs from all those who kept themselves

under your kind treatment. And it is needless to say that the extension of

hospital work to Mohammedan women and children, together with the

warm interest you took to facilitate itineracy, forms a bright feature in your
mission to India, and an epoch in the history of the Women and Children's

Hospital in Madura, under tlie auspices of the benign American Madura
Mission. And all through your stay with us you were a true friend of the

poor, and a supporter of the helpless and the despised. Therefore, accord-

ing to the words of a Tamil poet, even the earth and the skv will form only

an inadequate recompense for all the manifold helps and liberal gifts we
have received at your hands. Beloved Madam, we take this opportunity to
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thank^ the Women's Board, through you, for having granted you as our

doctor, and request you to convey our good wishes to your dear parents and

relatives who allowed you to come and work amidst us in spite of the hot

climate of this tropical region."

INDIA.

GIVING IN INDIA.

BY MRS. WILLIAM O. BALLANTINE.

The Hindu people are accustomed to giving, but the motive behind

it is totally different from the Christian idea. The Hindu gives to acquire

merit, and often spends a large proportion of his worldly goods to ease his

soul. The needs of humanity often fail to appeal to him. The sufferings

of his own relatives may go unrelieved, but his silver and gold are poured

out to build one temple more to Ganpati, or to speed a sacred beggar on his

pilgrimage. For an hundred years the number of those who have sub-

stituted the Christian law of giving has steadily increased. The impelling

force of a great love, though but dimly understood, has blossomed out here

and there in the arid soil into beautiful and fragrant flowers.

• The simplicity of living among the average native Christians is difficult

to describe, and nearly impossible for an average American Christian to

understand. In good times the head of a family can earn as a laborer from

$i.6o to $1.75 pel' month. The salary of a single village school-teacher is

less than $2.50 per month. If the cost of.living is proportionately low, these

sums may represent comfort and comparative luxury ; but one can easily

see that contributions from such a people, even if generous, would have to

depend upon numbers to givq a large result. Native agents, almost witliout

exception, joay into the church treasury every month one tenth of that

month's salary. That is taken out first, before other expenses are calculated

for. This is the regular contribution they are thus far able to make toward
self-support as to their churches.

Appeals are constantly made to the "rank and file" native Christians

—

not agents—to support their own institutions, and meet with a heaity

response. Their poverty is indescribable. They do not begin to under-

stand what self-support means, but they do have a love of independence, and
make much effort to gain it, with famine, pestilence, poverty, which is the

" destruction of the poor," and even the sunshine and untimel}^ rain all

against them. They are encouraged to make weekly offerings, and an
especial gift when the harvest time comes.

Before famine conditions prevailed the village school-teachers collected
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considerable grain from the Hindu parents of their pupils in payment of

their fees. What in America would be called paying one's just debts, has

to be named giving in poor India.

Connected with the large schools of the Marathi Mission are societies

like the King's Daughters and Mission Bands. One of these in two years

alone placed in its treasury and then gave for the support of famine children

six hundred rupees,—this after repa3'ing the money loaned for materials

with which the work was done. This work was entirely voluntary and

done out of scliool hours, and represents what willing cliildren can do when
well directed. Some years its work has been delicate sewing, others ex-

quisite embroidery with silk and linen, and later the gold and silver

embroidery which has been taken up in the school as an industry.

Not only the child^-en can give, but those far more helpless than children.

In a town called Poladpur are one hundred and eighty lepers, men and

women. The}'^ almost trul}' could have said, " We have nothing to give.'*

But realizing how much had been given them, when they heard of the famine

in China, reduced their food, and gave what was a very liberal sum for the

sufferers in a foi'eign land.

In schools where the grain for the day's allowance is given out to each

pupil, it has been quite a general custom for each child to take out what

could be held in the hand for an offering. This grain is sold, and the

amount received for it is reported by the church with its other contributions.

In tours among the villages we find many kinds of congregations, some

comfortably housed in a neat chapel or schoolroom, and some under spread-

ing trees worship in " God's first temples." A few^ teachers or students are

dressed in clean Sunday white ; others there are clothed, but with less of

cleanliness and grace, and the truly destitute wear such garments as

are left them. All listen attentively and sing heartily, " How sweet the

name of Jesus sounds" and other familiar hymns, and when the plate is

passed almost all present put something in. We see some cowrie shells, cop-

per coins and several silver pieces. The silver is often given b}' some Hindu
thankful for the recovery of a dear child. It is not all intelligent giving,

but we are sure much comes from the new motive, " Freely have ye received,

freely give." It is a painful sight oftentimes,—especially since famine has

been heavy on the land—the pinched, haggard, weak and emaciated people,

they still giving in their deep, hopeless poverty, until we would replace

the gift doubled into their hands and say if we dared, " Surely this is not

required of you ; keep it for your own great need."

In one of these little villages lived a woman whose name -Cvas Anandi Bai.

Ever since the beginning the people of that town had lived and died, and

had been succeeded by others who did the same thing, without one true con-
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ception of the love of God our Father. All that they did that was good was
from natural impulses or from a desire to gam merit, to count on the

balance side in the unknown hereafter. Now something new was to come.

A Christian church was to be formed in town, and a number of people

whom Anandi Bai knew were to become a part of it. A man was to teach

them regularly on the first day of the week. She had been asked to come,

but did not understand much about it. The " Sahib " was coming, and it

would be an unusual chance to sell a bundle of wood ; so with an eye to

business, after giving the children their bread Saturday morning, she, with

her wee baby tied up in a cloth on her back, started off over the fields. All

day she worked until evening, picking up little twigs of wood here and there,

and at last the sunset found her near her home with a big load of fuel

balanced on her head, and the baby sleeping in his hammock on her back.

Sunday morning she started oft' again with baby and the load of wood, this

time to the white man's camp. The wood was quickly sold, and she was

soon seated in the place made ready for the church service. Anandi listened

that morning to very plain and earnest words about the Love that gave itself

for her, and in her simple, untaught heart she believed and rejoiced in it.

When the plate was passed Anandi began untying the corner of her garment.

The price of the wood seemed quite a fortune to her. She thought how
much grain it would buy, and how many times it would fill the mouths of

her hungry children. She counted it out in her hands, and slnit her fingers

closely upon it. "You are not going to give it all, are you ? " a woman
sitting beside her said. " Chup !

" she answered ; and the plate came to her

just then, and it all went in,—ten precious cents. And Anandi was glad,

and on her way home sang a little song to her baby, and picked some

weeds by the roadside to cook with red peppers for the family dinner.

She did not even know that charity begins at home. She had heard the

"How much owest thou?" and answered, " All."

For many years it has been the custom in Ahmednagar to have a week's

convention in October. An interesting programme is arranged, and both

natives and mi'Ssionaries take part in it. The closing hour has always been

given to receiving the thank offerings of the people. The village women
bring chickens tied securely by the legs, or eggs in a basket ; farmers come
with grain or vegetables ; some bring money ; among the gifts are pieces of

cloth, fruit, bits of jewelry and articles the names of which we do not know,

until the place is filled. The articles are bought up and turned into rupees

to be announced later as the October collection. Many come to this con-

vention from towns where there is no church. They have brought their

offerings, small and pitiful oftentimes, but given from hearts loving and

true. "And Jesus sat over against the treasury"
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WHAT TO SEE IN EUROPE.
BY MRS. FRANCIS E. CLARK.

European travelers usually omit from their itineraries some very inter-

esting sights that they might easily see if they only knew. May I tell you

of some things it has been my fortune to see on this European tour that are

as well worth seeing as anything in Italy or Switzerland.''

If you go to Vienna, as many tourists do, forty-eight hours more would

take you to Salonica, that old city wliere Paul preached, and to which he

sent his Epistles to the Thessalonians; and on your way you will pass

through scenery that is as picturesque as anything in Europe, with a little

Oriental flavor added to give it piquancy. The trains and hotels on your

way may not be quite all your fancy painted them, but they are quite endur-

able ; and if you have traveled much in Europe, you have probably been

already in some trains and hotels that were not absolutely satisfactory, and

you will not mind a few more discomforts.

Much of tlie journey lies along the banks of the River Vardar, which is-

bordered by pretty villages and small towns, and sometimes by high cliffs^

and for a large part of the time )'ou stand in the corridor by the window
watching the scenery as eagerly as you ever did in Switzerland; and you are

half sorry when the train draws into the station at Salonica, and you find

yourself surrounded by cabs and porters and hotel men very much as you

would be in any other part of Europe, except that many of the porters will

wear red fezes, and you will hear many of the languages of the Tower of

Babel spoken at your elbow. The hotels are pretty good, vising the term

relatively, as you must always do in Turkey, and if you choose the riglit

hotel you may get a window looking out on the beautiful Bay of Salonica

with its shipping from many countries.

You begin to realize now something of what is expected of a missionary

in Macedonia, for he must know at least one language besides his own, and

he can make use of as many more as he can learn. If he knows French or

German he will find it very useful, but lie must add to it a good knowledge

of the Bulgarian language, and also as much Turkish and Greek as he can.

Now there are various relics of St. Paul, real and imaginary, to be seen in

this old city where he once preached, and which seems to-day to pay so little

lieed to his teachings ; but there will be forty guides ready to show you the

usual sights that the tourist sees, so I want to show you something else.

It would take too long to tell of all the kinds of missionary work that are

carried on from this center ; of the beautiful influences that go out from the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Haskell ; and of the work that Mr. and Mrs. Holvvay

have already begun, though they are verv new comers, and ;ire still studying
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the language. You would like, too, to know something about the mission-

ary touring that is done from this center by Dr. House and Mr. Haskell and

Mr. Holway ; and I suppose that Miss Stone was almost like a bishop of

Macedonia, so much did she accomplish by her visits in all these little vil-

lages, where she has been sadly missed for all these weary months. You

IN BAHIA, AN OUT-STATION OF SAMOKOV.

would be very fortunate, too, if you could have a chance to see little Ellen

Stone Tsilka, the little " baby brigand," who was such a joy and comfort

to Miss Stone and Mrs. Tsilka in the last weeks of their captivity. The
only trouble would be that Baby Tsilka is such a sweet, lovable little morsel
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that you would want to kidnap her yourself. She would go vvitli you

willingly, for she looks about with her bright, black eyes upon friend and

foe alike with fearless interest, though as a matter of fact she could not

have any foes,—even the brigands themselves carrying her very tenderly and

lovingly. Mr. and Mrs. Tsilka, too, are such gifted, attractive, earnest

Christian workers that \'ou would like very much to see something of the

work they have taken up again in their Albanian home.

KOSTENETZ, ON THE WAY TO SAMOKOV.

But I am keeping you too long in Salonica, for I want you to have at

least a glimpse of Monastir and the earnest workers there. It is only a

hundred miles away, but it is an all day's journey, in a somewhat uncom-

fortable train. The scenery is very beautiful, however, and you would feel

repaid for taking the journey if you had only that. You pass through old

Berea, where Paul said the people were more honorable than those in Salo-

nica, and that thev studied their Bibles better. I am afraid it is not true

of them now though. You would ride for more than an hour along the
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shore of a beautiful lake, with an occasional village here and there, which im-

presses you as being very picturesque and quite clean for Tui-key. There

are hills and lofty mountains all around, with plenty of places where brig-

IN MONASTIR.

ands might easily hide away, but you will also see thousands of soldiers

stationed on every hill, who do not mean to allow any more kidnap-

ping, apparently. At one village that we passed on our journey a 3'oung

Bulgarian girl came to our compartment, and, calling out my name, told
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me in good English that she was a Christian Endeavorer, and having

heard that we were going througli she had come out to see us. She
introduced her father and mother and brother, who spoke only Bulga-

rian, and told us something of the work that they were trying to do in this

little village. You would have been very much interested in this bright,

earnest young woman,—a graduate of the school you are going to visit

in Monastir,—for she is a good sample of the good work that school is

doing; and that one Christian home is making itself felt in the little

town.

At Monastir you would receive such a hearty welcome from Dr. and Mrs.

Bond, and Miss Matthews and Miss Pavlovar, that you would feel yourself

at home at once,

and they would

show you the

pleasant city in

which they live,

—for it is a pleas-

ant city, i n spite

of the fact that

you feel yourself

all the time under

the unpleasant
thumb of the

Turkish govern-

ment. D r . and

Mrs. Bond are

full of good
works and alms

deeds that they do, not only in the city of Monastir, but in all the country

round about, and one is always coming across proofs of the good work they

have done. The school, which has been for several years under the care of

Miss Cole and Miss Matthews, is very interesting, and though if you make
your visit now you would find Miss Cole absent in America, yet you would
see and hear of so much that she has done that you would rejoice over it all

;

and you would also see that Miss Matthews and her efficient Bulgarian

helpers are carrying on the school very successfully in her absence. It is

beautiful to see the warm, loving interest that Miss Matthews takes in every

girl under her care, and how she is trying in every way to help and uplift

them. And not only that, but she and the other teachers keep up an

acquaintance with all the girls who leave the school, and their helpful in-

KINDERGARTEN CLASS, MONASTIR GIRLS' SCHOOL,
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fluence reaches out for a long distance beyond the school and the city,

to the great benefit of the girls who are trying now in the villages where

they live to do work for Christ. You would be very much interested,

too, in the corps of Bulgarian teachers, who are sweet, gifted, cultivated,

-attractive Christian young women, themselves the fruit of the work done

in this school or the one in Samokov, and whose influence for good is

strong over every one whom their lives touch. You would be so charmed

with them, and with the bright-faced, attractive girls in the school, all of

whom could talk with you in English, that you would envy Miss Matthews

and the other teachers the re-

wards they will sometime have

for their loving ministry, and you

would straightway resolve to

double your missionary contribu-

tion next year.

By this time I am sure you will

feel that your appetite for mis-

sionary sight-seeing i s not half

satisfied, and you will want to

go on to Sofia and Philippopolis

and Samokov, in each of which

cities you will see similar sights.

I would like to tell you of all the

thousand and one things that Mrs.

Marsh is doing for the women and

children in Philippopolis, the

Boston of Bulgaria as some one

has called it, and of the bright,

gifted, earnest, warm-hearted

Bulgarian women who are work-

ing with her for their city and

their country. I would like to

tell you of the beautiful new
church that Mr. Marsh has just built,—a church that is set on a hill, look-

ing down on all the mosques and minarets of Philippopolis,—and of its bell

that rings out over the whole city, louder than the muezzin's call, making

its work known and its influence felt in many places. I would like to tell

you, too, of the earnest pastor of this church, and of his beautiful daughter,

who is now one of the teachers at Monastir.

I have written already of the beautiful work that is done in Samokov, but

VARDAR RIVER, MACEDONIA.
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I wish I could tell you something of Miss Clark and her work for the

women and children of Sofia, and of Pastor Popofl'and his wife, and of the

little church in that city, from which so many good influences go out, but

you will already be weary with this long article. If you have read enough

of it to make you want to go and look at missions for yourself, or at least to

stay at home and read about them, and then try to help, its purpose will

have been accomplished. But this I know : if you could see with your own
eyes what I have been trying to make you see through mine, you would

believe in missions.

MICRONESIA.

A NUKUARO WOMAN.
LETTER FROM REBECCA TULENKUN, KUSAIE GIRLS' SCHOOL.

KusAiE, Caroline Islands, March 31, 1903.

Dear Friends : I think you will like to hear about our islands. Lots

of islands did not know about Jesus. I want to tell you about Nukuaro,

one of the Caroline Islands. This island is different from Kusaie. It has no

mountains, but is only a low coral island. This is one which has not heard

much about Jesus.

Not very long ago one of the men, who was a carpenter, came down
here to work for Captain Melander. He had a wife and a son. This was

the first time we saw a Nukuaro woman. When she first came she saw

the people how they worshiped God. From the first she always went to

the church with the people. I heard the people say they were very much
surprised at her because she did not stay at home any time when they had

their prayer meeting in church. The people had the prayer meeting every

Wednesday night. Sometimes there were not very many who went to

meeting. Perhaps they wanted to sleep or got lazy, but she did not care

for the rain or darkness or anything. She just took her lantern and went to

the church. Afterwards she bought her a Kusaian hymn book and a Testa-

ment, when she could understand their language a little. She went to

school, and she studied writing and the English primer and the Kusaian

primer also. She and her son were both in school. Her son was not

older than eight years, but he understood the Kusaian language too. Her
husband did not understand. Her little boy could sing better than she did,

and he lielped his mother with her lessons. "When they werit from school

they both studied hard on their lessons for the next day, but if she did not
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understand her lessons she asked her son to help her. She loved the school

very nauch. She did not like to waste a day with an^^thing besides the

school.

She saw the people marry, so she went to the minister and told him that

she would like very much to be married because she was not married to her

husband. Her liusband did not say anything about their marriage. He
saw the people married, but he did not tell the people that he wanted to be

married. She just thought herself and asked for it. Then they were
married.

The people knew that she was a good woman, and they helped her with

what she needed. They had her in their school and taught her as well as

they could, and she studied her lessons as she could. She had seen all

the things the people did here about God's work. She was in school

six months, then they went home. When she left here she was so

sorry because she liked the school. She did not want to leave her

school. When she went home she saw her people how that they did not

know anytliing about God, and how they had not heard about Jesus, who
came down to save us from our sins. When she first got there she told the

people, just a few of them, about God, and when they heard they went

and told the other people who had not heard yet, Then they went to her

too, and she saw tliat they were interested. So she began to teach them.

At first she had them in her own liouse, but when all the people went to

her and asked her to teach them she had no room for all of the people.

When she began her school she had only the little children, but when the

people saw them they all went to her too. Then her husband built a big

and pretty house for her to have her school in. This house was their school-

house. Then all the people went to her school, the men and women and

children, old men and old women. All the people liked the school. Then

she began to teach them in the Kusaian Testament. She took her Kusaian

books with her when she went from here. Every morning she blew on

the shell. Then all the people went to that house. When she began school

they sang one or two songs in the Kusaian language. Then she prayed in

their own language, so that they could hear what she said. After she

prayed they all said the Lord's Prayer in the Kusaian language because she

could not translate it into their language. After that she began to tell them

about God, and taught them to read in Kusaian.

Everv morning and evening they were all together in that house to have

prayers. She taught them all that she knew. Sometimes slie went to

those who could not go to her house, and spoke to them and told them to

give their hearts to God and pray to him. She taught them that he is
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the true God. She wanted very imich to know what some of the verses

in the Bible meant so that slie might teach the people, but there was

not anybody to help her. Captain Melander went there and some Kusaian

sailors on his ship. So when they first anchored she went to the ship. She

took her Testament with her ; she went to those sailors and asked them to tell

her what the verses meant, but they all went away from her and stood where

she could not find them, because they knew that they could not say anything

to her to answer her questions. She told them that she could not help the

people because she had taught all that she knew, and now she needed some-

thing more that she miglit be able to help the people. All tlie people

respected her very much. She told those who smoked that it was not right

for God's people to do that kind of thing. All the Christians did not like

to smoke. Then thev all destroyed their pipes and threw away their smok-

ino-. She told those who went to her and told lier tliat they loved God, that if

they had some fire in their houses they must not let the other people take it

for their pipes. So they kept this like a law to them.

One day she went to an old man and an old woman. She told them that

tliey must put away their smoking and worship God, and she told them that

if they kept on with their smoking, and did not obey what she said, that they

would soon see what the Mighty God would do to them. Lots of the people

were there when she spoke to that old man and woman. They heard what

she said. That old man said that all the words she said were not true.

Then she went away from them.

That old man he was old, but he was not sick. He was well enough
;

but as soon as slie had gone away from them she heard the people say,

" That old man has died." So all the people were very much surprised and

said that they wanted to believe all the tilings she had been teacliing them

about God, and that they knew that there was none beside God. They said

they were going to do all the things she told them to do. She had seen

the people hereon Kusaie take up their collections for God's work. When
she went back she did as she had seen, and she told the people about it. So

they brought their contributions to her. Then slie did not know what to do

with it. She taught the people all that she knew, and after she could

not teach anything more, she just had prayers with them every day.

Please pray for tiiat woman who tries to help her people as much as she

can. She wants very much to have a teacher to help her. If she seen

some Kusaian people who have been sailors she asks them to stay with her

and help her teach the people. She is in a place where nobody can help

her about God's work. So many heathen people and so many bad things

are around her, but she does not care about all these things. She just wants

to follow Jesus in her life.
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A NEW SOCIAL LIFE AT PEKING.
BY THE REV. J. L. WHITING.

Missionary of the Presbyterian Board at Peking.

While the wise diplomatists at Peking have been wrinkling their brows

over the knotty Cliinese problem, two women quietly slipped a knot which

may be the undoing of many tangles. As might be expected, an American

woman took the initiative.

Precedent, that specter whicli hovers above the Celestial Empire, and has

proved such a foe to Chinese progress, makes any turning from the ancestral

path very difficult in that land. It was, therefore, with many misgivings

that Mrs. Conger, wife of the American Minister to China, recently sent out

invitations to ten Chinese princesses for a luncheon at the American Lega-

tion. She remembered that never before had Chinese royalty sat at table

with "outer barbarians"; that some of these ladies had never seen these

white strangers in their land, but had doubtless heard of them as pale crea-

tures with blue eyes and red hair, who lived on milk and white sugar, who
wore clothes that were too tight for them, and spoke a diabolical tongue, and

whose very glance was full of danger to any self-respecting lady. To go to

their homes, to breathe the same air, which might bear countless magic in-

fluences, to sit at table with them and partake of their incomprehensible food,

would certainly require great bravery and independence. Mrs. Conger

realized this, and would not have been surprised at polite regrets from the

entire company.

The lady of highest rank who was invited was Jung Shou, the Princess

Imperial, adopted daughter of the Empress Dowager. Whether she was
influenced in her decision by the shrewd old Empress, or by mere curiosity,

we cannot say ; but in spite of all evils which might come upon her as a

result of this bold step, she decided to ignore precedent and accept the invi-

tation. Her example was followed by all the other princesses.

At the appointed time a brilliant procession of yellow and red sedan chairs,

gorgeously trimmed with gold, red, blue and green, carts with mounted out-

riders, soldiers in gay uniform, and the very modest array of four hundred

and sixty-one servants*, filed through the Legation gates. Mrs. Conger had

reason to know the exact number of attaches.^ for in accordance with Chinese

custom she gave each one a tip.

Ten American ladies were invited to help Mrs. Conger in entertaining her

royal guests. After the greetings the ladies were ushered into a beautifully

decorated dining room, where all stood while Mrs. Conger offered the fol-

lowing toast, " Let us drink of the crystal waters of this land to the health

of the Empress Dowager and tiie Emperor, and to the peace and prosperity

of their people." This toast, which was given in English, was interpreted
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by one of the guests who spoke Chinese. The Princess Imperial, lifting her

glass with both hands to her eyes, responded in her native tongue, and her

words were then translated into English, " I take the place of the Royal

Dowager, who sends her thanks and greetings to this company, and hopes

that the pleasant relations which now exist between America and China will

continue through endless ages." The toast was then drunk in the " crystal

water from Jade Spring Mountain." A social hour followed, with a brief

musical programme. Then the royal guests, after many expressions of

friendly regard, took their departure.

Two weeks had not passed when the Princess Imperial invited the Amer-
ican ladies who had been her hostesses to meet the Chinese princesses at her

home. This was an act unprecedented in Chinese history. The reception

of the ladies of the diplomatic circle, given by the Empress Dowager some

time ago, was political in purpose, and social equality was not conceded to

the foreigners. That a Chinese lady next in rank to the Empress Dow-
ager should invite to her home on terms of social equality ladies of any

foreign country was suggestive of a social millennium at Peking.

When the ladies arrived at the palace they were greeted with friendliness

by the princess. The Empress Dowager, although not present, evidently

wished to express her good will. Scarcely were the ladies seated when two

little round baskets were brought in. One was presented to Mrs. Conger,

and one to Madame Uchida, the Japanese minister's wife, who was also a

guest of honor. Each basket contained a tiny black pug dog. These little

creatures were gorgeously attired in red satin harnesses and gold bells and

collars, upon which were engraved in Chinese characters, " Compliments

of Her Majesty, Empress Dowager of China."

Some foreign customs had evidently pleased the Chinese hostesses, for

the banquet which followed, though thoroughly Cliinese in 7ne7tu, was served

in American style. Knives, forks, plates, tablecloth and napkins replaced

the carved chopsticks and bowls, bare, highly polished table, and dampened

finger doily of the native society functions. To the ladies was served tlie

following remarkable tmnti : Birds'-nest soup, roast duck, sharks' fins, rolls,

fish croquettes, string beans, fungus, stewed pith of bamboo, red fruit jelly,

cup cakes, ducks' kidneys, fried clams, sliced cucumbers, sprouts of bamboo

root, roast lamb, sliredded chicken, green peas, shrimp fritters, ham and

scones, chicken soup with isinglass.

It is hard now o estimate the full significance of these two social events

in China. This at least can be said : The fact that they were possible at all

indicates a radical departure from the former policy of seclusion, and points

to a more rational attitude on the part of the celestials, and a more whole-

some relation between China and America.— The Independent.



~ To give lights to tbem that sit in darKoess k-^""-

THE WOMAN WHO GAVE HERSELF.

Elizabeth Payson Prentiss beautifully expressed what many another

soul has silently felt when she wrote, " A little room all of my own, and

a regular liour morning and night all of my own, would enable me, I think,

to say, ' Now let life do its worst !
'
"

Little Mrs. Lynfold, with a large family in a small house, and a pocket-

book whose sides were never extended perceptibly by anything but news-

paper clippings, often declared to herself that she would " give up and die
"

if it were not for the bolt on the inside of the attic storeroom door. She had

bought that bolt and put it on herself unknown to anyone. In among the

scrap-bags hanging from the rafters and the piles of trunks and boxes, there

was the Bethel of one soul pressing its way heavenward. Not that she ever

had a whole hour night or morning to herself. The most of her praying

had to be done a-foot ; and, like Aaron, she burned incense while she filled

the lamps. But there were soinetimes pre'cious odd bits of time when she

could kneel at the Master's feet, and "take unto her words." No one had

ever discovered this sacred eyrie of the housemother, up three flights of

stairs from the basement kitchen, where so much of her time had to be

spent. Baby Ben knew about it, for he had oftentimes been deposited

therein on a big comfortable when the weather was neither too warm nor

too cold, and he kept the secret well, as his vocabulary consisted of only

(453)
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three words. It was not an attractive spot from an aesthetic standpoint, but

the narrow window admitted Hght enough for the reading of a passage in

the coarse-print Bible that always la}' on the old wooden chair,—a rough altar,

truly, with no cloth of gold, but angels ministered there many a time when
the tempter had fled in defeat. Mrs. Lynfold was thinking of this one quiet

nook in life's turmoil as she hastened home from the afternoon meeting of

the missionary auxiliary, for her soul was filled with unrest and discontent.

She walked hurriedly, thankful that Aunt Abby was there, and that supper

was ready to place on the table, except for fresh boiling water for the tea,

and that she could have a few minutes in wliich to pour out her trouble

before the Lord.

The boys yelled a welcome as she entered the yard, and bore down upon

her like a pair of wild Apaclies. She escaped from their embraces witli her

best hat over one ear, only to encounter small Bess at tlie front door in tears

over a broken doll ; Katharyn in despair. at the piano because of a difficult

exercise ; her oldest son, Kent, stranded in his Virgil, and waiting for

mother, who liad been a good Latin scholar in her day, to float him off;

while the baby, perfectly contented until he espied his best friend, almost

sprang out of Aunt Abb3''s arms, crying lustily.

" Well, Helen," said Aunt Abby with a bit of a sigh, " it must seem good

to a woman to be perfectly indispensable to some corner of the universe!"

The kindly word carried Mrs. Lynfold through the next two hours, and

when the supper dishes were washed and the younger cliildren were in bed

she stole softly up to her little sanctum.

Mrs. Lynfold was an enthusiastic believer in foreign missions, but although

her heart was large enough to endow a dozen orphanages and hospitals, she

had felt that slie could give only the " two cents a week and a prayer." Li

fact, her heaviest cross was that thin pocketbook. Witli all her thrift and

industry and faculty for making something out of nothing, it was impossible

for the Lynfolds to get ahead financially. Mr. Lynfold had a fair salary as

a bookkeeper, but six vigorous children can make incredible inroads on tlie

stock of butcher, baker and grocer, to say nothing of the shoemaker, and

there were clothes for spring and fall, and always the rent to meet, and an

occasional doctor's bill. The best they could do was to live in reasonable

comfort and keep out of debt. That day at the missionary meeting Judge
Wellford's widow had read an autograph letter from her very own Bible

woman,—a tlirilling account of one day's work in tlie zenanas, where souls

were turning eagerly toward the Light of the World. Mrs. Wellford read

the letter with great satisfaction, and Mrs. Lynfold had listened with hot

tears rising to lier eyes. It seemed to her that one of the choicest privileges

in the world was to employ a Bible woman.
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" Only thirty dollars a year !" Mrs. President was saying.

Mrs. Lynfold smiled a grim little smile. Thirty dollars was not as much
for Mrs. Wellford as thirty cents was to the Lynfold exchequer ! She

thought of the new parlor carpet that must be considered, not m the sub-

junctive but in the imperative mood, for there were holes wearing through

that no rug could possibly cover ; of the alarming condition of the flour

barrel (the scoop had touched bottom that very day) ; and of the broken

springs in the dining-room sofa. It is agony to a niggardly soul under

pressure of fear or policy to open the creaking door of the storehouse to the

world's need, but it is more exquisite torture for a generous nature to have

nothing to give. Mrs. Lynfold felt as if she were thrust into prison with

her feet in the stocks, end no songs of praise on her lips. She did not stop

to chat after the meeting. She, who knew so well the good news of salva-

tion, must hold it back from those sad thousands simply because she had

no money. It was this that had burdened her spirit and sent her in the

early evening to talk with Jesus.

" Dear Lord !

" slie cried, " thou knowest that I do not envy Mrs.

Wellford her fine house, her servants, her horses, lier lovely clotlies, but oh,

how is it, when she loves the heathen no better than I do, that she can send

thy truth to so many, many women, while I have but two cents a week to

give !

"

Then she found herself praying the pra\'er of Jabez, " O that Thou wouldest

bless me indeed, and enlarge my border !

"

As she knelt there in the shadows, something from which she shrank pre-

sented itself to her mind. She had thought of several wa3's in which God
might grant her desire. Mr. Lynfold's salary might be raised ; or those old

worthless investments in mining stock miglit come to something, after all ; or

her father's cousin, Reuben, might open his heart and his purse and send her

a handsome present. But this that the Spirit was wliispering,—oh, no, she

couldn't do that ! She wanted to give money as Mrs. Wellford gave it,

easily and gracefully from a well-filled purse. What was this word that was

urging in upon her consciousness, so searching and personal, dropping

slowly down like a plummet into tlie depths of her consecration, and find-

ing it not deep enough to bear up a great sacrificial purpose.? She buried

her face in her hands. The word was that of Paul to the Corinthians,

—

" Not yours but you."

Yes, she knew there were only forty members of tlie Woman's Foreign

Missionary Society in the great church to which she belonged. Forty

women out of three hundred and fifty ! She knew that most of them had

never had the work brought to their personal attention. Would she under-
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take that task? Did she love Christ enough to do it? Did she care enough

for those suffering heathen women to do it? It meant so many steps, so many

•woi'ds, so much tact and patience and faith and courage, and so many encoun-

ters with indifference and unbelief, perhaps with contempt. The call grew

clearer and stronger ; the struggle with self-will and fear was brief. Whom
God appoints he anoints.

"Only baptize me with thy Spirit, Lord, for this service!" prayed

Helen Lynfold ; and like every soul that passes over Peniel, she found

that it was sunrise.

In that little attic storei"oom God had given her a commission. It was

not romantic nor remote ; but light and love caine with it that she had never

known. She went at the task quietl}', and pursued it unobtrusivelj'. She

was sure that God would direct her every step, and so when the days were

filled with home duties she did not fret at delay. She supplied herself with

the best leaflets and vvitli copies of the J^ricnd^ which she distributed in a

manner that made them acceptable and insured their perusal. Occasionally

after earnest prayer she would make a call, with' the express purpose of

securing a new member for the auxiliary ; but it was difficult for her to get

out of an afternoon, and it was surprising liow many ladies called upon her,

and so brought into her own parlor the coveted opportunity for saying a

word for the cause she loved. She often wondered at the interest the truth

awakened, at tlie kindness with which her advances were met, and at the

almost unfailing success of her efforts. She did not know that there was a

light in her eyes, a magnetism in her voice, a tenderness and force in her

simple eloquence that came of the fullness of the Spirit of Jesus, and stirred

many hearts. In six months she had secured, without any flurry of excite-

ment or parade of lofty intent, one hundred new members and fifty sub-

scriptions. Of these, one woman of wealth undertook the support of an

orphan in China, two others each pledged themselves to sustain a Bible

woman in Japan ; but best of all, bright, beautiful Agnes Carroll, iiaving

joined the society, became intensely interested, and was called to the foreign

field. The night before she left home for the missionary training institute,

she bent and kissed Mrs. Lynfold on the forehead, saying: " It was your

hand, dear, that opened the door of service to my idle feet, and I caught a

glimpse of a life so attractive that I could not hold back. Whatever I may

know of blessedness or rewArd in my life work must be shared witli you."

And thus it happened, all unknown to earth, but recorded in heaven, that

of all the noble host of women who toiled that year for the advancement of

Christ's kingdom, the one whose achievement stood second to none in far-

reaching results was the little woman vvith the thin pocketbook, who gave

herself.

—

Elizabeth Cheney, i?i " Woman's Missionary Friend."
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HELPS FOR LEADERS
"LUX CHRISTI."

Leaders of junior auxiliaries who are planning for definite study in their

circles the coming year will do well to consider the course presented by the

Committee for the United Study of Missions. Those who followed last

winter the lessons outlined in Via Christi are acquainted with the method

of study, and having reviewed the progress of missions through eighteen

centuries, will be eager to trace the development of the great work in the

earliest of our modern mission fields. Others will be wise to take up the

course of study now, and use this opportunity of gaining a concrete knowledge

of the history and present achievements of missionary work in India. The

text-book

—

Lux Christi : The Study of a Twilight Land—has been pre-

pared by Mrs. Caroline A. Mason, whose literary ability and experience in

directing missionary study ensures a practical and successful plan of work.

An outline wall map (price, twenty-five cents), giving the principal stations

of different Boards, has been issued to accompany the book, and with detail

maps from the atlas will give a good geographical knowledge of the country.

A set of twenty-four pictures can be procured for twenty cents a set ; and

six model programmes, printed separately, will be a help in arranging

meetings. Lists of topics and a complete bibliography will be found

accompan3'ing each chapter, so that the work can be adapted to meet the

demands of either a circle of young girls too busy in school to study India

very diligently or the college graduates who may be brought into your

circle just by giving them something worth their while to do. For the

children a series of programmes on India will be printed in the Dayspring^

and much of Lux Christi can be adapted to their interest. We know
Christian Endeavor Societies who found their monthly missionary meetings

acquiring a notoriety because of the admirable way in which they presented

the Via Christi lessons, and they will find this more specific study more

easily adapted to their use, while mission study classes will find in it

suitable material for their work.

The price of Lux Christi is thirty cents, in paper ; it can be ordered, as

well as the supplementary helps, from the Woman's Board Rooms, and we
look for its v/ide use among the younger constituency of our Board.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
from miss H. J. GILSON, MELSETTER, AFRICA.

Melsetter is the only township in a district about one hundred miles long

and sixty wide, but it is only a hamlet. There are about a dozen brick
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buildings. A large biick building, about sixty by forty, looking like a ware-

house, built partly by the government, is used by the Dutch Cliurch, and we

are to partition it and have it for schoolrooms until the new buildings are

erected. Government buildings, with courtroom, post and telegraph offices

for the government officials, have recently been erected. There is, of course,

a jail, and two stores.

Now come with me to my house. After we began planning for the work

here we found that a large building erected as a store, with house adjoining,

could probably be purchased or rented. The mission voted to purchase it

if it could be procured for a certain sum, thinking the permanent buildings

could then be erected more leisurely, and so at a less cost, and then this

property could be sold. It was found that the property was not worth what

we had thought of paN'ing for it, and then the government was asked to rent

it for us for one year. They pav $500. This is, of course, in addition to

the grant promiseil us at first. There is a large dining room, in which

twenty could be easily seated, a room about sixteen feet square, which is my
sitting room, and between these rooms a passage, which I shall use as a

dressing room. I shall sleep on my comfortable couch in the sitting room
when I have a teacher with me who can occupy tlie room connected with

the girls' dormitories. The store we transform into the dormitory for the

girls. In the main room we could easily have beds for twelve. An office

with a partition six feet high must be occupied at night by a teacher. In

addition to these buildings there is a building at the back with three rooms.

One small one I use for stores, another for servants; the larger middle room

must be used for the boys under twelve whom I receive into my home.

Boys over twelve can have their meals here, but must make their own
arrangements for sleeping.

I found the place needing many repairs to make it at all comfortable. The

first week was one I should not care to live over again. God has many times

before fulfilled to me Philippians iv. 19. Out of great chaos a pleasant, com-

fortable home is evolved. The process would have shocked you. I brought

up a Christian boy and girl to assist me this term. Painting must be done

—

the boy had never used a paint brush. You would be surprised to see how
well he made the rooms look, and with only a whitewash brush. The

walls in the dining room were dark and the room so gloomy ; they must be

made lighter. One very rainy afternoon the room is taken possession of by

six prisoners and the guard, who stands with a loaded gun. They bring in

white clay, mix it in a bucket with water until it is very thin ; each prisoner

takes a small bunch of leaves, dips it into the bucket, and then sprinkles the

wall ; this is repeated until all the wall is covered, then it is rubbed smooth
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with their hands. Tiie next morning it looked very well. We learn in this

country to be satisfied with results a la St. Clare and Miss Ophelia.

FROM MISS BESSIE B. NOYES, MADURA, INDIA.

Last Saturday, in Madura, there was a tremendous wind storm or cyclone

for about fifteen minutes at 5.30 p. m., followed by heavy rain ; much dam-

age was done. In Knowles' buiigalow compound many palm trees were

blown down, and the beautiful large tree in the street in front blew over the

compound wall, breaking it. Many of the tiles were blown off the

Woman's Hospital, and some of the trees on our front compound were

blown down. Mr. Chandler's house and Otis Hall suffered the most. The
Chandlers' sleeping room was blown down, and the falling of the pillars

broke their bed into firewood, and broke ten of the rafters in the bath room

underneath. The door leading to the roof from the circular stairway was

also broken into bits. The upstairs room on Otis Hall fell over the side,

breaking the veranda there and some benches below. The walls have fallen

over into the rice fields. Some of the tiles off the dormitory and the

teachers' houses have also blown off. I wonder if the damage caused by

this hurricane will not incline some good people to give us something, $25
or $50. We must have the upstairs room for the girls to sleep in and the

compound wall to keep intruders out, otherwise I would let things go for

the present. It is a great mercy that the hurricane in Madura happened

when the Chandlers and the schoolgirls were away, and that no one was

much hurt.

FROM MISS MARY E. ANDREWS, PAO-TING-FU, CHINA.

Our college in Peking closed just before mission meeting, and as soon as

possible after the meeting I came here. The girls' school has numbered be-

tween twenty and thirty, some of the more advanced pupils having been sent

up to the Bridgman Scliool, and it has two teachers, both of them students

from the Bridgman School, one of whom gives a part of her time to a little

primary day school made up of the children of the neighborhood. The
schools are to close for the summer vacation next Wednesday, but the women
are anxious to have me remain and hold a station class for them, and I ex-

pect to do so. Thev have one Bible woman giving her time to work in the

homes. I have been with her to some of these homes, and hope to see a

good deal more of this part of the work before I go. She herself comes

over for a daily lesson before starting out for her day's work. Both the

women and girls carry in their hearts such tender, loving memories of Miss

Morrill and Miss Gould, as must, I think, draw them heavenward. The
martyr graves in the little cemeter}' close by are marked now by plain, pretty,
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white marble stones, engraved with their names and suitable passages of

Scripture, chosen by the pastor and his helpers. A quiet walk over to the

sacred spot Sabbatli afternoon is one of the privileges which I have allovv'ed

the girls since I came, and which they seem to appreciate. Of course I go

with them. The women keep up their own prayer meeting Friday after-

noon, and it is well attended. Some of them come quite early that after-

noon so as to have a little time for reading before the meeting, and some of

them come other afternoons on purpose to read. It is a great pleasure to

them to have one of us here, and they are very anxious to have some one

come who can remain permanently.

The girls have their C. E. meeting Sabbath afternoon, which they and

their teachers lead. Soon after I came five or six of the older girls came to

ask if I had time for a little Bible class with them outside of school hours.

Thev seemed so much in earnest about it that I told them w^e would surely

find the time. So they come to my room for a half hour before school each

mornmg, the two teachers also joining them, and we are having a pleasant

study of the Saviour's last precious talk with his disciples before his death.

FROM MISS EMILY HARTWELL, PAGODA ANCHORAGE, CHINA.

How often I hear the Chinese say as I pass, "She smiles," and tliink how

happy we should be with our blessed Jesus ever beside us all the way, while

they tread alone in fear and trembling. To-day, as I passed from Kang

Cheng to Cio-U, I was stopped at a shop, and when I asked the old woman
who invited me to stop where she expected to go after this life, she answered

she did not know. How happy I was to tell her I did know, and came to

this opposite side of the globe to tell her just where she would go if only she

would prepare. The place was all ready, and the road all prepared, but

she must decide if she was to walk the road and reach the place. I had but

a few minutes, but I taught her the prayer I always teach wjienever I drop

a word by the wayside, " Lord Jesus, forgive my sins, and receive me in

peace to heaven." It is a short praver, but quite enough to save a soul if

prayed in sincerity. I have taught it to the old and deaf, and feeble, dying

lips have faltered it after me, and manv a wavside listener has heard it ; and

I hope you will pray that God will quicken them to pray it from the heart.

We have more than one mother in Israel in this district to-day who accepted

the truth on the first hearing.

When I visited Muoi-Hua, about a month ago, a very earnest woman told

me that the first time she met my own mother she talked to her very ear-

nestly about tlie value of her soul, and from that very time she decided to

give her heart to Jesus, and she has been an earnest worker ever since. In
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speaking of this to fatlier, he remarlced that when he was in Amoy, in May

of 1S53, on his first voyage out to China, a Chinese was received into the

church by Dr. Tah-nage. This man had been employed on an opium

smuggHng boat, and in passing by a chapel one day heard the truth, and

seemed to accept it from the first. He gave up his position, and having no

home Dr. Talmage allowed him to sleep in an empty room in the basement

of his house. He was very needy, and Dr. Talmage wished to help him to

clothes when cold weather came ; but the man felt he had received so much

by receiving the gospel that he didn't feel he could accept help. Do not

such instances lead us to pray and give gladly for this work of the Lord ?

#tir Wioxh, at Maim,
ALL HIS BENEFITS.

BY MRS. CHARLES M. LAMSON.

Most things have two sides,—an inside and an outside, a subjective and

an objective, an " internal and an out-ternal,"—and we must consider both

that we may know the matter fully. So it is with thank-offering ; there is

the inner gratitude, known in all its sweetness only to the soul itself and to

that Spirit who dwells within us, and there is also the outer expression,

which may or may not be seen of men. To speak of these separately will

help to make clear our duty and our privilege.

The root of the matter lies in the heart. The word itself tells us that,

for thank is only a form of think, denoting the settled, trusting, grateful

mood that will surely rule in every right mind when we think over all the

loving care that infolds our lives. Where can we begin to count up our

blessings ; nay, rather, where can we stop ? Yet we are so made that we
take all good things as our birthright, as a matter of course, and only think

to be thankful when our heart is moved by seeing what it means to be with-

out tliem. Day by day we waken to breathe freely the sweet morning air,

and give no thanks for that till we see some one suffocating with asthma.

Our feet run swift and countless errands for ourselves and for others, but

we pay no thanks to them or for them till the pain of a twisted ankle makes

us dependent ; then we see a little what they are worth. Only those who
have tossed restlessly through long night hours know how sweet is sleep

when "tired eyelids close on tired eyes"; only those whose eyes are dim

or gone realize the joy of the light ; only the captive feels the blessedness

of freedom.
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A loving heart will delight to seek out and make mention of those

blessings which " cannot be reckoned up in order." Some facts are so

interwoven with our very existence that we hardly recognize them as gifts,

vet these may be most precious of all, A wise man, wlio saw more clearly

than most of us the possibilities and the glory of humanity made in God's

image, used often to pray, " We thank Thee for life, and for all that makes

life good." Do we believe—we say we do—that this life here in .the body

is only a budding germ, like a sequoia in a flower pot, of powers and

capacities that shall expand and unfold through the eternities ; that even we,

small and selfish and stupid and incompetent as we know ourselves to be,

are now the sons of God, and that some glorious day even we shall be like

him " dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto"? Can we
believe this and not be thrilled and gladdened by such thanksgiving as shall

lift us forever above all gloom and fear?

To many of us our work is interwoven with all our thought. Sometimes

it seems a weariness, a burden, a hampering, and we long to be free from

the daily round of carking care that we may give ourselves to higher things.

Oh, no ! Be sure that since Adam left Eden one of God's very best gifts to

man is plenty of work. Only one whose cares have all been taken in a mo-

ment out of her hands can know the utter bewilderment and perplexity of

facino- the days with no regular task. Work steadies and satisfies, develops

and strengthens us. All these powers which combine in our personality cry

out for exercise. To work with God is wliat we are made for, and we might

as well be bound, hands and feet, as to live idly. Oh, busy women, crowded

with care of home, of children, with the manifold busy-ness tliat fills the time

of women to-day, first make sure that you are not burdened by any loads

save those the Master lays upon you, and then rejoice and give thanks that

you are found worthy to help in what he is doing

!

Ao-ain, our life is one long discipline, a series of lessons, and when a hard

one Is mastered we may expect to find another more difficult awaiting us.

Alternations of sunshine and shadow, of success and failure, of strenuous

eflTort, and weariness even to collapse, fill our days. We are praised and

petted, then blamed and buffeted, both perhaps beyond reason. We find

ourselves sent here or there almost without our will ; sometimes those are

cruel who should be kind, or strangers gladden us by tender sympathy, mak-

ing us sure that all the world is kin. Earthly goods slip from our holding,

and friends go out of our sight into the " hope-lit silence." No day goes by

without its lesson, some of tliem to be learned only with heartache and with

tears. It must be so if we are to grow out of spiritual babyhood and find our-

selves and our powers. Spiritual muscle must be developed, spiritual

senses must be awakened and trained, that we may grow into His likeness.

When we look back and think of all the tenderness, the patience, the wisdom

that has taught and helped us in the lessons of the years, thanks will spring

like a fountain in our heart.

A large element in our sub-conscious life is our hope, the hope that is

" an anchor to the soul, sure and steadfast, and entering into that which is

within the veil." We do not speak of it verv much, perhaps we do not think

of it very much, but it is always there to give the soul strength and refresh-

ment, as great trees are fed by underground water-courses.
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How shall we count up our friends? What arithmetic can reckon what
Ave owe to them? We are debtors to tliem for the sympathy that doubles
our joys and lessens our sorrows by sharing all, for stimulus and encourage-
ment, for the tender criticism that shows us some of our faults, for inspir-

ing example, for the love that ^understands, without which life were a

<lesert.

My pen stands still at the thought of the one great, all-including blessing,

and even Paul, most eloquent of mortals, could only say, " Thanks be to God
for his unspeakable gift." Surely, as we go over this imperfect list,—life,

work, discipline, hope, friends, and a Saviour from our sin, and each heart
fills it out by naming her own special mercies,—we must all say together,
" The Lord hath done great things for us, whereof we are glad." Swiftlv,

too, comes the question of the outer expression of our gratitude, " What
shall I render unto the Lord for all his benefits toward me?"

First, let us speak our gratitude with conscience and with purpose far

more often thati we do. An emotion that is never put in words is in danger
of stifling for lack of air. Those Orientals who wrote our Scriptures under-
stood better than we how gracious and useful it is to give voice to our thanks-
giving. One of the psalmists was not afraid to say, " I will bless the Lord
at all times; His praise shall continually be in my mouth." We should
expect to be called cranks if acting on any such resolve, but we lose much
by keeping silent our praise as we do. When we are bidden to " sing unto
the Lord, bless his name, show forth his salvation from day to day," it must
mean more than listening to a quartet or joining with the congregation in

a few stanzas of a hymn once a week. Read the letters of Paul and see how
he dwells on this duty. Over and over, in varying phrase, he urges us to

offer to God continually " the fruit of our lips, giving thanks to his name."
Yet words, however sweet and eloquent, mean little unless reinforced by

.a life that corresponds. The service of the hands and feet, of the whole
man, must be the supporting accompaniment to the song of the lips. To
spend in God's service the powers which he has given, to use for him the
precious days which he intrusts to us, is surely a reasonable way to show
our appreciation of his love.

And we may bring offerings too, offerings that mean sacrifice. Remem-
ber how the royal soul of David flashed out in quick scorn when Araunah
would have given him the oxen, " I will not offer to the Lord that which
costs me notliing." Mite-boxes and weekly gifts are very well,—would that
they were universally used !—but do not let all our gifts come in driblets.

Now and then let us give up some great thing that is within our reach, let

us give a sacrifice that costs a struggle and a lasting pang, that so we may
know the joy and reward that he has promised. How shall we give ? We do
not expect, as did the earlv Hebrews, that if we lay our gift on the altar, fire

Avill come from heaven to show that the Deity accepts the off^ering. We
cannot give to him directlv. But many ways are open ; whatever we give

in his name to his children is in his eye a token of our thank-offering.

What gift more fitting than to tell his love to those other children of his,

the black, the brown, the yellow, those who do not yet even know that they
liave a Father in heaven ?
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OUR BOOK TABLE.
MRS. JOSEPH COOK.

Z^ux Christi: An Outline Study of India^ A Twilight Land. By
Caroline Atwater Mason. Published by The Macmillan Co. Pp. 280.

Price, in paper, 30 cents ; in cloth, 50 cents.

This new book of united mission study is first prefaced by a statement

from the Central Committee. On this committee are two representatives of

the Methodist Board,—Miss Clementina Butler, who is Secretary and Treas-

urer, and Mrs. J. T. Gracev, of Rochester, who has for years been a promi-
nent worker in foreigjn missions. Miss Ellen C. Parsons represents the

Presbyterians, and Mrs. N. M. Waterbury, the Baptists, while our own
Miss Child, who originated the idea of Interdenominational United Study of

Missions, is the chairman of the committee. Thirty thousand copies of

Via Christie, sent abroad among the women of our American churclies,

gives but a small idea of the number who have been engaged in the study

of the growth of the Cliristian Church from St. Paul to the nineteenth cen-

tury. The time was evidently ripe for a more serious and scholarly study

of the progress of Christ's kingdom in the world than had been hitherto

given to it, and Miss Child's broad and masterly conception found an
admirable exponent in Miss Hodgkins' comprehensive and picturesque

Outline. As President Warren, of Boston Universitv, says, " Via Christi
shows scholarly estimate of tlie value and enjoyableness of historic sources,

as contrasted with rhetorical elaboration merely suggested by the sources."

Those auxiliaries who have failed to come into this new line of mission-

ary study have missed not a little of inspiration and real education. It is to

be hoped that the conservatives, who still "make out our own programme,"
will fall into line this year with the second volume of the series, which, after

the wide sweep of nineteen centuries, makes an elaborate study of the work
in India. Mrs. Mason, gifted with a pronounced historic sense and fine

literary touch as shown in her historical novels, has done this work thor-

oughly well. The titles of the six chapters are most attractive and whet
the appetite. " The Dim Centuries," " India's Invaders," " The Oft-

Conquered People," "The Invasion of Love," "A Century of Work for

Women," "Forces of Darkness and Forces of Light" prepare one for

the fascinating story of a most fascinating country and people. The beauti-

ful half tone of the Angel of Cawnpore, clasping palm branches to her

breast and standing in front of the cross, forms the frontispiece, and is a

blessed prophecy of what awaits India when Christ shall reign there.

Mrs. Mason has made skillful use of preliminary tables to her chapters,

and she has also followed Miss Hodgkins' admirable initiative of giving, at

the close of each chapter, illustrative selections from the sacred literature of

the Hindus or from modern writers, and these are followed by themes for

study or discussion, and by books of reference. In the appendix there is a

list of twenty books, at moderate prices, useful in the study of India, and
also a list of the twenty leading missionary periodicals in our own country,

in Great Britain and in Canada.
Two pages and a half of the meaning of words often met with in books
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on India is worth the price of Lux Christi even for those who do not care for

missions, but who do rave over Kipling's Kim. Aids to the pronunciation

of these words will also be gratifying to those who are annoyed by mis-
pronunciation of foreign words. The official returns of the Christians of

all India issued as late as May 2, 1901, is a valuable addition, and the

index, for which the student feels particularly grateful, is not lacking here.

Sub-titles break the pages in an agreeable way. A map of India and Siam
prefaces the second chapter, and with magnifying glass this great territory

is quite clear.

Even one who has accumulated quite a library on India feels exceedingly

thankful to Mrs. Mason for this mtcltum. in parvo volume. If anyone
thinks it a slight task to produce such compendiums as Via Christi and
Lux Christi^ let such an one undertake even a single chapter, and some
idea will be gained of the necessary labor involved.

Some of the country auxiliaries, without access to large private or public

libraries, may feel that the opening chapter, which deals with the develop-

ment of Hindu religions, is rather difficult to struggle with, but as the book
advances the study grows easier and more delightful.

Even those gatherings of women in some of our cities who regard them-
selves as highly cultured and very advanced and "broad," and who are

devoted to ethnic faiths and Orientalism in every form, those gatherings

where " the heathen rage and the women imagine a vain thing," might learn

much from this study of India. Let none of the Christian women in our
auxiliaries fail of the opportunity of being personally conducted to India

by such a wise and winsome guide as Mrs. Mason.

OUR PRAYER CALENDAR.
Our Prayer Calendar for 1903 is now ready for distribution. It is most

attractive in appearance, and each year the items of information grow in

number and value. We trust that they will be ordered in goodly number
for all our coming Branch meetings, and that many individuals may desire

to secure this daily reminder of the needs of the great mission work.

SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.

Africa, independent^ August 21, "The Future of South Africa," by
H. D. Goodenough, missionary of the A. B. C. F. M. Scribner's, Sep-
tember, "Through the Country of the King of Kings," by Wm. F.

Whitehouse. bortnightly Review^ August, " Negrophilism in South
Africa."

China. Independent., August 21, "The New Chinese Minister," by

J. C. O'Lau-^hlin. Century., September, " A Visit to the Empress Dow-
ager," by Bt iL' Vinnedge Drake, being an account of the New Year's
audience grnn" d to ladies of the diplomatic corps.

Japan. Chajitauquan., September, " Every-day Japan," by Beverly
Blake. CrzV/c, September, "The Japanese Drama," by Onoto Watanna.
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Turkey. AlcClure^ September, "Six Months Among Brigands," by
Ellen M. Stone. Chautauquan, September, " Why Brigands Thrive
in Turkey," by Emma P. Telford. M. L. D.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The thirty-fifth annual meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions will

be held in the First Congregational Church, Wasliington, D. C, Wednes-
day and Thursday, November 5th and 6th. All ladies interested are cor-

dially invited to be j^i'esent. A meeting specially for delegates will be held

at the same place on Tuesday, November 4th.

The ladies of Washington will be happy to entertain all regularly accred-

ited Branch delegates and missionaries during the meeting. All sucii desir-

ing entertainment are requested to send their names before October 6th to

Mrs. George J. Cummings, Howard University, Washington, D. C, chair-

man of the committee on hospitality. For delegates and others who ma}'
desire to secure board, suitable places at reasonable rates will be i"ecom-

mended on application to the above address. It is earnestly requested that

if any ladies who send their names decide not to attend the meeting the

committee be promptly notified. Reduced railroad fares have been secured
on the certificate plan, a fare and a third for the round trip. Information
and circulars with reference to it may be obtained from Miss M. T. Cald-
well, 704 Congregational House, Boston.
The general subject of tlie meeting is to be " The Victorious Progress of

Christian ]\Iissions." Addresses are expected from Mrs. Charles M. Lamson,
Rev. J. L. Barton, Miss Ellen M. Stone, Dr. Julia Bissell and others.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.

November.—Thank-oftering Meeting.
Decejnber.— Via C//riy/i series from the Halle Missionaries to Carey and.Judson.

1903.

For the meetings for the first six months in 1903 we earnestly hope that our soci-

eties will take up the topics on India suggested by the Central Committee on the

United Study of Missions, as arranged in the new text-book I.ux Christi. Six model
programmes have been issued by the committee, which give definite divisions of the

subject. One item for each meeting earnestly recommended is Ctcrrent Evetits,

which will bring in the present work. Under this head it will be interesting to take

a special department of our work in India Our topics would thus stand :

—

January.—The Dim Centuries. Higher Education for Girls in our Boarding
Schools.

February.—India's Invaders. Day Schools for Girls, including Kindergartens and
Industrial Schojls.

March.—The Oft-conquered People Christian Literature for Women.
April.—The Invasion of Love. Medical Work.
May.—A Century of Work for Woman. Work of Bible Women.
June.—Forces in Action To-day. Philanthropic Work.
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THANK-OFFERING MEETING.
TOPIC FOR NOVEMBER.

(^Suffffested Programme.')

I. Hymn, " Oh, for a Thousand Tongues to Sing!" 2. Prayer. 3. Solo. 4. Scrip-
ture Lesson. 5. Responsive Service. 6. Offering. 7. Thanksgiving for the work
women may do and the blessing God has put upon it. 8. Thanksgiving for our
returned captive and for other spared lives. 9. Solo, "Speed Away." 10. Thanks-
giving for work done in hospitals and its power to reach the masses. 11. Thanks-
giving for the power of one life, such as Mrs. Emily Montgomery. 12. Thanksgiving
for personal benefits received during the year given spontaneously. 13. Announce-
ment of offering and reading texts. 14. Hymn, " We Give Thee but Thine Own."
15. Closing prayer. Social hour.

RESPONSIVE SERVICE.

Hymn, " Come, Thou Almighty King." Who should praise the Lord.' Psalm cxlviii.

1-13. Why should we praise the Lord.'' Psalm cxlvii. i-i2. Hymn, "Praise God,
from Whom All Blessings Flow." How should we praise the Lord.'' Psalm ix. i, 2,

Psalm cl. 2, last clause. When shall we praise the Lord.'' Psalm cxv. 18, Heb. xiii. 15,

Psalm cxlvi. 2. Where shall we praise the Lord.'' Psalm cl. i. Psalm cxvi. 17-19,
Psalm cviii. 3. What shall we render to the Lord for all his benefits? Psalm cxvi.

13, 14, Rev. vi. 12, 13. Hymn, " Oh, Could I Sing the Matchless Worth! "

This programme and service has been adapted and condensed from one prepared
for use in a Presbyterian church, St. Louis. The usual envelopes and "appeals" can
be obtained by addressing Miss A. R. Hartshorn, Room 704, Congregational House,
J3oston, inclosing postage. m. j. b.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS
Receiptsfrom July 18, 1902, to August 18, 1902.

Miss Sarah Louise Day, Treasurer.

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Tieas. South Paris, Jr. C. E. Soc,
3; Gardiner, Mrs. H. A. Uullard, 1,

Total,

4 CO

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

New Hampshire Branch.~Mis. Allen L.
French, Treas. Chester, Aux., 8.50; Ex-
eter, Aux., 6; Farmington, Aux., 10;
Hampton Falls and Seabrook, Seaside
M. C, 2; Hanover, Miss Mary Dewey, in
mem. of Mrs. Harriet M. Harding, 60;
JCeene, Second Ch., Aux. (25 const. L.
M. Mrs. Anna IMllman), 26.50; Laconia,
Aux., 23.50; Lebanon, Aux., 23.70; West
Lebanon, Aux., 20.25; Mont Vernon,
Aux., 21.50; North Hampton, Aux., 24.50;
Oxford, Aux., 22.25; Penacook, Aux.
(25 const. L. M. Mrs. J. M. Masson), 32;
Merrimack, Aux., 23.50; 'Salmon Falls,
Aux. (const. L. M. Mrs. Carrie H.
Sandbrook), 25, C. E. Soc, 1.50; Milton,
Aux., 38.50, 369 20

Total, 369 20

i/anover.—Legacy of Susan A. Brown,
Charles P. Chase, Exr., 3,000 00

VERMONT.
JE. I)um.merston.—A. Friend,
Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. 1\L Howard,
Treas. Ascutiieyville, 6; Harnet, 9;
Brattleboro, Ladies' Asso. (25 const. L.
M. Mrs. Oscar Ware), 40; Brattleboro,
West, Woman's Asso. (with prev. con-
tri. const. L. M. Miss Maria L. Sted-
man), 16.19; Brookfleld, Centre Ch., a
Friend, 10; Burlington, First Ch., 25;
Charlotte, O. P. N., 2; Fair Haven, 9;
St. Johnsbury, North Ch., 47.90, South
Ch., 12.32. Less expenses, 13.25,

80

Total, 164 96

LEGACIES.
Peacham —Legacy of Hannah N. Martin,
tlirough Treasurer of Branch, 500 00

Note.—On legacy of Lucinda W. Smith,
Brookfield, Vt. (rec'd April, 1901), paid
to Wallace S. Allis, Exr., July 8, 1902,
inheritance tax of 25.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Emily R. Bissell,
Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Lawrence, Trin-
ity Ch., Cradle Roll, 54.42; Lexington,
Aux. (const. L. M. Mrs. E. K. Hough-
ton), 25, Mrs. C. C. Goodwin, 20; Med-
ford. Mystic Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 5, Union
Ch., W. C. League, 9.81

11 00

114 23-
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Attlehoro Falls. -Mrs. Geo. 15. PaRC, 10 00

Franklin Co. Branch.— Miss Lucy A.
Sparhawk, Treas. East Cliarleinont,
Jlrs. Whiting, 5; Greentteld, Aux., 8.28;

Miller's Falls, M. H., 6.20; Shelbunie,
Aux., 8.S-2, S. S., 3.31 ; Soutli Deerfleld,

Aux., 7, 38 61

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Misa Harriet
Kneelaud, Treas. Amlierst, South,
Willing Workers, 8; Hatfield, AVide
Awakes, 10; Huntington Hill, Ladies'
Aid Soc, 3; Northampton, Edwards
Ch., Aux., 1; Southampton, C. E. Soc,
10, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2; Westhanipto Aux.
(to const. L. M.'s Mrs. Fred 1). Bridg-
inan, Mrs. Arthur Damon, Airs. Ira
Shaw, Mrs. Clayton Uartlett), 100, 134 00

Zowe^^ —Josie L. Hitchcock, 10 00

Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. E. H. Higelow,
Treas. Milford, Cong. Ch., L. 15. Soc.
(witli prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. 15.

E. Harris); Natick, Anx., 20.25; Sudbury,
Helping Hand Soc, 3; Wellesley, Aux.,
11.75, 35 00

Iforfolkand Pilgrim flranc/i.—Miss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. 15raintree, Aux., 6 80

;

Cohasset, Aux., 16.57; Halifax, Aux.,
40 cts. ; Milton, Aux., 10 cts.; North
Carver, Cong. Ch., Ladies, 5; Plympton,
Aux., 14; Stoughton, Aux., 8, Jr. C. E.
Soc, 2, 52 87

North Middlesex Branch.— "Sirs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. Fitchburg, Rollstone
Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 15

Springfield Branch.—Mrs. jMary H. Mit-
chell, Treas. Chicopee, Third Ch., Aux.,
20.60; Holyoke, Second Ch., Miss G. M.
McLaren, 20; Ludlow Centre, Precious
Pearls, 13.50; North Wilbrahaiu, Grace
Union Ch., 10; SpringtleUl, Hope Ch.,

Mission Reserves, 25, Woman's 15ible

Class, 5, Olivet Ch., Aux., 19. South Ch.,
Aux., 30, Mrs. A. S. McClean, 5, 148 00

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra 15. Child,
Treas. 15oston, Union Ch., Aux., Mrs.
Durant, 20; Chelsea, Third Ch., Floral
Circle, 10, Aux., 14; Dorchester, Second
Ch., Mrs. E. A. W. Wales, 20, Aux., 53.08,

Pilgrim Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 20, Village
Ch., Aux., 5; Foxboro, Aux., 35; New-
lonville. Central Cong. Ch., Cradle Roll,

28.04; Roxbury. Eliot Ch., Prim. Dept.
S. S., through Jr C. E. Soc, 14.76, 219 88

Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Ida L. I5e-

lueut, Treas. Gilbertville, Aux., 56.45;

Hardwick, Pansy M. C, 2; Lancaster,
Y. L. M. Soc, 30; Leicester, First Ch.,
C. E. Soc, 5; Sturbridge, W. M. Soc,

^21; Whitinsrille, Aux., 775.77, E. C. D.
]5and, 14.50; Worcester, Mem. Ch., C.
E. Soc, 5, Old South Ch., Aux. (prjv.
contri. const. L. M.'s Mrs. J. E. Hicks
and Mrs. G. A. Jordan), Park Ch., Aux.,
2.65, E. C. D. Band, 3.32, Plymouth Ch.,
Aux., 30, Union Ch., Heralds of the
King, 2, 947 69

Total, 1,721 43
LEGACIES.

Framinghoini.—'Lega.cy of Emily S. War-
ren, John M. Merriam, Exr., 500 00

CONNECTICUT.

E. Hartland, Cong. Ch., Ladies, 5 00

Hartford firancfo.—Mrs.M.Bradford Scott,
Treas. Berlin, Aux., 5, Cradle Roll, 7;

Bristol, C. E. Soc, 10; East Windsor,
Cradle Roll, 10.72; Glastonbury, Aux.,
240; Rockville, Aux., 25 (const. L. .M.

Mrs. Lebbeus Bissell); West Hartford,
Greystone Light Bearers M. C, 5, 302 72

Jfeto Haven Branch.— Miss Julia Twining,
Treas. Ansonia, Jr. C. E. Soc, 10.25;

Bethel, Aux., 2; Bridgeport, West End
Ch., Aux., 25; Canaan, Jr. C. E. Soc,
150; Cheshire, Aux., 6; Colebrook, C.
E. Soc, 4; Deep River, Baptist Ch., C.
E. Soc, 8; Durham, C E. Soc, 4.25;

East Canaan, C. E. Soc, 5; Goshen,
Aux., 36.50, Cradle Roll, 13.60; Green-
wich, Aux., 55, 15. of L., 30, C. E. Soc,
10; Hadlyme, C. E Soc, 5; Litchfield,
Aux., 74.50; Marlborough .Mills, C. E.
Soc, 5; Middletowi), First Ch., Aux.,
69.10, Jr. C. E. Soc, 1.69; Long Hill, Jr.

C. E. Soc, 1 ; Straddle Hill, C. E. Soc,
5, Miss Ogden, 45, Ex. Fund, 70; New
Haven, Miss Alpha W. 15arlow, 20; New
Preston, Esther C. Williams, 3, 510 39
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NEW YORK.

New York State Branch.—Mrs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Brooklyn, Willoughby
Ave. Chapel, Jr. C. E. Soc,

Total, 3 OO

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.
Philadelphia /Jranc/i.—Miss Emma Fla-

vell, Treas. D. C, Washington, Mt.
Pleasant Ch., Aux., 47.71, Jr. C. E. Soc,
5; Fla., Daytona, C. E. Soc, 10; Or-
mond, Jr. C. E. Soc , 4.50; N. J., Asbury
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Workers, 30, C. E. Soc, 33; Chester, C.
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8; Newark, Belleville Ave. M. B.,41, Y.
W. Aux., 10; Nutley, Aux., 15; Orange
Valley. Y. L. M. B., 47.21; Passaic, Prim.
S. S., .50 cts.; Puterson, Prim. S. S., 66

cts.; WestfleUl, The Covenanters, 23.50,
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OHIO.

Rock Creek.—A Friend,

FLORIDA.

Or/nond.—Aux., 5.50; Tavares,

TURKEY.

Aintab.—Giv]s of Sem., 3.50

Girls' School, Sen. and Jr.

22,

CHINA.
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KUSAIE, CAROLINE ISLANDS.

LETTER FROM MISS WILSON.

Dear Friends : I do not remember where I stopped when I last wrote

jou a long letter, but I think it will be safe to begin from the arrival of the

Carrie and Annie, which arrived here from San Francisco and Honolulu

-on July 29, 1 901. When we saw a small steam launch steaming away

.ahead of the scliooner, which had to be"guided by the winds, and was mak-

ing little progress, we remembered that Dr. Rife had told us when he went

home that he would like to bring back a launcli with him. So we made up

our minds that tlie party ahead must be Dr. Rife and family. As soon as

the boys realized who it was they went rushing across the reef as fast as they

could to the boat passage. The friends were soon ashore, and naturally

the first question we asked was about a new Morning Star. " The A.

B. C. F. M. have decided not to build this year." This answer did not

surprise us, yet we had hoped it would be different. In a few days our goods

began to come ashore from the schooner, and it made our hearts sick to see

the broken bari'els of rice, beans, the kerosene cans leaking, and the trade

goods—calico, thread, and so on—soaked with salt and dirt. Saturday

afternoon, and twenty-two bolts of dirty, spotted calico were laid out on the

veranda. What shall we do with it? It is too near Sunday to attempt to

do anything to-day. " Send it up to attic until Monday." Monday turned

(469)
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out to be bright and sunshiny, and the whole day was spent in washing,

drying and ironing. This will save some of the calico for trade, but a great

part of it will have to be used for underclothes for the girls. Much of it is

so rotten it is not good for anything. Do you wonder that we sigh for a

decent ship?

On Sunday morning, August nth, we saw what we supposed was a

large boat coming up close to the island, and did not pay much attention to

it until some one said, " Doctor and Mr. C are watching it with the glass,

and they say it is the Hiram Bingham." Mr. Walkup, failing to hear any

news about the future of the work, came to Kusaie to see what we knew.

He brought us sad news,—six teachers gone astray and out of the work ;.

five of them men, and the other a former pupil in our school. Slie had

been mairied, and in the work almost eight years. And poorTeria ! Some
of y.ou will remember she was the girl who was kept by her heathen

relatives, and then succeeded in running away from them, and returned to

us on the ship in the middle of the night. Her husband is amongst the

fallen ones, and ran away and left her, and now, after all she has gone

through, slie is back in that heathen home. We cannot understand how
such things can happen, but God knows all from the beginning to the end

;

and as she is a young woman of strong character, we trust that even in that

fiendish place she may be able to withstand the evil that surrounds her, and

that her light may shine and help to scatter the superstitions of heathenism.

Mr. Walkup remained here several weeks. During this time two more

of our best girls were married and left for the Gilbert Islands. The Hiram

Bingham also had Miss Olin and Miss Kane as passengers as far as Jaluit,

M. I. There they would meet the German steamer and take passage to

Sj'dney. Miss Kane had concluded she must go home. For several reasons

it was not thought best to send her alone, so Miss Olin went with her as far

as Sydney. The steamer on which Miss Olin was to return was due here

October 25th. I took several girls and went around to Lelu with the

expectation of meeting lier, but after waiting a week we gave up, not having

any idea when they would arrive. On our way home we had an experience

which I did not enjoy very much. We started rather late and the tide was

very high. An immense swell was rolling in from the ocean. Our canoe

was rather a small one, and with my weight and extra baggage it was

weighed down pretty heavily. A fifteen-year-old boy had begged a

ride with us, and I was rather glad, as I knew he would help the girls with

the poling. The two girls, a v\'oman and the boy worked hard to run away

from the waves, and succeeded well in keeping the water from getting into

the canoe. It kept getting rougher and rougher. The waves came rolling
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in like great walls, and every one looked as if it would wash over us. A
certain twist of the canoe and we rode right over them. Almost before they

had time to take breath in between they would turn to meet the next three,

for you know the waves always come in three at a time, one right after the

other. It was very exciting, and at the time I thouglit there was no danger

that anj'thing would happen, one of the girls called out, "Mother Wil-

son, what would you do if the canoe should upset? You know you cannot

swim."

I laughingly replied I would cling to this long tin container (one we had

our clothes in) ; it would be bound to float, and that would keep me above

water. So they joked and laughed, and it took my mind off the out-

rigger. The next thing I knew 1 was under the water. I could not have

been under more than a few seconds, for I only had time to think, " The
canoe really has upset and I am covered over with water." Then I rose to

the top, and the first thing my hand touched was the tin spoken of, but it

vv^as round and I could not get a hold on it. Then I came in contact with

the outrigger. I heard a horrified voice exclaim, " Oh, Mother Wilson is

full of salt water !
" But when she saw me clinging to the outrigger, she

concluded I was not as far gone as she at first thought. She came up and

told me to let go, as they wanted to right the canoe. I told her I would let

go if she would let me take hold of her, but as long as I could not touch

bottom I wanted something to cling to. The woman came up then and told

me to put my hands on her shoulders, and she would help me ashore. A
couple of women rushed out of a house and pulled me up on the beach. The
girls and boy, after much difficulty, pulled the canoe upon a sand bar, and

bailed out the.water. Being made of breadfruit, it did not sink. We had

quite a number of traps, and the boy swam right out amongst the foamy,

boiling waves, and found everything but a bottle of medicine and several

pans. I begged him to let the things go, but he seemed rather to enjoy

fighting the waves. I held my breath every time he was covered out of

sight until his head appeared again above the foam.

I had heard that canoes could upset, but had never seen one, so never

thought one could go over so easily and quickly. If I had seen the outrigger

lift and had thrown my weiglit on it, I could have kept it down, but it went
over like a flash of lightning, and turned the canoe right over without the

least bit of warning. I did not even know I had slid off the canoe until I

was under the water. The others saw it lift, but there was no time to say

anything. They tried to jump and take hold of the outrigger, but it moved
faster than they could. About ten minutes after another canoe came along

and they swamped right in the place where we upset ; so I felt it was not

due to poor management that we went over, but to a strong current and the
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meeting of the waves from sea and shore,—the latter rushing back to meet

the former before breaking on the beach, thus making a regular whirlpool.

While I stood gazing at our drenched possessions, Rebecca called me to

myself by asking, " What are you going to do? Will you get on the canoe

again?" "No," I said, "I am going to walk." "Walk? You can't walk

far; don't you see the water is so high there is no path left?" I managed

to get along for about half a mile by wading in the water up to my
knees; then ran into a pile of immense bowlders, which met the trees above

and over whicli I could not climb, so there was notliing to do but get into

the canoe. But you may be sure for the next few miles my eyes were fixed

on the outrigger, and the rest of the party hardly spoke until we were past

the rough places. If anything went wrong in that place there was only a

mangrove swamp and no place where we could stand to straighten out

things.

After we got into smooth water they gave a big sigh of relief, and

then sliouted to think they had got me thus far without upsetting me again.

It is not alwajs rough like this, but always worse where the reef is so

narrow. For themselves they had no fear, for they can all swim like ducks.

They asked me how I would like it if we had to go out on the ocean to get

home. But I think they were as glad as I was that we did not have to go

outside. I did not have any special fear while in the water, for I knew the

girls would take care of me and would die before they would leave me.

When we went over one of them swam around to the spot where she thought

I ouglit to be, and was much startled when I was nowhere in sight. In

telling the home friends about it she said, " I swam around and swam
around and could not find her ; then I saw her head pop up out of the water

just like a turtle !
" Although we were drenching wet for over three hours,

we escaped without taking cold, and went to bed and slept well all night.

But I must confess that my pleasure in canoe riding is spoiled. On Novem-

ber 1st, Mote, an assistant teacher to Mr. Channon, buried his wife, Raete.

She had been sick for over a year, and suffered much for several months

before her death. She was another victim of that dreadful disease, con-

sumption. This couple were so happy together. They had not been

married quite two years. She had been a pupil in our school for over seven

years before her marriage, and was one of our most faithful girls. She knew

she was going, and death seemed to have no fear for lier. It was going to

meet her Saviour. And so her husba*id felt about it also. A few weeks

after, while preaching, lie said : " You are afraid of death ! You are afraid

of the death of the body ! Don't be afraid of that ; there is nothing to fear.

But the death of your souls,—that is what you need to be afraid of!
"
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TIENTSIN STATION, NORTH CHINA MISSION.

REPORT OF WOMAN'S WORK.
April 30, 1901, to April 30, 1902.

by miss frances b. patterson.

Personnel.—The beginning of the mission year found Mrs. F. D. Wilder,

Ivlrs. A. H. Smith and Miss Gertrude Wyckoff in Tientsin. Miss Porter

liad just left for Peking. Miss Patterson returned from Japan May 15th.

Miss Grace Wyckoft' came from Peking a week later, and remained with

us until July 2d, when the sisters went to Cheefoo for a much-needed vaca-

tion. We were very glad to have Miss Porter witli us for a part of the

summer. The sisters were in Tientsin again for a few weeks in the fall

before returning to Pang-Chuang. It was a great inspiration and help to

have them with us, and to see their beautiful work with the women and

girls. The great void felt at their departure emphasized again the need of

reinforcement for the work among the women. How glad the women and

:girls were to welcome back Mrs. Stanley and Mrs. Gammon in the fall.

(473)
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Tientsin did not seem natural without Mrs. Stanley's motherly presence

and helpfulness, and Mrs. Gammon's warm interest in all that concerned

the girls' welfare. We were glad to welcome Mrs. McCann to our circle,.

and feel certain of her earnest sympathy and desire to help when her healtli

permits.
SUMMER WORK.

The chief work of the summer consisted in looking after from ten to-

twenty workmen in the house and school court. For missionaries of long

experience this would probably be very easy. They, perhaps, have found

that the Chinese workman lias some idea of the value of time, and can be-

depended upon to obey orders, and so do not regard him as intended for the

trial of one's patience. Tlie work would have been much more difficult

had it not been for Mr. Roberts' constant and generous help and untiring

patience. Dr. Peck also kindly gave the benefit of his advice on his way

to Shantung. During the summer Miss Patterson also reviewed the work

for her second examination, which the Boxers had prevented being takea

in May, 1900, and completed the work in October.

girls' boarding school.

The girls' school was under Miss Gertrude Wyckoft's efficient care until

it closed in June. Since the school court was filled with refugees, the girls-

had to be housed in rooms intended for a woman's station class, and the

number limited to ten. Tlieir closing examinations were very satisfactory',

showing faithful work on the part of teachers and pupils.

Our Bible woman's daughter was about to be killed by the Boxers with

her father, mother and brotlier, when her heathen mother-in-law came

forward, claimed her and took her home. A sad marriage ! Slie had been

betrothed into this heathen home in infancy, before her mother became a

Christian,

Three of our nicest girls were ready to go to the Bridgman School.

One was married to her Christian betrothed in our chapel just before the

siege. We thought she would be safer witli his people than with us. The

other two and a younger blind girl were all married into heathen homes.

We were powerless to help them then, and can only pray for them now, that

they may keep their Christian faith and be given strength to witness for the

Master in the midst of trial and temptation.

woman's work.

The story of our woman's work is chiefly " might have been." Since the

sisters left us for Shantung there has been no one to give much time to the

work. We have been unable to call a station class, but hope to have one
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next fall. Our faithful Bible woman, Mrs. Chang, was killed in 1900, and
we have been unable to fill her place. We need two or three Bible women

^

and earnestl}' hope that the riglit ones may soon be found.

The woman's class in the Sunday school of the home chapel has had a
regular and increasing attendance. VVe have a nice, bright circle of women
in the native city. A Sunday school has been maintained for them throuo-h

the year by Mrs. A. H. Smith, Miss Porter, Mrs. Gammon and Miss-
Winterbotham, formerly of the London Mission. We owe much to Miss-
Winterbotham for her willing and loving service in our time of need. Her
sad accident was incurred while returning on her bicycle from one of these
meetings. VVe cannot sufficiently express our appreciation of her kind help
and our sympathy with her in this trouble. In going to and returning froin

the woman's Thursday prayer meeting in the citv, one cannot but be im-
pressed with the changed attitude of the people. The children in the alley

near our city place, who formerly called out " foreign devil," will now
smile, and call out " Good-day, teacher," and often help in clearing the
way before the bicycle in the narrow alley.

The future of woman's work seems most hopeful. The women all appear
willing and anxious to learn more of the truth. Four women have been
baptized and received into the church.

OPEN DOORS.

It is impossible to close this report without speaking of the open doors
we have been unable to enter, the opportunities neglected for lack of
workers. Touring has been impossible. Station classes for women could
be held with great advantage in Ching Hai and Laofa as centers, as well
as in the home station. The opportunities for work have never seemed
better, or the future brighter with hope and promise.
God grant that the church at home may hear a voice crying, "Awake,

thou that sleepest," and, awaking to her great responsibility as she sees the
boundless opportunity before her, may give freely of time, money and
strength

; of all that she holds most dear and precious, to the end that all

may hear the good tidings of great joy, from the least to the greatest, and
the kingdoms of this world may soon become the kingdoms of our Lord and
of his Christ.

PAGODA ANCHORAGE STATION CLASSES FOR WOMEN,
1901.

BY MISS EMILY S. HARTWELL.

DiONG-LOH (Lasting Delight), the district city of the Diong-loh district
or county, contains about 20,000 inhabitants. It has a flourishing church,
with a most earnest, spiritual pastor, who is tireless in his labors for the city

and adjacent country. He had a number of inquirers ready to form a station
class for women at my first suggestion. These women live a mile distant
from tlie church, and are connected with families of church members in a
localitv wliere there is great need for a second church. Oh, for a churcb
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building society to help struggling churches in China ! May the friends at

home not forget we look to the American Board alone for all these needs.

Although it IS very difficult for bound-foot women, with tiny feet only

two or three inches long, to walk, these women attend the class with the

distinct understanding that they regularly continue their practice of attending

Sunday morning service, which they previously had done occasionally.

This means a two-mile walk each Sunday. Only one of the eight women
had been born in a Christian home and had natural feet, but three others

unbound theirs later, and the four remaining would have done so had their

families been willing.

Diong-loh seems the ver}' stronghold of foot-binding, it being fostered by
a custjom not known in other districts. On the fifteentli of the first Chinese
moon all the brides of the previous year are on public exhibition. They are

arrayed in elegant crimson silk and satin embroidered gowns, with most
elaborate and expensive headdresses, and beautifnlly embroidered, tiny

shoes, and sit in the parlor of tlieir home with open doors, for the entire city

to visit at pleasure. Watermelon seeds and tea are served each guest, and
the brides—sometimes one, sometimes two, and even three in one family

where the household is large—are on exhibit, to be turned about to display

their beautiful headdresses, their tiny feet a special object of interest as a sign

of gentility.

The motlier-in-law expects tiniest feet as an important part of her bargain

in buying the bride, and this custom magnifies the importance of adhering
to the conti'act, for the headdress and garments can be hired, but the feet

cannot,—they are the price of years of pain and suffering. There is no idol-

atry or special unkindness connected with tiie custom, but it is a social func-

tion very binding In that city, one observed by Christians as well as others,

and it must require courage to be the only one to wear natural size foot

shoes.

The teacher of the Diong-loh station class is a younger relative of most of

the women who attend, and hence at a disadvantage, as Chinese custom
robs the juniors of all power, no matter how much talent they may have.

She has, however, done well, in spite of her disadvantage from youth. The
•mountains of custom are greater barriers than the actual rock mountains of

tiie Diong-loh district, but is not this true of custom anywhere?
A charming sedan ride of two hours brings us to the U-nang station class.

The path leads over the notch which is crowned by the beautiful site for the

girls' school Miss Borts has hoped for money to build for so long, and for

which she is still waiting ; then down over the water-shed, where the

heads of two canals lead water into adjoining plains of rice fields. We skirt

high mountains on the right until we come to a range of low hills at our

left, which look as if the, Titans had played snowball witli bowlders and a

pile were left where each had stood. Toward the end we follow a moun-
tain stream, whose clear waters of robin's egg blue-gray hold the tint of the

mountain skies from whence they came, like Moses of old, who brought the

glory down from the mount in his face when he descended from Sinai.

Til is was the second year of the U-nang class, and the women read the

Bible picture book and the Romanized New Testaments that Mrs. Consul
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Gracev presented them after her visit. She promised one to each woman
as soon as I pronounced her sufficiently advanced to read it, and during the

year eleven women and girls received Testaments. The teacher comes into

the Bible woman's school another year to study further, and we feel that in

this large station of three times the population of the Sandwich Islands, our
paltry sum for station classes must be shifted often to give a little help to the

many needy and waiting places.

How we realize the untilled stretches of human souls as we take our sedans
for Ka-mui, for we pass the large cluster of villages known as Gu-gaing,
formerly the district city, and know there is not even a Bible woman at work
there, and then pass through Chang-chong, where the efficient pastor's wife
is a host in good works, although single handed. Then on to the village of
Deuz-cheng (Bamboo Field), where we call on a former pupil at U-nang,
who is now married in this village. She begs to come to the Bible school,

but her mother-in-law will not allow her to do so unless I will promise that"

she may return at the end of one year as a paid Bible woman, and we find

that avarice of relatives is another monster difficulty to the education of the

women. We are sad at heart for this great hindrance, but we are glad the

young woman insisted on time to review her books by herself on Sunday,
for she is too far from church to walk with her small feet, and especially

shut in as a young bride is by Chinese custom.
The mountain v^e climb to Ka-mui is on this eastern side, so steep we

dare not trust ourselves to coolies, but make our way as best we can by the
occasional steps cut in the solid rock. When we reach the top we are told

we are almost there, but in fact we cross hills and valleys for almost an hour
longer, and find it four or five hours' travel from U-nang to the chapel at

Ka-mui. It is not easy to begin examining the station class at once after so

long a ride, but it must be done, for all the women must be home by five

o'clock to prepare the evening meal,—bound by poverty to a ceaseless round
of drudgery.

One would think mountain heights would exempt one from foot-binding,

but not so. Custom is as unlenient at Ka-mui as Diong-loh, and most of

the women are young and cannot unbind because of unwilling parents or

relatives they must obey. Only the two widows of the class liave unbound
feet : one because she is a second wife, and hence not allowed to have bound-
feet by Chinese custom ; tlie other because she is a Christian, and the teacher,,

the preacher's wife, persuaded her to do so before she joined the class. I

had hoped the one who always had natural feet and who had no children
dependent upon her, as the other widow has, would come to the Bible
school, but her mother-in-law, although she will not speak to her (having
taken an unreasonable dislike to her, so has her cook her food and eat apart
from the rest of the family), still will not allow her to leave to go to scliool,

because she feels it would not be consistent with her idea of proper surveil-

lance, and should she leave home all her living would be withheld in the-

future.

Is it not a comfort that these wornen can read, and thus have the consola-
tion of the Scriptures.^ They travel a weary road imder the rule of unsvm-
pathizing relatives. Let us pray that more of these weary ones in life's
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pilgrimage may be given the opportunity to learn to read, that they may say
with the psalmist of old, " Thy statutes have been my songs in the house of
ray pilgrimage."

PAGODA ANCHORAGE STATION BIBLE WOMEN, I902.

Under the brow of five precipitous mountains, called the five tigers by
the Chinese, Beaconsfield's nose or maiden's rock by English and American
residents, on account of fancied resemblance, lies the large town of Ku-seu,
where the senior Bible woman of this district, Nik-io so, has labored for

several years. She is a widow with one child, a boy of thirteen, who
attends the day school at the chapel where she lives in rooms near the
apartments of the preacher's family. She has traversed the region about,
telling the gospel story to villages miles away from her home, and has led a
number of women to enter the church. She, as well as we, regret that she
does not know the Romanized colloquial so she can teach a station class to

teach the women to read the Bible for themselves, so they could have the
daily reading of the Bible to sustain them instead of lier infrequent visits.

The facility with which the Christians, young and old, in missions in Amoy
and Ningpo, can read the Romanized Bible shows the great advantages of
that system, and leads us to rejoice that a greater advance in Romanized has
been made in our three Foochow missions than ever before ; and we are
glad to see signs of deep interest throughout the empire in introducing the
Romanized system.

At Diong-loh city the daughter of a colporteur of long standing has con-
tinued to be Bible woman as previously. Besides visiting in the vicinity
of the church, she walks to adjacent villages to tell the truth. Just at the
close of the year she lost almost all her earthly possessions through a large
fire which started in the apartments of a " medium" who lived in an
adjoining suite of rooms in their large ancestral home. This medium had
saved the ends of the incense sticks burned at her shrine for years until a
pile over six feet high had accumulated, testifying to her large number of
devotees. In this pile of tinder a smoldering ember dropped by a midnight
worshiper ignited a blaze that left over a hundred souls unhoused in less

than three hours. We regretted the loss of the few Christians in this large
house of a previous oflScial at Peking several generations back, but knew the
fire had wiped out another Sodom, and the loss of the goods of the few
righteous ones was nothing compared with wiping out the iniquitous resort
of the medium. Ciu-ngong so, the Bible woman, has an object lesson to

emphasize her warnings against idolatrv, for was not the worship of the
very idols they trusted in to protect them tlie cause of the fire that destroyed
so much.? She also has a strong argument against foot-binding, for the
small-foot women, who might otherwise have helped save their possessions,
were utterly incapacitated with their tiny feet, and all loss by fire is total loss

in China, where insurance companies are unknown.
At To-kang the wife of the resident colporteur has continued to faithfully

visit adjoining vilkges, and at Sai-gang, the largest of them, the loud call

for a woman's station class will be met in 1902. T6-kang is but a small
village, and the people are very poor, so the small aid gi'-en the women as
yet seems too meager to help them overcome the obstacles to study.
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EXTRACTS FROM MISS JOSEPHINE WALKER'S LETTER.

Shao-wu, Foochow, China, April 12, 1902.

Our buildings are going up as fast as material can be got to put them
up. There is a great dearth of bricks. The dispensary, which we hoped
would be finished by now, has been waiting for the brick burner to come
l)ack from a visit and burn us some. One of our Christians has decided to

go into the brick business and hopes to have his kiln ready to deliver bricks

in a month or two. To help on the good work we have advanced him

$30 to buy a cow. She is to act as a treading mill for the clay before it is

made into bricks.

This term I am not as rushed as last term, since Mrs. Hinman has

-charge of the boys' boarding school. I have only one class with the school

now and oversee another for about fifteen minutes each day. This leaves

me two hours' study every morning, provided I am not interrupted. I usu-

ally find some time in the afternoon also for study, besides hearing the

women of the woman's B-ible class each afternoon.

Last Monday I went into the city and started another woman's class. I

believe I have not told you that one woman has .already gone from this class

out here into the city. She continues studying with me and with Miss
Bement, besides teaching. There were three or four who started to study

after our meeting. I had an interesting time trying to teach one old lady.

Wonder if I can give you some idea of how we studied. Mrs. Kon, the

teacher, had just stepped out of the room (in a Chinese house) for some
books. Then an old lady with whom she had been speaking said to me,
" Miss Walker, I'm so old I haven't any remembering ability." " You can

learn a little every day, I think," was my reply. " I can,—not too old.''

Oh, I'm afraid I am! I'm sixty-one now." "You can learn slowly, a

little every day, I think." "My neighbors asked me what I wanted to

•come and study for so late in life. The}' said, ' You're so old now, your
stomach won't retain the characters.' I'm afraid I'll not be able to."
*' Perhaps the characters would be rather hard for you, but suppose you
learn a few sentences every day about the Bible. ' Jesus came to be our

Saviour.' " " Jesus came to be our Saviour." "Who was Jesus? " " The
mother of Mary." "No, Mary was the mother of Jesus." '.' Mar}^

the mother of Jesus. Mary the mother of Jesus. Why, just think, here

I've been a church member for seven and eight years, and I don't know
anything ! There was no one to teach me till now. Eight years ago I

was a good deal younger and could remember better. If some one had
taught me only one sentence a year since I joined the church I'd know eight

sentences now." " Yes, next Thursday when I come in I want you to

know that many." " Oh, all right. Mary the mother of Jesus. Jesus
came to be our Saviour." "Now when you hear about Jesus, and Mary
his mother, in a sermon, you'll know something about them."

" Hey ! that's no mistake. I'll know something when I get liome. I

imderstand what tlie preacher says now, but when I get home I don't re-

member one thing. I know it's true. Now I'll know something I can tell."

That was one conversation which took place at the Monday afternoon

class. There were still others that were interesting to me, but I'll have to
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let them go by, as I want to tell 3'ou about a conversation repeated the next
day out here at our Tuesday woman's meeting by the evangelist's wife, Mrs.
Siong.

"I was at a feast," she said, " when an old woman spoke up to me and'

asked if I wasn't one of those persons who talked about the Christian doc-
trine. 'Yes,' I said, 'lam.' 'AH right,' she said, 'you need not talk

about it to me, for I am going to enjoy the feast now !
' Well," said

Mrs. vSiong, " didn't it happen that we were both seated at the same table, so

I said to her, ' Now, grandma, where do you think we all came from ? ' and I

thought her answers were very good," said Mrs. Siong, "for when I asked
her that, she said, 'From our mothers.' 'Yes, but before our mothers,
where did we come from?' I asked. ' I don't know,' she said, 'that ques-
tion leads me into a region where there is no road.' ' Well, about the idols,

are tliey true or false?' I asked. 'They are true to those who believe in

them,' she said, 'and false to those who don't.' 'And after we die, what
do you think becomes of us?' I asked. 'Who knows!' she said, 'it may
be the end. Same say we are reborn. There are various tlieories, but
who knows.' 'That,' I said, ' is just what our religion tells us. We know
that a God has created us. He is a spirit, and eacli one of us has a spirit

that came from him, and when we die our spirits go back to him.'" That
is all she reported, but in imagination I can see her still talking for half an
hour or more. That was last week these things happened.

Yesterday I went into the city again, wondering if any women would'
come. Imagine my overwhelming surprise to see a room crowded full of
women waiting. Miss Bement said she thought there were two thousand
women and children present. Wc had a short meeting, and tried to tell a
little of the Christian religion, for most of the women were strangers.

Crowds of women come to visit the school and see the building every
Monday afternoon. Think what a chance to spread the gospel ! The
crowds will keep coming as long as there are new buildings going up.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF THE INTERIOR.
Mrs. S. E, HURLBUT, Treasurer.
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MRS. ANN H. JUDSON.

Tardy months pass by^

And find her still intrepid at her post

Of danger and of disappointed hope.

Stern sickness smote her, but she felt it not.

Heeded it not, and stiU with tireless zeal

Carried the hoarded morsel to her love;

Dared the rude arrogance of savage power

To plead for him; and bade his dungeon
glow

With her fair brow, as erst the angel's smile

Aroused imprisoned Peter, when his hands.
Loosed from their chains, were lifted high

in praise.

— Mrs. L. S. Sigourney,
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Contributions It is with great disappointment that we report a falling

FOR THE Month, off of $180.62 in our contributions for the month ending

September iSth. This makes the decrease in eleven months, aside from

$3,000 as a special gift, $1,248.76. The amount from legacies being

$12,457.72 less than last year gives cause for great anxiety. What the last

month of the year will bring we cannot tell ; we can only pray and wait.

Before this number of Life and Light reaches our readers our books for

the year will be closed. The opportunities of 1901-2 can never be repeated.

The successes and failures must forever stand as they are. The account

must be given to our loving Elder Brother, who died that the world might

be brought to his Father and ours. What does the retrospect bring to each

one of us.^ Is it joy or sorrow?

Missionary Two new missionaries have started for their fields during

Personals. October ; Miss Bertha B. Reed goes to Pao-ting-fu, China,

to take up the work laid down two years ago by Miss Morrill and Miss

Gould. The beginning there must inevitably be a sad one, but Miss Reed
goes out with faith and courage, feeling sure that a special blessing will

follow her efforts through the great sacrifice. Miss Olive S. Hoyt has gone

to Kobe College, Japan, and will receive a warm welcome from both

teachers and students.

Vermont September 24th was a great day for the Vermont Bianch.

Branch. Our thirtieth annual meeting was the first ever held in Barre,

and from the beginning to the end of all the preparations the most cordial

hospitality prevailed. The opening service of prayer Wednesday morning

was led by Miss Savage, and we tried to grasp and hold fast that wonderful

thought, " Filled unto all the fullness of God." Among other pleasant

items our recording secretary told us tliat not less than forty auxiliaries

and classes have used Via Christi. Never have so many special pro-

grammes costing much labor, time and prayer been used. They have some

of them yielded an hundredfold in new interest and quickened life. The
contribution from one of our smaller churches, where there are only twenty-

seven female members, was $31.70. The secretary gave us the problem

to work out, and see what increase in contributions we had a right to expect

in the coming year from the fourteen thousand women whose names are on

our church rolls. The report of our foreign secretary seemed to us " Aliss

Torrey's best," and that means much. The report of Mrs. T. M. Howard,
our treasurer, gave us much to be grateful for in the $5,347.92 received.

Being so far from any large centers, we seldom have more than one mission-

ary and one secretary of the W. B. M. with us ; and if, perchance, we have
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two missionaries we count it a special joy. This year, owing to most favor-

ing circumstances in time and location, we had an incomparable list.

Truly it was a kind Providence that kept us in uncertainty about our two

Vermont girls. Dr. Parker and Miss Busliee (the former watching by a sick

father, and the latter likely to be kept by an invalid mother), until we had

the sure word of Mrs. Rowland that she would be our missionary speaker,

D. V. In addition, we wanted a busy woman, not a missionary, to tell

busy women the great need of a deeper spiritual life, and for this Miss Dyer

came. A woman in native dress came in the afternoon and gave us ever so

brief a glimpse of life in India. Mrs. Abbie Snell Burnell will speak in

many places in Vermont to finish the tale. What shall I say more? The

ransomed captive, retvn-ned to America to do a work God has so peculiarly

fitted her for, was our evening speaker. Fifteen hundred people in the

Granite City listened as not many audiences do listen to lessons Ellen M.
Stone learned from her captivity. We can never be quite the same again,

—never so slow to comprehend, never so dull of hearing when God speaks,

never so tardy to respond to his call, never doubtful if he answers pra3'er,

^—while we recall the memory of this blessed day and its closing hours.

F.

An Eightieth A very pleasant celebration of an eightieth birthday was
Birthday. that of Mrs. S. C. Dyer, of Spencer, Mass., one of the

earliest workers on our Board. Friends gathered representing the home

and foreign missionary societies in her own church, the Worcester County

Branch of our Board, of which she has been Vice President for thirty years,

her Sabbath-school class, the local society of the W. C. T. U., and the Fort-

nightly Club of the town, all oflfering the heartiest congratulations on her

long service. Perhaps the part of the programme that gave her the greatest

pleasure was the gift of eighty dollars, to be divided equally and given to

home and foreign missions in her name. Those who knew her well were

sure that no gift could give her greater liappiness than these contributions to

the causes which she loved so well. Are there not other noble workers

who have reached fourscore years to whom a similar offering would bring

great delight?

As TO Foreign An extract from a missionary who has suffered annoyance

Postage. will speak for itself: "Will it be possible for you to call

attention in the Life and Light to the question of postage? I have no

doubt that we have paid out no less than ten dollars in this house for extra

postage this year. We would not have a letter less ; and we like to be

remembered by wedding cards, but a little thought will save expense at this

end. Foreign letters are five cents one half ounce letter weight. We
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have to pay ten cents extra here on a letter weighing over one-half ounce

with only a five-cent stamp on it. Wedding cards and other printed matter,

such as circulars,—sealed—are also subject to the censorship of a very careful

set of men, who weigh everything and charge for a hair's breadth overweight.

Thick wedding cards in sealed envelope with a five-cent stamp mean a charge

of twenty cents usually ; and the worst of it is we can't go to the wedding !

A Suggestion for An exchange gives the following novel way of increas-

YouNG People. ing subscriptions for a missionary magazine :
" Our

secretary of literature not being able to look after the magazines, I decided

that if I had suflflcient support I would try a plan that I had noticed an

account of, and see what would come of it. Two ladies chose sides ; each

side was to secure as many subscriptions' as possible, the side getting the

greatest number to be entertained by the defeated side. The winning side

got 29 and the other 27, the total number previously taken in the society

being 22. The magazine was never so well advertised in this church before.

The leaders were enthusiastic, and the majority of the members, also, and

everybody seemed to be asking everybody else if they did not want to take

the magazine, until it got to be really funny. Then (I being on the defeated

side) we met to plan what we would do, and decided to receive the victors

at the house of Mrs. from three to five, light refreshments to be

served. Written invitations were sent to tlie victorious side (there were

just sixteen on a side). We each wore a badge of yellow ribbon and a card

with the quotation, 'It might have been, but is not now.' For the other

side there were cards and a gay little rooster painted thereon, with con-

gratulations upon their victory. There was a good deal of fun, and every-

body seemed to have such a good time. And to think that I liesitated about

proposing it for fear it might not be well to do so !

"

The Martyrs' Memorial We are glad to give our readers the architect's

AT Oberlin. sketch of the Martyrs' Memorial to be erected in

Oberlin, the corner stone of which was laid during the meeting of the

American Board. The extreme length of the Memorial will be one hun-

dred feet long, is to be built of buff" Indiana limestone, and will be located

on the college campus near the west end of Tappan Walk. The fact

that so many of the martyrs were graduates of Oberlin makes it specially

fitting that it should be erected there. The arch will span Tappan

Walk, where the largest part of the students will pass each day. The total

cost will be somewhat over $30,000, largely the gift of one man, and it is

expected to be completed before Christmas. There are to be bronze tablets

on the arch, on which will be inscribed the names given on the opposite page.
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TWO PIONEER MISSIONARY WOMEN.
MRS. ANN HASSELTINE JUDSON MRS. LUCY GOODALE THURSTON.

As we bring to a close in December the series of lessons suggested for the

United Study of Missions in 1902, it may be interesting to take a brief

glimpse of a few of the pioneer women in the history of modern missions.

We select the two names given above, who with their husbands may be

said to form a connecting link between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

In their lives and labors we can trace some of the forces that helped to lay

the foundations of our present missionary work. It is also pleasant to pay

tribute to the inissionary wives and mothers whose efforts in the early days

have been followed by those of so many devoted wives the world around.

Among the goodly number of famous pioneers we select two,—Mrs.

Adoniram Judson in Burma and Mrs. Asa Tliurston in the Sandwich Islands.

MRS. ANN HASSELTINE JUDSON.

Among the earliest pupils in the famous academy in Bradford, Mass., was
Ann Hasseltine, a brilliant, atti-active girl. As she looked back on her

schoolgirl life later her sensitive conscience convicted her of being "gay
and careless," but one of her classmates speaks of her " keen wit and lively

conduct," which made her a favorite with all. A sentence in Hannah
More's book on "Female Education,"—"She that liveth in pleasure is

dead while she liveth,"—and the reading oi Pilgrim^s Progress led to more

serious thoughts, and to her admission into the church at the early age of

seventeen.

Four years later the State Association of Massachusetts was held in

Bradford, her native town. At this meeting were four young Andover

students on fire with zeal for foreign missions, and the organization of a

society to promote the cause was the burning question in various sessions.

One of these students, Adoniram Judson, was one day entertained at dinner

at the house of Deacon Hasseltine, and according to the old New England

custom, his youngest daughter, Ann, waited upon the table. She was nat-

urally interested in the young student whose missionary schemes were so

much discussed, and he, forgetting for the moment the great work to which
he was called, and even his dinner, then and there composed a sonnet to

her charms. The acquaintance thus formed soon led to an offer of marriage.

It was a momentous question for a girl of twenty-one to decide. No woman
had ever gone from America on such an errand. No one had thought of it

except Harriet Newell, who was soon to consider the same question. No
one dared advise her to go, and no one could persuade her to stay, and it
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was of her own decision that she said, " Behold the handmaid of the Lord:

be it unto me according to thy word." They were married February 5,

181 2, and embarked with Mr. and Mrs. Newell on tlie Caravan for India.

The trials of these early missionaries through the hostility of the English

East India Company and opposition from government officials is well

known. Driven from one place to another, at last, to escape arrest in

India, and since there was no vessel to take them to any other place,

they sailed from Madras to Rangoon, in Burma. During their stay in India

they were led to adopt Baptist principles,—^a step which cost them much in

separation from the society which sent them out and in the criticism which

followed. The event, however, resulted in the establishment of the Burman

Mission and the organization of the Baptist Missionary Society in America. Of

their going to Burma Mrs. Judson writes :
" We cannot expect to do much

in such a rough, uncultivated field, but if we may be instrumental in remov-

ing some of the rubbish it will be a sufficient reward. I have been accus-

tomed to view this field of labor with dread and terror, but I now feel per-

fectly willing to make it my home for the rest of my life. Our lot is to be

cast among pagans, among barbarians, whose tender mercies are cruel."

An account of the progress of the mission in Burma is not the province

of this brief sketch. One says of her :
" In all the work of the mission Mrs.

Judson was a genuine helpmeet to her husband. She not only managed

the domestic affairs of the home, but she taught the Burmese women and

children, besides writing tracts and assisting in the translation of the Bible,

—

being herself an apt scholar in the language, and commanding her time with

mai'velous ability and wisdom." Her arduous labors proved too much for

her health, and she was obliged to come to America for recuperation,

arriving in New York in September, 1822. At that time there were

no women's missionary societies eager to hear her story of mission life, but

she occupied her time in extensive correspondence and in writing a history

of the Burman Mission, afterwards published in this country and England.

Dr. Wayland, who made her acquaintance during this visit, says of her : " I

do not remember ever to have met a more remarkable woman. To great

clearness of intellect, large powers of comprehension and intuitive female

sagacity, . . . she added that heroic disinterestedness which naturally loses all

consciousness of self in the prosecution of a great object."

When Mrs. Judson reached Calcutta on her return there was much hostile

feeling between England and Burma, and friends in Calcutta tr •eJ to dis-

suade them from going back to Burma. They felt that their work was in

that country, however, and went on their way, "trusting in the great

Arbiter of life and death for protection." Meantime the mission had been
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reinforced, and it was thought best for Mr. and Mrs. Judson to remove to

Ava, the capital, while Dr. and Mrs. Price and the others were to remain

at Rangoon. At Ava they built a little cottage outside the town on land given

them by the king, where Mrs. Judson started a school with three little girls,

two ofthem sisters,whom she named Mary and Abby Hasseltine. Soon after-

wards war with England was declared, and for nearly two years nothing

was heard from the little band of workers in Ava. We who remember so

vividly the anxiety over missionaries in China in 1900 can imagine the

anxiety, the alternate hope and despair, of friends in America during this

long silence. We can appreciate also the relief and joy when at last they

were found to be safe and well in the English camp.

For the description of events during these years we cull from Mrs. Jud-
son's carefully kept journal. Soon after war broke out the missionaries

were suspected of treachery, and orders were given for their arrest. Mr.
Judson was seized one day while at dinner by soldiers and " a spotted-faced

executioner," painfully bound with cords and dragged to prison, while Mrs.

Judson was confined to the house under a strong guard. She had in the

house with her a most faithful Bengali cook, their second convert in Ran-
goon, who proved an invaluable help in her trials. He followed Mr. Judson
and his captors and brought back word that he had been taken to the death

prison. Mrs. Judson had made a few friends in Ava and was known at the

palace, and never once through all the nineteen weary months that followed

did she remit her efforts for the release of the prisoners,—Dr. Price, their

associate, being confined with Dr. Judson. By constant application to the

governor, the queen, the prison officials, she at last obtained permission to

visit the prisoners. Day by day in the burning sun she walked two miles

from her house to the prison to minister to their wants. An English pris-

oner with Mr. Judson wrote the following tribute, which was published in a

Calcutta paper after the war :

—

" The overflowings of grateful feelings on behalf of myself and fellow-

prisoners compel me to add a tribute of public thanks to one . . . who con-

tributed in every way to alleviate our misery. While we were all left by

the government destitute of food, she, with unwearied perseverance, by

some means or other obtained for us a constant supply. When the tattered

state of our clothes evinced the extremity of our distress she was ever ready

to replenish our scanty wardi'obe. When the unfeeling avarice of our

keepers confined us inside, or made our feet fast in the stocks, she,

like a ministering angel, never ceased her applications to government, which

brought respite from our galling oppression.

" Mrs. Judson was the author of those eloquent and forcible appeals to the
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government which prepared them by degrees for submission to terms of

peace never expected by any who knew the hauteur and inflexible pride of

the Burman court. And it was unquestionably owing in a chief decree

to these appeals that the untutored Burman was finally made willing to

secure the welfare and happiness of his country by sincere peace."

During these months Mrs. Judson's little daughter, Maria, was born, and
after Mr. Judson was removed from Ava to Amarapoora, whither his

devoted wife followed him with her baby in her arms, her strength gave out,

and she lay two months on a bed of sickness. If it had not been for the

faithful Bengali servant they might have died.

Relief came at last, and Mr. and Mrs. Judson and little Maria were taken

on a gunboat to the English camp and tenderly cared for. A few months

afterwards Mrs. Judson was seized with violent fever, and October the

twenty-fourth, 1S24, she breathed her last, at the age of thirty-seven. She
was buried near her home, under a large topia tree, on a beautiful green blufT

overlooking the sea. A few months later little Maria was laid beside her.

MRS. LUCY GOODALE THURSTON.

" Will Lucy, by becoming connected with a missionary, now an entire

stranger, attach herself to a little band of pilgrims and visit the far distant

land of Obookiah ? " Tin's question was asked eighty-three years ago the

eighteenth of September of a young teacher in a district school in Marlboro,

Massachusetts. The questioner was a cousin, Rev. William Goodell, after-

wards one of the early missionaries in Turkey, who had called during the

noon intermission for an earnest talk on the subject. They parted at the

schoolhouse door, and the teacher was left to struggle alone with the over-

whelming proposition that had been made to her. She was six miles from

home, and alone with her Saviour she made a decision : "If God will

afTord his grace and afford an acceptable opportunity, Lucy and all that is

hers shall be given to the noble enterprise of carrying light to the poor,

benighted countrymen of Obookiah." In less than a week Mr. Goodell

had brought about an interview at her father's house with Rev. Asa
Thurston, and the two of similar aspirations, introduced at sunset as

strangei-s, parted at midnight as interested friends. About three weeks
from that time they were married, and eleven days afterwards embarked
on the brig Thaddeus for the Sandwich Islands. They were accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bingham ; a physician. Dr. Holman ; two school-

masters, Messrs. Whitney and Ruggles ; a printer, Mr. Lornus ; a farmer,

Mr. Chamberlain ; and three Hawaiian youths who had been studying at

the school in Cornwall, Connecticut, Thomas Hopu, William Zenin and
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John Honuri. This Httle band of workers were organized into a mission

church before they left.

After a voyage of one hundred and fifty-seven days, covering eighteen

thousand miles, the island of Hawaii loomed up before them, and joy and

gratitude filled their hearts. As Mrs. Thurston was looking out of the

cabin window at a canoe full of chattering natives, one of them gave her a

banana, and in return she gave them a biscuit. " Wahine maikai^'' (good

woman) was the reply, and so she began to win the hearts of the people

whom she was afterwards to win for Christ. It is a well-known fact that

while the missionaries were on the sea a revolution had occurred on the

islands. The degraded inhabitants, impatient of any restraint whatever on

their passions and appetites, wanting no check to their wickedness, had risen

in rebellion against the king and the priests, had destroyed their temples and

burned their idols. They had abolished a controlling although a most op-

pressive law, called tabu, by which this and that was forbidden, either by

general usage or at the caprice of the king or priests. Thus was seen the

amazing spectacle of a nation which had thrown away its religion and dis-

owned its gods, and was wide open for the entrance of the gospel of the

lowly Nazarene. The degradation of the people was appalling. They
were incredibly licentious. Husbands had as many wives as they wished,

and wives as many husbands. There was no family life. Two thirds of

the children were strangled at birth, and others given away to anyone who
would take the trouble to care for them, and parents when old or feeble were

buried alive to be rid of them. In liuts made of a few poles covered with

grass, with a mat for furniture, they lived the life of beasts. Into this mass

of iniquity stepped our pure, sweet New England school-teacher bride.

Surely the sacrifice was not a small one.

Some of the chiefs and members of the royal family, having occasionally

come in contact with Europeans visiting the islands, were outwardly on a

much higher level than their people, and to them the missionaries turned,

being kindly received. From the beginning the missionary wives were

earnestly working among the wornen. Dr. Bingham writes: "Just look

into the straw palace of a Hawaiian queen in the first or second year of our

sojourn among them, and see a missionary's wife waiting an hour to get her

to turn from her cards to try on a dress for which she had asked. Then on

trial, her laconic and supercilious remarks :
' Too tight.' ' Off' with it.'

' Do it over.' Then see her resume her cards, leaving the lady tired and

grieved, but patient, to try again ; and when successful, to be called on

again and again for more." Two years later Kamamalu, Kapiolani and

many others threw around them an air of rising consequence by the increase
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of articles of foreign clothing and furniture,—a chair, a table, a workstand,

a writing-desk, a bedstead, a glass window, partitions, many things that

had attracted their notice in mission families. Among the women were

some remarkable characters,—Kapiolani, the " Heroine of the Volcano,"

Haahumann,* the wise regent from 1819 to 1832, and others whom we have

not space to describe.

The progress of the mission was rapid. In six years the language had

been reduced to writing, the Bible translated, wooden houses and churches

built. In all the nearly fifty years of her husband's life in the Sandwich

Islands Mrs. Thurston shared his trials, went with him on his long mis-

sionary tours on foot and equaled him in heroism. She taught the Hawaiian

men to love their wives and their Saviour ; the Hawaiian women to fear

God and honor their husbands ; the Hawaiian children to obey the Lord

and their parents. So she carried into the huts of that dark land these

blessed words, " Love, Virtue, Home, Jesus, Heaven." The blessing of the

" Great Awakening" which occurred in 1836-1838 is a well-known marvel

in missionary history.

In the third year of the residence of the missionaries on the islands Mrs.

Thurston and her associate conceived the idea of endeavoring to elevate the

female population by meeting with them every Friday, hoping to " form a

healthy moral atmosphere in two rooms eighteen feet square, where natives

were allowed to tread." Later this meeting was formed into a society, in

which whoever wished to join must forsake all their former vile practices,

pay an external i"egard for the word and worship of God. They must uni-

formly have a full covering for their persons both at home and abroad, and

follow whatever is lovely and of good report. In two years the membership of

this society increased from seventy to fifteen hundi'ed, and afterwards to

twenty-six hundred. If only our own Friday meeting could be as success-

ful for our own time and needs, what a power would go from it for the

kingdom of God !

In common with missionary mothers, her great anxiety was for her

children. At first there was no way to send them to this country, and the

devoted mother strove heroically to shield them from the terrible influences

about them. They were forbidden to learn a word of the Hawaiian lan-

guage, and the natives understood they were not to use it with them.

Church services and school hours were held for them in their own home,

and by unceasing watchfulness they were kept from contamination. After

a service of twenty years it became evident that their best good required

their removal from the islands, and after a desperate struggle it was decided

* See Life and Light for July and August, 1882.
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that they should go to America. It was a costly decision, which brought on

an attack of paralysis which laid her for eight weeks on a bed of sick-

ness. Then she presented her request to the mission, which closed with the

sentence: "If it please this mission and we have found favor in their sight,

and if the thing seem right in their eyes, that they permit me to conduct my
children across the ocean to the land which is theirs by birthright ; to a land

of industry, of civilization and of Christian institutions." Mr. Thurston felt

that he ought not to leave his work, and the mother set sail alone with her chil-

dren for the long voyage, returning to her husband the next year without

them.

In Honolulu.—After forty-eight years in the islands, at the age of eighty

yeai's, Mr. Thurston went to his reward. For more than two years she re-

mained alone in her home, "like a cocoanut tree stripped of every leaf."

At that time a widowed daughter and her three children went to her mother.

Twelve years afterwards there was a joyful reunion of husband and wife in

heaven, and two weary bodies were lying in one grave in Honolulu.

Our first article in connection with the topics in Via Christi comprised

brief sketches of two early women martyrs. Surely these women, and the

long line of those who have followed in their train, are just as truly martyrs

as the famous Blandina and Perpetua.

Oh, that we were worthy to follow in their train !

CHINA.

PAGODA ANCHORAGE BIBLE WOMAN'S TRAINING SCHOOL.
BY EMILY S. HARTWELL.

This new name was adopted by our mission during the past year as

expressing more truly the purpose and work of our Bible schools for women
in the various districts. In this school the gentle, refining influence of the

consecrated teacher, Mrs. Lau, has been a source of joy and blessing during

the year. She is the wife of our lang-seng pastor, and the school has been

held in the chapel building, which has also served as parsonage and day

school.

Changes in assistant teachers during the year fill us with all the greater

gratitude for the help Dr. Stryker has rendered the school by discovering

the diflficulty with the eye-sight of Mrs. Lau's daughter-in-law, whom we
hope will fill this position another year. The value of a thorough oculist,

as Dr. Stryker is, cannot be overestimated in its helpfulness to equip these



Mrs. Ding' and Daughter,

at Diong-loh.

Mrs. Lau and Daughter,

at Pagoda Anchorage.

Mrs. Go-chung,

at Chang-chong.

THREE pastors' WIVES IN PAGODA ANCHORAGE FIELD.
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Bible workers, many of whom have been in great need of her professional

aid.

One of the eighteen women who entered at the opening of the year went
home early in the year on account of delicate health, and before the summer
was over had gone to her long home. Two others also left the school for

health reasons. Of the fifteen who finished the first term three came from

Diong-loh city, while of the twelve others each represented a different town
or village, showing how representative the school really is.

As funds were very limited, and it seemed best to use them only for those

who gave promise of becoming permanent workers, as a large proportion

seemed able to do, a few were sent home to study in station classes at the

close of the first term. The value of station classes to test the women before

entering the Bible school is very great, but in so vast a district, with so many
places unsupplied with station classes or Bible women, some must be tested

at the Bible school itself.

,Two very capable women went out as workers at the end of the first term.

Each had studied previously at the Ponasang Girls' School, so took a shorter

course at the Bible school. Cliiu-ging-cia, a young widow, went to her

home, Muoi-hua, by the sea, and soon collected a delightful day school of

eighteen girls, who came with no financial aid and did remarkably well in

their studies. The other, Bing-heng-sing, is the wife of a preacher in a place

newly opened, and went to her own home, where she has worked as Bible

woman, and hopes to have a station class of women later among those

beginning to come to tlie chapel as learners.

Although in the second term but eiglit of those most promising remained in

the school, tlie term was shortened on account of shortage of funds. It is,

however, impossible for one missionary alone to carry on a Bible woman's
school satisfactorily and have oversight of Bible women and station classes

scattered over a district of five hundred square miles. It is imperative that

more missionaries be sent to help in this great work.

I had planned that in case no financial aid came during the year to close

the school early, so as to have the best season left for touring. Miss Borts

and I had also arranged that the Woman's Annual Meeting for this station,

the first ever held in the Pagoda Anchorage Station, should come at the close

of the second term, so all the women in the school would he present.

Fourteen of the earnest Christian workers came from other places and
spent a week witli us, talking over the things of the kingdom. Our friends

from Foochow came down to help. Miss Newton coming for tlie first ses-

sion, and reading helpful papers on the " Qiiiet Hour" and "How to be
Strong: Christians."
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Mrs. Pastor Ding, of Ha-buo-ga, the tireless treasurer of our Chinese

Woman's Home Missionary Society, gave a half day of valuable information

and stimulus in support of this work. Miss WoodhuU gave us a most help-

ful talk on how to teach the life of Christ, full of practical experience in her

own Bible school at Foochow. Dr. Whitney gave a comprehensive and

spiritual address on the most nnportant subject of redemption, while Miss

Chittenden gave a series of rich thoughts on the power of the Holy Spirit,

which we turned into a practical channel by a half day given to foot-binding.

It was full of live discussion and testimony to the overcoming power of God
in actual lives, and one dear old mother in Israel went home to unbind her

feet, and within three months has led six others to follow her aged example.

My father (Mr. Hartwell) gave a careful and convincing address on the evils

of intemperance, which was ably supplemented by pastor Lau in a talk on

the evils of opium and tobacco, dwelling upon the latter as an evil habit

which Christian women in China must relinquish themselves, and lead their

husbands to do the same. Great interest was shown by the women, and all

who had not previously bought pledge buttons did so, and some have since

persuaded their husbands to give up tobacco. We hope their good example

will help others do the same.

Following the temperance talk, Mrs. Guang-bing, Miss Woodhull's

helper and the Secretary of the Home Missionary Society, read her report

of that society and also a helpful paper on " Cleanliness and the Care of

Children," which was the link to bring us to the delightful kindergarten

afternoon Miss Brown gave us. All were invited to spend the afternoon at

Miss Borts' girls' school while Miss Brown talked, and with paper and

scissors also taught the women and older girls how to fold simple kinder-

garten forms to illustrate Bible stories. She also taught the girls some

kindergarten songs and games, and, with refreshments, the Saturday after-

noon variation brought all our hearts nearer together.

On Sunday my father preached on the position ofwomen in the early church,

Romans, sixteenth chapter, and followed with an impressive communion

service. Sunday afternoon all were invited to Miss Borts' school again to a

very interesting Sunday-school service, and the week closed with a live

Christian Endeavor meeting in the church Sunday night, with good thoughts

gathered during the week. Supplementary papers and reports of work over

the wide field had been given during the week, and ample time allowed for

discussion and prayers, and all went home filled with strength and inspira-

tion for practical work in their scattered and lonely fields of service. We
ask your earnest pravers for these noble souls out on picket duty on the very

outskirts of the army of the Lord.
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TURKEY.
GIRLS' BOARDING SCHOOL, ERZROOM, TURKEY, 1901-1902.

BY MISS AGNES M. LORD.

This year will long be memorable in the history of the Girls' School for

the trials it brought, but more especially for the great blessing which came

as their result.

We were scarcely well started in the school year w^hen, on November Sth,

we were turned into the street by a succession of heavy earthquake shocks.

For several weeks we were obliged to live in tents, until the weather became

so severe as to make it impossible. In two weeks sixty-two shocks were

recorded, some of them so severe that fifteen hundred houses—mostly of

the poorer sort—were rendered uninhabitable, and some lives lost. The

shocks have continued at short intervals all through the year to the present:

time (July), and have been a great strain upon the nerves. The quiet

behavior of the girls and their trust in God's care through all these trying

times has proved the reality of their Christian faith. Some remarked that

our tents were the only ones where there were happy faces in those days of

anxiety. Our lessons were continued without interruption, save the first

day, and school was regularly reopened ten days after the first shock,

though all the other schools in the city were suspended for a much longer time.

The earthquake did not affect the scliools unfavorably as regards attend-

ance, but the nervous strain has told somewhat upon both teachers and

pupils. Still, we can but acknowledge that the Lord was in the earthquake,

and "behind a frowning providence" he did hide "a smiling face." Our
old school building was so injured as to be pronounced dangerous by the

public inspector, and we were ordered by government to tear it down.

Under these circumstances we were able to get permissioji to rebuild in an

incredibly short time. February 8th, just three months from the day the

earthquake turned us out of home, the permission, signed and sealed, was
in our hands. The insurance, too, aided greatly in raising the sum required

for a new building. The W. B. M. I. voted what was needed in addition,

and the building was commenced at once. On May 15th, when friends

from Bitlis and Trebizond were with us, the ceremony of laying the corner

stone took place. The building is now nearly ready -for the roof, and shows

itself a substantial edifice, well suited for its purpose. As we watch its

growth from day to day, and think of the remarkable way by which it has been

made possible, we praise God for his wonderful works to the children of men.

Our new school building is, of course, the event of the year. The school

itself, being turned out of the old accommodations, has all been crowded
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into the mission house ; every outbuilding, every hall, every corner has

been crowded to overflowing, one room serving as dining room, school-

room, gymnasium, ironing room and dormitory all in one. But in

spite of these unsatisfactory arrangements new pupils have been coming

in, so that, although we lost many who moved away from the city during

the year, at the close of school our number was one hundred and forty-two,

—twenty more than last year,—witli an average attendance of one hundred

and thirty. In regard to progress in their studies, there has not been a year

in which there has been such a spirit of obedience, diligence and genei'al

enthusiasm in their work. The report cards, especially of the high school

pupils, siiow a decided advance.

The Christian Endeavor Society has been, as always, the great blessing

of the school. The suffering caused by the earthquakes brought unusual

opportunities, to which the members gladly responded. About two hundred

and eighty calls were made during the winter and spring upon the sick, and

in almost every case some material aid was given,—rendered possible by

gifts from outside friends,—as well as the comfort of God's Word, with

prayer and song. The members contributed to buy a rug for the pulpit

as an Easter gift. The collections of the monthly missionary meetings

amounted to about $32. A concert given at the close of school brouglit

about $25 in addition, making in all '^^'J-
This goes to support our famine

orphan in Mrs. Hume's school in Bombay, help pay the salary of one of

Mr. Hagar's Bible women in the South China Mission, as heretofore, and

enlarge our Iiorizon by taking an African child as our protegee.

The greatest joy which has come to us this year was when communion

was observed in May, at the time our Bitlis friends were with us. Without

a suofcrestion from anyone, five of our girls, one of our servants and two of

our teachers who were last year's graduates expressed a wish to be ex-

amined for admission to the church. They were received with thirteen

others on communion Sunday.

With tlie exception of the Turkish, no other schools had any public ex-

aminations this year. Ours were held as usual. The room was packed

beyond its utmost capacity from beginning to end of every session. The

parents were most kind and cordial in their thanks. For the closing concert

it was not possible to sell tickets to all who wanted to buy. This was the

fruit of the chorus practice of the year which Mr. Stapleton had conducted

for our alumnae meetings, supplemented by a cantata by the schoolgirls, a

bell drill by the little ones, toy symplionies and trios.

As we close another school year, our hopes are higher tlian ever for better

results in the future, and our gratitude beyond expression to the Lord who

hath done great things for us, whereof we are glad.
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TURKEY.

UNKNOWN HEROINES.

BY DR. CAROLINE F. HAMILTON, AINTAB.

One of my first acquaintances in Aintab was a forlorn little woman, who
:always had a cough, and wlio looked at me pathetically with her one eye,

.as she asked for cod-liver oil. She rarely mentioned home affairs, but

would come for her oil, a few bottles of which enabled her to drag through

a winter. When warm- weatlier came she would disappear from sight.

But poor food and a miserable house did not help the frail creatin-e to battle

against disease, and on my return from vacation, last fall, I found that

Melek—the Turkish for angel—was decidedly weaker. The cough would

scarcely allow her to speak, and slie could not leave her bed. Such a

pitiful small home ! Low and rough, only the one tiny room, and one

corner of this was taken up by the loom at which her husband worked, when
he could get any weaving to do, while a second corner was occupied by the

rude fireplace. There was no storeroom, and no need for one. Melek said

that they had no wheat in store for the winter, and that her only food was

bread, but that they had a few pickled jDeppers, and she could dip her

bread in the watery vinegar and make it more tasteful. She once told me that

her husband could go to the prayer meeting held in the neighborhood and

there forget his hunger.

(499)
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During the winter, wliile our soup kitclien was open, tlie poor little

woman was supplied with milk or soup and good bread, and since that was

closed because we had no more money, she had had milk from our milk-

man. She tells me of her cough and other troubles, and of the hard times

they have, but not one word of complaint is uttered, and her courage and

patience are wonderful. Month by month she has grown weaker, and the

tired body is nearing home. She is a Christian, and I love to think that the

Lord lias a place prepared for her, and that she will know no hunger there,

for " the Lamb . . . will feed them."

About Easter time I was asked to see a poor woman who was reported

to be very sick. I found that it was the twelfth day of her illness, and the

illness double pneumonia. Her face was fairly purple, and every breath

was a struggle. She could not sleep; she could not even lie down, and yet

she must nurse a tiny, wailing baby. I saw that they were very poor,—so

poor and so neglected that it took all my courage to sit down on the bed and

to examine her chest.

On my second visit a neighbor sarcastically remarked that my patient was

keeping the Lenten fast well, as she had not had one mouthful of food all

that day. With fever ttiat burned her life away, coughing with every breath,

nursino" a fretful baby, and absolutely nothing to eat ! Yet that poor soul

had not uttered one word of her needs. Milk as well as medicines were

furnished, but she was too weak to rally, and was soon released.

Another heroine went home to heaven this very morning. I first saw her last

October, a bride of only two months, but so ill with pulmonary tuberculosis

that I did not think she had many weeks to live. It was not right to conceal

the truth, and I told her how ill she was. She listened very quietly, and

though hope would revive, now and again, as short periods of comparative

comfort were given her, she would look up into my face wistfully and say,

" But you do not think I am better."

The winter passed and the spring came, and Osanna was still with us

suffering untold things. Sometimes I could scarcely bear to see her agony,

every breath requiring such action of chest and shoulders that she was utterly

exhausted. The heart grew so weak that every part of her body became

fearfully swollen, and for weeks she could only get snatches of sleep, her

head bent forward on a pile of cushions. Human help could avail nothing,

but Osanna used to look so hungrily for my coming, that I continued to visit

her, and many talks we had about heavenly tilings. Her mother, sisters and

neio-hbors were often in the room, and I feel sure that the long, patiently

borne suffering, and the peace and resignation they daily beheld, will influence

their lives.
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There is one house I always like to visit,—the house of the bravest and

cheeriest patient I liave ever had. It must be four months since I fii'st saw
Zumrud Baju. Tlie baby was only a few days old, a fretful, frail little thing,

and the mother sick with dysentery. There was high fever, and the tongue

so heavily coated that the poor woman could scarcely swallow. Of course

they were poor, and the husband was a lazy man who did not want to stir.

Milk and broth were luxuries quite beyond their reach. When I promised

milk and soup from our soup kitchen, the poor woman was too grateful for

words, and through the winter storms and cold a bright-eyed girl of ten

years—her mother's nurse—went daily for the precious food.

. The dysentei'y finally was conquered, and I had hopes that Zumrud would

soon be on her feet again. But the long illness had affected the kidneys,

and dropsy developed—increasing so rapidly that recovery seemed impossible.

The father injured his hand so that he could not work ; they sold every-

thing that could be spared from the house, and day by day the mother failed

in strength. But poverty and pain could not daunt that brave soul. She
could not raise herself in bed ; her only food was that supplied from our

soup kitchen ; but her faith and patience grew from day to day.

One day I found that a new trouble had come. The house rent was due,

and the landlord said they must pay at once or leave the house. Zumrud
told me that she had cried, but I saw no tears, and she cheerily said that

God would find a place for them. Then the soup kitchen had to be closed,

and some way must be found for providing my patient with milk.

At Easter even the poorest people make some shift for a new garment,

and I knew what it meant when the dear woman said to me that her boy

came and sat down by her pillow, telling her that if she would only get

well it would be enough of Easter for them.

To my astonishment and joy decided improvement has now begun. Rich
milk, morning and night, has helped wonderfully, and at every visit Zum-
rud tells me of some gain. To be able to raise herself alone was delightful

;

then to bend her knee, and now she can creep to the door. It is a pretty

sight to see her call the children and neighbors to rejoice with her over every

new achievement. And in that poor, small room, neighbors—both Turks
and Armenians—have been gathered for reading and prayer. Zumrud can-

not read a word, but she lies and smiles upon them as some good woman
gives the gospel message. An unlettered saint; but one of those who have
passed through great tribulation.

These are some of the women I have met in my city work. The world
would not count them heroic, but as I look at their surroundings, their

poverty, their sufferings, and witness their brave endurance and faith and
cheerfulness, I hold them to be heroines.
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HELPS FOR LEADERS.

DEFINITE WORK FOR CHILDREN.

BY MISS HELEN S. LATHROP.

Have you, leader of the Mission Circle, planned out a course of action

for the small people this year? In mission work, as in so much of our

social life, we reverse the processes of nature ; we plant in the fall and reap

our harvest in the spring, and it is now that the seeds of wise activity and

wide purpose should be in the soil if we would gather an abundant treasure.

Are you cultivating new ground by hunting out and winning new children?

If other attractions have made the attendance small on Saturday afternoon

try some other day after school or Saturday morning, which has proved a

most acceptable time in some places. Have you definite ideas of study and

work and giving for these children? If you have not made your own pro-

grammes use the monthly studies on India the Dayspring will furnish for

the next six months, and do give the children the Dayspring this year if

you never have before. If in your circle the children work with their

hands, have them make articles tliat will be useful in some particular field,

and let them realize with every stitch whom they are working for, rather than

to simply make something for somebody, and see if their enthusiasm does

not increase. Let them know, too, for what their money is to be given.

Your Branch treasurer will give you some definite bit from her list of

pledged work, or ask your secretary for junior work for information and

material concerning the special work the Board asks of the children each

year. If you are familiar with a definite need your circle can relieve, you

will easily fill their hearts and minds with it. How do you plan to get

your money? If by an entertainment it would best be of a missionary

character. There are songs and dialogues, the very learning of which will

leave clear impressions of the reason for learning them. If you are to have

the sale the children love to give, do not let them think that in itself is the

end of the winter's work. If you can make the reason for the sale as real

as the giving of it you will later on find more money coming in better ways.

Teach your children to give systematically ; make calendars to hang beneath

the mite boxes so the days can be checked off as the gifts go in. Do not

ask all to give an equal sum. Qiiarters come to some as easily as pennies

to others, and even the little ones can be taught the only equal standard for

their giving is regularity and unselfishness. So, with definite lessons to

learn and with definite work to do, may our garden of children yield this

year a rich harvest of new life for the Lord's work.
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EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
FROM MISS STELLA N. LOUGHRIDGE,* TALAS, TURKEY.

Another school year has just been closed, and it is felt to have been a

successful year. The girls' school has been larger than in previous years,

the attendance being eighty-two, of whom fifty-eight were boarders. The
larger part of the pupils are Armenians, though the Greek number is growing.

Our teaching force numbers four teachers, who give all their time, besides

a regularly employed music teacher. One or two of the teachers of the

boys' school and the pastor teach a few extra classes. Almost alt of the teach-

ing of late of necessity has been done by native teachers, but in the future

we expect to have a larger part done by American teachers.

Our closing exercises took place on the 19th of June, and were held in a

large tent made for the purpose. We had no graduating class, as a year

has been added to the course of study. Our programme consisted of a prize

contest in recitations, a flower cantata and a gymnastic drill, interspersed

with a plenteous allowance of music. As is usual, the closing programmes

of the American schools were events of much importance, and an audience

of seven or eight hundred people presented tickets of admission, and sat

quietly attentive throughout the somewhat long programme.

One very interesting feature of those last days of Miss Closson's stay among
us was a reception, where many of the old pupils had the opportunity of a

last meeting with her. Many were gray-haired women, and had seen much of

life since those early days, but the memory of tliose days and the lessons

they had learned from Miss Closson were still fresh in their minds. I almost

felt myself to be in a college alumnae circle in America as I listened to their

reminiscences, for tliough there was much that they said that I could not

understand, yet I knew by their merry faces and their sometimes filling eyes

that they were recalling things that had made their lives bright and pure.

We realized then as never before the meaning and power of a life spent for

the women of this country as Miss Closson's has been spent.

FROM MRS. ALICE GORDON GULICK, MADRID, SPAIN.

A careful study of the property for the new premises for the International

Institute in Madrid now belonging to the corporation has led to the following

recommendations :
—

I. That the house be renewed and fitted up as an administration building

and for the use of advanced classes.

II. That a recitation hall be built as soon as possible, in order that the

remaining students, now in Biarritz, may be transferred to Madrid.

*Miss Closson's successor as principal of the Girls' School.
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III. A dormitory should also be provided, and it would be economy to

build all at the same time. If not, a flat or flats must be hired for living

purposes.

IV. A gymnasium and laundry are absolutely needed.

This plant will mean the establisliment of a powerful influence for good

In Spain. It will relieve the directors of much anxiety, and they will be

free to devote the few remaining working years to its development. The
instructors will have conveniences for work which will lessen the strain

which they have borne nobly for many years. The students will be in

hygienic quarters, and can accomplish their daily tasks without friction from

lack of conveniences of life. The evangelical friends of Spain will rejoice in

the fulfillment of the promise that was made to them and their children

thirteen years ago. The great cosmopolitan community of Madrid will look

on with interest at the evolution of a college for girls, and the leading pro-

fessors will then give a hearty sympathy and possibly co-operation.

In the name of the Lord we mge Christian friends to come in and occupy

the beautiful spot of ground he has provided In the capital of Spain, placing

there a thoroughly equipped Christian college.

A tabulated statement has recently been prepared which proves that a

large per cent of the graduates of the International Institute have been en-

gaged in Christian work as teachers, translators, missionaries, or pastors''

and teachers' wives. They expect to work in some such way, and are dis-

appointed If they are obliged to turn to secular employment.

There is a wonderful opportunity before the churches of the United

States, which becomes even more evident as the years pass. The thought

that in "Old Spain" girls are pressing forward to be educated for Christian

service should stir tlie hearts of the stewards of God's mone}' to Immediate

action in their behalf. No appeal In words can be greater than the need.

FROM MISS JULIA GULICK, MIVAZAKI.

The Student Volunteer League, of Japan, held a meeting here last week,

which was very Interesting and encouraging. There are one hundred and

ten Volunteers In Japan, more than half of whom, I think, must have been

present at the meeting. The Y. M. C. A. secretaries—three of them—and

several teachers In government schools who came out under the Y. M. C. A.

were of the number, together with a large proportion of the younger

missionaries. The earnestness and hopefulness of these young people,

together with their sense of responsibility for securing Japanese workers for

our needy fields, was most encouraging. That was the special subject, in

its various phases, which occupied most of the attention at all three of the
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sessions. The points emphasized were the importance of prayer and

personal work to bring the Christian youth of Japan to a sense of the need

for them in the direct work and the honor it is to be so used of God.

On August 9th there was quite a celebration of the cornation here—EpiscC

pal service in our Union Chui'ch in the morning, at which a Canadian Methodist

gave an eloquent address, a lawn party for British friends in the afternoon,

and a concert in the evening. Fortunately the rain, which has fallen almost

continuously for seventeen days, Stopped during most of Saturday, the 9th,

and all of Sunday. But it came down in torrents again on Monday, and

to-day a fine rain has fallen all day.

EXTRACT FROM ANNUAL REPORT OF WOMAN's WORK, TIENTSIN STATION,
NORTH CHINA.

The girls are very faithful to their Christian Endeavor pledge. They

meet every Sunday morning. The foreign teacher is always present, and

takes part as a member, but the girls appoint their own leaders, and conduct

the meetings very well.

During tlie year two girls have been baptized and five received on proba-

tion. People are often tempted to question the depth and sincerity of a

child's faith, but during the recent troubles our Christian school-children

were again and again a comfort to their elders. Just one instance. Ch'uin

Hua is one of the younger girls in our school, very bright and obedient.

At the time refugees were coming in from our Hu Cliia Ying station. May,

1900, she was about nine years old. Her grandfather, over seventy years

•old, came in great distress. The Boxers liad offered to spare his home if

he would sav he was not a Christian. " How can I say that? I believe

In Jesus Christ." They threatened his life if he did not recant. "I am a

Christian ; I worship the true God." They stole everything of value, an^

then burned his house. He came to us in a pitiful condition. His daugh-

ter was emplo3'ed in a family in our compound. She wept as he told of the

loss of their home and their eartlily all. Little Ch'uin Hua put her arms

about her mother, and said : " Don't cry, mamma. If our home is burned,

we have a heavenly one. They can't burn that."

It is impossible to close this report without speaking of the open doors we
have been unable to enter, the opportunities neglected for lack of workers.

Touring has been impossible. Station classes for women could be held

with great advantage in Ching Hai and Laofa as centers, as well as in the

home station. Day schools ought to be established as soon as possible in

each of our out-stations. There is an opening for one now in Tientsin native

city, and Mrs. Chao, one of our former pupils, is perfectly competent to
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teach it. We cannot sufficiently emphasize the crying need for another

single lady to take charge of woman's work. It is impossible for one lady

to properly look after a girls' boarding school and woman's work at the

same time. One can do a little in Tientsin, but the countiy work is neces-

sarily left undone, and our work crippled in consequence.

The opportunities for Work have never seemed better or the future brighter

with hope and promise. God grant that the church at home may hear a

voice crying, " Awake, thou that sleepest," and awaking to her great

responsibility, as she sees the boundless opportunity before her, may give

freely of time, money and strength, of all that she holds most dear and

precious, to the end that all may hear the good tidings of great joy, from

the least to the greatest, and the kingdoms of this world may become the

kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ.

#wr ®0rk at Mome.

HOW TO STUDY "LUX CHRISTI."

BY MUS. CAROLINE ATWATER MASON.

In suggesting practical methods for the use of the handbook on India

presented by the Central Committee for 1903, it becomes necessary to divide

the subject according to the time allotted and the resources commanded by

different organizations.

A thorough, systematic study of the theme in all its manifold perplexity,

the mythology, history, economic and social conditions of the people of

India, and the growth of Christian missions among them, can hardly be

accomplished in less than twelve meetings. This number would give

opportunity for working up many special themes in original papers, for

systematic reading of the authorities and references suggested, for studies in

architecture, literature, etc., and would yield a fairly exhaustive and

intensely interesting course of work, such as is pursued by literary clubs of

a serious order.

It is perfectly understood, however, that while most literary clubs sustain

fortnightly meetings, very few foreign missionary societies hold their meet-

ings moi-e frequently than once a month, and that the summer months are

omitted from the schedule. There should, therefore, be an arrangement of

the work suited to those who can command but nine meetings.
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Yet, again, many of our women's organizations are commingled with

home missions, domestic missions, aid society worlc, and other elements

which cut down the number of foreign missionary meetings available to six.

To circumstances like these Lux Christi must also adapt itself. All this

has been foreseen in the preparation of the book ; and while the best results

must infallibly yield themselves to the most thorough study, it is believed

that the material is in such shape as to furnish six programmes, which shall

prove full of varied interest and essential enlightenment. The Central Com-
mittee has already issued an attractive programme to meet this demand.

We will now touch upon several

schemes ofstudy to be pursued in six, nine,

and twelve meetings. Let it be premised

that the wall map of India and a set of the

singularly fine Indian pictures, which have

been published by the committee, are in-

dispensable adjuncts to all three of these

courses. The price of the former is

twenty-five, of the latter, twenty cents.

It may be added that if not absolutely

necessary, it is at least highly desirable

that each person who participates in the

study should own a copy of Lux Christi.

Beginning with the shortest course, that

to be covered by six meetings, two facts

become at once obvious: (i) Each
meeting must cover the ground embraced

by an entire chapter of Lux Christi.

(2) As the contents of each chapter have

been most severely condensed from scores of different sources, and only

essentials presented, it will hardly be possible for those taking part in the

programme to condense their study into smaller compass, and there thus

arises the unavoidable necessity for following Lux Christi very closely.

Undoubtedly the ideal method here would be that followed by classes

using a text-book in school ; viz., the text to be carefully studied and the

gist of it given in their own words by different members in answer to ques-

tions from a leader. When this cannot be successfully carried out each

chapter can be read aloud, each division of a subject being read by a differ-

ent person. In any case the writer would advise the interspersing of the

divisions of the chapters proper, by appropriate selections from the extracts

given at the chapter ends, by the distribution and delineation of pictures,

MRS. MASON.
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both those in the set already mentioned, and others appropriate to the theme

in hand, gathered from all sources accessible. Let us all make India the

Ijecial topic of our reading this year, and we will find as our knowledge

^ows that " the great gray land" takes a new and commanding control of

our thought and interest.

We would at this point call attention to the habitual willingness of public

library committees to accept suggestions regarding the addition of books

required by any considerable number of persops in a community for intelli-

gent, specific study. I know a public library in a Western city which has

this fall put in seventy-five dollars' worth of books on India for use in United

Study ; and I know a village in New York state whose public library com-

mittee has cheerfully added to its autumn book order seven of the highest

priced and most desirable volumes in the " List of Twenty." India is alive

subject, full of general interest, and the books named are worthy a place in

every well-selected library. Where no library whatever is within reach I

would recommend the several churches in a given neighborhood to unite in

laying the foundation for a common Foreign Missions Library, with a half

dozen books on India as the first field of Protestant Missions.

Let us now consider still another course which may be pursued by such

societies as have but six meetings at their disposal. Instead of following

Lux Christi closely, let the leader of the society study it herself faithfully,

and frame six programmes, each based upon a chapter, but calling for origi-

nal work upon certain selected themes. The preparation of these papers

would set the writers to search out facts for themselves from all possible

sources; and while the whole ground covered by Lux Christi could not be

embraced, on the other hand, scope would be offered for greater individuality

in presentation. Three typical programmes are given below suited to this

line of procedure :

—

Programme based upon Chapter L of Lux Christi: " The Dim Cen-

turies"

1. Exercise on map of India, locating chief general divisions, mountain

and river systems, cities, etc. Five minutes.

2. Blackboard exercise, or rapid analysis without blackboard of Table I,

Development of Hindu religions, fixing dates, etc. Five minutes.

3. The Exodus of the Indo-Aryans and their Promised Land. Paper,

five minutes.

4. Hinduism in its three stages : Vedism, Brahmanism, and Modern Hin-

duism. Paper, ten minutes.

5. Questions on the Sacred Literature, pages iG-Tp Lux Christi. Thus,

*'What constitute the four Vedas.?" etc.
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Follow this with extracts read promiscuously by volunteers from the

"Famous Passages," pages 30-34.

Circulate pictures of Hindu gods and temples. Fifteen minute.".

6. Buddha and Buddhism. Histoiy of this religion in India. Paper,

ten minutes.

7. A five-minute summary of the distinguishing features of Hinduism

and Buddhism, what they have in common, and their essential differences. *

This should be a clear-cut, incisive talk by the leader, if possible, rather

than a paper.

Progranifne based upon Chapter IIof Lux Christi: '•'• India's Invaders."

1. Blackboard exercise on table, page 38—dates, etc. Five minutes.

2. Mohammedanism and the Mohammedans in India, including tf

Grand Mughals. Paper, fifteen minutes.

3. Reading of Passages from the Koran, etc., pages 79-81, "Lux."
Circulate pictures of Mohammedan mosques and other scenes in Delhi,

Agra (the Taj Mahal), etc. Ten minutes.

4. The Parsis, four minutes; the Sikhs, two minutes; the Rajputs,

two minutes ; the Mahrattas, two minutes. Four brief talks or paragraphs

on these famous factors in India's history.

5. Early European Invaders and the Rise and Progress of the East India

Company (1600-1S57). Paper, fiye minutes.

(Circulate pictures of Calcutta, Bombay, and other cities.)

6. The Sepoy Mutiny and the Massacre of Cawnpore. Paper, five

minutes.

7. Recitation, " The Relief of Lucknow," R. Lowell.

8. British India, the Empire. Paper, five minutes.

9. Reading, " What the People Said," Kipling.

Programme based upoit Chapter III of Ltcx Christi: " The Oft- Con-

quered People.''''

1. How does the country look? Ten-minute paper.

(Refer to pages 73-76 Lux Christi.')

2. What are the people like? Ten-minute paper.

3. How do the people live? (Poverty, famine, family life, etc.) Ten-

minute paper.

4. How are women regarded? (Temple girls, child wives and widows,

illiteracy, etc.) Ten-minute paper.

5. How and what do the people worship? (Hindu, Buddhist, Parsi,

Moslem, Jain.) Ten-minute paper.
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6. How did caste originate, and how does it operate in common life?

Ten-minute paper.

(Pages 31, 32 and 120 Lux Christi.')

The whole programme illustrated by pictures, and readings from selections

at end of Chapter III, Lux Christi.

In giving our attention now to the schedules for more extended study,

certain important questions should present themselves to the committee

laying out work for its society for the year, viz. : Where do we wish to

place greatest emphasis? Where is our circle weakest? On what division

of the subject should we spend the most time?

The three general divisions of Lux Christi may be briefly given as : (i)

The Religions of India, (2) The History and Characteristics of the Indian

People, (3) The History of Protestant Missions in India.

We will now suppose the case of a circle which is fairly familiar with the

story of missions in India; which knows Carey and Duff and Anderson and

Wilson, Gordon Hall, Judson and Butler and the rest better than it does

some other things; which perhaps feels utterly at sea regarding the religious

life and thought of the people of India ; knows that it does not know
Hinduism from Buddhism, and could not tell a Parsi from a Mohammedan.
Now, my advice to that society, supposing it to have nine or twelve meet-

ings in which to study India, would be, give in one case two, and in the

other three, meetings to the study of comparative religions, and they will

have a firm foundation for all their future missionary investigation. Give

one meeting to Hinduism alone and its sacred literature, using J. F. Clarke's

Ten Great Religions., the Non - Christian Religions of the World., and

Reed's Hindu Literature., in addition to Kellogg's admirable little hand-

book named in the " List of Twenty."

The following meeting might be given to Buddhism and Mohammed-
anism, dipping into Chapter II of Lux Christi; and into a third could be

crowded Parseeism, Jainism and the religion of the Sikhs, with extracts

from the various literatures, and an especial study of the wonders and pecul-

iarities of the differing architecture of all these half-dozen religions of India.

For these lines of study, in addition to the books named above, use should

be made if accessible of Reclus's Lndia and Lndo- China., Fergusson's

Indian Architecture, and Monier Williams's magnificent work on Brah-

manism atzd Hinduism.

Then divide the political history briefly sketched in Chapter II of Lux
Christi into subject-matter for two meetings; the first from the beginning of

India's known history to the beginning of the British Empire, i757' ^^^ '^^

second devoted to all that comes after down to the present time. Have
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especial papers prepared on the architectural wonders of Agra and Delhi,

also on Akbar and the other Mughals, and study the Mutiny thoroughly,

since it is a wise man who said, " Understand the Mutiny, and you under-

stand India."

When it comes to Chapter III, " The Oft-Conquei-ed People," I should

advise most emphatically that Steevens' In India should be freely used, as

giving the most vivid, realistic, and at the same time trustworthy impression

of actual up-to-date conditions ; while on the subject of Famine and Plague

let Volume XXII of the Cosmopolitan Magazine be brought into the meet-

ing, and extracts from Julian Hawthorne's papers on India be shown. Kip-

ling also sheds much light on the every-day life of the people, and Denning's

Mosaics and Russell's Village Work can be drawn upon freely in the prep-

aration of papers on subjects suggested at the close of the chapter. All this

calls for certainly two meetings. The circle with twelve can afford two

;

the one with only nine must condense this material into one.

Our twelve-meeting circle has now five programmes left to devote to

Christian missions in India. Let Chapter IV, " The Invasion of Love," be

divided at page 149, the eighth meeting including the story of the Seram-

pore Triad, and also such missions as were founded previous to Carey's

death, 1834. The ninth meeting should carry the missionary history down
to the present time, taking in the marvelous mass movements of different

decades, the martyrs of the Mutiny, the evangelization of Burma, the found-

ing of Presbyterian and Methodist missions, the rise of medical missions and

the Student Volunteer Crusade.

The nine-meeting circle has used two meetings on Indian religions and

two on history, one on the condition and characteristics of the people, and

two on the "Invasion of Love." Let the remaining two programmes be given :

ist, to work for women, as far as page 211, stopping at medical work; and

2d, to medical mission work, taking that branch of the subject for the main

theme of its last meeting, concluding with readings selected by the leader

from Chapter VI and its accompanying extracts.

The twelve-meeting circle will be able to give two entire meetings to the

work for women, with papers carefully prepared on the themes suggested at

the close of the chapter. I would suggest the widest and most thorough

reading possible of Fuller's Wrongs of Indian Womanhood and Storrow's

Our Sisters in India in this connection. Thoburn's India and Malaysia

and Dennis's Christian Missions and Social Progress will shed great light

on native college women and what they are doing.

For the last meeting it might be well for an agreeable reader to read aloud

a large part of the text of Chapter VI, to be divided by a debate on some
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one of the question themes suggested, and followed by a paper on theme XII,
in which Christianity shall be compared with the religions of India, and its

supreme and surpassing excellence set forth. An appropriate close of the

meeting will be furnished in the passages on pages 264 and 265. Let the
leader read with earnest emphasis the cable message, then the whole com-
pany in concert respond with the hymn, "O Thou that from Eternity";
then the leader read the words of Keshub Chunder Sen. and all unite with
bowed heads in the final prayer for India.

I have proceeded thus far on the basis of circles which especially feel

their need of a knowledge of the religions, histor}', etc., of India, and have
suggested in one case five out of nine, in the other seven out of twelve, pro-

grammes on these themes. It can readily be seen that where this hypothe-
sis does not meet the conditions, does not correctly answer the questions

raised at the outset,—Where shall we lay the greatest emphasis? etc.,—

a

readjustment can readily be made. Let the tirst part be cut short, and the

time thus gained be added to the study of all missions in India. Give, let us

say, one meeting to the first chapter, two to the second and one to the third,

in one case, leaving five for the missionary study. In the other case give

two meetings to India's religions, dwelling chiefly on Hinduism, Buddhism,
Mohammedanism and Parseeism, two to history and one to the condition of

the people, leaving seven meetings for exclusive study of missions. The
programme is designedly elastic, and you can pull and twist the little hand-
book into whatever shape you will.

But whether the work is done in six meetings, in nine, or in twelve, is it

not a thrilling thought that all over the land Christian women of every name
are bending their thoughts upon the suffering and dying millions of mighty
India, and that our prayers and aspirations are rising in one great volume
to the throne of God for the outpouring of his grace upon these our brothers

and sisters.''

OUR BOOK TABLE.

The Tragedy of Pao-tiiig-fu. Bv Isaac C. Ketler. Pp. 400. Price,

$2. Published by Fleming H. Revell Company.
In turning over the four hundred pages of this stately volume, one is first

of all impressed with the moral and intellectual beauty of the faces of those

young men and women who were called to the crown of martyrdom in

China, and the exceeding charm and grace of the little children whose lives

were sacrificed.

Without counting the native Christians and helpers, there were five adults

and three children of the Presbyterian Board, three adults of the American
Board, and three adults of the China Inland Mission and one child.

In a prefatory note the author states that " this book was written to put

on record the services and sacrifices of the missionaries who perished at

Pao-ting-fu, China, June 30 and July i, 1900." This thoroughly authentic

story " is published in the confident belief that it will quicken the interest

of Christian people in foreign missions." While the letters of Mr. and
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Mrs. Simcox furnish in general the thread of the story, the author assures

us that *' in no case were they written for oublication." They certainly

bear internal marks of entire spontaneity.

It is a felicitous circumstance that this book is not so condensed and
compressed but that opportunity is given for something like a personal

acquaintance witli each one of these faithful young workers. While the

book is as interesting as a romance from cover to cover, the last four chapters,

which press forward to the climax of the tragedy, are specially pathetic and
thrilling. There have been sketches and memorial tributes written of
nearly every one of tliese " elect ones and precious," but as a stimulating

chapter in the history of the founding of the Christian Church in China,

it is a matter of congratulation that the facts have been embodied in one
volume like this, which should be in every missionary library.

Story of the World's Worship. By Frank S. Dobbins, A.M. Pub-
lished by the Dominion Company, Chicago. Pp. 7S5.

A sub-title of this book contains perhaps all that need be said of it. The
book claims to be " a complete, grapliic and comparative history of the

many strange beliefs, superstitious practices, domestic peculiarities, sacred

writings, systems of philosophy, legends and traditions, customs and habitSy

of mankind throughout the world, ancient and modern ; the whole profusely

illustrated from authentic and trustworthy sources."

East of the Barrier ; or^ Side Lights on the Manchuria Mission. By
the Rev. J. Miller Graham. Pp. 235. Price, $1. Fleming H. Revell Co.

Written by a missionary of the United Free Church of Scotland, who is

stationed at Moukden, Manchuria, we have thirteen chapters, thirteen illus-

trations, a mission map of Manchuria showing the route of the Trans-Si-
berian Railway, and an Index.

We naturally turn to the chapter entitled, " Woman's Work and Witness ;

"

and this sentence is a strategic one : "In the sphere of morals the heights of
character are only reached where you have behind it the dynamic influences

of noble motherhood. The whole case for the Christianizing of heathen
women could be made to rest upon this one argument alone, for until we
have a race of Christian mothers in the homes we despair of producing a

high type of Chrisrian character among the members of the native Christian

Church of China. . . . It is a significant fact that outside of the Christian
Church there are no schools for girls in China. ... If proof were needed
of the reality of the change that has passed over the lives of these women,
it could be found in the manner in which, during the persecution of 1900,
many of them suffered death rather than deny their Lord." The last two
chapters, on "The Boxer Crisis" and "After the Persecution," are full of
intelligent and keen observation and wise deductions. Dr. Martin's apo-
thegm, "This is the crack of doom for paganism," the Scotch missionary
places as his motto for the chapter on " The Boxer Crisis."

While he thinks it is increasingly plain that in that border mission they

will have to reckon with Russian influence in future, yet, he says, " We can
never forget our indebtedness to Russia."
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SIDELIGHTS FROM PERIODICALS.
A DIGEST of foreign affairs, including those in some of the mission lands,

may be found in the Forunii October-December.
A strange Japanese tale of " Two Japanese Painters" appears in the

October Atlantic over the signature Adachi Kinnsuke.
Review of Reviews^ October, "The United States and Mexico at the

Opening of the League Court," hy W. I. Stead.
An illustrated description of things "Seen in Turkey" is given by Ray

Stannard Baker in the Outlook^ October 4th. M. l. d.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
TOPIC FOR DECEMBER.

FROM THE HALLE MISSIONARIES TO CAREY AND JUDSON, EIGHTEENTH TO NINE-
TEENTH CENTURY.

Chapter 6 of Via Christi brings our studj of the introduction of missions down to
the nineteenth century. Our divisions of the subject are presented with confidence
that this masterful conclusion of our year's study will lead directly to the opening
chapter of next year's book, Lux Christi, which bids fair to be a fitting continuation
of this international course of the study of missions.

1. Describe the work of the Halle missionaries, the Pietistic Movement and the
establishment of the Tranquebar Mission, pages 199-202.

2. Give the account of the life and work of Christian Frederic Schwartz, pages
203-206.

3. Relate the Evangelical Revival in England, speaking of the Wesleys and White-
field and of the effect of this renaissance, pages 206-208.

4. Follow the growth of the Moravian Church, and relate the story of Count
Zinzendorf's life work.

5. Describe the rise of Methodism, the workers among the American Indians, the
arousement of the missionary spirit in England, the work of William Carey in India,
of Egede and his wife in Greenland.

6 Give the account of the opposition met in Africa, China and Japan, and the
organization of the modern missionary societies, pages 217-224.

Selections from Care\''s writings, from the poems of Watts and Wesley, and from
the great words of the great workers are a forceful conclusion to a work which began
with the study of Paul's life and ends with the opening of the century in which mis-
sionary work has progressed throughout the entire world, and all lands are open to
the good news of the gospel. m. j. b.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The thirty-fifth annual meeting of the Woman's' Board of Missions will

be lield in the First Congregational Church, Washington, D. C, Wednes-
day and Thursday, November c;th and 6th. All ladies interested are cor-

dially invited to be present. A meeting specially for delegates will be held

in the same place on Tuesday, November 4th.

The general subject of tlie meeting is to be " The Victorious Progress of

Christian Missions." Addresses are expected from Mrs. Charles M. Lamson,
Rev. J. L. Barton, D.D., Mrs. Francis E. Clark, Miss Ellen M. Stone,

Dr. Julia Bissell, of India, Miss Gertrude R. Hance, of South Africa, Mrs.
Chauncey Goodrich, of North China, Mrs. C. C. Tracv,Miss Isabel Dodd and
Miss Luclle Foreman, of Turkey, and Mrs. John Rowland, of Mexico.
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WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.
Receiptsfrom August 18, 1902, to September 18, 1902.

Miss Sakah Louise Day, Treasurer.

Eastern Maine Branch.—Mis. 3. S. Wheel-
wright, Treas. liangor, Aux., 34; Blue-
hill, Miss Peters, 3; Brewer, Aux., 20.45;

Island Falls, Aux., 3; New Portland,
Cong. Ch., 1 50; Skowhegan, Aux., 1.25;

Collection at Ladies' Meeting, Somerset
Co. Couf., 1.50; Princeton, Cong. Ch.,

T.50, 72 20

Western Maine Branch.—Mrs. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Bath, Winter St. Ch., Will-

ing Workers, 20; Bridgton, Aux., 7;

East Stoneham, Band of Hope, 2; Gor-
ham, Aux. (to const. L. M. Frances
Church Gregory), 25; Portland, High St.

Ch., Aux., 43.69, Second Parish Ch., Y.
L. Guild, 5, Woodfords Ch., Prim. Dept.,
S. S., 2; Waterford, Whatsoever Club,
3, Evergreen Club, Jr. Aux., 20; Yar-
mouth, First Cong. Ch., Aux., 20.40.

Less expenses, 5.84, 142 25

Total, 214 45

NEW HAMPSHIKE.

2few Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.
French, Treas. Atkinson, Aux., 20,

Flowers of Hope M. C, 16, C. E. Soc, 10;
Harrington, Aux., 30.66; Boscawen,
Aux., 7.50; Bristol, Aux., 6.50; Candia,
Aux., 14, Candia Helpers, 6; Claremont,
Aux., 25; Concord, West, Aux., 6.50;
Derry, East, Aux., 10; Francestown,
Aux., 16.60; Gilmanton, Aux., 10.40;
Goffstown, Aux. (of wh. 25 const. L. M.
Mrs. Josephine P. Carlton), 33; Hamp-
ton, Cradle Roll, 10; Hanover, C. E. Soc,
25; Henniker, Cong. Ch. and Soc, 8, C.
E. Soc, 25; Hollis, Aux., 16.79; Hudson,
Aux. and C. E. Soc, 10, Mrs. J. E.
Brown's S. S. Class, 2; JafErey, Aux., 15;
Keene, First Ch., Aux. (of wh. 50 const.
L. M's Mrs. Lucy L. Hutchins, Miss Em-
ily G. Prouty), 56; Lancaster, Aux. (with
prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. Nellie
H. Fletcher), 7, Cradle Roll, 8; Lebanon,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 3.50; Lisbon, Aux., 12;
Littleton, Aux., 45; Manchester, First
Cong. Ch., Aux., 67, Franklin St. Ch.,
Aux., 185, Cradle Roll, 13; Marash, Tur-
key, Miss Ellen M. Blakely, 11; Marl-
borough, Ladies of Cong. Ch., 6.10;
Mason, Aux., 6.80; Meriden, Aux., 9;
Milford, Aux., 63; Nashua, Aux., 8.95,
Cradle Roll, 1.25; New Boston. Aux., 12;
Newfields, Aux., 9.50, Y. L. M. Soc, 15,
Buds of Promise M. C. 1.50; Plymouth,
Aux., 34.20; Portsmouth, Aux., 65; Ray-
mond, Aux., 9; Rindge, Aux. (of wh. 25
const. L. M. Miss Susie Parsons), 33.22,
Happy Helpers' Band, 10, Cradle Roll,
2.20; Rochester, Aux. (of wh. 25 const.
L. M. Mrs. Hollis Jordan), 30; Seabrook
and Hampton Falls, Aux., 10; Somers-
wovth, Aux., 50; Stratham, Aux., 14.50;
Walpole, Aux., 28. Less expenses, 7.17, 1,143 50

Total, 1,143 50

VERMONT.

Bicker's Mills.—Mrs. A. B. Taft, 3 00
Vermont Branch.— "Sirs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Bakersfield, 6; Barnet, 7.75;

Barton, 29.35; Barton Landing and
Browningtoii, 19.25; Bellows Falls,

95.24; Mt. Kilburn, Jr. Aux., .'=0; Ben-
nington, North, 14; Bennington, 30;
Berkshire, East (with prev. contri. const.
L. M. Mrs. E. E. Lewis), 16, C. E. Soc,
3, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Bradford, 22.20, S.

S., 2.51 ; Brandon, 10; Brattleboro, West
(with prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs.
Sarah S. Stockwell), 22.73; Burlington,
First Ch., 98.75, College St. Ch., 24.20,

Cradle Roll, 1.35; Brookfleld, First Ch.,

13, Second Ch., 13; Cabot, 11.50; Cam-
bridge, 15; Cambridgeport, 5; Charlotte,
2; Chelsea, S. P. B. Ben. Soc, 30, C. E.
Soc, 7; Chester, 12.75; Colchester, 3.86;

Corinth, East, 5.70; Cornwall, 31; Coven-
try, 13; Craftsbury, North, 10.25; Dan-
ville, 80.60; Derby, 6.50; Dummerston,
East, II ; Enosburg (to const. L. M. Mrs.
Arvilla Adams Perley), 25; Essex Junc-
tion, 13.50; Fair Haven, A. W. S., 5;

Franklin, 4.05, Jr. C. E. Soc, 2.50;

Georgia, 15; Glover, West, 23; Greens-
boro, 16.40; Hardwiek, East, 15.75; Hart-
ford, 28.50; Hinesburgh, 2.50; Irasburg,
5; Johnson, 15.50, and Infant Class, S.

S., 2.50 (with prev. contri. const. L. M.
Mrs. S. L. Langwell) ; Ludlow (of wh. 25
const. L. M. Mrs. Ellen M. Bryant Ed-
son), 30; Lyndon (of wh. 25 const. L. M.
Mrs. Phida Ingalls), 35; Buds of Prom-
ise, 10.65; Lyndonville, 5, Busy Bees
(with prev. contri. const. L. M. Mrs. S.

C. Cobleigh), 16.25; Mclndoes Falls
(const. L. M. Mrs. Amanda S. Bishop),
25; Milton, 8; IVIontpelier, Bethany Ch.,

34; Newbury, 85; Northfield, 40; Nor-
wich (of wh. 25 const. L. M. Mrs. J. H.
Loveland), 28; Orwell (of wh. 50 const.
L. M's Mrs. Sheldon Wright, Mrs. Rob-
ert Young), 59, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6; Peach-
am, 57.27; Pittsford (of wh. 100 const.
L. M's Mrs. E. P. Lothrop, Mrs. H. G.
Peabody, Mrs. N. T. Denison, Miss K.
J. Penfield), 115; Post Mills (e. c d., 3.10,

and with prev. contri. const. L. M's
Mrs. Einma Beckwith, Mrs. C. E. Doug-
lass), 38.88; Poultney, East, 3.50; Ran-
dolph Centre, 17.44, S. S., 10, C. E. Soc,
3.12; Rochester, 12.77; Rupert, 17.35;

Rutland, 34; Sharon, 6; Sheldon, 4.25;

Shoreham, Aux., 17.95, C. E. Soc, 7.40;

South Hero, 13; Stowe (of wh. 25 const.
L. M. Miss Lucia S. Ladd), 64; St. Al-
bans, 77.70; Strafford (A Friend, 5), 20,

C. E. Soc, 10; St. Johnsbury, East,
13.52; St. John.-^bury, North Ch., S. S.,

26.52, Cradle Roll, 5, Aux., 156.15, South
Ch., Aux., 75.31, Search LightClub, 37.32;

Swanton, 11.50; Thetford, C. E. Soc, 5;
Townshend, 1; Troy, North, 7; Undei'-
hill, 21.50; Vergennes, 25; Waitsfield, 5;
Waterbury (with prev. contri. const. L.
M's Mrs. C. G. Andrews, Mrs. Marcello
Hutchinson), 18.30; Waterford, 5; Wells
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River, Mrs. E. B., 5; Westford, E. C. D.,
14; Westminster, Mrs. V. F. H., 2; West
Rutland, 12, C. E. Soc, 5; Wilder, 2;
Windham (e. c. d., 31 cts.), 6.36; Wind-
sor, 2.15; Williston, 15.25; Williams-
town, 16; Woodbury, South, 3; Wood-
stock (of wh. 25 const. L, M. Mrs. E. B.
Mack), 162.06, 2,412 16

Total, 2,415 16

MASSACHUSETTS.

Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Billeiica, Aux.,
17; Lexington, Miss J. E. Johnson, 10, 27 00

Barnstable Branch.— Miss Amelia Snow,
'I'reas. Waquoit, Aux., 4 00

Berkshire Branch.— Mrs. Charles E. West,
Treas. Hinsdale, Aux., 11.27; Housa-
tonic, Aux., 7.70; Lee, Aux., 271.05, 290 02

Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas. Beverly, Dane St. Ch., Y.
P. M. Soc, 1.50; Dan vers, First Ch., M.
S. Class, 5; Lynn, Central Ch., Aux., 16, 22 50

Franklin Co. Branch.—Miss Lucy A.
Sparhawk, Treas. Ashfield, 14; Con-
way, 10.25; Montague, Ladies, 5; Orange,
Aux., 6.58, Jr. C. E. Soc, 7.92, 43 75

Lexingrton. —Miss Hamlin's S. S. Class, 13 61

Middlesex Branch.—Mis. E. H. IMgelow,
Treas. Soutli Framingham, Mrs. Arthur
A. Winsor, 10; Wellesley, Aux., 100, 110 00

Norfolkand Pilgrim /Jrajic/i.—iSHss Sarah
B. Tirrell, Treas. Easton, Aux., 29, Jr.
C. E Soc . 8; Hanson, C. E. Soc, 1, 38 00

North Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. Ashby, Woman's Un-
ion, 9.70; Ayer, 24.25; Concord, 24.25;
Littleton, 5.93; Westford, 4.85, C. E.
Soc, 25. 93 98

Springfield Branch.—Mis. Mary H. Mit-
chell, Treas. Chicopee, First Ch., Aux.,
9; .Mittineague, The Gleaners, 5; Spring-
field, Miss Mary K. Stevens, 30, Hope
Ch., Mission Reserves (with prev. contri.
const. L. M. Miss Carrie Riley); Park
Ch., Aux., 17, 61 00

Suffolk Branch.—Miss Myra B. Child,
Treas. Auburndale, A Friend, 1; Bos-
ton, Central Ch., Aux., 17.50; Brookline,
Harvard Ch., Aux., 70.30; Charlestown,
A Friend, 2; Chelsea, Th. Off., 3; Ever-
ett, First Ch., Ladies' Miss, and Aid
Soc, 45, Cradle Roll, through Jr. C. E.
Soc, 8.96; Medfleld, Aux., 11 ; Need-
ham, Aux., 10; Newton Centre, First
Ch., Aux., 45; Newton Highlands, Aux.,
4.76; Roxburv, Walnut Ave. Ch., Prim.
Dept.. S. S., 2, 220 52

Wilbraham.—A Friend, 3 00
fVorcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Ida L. Be-
meiit, Treas. Worcester, Bethany Ch.,
C. E. Soc,

Total,

5 00

932 38

RHODE ISLAND.

Rhode Island Branch.—Mrs. Clara J.
Barnetteld, Treas. East Providence,
Newman Ch., S. S., Prim. Dept., 2.60,
Jr. End. M. B., 10; Peace Dale, Aux.,
120; Providence, Pilgiim Ch., Laurie
Guild, 15, Plymouth Ch., Aux., 21, Dau.
of Cov., 10, Morning Stars, 45, Cradle

Roll, 5; Saylesville, Sp.yles Mem. Ch.,
C. E. Soc, 3.12, Prim. Dept., S. S., 3, 234 72

Total, 234 72

; CONNECTICUT.
Eastern Conn. Branch.—Misa Mary I.
Lockwood, Treas. Brooklyn, Aux.,
18.52; New London, First Ch., Aux., 20;
Norwich, Broadway Ch., Y. P. M., 5,
Park Ch., Aux., A Friend, 110, 153 52

Hartford Branch.—Mrs.M .Bradford Scott,
Treas. Bristol, Aux., 23.50; Glaston-
bury, Aux., 1; Hartford, Farmingtou

'

Ave. Ch., Christian Endeavorers, 39,
Wethersfleld Ave. Ch., C. E. Soc, 10;
Unionville, Aux., 13.75; Wethersfleld,
Aux., 87.50, 174 75

New Haven Branch.—Miss JuliaTwIning,
Treas. Bethany, Aux., 2; Branford,
Aux. (to const. L. M. Miss Bertha Wil-
ford), 25; Centrebrook, C. E. Soc, 15;
Guilford, First Ch., Aux., 3; Naugatuck,
Aux., 5; New Hartford, South Ch., C.
E. Soc, 5; New Haven, Mrs. Laura A.
Beadle, 10, Centre Ch., Aux., 35; New
Milford, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Norfolk, Y.
L. M. C, 10; Roxbury, Aux., 14.15;
Salisbury, Aux., 24.30; South Canaan,
C. E. Soc, 6.45; Stratford, Aux., 45;
Washington, Cradle Roll (of wh. 125
const. L. M's Charles R. Miller, Dorothy
Miller, Rebecca Burr Carter, Roswell
Miller, Jr., May Edna Nettleton), 130, C.
E. Soc, 15; Watertown, C. E. Soc, 10;
Westbrook, C. E. Soc, 5; Westchester,
Aux., 3, Cradle Roll, 2.42; Wilton, C. E.
Soc, 5, Cradle Roll, 1; Winchester, C.
E. Soc, 6.77; Winsted, First Ch., Aux.
(25 const. L. M, Mrs. C. I. Connelley), 27,

A Friend, 5, 415 09

Total, 743 36

NEW YORK.

New York City.—Mrs. A. P Stokes, 600 00
New York State Branch.—Mis. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Aquebogue, S. S., 5;
Brooklyn, Park Ch., Aux., 4; Richmond
Hill, C. E. Soc, 10; Buffalo, Fitch Me-
morial Ch., C. E. Soc, 20.'25; Columbus,
Aux., 1.25, C. E. Soc , 2; Coventryville,
Ch., 5; Deansboro, Dau. of Cov., 3.30;
Fairport, Aux., 33; Gloversville, Aux.,
15.38; Henrietta, Aux., 10; Ithaca, S. S.,

24.82; Jamestown, Jr. C. E. Soc, 3.35;

Napoli, Aux., 20; Oakdale, Mrs. Wm. E.
Newton, ly Orient, Aux., 25, S. S., 25;
Rochester, South Ch., Aux., 10; River-
head, Sound Ave. Ch., Aux., 20; Sher-
burrie, Dau. of Cov., 25; West Winfleld,
A JNIember of Aux., 5. Less expenses,
83.03, 191 32

ILLINOIS.

Pontiac—"Mrs. M. L. Clark,

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety Account,

Total,

Total,

791 32



President.

Mrs. a. p. PECK,
819 Fifteenth Street, Oakland, Cal.

Treasurer.

Mrs. S. M. DODGE,
137s Sixth Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Home Secretaries.

Mrs. W. J. WILCOX,
576 East 14th Street, Oakland, Cal.

Mrs, R. E. COLE,
1367 Castro Street, Oakland, Cal.

Foreign Secretary,

Mrs. C. W. FARNAM,
Fruitvale, Cal.

Branch Secretary.

Mrs. H. E. JEWETT,
2511 Benvenue Ave., Berkeley, Cal.

Superintendent Younff People's Work.

Miss ALICE M. FLINT,
60 Santa Clara Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Recording Secretary.

Mrs. S. F. BUFFORD,
1814 Sutter St., San Francisco, Cal.

ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Woman's Board of the Pacific was held at the

First Congregational Church, San Francisco, September 3, 1902.

At 10.30 the Board convened, and devotional exercises were conducted by
our President, Mrs. Peck. The verse for the year was, " I delicrht to do
thy will, O God," and the passage read was a portion of John xii., beino-

the anointing of the Saviour's feet by Mary.

The annual report of the Recording Secretary was read ; the Branch
Secretary, Mrs. Jewett, read a report from the Washington Branch written

by Mrs. Knight.

Miss Durham, who was to sail for China at 10 o'clock, told us something

of the independent work in which she will help. She goes at her own expense,

intending to find the place and climate where she can do her best work.
The bookbinding association of Chinese at Canton was started more than

ten years ago, to lend books and to interest the unchristian Chinese in books

(517)
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on the Jesus doctrine, chemistry, etc. Prizes for essays on Christian sub-

jects are offered, and hundreds of essays are received. The association has

built a fine library building with reading and meeting rooms. The Con-

gregational Mission in Canton has a building three stories high, built by the

Chinese, including living rooms and meeting and reading rooms. The

Chinese do a great deal for themselves that we never hear of, as the reports

are printed in Chinese. At the close of this address Mrs. Peck off"ered a

prayer for Miss Durham, that she might be led to the right work and her

life preserved.

Mrs. Hale, of Redlands, Vice President of the Southern Branch, brought

greetings, and said that our President did a great deal of good by the

addresses she made when she was at their annual meeting. They pledged

$2,500 for this year.

The report of the Treasurer, owing to the illness of Mrs. Dodge, was

read by Mrs. Cherington, of Kenwood. Receipts to date, $5,898.89 ; sent

Ainerican Board, $4,536; promises give prospect of enough more to pay all

pledges and complete tlie Twentieth Century Fund. Mrs. Peck said this

success is greatly owing to the smaller churches, giving an account of a

meeting she attended at a small church when there were sixty ladies present.

Miss Flint, Superintendent of Young People's Work, had written sixty-

two letters to churches, and received six replies ; and ninety-eight to Sun-

day-schools, and received four answers. Mrs. Peck urged that letters should

be answered ; Mrs. Cole, one of our Home Secretaries, had written many

letters, and received no answer at all, consequently could give no report.

Miss Piper gave report of the Cradle Roll, which now has forty-three

Members ; a pile of neat, wliite mite-boxes were on the table, many of them

with the children's names attached.

The Foreign Secretary, Mrs. Farnum, gave news from our fields. At

Brousa the work is flourishing. Mrs. Baldwin has not been in America for

fourteen years. The school, orphanage and kindergarten are flourishing.

A photograph of students was on the piano, creating much interest. In

India the work continues, although we have no missionary on the ground at

present. Before her departure for home Miss Barker prepared a scheme for

Bible work, which is being carried out. In China we have a new work at

Pagoda Anchorage, an out-station of the Foochow Mission. Rev. Mr.

Hartwell has been there more than forty years.

From the Occidental Board of Missions greetings were brought by Mrs.

Kinney ; in this Board they are giving greater force to literature, hoping to

reach the uninterested. Mrs. Lillian Marks came from the Women's For-

eign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church. She has been
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seven years and a half in India. Mrs. Peck regretted that she had not
known beforehand that Mrs. Marks would be present, so that she might have
lad more time.

Mrs. Adams welcomed us to the First Church, gave a message from Mrs.
Pike, who is now in New Hampshire, and invited all to lunch.

At 1. 15 a hymn was sung and prayer offered by Rev. Mr. Frear.

Greetings from the Woman's Board of the Pacific Islands were given by
^rs. Frear. Mrs. Peck explained why there were no resolutions prepared
n regard to the liquor traffic in un-Christian lands, and asked that the meet-

ig express their sense of the matter, and accordingly the following resolu-

lon was passed :
'•' Resolved^ that we approve of the action of the United

Jtates Senate prohibiting the sale of liquors in heathen lands."

Mrs. Brewer, of the Nominating Committee, reported the following list of

dicers : For President, Mrs. A. P. Peck ; Vice Presidents, Mrs. J. K..

TcLean, Mrs. W. C. Pond, Mrs. C. R. Brown, Mrs. H. E. Jewett, Mrs,
Gorge C. Adams ; Honorary Vice Presidents, Mrs. G. M. Fisher, Mrs. R,
I Cole ; Recording Secretary, Mrs. S. F. Bufford ; Home Secretaries,

^•s. W. J. Wilcox, Mrs. C. B. Bradley ; Honorary, Mrs. J. H. Warren
;

Ireign Secretary, Mrs. C. W. Farnam ; Branch Secretary, Mrs. H. E.
jA^ett ; Treasurer, Mrs. S. M. Dodge ; Auditor, Rev. W. Frear

; Super-
itsndent of Young People's Work (not filled) ; Secretary of Literature,

]Vs. H. R. Jones ; Superintendent of Cradle Roll, Miss M. V. Piper.

^^oted^ that the Secretary cast the vote for officers, and they were declared

dv elected.

Irs. Wilcox gave report of Home work : We need new methods, new
wkers, new fields. The roll-call of auxiliaries was responded to by those

prentfrom each auxiliary rising. Here some one added, "Why do we not

ha circles for boys.?" and it was generally thought advisable. A solo was
su; by Mrs. Taylor, " O Lord, Remember Me." Mrs. Cherington, of Ken-
wd, read a paper on " Foreign Missions and the Women in the Country
Chches." She urged the need of visits from the missionaries and a
trailng library.

Iss Mary Perkins, of Madura, India, told of the size of that field, as

larias Massachusetts, and containing two and a half millions of people.
Scbl work is the most effectual means of spreading the gospel. There are

onaundred and fifty day schools and several boarding schools. The
stati at Tirmangalum was described as about two acres in extent, con-
tairg church, bungalow, school building, dormitories, etc. The daily life

wasescribed, the housework, study, with lessons in English ; and the story

oft little girls was given, one of them belonging to the robber caste. Can
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we sustain a scholarship? It is only $15 a year. A collection was taken,

followed by a stirring address by the Rev. Mr. Rader, given from the atti-

tude of a bystander. He said : " The soldier opened old doors for ne\

opportunities, the largest possible missionary opportunity, as at Porto RicoJ

One result of the Parliament of Religions was to open the doors for all the

mysticism of Oriental thought ; in San Francisco many are possessed by itJ

All Eastern faiths are represented. There is a Buddhist temple as flourish-]

ing as any church. Remember you are face to face here at home with theses

There is great waste in religious work. Conserve the power ; combine

financially and religiously for the salvation of the world ; bring in the men,

It takes the women to organize the men ; why not interest the men in

foreign missions? The church must give or stand still. The civilization

of America is under moral obligations to give itself."

Mrs. Elder read Mrs. Arthur Smith's report of work at Pang-Chuang for

the past year. It was voted that we thank the ladies of the First Church for

their bountiful hospitality, and the Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting adjourned.

A Buried Bible. One dear woman during the Boxer trouble buried her

Bible and hymn book five different times and in five different places. She

stole out at times to read it secretly, -and at night when she felt a dreadful

hunger. Once she could not find it, and was in terror lest it had gone for-

ever. She knelt down near the place where she thought she had buried it,

and prayed to be led to the right spot in the earth. She told us then that

she went right to the place. Notwithstanding the disturbances in 1900, the

aggregate circulation of the Bible in that year was 1,523,930 copies
; 991,300

of these were in the Mandarin, and 291,900 in easy VVen-li.

Conversation The customs of conversation in China may in some cases

IN China. contain a little instruction as well as much amusement for

American women. Conversation has three restrictions : Don't speak un-

propitious words ; neither grumble nor boast ; don't discuss mothers-in-law

or household affairs. But conversation on embroidery or sewing is so color-

less that this last command is usually disregarded, and mutual confidences

take place on the subject of old ladies' tempers and sisters-in-law's children.
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A HYMN OF PRAISE.
O come, ye people, bless the Lord!

To God above give praise

!

Show forth his mighty purposes,

And all his loving ways !

Then join ye all in happy song,

Our great Creator praise !

To him who guideth all our paths,

Who knoweth all our needs;

Who thoughtfully doth plan for us.

Delights in earnest deeds;

To him our oft-rebelling will

Its deepest homage cedes.

We praise thee, then, O loving Lord

!

We joyously do sing

!

We cheerfully with one accord

Our loyal service bring;

Then join we all in happy song,

Bright let our chorus ring!

(521)

—David Fales, Jr.
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LETTER FROM MISS GRACE WYCKOFF.
Miss Grace Wjckoff writes of her work in Pang-Chuang :

—

Three weeks have passed since school examinations closed, and the

thirty-four girls begin to settle for the summer vacation. They went home
with full determination to enter heartily into the routine of home life, and to

give to others of that which they themselves have received.

The mental and spiritual growth of their lives is evident in many ways,

and the discipline of school life has developed them along lines they could

not have been developed in any other way.

The first regular work of this school began eight years ago this fall.

Since that time we have had fifty-nine girls, coming from tliirty-eight differ-

ent villages; Ten have been married ; several have dropped out of school

for various reasons ; two have passed over to the other side.

I have written before of the dear daughter of Pastor Chia, whose ambitious

hopes have been blasted by disease. She is now looking to Jesus to heal

her. Fray that her faitli may be strong. An awful blow has fiillen upon her,

which makes your prayer for her still more necessary,—her mother has just

died of cholera. She was a beautiful Christian woman, and has done much
for the church. There are two 3'ounger brothers—eighteen and sixteen

—

and a little sister of nine. Both of the boys are engaged to two nice school-

girls. One of these girls was planning to go to Peking in the fall, hoping

to receive two and a half more years of schooling. Now suddenly the

mother is taken away, and I imagine the girl will have to be married before

long, for there is no one to help in the home, and the sister referred to above

is so weak.

One other girl who went to the Bridgman School last year, and who is

most anxious to return, has also had a heavy burden thrown upon her

shouldei-s. Her motlier, too, has died within the past week, leaving six

children, and this girl of eighteen to manage affairs at home.

My heart is very sad over the unexpected sorrow into which these girls

have been plunged. I can only pray for them, that they may find God's

promise, " As thy days, so shall thy strength be," fulfilled to them. It is very

beautiful to see them meet these experiences with so much of faith and

courage, proving to a certainty that "God is faithful."

Dear Chu Ching said, " Looking at my mother's death in one way, I

might well say that I have nothing more to live for, no one to depend upon,

hope is gone out of my life ; with this blessed gospel on the other hand, I

have a sure hope and One almighty to depend upon, and I am glad to live as

long as God spares my life."

The nine new regular pupils added this year are dear little girls. One
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of the older girls who has tried to be helpful to them said, not in a boasting

way, but with a heart of gratitude to God, "I think I have won the

hearts of them all." Three of the second class girls have acted as a com-
mittee for the Junior C. E. Society, helping the small girls to be faithful to

the pledges they have taken.

Just now the cholera is raging. We wait anxiously for each day's

news,—not knowing who may be called from earth to heavet). We ask

very earnestly that not one of our school flock be smitten,—if that can be
God's sweet will.

Dear young ladies, the lives of these girls, some of them now young
women, are so different from yours ; school days are' happy days for them,,

but the thought of the years before them has nothing of spontaneous joy and
glad anticipation. The gospel coming into their lives makes life worth

living, and what would be naturally almost unbearable comes to be
accepted with quiet resignation, but that looking forward to the future with

this hope and that eager expectation which we all know so much of has

little place in a Chinese young woman's heart. The lesson of living—in its

broad meaning—for others they learn very slowly. That is our work,—to
help them to right thoughts and true conceptions of living.

Pray for me in my work, and for. these young lives which come under

my influence and instruction.

Yours in the Master's service.

"WHERE TWO OR THREE ARE GATHERED TOGETHER."
BY MARY ELOISE PERRY.

" Were there many out for your meeting this afternoon.?" inquired the

minister across the dinner table, as his wife took her place opposite him
with a slightly wearied expression on her face.

"Oh, about the usual number," she replied. "I am surprised, some-

times, that any should go. I don't think I should if I were not the minister's

wife. A missionary meeting is very stupid," she went on,—" about as

stupid as anything you can imagine. Did you ever go to one.'"' she asked.

" Oh, yes," he said, " but I did not find it at all stupid."

"Well, it could not have been a woman's meeting," she returned. "A
few women sprinkled over a vast area of empty chairs, a hymn sung in

quavering treble voices, a prayer, more hymns and prayers, geographical

sketch of China, and once in a while a letter from a missionary to vary the

monotony. I think you must have had the missionary meeting in mind
when you said there would be trials in the life of a minister's wife."
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He seemed interested. "Why don't you put a little life into it.?" he

questioned.

"I have made suggestions," she said; "I told them to-day we must do
something to get up a crowd and make the meetings inspiring. I don't see

why the missionary meeting might not be made as interesting as the

Woman's Club or an afternoon tea."

" I think," replied the minister, " there must be something deplorably

wrong with the spiritual life of the church if the missionary meeting cannot be

made more interesting than the literary society or a five o'clock tea."

Mr. Warren did not say this harshly, although he was young and this

was his first pastorate, but gravely, as he said things from the pulpit Sunday
mornings that sometimes made people resolve to change their manner of

life,—resolutions they usually forgot by the time the third course of the

elaborate Sunday dinner appeared on the table.

Mrs. Warren did not speak immediately, and when she did it was to

change tlie subject. Her husband's tone of quiet conviction seemed conclu-

sive to her ; she might be too worldly for a minister's wife, so everyone said

when they were married, but she would never try to lower his standards;

she meant to elevate her own,—to try to see things from his point of view.

A few days later she called on Mrs. Freeman, the president of the

Woman's Foreign Missionary' Society, to talk over a plan she had for

enlarging the attendance and awakening an interest in the missionary

meeting.

Mrs. Freeman seemed surprised to hear that Mrs. Warren thought the

meetings dull ; to be sure, the last meeting was not very large, but it had

been a beautiful, uplifting hour to her.

" It is her gentle, devotional spirit," thought Mrs. Warren. " She would
find a meeting of two or three interesting and inspiring, but most people

like to go where there is a crowd and plenty of enthusiasm and sociability."

Mrs. Freeman was perfectly willing to lend her support to Mrs. Warren's

plan, although the plan was not new to her, a similar experiment having

been made in the society several years before, but she did not mention that

to Mrs. Warren.

A business meeting was called, and Mrs. Warren was appointed chair-

man of a committee on programme and place of meeting. Cards were sent

out announcing a tea at the parsonage. Under the name of the hostess the

initial letters of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society were written, and

in one corner the word India. As the hour for the meeting drew near and

Mrs. Warren saw the street in front of the house lined with carriages, while

her drawing room was rapidly filling with ladies, many in handsome recep-

tion gowns, her face grew radiant ; the success of her plan seemed assured

;
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she hoped the minister was looking out of the window. " Isn't it inspiring.?'

Isn't it magnificent?" she whispered to Mrs. Freeman.

The committee had decided to leave the prayers and the business out of

the programme and attend to them at a smaller meeting at the church.

Mrs. Warren objected to the prayer-meeting feature of the missionary society.

Prayer meetings were good by themselves. The missionary programme
should not be too long nor too didactic. It should be select and entertain-

ing enough to draw the club women and the society women. So the

prayers and the hymn singing were left out of Mrs. Warren's meeting, and

in their stead a solo was sung by a young woman famous in the town for a.

highly cultivated voice.

A long, though admirably written paper on the " India of Kipling" was.

read by a prominent club woman, and occupied the rest of the hour.

Everybody congratulated Mrs. Warren on the success of the meeting.

Ladies who had never been seen at a missionary meeting before were

charmed, and volunteered to entertain the society ; and so missionary teas

flourished the rest of the season until warm weather and vacation time

came, but the meeting in the church parlor for prayer and praise did not.

grow any larger.

In the fall Mrs. Warren went to Chicago as delegate to the annual meet-

ing of the Woman's Board of the Interior.

As she listened to the reports of the secretaries and the addresses of the

missionaries she began to realize for the first time in her life the magnitude

and importance of this " woman's work for woman." She was brought

face to face for the first time in her life with the fact that millions of women
and children in heathen lands can only be reached and ministered to by

women. She was impressed with the power and place accorded to prayer

in all the sessions. She saw the need of systematic study of missions, and

the great need of educating the children and the young people of the church.

She felt that she had only been playing at what suddenly appeared to her to^

be the greatest and most sacred cause of the church, and when she went

home it was with the high resolve to begin over again, to learn more about

the work herself and to seek to stimulate an interest in others.

The next meeting happened to be one of the smaller gatherings at the

church. Mrs. Warren was beautiful in her young enthusiasm that day as

she stood before the ladies and told them about the annual meeting. It did

not matter to her then that there were vacant chairs in the room. She had
found the " meeting place of wisdom and power " not in the crowded draw-
ing room, but there, where the faithful were gathered together.

But she had not quite lost faith in a cup of tea. " We must make it

stronger," she laughingly remarked to Mrs. Freeman,—" give it a more
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foreign flavor ; I begin to think the only orthodox feature of our programmes
has been tlie Oolong in the tea urn."

So they introduced a systematic study of the great mission fields of the

American Board with map exercises. They had missionary book reviews

and biographical sketches of the pioneer missionaries, and every meeting

was opened with prayer. Some who came at first for tea became interested,

and stayed to work. For others the novelty had worn oft'; the study of

missions did not appeal to them and they ceased to come. But there were
enough who were in earnest to carry on the work and make the society felt

as a power in the church, the State Branch and the Woman's Board.

One dismal, rainy day there were only five at the missionary meeting.

In the evening, when Mr. and Mrs. Warren met at dinner, he said, " I am
afraid you had a small attendance to-day." " Yes, it was small," she

replied ;
" but I did not mind, we had such a good meeting."

WOMAN'S WORK IN PEKING. ^

During the past year tlie usual routine of mission work in the city has

been resumed as nearly as possible, but nothing has been done in the country

other than one short visit by one of the ladies to Cho Chou. The attendance

of the women at the church services has been large, and many new faces

may be seen among them. God has opened some new doors, and we hope

for many in the near future. A larger number of women than ever in the

past have been reading, but the lack of Bible women has made it impossible

to do as much as one could desire to help them;

Mrs. Ah, the one Bible woman left, has been ill quite half of the time.

Pastor Rung's wife has been giving part of her time to help, but on account

of her little children could not do full work. Four women have had special

time and instruction given them ; one the wife of a helper, the three others

in preparation for Bible woman's work. They have taken great care in the

preparation of their lessons, and their growth in Christian truth has been a

great delight to all who have known them. All three are ladies who have

come froin a higher walk in life than the rank and file of the church. One

of them is the aunt of Duke Ke, w-ho lives near us. The other day after her

lesson with Miss Porter she said, in speaking of the subject of the prayer

meeting the day before, " I understand something of the beautiful life and

words of Christ, something of his miracles, but what does it mean that he

died for us?" This question showed a thought that we who deal with

women seldom see.

Another woman, Mrs. Ting, of the Cho Chou church, a widow, is receiv-
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ing special instruction in nursing and dispensary work under the care of Dr.

Saville of the London Mission, Dr. Saville seems very much pleased with

her, and speaks very highly of her work and interest. It is hoped that she

can have a three years' training, as she is a bright woman, and if spared to

us will give great help in the future medical work for women.

Mrs. Yuan, one of our young women, and an ex-Bridgman schoolgirl,

has been teaching the past year in the girls' school at the London Mission.

She has forty girls under her care.

A special class will be held during the summer months for these Bible

women in connection with the women from Pao-ting-fu. It is hoped in

the autumn the helper's wife and two of the women can be located in the

country for work among women.
The women of the Cho Chou church have been quite faithful in attendance

on the Sunday service since the family of the helper has moved down. Mrs.

Li is a great help to them. She has also had a little school of nine girls the

past six months. Now the Cho Chou church plans to have a small boarding

school for that region. The parents are to pay for the food of the girls, the

church will pay the matron, and the Board will be responsible for the

teacher. At Shun I Hsien there are but four women left out of thirty, and

they have not been able to attend the church services there. They live in

villages out a little distance, and the room where the services have been held

has not been convenient for women. The attendance of women at the Nan
Meng church has not been large, and they have sadly felt the lack of no one

to visit them. Mrs. Ah, the Bible woman, has just gone down to spend

three or four months. There are no women left in the Ping Ting church,

but there are several women who are anxious to join a station qlass and have

instruction. At Fan Chia Chuang and Wen An Hsien a few women are

always in the audience, but at both places there is the same drawback as at

Shun I Hsien. At Lu Kon Chiaa there are ten or more women who attend

the services and are anxious for instruction. It is hoped the building will

5oon be done and the helper can take his family down there, so that the

women may have a helper and a place to go for instruction. In the autumn
we hope to station a Bible woman there, and also have a little school.

When Miss Sheffield returned from Japan she took up again the Sunday
school with the little church children. She was assisted in this by Kno Shu
Lan until the Bridgman School opened, then the six girls of the first class

and one of the second took up the teaching. The two lowest classes of the

Bridgman School were also included, making an average attendance of over

forty children. About the first of March a Sunday school was started in

the street chapel. A number of outside children who had been in Mrs.
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Ewing's Sunday school were ready to come. The first Sunday there were
eleven, and the number has rapidly increased. There are now over thirty

children that come and more are expected. The Sunday school is con-

ducted by Miss Sheffield and Kno Shu Lan, and the other primary school is-

in the charge of one of the first class girls. One of the street children asked

when they could have a school to go to every day, like the other children.

A number of tli^se children have started to come to our Sunday service.

One of them said, " We used to be afraid to come, but now we know you

like little children, and we are glad to come."

On all sides we see much to cheer and encourage, and believe in the near

days there will be many open doors. It has been a great help in all

departments to have had Mrs. Wilder with us the past year.

One of the most remarkable cases which we have had in our church in all

its history has come the past year. I refer to the conversion of Mrs. Ming.

Her husband is a man of small official rank, and was most bitterly perse-

cuted by his wife for four or five years. Again and again she drove the

Bible woman out of her court and shut the door in her face. Saul could

not have been more fierce in his denunciations than she was, and she made
her home so uncomfortable that at last, two years ago, her husband gave up

attending church. God's spirit sought her out, and as she, after the siege,

was moved over near us to have protection from foreign soldiers, she came

to see and accept the truth. Some months ago she and two of her daughters

and a sister-in-law joined the church and another sister-in-law was taken on.

probation. (Signed) N. N. Russell.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF THE INTERIOR.

Mrs. S. E. HURLBUT, Treasurer.
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In ]VIcmonam»

As the proof of this number of our magazine comes from the printer, the

eyes that would have read it are closed. Our editor, Miss Abbie B. Child,

has entered into eternal glory. Sunday morning, November 9th, the mes-

senger came, and so swiftly was his errand accomplished that she could not

have recognized him. We follow her as she enters the mansion prepared,

and almost hear her say in glad surprise, " Am I here.'"'

She had returned on Friday from the annual meeting in Washington, was

at her desk in the Board rooms on Saturday, and after a good night's sleep,

arose Sunday morning with the intention of going to church. After a brief

conversation at the breakfast table, she was carried away in the arms of her

friends. A weak heart had occasioned anxiety, but there had been nothing

to arouse apprehension that the end might be near.

For weeks she had been much occupied with plans for the annual meeting,

and when it came she was on the alert to promote every measure which

would advance the work. Her address on Wednesday evening, with its

recognition of what the Woman's Board has been able to accomplish in the

past and of hope in future possibilities, will long be remembered by many
who have been wont to listen to her, and by many others of the large

audience who for the first time learned the telling facts which she stated.

The extra gift of eight thousand dollars received on Thursday, leading to

the completion of the "Adjustment Fund" which she inaugurated, filled

her with thankful joy ; and the recommendations of the special committee

with reference to increasing contributions being unanimously adopted, she

came home with renewed courage for the work of another year.
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What it will mean to miss her from the counsels of the Board, only those

who have known her best can begin to understand. For thirty-two years

this has been her chosen work. As Home Secretary of the Woman's Board
and editor of Life and Light, she has done double duty, carrying both

with rare ability, faithfulness and equanimity. Quick to perceive an

opportunity, fertile in devising large measures, appreciative of what others

could do, and with utter lack of self-consciousness, ever ready to serve in

any place to which she believed herself called, she has stood pre-eminent

among her co-workers.

Outside the limits of our own Board her ability has long been recog-

nized ; and as chairman of the World's Committee of Women's Missionary

Societies, a position to which she was appointed in London in iSSS, and as

the originator and steady promoter of the plan for the United Study of

Missions, co-operation in which she greatly delighted, she has won the

confidence and admiration of many prominent in other mission Boards.

Her visits to mission fields—Spain, Turkey, India, China and Japan

—

were a great joy and satisfaction to her, giving her the insight which

has ever since aided her judgment and added to the value of her well-

considered decisions.

The blessing of her life and work has been far-reaching ; and as the

announcement of her sudden departure circles the globe, the hearts of a

large constituency in our own land will be filled with sorrow, and in many
mission stations her cheery, sympathetic presence and words will be recalled,

and tears will fall that no more messages may come from lips or pen.

As a remarkable leader, with warm, womanly heart and sublime Chris-

tian faith, her influence, still to live, cannot be measured. Surely her crown

must be full of stars, as

" From earth's wide bounds, from ocean's farthest coast,

Through gates of pearl streams in the countless host,

Singing to Father, Son, and Holv Ghost. Alleluia."

E. H. S.

Contributions For the last month in our financial year we must report

FOR THE Month, a loss in contributions of $819.52 as compared with the

same month last year. The figures for the year are given in the report of our

meeting in Washington on another page. The large loss in legacies is some-

thing that cannot be foreseen nor altered, but the effect upon the work is no

less disastrous. As the years go on the correspondence between the

necessities of the work and the amount of receipts grows less and less encour-

aging, and unless there is a decided change for the better, the result for the

cause is something we cannot bring ourselves to contemplate.
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The Woman's Board Those who can attend the Friday meeting of our

Friday Meeting. Board, and do not, miss a spiritual upHft from their

lives. The meetings this autumn have been unusually inspiring, with a

spiritual tone that promises much for those of the coming winter. The
average attendance last year from September to May was fifty-one and a

fraction. For five meetings in October, it has been forty-seven.

Friends in West Moi'e or less anxiety has been felt for our mission-

Central Africa, aries in West Central Africa who might be in danger

through the hostilities between the natives and the Portuguese near the coast.

A letter from Miss Margaret Melville gives an account of the detention of the

missionary party who left this country last May.

Meeting of the Amer- As we write friends are returning from Oberlin

ican Board at Oberlin. full of enthusiasm over the annual meeting of the

American Board, wliich seems to have been the most inspiring for many

years. The surroundings were exceptional : a college from which upward

of a thousand graduates have gone to home and foreign mission fields, and

two Congregational churches which have forty-four members now working

abroad. Perhaps the most interesting point in the meeting was the laying

of the corner-stone for the Memorial Arch, of which a sketch was given in our

last number. The exercises are said to be all that could be desired. Among
the most notable features were the report of the deputation to India and the

pleas of the missionaries for the necessary equipment for their work. Miss

Stone addressed dense crowds of eagerly expectant hearers, and Mrs. Cyrus

A. Clark, of Japan, n^e Harriet Gulick, was a welcome and brilliant speaker.

"Lux Christi." The impression made by Lux Christi upon one of the

most noted and experienced missionaries of the American Board, Rev. J. E.

Tracy, D.D., who writes: "I have read with the deepest interest the little

book published by Macmillan & Co. entitled Lux Christie prepared in

connection with a movement for systematic united study among all the

women's foreign missionary societies in the world. As a text-book for the

study of the conditions, the history, the methods, and the results of foreign

missionary work in India, the purpose and the plan of the book are alike

excellent. It has been the custom for those interested in such work to

confine their attention and limit their interest to the work being done within

their own denomination. The object of the book is most successfully accom-

plished ; which is, to lead those who study it to realize that ' nothing, in its

way, could be more broadening and more illuminating, or more full of en-

couragement, than a systematic study of the work in India of all Cliristian

missions.' Its outline, systematic and well-ordered courses of reading on
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what goes to make up the story of woman's Hfe in India without the gospel,

and what is being done to raise and glorify that life through the ministries

that the gospel brings, is excellent. The same is true of its outline of the

early history of the people of India, their various aspects of religious thought

and development, the political history of India, and what has been accom-

plished in a century of Christian missionary enterprise. It would be hard

to find any book of the same size in whicli are brought together within the

compass of a year's stud}' so much that bears upon the subject of missionary

work in India. It cannot fail to deeply interest anyone who follows the

course of reading suggested in it. It is a model of what such books ought

to be, and suited alike to those who wish to study mainly in outline and

those who have the leisure and the taste for more exhaustive investigation."

GATHERED HERE AND THERE.

Buddhist "Sacred (?) Not long since certain sacred relics, much esteemed

Relics." by the Buddhists, were brought from Siam to Japan

with much ceremony, and on their arrival at Kyoto the whole road over

which they were to be carried was covered with cotton cloth, of which

i,300 pieces were used, costing about $i,6oo. This cloth so used was

supposed to be very sacred and to have magical power, and, therefore, after

the procession had passed over it, it was sold at a dollar a foot, and the sum

realized was a little over $6S,ooo.

—

Frotn The Missionary Review.

As Good as African natives till the ground with a hoe. The pioneer

Ten Wives. Wesleyan missionary, William Sliaw (Kaflraria), South Africa,

related that an old chief who had been brought by an astonished native

to see a plough in operation exclaimed, " This thing that the white people

have brought is as good as ten wives !
" A happy omen for the women.

—

From The Regiofts Beyond.

Marriage Customs Girls must cry for three days before they are married.

IN China. They are supposed to be so sorry that they don't care

to eat or drink, nor do anything but cry. They let others do everything for

them. Again, when in the bridal chair a bride must cry. I asked one of

them, "Why do you cry when in the chair.?" She said, "If I don't cry

people will laugh at me, and say, ' She wants to be married very much, oh,

so much.'" When she gets to the bridegroom's door she must wait to be

received, and people outside the door gather around. Oh, such a crowd !

Crackers are fired, and two ladies come out to fetch the bride. A man

with a big hat asks each one in the crowd, " To what tribe or stem do you

belonc? What is your tribe—dog, monkey, rabbit, dragon, or other of

the twelve stems.''" All must be excluded from seeing the bride except
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those of the same tribe as the bride ; that is, born in the same year. On her

head is a red silk cloth or handkerchief, the ends of which she holds tight

between her teeth that her face may not be seen. The people outside say,

*' What a pretty bride ! " " What tiny feet !
" They can't see her face, but

can see her feet, and so say she is a pretty bride. The bride and bride-

groom must sit on the edge of the bed. He sits on a part of the bride's

garment, that she may be a submissive wife. Sometimes she is not, though.

They have a custom that, whether in chilly winter or hot weather, July or

August, the bride must wear wadded clothes as in the, depth of winter, and

thei'e is a great fire in her room for good luck. Afterwards she can take

off her wadded things and put on her summer things. I tell you these

things that you ladies may know that customs are different in different

places.

INDIA.

THE HINDU TRIAD : BRAHMA, VISHNU, AND SIVA, WITH
THE INCARNATIONS OF VISHNU.
BY REV. J. E. TRACY, TIRUPUVANAM, INDIA.

The beginnings of religious thought, out of which have been developed

in the course of many centuries what is to-day the religious belief of the

Hindus, are wrapt in the fog of prehistoric times. They are dissociated

from the personality of any single great name. They gather about no one

life, and reflect neither the life nor the thought of any single individual. The
belief which to-day orders the life of many millions is, in its earliest form, a

series of hymns and legends, which express the aspiration and embody the

religious symbolism of a time when life was far more simple and far more
directly in touch with nature than it has ever been in historic times, and

when life was simple and single in its reception of the influences that breathed

upon it from out the unseen world. Much of that belief, if stated in terms

which should adequately express the simple faith and lofty aspiration of its

early forms, would strike us as full of true religious emotion. Qiiotations

might be made from the Vedas which would nobly express the deepest of

human thought along many of those lines which forever hold the human soul

to most solemn inquiry, yet forever evade final solution. Like the voices

that seem to come to us out from the starlit silence of the night, they are

comforting, though vague ; they are holy and true, though imsatisfying.

These early Vedic hymns belong to a time when ris/zz's, or holy men, per-

formed their sacrifices and chanted their hymns of worship to a pantlieon of

nature gods, descended from the first creator, but not yet having taken on
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the later forms of Vishnu and Siva, much less the myriad forms of the pres-

ent popular Hinduism. It took the form of worship of the great and striking

phenomena of nature, idealized into personal beings more powerful than

man, beyond his control, but not beyond the desire of man's praise and wor-

ship. Probably it was about the purest form of nature worship that the

world has seen. There was little system in it, and the attributes of one god

are often tliought of as belonging, in varying degree, to several gods. There

is, indeed, a monotheistic tone underlying many of the hymns, referable, per-

haps, to the simpleness and singleness with which each worshiper sought to

give utterance to his religious emotions. In the later hymns there is an effort

to expression of this monotheistic tendency through attributes that look

toward supremacy. Later still, incident to the rapid growth and great popu-

larity of Buddhism during the centuries following the death of Sakye Muni,

the effort of the Brahmans to stem the tide of reaction took the form of an

effort to satisfy the people in tlieir craving for personal gods with human
attributes, and from that effort sprang ultimately all the later gross degenera-

tion of popular Hinduism.

BRAHMA THE PERSONAL CREATOR—PRAJAPATI.

The earliest hymns make little reference to him except as the divine spirit.

It is in the later Code of Manu, which is really the Brahmanic attempt to

systematize morals and theology, and to develop the outlines of the caste

system, tliat a definite place is assigned to him. According to the Code, the

universe, before undiscerned, was made discernable by Brahma's sole self-

existent spirit. "He then having willed to produce from his own substance

various creatures, created the waters by meditation, and having placed in

them a productive seed which developed into a golden ^'g%i he was born in

that Q^% as the male Brahma, the forefather and creator of all things.'*

Brahma, the author of this first creation, in union with Maya (Illusion) pro-

duced the first generation of created beings, and then retired to rest until the

beginning of a new dispensation. During the intervening time necessary

for the reproduction of each succeeding generation Brahma disappears from

view, and the secondary creative attribute of procreation in all the spheres

of nature belong to Siva, the second person of the Triad.

SIVA THE REGENERATOR—ISWARA.

' Siva is not mentioned in the Vedic hymns, but is there under the name

Rudra, the god of the roaring storm, represented as a fierce, destructive deit}^

terrible as a wild beast, whose arrows cause disease and death to men and

cattle, and under the name Karpardin (wearing his hair spirally braided), a

name later associated with Siva. He is probablj' the one referred to in the
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hymns under other names, representing forms under which the same

god was worshiped in ditierent locanties before the unification in the

Code of Manu. Early representations of Siva show him in the androgynous

form as a standing figure, his hair coiled into a spirally pointed topknot,

with a rayed nimbus around his head to indicate that he is the solar divinity,

and wearing a garland of skulls suspended from the right shoulder, holding

a trident in his right hand, and with his left hand resting on the bull Nandi.

It is in his character as destroyer that Siva holds his place in the Triad, but

he is in reality much more than that. In the Siva literature he is the nour-

ishing, recuperating, and regenerating power as well, being like the sun in

his nature. He is even the rival of Vishnu among those who regard Vishnu

as a separate and independent divinity, for he (Siva) is the averter of evil

as well as the god of destruction, the healer of diseases and the protector of

all medicinal herbs ; and all flocks and herds are under his special care. In

modern worship tiie attribute of destructiveness is more especially exhibited

in his consort Kali, and Siva is popularly worshiped under the character of

a generative power, symbolized in the phallic emblem (Linga) and in the

sacred bull Nandi.

VISHNU THE REDEEMER KRISHNA.

Vishnu occupies a place in the Vedic hymns, though not as prominent as

would be implied in his later finding a place in the Triad. He is there rep-

resented as a benevolent, genial being, but lacking in many of the attributes

of the later Vishnu. The characteristic of the earlier Vishnu is his measur-

ing the universe in three strides, variously interpreted as referring to the sun

at its rising, its position in the zenith, and at its setting, as the fire on earth,

the lightning in the atmosphere, and the sun in the heavens, etc. He is

represented as of male form of dark hue, with four hands holding the conch,

the discus, the club, and the lotus, or the sword. The Puranas, which

describe his avataras, represent liim as having descended to earth whenever

great disorder, physical or social, disturbed the world, and each time only

" in a small portion of his essence." These avataras consist in Vishnu as-

suming the form of some wonderful animal or superhuman being, or born

of human parents but with superhuman powers and properties.

Some of the avataras are probably purelv symbolic in character, while

others are based on historical events, the leading personage of which was

gradually endowed with divine attributes until he became a god. There

are, or are to be in all, ten avataras, of which nine have been, and one is yet

to come. They are : (i) The Matcha, or fish
; (2) Kurma, or tortoise : (3)

Varaha, or boar
; (4) Narasimha, or man-lion

; (5) The dwarf; (6) Para-
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surama, or Rama of the Axe
; (7) Rama

;
(S) Krishna, or Balarama

; (9)

The Buddha ; and (10) The Kalkhi.

In symbolic allusion to one or another of these incarnations of Vishnu,

popular illustrations portray him as Narayana, floating on the primeval water,

resting upon Sesha his serpent ; or as riding in the air on the back of Garuda,

a being half man and half bird ; or as seated on a throne, holding Lutchmi

in his lap ; or as a fish ; or as boar ; or as a lion ; or as half fish and half

man ; or as half boar and half man ; or as man with a lion's head ; or as a

dwarf; or as an adolescent youth, dancing and playing on a flute, surrounded

by shepherdesses. When represented as Kalki, who is yet to come, he usu-

ally is given the form of a man armed with an upraised sword, kneeling

before a winged horse. It is in the last of the avataras, as Krishna, that he

is most largely worshiped, the two later avataras being only such in name.

GIRLS' BOARDING SCHOOL AT AHMEDNAGAR.
BY MISS EMILY R. BISSELL.

I vv^iSH it were possible to make every reader of Life and Light under-

stand all that those words have meant to the Christians in the Ahmednagar

District all these thirty years and more since its beginning. Let me try to

show you what they meant when I left the school at the close of December,

1901. Tliey meant eight large, well-lighted, airy class and recitation rooms,

and one long hall. This latter alone is dignified by desks and benches, and

is occupied by pupils studying both the Vernacular and English,—termed,

in Indian educational parlance, the " Anglo-Vernacular Standards." In all

the other rooms, occupied by the " Vernacular Standards," the pupils sit on

long strips of matting on the floor, as they do at home. Do you see a small

building at the extreme left of this picture of the school .'* That is for the

infant department; and it is always overcrowded, be sure ! The northern,

southern and middle ends of the broad veranda of the main building are

enclosed, so as to furnish additional seating room for the classes that are ever

too numerous to be accommodated in the large liall and adjacent class rooms.

Walk up the front steps and fake a look at the girls in the hall as they rise

with the signal and pass to their classes ; note the great, dark eyes, the

smoothly parted hair knotted low in the neck, the graceful draperies, the

self-possessed. carriage. This one at the first desk, with long lashes fringing

eloquent eyes, is not only the first scholar in school, but a favorite with all

her teachers, because of imfailing studiousness and attention, coupled, too,

with a gentle deference of manner bespeaking innate modesty, that most

prized of Indian virtues.
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These Bralnnati gentlemen are expounding geometry, algebra, arithmetic,

Marathi grammar and dictation (whose intricacies need experts, indeed, to

be understood !), English, and Marathi prose and poetry. Listen while the

pupils sing and chant the latter ; its exposition will interest only the initiated

few. This other turbaned instructor, whose unmarked forehead declares

him a Christian, is directing a class in Marathi copy work, and is proud to

tell you that this Girls' School ranks second in all the Bombay Presidenc}'

schools in the excellence of its Marathi cop3'-writing. In the veranda a

Bible class is being instructed by a graduate of the Theological Seminary,

long a trusted member of the corps of teachers. This capable-looking,

middle-aged woman keeps the exquisitely neat school register and roll call,

and directs the English copy-writing, as well as superintends the Saturday

sewing classes.

Glance into the " Vernacular Standards " just long enough to let the pupils

rise and salute you, some with a proud " Good morning" (for are they not

studying the English Infant Reader?), others with a simple " Salam."

Remark the women teachers througliout the school ; all (save one) have

been pupils here and love the school, and would rather teach here tlian

anywhere else,—eighteen of them, three more than in this group, wliich was
taken two years ago. Not faultless ; very human, and needing constant

supervision, correction and encouragement, wishing to improve, however,

and hence amenable to the close direction and control exercised over them.

Who could help loving these our Indian helpers?

I fear me you will discover sad confusion in the infant department, for

the head teacher's bump of order is inconspicuous, and her little assistant

possesses little experience ; but the wee ones make up in affection and

eagerness what they lack in svstem, and it is impossible—O quite !—not to

caress them as one moves through the lines in another—vain? yes, vain !

—

attempt to prove to the loved teacher that even little ones can be controlled.

And far away from this building is another, not to be overlooked, rented

for the "overflow" of eighty, who are a little disconsolate at being branched

off thus, and need to be made much of accordingly. Many of these are

from among the " famine children," and we want them to feel at home witli

us, so we take more notice of their work than we should otlierwise.

Now come back to the dormitories,—those thirteen much-discussed and

loudly deprecated little buildings,—in which, nevertheless, scores of pupils

have passed happily their term of years in school, and which have been

home—and even " sweet home "—to many otherwise homeless ones. Yes,

even though the roof of the whole western row, with six separate boarding

circles, is like a sieve, and must be repaired every year preparatory to the
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" rainy season," and then lets through too much by far for the good of the

girls inside. For the matron in charge—the house mother—becomes warmly

attached to her own circle of boarders, and is "Aunty" or "Granny" to

them, and not infrequently " Mother." How earnestly have some of these

Christian matrons really labored to maintain among their girls a high stand-

ard of speech and conduct, and to help them to attain it ! Not all ; occa-

sionally they are women whoui we hesitate to place in authority over girls

from good families. But we must use those that are available, and begin

by giving only half a dozen into their care, by sending them to the noon

Bible class for daily instruction, by following them closely and training them

carefullv. Some respond to our training, and repay it many fold in faithful

service ; others must be sent away after such trial.

These school homes are better than the homes from which the majority of

our pupils have come ; better than those to which they will go after their

school life. But half of them are poor excuses for dormitories, after all, and

the other half are too small, and you will soon have the privilege of helping

to put up better ones for those girls,—your far-away sisters.

Our girls are in demand in every station of the Marathi Mission as

teachers, and in many other missions also. It is not always easy to infuse

into them the missionary spirit which says, "Here am I; send me," how-

ever far away. They are afraid of the unknown. Have they not sisters in

this land who share that fear with them, and with less reason.? Neverthe-

less, there are found each year those to " go . . . and teach" in these places.

A few ask for training in nursing, and we are glad to encourage these ; and

a few are under Miss Harding's training in Sholapur for kindergarten work.

A large number of the older ones help in turn in the Sunday-school infant

class, in the Sunday school for famine children, and in three Sunday afternoon

children's services.

More important for the future of India is the supply of another demand

for Christian girls,—that made by Indian Christian young men. Wliat

does India need more than Christian homes? A Christian wife and a

Christian mother,—her presence alone is an influence that helps her hus-

band's work as teacher, Bible reader or preacher ; and whatever her hus-

band's business or trade, the Christian home gives out a light that " shines."

In her maturer days this wife and m.other becomes our valued Bible

woman. Thus variously is answered the question, " What becomes of

your girls after they leave tlie school?"

There are three hundred and eighty girls to be thus fitted for life's duties

and work in this great " Girls' School at Ahmednagar." One hundred and

seventv of these are boarders, crowded into cottages that should never con-
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tain over one hundred and twenty-five. When one appreciates the neces-

sity of closely watching these teaciiers and pupils, matrons and boarders,

—

and it is because of this very intimacy that we love them so dearly,—then

only does one understand tlie burden of responsibility resting on the mis-

sionary in charge—on Miss Hartt now. One missionary ought never to

be asked to bear this burden. Government inspectors consider that there

are two schools, and there should be in truth two separate schools,—a " Ver-

nacular School" and an " Anglo-Vernacular School," luider the separate

managements of two missionaries. This means an immediate outlay for a

new dormitory ($3,500) and a new school ($5,000) for the Anglo-Vernac-

ular School, that being the smaller division of the whole school. It means

also an increased allowance for current expenses.

Dear readers of Life and Light, this extension of the scope of this

school means, best of all, greater light and " more abundant life" for the

women and the girls of Western India, the high privilege of granting which

is yours,

—

yours. The appeal for this extension is even now crossing the

waters. When it reaches you, what will you answer? Can you answer

other than, "Take my silver and my gold.?" The Lord, he waiteth to

hear.

CHINA.

AN ALABASTER BOX.

BY MISS ELLA J. NEWTON, FOOCHOW, CHINA.

Cio Lang, /. e., Pearly Lily, lived in a miserable little fishing village on

an island at the mouth of the River Min. Behind the village weie steep,

rocky blufi's, and on the smootli slopes and terraced hills beyond were small

fields of sweet potatoes and peanuts, almost the only productions of the

island. In front was a broad, sandy beach, where the fishing boats were

anchored and the long, coarse nets spread out to dry, while the brown-

skinned boys played in the sand or learned to swim in the shallow water.

Not so the little girls, whose feet were very early bound, and reduced to

mere stumps, upon whicli they hobbled about with their baby brothers tied

upon their backs. The little fingers were also taught to help in making the

fishing nets, and so there was alwavs plenty of work for them to do, though

their food was verv poor and their clothing very scanty. The houses,—oh,

how dark and cheerless and miserable they were ! Pearly Lily's parents

were among the poorest, besides the misfortune of having several girls ; so it

was not strange that at an early age the child was betrothed to a boy con-
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siderably older than herself, and their poverty pressed so hard they even

proposed that the boy's family should take her and feed her till she was old

enough to be married.

Meanwhile the Second Black One, as the boy was called, had grown to

be a young man, and sometimes found employment among the missionaries

who spent part of the hot season in a house on the other side of the island.

He often managed to be present at morning prayers, and gradually learned

to read a little. His interest increased, but his family, especially his mother,

were displeased when they found he meant to be a Christian, and he suffered

a good deal of persecution. After a time he gladly accepted a position as a

servant in a missionary family at Foochow, and while there was baptized

and united with the church,—the first convert from the village of Sharp Peak.

He become such an earnest Christian that it seemed too bad for him to marry

a heathen wife, and it was suggested that the little girl be allowed to enter

the Girls' Boarding School at Foochow. For a time permission could not

be obtained. Why should a girl learn to read.'' The idea was preposterous.

The young man was not easily discouraged, however, and at last he

appeared with her one day at the school, his face beaming with joy at his

success. Poor little girl ! We can never forget how she looked that morn-

ing. She was twelve years old by Chinese reckoning, but her pinched face

and thin form showed plainly the scarcity of food from which she had
suffered. Her entire wardrobe was upon her person, and her necessities had

to be provided for at once. The fact that her feet must be unbound had not

been thoroughly understood, it seems, by the families on either side, but the

report spread through the village even before the actual unbinding was
commenced. Probably no little girl ever made such a stir in that village

before. It must not be allowed. Such a thing had not been known for a

hundred generations.

So the young man's mother, who felt that the family honor was at stake,

started for Foochow to bring home her future daughter-in-law. Her anger

was so great that it was hard to control her when she reached the school

;

and it was not considered safe to leave her alone with her son lest she

attempt violence upon his person, in which case filial piety would have

required him to make little or no resistance. In vain the ladies tried to

appease her wrath by talking of other things, but when she saw the little

girl with her feet still bound, she became more quiet, though yet insisting on

taking her home. What should be done.? Should the child be given up,

and the opportunity just within our grasp be lost forever? One of the native

preachers, a shrewd man, well versed in the customs of his people, was

called in, made acquainted with the facts in the case, and then introduced to
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the woman. By careful management he persuaded her to leave the girl in

school while he accompanied her to the village to see if any compromise

could be made with the other family. In a few days he returned with his

report. The parents seemed to have forgotten all about their desire to get

rid of the child, but, after a great deal of discussion, .had consented, if the

young man would pay them twenty dollars extra besides what they had

already received at her betrothal, that he might have the privilege of support-

ing her and doing with her as he liked. This was a hard condition for a

young man who was earning only $3.50 per month and boarding himself;

but he accepted it, borrowed tlie money, every dollar of which he afterwards

paid, settled with the family, and assumed the expense of the girl's books and

clothing besides her board in vacation.

The way was now open for her feet to be unbound, whicli was a difficult

process, because they had been bound so small, and because lack of proper

nourishment had left her system with little recuperative power ; but care

and patience overcame these conditions, and in time one would scarcely

have known the feet had ever been bound. Pearly Lily was not a bright

scholar, but faithful and conscientious in her studies ; and though for a time

giving her teachers anxiety by her lack of appreciation and unwillingness

to adapt herself to circumstances, }et that all passed by, and she developed

into a noble. Christian young woman, affectionate, appreciative and helpful

in many ways, commanding the respect and winning the love of the younger

pupils, and a favorite with the older ones. Her influence for good in the

scliool was beyond estimate, and her zeal in saving souls manifested itself

wherever she was.

Pearly Lily's school life covered ten years, and her future husband was

very patient in waiting for her so long ; for, feeling his own lack of educa-

tion, he wanted her to be thoroughly prepared for Christian work, and at his

request she was given a year of special training in teaching after graduation.

During that year there was a blessed revival in the school as a result of the

work of the English evangelist, JSIr. Millard, and her Christian life was

greatly quickened.

Li January, 1895 , she went back to the little fisliing village where her

early years were spent; but, oh, what a contrast between the child who
came to us and the young lady who returned to her home ! Already a neat

chapel had been built there, and the nucleus of a church formed. The next

morning after her return that chapel was crowded with interested friends

and neighbors. With quiet dignity Pearly Lily took her place beside the

Second Black One, and the marriage ceremony was performed. Her

weddinp- garments were plain and simple, in strange contrast to the gaudy
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attire, the superfluity of ornaments and the paint and powder which are
considered necessary for a bride's toilet ; but the respect shown her by the
simple villagers was as ^reat a contrast to the ridicule she met during the
vacations of her early school days. A new station was opened at Phenix
Nest, a few miles from Sharp Peak, and the bride was placed in charge of
a little boarding school for girls, while her husband was employed as a

colporter, and with her help in his Bible stud}' he conducted public wor-
ship on the Sabbath.

Seven and a half years of varied service passed by. No wonderful chano-e
has come over the village of Phenix Nest, but Christians who have learned
the gospel there can be found in the villages all around, and the lives of
many little girls have been brightened and broadened by the work and
influence of Pearly Lily. She had some knowledge of kindergarten, and
was very fond of music, and her wedding gift of a baby organ was a great
comfort and blessing to herself and her pupils. Her little Christian Endeavor
Society took the form of a " Truth-telling Society," where the little heathen
girls were taught in a very practical way to recognize and overcome the
almost universal habit of falsehood, as, well as many other useful lessons.

Three children of their own have come to this Christian family, the oldest

a bright boy who is already quite a little scholar, and the great desire of the
parents has been that he should be a thoroughly educated Christian worker.

In the midst of this life of earnest service Pearly Lily heard the summons
to come up higher. In a little more than twelve hours the terrible cholera
had done its work, and the helpful wife, the weary mother, the faithful

teacher, had seen a vision of her Saviour, and had gone with him to higher
service beyond. The organ is silent, the sorrowing husband feels that he
cannot prepare his sermons without her help. Her own little ones, whom
she has cared for so tenderly, are motherless, and the village children have
no one to teach them, while the women sorrow in the loss of such a friend

as they have never known before. Our "Alary Lyon" is gone, but her
children remain to be cared for, and the harvest of her sowing must be
gathered by other hands. She has freely poured out her precious ointment
at the feet of Christ's little ones. Eternity alone will reveal the extent of
that Influence, the power of that consecrated life. And 3'et there are thou-
sands of little girls all about us, growing up into dark-minded, heathen
women, with no hope for this life or for that to come, not because they are
naturally inferior to Pearly Lily, but because we are unable to surround
them with the same helpful conditions and lead them, as she was led, out
of darkness into liarht.

Let us not think too much of the occasional shortcomings of our Chinese

fellow Christians, but gather out the bright spots and send them as bits of

glory to the friends at home, tliat their hearts may be strengthened by the

glory they receive as well as what they give, and the fellowship and oneness

Christ prayed for be brought near to the intent that the world may believe.

Emily S. Hartwell.
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JAPAN.

THE PLUM BLOSSOM GIRLS' SCHOOL, OSAKA,
BY MISS LUCY ELLA CASE.

Lights and shadows have come and gone in our work here during the

last six months ; but I think there is not one of us who does not feel like

praising God for his loving kindness, and saying with the psalmist of old,
" O give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good ; for his mercy endureth for-

ever." The word etidureth has been of special comfort to the writer during
these months.
Our school commencement came in the last week of March, and the pro-

gramme would have rejoiced your heart to hear. " Graduations are always
the same," many people say ; and yet I am sure that very few of the Ameri-
can exercises include the emperor's rescript, Chinese essav, and singing in

English of "Two Little Eyes" by the lowest piimary class in school, as

was the fact in our commencement. Two girls were graduated in English,

and their parts were well given. The subject was, "The Advantages of

Learning English," and they gave selections from "Hamlet" and "The
Bridge." The singing was good, the girls' voices showing careful training

and sweetness of tone. Six girls were graduated from the Japanese course,

four of them Christians. All but one of the graduates have returned for

further study. Rev. Mr. Osada, formerly of Kobe, gave the address, which
was full of practical suggestions to the girls. At the close of the exercises

we had the pleasure of having forty-three of the alumna resident in Osaka
in our house. Together we took leave of two of our teachers, both grad-

uates of the school. One of them, Miss River Island, I am sure you have
heard of. She has been in our school in different capacities for more than

sixteen years, and had been mv most efficient helper for seven years. She
went to Tokyo for further studv, and the report comes back from Mrs.
Greene that she is a constant help in church and Sunday-school work.

In vacation week, the first of April, the National Christian Endeavor
Convention was held in Osaka. It was well attended, cheering and devo-

tional. There was a banner procession over a mile long through two of the

busiest streets of this great city in broad daylight. The early morning
consecration meetings showed growth in spiritual things.

Our spring term opened this year with over forty new pupils. In order

to get into line with otiier schools, we turned our Sunday afternoon gospel

meetings into a Cliristian Endeavor Societv, with most gratif3'ing results.

We feel sure it will be a great help along the line of their Bible study and
acquaintance with God. There is a Junior department of most enthusiastic

little girls in our school, under the charge of Miss Daniels.

One of the many meetings held this spring was the annual women's
meeting in Kvoto, where over four hundred representative women from the

three cities, Kobe, Osaka and Kyoto, met for an all-day conference. The
special thought was rejoicing. "Rejoice in the Lord alway " was brought

out in every prayer and talk. The first time this meeting was ever held,

more than twenty years ago, there were just a few Christian women in our

own Plum Blossom Girls' School. It was good, too, to realize that those
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women who a few years ago were hardly recognized as members of society
are now among the foremost women of Japan, aspiring to higher and more
useful lives. What has made the change.? The gospel of Jesus Christ.

Some of you heard the Rev. Mr. Miyagawa when he was in the United
States. He is the pastor of the second largest church in Japan, the First
Church of Osaka. A few weeks ago- he passed his twenty-fifth milestone
as a pastor of that church. There were most appropriate exercises in com-
memoration of the event. To show that Japan is not behind in her appre-
ciation of faithful, devoted work, I will add that his people gave him a purse
of 600yen ($300 gold) and a roll-top library desk. Don't draw the conclusion
that if this is the way the churches can do there is no need of missionaries,
for that would not be true ; besides, there is probably not another church in

all Japan that could do likewise.

Some of you will certainly remember Mr. Miyake, our principal. He
returned from America full of enthusiasm, determined that his church should
take on new life and activity. He was with us for a month or so, then was
laid on a bed of sickness, where he still remains in our city hospital. It is

his first sickness since he came to Osaka, and it almost overwhelms him.
Laid aside from active work to serve God on a sickbed,—how hard it seems
to him ! He is missed from every good thing ; not the least as the capable
head of our school.

Two weeks ago we were invited to a thanksgiving meeting for the restora-
tion to health of one of our graduates. This is a delightful custom among
Christians in Japan,—to call friends together to return thanks to the Giver of life.

The Sunday-school convention held in our church that I reported in my
last general letter has been followed by two rousing meetings of Sunday-
school children of all denominations in Osaka in our Y. M. C. A. hall.

The exercises, wholly by the children, consisted of recitations, songs, and
Bible verses. One of our great needs is for more effort along Sunday-school
lines. This year, for the first time, all the Congregational Sunday schools
are studying the same book—the Gospel of Mark.
One of the women in my Bible class, an assistant of Miss Colby's, was

taken sick this spring with typhoid fever. She had been a woman of high
family and of considerable wealth. Little by little she lost her wealth, her
friends, and her position. At that time, more than eight years ago, she
came under Miss Colby's notice, who took her and cared for her. She be-
came a Christian, and was earnest and true for years. As a member of mv
Bible class she was a great help in a quiet way, often making calls for me,
and useful in many ways in our women's meetings. She died after a short
sickness, mourned by all our community, but with the svu-e hope of entering
into rest and peace in our Father's home.
The classes that I have taught in the Y. M. C. A. have been prosperous.

The young men have shown desire for more than English,—a longing for

truth and the best things. This is such a wide door for influence that I long
to give more time and strength to it. Mr." Gleason continues to have great
wisdom and patience in the management of Y. M. C. A. work.
We are just now at the close of our annual mission meeting. It has been

one of inspiration and great hope for the coming year, but we need more
than anything else the prayers of the home churches. Will you help in this.''



THROUGH THE CRACK OF A DOOR.

BV^ ANNA BURNHAM BRYANT.

Lois was reading a letter while the breakfast waited. It was a most dis-

quieting letter, and it came right into the middle of Lois's " busy week," and

made the work seem more prosaic and uninspiring than ever.

"If ever you were needed in your life, Lois Abbott, you are needed now
and here, and I wish your 'sense of duty' hadn't seen fit to drag you off to

that poor little, dreadful country place just at the very wrong minute. We
are going to entertain what Dr. Dana calls 'our sister churches,' and, O
Lois ! why aren't you here to pour the coffee and serve the lemonade and

tie the Christmas holl}', and do forty things that nobody but you can ever do

or make anybody else do !

"

So ran the beginning of the letter, and the rest was like unto it,—all

about how much they missed dear Lois in all the details of getting ready
;

and oh, what a pity that dear Lois was buried up in that little, tucked-away

country village instead of staying where she could be of some use and

account in the world, and so forth.

For just one instant before the "second bell" Lois came near being

swept off her feet by a great wave of self-pity. It was a shame ! Why had

she tried to come back home and teach school, just for the sake of being at

home, when two or three other " openings" were ready for her,—when she

might have stayed in the pleasant city home with the bright cousins there,

seeing all the alert, joyous life, and sharing in it? For just one instant. The

next a feeling of shame came up like a big " ninth wave " and swallowed up

the other. As she passed the foot of the lounge, on her way down stairs,

(546)
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she picked up a little red book of daily "readings," which often gave her

the day's inspiration. It did this morning.

"Thou cam'st not to thy place by accident;

It is the very place God meant for thee."

Of course there was nothing supernatural in it, and yet there was some-

thing very odd in the way the verse " fitted in." She went down stairs with

a new look on her face that set her mother wondering, for her latest ex-

pression had been one of disgust and weariness.

"I've got a new idea, mother!" she said, joyously, at last, after two or

three curious inquiries. "Don't you know I always 'live by my ideas?'

Here I've been thinking that because this is a little dead-and-alive country

place there wasn't any use trying to live for Christ here. Well, that sounds

awfully ! You know what I mean : no use to take up missionary work,

and all that. Why, mother, don't you know what we read yesterday in that

book about Mrs. Schauffler.? It said ' she would find some way to preach

Christ if it had to be through the crack of a door.' I guess I'll find some
way. I'll try, anyhow."

"You can't make this place over, I'm afraid," sighed Mrs. Abbott,

drearily.

" Well, then, let's see if trying to won't make me over !
" said Lois, bright-

eyed and earnest, snatching her bag and lunch-box, and leaving her

mother with a good-by kiss and the echo of brave words in her heart to get

through the morning with.

Lois was in earnest. That meant that the first instant of opportunity

found her working to find out some way to carry out her new idea. At the

fifteen-minute recess she ran up to the second grammar, and began to pour

out her heart to Miss Kean and beg her co-operation.

" Can't we do something?" she asked. " You see what a place this is.

You came from a city church. What can we do, and how shall we do it?"

" The minister said yesterday that if he had ten people—only just ten

—

who would make Christ and his church the first thing in their lives, he could

revolutionize this town."
" I heard that ! I've been thinking about -it ever since. Let's make two,

Miss Kean ! We're needed here. A big city mission with all the other

churches joining in,—it doesn't need much of a person to do a great deal of

good if he, she, or it has a mind to. What is the reason there couldn't be a

country mission in this poor little, dreadful country place, where nobody

ever "

Just then the bell rang. Miss Kean was at her desk, and merely laid her

hand on her own bell and stood at attention, but Lois turned hastily to re-
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gain her room before the in-rushing crowd of children. Her foot slipped.

The next moment she lay white and limp at the foot of the stairs, not even

moaning.

That was the end of school for Lois that winter. After the first fright-

ened moment or two, when the doctor made examination, and everybody

held his breath for the verdict, there was no fear of broken bones or serious

illness, but there were sprains and bruises enough, he remarked, grimly, to

keep six women bedridden. Lois heard him and smiled pitifully up at her

mother.

" I guess it will have to be ' through the crack of a door,' " she said,

weakly.

That remark was the keynote of all that happened the rest of that winter.

Miss Kean was standing at the couch-foot, and demanded an explanation.

Mrs. Abbott told her. Miss Kean went back to school with a story to tell

that—^just as soon as Lois was able to sit up and keep from groaning

—

brought a delegation of five or six young women to have what they called a

" talk-over."

" Your head isn't hurt a bit," said lively Kitty Scoville. " It doesn't make

any difference about the rest of you, for we've got hands and feet a-plenty,

and all at your service. Now tell us what to do."

"Give your orders," said Miss Kean, smilingly. "To hear is to obey."

"Command us," said Maggie Foster, dramatically.

"O girls !" cried Lois, the tears almost starting, "I can't 'order.'

What do I know about what you ought to do? I only know what I wanted

to do, what I meant to do if the Lord had let me. I can see so many things

that ought to be done !

"

" That's just what we want, you to tell us. Lie here and have visions.

Tell us about 'em. You shall carry out every one of them ' through the

crack of a door.' We want to be some use, Lois, dear. Didn't you know

it.'' We love Jesus, too !

"

It is a question if Lois could have come so near their hearts in six months

of health and eager effort. Somehow Miss Kean's little story of the talk at

recess, and the pathos of the sudden disappointment, called every good feeling

to the surface, and made them willing to accept Lois's leadership in a way

that astonished her no less than her mother. She fell in with their notion of

making her general planner and organizer, even in her sick room. All day

long while the bright, earnest young teachers were in their schoolrooms,

Lois was in hers. "A school, mother! " she sometimes said, petting the

idea. " It's a Normal Institute."

" Lying here flat on my back, girls," she told them when they came in at
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night for " orders," " it seems as if I can see ten times as well as I could up

and around as I used to be. I've thought out the most delightful plan.

Firstly, you know it's rushing right on to Christmas."

" Three weeks and a day."

" Correct, grammar school. Now, girls, Christmas is the very heart and

soul of missions."

"Is it?" asked Lilla Stevens. " Christmas always hinders missions for

me for at least two solid months before and after. I don't have a red cent

to give to anybod}'."

" Of course. We've got out of the way of having a gospel Christmas.

We want to get right into it again. I've been making a list of the forlornest

people I know."

"Oh, to try to make them happy.?"

" No ; to get them to try to make somebody else happy. That is what

they're needing, every blessed soul of them. I'm going to get mother to get

the minister to get a Christmas tree, and start in on an entirely new plan

this year to trim and fix it."

" The tree is to be for the poor people.?

"

" We haven't any poor people."

"Who, then.?"

" A missionary. A real, live missionary. One that you can touch with

your hands and see with your eyes and hear with your ears, and have a real

piece in everything she does when she gets back to her foreign missionary-

ing. I've sent for her, and we're expecting her here every minute."

" Lois Abbott ! Why don't you talk plain Massachusetts Yankee.? "

" Why, I am plain as the way to the post office. You know that Miss

Delano I told you about that I met at auntie's.? I got mother to invite her

here to stay over Christmas. And now I say, let's have her for our mission-

ary. She isn't ' adopted ' yet by anybody else. And let's give her our

Christmas tree, and enlist everybody to help ; talk them into it. It isn't

such a hard thing to do. Why, girls, I thought I'd got to wear my tongue

out trying to persuade you, and now just look at you,—doing all the work,

while I lie here preaching."

" We haven't done anything yet," said Miss Kean, in her voice of quiet

energy. " But we will, the good Lord helping us. Hei-e's a list, Lois
;

perhaps it will prove to be the ' ten ' the minister asked for. Ten in all,

and we want to be enrolled in a young ladies' auxiliary as a sort of a

Christmas offering. You know Paul's Christians ' first of all gave their

own selves.' Of course we take up your Christmas-tree idea. I think it

will draw in everybody. And the auxiliary will grow bigger. When shall

we organize.? You're to be president, Lois. Appoint the meeting."
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The girls were gone, and her mother came in to kiss her good night, and

tuck her up as if she had been a little baby.

" Isn't it almost past belief, mother.? " she said, with wet eyes and grateful

voice, that trembled with the joy of it. "I came so near feeling discontented

and discouraged, and when this happened, for a few minutes I just gave up.

I do believe the Lord means to teach me that any place—the hardest you can

imagine—will give some crack of a chance to work for him."

" Yes, dear. But you needn't talk about ' cracks.' Your door stands

wide open."

Miss Delano had arrived and stood in the doorway. She came in and

folded Lois in her arms, and took up the parable lovingly. It was a quota-

tion they had often talked over together.

" That's the way with ' cracks. ' They always grow bigger once you

begin to push a little."

HELPS FOR LEADERS.

THE COLLEGE GIRL.

BY MISS GRACE WESTON.

As the time draws near for making plans for another year's work the

question arises. What are we to do this year to increase the usefulness of our

society ; where secure new members, new material and helps for carrying on

what has already been begun } Look about your church among the new-

comers, or among those who have recently come back after a four years' ab-

sence at college. If you have any college graduates, try to enlist their serv-

ices in' your mission circles or junior auxiliaries. They may have had

experiences in different lines which may be just the impetus you need.

During the past few years a great power has arisen in the Student Volun-

teer Movement. The zeal and enthusiasm of these Volunteers is an inspira-

tion to all who come in contact with them. They are eager to spread the

glad tidings of salvation. This awakened interest has drawn many of our

young people into the broad field of work for Christ. Some are planning to

go to India, Africa or to the Islands of the Sea, wherever the different Boai'ds

may send them or the way open in foreign lands.

Many of them while waiting for the direct command to "go" have heard

the Master, and are ready for the other command, "Whatsoever thy hand

findeth to do, do it with thy might." They know they must begin their
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work of preparation at home. Like the disciples of old, they must wait with

patience for the time when they too may obey the command and " go Into

all the world."

Others, again, who cannot go to the far countries, will do their part for

foi'eign missions here. The command for them Is as binding ; work Is nec-

essary here,—the work of raising money, of Interesting the uninterested, of

bearing up the hands and hearts of those on the field ; all this they realize is

no small part In this world-wide service for Christ.

The girls liave endeavored to invigorate their college missionary societies

and prayer meetings. By their failures In some directions they are perhapfe

just the ones needed to help you in ways you feel you have not succeeded as

you hoped. By their successful efforts to organize new work, to Induce

those not Interested in mission work to attend their meetings, to encourage

the faint-hearted in more active work, they may be able to give you the

advice and help your want as to ways and means ; they may be able to draw

in new recruits for your society, to infuse a stronger spiritual tone to your

meetings, to help Increase your pledged work. If you are fortunate enough

to have any of these Volunteers near you, do not fail to solicit their help.

There is still another class of college girls who may prove more helpful

than you can realize,—those who have never been interested in foreign

mission work. The old saying, " Nothing venture, nothing have," is worth

remembering. The study of other countries—customs, life and religion

—

may appeal to her for self-culture, and once interested she will surprise you.

There are many absorbing demands upon the girls of to-day as they are

ready to enter on new fields after the college days. They wish to do what

"amounts to something." Many put their energies Into solving sociological

problems. Into slum work In the college settlements, and associated charities.

They are ready to do their part in club life as well as in the social world.

Many are desirous of helping in church work. Mrs. Cook once said, in

speaking of the demands upon the modern girl : " There is a proverb which

asserts that ' the good is the enemy of the best.' There comes a time in our

lives when a choice must be made, both in our reading and In the multi-

tudinous interests that clamor for attention. We are free to choose, and too

often it is the good that claims us rather than the best. ... It sometimes

seems to me that the chief reason why our Lord and Master permits us to be

co-workers with himself is for our individual development, rather than for

the little any of us can accomplish in helping forward his kingdom."

Give them a chance to be co-workers In this grand work which unites

this whole world by a chain of love. You as well as they will be gainers

thereby. w.
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EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.

Miss Margaret Melville, detained on her return to Chisamba with Miss Diadem

Bell, writes from Malange, Angola, August 27th:—

It will perhaps seem strange to you that we are here instead of being at

Chisamba, where we should have been some time ago. We are detained

here for an indefinite time because of the war in Bihe and Bailundu. I

cannot write any particulars, for we do not know much about it, and it is

also best for us to refrain. We are, however, quite safe here and quite com-

fortable, living in the premises of the Episcopal Methodist Mission of the

United States. At present none of them are here, but Mr. Gordon, who is

in charge, will be here again probably the end of this week. A party of six

adults and one child, belonging to the English Mission situated near us in

Bihe, are also here waiting permission from the governor to continue their

journey. It seems as though this place was prepared for us as a shelter

when we were in trouble, and a greater wisdom and stronger arm than that

of man has guided us. The Lord has provided for us beyond what was

hoped for. At Loanda we found Dr. Wellman awaiting us, to stop us at

that place instead of our going to Benguella, where we would not have been

so comfortable as in Loanda. Our coming from Loanda was delayed by

sickness, and we seemed to come here just at the right time. I feel so

strongly His guiding hand. Mrs. Fisher, of the English Mission, who left

Nakandundu before the road was closed, brought me a letter from my
sister, in which she stated that all were well at Chisamba and at the other

stations so far as she knew. It was dated July 13th, but no word has come

out since then. I think there is no possible danger to any of them further

than that of food being scarce. It is not easy to remain here for so long

when we are only two weeks from Chisamba, but here we must remain and

be contented. To reach this place there is a week's journey,—two days by

train ; and let me say the cars are not American sleepers, nor even third

class. But we existed, and reached Lucalla on the night of the second day

in good health. Dr. Wellman had had our carriers sent to that place for

us, and after one night quite comfortably spent, about three in the afternoon

off we started in our tepoias. Our hearts leaped, for at last we seemed to

be in real Africa. The sixth day we reached Malange, and here we are

still. How long we are to remain cannot yet be stated.

This will explain why no letters are being received from the interior,

though we are almost as far in as Chisamba, but much farther north, straight

in from Loanda, as you will see by the map.

Special prayers are asked for the missionaries and native Christians, that

strength may be given them in their time of special need.
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Under date of June 20th Miss Sarah Stimpson, of the West African Mission, writes :

—

Our schools here at Kamundongo have been more encouraging than any

previous year. The attendance has been larger and the interest greater.

In the Boys' School we had 105 enrolled, in the Girls' School 120, and in the

Children's School 54, making a total of 279. In the outside schools there

were 540 enrolled. All on our station have attended school this year, and
at the close of the school year there were very few who were not able to

read. Some of the natives have helped in all the schools, and though they

did not do as well as we would have liked, they were a great help. I

presume they will do much better next year. Of course such work is very

new to them. We do need new or more workers here very much.
Our evening girls are improving a good deal, and they need a good deal

of attention. After having school all day, we do not give them as much
attention as we would like. This dry season I hope we can do more
for them. We do want to see them deciding to be Christians. Thev are

all old enough. We have a good Junior Endeavor Society here. They all

seem to enjoy the meetings and take hold of the idea very well. You know
colored people everywhere are always ready to " take part in meeting."

This year six have united with the church,—some from our own station,

and some from the out-stations. Two of the Endeavorers have been among
the number.

Some of the men from the out-stations went to Chisamba to attend the

conference. They enjoyed it very much, and I believe received much good,
and I hope they did much good. Some of the old men were in yesterday

to see us, and they said those who went had told them all about the doings

at Chisamba. They said next year they too wanted to go. I hope they may be
able to do so. It does seem so good to see the old men so interested and hear
them talk so earnestly. One old man said his mother had accepted the

Word.
We expect next week to go to the village to see how the work is going on

there. They always seem glad to see us at the villages. I hope we may be
able to visit the villages a good deal this dry season.

The Lord is with us and is prospering the work here. Do pray for us

that the Word of the Lord may have free course and be glorified.

Mrs. Mary K. Edwards, in her letter from Inanda, August ist, gives a glimpse of
the many and various cares that go toward filling up the time of a very busy
missionary.

I suppose you are wondering what a woman seventy-three years old can
do in school.
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It is lo A. M. Before breakfast I attended to twenty-one little chickens,

three little turkeys, three little ducks hatched in an incubator less than a

week ago. The incubator is a new machine here in Inanda ; but we have
already about sixty chickens, sixteen ducks, and two turkej's which will

soon be I'eady for market. Chickens bring 3/6 each, ducks 4/, and turkeys

30/. We are trying to teach the girls to help themselves, and so help

others.

Then I prepared a decoction of tobacco, and with the help and advice of

Elder Weavers had the workmen bathe the leg of a young ox who is very

lame. Then one of Mrs. Cowles' cows we discovered yesterday was sick.

I told the men to examine its tongue. We found it studded with little black

spots like a pin head—black. They had to take a knife, and with thumb
and knife pull these out and rub the tongue with coarse salt. The above

was done yesterday, but it had to be repeated to-day.

From the cattle I went with Elder Porter to select a site for an inclosure

for the ducks near a water tap in the garden, and plan to convey the water

into an artificial reservoir yet to be made for the use of the ducks. We
have thirty-two, and hope to have one hundred and fifty before the end of

the year.

After this we went to see if it were possible to pump up water from a

ravine on the north side of the house, some fifty feet below the house. We
decided to try it. We could make use of three hydraulic rams if we had

them, and then our water supply would be complete, I think. We have

been troubled for more than thirty years. The water used for cooking and

drinking is pumped into a tank on a hill thirty-five feet above the well, and

from the tank it is conveyed by pipe to the laundry, a distance of about two
thousand feet. We have a well in a ravine on the south side of the house,

about sixty feet below the house. The water is beautifully clear and nice

looking, but the doctor condemned it when he examined the three sources

of water supply.

Well, I have spent the morning, including breakfast and a half-hour's

earnest talk by Elder Weavers to the girls on Romans xiii. 8, 9. You will

ask, Where does the "missionary" come in? That is what I ask myself

often.

We have commenced the second half-year's work with one hundred and

two girls,—a much smaller number than usual,—but we are not surprised

when we remember the superstition of the people and their fear. We had

only one case of enteric last term. We have had two galvanized boilers set

in brick for the sole purpose of boiling the drinking water.
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The cisterns and lead pipes have all been thoroughly cleaned. We hope

there will be no cause for sickness again.

Miss M. E. Price, writing from Inanda, August 8, 1902, says :

—

School opened a week ago with only 96 pupils, which sounds small com-

pared with the 170 or so of former years—200 once. It may be only tempo-

rary, on account of the sickness of last year. Others have come, so we have

113 now. A Christian father came with his three little motherless children

the other day ; we took them, of course. The youngest is only six, and was
a bit homesick, but is getting over it. We have one only a little older, a year

or two, a dear little child, Meriam, but her mother, a widow, is here with her

in the school,—one of our good, faithful workers. I wish you could have

heard the testimony of " Masiya," another widow, in last evening's meeting.

Her face was so bright as she spoke of her desire and purpose to be wholly

the Lord's ; to have the overflowing spring within. Last vacation she went

to a place of some distance, and was " preaching" to some people who live

on the farm of a white man ; he was angry about it, and told her he would

put her in prison, but then said he would let her off", but she must work for

him four days. She worked two days without any food, as he refused to let

her have any ; but she was working with others, and she was telling as they

worked the story of salvation, and at the end of two days he said that she

need not work any longer. She says that there are many girls that want

to come to school and learn, but that they cannot get away, as there is a law^

now that they cannot go out without passes ; and of course that white man
will not give them any passes, and they might be arrested if they attempted

to start without one.

We have one girl, however, who came from such a place. She and her

cousin succeeded in running away. We have heard that one of them is

needed by her mother, and she herself, when reasoned with, saw it was
her duty to go, though she was sad to give up her hope of learning. We
gave her money for her train, and found some one to look after her on the

way. A letter came from the white man on whose farm they are, saying this

other one must return at once or he would prosecute her, as he wanted her

for service. She says her sister is working for him and she is not needed
;

that her friends just got him to write because they do not want her to learn

to become a Christian. I answered, saying that we hoped she might be

allowed to stay this term. Meantime a letter came from our magistrate,

saying he was asked to inquire if such a girl was here. I answered, giving

the circumstances. Next the father and mother themselves appeared here

last Sunday morning, very angry. It was breakfast time, and Mrs. Edwards
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herself took some food to them as they sat on the grass. The father just

spat on the ground, refusing to touch tlie food. The girl came out and

talked with them a little, telling them how much she wanted to stay ; then,

fearing they would drag her off, she ran into the dining room where we
were, shutting the doors and getting into a corner. We took her out

another way to one of our rooms, but when they asked for her we had her

come out, but stood between them. After a good deal of talk, consisting on

our part of trying to persuade them it was the best thing to let her stay this

term, on theirs of various made-up excuses and some threats, at last they

quietly went away, leaving her. It remains to be seen whether a policeman

will be sent to take her. We hope and pray that she may be allowed to

* stay. She really wants, we believe, to be a Christian and to learn ; and it

is the only hope apparently of getting the light into that place, for the people

there all seem, like this father, to be hard-hearted heathen. They drove

away a young man who went there to preach to them. This girl is bright,

too, and learns more readily than many.

I am getting my primaries well started in the term's work before leaving

them next week for Adams. I think I wrote you of my going there to help

next term. That school does not open until next Thursday.

Miss Fanny E. Griswold writes from Karnizawa, Japan, August 26, 1902 :

—

The last year has been a busy one, and especially full of opportunities for

personal work, which we prize above everything else and feel must not be

neglected. My Bible woman, Mrs. Kayama, has been very busy with inquir-

ers ; she has been instrumental also in reclaiming one woman, a graduate ofthe

Bible School, who had become very cold. This woman lias come back to the

church, and seems in a fair way to do much good as an individual Christian.

I have also employed another woman to help in the work, a Mrs. Loriyama.

She is a little past middle life and has successfully educated five children, all

Christians, and those who have married have married Christians. She is very

zealous in calling and getting people out to meetings. In one or two cases she

has done a rather remarkable work in persuading people to give up drink and

reform their lives. Although a woman of almost no education, by her zeal

and perseverance she is able to do more in some lines than many trained

workers accomplish.

During the last year I have given more time to teaching the Bible than to

any other form of Christian work. There seems to be a great demand for

this, and among my pupils have been tliose whose intellectual and spiritual

grasp of the truth have made it a great pleasure to teach. Through them I

have been able to get many points for my own use.
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I am hoping that in tlie near future you can send me a woman to help In

tliis work. There is so much more than I can do. Seven churches and

ahnost as many more centers of work are constantly appealing for the personal

help of the missionary. It is not money, but personal help and instruction

that they seek. I find my intellectual and physical powers often drained to

the utmost limit, to say nothing of the demand on my sympathy ; and still I

cannot tell where to draw the line and say, " I can do no more." Then the

work is so pleasant, and in so many cases hay must be made while the sun

shines. If you do not meet the request when it is made from that particular

quarter, it is likely not to be made again.

I do feel sure that there is many a young woman who would be glad to

share in this harvest time. There are undoubted difficulties, but they are to

be found in any work, and there seem fewer of them in Joshu than anywhere

I know. The climate is not enervating, and the people are open-hearted and

hospitable. Is there not some one whom you can send for this work.^*

#tir Wioxk at Mamt,

REPORT OF ANNUAL MEETING.

It is not unlikely that the words with which the President of the Board

closed the Thirty-fifth Annual Meeting of the W. B. M., in Washington, will

seem to the one hundred and seventy-nine delegates in attendance upon that

remarkable gathering the most fitting characterization possible,—" A meet-

ing in which there has been even more of prophecy than of history."

Memorable it will be for many things ; not least among these the charm-

ing hospitality of the Philadelphia Branch in its representatives in Washing-

ton homes and churches, evinced in the careful detail of preparation,

including even the voluntary services of a lady physician in constant attend-

ance in the Comfort Room, while flowers, sunshine, music and good cheer

wei-e a fitting background against which to present " The Victorious

Progress of Christian Missions."

The deliberative meeting held on Tuesday, November 4th, was of more
than ordinary interest and importance, involving, as it did, the discussion

of the financial situation of the Board.

It was voted at this meeting that the regular pledged work should not be

cut down, but that contributions should be increased,—$20,000 being the
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advance needed for the work in hand. To devise w^ays and means for this

increase, a special Committee- was appointed, consisting of Miss A. B.

Child, Chairman, Mrs. Judson Smith [ex-officio)^ Miss S. Louise Day,

Mrs. C. H. Daniels, Mrs. A. A. Lincoln, Miss E. L. Bridges, Mrs. C. A.

Jewell, Mrs. F. M. Turner, Mrs. W. H. Fairchild, and Mrs. Zenas Crane.

Devotional meetings, led by Miss Susan Hayes Ward, of the Philadel-

phia Branch, and Miss Ida W. Prime, of the American College, Constanti-

nople, were held Wednesday and Thursday before the regular sessions.

Mrs. Judson Smith, President, relieved at intervals by Mrs. C. H. Daniels,

Vice President, presided during the meeting.

At the opening session of Thursday morning a welcome to the Board was

graciously and gracefully extended by Miss Bridges, president of the

Philadelphia Branch, and Mrs. S. N. Newman, of Washington. At this

time the report of the Home Department, prepared by Miss E. H. Stan-

wood, and a summary of the Foreign report, prepared by the four Correspond-

ing Secretaries, were presented. Both of these reports are in print, and can

be obtained upon application. No more convincing proof of the victorious

progress is needed than the wonderful facts and figures of the foreign report.

The Treasurer, Miss Sarah Louise Day, gave the following figures in her

report for the year :

—

Contributions, $103,376.17,—of which $3,949.11 is for special objects

outside the regular work of the Board; legacies, $31,293.37; interest,

$4,937.68; total, $139,607.23; a loss of $22,126.41, a decrease largely in

legacies.

Following these reports, Miss Hance, so long in Esidumbini, gave a

resume of " Thirty Years Among the Zulus," in which appeared the almost

incredible onward march of the kingdom in the Dark Continent.

The last address of the forenoon was given by Mrs. C. M. Lamson on " The
Victorious Progress of Christ's Kingdom : History-Prophecy." It was a

mountain peak from which one viewed the kingdoms of the earth really becom-

ing the kingdoms of our Lord. Opportunity will doubtless be given all to

read this summing up of the century of modern missions.

After a pleasant noon hour, during which the ladies of the Washington

churches served an ample and delicious lunch for a very moderate price,—

a

new departure recommended and higldy approved by the Board,—the

afternoon session opened with a most cheering picture of "Our College as

a Character Builder," given by Miss Isabel Dodd, of the American College.

As many nationalities as were gathered on the day of Pentecost are reached

by the college, and in many distant homes the lives of the graduates are

transmuted into powerful inflluences for Christ. Miss Lucile Foreman, of
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Aintab, followed with strong testimony to the beautiful service rendered by
the graduates of the Boarding School in " Woman's Work for General Prog-

ress." " Life in many a village is entirely changed by the going in of one of

these girls." Constant progress is being made toward self-support and in

giving the gospel to others.

We were privileged in having the presence of the President of the Amer-
ican Board, Hon. Samuel B. Capen, and his ringing words of commenda-
tion and encouragement must prove an inspiration in reaching the standard

set for us.

In a "personally conducted" tour from "Massachusetts to Macedonia,"

Mrs. F. E. Clark gave us kaleidoscopic glimpses of Austria, Bulgaria and
Macedonia, with an earnest appeal that we should see in the procession of

" native laborers " brothers and sisters beloved, who are sacrificing much in

their efforts for the kingdom.

The inspiring music of the Hallelujah Chorus, rendered by the choir

under the direction of the blind organist Dr. Bischoff', was a fitting prelude

to the service of Wednesday evening. After devotional exercises led by
Dr. Newman, Miss Child, our Home Secretary, put before us the far-reach-

ing and glorious "Aims and Responsibilities of the Woman's Board."
Organized effort in every one of the 2,400 Congregational churches in our

territory,—effort enlisting in this service every one of the 227,000 women
church members,—no force less than this is adequate to reach the 50,000,000
women and children under our care in non-Christian lands. For the

ultimate attainment of this purpose we are responsible to our young mis-

sionaries, to our faithful native Christians, to the great mass of heathen

women, and to the Master himself.

Through the eyes of Secretary Barton of the American Board, anointed

by the recent vision of the field itself, we were permitted to behold the

"Possibilities of Indian Womanhood,"—possibilities which include not onl\'

the raising of millions of women out of the depths of degradation, but the

simultaneous saving of the nation. Hinduism, Mohammedanism, Confu-
cianism are powerless ; only the light which shines from Bethlehem can save

the motherhood and childhood of India.

After a beautiful solo the great audience greeted Miss Ellen M. Stone,

once of Bulgaria, now of Christendom, with the Chautauqua salute, and
listened with deepest interest to the story of her " Last Two Years in Mace-
donia." Miss Stone alluded to the dark days of her captivity, but spoke
chiefly of the importance of the work left behind and of the untirino- service

of the Bible women and teachers, closing with a fervent appeal for advance

in the matter of supplies and reinforcements. " You prayed us out of cap-
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tivity ; and what the work in Macedonia needs now is prayer—^just as

importunate as in the days of our captivit}'—on behalf of thousands of im-

prisoned lives."

So full was the closing day, Thursday, of good tidings that only the briefest

glimpse can be given.

Miss Susan D. Riggs, of Marsovan, in speaking of transformed lives in the

boarding school, noted the wonderful progress since her girlhood days there,

when a girl sending for her had cried out in her ignorance even of her own
needs, " I don't know what I want, but talk to me," and these days, when
briglit, capable young women, transformed in appearance, in manners, and

best of all, in heart, are doing organized work for Christ.

Mrs. C. C. Tracy referred to Marsovan as the " paradise of missions,"

and told us of the self-denying work of the Christian women in homes, or-

phanages and villages. Her quiet reference to the fact that in a single year

she entertained 4,000 guests for a longer or shorter stay beneath her hospita-

ble roof, occasioned a gasp of appreciation on tlie part of the audience.

Dr. Julia Bissell, of Ahmednagar, made us renewedly thankful for the

gospel of healing as exemplified in her wonderful ministry to more than

43,000 women and children the last year amid all sorts of hindrances and

inadequate appliances.

The new hospital will soon have accommodations more ample, and there

could be but one answer to the pathetic question of our doctor,

"Don't you think it is worth while if all night, in their pain and misei'y, it

is light to some of these suffering ones because you give them the knowledge

of the Great Healer?"

Miss Ellen C. Parsons, of New York, editor of the magazine of the

Presbyterian Woman's Board, IVoman's Workfor Woman^ won all hearts

by declaring that she had recently come from Ahmednagar and that we
must give Dr. Bissell everything she asked for, so effective is her work
among those suffering people.

Miss Parsons, in her inimitable way, gave a graphic sketch of her victo-

rious progress around the world in behalf of Christian missions, and of the

lessons learned therefrom : " This world belongs to God ; each country is

only another room in his house;" and " If Jesus had never come to this

world, he would certainly come now when he looked upon the heathen

world."

And so we came confidently and joyfully to the closing session of Thursday

afternoon.

The election of officers brought few changes. Mrs. H. P. Towle and Miss

Emma T. Bird having resigned from the Board of Directors, the name of

Mrs. Charles F. Weeden, of Lynn, was added to the list.
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Miss Child, Chairman of the special Committee, presented its report,

which was unanimously accepted and adopted, including the following

recommendations :

—

1. That a strong and persistent effort be made to raise $120,000 neces-

sary for the regular work of the Board for the coming }'ear.

2. That to promote this effort for the next year, and to place the work

on a proper financial basis for the future, the Executive Committee of the

Board, considering the varying conditions in each Branch, be requested to

suggest a certain j'early sum to be raised by each Branch.

3. That this committee emphasize two very obvious methods to Branch

officers : the organization of as many new societies as possible, and the

enlarged membership and gifts in those already in existence.

4. That the delegates present be requested to inform their Branch officers

of these recommendations immediately on their return from this meeting.

Abbie B. Child, Chairman.

At this point Miss Stanwood announced the joyful fact that during the

morning session a letter had been received from a friend of the Board pledg-

ing $8,000 of the $8,400 needed to complete the $50,000 Adjustment Fund.

The faces of the audience as they heard the glad news would have been

thanks enough for the generous donor, but a telegram to contain " at least

8,000 thanks" was immediately sent to her. And with this mighty lever it

needed but three minutes to raise the remaining $400 in pledges from the

delegates present. With this burden lifted, and a great wave of gratitude in

the hearts of those who have prayed much and worked together earnestly for

this consummation, the advance in contributions of ^20,000 seemed assured,

and the afternoon programme became a song of hope.

First we heard of the " Onward March in Mexico" in Mrs. John How-
land's picturesque summai'y of twenty years in the Land of the Sun, followed

by Mrs., Chauncey Goodrich, of Tung-cho, who gave a masterly outline of

conditions past and present in China, showing " The Open Door" entered

by every form of commercial and industrial enterprise, and pleading for the

same aggressiveness on the part of God's people.

Miss Stone had generously consented to speak a second time, and gave

the closing address on " Lessons Learned from My Captivity,"—lessons of

patience and faith in God, and the comprehension of the needs of suffering

womanhood.
After closing exercises of praise and heartfelt thanks to all w^ho had given

so lavishly of time and strength both in the preparation and in the progress

of this annual meeting, the Board adjourned, to meet in 1903 with the New
Haven Branch in Nevv^ Haven.
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Reports from the field, eyewitnesses of the battle and missionaries hava
sounded the same note,—" Advance all.along the line; the Cross of Jesus

is going on before." Shall those who are responsible for the munitions of

war and the reinforcements dare to sound a retreat? A. M. K.

WEIGHTY WORDS FROM WASHINGTON.

There are many claims upon the pocketbooks of Christians, in the name
of benevolence, which could be suppressed for the glory of God.

Dr. Capen.

There is no one influence for Christianity in foreign lands stronger than

that of our mission schools. Mrs. F. E. Clark.

We talk about victorious progress of Christian missions ; what we need
and must have is a victorious progress of Christian money out of our pockets

into the Lord's treasury. Mrs. Clark.

It is a good thing to have gone down into the»very depths. It has taught

me how desolate are the lives of women not made free by Christ.

Miss Stone.

Jesus had perfect regard for the personality of everyone, so we respect

the personality of the Chinese. Mrs. Goodrich.

Our missionaries minister to everything,— from sore fingers to an aching

heart. Miss Parsons.

The church of God has not stayed at home. There is a church on the

other side of the world, not here any more than the people of Montana are

here, but real and faithful and hard at work. Miss Parsons.

For her own sake, every woman in our churches should have a part in this

victorious progress. Dr. Barton.

Of 23,000 women in a certain district in India who can read, over 20,000

are Christians. Dr. Barton.

OUR BOOK TABLE.

The Bible in Brazil ; Colporteur Experiences. By Hugh C. Tucker»

agent of the American Bible Society. Published by Fleming H. Revell Co.

Pp. 290. Price, $1.25.

The writer of this book has been for fourteen years in Brazil as the agent

of the Bible Society, and also having the general oversight and direction

of a number of colporteurs.

The object of this volume, as he says in the prefatory note, is " to

reveal more clearly to the Christian people of the United States and England
the conditions which surround seventeen millions of immortal souls on the
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American Continent, and also to give some idea of what the Church of

Christ is doing to save these people." As there has been little written

about mission work in this part of the world, this volume will open a new
and fascinating field. The book is well illustrated and indexed.

A Chinese Quaker: An Unjictitious JNovel. By Nellie Blessing Eyster.

Published by Revell. Pp. 377. Price, $1.50.

The phrase " unfictitious novel" is Whittier's, to whom the book is dedi-

cated in these words, " To the memory of John Greenleaf Whittier, but for

whose encouragement this book would not have been written."

The publishers of the book give us the following facts in regard to the

author :

—

" Although a native of Maryland, Mrs. Eyster has spent a considerable

portion of her life in California, where she has been active in behalf of the

Chinese and the Indians in the cause of temperance, in the advancement
of woman, and in special education. She has been President of the Woman's
Indian Association of California and of the Pacific Coast Woman's Press

Association. She was Vice President of the Woman's Educational and
Industrial Union, and was State Lecturer on Scientific Temperance Instruc-

tion in the public schools, and State Superintendent of the Juvenile Depart-

ment of the W. C. T. U. She has devoted much time to the personal

instruction and moral elevation of the Chinese. The hero of the present

book has been intimately known to her from boyhood. Her immediate pur-

pose in writing it was to awaken an interest in a misunderstood race with

which, in our new responsibility as a ' world power,' we are bound more
and more to mingle."
The essentials of the story are literal fact. A young Qiiaker woman is

led to take a Chinese heathen boy in charge. Under her training he

becomes a consistent Friend. He is now a high Mandarin at the head of

large enterprises in China, and a Quaker still. The story makes appalling

revelations of woman slavery on our Pacific coast.

Soo Thah. By Alonzo Bunker, D.D. Published by Revell Co. Pp.
280. Price, $1.00.

In this novel-reading age a strong appeal has been made to the " ready

writers" to tell about missionary experiences in the story form, and in this

month's book department we chronicle two books of this character. This is

designated, "A Miraculous Story from the Orient," and Dr. Mabie in his

introduction says : "Dr. Bunker has used a graphic pen. He has caught

the luxuriance of the forests, the grandeur of the mountains, and the soft

tints of the Oriental sunsets, and made his disciple ' live, move, and have his

being' in a world of reality and charm. In the story of Soo Thah we see

the child of superstition step by step emerge, develop, expand, and rise to

such moral attitude as moves us with new appreciation of the glorious

gospel of the blessed God."
Dr. Bunker, after graduation at the Newton Theological Seminaiy, entered

the service of the United States Christian Commission during the Civil War.
He has been a missionary among the Karens of Burma since 1866.

Topsy Turvy Land: Arabia Pictured J~or Children. By S. M. and
A. E. Zwemer. Published by Revell Co. Pp. 134. Price, 75 cents.
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The bright, brief preface gives the gist of the book in a ni'tshelL " This

is a book of pictures and stories for big children and small grown-up folks.

It is intended to give a bird's-eye view to those who cannot take birds' wings.

The stories are not as good as those of the Arabian Nights^ but the morals

are better, and so are the pictures. Moreover, the stories are true." The
chapter on " Dates and Sugar Cane" closes with the lines Campbell wrote
from Algiers :

—

"Though my letter bears date, as you view,

From the land of the date-bearing palm,
I will palm no more puns upon you."

The book is dedicated " to the boys and girls who are helping to turn the

world upside down,"—referring to the charge made against Paul and Silas

in Thessalonica. G. H. c.

TOPICS FOR AUXILIARY MEETINGS.
JANUARY, 1903.

FIRST LESSON IN "LUX CHRISTI."

The foreign missionary societies who have followed the progress of missions
through the centuries have come at the opening of the new year to the study of India

as planned by the gifted authoress oi Lux Christi. In prefacing the outline of study,

the committee recommend : ist, The use of the map and pictures prepared to accom-
pany Z,?^« Christi; 2d, That the whole chapter included in each month's study should
always be included, whatever else is omitted, thus enabling the societies to get the

"comprehensive, connected information furnished by the author"; 3d, Current
Events should be given a place on the programme of each month, to occupy about
fifteen minutes

;
4th, Several prayers at each meeting for the circle, the individual

church, and the nations that sit in darkness.'

" LUX CHRISTI."

Chapter I is entitled," The Dim Centuries." The following programme is suggested

by the Central Committee on the United Study of Missions :

—

1. Scripture Selection : The Christian's Heaven.

—

Rev. xxi. i-ii and 22-27.

2. Eeading: The Buddhist's Heaven.

—

Zk.v Christi, page 3^.

3. Current Missionary Events.

4. Talk on the Geography of India.

5. Brief Sketch of the Characteristics of the Aryans.

—

Pages s-j.
6. Brief Sketch of the Characteristics of the Native Tribes.

—

Pages ^-S.

7. Short Paper or Talk on the Effect of Climate on Temperament.
8. Paper on the Natural Tendency of Nature Worship to Develop into Pantheism.

9. An Account of the Origin and Growth of the Vedas.

—

Pages 8-11.

10. An Account of the Beginning of Brahmanism.

—

Pages 11, 12.

11. An Account of the Code of Manu.

—

Pages 12-14.

12. A Comparison of Buddhism and Brahmanism.—tPa^es j6-i8, 21-26.

13. An Account of the Worship of Vishnu and Kali.

—

Pages ig-21.

None of these should exceed three minutes, and so far as possible they should be

talks, not papers.

Send for these programmes to Room 704 Congregational House, Woman's Board.

Price, ten cents per dozen, two cents each.

Many exquisite examples of Hindu prose and poetry will be found on pages 30-35.

Themes for research and books of reference are on pages 36, 37. The Development
of Hindu Religions is given in Table i, page 2. It is hoped that as we pursue this

study through the year under the leadership of this attractive book, we shall feel more
deeply India's needs and our duty. M. j. B.
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WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS.-
Receiptsfrom September 18,*1902, to October 18, 1902.

Miss Sakah Louise Day, Treasurer.

Portland.~A Friend, 35
Eastern Maine Branch.—Mrs. J. S. Wheel-

wrigbt, Xreas. liaugor, Aux., 50; Cen-
tral Cli., 15, First Ch., Prim. Dept., S. S.,

10; Bar Harbor, Aux., 10; Bass Harbor
and Southwest Harbor, jAlorning Star
M. B., 8.71 ; Blue Hill, Cong. Ch., Friends,
8.46; Castiue, Cong. Ch., Miss Kate Rus-
sell, 5; Dennysville, Remembrance M.
C. 5, 112 IT

Western Maine Branch.— '^Ira. C. C. Chap-
man, Treas. Albany, Ladies' Sewing
Circle, 1, Miss Angle C. Bean, 1; Free-
port, Aux., 10; Hallowell, C. B. Soc, 8;

Lebanon Centre, S. S., 2.08; Lewiston,
Pine St. Ch., L. M. Soc, estate of Mrs.
Mary F. Fogg, 50; Portland, High St.

Ch., Aux. 2, State St. Ch., Prim. Dept.,
S. S., 22 cts., St. Lawrence Ch., Aux., 10;

Windham Hill, W. M. Soc, 5.50; Collec-

tion at State Conf.,5.22. Less expenses,
1.80, 93 22

Total, 205 74

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
N'ew Hampshire Branch.—Mrs. Allen L.

French, Treas. Atkinson, Dau. of Cov.,

75 cts. ; Centre Harbor, Aux., 5.65; Con-
cord, Aux., 23; Dunbarton (with prev.

• contri. const. L. M. Mrs. Mary E. Orne),
12; p:ast Sullivan. Ch., 4; Lyme, Aux.,
30.72; Nelson, Aux., 5.20; Northwood,
Aux., 25; Pembroke, Aux., 1.50; Pier-
mont. Homeland Circle, 7.50; Plymouth,
C. E. Soc, 5; Stewartstown, Miss Con-
verse, 5; Sullivan Co. Conf., 3.15. Less
expenses, 11.25, 117 22

Total, 117 22

LEGACIES.

Hanover.—Legacy of Mrs. Susan A.
Brown, additional, Chas. P. Chase,Exr., 500 00

North Hampton.—l^egacy of Miss Abby
Gove, through Treasurer of Branch,
additional, 350 00

VERMONT.
Vermont Branch.—Mrs. T. M. Howard,
Treas. Barton, C. E. Soc, 8; Barton
Landing and Brownington, 11. ,35; Grand
Isle, M. B., 8; Lyndon, C. E. Soc, 5;
Manchester, C. E. Soc, 10, Jr. C. E. Soc,
1; Sheldon, C. E. Soc, 3; St. Albans,
Aux., 17.50; St. Johnsburv, North Ch.,
Aux., 12; Troy, North, 4; Waterville, 5, 84 85

Total

,

84 85

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Friend, 500 00
Andover and Woburn Branch.—Mrs. G.
W. Dinsmore, Treas. Andover, Y. L.
Soc. of Ch. Workers, 18.85, South Ch.,
Home Dept., S. S., 30; Ballardvale, A
little girl, 50 cts.; Chelmsford, Aux., 20;
Dracut Centre, 17.50; Lowell, First Ch.
(25 by Miss Annie Robbins), 75, Paw-
tucket Ch., Aux., 46, Union Aux., 45.45;

Maiden, First Ch., Aux., 100; Medford,
Mystic Ch., Aux., 75.60; Melrose, Aux.,
50; Melrose Highlands, Aux., 40; Me-
thuen, Aux., 19; Wide Awakes, 3.52,

Cradle Roll, 3.50; Reading, Aux., 84 81,

Y. P. M. B. (25 to const. L. M. Miss
Florence Buckle), 150; Stoneham, Aux.
(with jirev. contri. const. L. M's Mrs.
Lydia P. Woodworth, Mrs. Elizabeth S.
Sears), 29; Wakefield, Aux., 30; Win-
chester, Aux. (25 by Mrs. M. A. Herrick
to const. L. M. Mrs. Jennie B. Hoyt),
64.79, Seek and Save Soc. (25 const. L.
M. Miss Amy C. Bagley), 56.25; Woburn,
Aux. (to const. L. M's IVliss Angle W.
Fowle, Mrs. Emeline W. Hobbs, Mrs.
Mary E. Jaquith, Mrs. Christina M.
Alurdock). 100, 1,059 7T

Barnstable Branch.—Miss Amelia Snow,
Treas. Centervllle, Aux. (of wh. Cradle
Roll, 8.08, and 25 to const. L. M. Mrs.
Margaret S. Handy), 30; Falmouth,
Aux., 31.20, 61 20

Berkshire Branch.— Mrs. Charles E. West,
Treas. Adams, Aux., 20.25; Canaan
Four Corners, Aux., 7; Hinsdale, 15.20;
Lee, Aux., A Friend, 165; Pittsfleld,
South Ch., Aux., 50; Stockbridge, 17.30,

Cong. Ch., Aux., 4.44, 279 19
Essex North Branch.—Mrs. Wallace L.
Kimball, Treas. Georgetown, Mem.
Ch., Aux., 20; Haverhill, Union Ch.,
Aux., 12; Merriraac, Aux., 15.96, Cradle
Roll, 4.82; Newburyport, Aux., 57,
Tyler M. C, 12.50, 122 28

Essex South Branch.—Miss Nannie L.
Odell, Treas., Beverly, Dane St. Ch.,
Ivy Leaves M. C, 52, Cradle Roll, 20;
Beverly, North, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Clif-
tondale, Aux., 32.50, Jr. C. B. Soc, 5,
Cradle Roll, 10; Danvers, First Ch.,
Aux., 20, Braman M. C, 11.53, Cradle
Roll, 4.45, Maple St. Ch., Aux., 40; East
Boxford, Aux., 17.50; Essex, Jr. C. E.,
Little Light Bearers, 5; Hamilton, Aux.,
10; Lynn, Central Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc, 1,

First Ch., Cradle Roll, 5.50, North Ch.,
Golden Rule Band, 10; Lynnfield, "In
His Name," 4; Manchester, Aux., 42, Jr.
C. E. Soc, 30; Middleton, Willing Work-
ers, 5; Peabody, South Ch., Aux., 237;
Salem, Crombie St. Ch., Jr. C. E. Soc.
and Cradle Roll, 11, Tabernacle Ch.,
ProChristo Soc, 10, Light Bearers, 10.25,

Cradle Roll, 9 02, Kookoo Memorial, 25,

Prim. Dept., S. S., 10; Saugus, Loyal
Workers, 7.86, Jr. Band, 50 cts.. Willing
Workers, 5.53, Cradle Roll, 5.58; Swamp-
scott, .Aux., 69, Jr. C. B. Soc, 6, Cradle
Roll, 1.50, Haggai Class, 8.12, 746 84

Franklin Co. Branch.—Sliss Lucy A.
Sparhawk, Treas. Bernardston, Aux.,
15; Greenfield, Aux., 6.55; Orange,
Aux., 42.86; Shelburne, Aux., 19.90; Shel-
burne Falls, Aux.. 1 ; Sunderland, Aux.,
10.75; South Deerfield, Anx., 15.45; Spe-
cial Branch Collection, 20, 131 51

Hampshire Co. Branch.—Miss Harriet J.
Kneeland, Treas. Easthampton, Aux.
(25 to const. L. M. Mrs. H. F. Pomeroy),
122.80, Emily M. C, 10; Enfield, Aux.,
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225 10

64 55
20 00
30 00

46; Greenwich, 5; Hatfield, Aux., 70;
Noi-thampton, Jidwaids CU., Aux., i;

;

WestUaiuptoii, Laiiiuan Hand, 3o;
WortUington, Aux., 7, Thank Offering
at Rally, 3.77, 296 57

Middlesex liranch. —Mrs. E. H. Uigelow,
freas. Dover, Aux., 7; Framingham,
Aux., 10, Schneider Band, 25, Cradle
Roll, 5; Hopkintou, Aux. (to const. L.
.VI. Mrs. Emmeline S. Phipps), 25; Lin-
coln, Aux., 50, Cradle Roll, 5.10; Marl-
boro, Aux., 69.50; Northboro, Aux., 10;
South Natick, Anne Eliot Soc, 10;
Wellesley, Wellesley College, Ch. Asso.,
8.50,

Norfollcand Pilgrim Branch.—Miss Sarah
U. Tirrell, Treas. Abington, C. E. Soc.,
5; East Weymouth, Aux., 23.50; Ply-
mouth, Pilgrim Stepping Stones, 4.75;
Weymouth Heights, Aux., 21.30; Whit-
man, Aux., 10,

New Bedford.— h. Friend,
NewtoiivUle.—Mrs. C. A. Perry,
Jfort/i Middlesex Branch.—Mrs. Lydia R.
Hudson, Treas. (Const. L. Al's by
Branch, Mrs. Abby F. Rolfe, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Hunt, Miss Louella V. Shattuck);
Boxboro, W. .\l. Soc, 11.01, C. E. Soc,
7 90, Cradle Roll, 1.22; Dunstable, 22.85;
Fitchburg, C. C. Ch., Aux. (.Mrs. Lord
in mem. of her daughter, 30, and Miss
Haskell in mem. of her sister, 25), 139.68;
Harvard, Aux., 29.59; Littleton Com-
mon, United Workers, 7.26; Pepperell,
35.94; Shirley, Aux., 9.70; South Acton,
Aux., 21.90; Towusend, Aux., 34; West-
ford, Aux., 4.85; West Groton, S. S.,

18.37. Less 8 for Adjustment Fund, 336 27
Old Colony Branch.— Miss Frances J.
Runnels, Treas. Attleboro, Aux. (125
to const. L. .\I's Miss Mary Cobb, Mrs.
E. Grace King, Mrs. Harriet A. Hlackin-
ton, Mrs. James A. Higney, Mrs. L. Z.
Carpenter), 185; .\ttleboro Falls, Aux.,
16.85; East Taunton, Aux., 25; Edgar-
ton, Aux., 3.25; Fairhaven, Aux., 20;
Fall River, Aux., 48; Marion, Aux., 30,
S. S., 1, C. E. Soc, 5, Jr. C. E. Soc, 6;
.Middleboro, Aux., 146.98, Henrietta
Band, 5, C. E. Soc, 10; New Bedford,
Aux., 210; North Attleboro, Aux. 30;
Norton, Aux., 50, C. E. Soc, 10; North
Dightoti, Aux. (25 to const. L. M. i\!rs.

Claribel A. Horton), 51; Rehoboth, Aux.,
20; Rochester, Aux., 25.25, Segreganset
<with prev. contri. const. L. J\I. Mrs.
Oertrude Noyes); Somerset, Aux., 10;
Whatsoever Circle, 10, Pomegranate
Band, 5; South Attleboro, Aux., 13,
Bethany Chanel, S. S., 18; Taunton,
Aux., 201.07; i'awtucket, R. I., A Friend,
«. (.Vote: 25 credited to Mrs. Dr. Rich-
ards, Fall River, Mass., in September
Life and Light, should be credited to
Mrs. L. H. Bacon, Assonet), 1,160 40

SnxonvUle.—Aux., 15 00
Spriii'ifield Branch. —yirs. ]\Tary L. IVIit-

chell, Treas. Agawain, Aux., 28.10;
Brimfield, Aux., 37; Chicopee Falls,
Aux., 58; Chicopee, Third Ch., Miss
Ella M. Gaylord, 100; Feeding Hills,
Aux., 30; Granville Centre, Aux., 12;
Hampden, Aux., 25; Holyoke, First Ch.,
Aux. (witli prev. contri. const. L. M's
:Mrs William Eastman, Mrs. Jennie
Urown, Mrs. J. C. Thorpe, Mrs. William
JSIcCorkindale), 41, C. E. Soc, 10, Second

Ch., Aux., 389.45, Ladies' Prayer Circle,
5, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5, Agnes R. Allen Mem.
Fund, 8; Indian Orchard, Aux., 21.25, C.
E. Soc, 5; Lougmeadow, Aux., 24; East
Longmeadow, Aux., 28; Ludlow, Aux.,
22; Ludlow Centre, Aux., 10; Alitten-
eague, Aux., 50, Cradle Roll, 4.75; INlou-
son, Aux., 77; South Hadley Falls, Aux.,
5.06; Southwick, Aux., 14; Springfield,
Miss iM. Chapman, 10, Hope Ch., Aux.
(const. L. M. Mrs. A. L. Brittain), 25,
Memorial Ch., Aux. (100 const. L. M's
Mrs. Mary J. Johnson, Miss Katherine
Fairbanks, Miss Mildred J. Hopler, Aliss
Irene Rockwell), 174.95, Lend-a-Hand
Soc, 40, King's Helpers, 20, C. E. Soc,
15, North Ch., Aux., 54, C. E. Soc, 10,

Olivet Ch., Aux., 31, Golden Links, 20,
Cradle Roll, 50 cts., S. S., 30, Park Ch.,
Aux., 1. South Ch., 125, Aux., 47.20;
Three Rivers, Cradle Roll, 7; West
Springfield, First Ch., Aux., 22.50, M.C.,
6, Cradle Roll, 7.75, Mrs. Love's S. S.
Class, 10.50, Park St. Ch., Aux., 50;
Westfleld, First Ch., Aux., 200, Second
Ch., Aux.,71; Wilbraham, Aux., 8, 1,996 01

Suffolk Branch.— Miss Myra B. Child,
Treas. AUston, Wom.Tii's Asso., 134.27;
Aubnrndale, Aux., 64.27, Mrs. H. A.
Hazen, 5, Prim. Dept., S. S.. 4; Boston,
Berkeley Temple, Aux., 6, Old South Ch.,
Aux., 105, Park St. Ch., Aux. (25 to const.
L. M. iMiss Susie Sorabji), 30, Shawinnt
Ch., Y. L. M. C, 43.50, Union Ch., 85;
Cambridge, North Ave. Ch., Aux., 165,

Wood Mem. Ch., C. E, Soc, 10, Cradle
Roll, 7.30; Charlestown, Winthrop Ch.,
Aux., 90, A Friend, 5; Dorchester, Pil-

grim Ch., Aux. (50 to const. L. M's Mrs.
Anna Blaisdell, IVIrs. Ellen :\I. Edgcomb),
65, Second ("h., Aux., 51 89, Y. L. Anx.,
45; Everett, Mystic Side Ch., L. A. Soc,
15; Jamaica Plain, Boylston Ch., 37;
Newton, Eliot Ch., Aux , 195.92, Eliot
Guild, 119; Newton Centre, First Ch.,
Aux., 68.50; Newton Highlands, Aux.,
19.90, Cradle Roll, 16; Revere, Friends,
6; Roxbury, Eliot Ch., Aux., 37. Wal-
nut Ave. Ch., Aux., 25; Somerville,
Highland Ch., Aux., 5, Cradle Roll, 6 50;

South Boston, Phillips Ch., Aux. (of \vh.

15 C. E. Soc. and 50 to const. L. M's Miss
Mary E. Laughton, Mrs. M. D. Mann),
87, Y. L. M. Soc. (with prev. contri. to

const. L. i\t. Miss Mabel Jewett Tiead-
well), Phillips Chapel, C. E. Soc, 4;
W^alpole, Aux., 2; Watertown, Phillips
Ch., Aux. (50 const. L. M's Mrs. Char-
lotte Barnes, Mrs. Helen M. Stockin),
84.08, Prim. Class, S. S., 6; Wellesley
Farms, A Friend, 100; Wellesley Hills,

Aux., 6; West Newton, Cradle Roll, 5.21

;

West Somerville, Cong. Ch., Anx., 20;

West Roxbury, South Evan. Ch., W.
Union, 25.25; Wrentham, Aux., 39.25, 1,846 44

Worcester Co. Branch.—Mrs. Ida L. Be-
luent, Treas. Athol, Aux.. 32.18; Bane,
Aux. (const. L. M. Mrs. Alice H. Norris),

25; Charlton, Anx., 13; Clinton, Aux.,
126.70; Dudley, Aux., 15; East Douglass,
Aux., 34.52; Fisherville, Aux.. 19.03;

Gardner, Aux., 88, Miss Harriet N. Gates'
S. S. Class. 10; Globe Village, Aux., 60

cts.; Grafton, Woman's Asso. (const. L.

M's Mrs. Alta Dispean, Mrs. Ella G.
Dodge), 50; Holden, Aux., 9.70; Lancas-
ter, Y. L. M. Soc, 5; Leicester, Aux.,
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122; Leominster, Aux., 100; Millbury,
Second Ch., Aux., 117; Noithbiiclge
Centre, Aux., 22.15, Jr. C. E. Soc, 5; Ox-
ford, Miss. Soc, 15; Rutland, Aux.,
11.50; Slirewsbuiy, Aux., 31.50; South-
bridf^e, Aux., 6.40; South Royalston,
Aux., 9.50; Spencer, Aux., 47.50, Frim.
S. S., 10.50, Cradle Roll, 2; Upton, Aux.,
14; Uxbridge, Aux., 13.70; Ware, Aux.
(with prev. contri. to const. L. JNl's Airs.

A. B. Blodgett, Mrs. J. T. Wood, Mrs.
A. W. Scoti, Miss H. Hitchcock, Miss
M. B. Covin, Miss E. Coney, Miss E.
Kichardson), 5; Warren, Aux. (with
prev. contri. to const. L. M's Mrs. Alice
Maria Daniels, Miss Nancy Green, iNliss

Sarah J. Arnold, Mrs. Rebecca W.Shaw),
50.35; Webster, Aux., 26.05; Westmins-
ter, Aux., 42; Whitinsville, Aux., 23, K.
Daus., 80; Winchendon, Aux., Mrs. D.
L. Alason's sale of curios, 10; Worcester,
*' Mother and Daughter," 1, Adams Sq.
Ch., Aux., 7, Hope Ch., Aux., 21, Park
Ch., E. C. D. Band, 8 40, Piedmont Ch.,
Aux., 275, M. B., 4.76, Plymouth Ch.,
Aux., 10, Union Ch., Aux., 10, Heralds
of the King, 4, 1,534 04

Wilbraham.—A Friend, 4 00
Wilbraham, iVor</i.—Grace Union Ch., 5 00

Total, 10,434 17

LEGACIES.

.Sosion.—Legacy of Frances T. Stinch-
field, William B. Savage, and H. Sterl-
ing Pomeroy, Exrs., 1,000 00

Framitigham.—hes;acy of Emily S. War-
ren, additional, John M. Merriam, Exr., 30 00

RHODE ISLAND.
Rhode Island Si-anch.—Mrs. Clara J.

Barnefield, Treas. Barrington, Aux.
(25 to const. L. M. Mrs. Harriet Sheldon
Boweii), 65.75, Cradle Roll, 2.50; Bristol,
Prim. Dept., S. S., 480; Central Falls,
Central Falls Ch., Cradle Roll, 14; Che-
pachet, C. E. Soc, 20; East Providence,
United Ch., Aux., 11; East Providence
and Seekonk, Aux., 47; Kingston, Aux.,
44.24, M. C.,3; Little Compton, Aux., 8;
Pawtucket, Park PI. Ch., Aux., 77, C. E.
Soc, 5, Dau. of Coy., 17.81, Tarsus Soc,
5, Cradle Roll, 15; Pawtucket, ("h. Aux.,
361.56, Y. L. M. C, 100, Happy Workers,
10, S. S., 28.44, Cradle Roll, 10."09, Weeden
St. Ch., Cradle Roll, 4.40; Peacedale,
Prim. Dept., S. S., 2 ; Providence, Central
Ch., Mrs. Harriet N. Lathrop, 100, Miss
Lucy Lathrop, 50, Miss Helen S. La-
throp, 300, Aux., 314.46, Wilkinson M. C.
(to const. L. M. Miss Anna Reed Rath-
bun), 25, S. S., Prim. Dept., 4.53, Cradle
Roll, 6.50, North Ch., Aux., 50.75, S. S.,9,
Jr. C. E. Soc, 5, Pilgrim Ch., Aux., 75.88,
Prim. Dept., S. S., 2.40, Little Pilgrim
Cradle Roll, 1.35, Plymouth Ch., Aux.,
23, Union Ch., Aux., 444.16, Prim. DepC,
S. S., 14.40; Tiverton, Aux., 8.25; Wes-
terly, Y. F. M. C, 6; Woonsocket, Globe
Ch., C. E. Soc, 6.57, Prim. Dept., S. S.,

1. Interest to date, 1.16, 2,306 00

Total, 2,306 00

CONNECTICUT.
Eastern Conn. Branch,.—Miss Mary 1.

Lockwood, Treas. New London, First

Ch., Aux., 31.35, Second Ch., Aux., A
Friend, 330; Norwich, First Ch., Aux.,
15, Second Ch., Aux., 30, Broadway Ch.,
Aux., 170.15, Park Ch., Aux., 5; Pouifret,
Aux, 30; West Woodstock, Aux., 10 621 50

Hartford Branch.—Mis.M. .MvadfoidScott,
Treas. Bristol, Aux., 18; lUulington
Aux., 14; Collinsville, Aux., 54.19, iM. c!
21, Cradle Roll, 3, S. S., 5; Columbia
Aux., 61, Cheerful Givers M. C, 4.25;
East Hartford, Aux., 11, Real Workers
M. C, 20, Cradle Roll, 1.25; East Wind-
sor, Aux., 30; Glastonbury, JNIiss Julia
W. Broadhead, 20, Y. L. Soc, 100, M. C,
25; Granby, Aux., 34.50; Hartford, Asy-
lum Hill Ch., Aux., 50, Farmington Ave.
Ch.,C. E. Soc, 1.54, Fourth Ch., Aux.,
31.91, Dau, of Cov., 17.38. M. C, 5. South
Ch., Aux., 51, M'ethersfield Ave. th.,
Aux., 30.10, Windsor Ave. Ch., M. C, 5;
Kensington, Aux., 24.18; Manchester,
Second Ch., Aux., 25; New Britain,
First Ch., Cradle Roll, 10.50, South Ch.,
Aux. (25 by Jliss J. E. Case to const. L.
M. Mrs. C. W. Lee), 51.94, Y. W. Ch.
League, 22, Cradle Roll, 9.30; Nevving-
ton, Aux., 75.70, Y. L. F. M. Soc, 9,

Cheerful Givers I\I. C, 13; Plainville,
Dau. of Cov., 8.05, Cradle Roll, 2.50; Po-
quonock, Aux., 28, Cheerful Givers M.
C, 10.40, Cradle Roll, 3.25; Rocky Hill,
Aux., 6; Rockville, Aux., 65; Sinisbury,
Covenant Circle, 50, Open Hearts M. C,
10; Somers, Aux., 26.55; South Coventry,
Aux., 14.85; South Glastonbuiy, Aux.,
10; Soutliington, Aux., 29.15; South
Manchester, Aux. (75 const. L. M's Mrs.
Frank Cheney, i\lrs. Frank Ladd, Mrs.
Susan Bissell), 95; South Windsor, M. C,
5; Stafford Springs, Aux., 31.50; Suffield,
Aux., 100, Y. L. F. M. Soc, 12.50; Tal-
cottville, Aux., 100, Dau. of Cov., 10;
Terryville, Aux., 45.19; Tolland, Aux.
(25 to const. L. M. Miss Carrie Whiton),
43.94, Jr. End., 4.10; Vernon Center,
Aux. (25 to const. L. M. IMrs. William H.
Barrows), 31; West Hartford, Aux.,
51.29, Y. L. Soc, 10, Greystone Light
Bearers M. C, 5.60; Wethersfleld, Aux.,
15, C. E. Soc, 61.51; Willington, Mrs.
Emily Gardner, 5; Windsor Locks, Aux.,
150, M. B., 50; Windsor, Aux., 94.25, Cra-
dle Roll, 5.75, 2,045 12

lieiv Haven .firanc/i.—Miss Julia Twining,
Treas. Bethel, Aux., 4; Branford, Aux.,
20; Bridgeport, First Ch., Aux., 60;
Bridgewater, Aux., 25; Canaan, Aux.,
12, C. E. Soc, 15; Colelnook, Aux., 40,
M. C, 34; Cromwell, Aux., 8.25; Darieu,
Aux., 26.30; Ellsworth, Aux., 4; Goshen,
Aux., 13.50; Haddam, Aux,, 21; Litch-
field, 0. E. Soc, 27.55, Jr. C. E. Soc,
7.55; Milford, First Ch., L. Ben. Union
(to const. L. M. i\lrs. Henrv H. Morse),
25; Mount Carmel, C. E. Soc, 10; New
Haven, United Ch., M, B, 18; New
Preston, Aux., 3; Northfleld, C. E. Soc,
12.23; North Stamford, Aux., 1 ; Port-
land, Aux., 17; Stamford, Aux., 25;
Westbrook, Aux.,20; Westport, Aux.,10, 459 38

Total, 3,126 00

(Stam/orc?.—Legacy of iVIiss Phebe A,
Webb, Hannah Olivia Knapp and Sarah
H. Whitney, Extrixs., 250 00
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NEW VOHK.

New KorA;.—Friends, 82.50, A Friend, 165;

Gloversville, Friends, 5, 252 50

New York State Branch—Mxs. F. M.
Turner, Treas. Bingliainton, First Cli.,

Aux., 40; Bridgevvater, ^Mrs. Maria M.
Bostvvick, 15; Brooklyn, Mrs. T. R. D.,

250, Tompkins Ave. Cli., Aux., 50; Buf-
falo, First ClJ., Aux., 25; Deansboro,
Aux., 11.46; Fairport, Aux. (to const. L.

M. Mrs. Butts), 25; Gaines, Aux., 10;

Jamestown, C. E. Soc., 10; New York,
Clirist Oil., Aux., 7.50; Riverliead, First

Cli., Aux., 72.50; Seneca Falls, Aux., 5;

Wells ville, Aux., 9.64, West Candor, C.

E. Soc, 2, 533 10

Total, 785 60

PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.

Philadelphia Bratioh.—'Sliss Emma Fla-
veil, Treas. B. C, Washington, First

Oil., Aliss. Club, 75, Prim. Dept., S. S.,

7.32, Mt. Pleasant Cli., Aux., 11.30, C. E.

Soc. 10, Lincoln Temple, Jr. C. E. Soc,
4; Fla., Daytona, Aux., 11; Orinond,
Mrs. A. French, 1; N. J., Asbury Fark,S.
S.,5; Closter, Aux., 6.13; East Orange,
First Ch., Aux., 112, Lydia Guild, Jr.,

Aux., 50, Twinkling Stars M. B., 25,

Trinity Ch., Aux., 13.30, Sen. King's
Daus., 10; Glen Ridge, M. B., 25; Jersey
City, First Ch., .Aux., 25, Faithful Circle

icing's Daus., 5; Montclair, Aux., 42.30,

Y. W. M. S.,60, Children's League, 77.70;

Newark, Belleville Ave. Ch., M. B.,64;
Nutley, Aux., 5; Orange Valley, Aux.,
64.71; Upper Montclair, .Aux., 43; West-
tield, Aux., 122.69, Ministering Children's
League and Cradle Roll, 29.51, Jr. Boys'
Brigade, 5.63, A Friend, 13, C. E. Soc,
5.52; Pa., Conneaut Centre and Steam-
burg, Aux., 5.70; Gerinantown, Jr. Nee-
sima Guild, 12, S. S.. 6.34; Philadelphia,
Snyder Ave. Ch.. C. E. Soc, 2; Va.,
Falls Ch., Aux., 15; Henidon, C. E. Soc,
25, 995 15

Total, 995 15

IOWA.
Beaman.—Mrs. W. IM. Carver, 5 00

Total, 5 00

GEORGIA.
Atlanta— ?i.t\2Mt2i University, Ch., 10, C.
E. Soc, 20, 30 00

Total, 30 00

FLORIDA,

Ormond.—Kvi%.. (to const. L. M, Mrs. H.
H. Stewart), 25 00

Total, 25 00

General Funds,
Gifts for Special Objects,
Variety .Account,
Legacies,

Total, $20,457 11

Mary H. Davis Fund.

Gift of Mrs. Lucy J. Wood, JamaicaPlain,
Mass., in memory of her sister, IVTiss

Mary H. Davis, received Sept. 3, 1902.

18,105 73
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President.

Mrs. a. p. PECK,
819 Fifteenth Street. Oakland, Cal.

Treasurer.

Mrs. S. M. DODGE,
1275 Sixth Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Home Secretaries.

Mrs. W. J. WILCOX,
576 East 14th Street, Oakland, Cal.

Mrs. R. E. COLE,
1367 Castro Street, Oakland, Cal,

Foreign Secretary.

Mrs. C. W. FARNAM,
Fruitvale, Cal.

Branch Secretary.

Mrs.H.E.JEWETT,
2511 Benvenue Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
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REPORT OF RECORDING SECRETARY FOR THE TWENTY-
NINTH ANNUAL MEETING.

Following in the succession of Recording Secretaries I submit tliis re-

port of the year's work. Our meetings have been held, our bills paid, our

pledges fulfilled, and although nothing very remarkable has taken place,

still we may call it a prosperous year, and realize that the " good hand of

our God has been upon us," as Nehemiah said many years ago ; if we have
had losses in our membership, let us look to it that there are no losses in our

zeal and interest ; and now we are met on this Twenty-Ninth Annual
Meeting.
Our annual for 1901, held in the Third Church, San Francisco, was well

attended. Our President, Mrs. Peck, was re-elected, with a board of

officers much the same as the previous year. The Young Ladies' Branch
reported a change in its constitution. Owing to the formation of Christian

Endeavor Societies and Young Ladies' Guilds its membership had grown
less, and in place of the usual officers a Superintendent was to be chosen,

and the money collected to be paid to the Board Treasurer. Miss Flint was
appointed as Superintendent of Young People's Work. Miss Denton of

Japan and Miss Barker of India addressed us, giving many interesting items

of their work. Much sorrow was felt at the announcement of the death of

Mrs. Perkins, the mother of two missionaries, whose prayers were unfailing

for God's blessing.

In December we met at the First Church, Oakland ; in March at Bethany
;

and in June at Alameda. These meetings were enjoyable, and we were
most hospitably entertained by the ladies of each church.

(569)
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On October 22d there was a reception at the Y. M. C. A. to missionaries

returning to their fields in China and Japan. We looked in the faces and
heard the voices of some veterans ; namely, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley on
" Tientsin," Miss Andrews of Tung-cho, and Mrs. Davis, Miss Parfalee,

and Miss Adams of Japan. These occasions are of great value, giving us a

needful opportunity to know our missionaries.

At the December meeting we heard Miss Brown of Niigata, and Mrs.
Smythe of the Methodist Board at Foochow ; in March Miss Melville of

West Africa addressed us, also Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Logan, vvIto were on
their way to Guam to join lier, and Mrs. Price. In June we were glad to

hear Miss Watson of Egypt, belonging to the United Presbyterian Mission,

and Rev. Mr. Perkins of Aladura. We have greeted with pleasure friends

from the East who are interested in the Boards at Boston and Chicago.

Their work is on a larger scale than ours, and they have many new features.

At each meeting we have heard the graphic accounts Mrs. Farnam gives of

our missionaries, and also papers by ladies of this vicinity.

Our Branches—the Southern, Oregon and Washington—sent their reports

to our last annual. Our President attended the annual of the Southern

Branch last April, speaking seventeen times in twenty days, and, if possi-

ble, hopes to attend the Washington Brancli annual this fall.

As in previous years, we have supported missionaries and schools in India,

China, Japan, Turkey and Africa. We have relinquished our work in

Spain, feeling that the higher education is beyond the province of this Board
;

instead we have a new field in the Foochow Mission at Pagoda Anchorage.

The Cradle Roll is flourishing under the enthusiastic care of Miss Piper.

A new interest in the study of missions has been found in Via Christie

which takes up the centuries from Paul's time to Carey and Judson. This

has been prosecuted with vigor and enthusiasm in Pilgrim Church, Oakland
;

also in Santa Cruz, Fruitvale, Berkeley and Plymouth Church, San Francisco.

Mrs. F. H. Foster, who edited our column in The Pacific^ has removed
to the East. Her sister, Mrs. Ireland, who was planning to return to

Africa, and to whom we voted to send a small donation for the Ireland

Home, died after a short illness in the spring. Mrs. Farnam has added to

her other duties the care of the column.
As we pass in review these months we are reminded of the loss we have

suffered in the death of our dear Mrs. Smith, who went to glory on New
Year's morning. Although unable to be present at our meetings for some
time, her interest was active to the last, and the present Secretary has learned

mucli from her. A memorial service was held in Mrs. Smith's honor at

the March meeting. " She, being dead, yet speaketh." Among the large

amovmt of paper which was in Mrs. Smith's care is the original draft of our

constitution. Copies of this were sent to the churches, and there are the

lists of charter members from Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara, Clayton, San

Jose and churches in San Francisco and Oakland.

The record of the year is finished.

" Another year ! Another year!

How many a grief has marked its fligiit!

Some whom we love no more are here,

Translated to the realms of light."
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THE SOUTHERN BRANCH.
The latest word to us from Miss Denton was a postal containing the

words, " The past year has been one of great, great advance in our work."
Mrs. A. E. Larkin, of Ontario, now has charge of the Traveling Mission-

ary Libraries for the San Bernardino district. Auxiliaries in this district

please confer witli her about obtaining them.

A number of our auxiliaries are now studying Via Christi in their mis-

sionary meetings. It certainly furnishes a good solid fovmdation of mission-

ary information on which to build up more perfectly the knowledge of

present progress.

Facts and news of our own workers should be brought in along witli this

uniform study.

The President of the Southern Branch would be glad to hear from aux-

iliaries as to their winter plans for meetings, and know of the success of the

imiform study.

A book so convenient for use and reasonable in price as Via Christi

should be owned and read by large numbers among us. Thirty-five cents

to Fowler Brothers, West Second Street, Los Angeles, will procure a copy.

There will follow some suggestive programmes from this book used by

some of our auxiliaries. The two given this month are from Chapter I.

The topics with Roman numerals are supposed to be thoroughly prepared,

but are not to exceed seven minutes each. The questions are to be answered
briefly in one minute, if possible.

Topics.—\. " The Times of the Roman Emperors." II. " Early Apol-

ogists and Early Translators of the Scriptures." III. "Justin Martyr and

Early Women Martyrs."

Questions

:

—
1. How does the social upheaval of the eaidy Christians compare with that

of Socialists of to-day ?

2. Why did Christianity tend westward.?

3. Why is it said, " The blood of the martyrs," etc. ?

4. Were city or country missions more fruitful, and why.?

5. The Catacombs.?

Devotional exercises, consisting of Scripture, as suggested in Via Christi.,

Chapter I.

Earliest Christian Hymn.
Prayers, from pages 34 and 25 of Via Christi.

Table No. i, given in the same, read or written on the blackboard.

Questions.—Who were the first missionaries, their methods, first tour,

different kinds of work.? Name a few noted Christians from 100 to 300

A. D., giving countries, work and career. Give something about the early

women martyrs.

References.— Via Christi; Barnes' TxvoThousand Years Before Carey

;

Mrs. Scudder's Nineteen Cetituries of Missions; Smith's Short History

of Christian Missions.
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JAPAN.
WORK IN MATSUYAMA.

The year has brought no cessation of " hostilities." The battle is raging,
and our successes are increasingly visible. We have recently completed two
series of special meetings,—one of three days, which we carried on by our-

selves in Komachi (street-preaching by day and chapel-preaching at night),

and one of six days in Togawa (where our church is), with the help of Dr.
Davis and Mr. Harada, of Kobe. Each spoke two or three times each day,

—a heavy pull for them and for us, too. Seventeen persons signed appli-

cations for help in studying Christianity. The results of last year's cam-
paign have been pretty vvell conserved ; out of about fifty who signed
applications some twenty have already joined the church, and the majority
of the rest are still studying. Some of our recent acquisitions are distinct

additions to our working force.

In March we began a Christian boarding Iiouse for factory girls,—a most
important and hopeful work. We had much doubt about our ability to

finance it, as we can secure no help from Board funds for such purposes.

Private gifts from the missionaries have, however, proved sufficient thus far,

—though we still need a baby organ,—and we expect the " home" soon to

become self-supporting. Mrs. Gulick's two cooking classes, having about
thirty members, are fairly prosperous. They bring us into relation with
some of the best families of the city, thus giving usa recognized social standing.

We started last January a species of city Y. M. C. A., with university

extension methods, English being the fovuidation course. Astronomy and
chemistry are two other coinses we expect to finish before summer. The"
Girls' School has taken a new start, botli in pupils (now about one hundi'ed)

and in Christian character ; Bible study and attendance on morning pi'ayers

being required of all,—even day scholars. Since last December Miss
Parmelee has been in our family,—a pleasant addition. She has given

herself to the woman's work with much energy and success. We all con-

tinue well, for which we are profoundly thankful. The children persist in

growing in every way. Thanks to a generous friend, we nave been able to

employ an English-speaking Japanese young man to help in their education,

so that that problem has been partially solved the past two years. I have
been able to continue to serve as the acting pastor of this church. The
Japanese pastor, Mr. Ninomiy, is to be away the remainder of this year.

This keeps me exceedingly busy. But with all my efforts I do not begin

to enter all the doors opened to me, and this is largely so for lack of means
to employ sufficient helpers and make suitable use of the printed page. Oh
that all Christians at home could appreciate the innumerable openings and
opportunities lying all around us, and provide us with the means for more
effectually possessing this land for Christ and the truth ! Had I a few
hundred dollars more each year for direct evangelistic work—for a gospel

tent and for tracts—the work I could accomplish could easily be doubled

and trebled.

Pray with us for this, and for us that we may be faithful in doing the best

with what we have. Yours at the battle front,

Sidney L. Gulick.
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CHRISTMAS EVE.

BY EDNAH PROCTOR CLARKE.

Not to Jerusalem's palm-welcomed King,

Not to the Man reviled on Calvary's height,

Not to the risen God mj heart doth lift

In wondering awe to-night.

But to the Baby shut from Bethlehem's inn,

,

About whose feet the wise, dumb creatures pressed,

-

The dow-nj head, the little nestling hands,

On Mary's breast.

There were so many ways Thou couldst have come,

—

Lord of incarnate life and form thou art,

—

That thou shouldst choose to be a helpless Babe,

Held to a woman's heart,

Doth seem thy tenderest miracle of love
;

For this more wondrous than Love sacrificed.

All women, till the utmost stars grow dim,

Must love thee, Christ! -From the Century.
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A TRANSLATION

Extracts from a paper read at the Bible Women's Conference on " Bible Women's
Work in the City of, Bombay, India," by Tarabai.

"My companion Adabai and I have twelve regular places where we visit

in different parts of the city among various castes, as well as among the

lepers out at Matunga, at the plague hospital, to the women at the police

station, to those who work in the Victoria Gardens, and any Christian

women who may be ill in the different hospitals in Bombay. In this way
we have talked to 1,675 women and 625 men. We have taught Bible verses

and hymns to boys and girls, distributed books and tracts, given garments
from our Dorcas Society to some of the very poor, and have done other

errands of mercy. We find it difficult sometimes to gain entrance to a new
place or home. Ignorance of Christians, or caste rules, or prejudice, keep

them from welcoming us or asking us to sit down ; but we talk while stand-

ing, remove their objections by tact, repeat our visits, sympathize with and

comfort them in their troubles, sing to them, until often we are heai'tily wel-

comed at last. They are like animals brought from the country into the city,

where they see white walls and white clothing, which fills them with terror.

"We have lost many of the old homes, where we have read for three or

four years, on account of removals since the plague into more healthy-

localities. We have decided to hunt up our old fiimilies if possible.

" Every day we are confronted with many questions and many objections ;

among them are these : Show us your God ! You worship him ; can you
see him.'' If our gods are senseless, how did our ancestors worship them all

their lives, suffer for them, and taught us to worship them? Should we
leave the old way and bring reproach on our race? You talk of Jesus as the

incarnation, we of Krishna; what is the difference? Such like and many
other questions are jDut to us. Of course this opens the way for us to com-
pare the life of Jesus and that of Krishna, to talk and sing of the living God
and tell them that Christ came to save sinners, while Krishna says he comes
only to the righteous. Now, what is the fruit of our teaching? Does the

word abide with our hearers? At one place we were received very kindlv

by a high-caste woman who had a comfortable home. We sat and talked

with her and she with us in a most friendly manner, but finally seeing our

Bibles she said, ' You must not tell us even one word out of yovn* books ; the

men in our family have strictly forbidden it ;
' so we arose and came away.

In a few days we were passing near there and saw her conversing with

a Kamati woman (another caste), who was telling her that she liad to' feed

her dead the next day. At that we stopped, and said, 'Will the dead eat?*
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' Oh no,' she said, ' but their spirits will, and they will rove restlessly until

thev have all they want.' This gave us opportunity to speak of death and

the resurrection. After the Kamati woman left, our friend begged us to

go home with her and tell her more. After some days we heard that this"

woman was dying ; doctors, mind readers, muntras and vows were of no

avail. We went to the house, but found her unconscious. Her mother's

wails and agony touched our hearts, and we said, ' Trust her now v/ith

Jesus Christ,' and then came away. In two or three days we heard that the

woman was better, and that she had been heard to say, ' O Lord, I have none

but thee whether I live or die.' Again in a few days she said to her

motlier, ' Call those two Christian women.' We went, and the first words

she uttered were, ' I am born again ; my gods in whom I believed did not

save me, but the Jesus whom I despised has made me well.' At her re-

quest we read from the Bible and sang to her. She now says, ' I am a

Christian at heart, and I talk openly of my belief, but I am yet too afraid to

break caste.' We are hopingcourage will be given to her. At another house

in the same street we were reading to some women, who were listening

attentively and with great interest, when a man who stood near called out

angrily : ' Why do you listen to those polluted women ? Don't you know
they are deceiving 3'ou ? They will carry you off.' One of the women
answered back : ' Well, don't you be deceived or led away or become a

Christian. It is nothing to you
;
you are not of our caste.' Upon that he

showed great anger, and said, 'Just let one of you leave your caste; I will

report you to government ; then you will see what will happen to you.' He
then went away. This shows that, though Satan troubles those who try to

learn of God, our work will not be given up by him, and this gives us joy.

At the plague hospital we had some conversation with the nurses. Going

out, the Sepoy at the gate said, ' You have no business here
;
you have no

orders from the lady superintendent.' The lady hearing this called to us,

and after asking our names, our work, and the mission under which we
work, said, ' Come just when you like and talk to these people.'

"At still another place a woman, who had called us in, and is able to read,

and had read the books and tracts we had given her, one day opened her

heart and told us who she is. Even if she is a Rahab, we feel that Christian

truths are affecting her, and that like Rahab of old she will seek and get

salvation. In another place where we go those heathen women not only

listen, but join with us in singing hymns. We ask prayers for those women,

who are like little children learning the alphabet. The Lord can gradually

open their hearts and make them courageous to come out from their caste

and their people."
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By the death of Mrs. John L. Davies the Congregational Church of

Davenport, Iowa, has lost a warm friend and liberal supporter.

Mrs. Davies died at her home in Davenport, vSeptember 7th, being ninety-

one years of age. She was a charter member of the Ladies' Foreign

Missionary Society, whicli was organized in 1S70. Her deep interest con-

tinued in it up to the time of her death. She had been a subscriber to Life

AND Light from its first publication, and greatly enjoyed its pages. The

influence of her beautiful, pure life will long remain with us. Her presence

was a benediction to all who knew her. " Blessed are the dead who die in

the Lord."

THE OPINION OF THE NATIVE PREACHER ON WORK IN
MELUR STATION, INDIA.

With eleven native preachers I have just finished a ten-days' tour of

preaching through a circle of one hundred and forty-three villages, where

we preached to more than seven thousand six hundred liearers. At the close

of this tour I asked the men to tell me what had impressed them specially

on this tour, as a matter calculated to give us courage as to the growth of

the kingdom in the hearts of the people, or as a matter to discourage us in

our work. Is the kingdom coming, or is it not coming?

F. E. Jeffrey.
I quote below some of the replies :

—

" I was surprised to hear the Hindus singing Christian lyrics. One man
was singing, ' Oh, Jesus, I am a sinner. Rule over me.* In another

village a man sang, ' Oh, Jesus, thou only Saviour, save me!'

R. Rayappan."

" I was impressed in one village by a woman who, when we began to

preach, went from house to house and gathered the people to hear about

Jesus. In another village a Pariah man said :
' I know you, who you are.

You have come to preach about Jesus Christ.' Then he turned to his vil-

lage people, who had gathered to hear, and said : 'Now listen to what these

men say. How often have I told you that Jesus is the only true God. But

when I have worshiped only him, you have come to beat ine with clubs and to

burn my house over my head. Just listen to what these men say. I believe

thft Jesus Christ is the true God.' S. Muzzy."
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" In the village the people said: ' Whatever is useful to me, that is my
fod. The hoe serves me, so I worship. The plow^ does my bidding ; i

worship that. The hatchet cuts my firewood, so I worship the hatchet.

The firewood cooks my food, so I worship the tree which gives the fire-

wood.' Then I showed the accordion which was in my hands, and said :

'Hear what sweet music this makes. Why don't you worship it?' At

once they all raised their hands and worshiped the accordion. Then I

said, ' But this accordion was made by the white man.' Again they all

raised their hands and worshiped the white man. Then I told them of God
who made the white man and all creations. He alone is worthy to be

worshiped.

" But such ignorant people are in the back villages. Formerly the peo-

ple thought the idol was God. Now since Christianity has taught them

better, they sav that the grotesque and unclean idol is only used by them

as a symbol to make them think of God. P. Thangamuthu."

REPORT OF THE THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUx\L MEETING OF

THE WOMAN'S BOARD OF MISSIONS OF THE INTERIOR.

BY MARV I. LYMAN.

The Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions of

the Interior, held in the First Congregational Church of Chicago, has come

to a close; and as we turn again to the daily task, the common round, we
feel indeed that we have just placed a golden stepping stone in life's high-

way by which we may climb to a higher level, with a broader outlook and

#a clearer, purer atmosphere around us.

It was an unusual meeting. One hears that from the officers of the Board,

who have prayed into being and successfully carried through so many annual

meetings. The delegates, who have come in such unprecedented numbers

from churches all over our great interior states, have been clasping each

other by the hand and repeating it, with the earnest wish that they might

carry to their constituencies some of the enthusiasm and exaltation and en-

largement of vision which seemed to grow and rise and broaden out from

the opening reception, Tuesday evening, when delegates and missionaries

met each other in social intercourse, until that last night when we could

stand with Miss Ellen Stone in her captivity and feel "the presence of the

angel of the Lord." It was attested by the large numbers that were present
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at all the sessions, and especially by that vast company—filling every seat of

the large audience room of the church, lining the walls, and crowding the

gallery aisles—who had come to hear Miss Stone tell of her wonderful pres-

ervation in captivity, and deliverance from it. Nor was this the usual

audience that gathers to hear a missionary speal<, for besides the delegates

and friends, little ragamuffins from the street, hard-worked women from

neighboring tenement houses, with their babies on their arms, slouching men
in soiled linen, and thoughtless young men and girls, attracted by Miss

Stone's name, listened attentively to words that must have sounded new and

strange to their ears as she told of the marvelous exhibition of. God's

sustaining power through all her thrilling experience.

Many things combined to make this an unusual meeting: the great cor-

diality, careful preparation for, and perfect sympathy with, the gathering

displayed by the pastor and people of the church, and by the neighboring

pastors; the large number and high order of the missionary speeches ; the

thoughtful, suggestive papers brought by the women of the Branches ; the

stirring and enlightening address given by Dr. H. L. Willett, of the Chicago

University, which pictured the grand and heroic nature of the missionary

enterprise—this "business of the Church,"—and of the need of the world

for more " mothering" ; and above all the spirit of prayer that was evident,

and seemed especially to find utterance after Miss Swift's uplifting exposition

of Habbakuk's prayer and vision,—all united to make the occasion a mem-
orable one.

The review of the Home Department and the reports from the Branches

showed how vigorously the work was being pushed at this end of the line,

—

by the efforts of field secretaries and speakers, by the circulation of Mission

Studies^ by reference and traveling libraries, and by earnest workers every-

where,—so that tlnee states, at least, could report the fulfillment of their

pledges to the Board. And yet but one new missionary has been sent to

the foreign field during the year. The report of the work abroad showed

faithfulness and progress at every point, and how massacres and war, famine

and pestilence, only served to open new doors for the missionary to enter,

thus bringing the long-prayed-for increase of opportunity, and to us the

privilege of keeping step with God if we will.

The one note of sadness came when the Treasurer, Mrs. S. E. Hurlbut,

reported that although $80,820.01 had been raised since the last annual

meeting, which was an advance of more than $4,600 over the preceding

year, it nevertheless fell short by $5,500 of the sum which the Executive

Committee had been obliged to expend for the year's work. By pledges

and contributions $2,365 of this sum was raised before the meeting closed.
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The children had their place in this meeting, and for one hour rows of

little faces were turned to the missionaries as they told of what little Amer-

icans were doing to brighten the. lives of the children of heathen lands

through the Glory Kindergarten of Japan, the boarding schools, village

schools, and orphanages in China, India and Turkey. During another

hour the mothers and teachers turned their thoughts to the unuttered cry of

our own children for that culture which comes alone from the training of

self-sacrifice, and considered how best to bring to them the opportunity

of sharing in this great missionary work which needs their help. Dr. J. F.

Loba, with his overflowing sympathy, voiced for us the cry of the children

of India, whom he could hear " crying in the playtime of the others."

For the young women came the thought that " God has his best for those

who stand the test." *' We are praying for and seeking to evangelize

heathen girls, but are we giving up our daugliters to secular things? Are

we teaching them that the things best worth living for are not the things of

this world.?" And then Miss Emily Bissell stood before us,—for a time a

despised Mahar woman,—and pictured all too vividly the tragic life of a

low-caste woman in India.

On what scale ought missionary work of the twentieth century to be

planned.? was Mrs. Moses Smith's pertinent question, and her telling words

drove home the truth that " no missionary Board can plan anything but on

the scale of the individual giver." " God has made his plans and given us

the power to fulfill them if each individual Christian does his work." Many
helpful thoughts came in the discussion of the essential factors in the execu-

tion of such plans : the messenger or the sender and the sent, money,

and prayer. "Christ says, 'Go ye into all the world.' We cannot all be

of the company who go. Are we then forbidden to fulfill that command?
No ; our work may lie at home. We may be sent to be senders." " Money,

which may be a temptation, may also be made the means of the greatest

blessing if used for God." " Pour out your souls in prayer for the vision

that will make you say, God is victorious, and I will march with him. At
the last great day it is with our prayers we shall ascend befoi'e God ; not

with our w^orks, not with our gifts. Who can say but that the ineffective

work on the mission field may have been done with money unconsecrated

by prayer ?

"

And then the missionaries ! What a picture of humble, consecrated,

heroic womanhood arose before us as in simple words they told of the lives

they led. From Miss Jolianna Graf, Mrs. Etta Doane Marden, and Miss

Ellen Stone we learned the story of the work in Turkey. Miss Anna
Millard, Miss Eva Swift, and Miss Emily Bissell led us to the little blind
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children of Bombay, to the outcast widows and despised Mahar women of

Southern India. With Mrs. Ada Haven Mateer we saw the live new
China rising out of the arms of dead old China, and thanked God for the

noble part whicli the girls of the Bridgman School were having in this

arising. Mrs. Lydia Lord Davis contrasted her own widowed life with

that of her despised sisters in India and China, and Mrs. Gertrude Willcox

Weakley spoke with loving enthusiasm of the influential place held h\

Kobe College and Miss Searle in the education of Japanese girls.

At the close of the session on Thursday afternoon all the missionaries

present, sixteen in numbei-, were called to the platform. It was a goodly

company. There stood women of intellect and ability, of energy and

power,—women who had touched and moulded lives ; who had established

and carried forward important enterprises; whose gentle influence had

helped to transform communities and to shake empires ; from some of

whose lips the cup of martyrdom had been snatched as by a miracle, and

yet withal, women whose one compelling motive was " the love of Christ

constraineth us."

At the closing session it was voted that some of the collection should be

used to make Miss Ellen Stone, Madam Tsilka, and Baby Elenchie life

members of the Woman's Board of Missions of the Int< rlor.

WOMAN'S BOARD OF THE INTERIOR.

Mrs. S. E. HURLBUT, Treasukkr.

Reokipts from Sgpxehber 10 TO October 10, 1902.

Colorado
Illinois .

Indiana .

Iowa
Kansas .

MlOfiflGAN
Minnesota
Missouri .

Montana
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio .

Oklahoma
SoFTH Dakota
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Florida .

Georgia .

Idaho
Kent qcky
Massachusetts
Africa
China

2.5

299 63
498 06
248 12

,521 91
834 55
,164 26
619 30
205 60
16 25

624 26
97 46

,131 27
20 02

369 59
,546 76
113 56
28 00
35 00
7 30

11 70
5 00

20 00
5 00

Japan 18 05
Miscellaneous 299 16

Receipts for the month . 15,739 80
Previously acknowledged, omitting
correction 49,203 36

Total since October, 1901 . . . $64,943 16

oentukt fund.

Received this month . . .• . 18 31^
Previously acknowledged . . . 1,122 03

Total since October, 1901 . V . $1,140 34

additional donations for special objects.

a") 00

539 62

Total since October, 1901 . §574 62

Mrs. E. M. Williams, Ass'tTreas.

Received this month . . . .

Already forwarded, including correc-
tion "
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